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PREFACE 

This selection of the most important proposals and initiatives concerning the 
election of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage is intended as yet 
a further spur to efforts to ensure early implementation of Articles 138 of the EEC 
Treaty, 108 of the Euratom Treaty and 21 of the ECSC Treaty. 

Prepared under the direction of Mr. Fernand Dehousse, Chairman of the European 
Parliament's Working Group which drew up the draft Convention on the election of 
the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, it appears at a moment of high 
expectations. It is also meant as a warning to the Governments of member States: 
we have already waited far too long for the direct election of members of the European 
Parliament to set a democratic seal on the European Communities. 

More than nine years have elapsed since the spring of 1960 when the Parliament 
formally proposed a draft Convention for the direct election of its members by direct 
universal suffrage-years filled with hopes, fears, and disappointments. We hope there 
will be no further delays. These would be all the more unwarrantable in view of the 
initiatives, declarations and votes of the national Parliaments, and of all the democratic 
political movements as well as of public opinion. 

We are convinced that the success of efforts to achieve European unity will depend 
very closely on the effective participation of the peoples of the Community. For this, 
European elections offer the best opportunity. Moreover, they would make it possible 
to overcome not a few of the difficulties now experienced in running the Community's 
parliamentary institution, and would at long last enhance its prestige and widen its 
powers. · 

This is why European elections must be put off no longer: the democratic future 
of our Communities is at stake. 

Mario SCELBA 
President of the European Parliament 
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INTRODUCTION 

The . six member States of the Communities have still to reach agreement on the election 
of members of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, a matter on which Articles 
21 of the ECSC Treaty, 108 of the Euratom Treaty and 138 of the EEC Treaty requke a una
nimous decision of the Six. 

In 1969, therefore, the European Parliament is still made up of representatives from the 
national Parliaments. 

Does this mean thail: the Articles cited have been overlooked for ten years, dulling which they 
have become, Like other provisions, a 'dead branch' of the Treaties ? Decidedly not. 

On the contrary-and this is the first point to emerge from a perusal of this selection of 
documents-the question of direct elections has been constantly brought up in various quarters by 
the political parties and by the employers' and workers' organizations-as well as, of course, in what 
has now come to be regarded as the doctrine on the subject. 

·Needless to say, not everyone has treated the question in the same manner or with the 
same conviction. But it is remarkable that movements whose main concern is not political have 
raised the problem whenever an opportunity has presented itself or could be created. 

f • •• ' 

When, for example, in a motion passed at the close of a congress or a symposiUm, a movement 
calls for 'democratization of the Communities' institutional structure', it rarely fails to allude to 
popular representation in the European Parliament-that is, direct election of its members-and 
often dwells on the need to widen Parliament's powers. 

As can be seen from the following pages, not a year has passed without its motions, declara
tions, symposia, bills, proposals and papers on the subject. At the very most, periods can be dis
tinguished during which interest shifts from elections themselves to closely related questions such 
as that of increasing PaHiament's powers. The champions of direct elections expect them, of course, 
to help strengthen these powers. In their minds the two issues a:re, and always have been, bracketed 
together. 

Direct elections were covered in a draft Convention drawn up in 1960 by Parliament itself. 
In preparing that document Parliament was merely complying with the provisions of the Treaties 
which, while vesting the supreme power of decision in the Council of Ministers, require it to 
pronounce on texts· for the <kawing up of which Parliament is responsible. 

It took two years of uninterrupted work to prepare the draft Convention. The initial phase was 
handled by a working party headed by Mr. Dehousse. This made use of theoretical studies of 
comparat:ive electoral law and consulted, in their own countries, a great many leading political and 
scientific figures of the Six .. 

Parliament's Committee on Political Affairs, at successive meetings held in Rome from 4 to 
8 March 1960, then adopted the version finally put forward at the plenary session, at which a 
fairly large· number of amendments were moved, and several accepted. By a resolution passed 
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on 17 May 1960 Parliament adopted a final draft of the Convention, comprising 23 Articles, which 
was forwarded to the Councils on 20 June. 

The draft Convention drawn up by the European Parliament filled a gap. Up till then, direct 
elections could be either advocated or opposed, but no detailed basic document on the subject was 
available. Thereafter, any arguments for or against European elections could draw on a text that 
was at once official and exhaustive. 

Since then there has been a vast number of motions, declarations, press articles, bills, proposals 
and papers on the election of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage. 

The mass of documents available on the subject made a selection unavoidable, and is also 
reflected in the form taken by this publication. 

A simple and reliable criterion was adopted, a distinction being drawn between texts that were 
legal in scope and those of a political nature. Thus, Part One contains private members' bills, writ
ten and oral questions, and motions passed in the six member State&. It should be noted that in 
none of these States was a bill on the subject introduced by the government. 

Part Two brings together documents political in aim-resolutions passed at the end of con
gresses of parties or ideological movements, statements by ministers, former ministers or parlia
mentarians, the positions taken up by persons of influence, and doctrinal points of view. 

I 

Part One, devoted to legal documents, contains no government bills because, as pointed out, 
none exist. All the texts selected were introduced by private members or, as in Italy recently, 
as a result of popular initiative. Each document reflects the constitutional features of the State 
concerned. This has given rise to terminological as well as legal differences, but :in all cases the 
doouments are an e:rercise in legislative authority. 

The first documents quoted in the present selection stem from the European Parliament. After 
sending its draft Convention of 17 May 1960 to the Councils, Parliament came face to face with 
the fact that the Councils were not following it up. Consequently, while a number of European 
parliamentarians put written questions to the Councils to remind them of the .draft's existence, 
others began to consider another course-that of increasing Parliament's powers, with or without 
direct elections. This question was dealt with in a report drawn up by Mr. Furler and adopted by 
Parliament at its plenary session of 27 June 1963. In the last chapter of that report Mr. Furler 
concludes that direct elections offer the best prospects for strengthening Parliament's powers. 

Meanwhile, during the debates held tin 1961 and 1962 in connexion with the projects for 
a political union among the Six, the European Parliament, attending in an advisory capacity, again 
and again reminded tiDe negotiators of the commitments as to European elections entered into under 
the Treaties. The Governments, however, were divided over this question. The French delegation's 
project for political union, which made no provision for direct elections, was countered by a second 
project drawn up by the other five delegations and providing for progressive implementation of 
Article 138 of the Rome Treaty.(l) 

The br~down of these negotiations did not augur well for the project, despite the efforts 
of the European Parliament whose members continued to ply the Councils with written questions 
concevning the draft Convention of 1960 and the Furler report of 1963. At a meeting of the 
Council of Ministers of the Community held on 24 and 25 February 1964, however, Mr. Saragat 

( 1 ) See 'Towards Political Union'. a selection of documents published by the European Parliament's General Directorate of Parliamentary 
Documentation and Information, January 1964. 
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tabled a proposal, on behalf of the Italian Government, for a new European drive comprising, 
among other things, the stage-by-stage organization of elections to the European Parliament by 
direct universal suffrage. On 2r8 November 1964, the Italian Government embodied its proposal 
in a draft declaration to be signed by the six member States. 

The question finally cropped up again in 1968 following a move by the Legal Affairs Com
mittee. 

That committee considers that the provisions of Article 175 of the EEC Treaty can be resorted 
to in or·der to invite the Council to pronounce on the draft Convention of 1960. Article 175 
covers cases where the Council fails to make its attitude clear where required to do so by the 
Treaty. The Commission or the European Parliament then have the right to bring proceedings before 
the Court of Justice for 'violation of the Treaty'. 

It was with this in mind that a new draft resolution, drawn up by the Legal Affa:irs Committee 
and submitted in plenary session by Mr. Dehousse, was passed by the European Parliament at its 
March 1969 session and forwarded to the Council. At its session of 12 May 1969 the Council 
instructed the Committee of Permanent Representatives to submit to it a report on this resolution. 

While the European Pa:rliament continued to devote attention to the problem of direct elec
tions, its activities were followed up by the national Parliaments of the Six. 

In France, where oral questions concerning European elections are only rarely put, either in the 
National Assembly or in the Senate, three private members' bills (or, to be exact, one and the 
same bill introduced under two successive legislative periods) were introduced in the National 
Assembly. Their sponsors laid down a time-limit for direct elections to the European Parliament. 

Why should a date be fi:x;ed ? Is this not, after all, a secondary issue compared to the problems 
that would be raised by the elections themselves ? The reason, as the sponsors of the bill point 
out in the preamble, is that the 1960 draft can perfectly well be applied as it stands. 

A first bill was presented on 12 June 1963 in the National Assembly by Mr. Rossi and the 
members of the Rassemblement democratique group, the members of the Socialist group, and 
Messrs. Pleven, Abelin, Baudis, Bonnet, Miss Dienesch, Messrs. Preville, Michel Jacquet, Lou:is 
Michaud and Pillet. It was then referred to the Foreign Affairs Committee as it had not been 
submitted to a special committee inside the appointed time-limits, but never appeared on the 
Assembly's agenda. ·A further bill, couched in the same terms, was introduced separately by each 
party on 28 March and 5 April 1968, but with as little success. 

In Italy, the matter gave rise to a great deal of parliamentary activity. Interest in the appoint
ment of delegates to the European Parliament was of course quickened by the Italian Parliament's 
inability, between 1960 and 1968, to get over the problem of renewing its delegation to Strasbourg. 
Even though, however, the Italian parties finally succeeded in doing this in early 1969, direct 
elections to the European Parliament continued to be the subject of bills. 

The Italian Parliament approved a number of bills, motions, etc., in which the Italian Govern
ment was asked either to urge its five partners to speed up application of Article 138 of the 
Rome Treaty or to organize the election of Italian representatives by universal suffrage in Italy. 

In March 1961 members of the Republican, Christian Democrat, Social Democrat and Socialist 
groups tabled a motion in the Chamber in favour of a European Constituenlf: Assembly. 'In Nov
ember 1961 Senators &utero and Battista tabled a motion asking the Italian Government to invite 
its partners on the Council to approve the draft Convention of 1960. On 14 September 1963 a new 
bill, urging the Italian Government to request the Council's views on the 1960 draft Convention, 
was introduced in the Chamber. 
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On 8 February 1965 Senators Jannuzzi, Santero and Zaccari (Christian Democrats), Battino 
Vittorelli (Socialist Party of Proletarian Unity), Bergamasco (Liberal) a.nd Gmnzotto Basso (Socia
list Democrat) introduced a bill in the Senate for the election of Italian delegates to the European 
Parliament by universal suffrage in Italy. On 9 February a bill, sponsored by Mr. Scelba and about 
a hundred of his Christian Democrat colleagues, was introduced in the Chamber for the purpose 
of amending the Italian Constitution accordingly. Sixty-seven Christian Democrats returned to the 
attack on 8 October 1968, tabling a motion that unilateral steps be taken for the unilateral elec
tion of the Italian delegation to the European Parliament. 

The latest bill is a 'popular bill' for the election of members of the European Parliament by 
universal suffrage. By 17 February 1969 this had secured the 50,000 signatures needed for its 
introduction in the Chambers. Shortly afterwards, the number had risen to 200,000. This popu
lar initiative, for which provision exists in the Italian Constitution, is unique among the Commu
nity countries. 

In Germany, the keen interest felt :in the Bundestag in direct elections is reflected in written 
questions and bills which, as in Italy, demand either that the Government approach the other five 
partners with a view to getting the matter on the Council's agenda or, failing this, that the Ger
man delegation be elected by universal suffrage. 

A particularly important debate followed the introduction of a Socialist bill which was debated 
in the Bundestag on 20 May 1965. 

The report of the Foreign Affairs Committee prepared by Mr. Furler called for rejection of 
the bill on legal and political grounds. Mr. Furler maintained that to elect European parliamen
tarians by universal suffrage in one country alone would be against the letter of the Treaties, 
and felt that any unilateral action of that kind was also politically unwise. 

Since then, it appears that the Bundestag has been waiting, and manifestly hoping, for an 
agreement to be reached on the subject by the Six. 

In the Netherlands, elections to the European Parliament by universal suffrage have given rise 
to a number of motions and bills of a legal nature in the States General. 

It should be noted that direct elections are not dissociated from increasing the powers of 
the European Parliament, even in its present form. In reply to a written question put by Mr. 
Vredeling in December 1965, Mr. Gals, then Prime Minister, deplored the fact that the extremely 
important question of increasing the powers of the European Parliament was unlikely to receive 
favourable treatment under the circumstances then prevailing. 

On 24 April 1969, the Chamber of DepUJties of Luxembourg adopted a motion tabled 
by the Socialist group and inviting the Government to introduce without delay a bill for the direct 
election of delegates from the Grand Duchy to the European Parliament. 

F~nally, :in Belgium on 26 June 1969 Messrs. Nothomb a.nd Oha:bert introduced in the Chamber 
of Representatives a bill drafted along lines suggested by the H:aiian 'people's bill' a:nd calling for 
direct elections of Belgian representatives in Strasbourg in 1970, thail: is, at the same time as local 
elections. 

II 

Part Two of this selection contains documents of a political nature which do not fall withi'n 
the legal system of the Community or of individual member States. These comprise motions by 
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national political parties, Internationals and European movements, statements by prominent persons 
in the political and other fields, doctrinal points of view and speeches made during parliamentary 
debates. 

The various European movements have been particularly productive, as shown by the motions 
voted at the end of their congresses or at meetings of their steering committees. Intent on shap
ing a public opinion which they regard as a prereqmisitte of an integrated Europe, federal or not, 
the European movements see in direct elections to the European Parliament an ideal instrument 
for their policy. lt will be noted, however, that depending on the year and on the particular section 
of the European Movement under consideration, differences in conception sometimes emerge. For 
example, the French section of the European Movement is ready to consider a referendum as a 
prelude to European elections. In the main, however, the positions taken up over the last eight 
years display a wide measure of continuity. 

It will be noted that elections by universal suffrage are frequently alluded to in each of the 
member States, whether in the motions of the political parties, in the declarations of leading politi
cians and !trade uniontists, or ln official statements issued after meetings of Heads of State or Govern
ment. 

In a general way, this selection shows that, .in practice, all the political parties and lead£ng 
political figures, as well as the six Governments, have made known their attitude to the problem of 
elections. It makes it equally clear that considerable differences e~ist as between parties and indi
viduals as to the nature of these elections and the role they ought to play. 

In France, the European Parliament's draft Convention, whatever its influence may be, has 
not put and end to disputes on the subject. It has, however, probably helped to slow down the 
progress made regarding a European referendum as a prelude to the elect<ion of a constituent assembly. 

Between 1960 and 1962, this idea continued to be defended by Gaullist delegates to the 
European Parliament (such as Mr. Alain Pey:refitte) either in the press or in the motions of 
party congresses. 

But organizing a European referendum would present numerous problems of all kinds. The 
Federal Republic of Germany, for example, would encounter insuperable constitutional difficulties 
if it were required to adopt this procedure. 

Whatever the reasons, the idea of a European referendum ceased, after 1960, to figure in 
the statements and motions of the Gaullist movement or in the press confereoces given by General 
de Gaulle. 

Meanwhile the project for political union-based on French proposals-arrived on the scene. 
During negotiations on this project, France's five partners suggested elections to the European 
Parliament by universal suffrage. However, agreement was not reached on the project as a whole 
and negotiat,ions were interrupted on 17 April 1962. 

In 1966, Mr. Giscard d'Estaing suggested a compromise between the 'supranationalists' and 
the champions of a 'Europe of nation-States' by launching the idea of a European Senate. His 
proposal, which he did not develop fUrther, was that the Senate (so called because it would 
not enjoy the powers of an Upper House in a European Federation) should be elected by universal 
suffrage. It would debate in second reading bills of a European scope submitted to it by the 
national Parliaments. As will be seen, the idea of a European Senate aroused no response, at least 
not in that form. 

As to the French Government, it has so far opposed elections to the European Parliament 
by universal suffrage, its main argument being that a body elected in that way would not conduct 
a real ,dialogue with the Commission which was a purely administrative body and not a government. 
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In Italy, the political parties, and particularly those of the majorities supporting coalition 
governments, are in favour of elections by universal suffrage; 

The Communist Party's attitude is not nearly so straightforward. At first hostile towards the 
European institutions and to the very principle of a united Europe, it has come round, like its 
French counterpart, to seeing in direct elections to the European Parliament a promising way 
of 'democratizing' Europe. This change in attitude is symbol1ized by the entry of Communists 
into the Italian delegation to the European Parliament. 

It will also be noted from the statements quoted in this selection that among the most fervent 
champions of direct elections to the European Parliament are two men who appear destined to 
leave their mark on the politics of modern Italy : President Saragat, who became Head of State 
after long having directed Italian diplomacy, and Mr. Nenni, Foreign Minister since 1968. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany absolute unanimity reigns on the subject, both in the 
parties of the 'Grand Coalition' and in the FDP. 

It should also be noted that youth movements in Germany are particularly keen on the idea. 

Clear-cut attitudes have been taken up by Heads of Government and Ministers alike. Chan
cellor Adenauer (at a press conference on 23 January 1963), Chancellor Erhard (during a visit to 
the Netherlands on 2 and 3 March 1964) and Foreign Minister Schroder all spoke out clearly in 
favour of increasing the powers of the European Parliament and electing it by universal suffrage. 

In the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg-if we disregard the tiny Belgian Commu
nist Party, which has made no progress at all-all the political groupings are in favour of direct 
elections. 

All the Dutch political parties, from the Historical Christian Union, through the Anti-Revolu
tionary Party or the Catholic People's Party, to the Labour Party, have incorporated this objective 
in their programmes. Thi·s became apparent when the Second Chamber of the States General was 
elected in 1967. 

The political parties have at their disposal, so to speak, an official forum-the national Parlia
ments. During debates, and particularly those on foreign affairs or on the budget, their leaders 
have an opportunity of making known their views on Europe. 

It is not possible to enumerate or quote all these opinions in this selection, which sets out to 
provide only a sample--though the most representative possible--of the positions taken up by those 
concerned. 

In France, the members of the present majority have never ceased to oppose, and the opposi
tion of Right and Left (barring the Communists) to advocate, direct elections to the European Parlia
ment. In Germany, in Italy, and in the Benelux countries-particularly Holland-the demand for 
direct elections is a recurring theme of all the major parliamentary debates. 

A considerable body of doctrine exists on direct elections to the European Parliament and, 
more particularly, on the question of supranationality. Works on these subjects are too numerous 
to be covered in this selection otherwise than in an exhaustive bibliography. Many of these exhibit 
a common trend both in their arguments and in their conclusions. 

Broadly, the distinction is between the champions of a supranational Europe and the rest. 
Among the former, differences exist as to the form supranationality should take. For some it 
means first increasing the powers of the Commission ; for others, direct European elections. The 
majority, however, demand both wider powers for the Commission and direct elections to the 
European Parliament or, failing that, an increase in its powers. 
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The opponents of supranationalism-noticeably fewer, for it seems that the case for a supra
national Europe finds wide support-have developed the themes of a Europe of nation-States in 
which direct elections to the European ParHam.ent appear no longer essentiaL 

A number of conclusions ca:n be drawn from a study of this selection. 

First, it is clear that the idea of a European Parliament elected by direct universal suffrage 
has survived the years of disappointments and European crises and is today more alive than ever. 
Since its launching by Paul Reynaud at the Hague Congress in May 1948, it has run like a 
continuous thread through the annals of European unity. It started out with the idea of an 
elected constituent assembly to which the federalists intended to assign the :task of drawing up 
the constitution of a united Europe. It then took the shape of an elected Parliament, faced with 
a European executhne, in :the 1953 proposal for a Political Community. It was even, in that im
portant project, the main element on which the governments reached agreement before the break
down in the negotiations for a European Defence Community-precipitated by the French 
Parliament-put an end to this phase of European history. Already referred to in the ECSC 
Treaty of 1951, it was embodied in the 1957 Treaties of Rome. The present selection shows how 
the idea has since been followed up. 

Why has the election of a European Parliament received such constant attention in political 
thinking in Europe for more than twenty years ? There are many reasons for this. The first is 
undoubtedly that it reflects our faith in parliamentary democracy. This system, so often criticized 
though it is, remains the surest guarantee of our freedoms, and in spite of the changes undergone 
by constitutional ideas and procedures, the free election of a parliament by universal suffrage is still 
the hallmark of free societies. What could be more natural therefore, if it is wanted to build a 
united Europe, than to elect a European Parliament ? 

Then there is the importance which the champions of a united Europe have always attached 
to instilling into the mind of the European peoples, confined for centuries behind a wall of national 
sentiment, the idea of belonging to a vaster European Community. There can be no surer way of 
doing this than by allowing them to elect their representatives to the Parliament. These elections 
were .therefore conceived of as an acceptance of European reality, at once a gesture of adhesion and 
a way of participating in this reality. 

The third consideration has to do more particularly with what Mr. Hallstein describes as the 
Constitution of the Communities. The European institutions as they are today owe more than one 
might imagine to an empirical approach. The Schuman Plan of May 1950 made provision merely 
for the High Authority. To this were rapidly added the European Parliament, the Court of Justice 
and the Council of Ministers. The European Coal and Steel Community was set up and survived. 
The European Defence Community was planned but came to nothing. The Common Market 
was created and an Atomic Community was also established. The institutions of these Commu
nities were merged in 1957 and 1965 and what is left today, after all the intervening upheavals, 
is certainly not ,the ideal that one would have chosen if freer to act. 1n these Communities in which 
the role of the Governments in the Council of Ministers is excessive and the part played by the 
European executive--the Commission-far too modest, Parliament is the symbol both of democracy 
and of European sentiment. It protects the Communities from technocracy and from regimes in 
which all the powers are concentrated in the hands of the executive. 

This is why all who wish Europe to progress towards unity attach so much importance to 
increasing Parliament's powers. It would not, of course, cure all the faults of the Community 
structure. The members of the European Parliament have never believed it could. And even after 
Parliament has been elected the question of its powers and of the duties and powers of the Com
mission it supervises will have to be settled. In short, it will be necessary to steer the Communities 
towards a federal type of system. 
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All those who have for so long kept the flame burning remain as convinced as ever that 
direct: elections will be a decisive step in this direction. We are not therefore confronted by an 
empty slogan but by a. conviction that only thus can the Communities acquire fresh impetus, a new 
leaf be definitely tlll'ned, and the Lidea of European unity weaved into the political fabric of our 
countries and the consciousness of citizens. It is in this sense that the election of the European 
Parliament lies at the very heart of the supranational conception of Europe. 

Fernand Dehousse 
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PART ONE 

Texts of legal import 
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CHAPTER I 

TEXTS OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 

AND OF THE COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS 

1-Draft Convention on the election of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage 

A-REPORTS AND TEXTS SUBMITTED TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT(l) 

(a) Introductory report by Mr. Emilio Battista 22 

(b) General report by Mr. Fernand Dehousse 27 

(c) Report by Mr. Maurice Faure on the composition of the elected Parliament 40 

(d) Report by Mr. W.J. Schuijt on questions relating to the electoral system . 48 

(e) Report by Mr. Ludwig Metzger on the representation of the overseas countries and 
territories in the elected European Parliament 58 

(f) Texts submitted for adoption by the European Parliament 61 

(a) Introductory Report 

by Mr. Emilio Battista, Chairman of the Committee on Political Affairs 

I 

At a number of meetings held in Rome between 4 and 8 March 1960 the Committee on 
Political Affairs studied and approved a set of documents embodying the findings of surveys and 
investigations carried out over a period of more than one year by the Working Party it had set up 
in October 1958. 

( 1 ) Doc. 22, 30 April 1960. 
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1. Ever since the European Parliament was constituted in March 1958 the Committee has devoted 
its attention to the mandate given to that institution by the Rome Treaties to put forward concrete 
proposals for its election by .direct universal suffrage. The political significance of the switch from 
the existing system of indirect appointment of members of the Parliament to direct elections was 
clear from the start, both because of the greater political weight it would give to the Parliament and, 
more generally, because of the progress that would thus be made in the building of Europe. The 
setting up of a special Working Party composed of distinguished parliamentarians was a direct con
sequence. Mr. Dehousse, who was made Chairman, showed remarkable perserverance in stressing 
the urgent need for drawing up a draft convention so that these elections could be held as soon 
as possible. Mr. Santero, a fervent champion of the European cause, was elected Vice-Chairman. 

2. The Working Party at once embarked on a searching study-theoretical and scientific--of 
every aspect of ·the problems raised by direct elections. It did not however lose sight of the political 
climate in which the Parliament's proposals had to be presented, particularly the existing structure 
of the European Communities, the real hopes and difficulties that faced them, and the inclinations 
of the national Governments and Parliaments. Wide-ranging consultations enabled the Working 
Party to put forward proposals which are a compromise between the desirable and the practicahle. 

3. The Committee congratulated the Working Party on its praiseworthy achievement and fully 
endorsed its conclusions, adopting the draft Convention it had drawn up. General and detailed 
discussion of the draft Convention clearly showed that the Committee largely saw eye to eye with 
the Working Party as to how the numerous and complex problems raised by direct elections should 
be dealt with. The Committee made only a few amendments which, while in no way disturbing the 
general pattern of the text, served to round it off. 

For these reasons, and to make good use of the excellent work carried out by Mr. Dehousse 
and Messrs. Faure, Schuijt, Metzger and Carboni, the Committee decided to confirm these Rap
porteurs in their office and asked them to incorporate these minor amendments into the reports 
they had drawn up for the Working Party. 

My task is therefore confined to defining the general problem, while taking into account the 
amendments made to the Working Party's draft, and to submitting proposals I feel would facilitate 
the procedure designed to lead to final approval of the draft. 

4. The draft Convention which the Committee is submitting to the Parliament is intended to 
ensure, after a fairly brief interval, a switch from the present system, under which members of 
the European Parliament are appointed from among those of the national Parliaments, to one of 
direct elections. This changeover must, however, be carried out progressively over a transitional 
period during which the present procedure will be maintained for·a third of the members. 

The necessities flowing from elections by direct universal suffrage and a desire to maintain, 
at least during the transitional period, a systematic link with the national Parliaments, induced the 
Committee--as already suggested by the Working Party-to triple the membership of the existing 
Parliament. These members could moreover, during the transitional period, combine their European 
and national mandates. 

During the transitional period each member State will lay down its electoral system in a 
national law that respects the general principles set out in the draft Convention. Elections will be 
held simuLtaneously in the six countries and must not coincide with any other national elections. 
The uniformity thus achieved in the broad lines of procedure is not impruired by the fact that 
electoral laws are temporarily decentralized. r ~! ! . I ! • I i : ' ' . ' : 

5. Recourse to a transitional period has disposed of many obstacles inherent in the contradic
tion between an ideal conception of the functions of an elected Parliament and the need to take 
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into account the difficulties and exigencies of the political situation. Some members of the 
Committee .have pointed out that the danger inherent in any transitional system is that it will 
tend, out of inertia, to perpetuate itself. This danger appeared particularly grave in the matter of 
an electoral system. But after all, the first European elections will be an entirely novel experience 
and the Committee felt it would be wiser to exercise, like the Working Party, a measure of caution. 

The need felt for a transitional stage led to the discarding of a number of solutions that were 
superior in ideal terms. For example, a great many Committee members would have preferred it 
if provision had been made for the immediate election of all members of the Parliament by direct 
universal suffrage, or if principles had been laid down for a uniform European electoral system. 
Moreover quite a number would have been happier if, under such circumstances, the exercise 
of the European parliamentary mandate had been declared :incompatible with that of the national 
mandate, so as to enable future members of the European Parliament to devote their entire atten
tion to the European cause. Finally, all members of the Committee would have liked to see the 
Parliament to be eleded already accorded powers more in keeping with its parliamentary nature. 

6. The Committee, after poring over the various aspects of the problem, felt it desirable--con
trary to the wishes of some of its members-to deal separately with the questions of direct elections 
and of increasing the Parliament's powers. It felt that it would scarcely contribute to the success 
of the draft Convention drawn up by it to burden it with the additional difficulties that were 
bound to arise over the question of powers. In taking, as it were, a strategic decision, the Com
mittee did not underrate the importance of this question or the way it is still linked up with elec
tions. It decided to study the problem in due course and appointed Mr. Poher, Chairman of the 
Christian Democrat group, Rapporteur responsible for submitting a draft report in June. 

Consequently, although the Parliament cannot concern itself simuLtaneously with the two pro
blems, it will shortly be consulted on both. The result of its debates on both these points may 
therefore reach the Councils within the stipulated period so that they can take the decisions 
required of them. 

7. Reservations of a general nature prompted only a minute number of Committee members to 
abstain from voting or to vote against the draft Convention-even then its opponents made it 
dear that they did not dispute either the. principle of direct elections or the need for them. 
The draft Convention was in fact approved by 20 votes to 2, with 3 abstentions. The great majority 
of members felt .that the historical and political significance of European elections jrustiHed sacrific
ing one or other of these principles, and that it was essential that the first elections be held promptly 
under conditions acceptable to Parliaments and Governments alike. 

Moreover, the draft Convention contains a number of all-·importan.t provisions concerning the 
powers of the ParUament elected at the end of the transitional period. The Parliament will then 
not only have the right to terminate that period but will have to lay down the electoral system under 
which it will subsequently be elected. It has therefore been left to the new Parliament to tackle 
some of the inore controversial questions, as it will be in a position to draw upon the experience 
acquired during the initial legislative period~ And iJt w:as to give the Parliament the widest possible 
latitude in .drawing its conclusions that the Committee refrained from embodying in the draft 
Convention, suggested by certain members, general principles that would bind the Parliament for 
the definitive period. 

8. The Committee added only a few touches to the draft Convention which has been gone over 
here in its broad outlines and has been covered in sundry reports. It felt it wiser to leave it to the 
elected Parliament to settle the vexed question of the compatibility of European and nat:ional man
dates at the end of the transitional period, and pointed out that compatibility had only been accepted 
for the duration of that period. As regards eligibility, the Committee considered it advisable, in 
view of the European character of the elections, to provide for the possibility of a citizen of one 
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of the six countries standing for election in any one of them. It also felt it right to make provision 
for a partial refund of the election expenses incurred by candidates or lis~s securing at least 10 per 
cent of t!he votes cast. This refund chargeable to the Parliaments' budget i·s a radical inno~atioo in 
the electoral practice of some countries, in . which its value may lie in strengthening the economic 
independence of the parties without stimulating the creation of minority groups in no way reflecting 
public opinion. Finally, the Committee inserted a provision obliging member States to take, as soon 
as possible, the steps necessary for the Convention to be approved in accordance with their 
respective constitutional requirements. 

II 

9. The draft Convention approved by the Committee and commented on in the reports of Messrs. 
Dehousse, Faure and Schuijt, is the text the Committee is submitting to the European Parliament 
to enable it to carry out the mandate assigned to it under Articles 138 of the EEC Treaty, 108 
of the Euratom Treaty and 21 of the EGSC Treaty. If the draft is approved by the Parliament, 
it will represent a concrete. and detailed proposal for elections by direct universal suffrage on which 
the Councils must express their views. 

The Working Party con~idered two other classes of problem which are also of some impor
tance. Not thinking it possible to solve them in the draft Convention, they· dealt with them separa
tely and submitted two ·supplementary texts to the Commission, which approved them. 

10. The first type of problem has to do with parliamentary representation of countries associroted 
with the European Economic Community. Mr. Metzger's report sets forth the political and legal 
grounds for regarding it as neither desirable nor possible to have these countries represented in the 
directly elected Parliament. The Committee and the Working Party did not, however, underrate the 
importance of collaboration at parliamentary level between Europe and the associated countries. 
It therefore invites the European Parliament to pass, at the time the draft .Convention is adopted, 
a resolution in which ·it expresses the will to achieve this collaboration on a basis of equality and 
under terms and conditions to be jointly agreed. 

This resolution is not therefore, like the draft Conven~ion, linked to the Parliament's mandate 
in the matter of elections. It is intended to draw. attention to an important question whos.e solu
tion reaches out beyond the specific issue of elections. The Committee felt that it was in this sense 
that the resolution ought to be submitted to the Councils at the same time as the draft Convention. 

11. Finally, and above all thanks to Mr. Carboni, the Working Party and the Committee went 
into the question of enlightening European public opinion, to which the prospect of elections 
imparts a high degree of urgency. The Committee therefore submits for approval by the Parlia
ment a resoluvion in which it asks the Bureau to make available to the departments concerned 
the wherewithal to prepare public opinion for European elections. This resolution is therefore of .a 
purely internal nature. 

III 

12. The Committee did not consider its task completed with the submission to Parliament of all 
the foregoing documents setting out its proposals for European elections. It also concerned itself 
with the procedure to be applied to the draft Convention already defined in the legal analysis con
tained in Mr. Dehousse's report. Under that procedure, governed by the provisions of the Trelllty; 
the draft Convention, once approved by the Parliament, will be forwarded by the President of the 
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Parliament for approval to the Councils of Ministers of the three Communities. In recent yea:i:s, 
relations between the Parliament and the Councils have developed on favourable lines, and there 
can be no doubt that the close collaboration between these institutions enables major problems of 
European policy. to be settled. This being the case in general, such collaboration will be parti
cularly necessary and useful in a matter of such close concern to Parliament as its composition and 
future. 

It is hard to believe that the Councils could depart appreciably from a proposal by the 
Parliament without consulting the institution directly concerned or without stating its reasons and 
discussing the wisdom of any amendments made. Nor is it easy to imagine that the system 
under which the future Parliament is to operate could be decided by the Ministers alone. It seems 
obvious that collaboration between these institutions does not imply relinquishing powers and 
prerogatives est:ablished by the Treauies. Relations between the Councils and the Parliament are 
situated in the poHtkal rather than in the legal sphere. 

13. As pointed out by the President of the EEC Council at Parliament's March session, 'proper col
laboration between our institutions is essential in order to make known the reasons for which 
the Councils may have departed from the Parliament's opinion.' Different means of achieving 
practical collaboration on the problem of elections have been considered both by the Working 
Party and by the Committee. A sort of 'shuttle service' might, for example, be set up between the 
Councils and the European Parliament. If, then, the Councils felt they had to make substantial 
changes to the Parliament's proposals, the draft could be referred back to the Pariiament for further 
consideration. Such an arrangement has not appeared, however, to be either the most suitable or 
the most expeditious. It would, on the contrary, be far wiser to devise ways and means of 
establishing a dialogue between the institutions concerned. 

14. On this point, some thought has been given to the possibility of discussing the draft Conven
tion, in the presence of the Councils, at a special session of the European Parliament. Useful in itself; 
such a discussion would keep the general public informed about the problems inherent in elec
tions. But given its wide-ranging character and the publicity accorded to it, it seems hardly likely 
that it could serve to smooth over any difficulties that might arise. 

15. Owing to the range and complexity of the problems and to the need to reach agreement, 
a more suitable form of collaboration-for which precedents exist--'iS absolutely essential. The 
Parliament could appoint a delegation to make the necessary contacts and explain the draft Con
vention to the Governments of member States and also, if need be, to the chairmen of the democratic 
political groups of the national Parliaments. It is common knowledge that contacts with the bodies 
concerned yield far better results than public meetings, particuiarly when ticklish ·and complicated 
issues have to be discussed. 

In this way the delegation would acquire close familiarity with the different positions taken up 
and with any difficulties encountered by the draft Convention. It would thus be adequately briefed 
for direct talks with the Councils of Ministers before these took a decision. Moreover, if the dele
gation thought it desirable, it could make known the results of its contacts with the Governments 
to the Committee on Political Affairs before embarking on discussions with the Councils. 

16. The Convention, once approved by the Councils, would be submitted to the member States 
with a recommendation that it be approved in accordance with the constitutional requirements of 
each State. 

In this connexion, it has been justly pointed out that as the commitments in question are 
laid down in an international treaty, there would be no need to ratify the Convention. The 
Working Party, as mentioned in the report of its chairman, did not think it wise, from the poli-
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tical point of view, to delve further into the legal grounds in support of this argument. It felt 
it would be difficult to mak!e arrangements for general elections in the different countries without 
prior consent of the national Parliaments. There is no doubt, however, that once the moment has 
come, the Governments could, by availing themselves of the facilities offered by their constitu
tions, decide as to the political wisdom of dispensing with the ratification stage. 

But if the national Parliaments were asked to approve the Convention, it would be for the 
members of the present European Parliament to explain and defend it and have it approved. The 
Committee on Political Affairs concluded its work by expressing the conviction that elections to 
the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage would make a decisive contribution to the 
political unification of Europe. It firmly hopes, therefore, that all parliamentarians who believe in 
the need for unification will work actively for the speedy application of the Convention submitted 
for approval to our Parliament. 

(b) General report 

by Mr. Fernand Dehousse, Chairman of the Working Party 

PART ONE 

WORKING PARTY 

!-Setting up and composition of the Working Party 

1. The Working Party on European elections(1) was set up on 22 October 1958 from among 
members of the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions. 

At that time it consisted of nine members: Messrs. Boutemy,(2 ) Carboni, Corniglion-Moli
nier,(3) Dehousse, Van der Goes van Naters, Metzger, Mrs. Probst, Messrs. Santero and Schuijt. 

At its ,first meeting the Committee elected Mr. Dehousse Chll!irman and. Mr. Santero Vice-Chair-
moo. 

2. By a decision taken by the Committee on Political Affairs on 16 March 1959, membership of 
the Working Party was increased to 13, to include Messrs. Kopf, Legendre, Margue(4 ) and Gae
tano Martino. 

The following also attended meetings of the Working Party as observers : 

Mr. Bohy, Chairman of the Committee on Legal Questions, Rules of Procedure and Immunities ; 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions(5) ; 

Mr. Poher, Rapporteur of the Committee on Politica~l Affa~rs and Institutional Questions( 6 ) ; 

The President of the EEC Commission was represented by Mr. Bourguignon, his special adviser. 

( 1 ) At the time it was set up the Committee was called 'Sub-Committee on universal suffrage', 
( 2 ) In October 1959 Mr. Boutemy, deceased, was replaced by Mr. Filliol. 

In pursuance of article 41,3 of the Rules of Procedure, Mr. Peyrefitte deputized for Mr. Filliol. 
(') After the 1958 French elections Mr. Cornig!ion-Mo!inier was replaced from January to March 1959 by Mr. Pleven and subsequently 

by Mr. Maurice Faure. 
( 4 ) Mr. Margue, having abandoned politics, was replaced by Mr. Fischbach as from May 1959. 
(5) From July 1959. 
( 6 ) After his appointment as Rapporteur on 9 December 1959. 
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11-Mandate of the Working Party 

3. Under Articles 138 of the EEC Treaty, 108 ot the Euratom Treaty and 21 of the ECSC Treaty 
(as amended by the 'Convention relating to certain institutions common to the European Communi
ties') the European Parliament is given a mandate to dttaw up proposals for it:s election by direct 
universal suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all member States. 

In accordance with the distribution· of powers within the European Parliament, the prepara
tion of such proposals falls to the Committee ori Political Affairs which, in ·its turn, set up the 
Working Party in accordance with article 40,2 of the Rules of Procedure. The Committee instruct
ed the Working Party to make a study of all the problems arising from elections and to submit 
a report on the subject. 

4. The Working Party drew up a 'draft Convention', in pursuance of Articles 138 of the EEC 
Treaty, 108 of the Euratom Treaty and 21 of the ECSC Treaty, on the election of the European 
Parliament by direct universal suffrage. This is accompanied by five reports which constitute an 
explanatory statement. 

The draft Convention must be submitted to the Committee on Political Affairs and then 
to the European Parliament for perusal and adoption, before being passed to the Council of Min
isters of the European Communities. 

III-Working methods and consultations 

5. The Working Party devoted its first meetings to a far-ranging survey of all the problems 
likely to fall within its province. 

It felt, moreover, that such a study ought not to be confined to a closed circle but should 
include on-the-spot meetings with leading figures of the six countries concerned. 

With this in mind the Working Party got in touch with l1eading governmental and parlia
menbary figures. It also consulted v:arious experts of the Governm'ents and parties as well as 
independent experts. 

' ' 

In proceeding on these lines, the Working Party always aimed at drawing up a draft establish
ing common ground between the various points of view conveyed to it so as to facilitate ratification. 

6. The fact-finding missions carried out by the Working Party are listed below. 

(a) Bonn, 11 and 12 June 1959 

The Working Party consulted : 

Messrs. 

von Merkatz, Minister for Bundestat Affairs 
Adelmann, Christian Democrat Party 
Dittrich, Christ:ian Democrat Party 
Furler, Christian Democrat Party 
Goergen, Christian Democrat Party 
Hahn, Christian Democrat Party 
Paul, Social Democrat P<arty 
Hermens, Professor of Political Science and Director of the Institute of Political Sciences at Cologne 

University 
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Sternberger, Professor of Political Science and Director of the Institute of Political Sciences at Hei-
delberg University 

Carstens, Director at. the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Schaffer, Director at the Ministry of the Interior 
Seifert, Adviser to the Ministry of t:he Interior. 

(b) Paris, 8 and 9 July 1959 

The Working Pailty consulted : 

Messrs. 

Colin, national Chairman of the People's Republican Movement 
Jacquet, Member of the Steering Committee of the SFIO 
Roubert, Member of the Executive Bilreau of the SFIO 
Courtin, Chairman of the French Organization of the European Movement and Professor at the 

Paris Faculty of Laws 
Vedel, Professor at the Paris Faculty of Laws 

(c) The Hague, 17 and 18 September 1959 

The Working Party consuLted: 

Messrs. 

Bruins Slot, Chairman of the Parliamentary Group of the Anti-Revolutionary Party 
Burger, Chairman of the Parliamentary Group of the Labour Party 
Oud, Chairman of the Parliamentary Group of the Liberal Party 
Romme, Chairman of the Parliamentary Group of the Catholic People's Party 
T:ilanus, Chairman of the Parliamentary Group of the Christian Historical Union 
Mrs. Verwey-Jonker, Member of the Economic and Sociai Committee 

Messrs. 

van Ommen Kloeke, Director at the Ministry of the Interior 
Schlichting, Rector of the Nijmegen University 
Albering, Member of the Bureau of the Catholic People's· Party 
Dettmeyer, Member of the Bureau of the Liberal Party 
den Uyl, Member of the Bureau of the Labour Party 

(d) Rome, 15, 16 and 17 October 1959 

The Working Party consulted : 

Messrs. 

Salizzoni, Deputy Secretary-General of the Christian Democrat Party 
Malagodl, Secretary-General of the Liberal Party 
Saragat, Secretary-General of the Social Democrat Party 
Paocciavdi, President of the Italian Council of the European Movement and member of the Bureau 

of the Republican Party 
De Vita, Member of the Bureau of the Republican Party 
Roberti, Chairman of the Parliamentary Group of the Italian Social Movement 
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Pkella, Secretary-General of the Senate of the Republic 
Piermani, Secretary-General of the Chamber of Deputies 
Monaco, Professor of International Law at Rome University, Secretary-General of the Diplomatic 

Disputes Department at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Schepis, expert on electoral questions, Professor of Statistics at Rome University 
Falchi, expert at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

(e) Luxembourg, 16 November 1959 

The Working Party consulted : 

Messrs. 

Margue, Vice-Chairman of the Christian Social Party 
Biever, Chairman of the Parliamentary Group of the Christian Social Party 
Cravatte, Chairman of the Luxembourg Socialist Workers' Party 
Wilwertz, former minister and member of the Bureau of the Luxembourg Socialist Workers' Party 
Thorn, Secretary-General of the Democratic Party 
Meris, Secretary-General of the Chamber of Deputies 

(f) Brussels, 17 and 18 November 1959 

The W orkJng Party consulted : 

Messrs. 

Wigny, Minister of Foreign Affairs 

Tindemans, national Secretary of the Christian Social Party 
V ermey1en, former Mini·ster of the Interior and member of the Bureau of the Socialist Party 
Dreze, Secretary-General of the Liberal Party 
van Houte, Director at the Ministry of the Interior 

7. The Working Party also got in touch with other leading figures at official receptions held during 
its visits. 

In Bonn the Working Party was received by: 

Messrs. 

Gerstenmaier, President of the Bundestag 
Aldenauer, Federal Chancellor 
von Merkatz, Minister for Bundesrat Affairs(!) 
Schroder, Minister of the Interior 

In Paris the Working Party were the guests of : 

Messrs. 

Monnerville, President of the Senate 
Chaban-Delmas, President of the National Assembly 
Couve de Murville, Minister of Foreign Affairs 

(1) Replacing Mr. von Brentano, Minister of Foreign Affairs attending the Geneva conference. 
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At The Hague the Working Party met: 

Messrs. 

Jonkman, President of the First Chamber of the States General 
Kortenhorst; President of the Second Chamber of the States General 
Korthals, Vice-President of the Council 
Toxopeus, Minister of the Interior 
van Houten, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

In Rome ~he Working Party had discussions with : 

Messrs. 

Merzagora, President of the Senate of the Republic 
Leone, President of the Chamber of Deputies 
Segni, President of the Council of Ministers 
Pella, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Taviani, Minister of Finance 

In Luxembourg the Working Party was received by: 

Messrs. 

J. Bech, President of the Chamber of Deputies 
Wellner, Prime Minister 
Schaus, Mini·ster of Foreign Affairs 
Gregoire, Minister of the Interior 

8. During its visits to Luxembourg and Brussels the Working Party also heLd discussions with : 

Messrs. 

Malvestiti, President of the High Authority of the ECSC 
Coppe, Vice-President of the High Author.ity of the ECSC 
Marjolin, Vice-President of the EEC Commission 
Lemaignen, member of the EEC Commission 
Hirsch, President of the Euratom Commission 
Sassen, member of the Euratom Cornn:l!ission 

9. As regards the problem of representation of the overseas countries and territonies in the 
European Parliament, the Working Party asked for the views of the three members of the European 
Parliament appointed by the Senate of the French Community : 

Messrs. 

Corniglion-Molinier (Ivory Coast Republic) 
Ramizason (Malagasy Republic) 
Vial (Federation of Mali) 
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IV-Main documents used by the Working Party 

10. Of the copious material which came to the notice of the Working Party or which was sub
mitted to :it, the following should be menuioned : 

(i) extracts from the l'eport. to the Ministers of Foreign Affairs drawn up in 1954 by the inter
governmental conference for the European Political Community ; 

(ii) brochure of the European Movement entitled 'Towards elections to the European Parliament 
by direct universal suffrage', report by a study committee; 

(iii) proposal by Mrs. Probst on elections based on proportional representation combined with 
the majority vote ; 

(iv) a memorandum concerning the election of members of the European Parliament by direct 
universal suffrage drawn up by Professor van den. Bergh of Amsterdam Municipal Uni
versity ; 

(v) draft definition of the principles governing a system for elections rto the European Par
liament by direct suffrage drawn up by Professor Giovanni Schepis; 

(vi) memorandum by Professor Vedel on the representation of the overseas countdes and ter
ritories in the European Parliament. 

Finally the Working Party received constant help from members of the Secretariat of the 
European Parliament. It is particularly indebted to : 

Messrs. 

de Neree tot Babberich, Secretary-General 
Van den Eede, Director of ParLiamentary Committees and Studies 
d' Arvisenet, Director of ParHamentary Documentation and Information 
Lagache, Assistant Director of Parliamentary Documentation and Information 
Mrs. Bubba, Adviser on Parliamentary Studies 

Messrs. 

W esterterp, first Secretary of the Working Group and of the Committee on Political Affairs 
Ba:lbiani, Secretary 
Vinci, Secretary 

V-Meetings of the Working Party 

11. The Working Party met frequently to study the problems raised by elections and to put 
forward solutions on the various points. 

After its constituent meeting in Strasbourg on 22 October 1958, the Working Party met: 

in Strasbourg on 23 October 1958 
in Brussels on 13 December 1958 
in Strasbourg on 12 January 1958 
in Bmssels on 31 January 1959 
in Brussels on 17 February 1959 
in Brussels on 23 March 1959 
in Strasbourg on 8 April 1959 
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in Brussels on 22 and 23 May 1959 
in Bonn on 11 and 12 June 1959 
in Paris on 8 and 9 JUly 1959 
at The Hague on 17 and 18 September 1959 
in Rome on 15, 16 and 17 October 1959 
in Brussels on 9 November 1959 
in Luxemlxmrg on ~6 November 1959 
in Brussels on 17 and 18 November 1959 

12. The Working Party devoted its Paris meetings of 16, 17 and 18 December i959 to the 
discussion and a:doption of the text of the draft Convention. 

The dra:ft was finalized by an editorial board consisting of the Chairman, Vice-Oha:irman aq.d 
members of the Secretariat which met in Brussels on 29 December. The board received invaluable 
help from Mr. Paul Reuter, Professor of the Faculty of Laws at Paris University. 

The Working Party ;tdopted the final text at a meeting held in Strasbourg on 12 January 1960, 

The reports making up the explanatory statement to the draft Convention were adopted at 
meetings held in Brussels on 2, 3 and 4 February 1960. 

In aggregate the Working Party sat for thirty days. 

PART TWO 

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT'S MANDATE FOR THE ELECTION OF ITS MEMBERS 
BY DIRECT UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE 

13. Articles 21,3 of the ECSC Treaty(1 ), 138,3 of the Euratom Treaty and 108,3 of the EEC Treaty 
state : 

'The Assembly shall d11aw up proposals for elections by di11ect universal suffrage in accordance 
with a uniform procedure in all member States. 

The Council shall unanimously decide on the provisions which it shail recommend to member 
States for adoption in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements~· 

In the interpretation of these provisions the Working Party came ·up agaJnst a number of legal 
questions. 

14. The first was whether the draft which the Parliament was expected to draw up would imply 
amending the Treaties or whether tit would merely be applying one of their provisions and there
fore supplementing them. 

This is not an academic question because, as explained in the report prepared by Mr. Maurice 
Faure, the Working Party soon came to the conclusion that elections would make it politically 
and technically necessary to increase the number of members of the Patliament. 

( 1 ) As amended by the Convention relating to certain institutions common to the European Communities. 
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The Working Party settled this point effecti¥ely. It felt that paragraph 1 of the ArtJicles in 
question(!) would ha'Ve to be amended when the Parliament was elected by direot uniwrsal 
suffrage. Consequently it considered that paragraph 3 laid down a procedure by which the Treaties 
could be 'amended to the extent necessitated by direot elections. In other words, the legal nature of 
tha:t paragraph was that of a partial and limited revision clause. 

This opinion of the Working Party was confirmed by a study of other passages of the Treaties. 
All three Treaties contain a general revision clause, a frequently observed feature of international 
treaties (Articles 96 of the ECSC Treaty, 236 of the EEC Treaty and 204 of the Euratom Treaty). 
Alongside these general rules laying down the procedure under which any Treaty provisions may be 
amended, the Treaties contain se¥eral Articles setting out revision procedures that can be applied to 
certain special provisions. This is the case, for example, with the ECSC's 'small revision' (Article 
95,3) and with Articles 14,7 of the EEC Treaty and 76, 85 and 90 of the Euratom Treaty. 

15. The second question considered by the Working Party was that of the procedure laid down in 
paragraph 3 referred to above. 

The W or~ing Party found little difficulty in establishing that this procedure is not dealt with 
in other provtisions of the Treaties and is therefore a special case. The Commit,tee wanted to 
determine whether this special procedure is to be regarded as exceptional and whether it puts a 
restrictive interpretation on the amendments it authorizes. 

A comparabive study of general and partial revision clauses led to the conclusion that the 
procedure laid down in paragraph 3 shares most of the features of the normal ~revision procedure of 
international treaties. In fact, the general revision clauses refer to the traditional procedure of 
international law under which amendments are negotiated a:nd defined by a conference of repre
sentatives of governments and ratified by member States. The distinctive 'Community' feature 
lies in the right of initiative and to submit proposals enjoyed respecti¥ely by rhe High Authority 
and by the Commission (a right naturally also enjoyed by the member States) and in the role 
assigned to the Council of Ministers, partially replacing the customary conference of plenipoten
tiaries. Moreover; the Treaties of Rome require the European Padiament to be consulted. 

On the other hand, the partial revision clauses ~mply a:n exceptional procedure which merely 
calls for a unanimous decision by the Councils, a decision applicable in the member States without 
ratif,ication on their part. 

In the Ught of these remarks, it can be seen that the procedure outlined in paragraph 3 is 
the closest to the conventional! model.(2) The Treaties require .the European Parlilament to draw up 
proposals and submit them to the Councils which, by unanimous decisi·on, prepare a final text. This 
decision ,is not however directly applicable : the Councils recommend member States to adopt it 1n 
aoco11dance with their respective constitutional requirements. 

Under this procedure the Cou.nails' decision is therefore equivalent to the signature given 
by the ·conference of plenipotentiaries. Then follows the ratification stage which i·s governed, under 
~nternational law, by the domestic law of each member State. 

Finally, the only distinctive feature of the usual procedure is the European Parliament's right 
to submit proposals. The Working Party as a whole did not share the view of a few of 'its mem-
bers that this of itself m~de the procedur·e exceptional. · 

16. In the light of the foregoing cons~derations, the Working Party tackled the third question, i.e. 
the legal nature of the proposals the Parliament is empowered to draw up. 

( 1) Text of paragraph 1 : 'The Assembly shall consist of delegates who shall be nominated by the respective Parliaments from among 
their members in accordance with the procedure laid down by each member State.' 

(') The same applies to Article 201 of the EEC Treaty and 173 of the Euratom Treaty which provide for the contributions of member 
States to be replaced by other resources available to the Communities themselves. 
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The draft prepared by the Working Party has at least the formal natUre of an_ameri:dment .to 
the Treaties. The Working Party therefore considered it as a draft tinte11national treaty. It ·realized, 
however, that above all it carried out a requirement o:f the Treaties. To emphasize this point 
of dose dependence it .decided to name tit : .'Convention implementing etc;' 

The W orldng · Party also felt a need·. to stress the Community features ·of the procedure laid 
down by the Treaties. It felt in ,particular that the Convention should, in accol.'dance wJth the 
Treaties, take the form of an a:ct of the Councils,. even if· this was an act which had no parallel 
among the other provisions of the European Treaties. 

The Worlcing Party considered whether, if the occasion arose, an act of the Councils could be 
submitted for approval to the national Parliaments or whether it ought to be dupl:icated by· a 
convention drawn up in the usUJal way, the Ministers on the Courrcil stigning the convention as 
plenipotentiaries of their respective Governments. 

The Working Party noted that, according to the Treaties, it is the Councils' dedsion that 
requires ratification. It also found that international law offered precedents on which its inter
pretation could be based. In fact, long before the advent of the European Communities, the 
Intemallional . Labour Organization and UNESCO ha,d been empowered to draw up their own 
Treaties and submit them for ratification without obt:llini:ng the siignature of plenipotentiaries. 

17. A question which the Working Party has not studied in detail is whether the draft Convention 
requires the approval of the national Parliaments. The letter of the Treaties (' ... adoption by 
member States in accorda,nce with their respective constitutional requirements') lea¥es a:n opening 
for studying the possibilities offered by the constitUJtions of the six countries of adopting the Con
vention with or without ratification. In other sections the Treaties refer expressly to ratification 
(for example, in Article 236 of the EEC Treaty). During discussion on the Committee on 
Political Affairs the argument was thereupon put forward that the Convention on elections repre
sents the application of a commitment entered into under an international treaty which, having 
alrea,dy been ratified, did not mll for further parliamentary approval. 

The Committee and the Wor~ing Party obviously reaLized the advantage this ll!rguinent offered 
from the point of view of speeding up and simplifying the procedure. They nevertheless preferred 
to leave the questio11 to the judgement of th~ Govern~ef).ts since, whatever ·the legal possibilities, 
it would be po1itkally diff.icult for the Six to adopt a convention, and the electoral law it necessi
tated, without calling in the Chambers. 

18. Another point was the interpretation to be given to the Treaties where they stipulate that elec
bions must be held in acco11dance with a 'uniform procedure' in all. member States. 

The ex:presslion dearly denotes an electora,l law . basically the sa,me tin all six countries .. This is 
the sense of the provision a:nd what the Working Party decided to be the best answer. The Work
ing Party agreed, however, that uniformity was not synonymous with identity. Uniform rules aan 
consequently be provided for in the Convention despite certain dtifferences in the national laws im
plementing them. 

The Working Party did not feel obliged to adhere slavishly to the letter of the Treaties. On a 
question such as a revision procedure, it saw no reason why arguments based on a Hteral.rea:ding 
of the texts should, by def.inition, weigh more strongly than political considerations. 

As explruned in the report on the electoral system, the Working Party decided that the framipg 
of a uniform electoral law ought to be left to the newly elected Parliament at the end of a transi
tional period. During that period-that is, for the first elections-the W orlcing Party opted for a 
different course : the ·requisite minimum of common principles would be estca;blished and imple
menting measures referred back to the domesllic law of each country. 
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19. The idea of a transitional period is an essential feature of the draft Convention drawn up by 
the Worlcing Party· and adopted by the Committee on Political Affairs. 

The Treabies ha:d sketched out a principle, that of direct elections, and a procedure. The role 
assigned to the Parliament implied a measure of latitude of which the Working Party availed itself. 
The introduction of a -transibional period, not mentioned in the Trea!lies, ma:de :it possible to deal 
with problems to which there appeared to be no immediate solutions. The Worlcing Party was 
thus led to leave it to the new Parliament to draw from the first elections thelessons which only 
exper.ience could provlide. 

The transitional period which the Working Party has in mind is charactedzed by the fact that 
(i) a third of the members of the Parliament would continue to be designated, as at present, by 
the national Parliaments, and (ii) the Convention lays down general pninciples for the electoral 
system and refers back to a large extent to the legislative provisions of individual States. 

Three further comments have to be made .. regarding· the transitional period : 

(.1) The. Parliament itself decides the length of this period within the Limits specified by the 
Conv~ntion. It may not, however, expire before the end of the third stage of the establish
mentof the Common Market nor after the lifetime of the Parliament during which the third 
stage comes to an end. · 

With this provision, which they discussed at great length, the Worl~ing Party and the Com
mittee wa:nted to link up progressive economic integration and the entry of the elected Par
liament into. its final phase. The Committee therefore rejected an amendment aimed at 

. extenc;l!ing the ttansitiona:l period to cover two lifetimes of the Parliament. 

(2) The elected Parliament would draw up provisions governing the election of its members by 
universal ~uffrage. beyond the transibional period. This would apply to a:ll representatives 
without distincbion. 

This is one of the most striking proposals in the Working Party's draft. It largely offsets 
the 'concessions' the Working Party made, for political .rea:sons, regarding the transitional 

.. period and' .the pdnoiple u,nderlying rit. 

(3) The elected Parliament would decide whether, once the transitional period expired, the 
· E'ur@pean and the national mandates would remain compa:t:ible. 

This problem was debated at length by the Working Party and the Committee. The votes 
.. cast were however all for compatibility during the transitional period. 

20. The Committee on Political Affairs considered which provisions of the Convention would 
apply solely to the transitional period and which to the final period. 

The Com\lnittee adopted an amendment designed to make this distinction quite clear. This 
amendment relates to· the text of Article. 7 concerning the compatibility of the two ma:ndates. 
In the discussion that followed it was stressed that with the exception of Article 7 !lind, of course, 
of Articles 3, 4 and 5 (in part), the rules of Chapter I have permanent validity while those of 
Chapter II are applicable only up to the entry into force of the decisions the elected Padiament 
makes on them.• 

2L The Working Party considered whether there was any need to tinclude a general revtston 
clause.· in the draft ·Convention. This expressly invests the Parliament with the power to terminate 
the tra:nsitional per.iod (Article 4) and to adopt the electoral system of the definitive period (Arti
cle 9). On the other hand, it lays down no procedure for amending the other provisions of the 
Convention. · 
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These amendments can clearly be carried out under the general revision procedure laid down 
by the Treaties (Articles 96 of Phe ECSC Treaty, 236 of the EEC Treaty and 204 of the Eura
tom Treaty) as we are dealing with an implementing convention which extends and supplements 
treaties with which it is closely bound up. 

The Working Party thought about suggesting a simpler reV'ision procedure. The idea was that 
the Parliament would have beeh able to submit proposals for amendments to the Councils which 
would have ll!dopted them by a f·ive-sixths majodty, without then submitbing them to member States 
for ratification. 

It was found that although such a simplification could have some advantages, it would also 
harbour certain dangers. The Work!ing Party unanimously decided that rules of a more or less 
constitutional nature shouLd not be too easy to change. It was pointed out that, in general; the 
revision procedures lalid down· in constitutions wete kept on the rigid side so as to preserve . their 
stability. 

PART THREE 

THE POLITICAL ASPECTS OF ELECTIONS 

!-Desirability and importance of elections in the ·present state of th~ Communities 

22. The Working Party's draft ·is based entirely on the political desirability and value of elections. 
The Working Party has never felt itself called upon to study the problems of elections from a 
purely academic standpoint. As politicians, its members have always been guide4 by: their ro.ncem 
for poiitical eff1icacy. This is reflected .in the Working Party's method of tackling tl;le work~wide
ranging consultations, a detailed timetable, a practical conclusion. 

The Working Party feels not only that direct elections are desrirable but also -that they should 
be held as soon as pos·sible, after allowing for the necessary procedure. The principle . of direct 
elections to the Parliament •is already written into the ECSC Treaty (Article 21). At the time 
the Rome Treaties were being negotiated and on a proposal by the Italian delegation headed by 
Mr. Martino, this prunciple was reaffirmed and a procedure establi:shed. The Parliament, which 
has been given the task of drawing up proposals, should pick the moment •it exercises the 
initiative conferred on it before dealing with any implementing measures. 

The Working Party set about its job convinced that that moment ,hll!d arrived, ·a view for 
which it found support in its consultations. As its discussions continued, the positions taken up 
more and more frequently in the most diverse quarters and the swelLing response in the press and 
among the public, convinced it that the problem was ripe for solution. 

At the same time the view was expressed that dir~ct elections should not be held until the 
powers of the Parliament had been extended. 

23. Some people will no doubt feel that as the European Communities are in existence and operat~ 
ing and the Treaties duly complied with, a further advance should await developments in this 
great enterprise. Perhaps it will also be argued that there are problems more urgent than that of 
elections, such as that of co-ordinating energy policies or that· of the EEC's commerciaJ policy 
(although it may be wondered in what way elections would stand in their way). 

This is a v~ew of European action which the Working Party did not fully accept. A close 
observer will detect marked weaknesses •in the operation of the Community machinery. All the 
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major problems that arise are essentially political, and their solution demands a display of political 
will. Day-to-day experience ~n the Communities, in all sectors, shows that when the experts can do 
no more, only an act of political will can overcome stalemates. 

The European Communities have given concrete form, in different spheres, to a predomi
nantly political idea, that of solidarity between the Six. This solidarity remains uncertain so long 
as it depends upon agreement between the Governments. This precariousness becomes evident at any 
in:ternarional conference or in any discussion of a Community problem, in spite of the Treaties and 
in spite of the institutions. 

24.' What is largely wanting in the European ·communities has already been stressed by others : 
·popular support, recognition by the European peoples of their solidarity, the shared realization that 
a national framework is constrictive and that it is in the Communities alone that Europe can look 
forward to any sort of future. 

Direct elections should therefore serve to administer a salutary shock to the peoples of the 
Six. Only from their conscious participation can we expect a sense of purpose capable of bearing 
up the Community structure despite the accidents, disputes and sectarian attitudes of the moment. 

Until now the Communities have been a domain reserved to a few hundred specialists, poli
ticians and oWcials. The pubHC'hil!s only the scrappiest knowledge of the reaHy striking aspects of 
their activity. Some have held this to be a perfectly normal state of affairs, given the general 
public's inability to grasp the subject-matter. Thi$, .however, is not the case .. The Communities are 
not a secondary, technica:l enterprise :in which a few capable specialists can settle all problems to 
the .satisfaction of all. They now embrace the entire economic activities of our six countries. They 
are a ·Challenge to the future, the only one perhaps that Europe can launch. There .are funda
mental chokes a:nd problems of 'a general nature. In the Communities resides the only policy we 
believe possible for our countries in every sphere. .It is . high t'ime, therefore, that the peoples be 
drawn into this venture, and that they grasp what is at stake a:nd the attendant risks, and make 
known their wHI. 

It ,is only fair that they shou1d do so, for it is out of the question that they should continue 
indefinitely to have no say on measures of such vital importance to them. In this age people are 
not· mere objects but persons. invested with legal rights. 

2S. Thi·s brings us to the fund~mentals of political science, t~ the very root of th~ democ~atic 
system on which our civ,Hization is based. For, under va:rious forms, we know and practise but a 
single method of. expressing the will of the people and of associating them with the management 
of pubLic affairs-free elections .. 

It is sometimes asserted that elections are not of .themselves enough to interest publ.i<: opinion 
and that, if they are to be justified, the electors must f,irst acquire a better grasp of European 
problems. ·The .Working Party ~rejected this argument. When universal suffrage was introduced in 
most of the States the peoples were no better informed about domestic political problems than 
they are today about European problems. Indeed, it was through their participation in public 
life that their poLitical judgement gra:dually matured. 

The following passage hea:ds the preamble to the Working Party's draft : 

''Being resolved to base the mission entrusted to the European Parliament on the freely expressed 
will of the peoples of the member States of the European Communities.' · 

This passage embodies the main arguments for .holding eledions, na:mely to associate the peoples 
with the building of Europe and thus strengthen the democratic character of the 'inst:itutions. 
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11-The problem of the Parliament's powers 

26. If the foregoing general considerations convinced the Working Party that a directly-elected 
European Parliament was desirable, others of a more incidental nature led it to believe that the 
elections ought to be staged at this particular juncture of European history. 

It is not the intention to go into the development undergone by the Communities of the 
Six, the foundation of the ECSC on solid, if restricted, bases, the attempts-abruptly halted-at 
political enlargement, up to the Messina revival. The Rome Treaties of 1957 placed the emphasis 
on the revolutionary nature of all-round economic integration even more than on the boLdness 
in the design of the institutions. Integration of economies ca!llnot but lead to political unity : it 
was on this conviction that the surge forward in the buiLding of Europe was based. The Euro
pean Communities are now greatly enlarged. What they lack is a political dimension, Community 
power. 

Considerable concern has recently been aroused about the future of the Europe of the Six. 
Some people have even talked, misguidedly, of a crisis ; doubts have been voiced as to the stability 
of the Communities, and a search has been made for the best way of strengthening and urging 
them forward. The Governments themselves have studied plans for their development and for 
extending their powers and jurisdiction. 

Such anxieties are not lightly to be dismissed. All are aware of the precarious nature of the 
Community structure, threatened as it is by outside opposition and a prey to centrifugaJ trends. 
The gravest difficulties still lie ahead of it. The Treaties are a springboard but not sufficient 
of themselves. Without amending them in any way, it is possible to deflect them from their real 
aims and so to apply them as to rob them of their significance. Success ·can only be ensured by 
institutions which are at once democratic and endowed with effective powers. 

27. It is not proposed to delve into the nature and powers of the existing institutions. It suffices 
to emphasize that, as a whole, there exists only a kernel of CommUJ11:ity power in the strictly limited 
spheres 1in which the High Authority and the Commissions have a power of decision-a power 
incidentally, which they exercise effectively. The focal point is the Coundl of Ministers which, for 
all the legal formulas, remains a conference of national ministers ·answerable to their respective 
Parliaments. We are not sure, as others are, that the Council can evolve towards a form closer 
to the Community concept and ultimately become an actual institution of the Community. 
Consisting as it does of representatives of the Governments of member States, as is laid down in 
the Treaties, ~t cou1d scarcely be other than what it is, an ordinary intel!national conference which 
meets within the framework of the Treaties but in which agreement ultimately depends on una
nimous good will. 

The entire structure of the Communities, in its present form, is not in line with our current 
ideas of political organization. 

One misundersuanding needs to be cleared up. It is not our view that the only Community 
power conceivable ·is that created by the ECSC Treaty for the High Authority. We beLieve that the 
ECSC was designed for the coal and steel sector at the beginning of the integration process 
but not that it can be put to general use or that the Common Market as a whole, with the 
political developments it inevitably undergoes, can be made subject to an enlarged High Authority. 
An enterprise so vast and of such crucial importance must be framed within institutions reflecting 
the political systems of our countries. 

28. Free elections are the touchstone of such a system. And elections must be staged so as to 
reflect in one form or another the expressed will of the electors. This brings us to the core of 
the problems posed by European elections. What are these going to signify ? And what will be 
the powers of the Parliament thus elected ? 
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The position of the Working Party is qu~te dear. The connexion between elections and the 
powers of the Parliament is too obvious to need underlining. If elections are to make any sense at 
all they must endow the Parliament, through <l:irect investiture, with a legidmacy and strength 
from which :~t will draw political power. 

29. The Working Party has not, as some of ~ts members would have wished, mll!de an increase 
in Parliament's powers a precondition of elections. 

There were a number of reasons for this. The Working Party set out with the idea of pre
ferably making the most of the opportunities offered by the Treaties. The paths trace<! out by the 
signatories of the Treaties for the development of the Communities ought to be followed. While 
the Working Party gave a wide interpretation to the mandate conferred on the Parliament in the 
matter of elections, 1it felt that the Parliament should be considered first within the context of the 
existing ·institutional system. 

This is not the. place to formulate ~ theory concerning the Parliament's powers. All the 
same, at all the Working Party's meetings-....,and particularly in connexion with major problems
the question of powers was constantly raised and figured prominently in the discussions. It would 
not be fair to assert that had the Working Party simultaneously made a study of the problem 
of powers, its findings on electoral problems would have been far different. There can be no 
doubt, however, that the attitude of several of its members was influenced by consideration of the 
nature of the present powers of the Parliament. 

The opinion has been expressed that, under the circumstances, the elected Parliament will 
have the right to make proposals to the Councils regarding the extension of its powers. 

30. While the question of the Parliament's powers does not fall within the Working Party's 
mandate, th~ concern felt by those who believe that ·direct elections and increased powers are twin 
aspects of .one problem led the Committee on Political Affairs to consider it too. Mr. Poher, Chair
man of the Chr.istian Democrat group in the Parliament, was appointed Rapporteur and from that 
time has been associated. with the Working Party's activities. 

It will be for the Parliament itself to decide to what ext·ent the decision on elections should 
be linked with the decision on powers. The bulk of Working Party and Committee members 
continue to. believe that the whole project-'-and therefore the elections themselves-might be jeopar
dized if the two questions are linked up too closely; They see in elections a means of getting 
round what could become a ·clilemma and of ultimately bringing about the much-desired widening 
of the Parliament's powers. · · 

(c) Report 
on the composition of the elected Parliament 

(Explanatory statement to Chapter I of the draft Convention) 

by Mr. Maurice Faure, Rapporteur 

!-Number of members of the elected Parliament 

1. The Articles of the European Treaties dealing with direct elections to the Parliament establish 
their acceptance in principle by the signatory States. In granting the Parliament a mandate to draw 
up proposals and endowing •it with the power of initiative, the Treaties leave it to its judgement 
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when elections should be heLd. The Working Party was set up and all its activities planned on the 
assumption that the moment for elections had arrived. (1) 

As a consequence, the first step taken by the Working Party and the Committee was to lay 
down in Article 1 of the draft Convention that the peoples' representatives in the Parliament 
are to be elected by direct universal suffrage. A rule of positive law thus takes the place of the 
principle at· present enounced in the Treaties. 

This rule established, the problems of how to apply it came crowding in. They were found, 
however, to be closely ·interrelated1 so much so that the solutions contemplated largely depended on 
a few basic options. 

2. The first relates to the number of members of the elected Parliament. 

Direct elections will mobilize the electorates of six countries. Some 100 million people will be 
called upon to choose their representatives at European level. An electoral campaign will be waged 
throughout the entire territory of the Community. All political parties will put forward their 
programmes and their candidates. In view of the sheer magnitude of this electoral operation the 
number of members of the present Parliament (142) appeared from the first inadequate, and the 
need to increase tit was unanimously accepted. 

It would have been <illogical to assume that the.number of members agreed upon for an assem
bly put togeth<;r by the national Parliaments by indirect suffrage had to be maintained for one 
recruited in a totally different way. At the time the Rome Treaties were signed your Rapporteur 
ma:de an expository statement on behalf of the F~ench Government and pointed out that should 
members of the Par.Jiament be elected by universal suffrage the distribution of seats would have to 
be reviewed. 

Fipally;. an elected Parliament would undoubte,dly play a more important political role, . a cir
cumstance that justifies widening its membership .. 

3. The needs inherent in direct elections .led the Working Party to suggest a larger member
ship. For 142 members to represent 165 million inhabitants, for 36 to be elected by 30 million 
German, French or Italian voters, clearly means a ratio of electors to elected that would rob the polls 
of all. significance. · 

No reLationship, not even the most distant, could in that case be established between electors 
and their representatives. The Working Party felt, however, that good relations were essential if 
the peoples were to participate effectively in the building of Europe. It saw in public conscious
ness 9f European problems one of the pr.i:ndpal a1ms of the elections. Too few candidates would 
insulate the public from this salutary shO<;k and rule out the 'capillary penetration' that could result 
from a not entirely depersonalized election campaign, 

The representative character of the Parliament, .which the elections are intended to heighten 
considerably, will obviously be aH the more marked the greater the number of its members.· It is 
not the numerical factor aJone that is decisive ; larger representation gives a more faithful reflection 
of the varied political, econ6mic and regional forces at work in the Six. On the Committee your 
Rapporteur emphasized that the increasingly technical nabure ·of the problems facing the Commu
nities made it necessary to call on more numerous forces. 

4. Although these reasons ·led the Working Party to contemplate an increase in the number of 
members of the Parliament, the actual extent of this :increase was long debated. · 

It has always been understood~and on this point members of the Working Party have been 
unanimous-that such an increase ought to be effected in conjunction with the present weighting. 

( 1 ) See General Report, Part Three, Chapter I. 
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It was felt that the proportions between the representatives of the Six ought not to be changed 
since it reflected a political balance that had been accepted by the signatory States. The Working 
Party felt that to consider any change would have threatened the success of its venture. 

The present figures, as well as their proportional increases, clearly bring out the wide gap 
between the number of electors who vote for a representative in the Benelux countries on the one 
hand, and in the Federal Republic, France or Italy on the other. In theory, it might have been 
fairer to close this gap by establishing a uniform ratio between the number of inhabitants 
and the number of representatives. This is a possibility the W orldng Party has never entertained 
because the application of such a criterion would have practically denied representation to the sma11er 
countries. Now, the Communities are guided by federal principles. Their a>im is not to abolish the 
States but to unite them into a whole so that they can preserve their individualities while acquiring 
the dimension of the modern world. This was emphasized by the Belgian Foreign Minister in a 
discussion with the Working Party in Brussels. 

5. The increase was therefore considered by the Working Party as the result of multiplying by 
a certain factor the number of representatives assigned to each country by the Treaties. 

At an ea:rly stage of iil:s activities the Working Party hllid considered !the factor 2, which 
some members felt to be adequate. The number of members thus elected would still, however, be 
too low. Regardless of the electoral system adopted, the creation of huge constituencies, particu
larly in the larger countries, would mean that electors would vote for an idea rather than for a 
candidate. Thus all the arguments advanced above, which led the Working Party to advocate 
increasing the number of representatives, spoke for the highest possible increase. Some members 
were in favour of applying the factor 4. 

6. This wou1d perhaps have raised cerbain snags for representatives of the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg as it would have absorbed 24 of the 52 members of their national Parliament. 

What carried more weight, however, was the attitude of some members of the Working 
Party who echoed the misgivings and criticisms voiced in their own countries about an unduly large 
membership. It was argued that this had an adverse effect both on the quality of the work trans
acted and on desirable personal contacts, and at the same time hampered the activities of parlia
mentary committees. If an oversize assembly of that kind proved inefficient, the reputation of 
parliamentary democracy would suffer. 

It was also pointed out in committee that, even with the enlarged membership envisaged, 
constituencies would still be too large. The problems inseparable from electoral campaigns would 
therefore have to be solved by means of modern publicity methods rather than by an increase in the 
number of members, which would in any case still be inadequate. It was also argued that an 
excessive membersihip would favour sectarian or regional interests at the expense of the European 
cause. Finally it was observed that the smooth running of the European Parliament demanded 
linguistic skills unlikely to be conspicuous among a larger number of representatives. 

Fina.:lly a subject was raised which cropped up constantly throughout the Working Party's meet
ings, namely, the powers of the European Parliament.(1 ) It is the widening of these powers 
that would, :in the view of some, justify a larger number of members, because the two questions 
a;re linked and should be dealt with together. 

7. A three-fold increase was finally chosen by the majority of members of the Working Party 
and of the Committee. A total of 426 representatives for 165 milLion inhabitants comes close 
to the figures of a federal State comparable in size, namely, the USA, where the 435 members 
of the House of Representatives oMer for a population of 180 milLion. In comparison with 

( 1 ) See General Report, Part Three, Chapter II. 
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national popular Chambers (Bundestag, 519; French National Assembly, 546; Italian Chamber of 
Deputies, 590) this number is fairly modest. It gives on average one representative per 400,000 
inhabitants, the proportion .in some States reaching as high as one representative per 50,000 in
habitants in the national elections. 

11-Links with the national Parliaments 

8. The actual requirements of direct elections were not the only reason for increasing the number 
of representatives. A further basic consideration carried equal weight : the Working Party and the 
Committee felt it necessary to retain, for a third of the members of the European Parliament, 
the procedure under which they are nominated by the national Parliaments. 

Throughout all these activities and consultations, the need to preserve firm links with the 
national Parliaments was never far from the minds of members of the Working Party. Neither 
there nor, to the best of our knowledge, elsewhere, has it ever been thought desirable, or even 
conceivable, that direct elections should result in an assembly composed entirely of fresh faces 
none of which ha;,d been seen in a national Parliament. 

The grounds on which the Working Party and the Committee have decided that direct elec
tions are desirable have already been explained. (1 ) They stem from a realistic appraisal of the current 
political situation and of the way power is distributed between the States and the Communities. 
The present members of the European Parliament would find it hard to underrate the importance 
and role of the Parliaments to which they belong. European integration is only beginning. Major 
decisions are being taken, and will long continue to be, by the national Governments set up and 
controlled by the Parliaments. It is in the latter, as Minister von Merkatz pointed out in Bonn, 
that the process of political integration will take place. 

9. The Working Party and the Committee thought in terms not of a juxtapo&ition but of an 
interpenetration of the directly elected assembly and the national Parliaments. Of aH links, the 
identity of persons was judged to be the one calculated to afford the new assembly the advantages 
of double-membership whkh the history of the present European ParHament and of the Common 
Assembly of the ECSC have largely demonstmted. In the national Parliaments, members of 
the European Parliament have been able to take continuous, and often decisive, action in the 
service of Europe. The European Parliament has profited from their national reputation, their 
experience of the parliamentary game, and their grasp of national problems. 

This would moreover serve to dispel any mistrust the national Parliaments might feel of an 
elected European Parliament. The more active the latter ·is in pursuing a policy for Europe, the 
greater its need of the support of the national Parliaments, that being at present one of the main 
levers of any political action. 

10. The need for interpenetration of the Europea:n and national Parliaments was unanimously 
accepted. Clearly the considerations which led to this agreement turn on the central theme of 
the powers of the European Parliament. It is on the way this principle is to be applied that the 
most heated disputes have arisen. 

Two possible courses were considered : (i) combining the national and European mandates 
and ('ii) maintaining for some members of the European Parliament the procedure under which 
they are nominated by the national Parliaments. Not that the two courses exdude each other ; 
indeed, it was on their joint adoption that the Working Party and the Committee finally decided. 
Moreover, they are not theoretically linked since the adoption of one does not imply the adop
tion of the other. 

( 1 ) See General Report, Part Three, Chapter I. 
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There were four possible ways of combining the two possibilities. One could argue that 
the two mandates were compatible and that all members of the European Parli~ment should be 
elected by universal suffrage. This would have resulted in an assembly entirely separate from the 
national Parliaments, an arrangement which has never been entertained. 

11. One could advocate either the incompatibiLity of two mandates while preserving the practice 
of partial nomination, or compatibility coupled with dir.ect election of the entire Parliament. 

Several members of the Working Party and of the Committee saw solid advantages in the 
first of these alternatives. With the nominated members safeguarding the vital link with the 
national Parliaments, directly elected members couLd occupy themselves entirely with their European 
mandate. The heavy, at times crushing, burden of twin mandates, all too familiar to members of 
the Worki·ng Party, tends to make it difficult to do useful work both at national and at European 
level. Men free from national responsibilities would bring fresh blood and drive to the European 
Parliament. Although they could not bring direct influence .to bear on the national Governments, 
they could do so indirectly by spreading knowledge about European problems among the general 
public. A wider measure of detachment from national poHtics would foster the growth of the 
European spirit and help to release the Community institutions from the national grooves. Finally, 
the tiresome necessity for the European Parliament to consult the timetables of the national Par
liaments would be largely abolished, a circumstance that would make for smoother operation on 
all sides. 

It would, however, have been difficult to speak then of incompatibility between the two 
mandates because, as was pointed out, to allow even some of the members to combi·ne mandates 
was to deny any theoretical grounds for incompatibility. The incompatibilities dealt with by domestic 
laws flow from a real contradicrion inherent in the exercise. of two offices that clash ~n any way. 
In the case of the European Parliament, the reasons adduced were in the main practical ones such 
as should be more logically ·left to individual choice. 

12. Scores of arguments in favour of combining mandates were advanced in the course of 
consultations with politicians of different countries. 

It was heLd that the political parties, which were recognized to play a crucial role tin decid
ing what candidates were to run for election, were in the best position to pronounce on this 
question. At all events, poLiticians already familiar to the electorate were an absolute must for 
any election campaign, If, after their election, they were asked to choose between the national and 
the European mandate, many would plump for the former. Some members of the Working Party 
made this perfectly clear. Once again, it will be seen, the debate was brought back to the powers 
of the European Padiament. · 

Wide parliamentary experience would be needed by members of an assembly called upon to 
play, in the eyes of many, the rOle of innovator. A grasp of national affairs would be essential 
for effective action in the Communities, for European problems were merely national problems 
seen from another angle. The buiLding of Europe called for the closest possible integration of 
national adivities and Community institutions rather than for institutions wholly detached from 
national realities. 

Finally all the reasons for not severing the existing links with the national ParHaments argued 
in favour of the utmost degree of interpenetration and against forbidding the combination of 
mandates. 

·The Working Party was thus led to decide, by a very large majority, that the combination 
of mandates ought to be permitted. To this, however, the Committee added that compatibility shouLd 
be recognized during the transitional period but that the new Parliament, once elected, would be able 
to make its own ruling thereafter. (1 ) 

( 1 ) See General Report, Part Two. 
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13. Discussion of the second way of preserving a link with the national Parliaments-that is, 
by maintaining the procedure uri.der which part of the members are nominated-was influenced by 
the foregoing arguments a:nd by the Working Party's estimate of the election results. 

Anyone with experience of electoral laws knows how diffkult it is to predict the practical 
effects of a provision aimed at ensuring a given result. Thus, some members of the Working 
Party thought that :if the combining of mandates was permitted, then-regardless of the electoral 
system chosen-the vast majority of members of the European Parliament would also be members 
of a national Parliament. After all, members in office were as a rule more often in the eye of the 
political parties and more familiar to the voters, a circumstance that would give them a dedded 
advantage over rival candidates. Other members of the Worlcing Party, on the other hand, felt 
that this supposition might prove to be false, and that parties and electors alike might prefer to 
see new faces ; consequenrly it was far from certain that a link with the national Parliaments 
could be mainmined in this way. 

Ih short, although ·the Working Party as a whole was in agreement as to the result to be 
obtained, some members regarded continued nomination of part of the European Parliament's mem
bers as unnecessary and likely to detract from the significance of elections, while others considered 
it as an essential guarantee of a measure of liaison with the nal:ional Parliaments. 

14. These two viewpoints were reconciled by introducing uhe idea of a transitional period. (2) Once 
they ha:d accepted the need for a transitional period between the present nomination procedure and 
the direct election of the entire assembly, the Working Party and the Committee agreed to adopt, 
for that period, an arrangement that would afford the surest guarantees of links with the national 
Parliaments. Membership of the European Parliament was therefore declared to be compatible with 
membership of a national Parliament throughout the transitional period, a third of the members 
of the European Parliament continuing, as at present, to be nominated by the national Parliaments. 
At the end of the transitional period, however; all members of the European Parliament would be 
elected by direct un:iversa:l suffrage. 

It was suggested at a meeting of the Committee that each member State should be left to 
decide whether a third of the members should ·be elected or nominated by its national Parliament 
or directly elected. The Committee considered, however, that this would be Hable to upset the 
uniformity of the procedure for making up the new Parliament-something tit had done its utmost 
to ensure. 

15. A time-limit must, of course, be set on the transitional period. Article 4 of the draft Con
vention lays down that it may not expire before the end of the third stage in the establishment 
of the Common Market. Indeed, the EEC Treaty lays down that aH measures establishing the 
Common Market are to he given effect to progressively over three stages, the length and nature 
Of which are set out :in Article 8. The Working Party and the Committee also took into account a 
possible shortening of these stages in the light of the proposals undergoing study tin EEC esta
blishments. In addition, the draft Convention lays down · that the transitional period may not 
extend beyond the end of the European Parliament's lifetime, during which the thi1:1d stage will 
come to an end. 

The Working Party felt, however, that the essential condition for introducing such an .arrange
ment was the .rule applied by the European Parliament in fixing this term. Clearly both the 
Working Party and the Committee considered the permanent arrangement the best one ; the 
election of all members is at once technically simpler and more democratic. It does away with the 
need for two systems of nomination during an initial period 11nd, therefore, for two kinds of elected 
members-something some members of the. Committee regard as a drawback. No precedent eX!ists, 
however, for European elections, many aspects of which still remain uncertain. It is because of 

(') See Ge~eral Report, Part Three, sees. 18 and 19. 
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this uncertainty that a transitional arrangement has been provided for, but is for the European 
Parliament itself to evaluate the results and, therefore, to decide when the permanent arrangement 
is to come into force. 

16. Following discuss-ions on the total number of members of the European Parliament, the 
proportion to continue to be nominated has been seen in a different light. In contrast to the 
proposals of the Action Committee of the European Movement, the Working Party has always 
felt that elected members should make up the majority in the Parliament. This wouLd do justice 
not only to the principle of elections written into the Treaties but also to the democratic rule. 

The nomination of one in four of the total members had long been considered. As both 
the Working Party and the Committee had decided to multi·ply the existing numbers by three, it 
appeared that the nomination of one in three would have the clear advantage of maintaining the 
status quo. National Parliaments would thus continue to nominate from among their members the 
same number of representatives as at present. Two thirds, on the other hand, would be elected by 
direct universal suffrage. 

17. Some members of the Working Party felt that, other considerations apart, the part of the 
European Parliament nominated by ~ndirect suffrage cou1d serve as the nucleus for an Upper 
Chamber and, therefore, as the start of a bicameral system. Your Rapporteur does not feel 
called upon to go further into this interesting suggestion, which has a bearing both on the question 
of the powers of the Parliament and on the overall structure of the Communities. 

III-The European parliamentary mandate 

18. Article 5 of the draft Convention fixes the legislative period of the European Parliament at 
5 years. In the Community the lifetime of popular chambers is 5 years in France, Italy and 
Luxembourg, 4 years in Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. The Working Party and the 
Committee opted for the longer term because of the complexity il!nd high cost of electoral operations. 

The mandate of all representatives would therefore last for Hve years. The mandate of mem
bers nominated by the national Parliaments is subject, however, to other time-limits. Thus, the 
European mandate comes to an end on the expiry either of the national mandate or of the nomina
tion conferred on representatives by the national Parliaments. 

The draft Convention takes over from the existing rules of procedure of the European Parlia
ment the provision that a representative whose mandate has expired continues to serve the Parliament 
until his successor has been appointed. As the clash between this rule and the provisions in force 
in certain member States has led to difficulties in the past, the Working Party felt it desirable to 
lay down a generally applicable principle. 

19. Members of the European Parliament vote individually and personally and cannot be given a 
mandate tied to any course of action. This fundamental principle of all parliamentary mandates, 
under which representatives are answerable only to their own consciences, was embodied in Article 6 
of the draft Convention. It also reflects an idea implicit in the present wording of the Treaties, 
according to which the Parliament consists of representatives of the peoples of the States united 
within the Community. Members of the Parliament do not, therefore, represent the States. 

20. The problem of incompatibilities is linked up with the nature of the parliamentary mandate. 
The national laws clearly specify the duties that are inconsistent with the exercise of the parliamen
tary mandate on account of an inherent contradiction and the abuses tlhat may result. On t!his point, 
as in the broader sphere of the electoral system, the Working Party and the Committee decided that 
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it was for the national laws to determine whether, and to what extent, the incompatibilities con
sidered ·in connexion with national elections apply to the European mandate. It was found that 
the grounds for each case of incompatibility did not necessarily hold at European level, and that 
therefore a detailed study should make it possible to apply to the European mandate the only 
incompatibilities it appeared to call for. 

21. On the other hand, the Working Party felt it necessary, in Article 8 of the draft Convention, 
to specify what duties carried out in the European Communities were ·incompatible with member
ship of the European Parliament. The Working Party and the Committee agreed that membership of 
the European Parliament was incompatible with the duties of : 

(i) judge, advocate-general or registrar of the Coud: of Justice of .rhe European Communities ; 

(ii) member of the Consultative Committee of the European Coal and Steel Community or mem-
ber of the Economic and Social Committee of the European Economic Community and of 
the European Atomic Energy Community ; 

(iii) auditor, as provided in Article 78 of the ECSC Treaty, or member of the supervisory com
mittee referred to in Article 206 of the EBC Treaty and Article 180 of the Euratom Treaty; 

(•iv) member of committees or other bodies set up in pursuance of the EGSC, EEC and Eura
tom Treaties for the administration of the funds of the Communities or permanent and 
direct management duties ; 

( v) member of the board of directors, management committee or employee of the European 
Investment Bank ; 

(vi) acbive official or servant of the institutions of the European Communities or specialized 
bodies attached thereto. 

22. The incompatibility rule for members of the High Authority and of the BEC and Euratom 
Commissions gave rise among members of the Working Party and the Committee to a debate which 
brought to ·light a divergence of views as to how the parliamentary system should operate. 

As is generally known, in Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy members of 
the Governments may be members of the Parliament. In the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands and, since the 1958 Constitution, in France, these duties are incompatible. There 
seems to be no point in investigating in this report the pros and cons of what is now a familiar 
controversy--one that has long divided those who believe there should be a rigid separation of 
powers lll!ld ther>efore find it wholly inconsistent, even shocking, that sessions of the Parliament are 
attended by members of a Government it is the task of the Parliament to control, and those who 
consider that, as the parliamentary system in Europe is based on collaboration and not on the 
separation of powers, there is every advantage to be gained from preserving the links between 
Parliament ood Government. 

The Working Party was thus sharply divided over this question of principle, and the pro
posal to abolish incompatibility for members of the High Authority and of the two Commissions was 
rejected, receiving an equal number of votes for and against. 

For their part, the members of the High Authority and of the two Commissions consulted by the 
Working Party were unanimously in favour of compatibility, which they felt would serve to under
line the political character of their duties and to distinguish them even more dearly from their 
administrative aspects. 

23. The Committee returned to the question and, after a further debate, endorsed the conclusions 
of the Working Party by 11 votes for, 10 against, and 3 abstensions. 
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Mr. Van der Goes van Naters, in a note submitted to the Committee; had stressed the difficulty 
of comparing the institutional structure of the Communities with that of the member States, and 
restored the debate to the practical plane. The presence of the executlives in the European Parlia
ment would tend to weaken the latter, at a time when a balanced relationship within the Communi
ties was already being threatened by the existence of two kinds of executive . bodies. Indeed, by 
taking part in the activities and voting of the European Pa:rliament, members of the three execu
tives could exert a marked influence on the control the European Parliament exercised over their 
activities, thus weakening the still precarious cohesion of the political groups. 

On the other hand, the independence imposed by the Treaties on members of the High 
Authority and of the Commissions could be prejudiced by their entering a national Parliament, 
and even by their direct election which would at aLI events oblige them. to preserve links with 
national voters. 

24. A debate on somewhat· similar lines was devoted to the rule of incompatibility applied to . mem
bers of national Governments. Some members of the Working Party felt that the European 
Parliament's influence and. prestige would be heightened by the presence of national ministers 
among its members. However, in view of the possible presence of ministers in another Community 
organ-the .Council-the Working Party and the Committee accepted, by a very large majority, the 
need for such incompatibility. 

25. The Working Party did not in the end feel it necessary to alter the system of immunities 
esta~lished by the protocols on privileges and immunities annexed to the three European Treaties. 
Since the draft Convention drawn up by the Working Party affects only one Article in each Treaty(1 ), 

the protocols remain automatically in force. This is why the Working Party did not include a 
single provision on this subject in the draft Convention. 

To the immunities provided for in the protocols (particularly in Chapter III) shouLd, of course, 
be a:dded the privileges and immunities enjoyed by members of the European Parliament as members 
of a national Parliament, in so far as the two mandates are combined. 

d) Report 
on questions relating to the electoral system of the Parliament to be elected 

(Explanatory statement to Chapters II and III of the draft Co)lvention) 

by Mr. W.J. Schuijt, Rapporteur 

Chapter I 

The electoral system 

A. Initial search for a uniform electoral system for the six member States 

1. One of the main probl~ms which the Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs 
and Institutional Questions had to solve was the choice of an electoral system. The choice of 
such a system is not, as might be supposed at first sight, a purely technical question. It is even 

( 1) General Report, Part Two, sec. 14. 
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more a question of principle, as Professor Hermens, the well-known German expert, explained to 
the Working Party. 

Every eledoralsystem affects not only the personal pattern of the parliament to be elected but 
also the fortunes of the political.parties. Broadly .speaking, proportional represen!:altion wuld be said 
to encourage or maintain the existence of a great many political parties, even, at times, such as have 
only a handful of members or followers ; all majqrity systems, on the other hand, tend to induce 
political trends to converge towards a small number. of large political parties. 

S~milarly, the ahoice of an electoral system shoul~ be geared to one's idea of the tasks the future 
Parliament is to ·carry out. As Professor Sternberger, consulted in Bonn by the Working Party, 
rightly pointed out, if one feels that the Parliam.ent's main task is faithfully to reflect trends of 
opinion among the electorate, then proportional representation is the obvious choice. If, on the 
other hand, the Parliament is to be such that a strong and homogeneous government can be formed, 
then a modified form of proportional representation or of the majority system is to be preferred. 

2. In addition to these basic problems, the Working Party was immediately faced with the ques
tion of the election of t!he Parliament by direct universal suf(rage on the lines laid down in the 
Treaties, viz. 'in accordance with a uniform procedure'. 

It is not for your Rapporteur to ascertain whether a uniform procedure calls for a uniform 
electoral system throughout the six member States. This .question is dealt with by Mr. Dehousse 
in his general report. 

3. Be this as it may, the Working Party felt it ought to start out on its work by trying 
to find such a uniform electoral system. 

4. Three practical proposals were put forward : 

(a) Mrs. Probst, member of the Working Party, proposed a mixed electoJJal system going back 
to the procedure followed in Bavaria. Under this, every elector would have two votes. The 
first would be cast for a Hst of candidates-entered by a partioular party ih a fairly large 
constituency (W ahlkreis) on which voters show their order of preference·: the second could 
be given for ·a specific candidate in another constituency (Stimmkreis). In this way proportional 
representation based on the voters' order of preference (party list system) is combined with 
the majority system (election of candidates in single-member constituencies). 

Several members of the Working Party were in favour of this system ; they thought it satis
factorily combined the virtues of proportional representation and of the majority system: 
It would indeed permit the various shades· of political opinion in a country to be proportion
ately represented in the Parliament. Again, the voter would be able not only to choose between 
the ideologies represented by the various political movements but also to express his preference 
for an individual candidate in a single-member constituency. 

Other members of the Working Party felt that this mixed system might be too complicated for 
countries whose electorate is used to a simpler system: · · 

(b) A second electoral system was suggested by Professor Schepis, an Italian e:JGpett on electoral 
law, when the Working Party consulted him in Rome. 

This system has a number of . points in common with Mrs. Probst's . proposals. . It takes over 
the main features of the electoral system at present in force in certain Lands of the Federal 
Republic of Germany. Professor Schepis also submitted a wealth of technical details to 
facilitate appraisal of his suggested procedure. 

Broadly the same criticisms were levelled at this procedure, and the advantages claimed for it, 
· as at the system suggested by Mrs. Probst. 
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(c) Finally, an entirely different system was proposed by the Dutch expert on electoral law, Professor 
G. van den Bergh. 

This system, known as the 'single tr·ansfeMble vote', is at present in force in Ireland and 
Tasmania and is used for local government elections :in a number of American States. 

Broadly speaking, the voter has as many votes as there are candidates for election in a 
particular constituency. These votes are not, however, of equal value, but subject to an order of 
preference. Under No. 1 the voter enters his first preference, and under No. 2 the candidate 
-either of the same or of another party-whom he would like to see elected if his first 
preference fails to poll the requisite number of votes ; and so on down the list. 

Mr. van den Bergh argued that this system was the only one which would secure a mathe
matically proportionate relationship between the number of votes cast by the electorate as a 
whole and the composition of the assembly to be elected. 

Some members of the Working Party approved of this system because it is not in application 
in any of the member States. Consequently it could be brought home to voters that elec
tions to a European Parliament were something .quite new. The overwhelming majority of 
members of the Working Party and of the Committee on Political Affairs were, however, 
opposed to this system. Far from being an advantage, they felt that the fact that the electorate 
in the six countries were not familiar with this system was a disadvantage. They also pointed 
out that the single transferable vote would be hard to apply in countries where voters are used 
to a simple electoral system. Finally, the count-even if carried out in one place by means of 
electronic computers-could take at least three days. 

In the end, the Working Party and the Committee reserved their opinion on this electoral 
system because it had not' been demonstrated mathematically that it would not act in a way 
favourable to anti-European tendencies. 

5. Although no written proposal was submitted to the Working Party to the effect that propor
tional representation should be adopted as the 'uniform system' for European elections, the majority 
were clearly in favour of this system. They felt that, subject to any modifications that might be 
needed to take into account the personal wishes of electors and looal conditions, this would 
be the best system for a European Parliament, one of whose essential tasks would be faithfully to 
reflect the various shades of political opinion among the peoples of the member States. 

6. The Working Party did not expressly state its views on the various proposals outlined in sec. 5, 
in view of the immense difficulties surrounding the implementation of any uniform system. 

B. Difficulties in implementing a uniform electoral system 

7. Although members of the Working Party were already aware of the difficulties posed by the 
choice of a uniform electoral system, these were brought home with greater force during the consul
tations the Working Party held in the six capitals. 

At present there are three main electoral systems in the Community. Four countries have pro
portional representation either ·in 'a pure or in a slightly modified form, i.e. Belgium, Italy, Luxem
bourg and the Netherlands. France has a majority system whereas for elections to the German 
Bundestag a mixed system is applied. 

8. The fact that electoral tradition and custom vary widely from one member State to another 
presented the malin diffiiculty for the Working Party. While in some States pure proportional 
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representation is regarded as at once the fairest and the most democratic, in others the majority 
system is argued to be the most politically effective. These differences in outlook are reflected 
in the electoral laws of the various countries. 

Although most of the politi·cians consulted favoured the same electoral system for all six States, 
they were not slow to add that they could only accept a uniform system if it were broadly in line 
with their own. 

The Working Party was thus faced with a choice between two political alternatives : 

(i) on the one hand, it could recommend a uniform electoral system for all six countries, but 
only at the price of upsetting the political. traditions of some of them. There would then 
be an appreciable risk that the draft Convention as a whole would be rejected by these 
countries simply on the grounds that the proposed electoral system did not suit them; 

( ii) on the other hand, the Working Party could consider the holding of direct elections in 
accordance with an electoral system to be worked out by the various member States. The 
unavQidable difficulty would then be that different voting procedures would be used in ma
king up the European Parliament. 

9. · After careful reflection, the Working Party and the Committee decided to recommend the 
second of these alternatives. The choice ought not to be influenced by the existence 6f theoretical 
shortcomings. The Working Party has always tried-and the Committee on Political Affairs has 
followed its example-to find down-to-earth solutions which, even if sometimes they fall short of 
perfection, are likely to be acceptable to the Council and to the member States. 

C. Transitional period and definitive arrangements 

10. The WOJ.'king Barty, Wlilllh the approvaJ. of the Committee on PoHtical Affairs, provided for 
the electoral system to remain within the jurisdiction of each member State-subject to various 
common features which will be gone into later in this report--only during the transitional period, 
as defined in Article 4 of the draft Convention. · 

Thereafter it will be for the European Parliament itself to lay down the provisions governing 
the election of its members. 

In every modern democracy it is one of the main tasks of a parliament to determine the 
c;lectoral system, if necessary in co-operation with the executive. The Working Party felt that this 
fundamentally democratic principle could not be violated at European level. 

The technical difficulties the Working Barty ran. up against in connexion with the adoption 
of a uniform electoral system (possible changes in electoral rolls and in the boundaries of .consti
tuencies ebc.) led it to recommend Mlat !:he Parliament, once elected, ought to get on promptly 
with the work of drawing up a definitive electoral system. As rega~ds the powers thus vested in 
the European Parliament by the draft Convention, it is important to note that it will have a 
completely free hand in this respect. 

It should also be borne in mind that the Parliament is not obliged to adopt an absolutely 
uniform electoral system immediately the transitional period ends, even though both the Working 
Party and the Committee wou1d undoubtedly Hke it -to be as unifo~m as possible. The draft 
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Convention confines itself to assigning competence in this matter to the elected Parliament, but 
it does not forbid it from gradually introducing a uniform polling procedure in the six member 
States. 

Indeed, one of the most delicate tasks that will f~tll to the elected Parliament will be that of 
bringing the different views sufficiently into line to permit of a uniform electoral system. 

11. As regards the electoral system to be adopted during the tramitional period, two points of 
view were found to exist among members of the Working Party : 

(a) Some members felt that the draft Convention ought at least to lay down the broa.d outlines 
of the arrangements for the election of the European Parliament in the member States during 
the transitional period. In this connexion the view was put forward that 'personalized' pro
portiona:l representation on a regional basis, would reflect the voters' wishes most faithfully 
and at the same time allow for local conditions. 

(b) Most members, however, felt that after the elected European Parliament had been made res
ponsible for laying down the electoral system for the definitive period, the choice of system 
for the transitional period ought to be left to national legislative authorities. The member 
States could either adopt the system used for electing their national Parliament, 3idapting it 
to the number of seats to be filled in the European Parliament, or introduce another system 
suitable for European elections. 

The ,latter alternative was finally adopted by the Working Party and Committee on Political 
Affairs. 

12. In framing their legislation, member States will clearly have to take into account the common 
principles set out in the draft Convention and to be explained in this report. These principles 
are to be regarded as elements of the 'uniform procedure' called for by the European Treaties. 

D. Seats falling vacant 

13. One problem directly linked with the electoral system is that of how an outgoing member 
should be replaced. 

The Working Party stipulated (Article 17) that should a seat filled in elections by direct 
universal suffrage fall vacant, no by-election should be held. The reasons for this decision are 
both obvious and of permanent relevance because by-elections could project a di:stoJ:Ited view of 
the political leanings of the whole electorate in a member State. The Working Party also wanted 
to preclude large-scale resignations by members of the Parliament to force by-elections for this 
purpose. 

During the tra:nsitional period, it will thus be for national legislators to lay down electoral 
provisions ensuring that vacancies can be filled as they occur, subject to the condition that no 
by-election is held. 

11his mainly affects countries which have the majority system. 

14. ShouLd the seat of a member either elected or designated by a national Parliament fall 
vacant during the transitional period, the Parliament concerned must then elect or designate a 
successor. 
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Chapter II 

The electorate 

15. The Working Party felt that the principle that ought to govern questions relating to the 
electorate (Articles 10 and 11) should correspond to those that apply to national laws. The 
electorate in each member State should consist of such men and women as satisfy the requirements 
laid down in that State for taking part in the elections of the Parliament by direct universal suf
frage. In other words, only persons entered on the electoral rolls of their country may vote in 
elections to the European Parliament. 

Once this principle (see 18 below) had been accepted by the Working Party, it had to 
insert a number of implementing provisions in the draft Convention prepared by it. 

16. First of all there was the minimum voting age. The Working Party would have preferred to 
standardize this at 21 years of age. Unfortunately this was impossible owing to the risk of 
considerable constitutional difficulties in the Netherlands, where the minimum voting age for 
elections to the Second Chamber is 23 years. It is questionable, however, whether this constitu
tional provision legally precludes the ll!doption of another minimum voting age for European 
elections. 

At all events the Working Party, as it was unable straight away to fix a minimum voting 
age, decided that this should lie between two limits, i.e. 21 and 25 years. It very much hopes 
that the member States in which the minimum voting age has not been fixed at 21 years will do 
their utmost to see that this is done at the earliest possible moment. · 

17. To ena:ble all Community nat1onals, regardless of where they may live in the Community, 
to take part in European elections, the draft Convention provides that the member States must make 
the necessary arrangements for their nationals residing on the territory of another member State to 
exercise their right to vote in. their country of origin. Without wishing to settle the details in a 
European convention, the Working Party is thinking mainly of the scope for voting in consulates. 

This is certainly feasible from a technical point of view :several member States (particularly 
France) offer 'i'heir citizens abroad facilities for voting. 

From the political point of view, the Working Party and the Committee felt that it would be 
a great psychological asset if all citizens of the Six could take part in elections to the European 
Parliament. 

18. S~milarly, the Working Party envisaged the possibility-not the obligation-for member States, 
in a broa,d European spirit, to allow resident foreign nationals to vote in the host country. 

At the same time steps would have to be taken to prevent citizens . fr~m voting twice--i.e. 
both in their country of residence and in their country of origin. This is why the draft Convention 
lays down that, in the case under consideration, no one shall vote more than once.. Any infringe
ments of this rule would be liable· to the penalties imposed by the laws of the voter's country 
of origin. 

Chapter III 

Eligibility 

19. Article 12 of the draft Convention lays down that 'any man or woman who is a national of 
one of the States that have signed the Treaties setting up the Communities, may stand for election 
in a member State .. .' 
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This new departure should be regarded as an assertion of an indisputable European will, since 
this provision will enable every national of one member State to stand for election to the 
European Parliament in any other member State. 

This prospect was opened up at the time the Committee was studying the draft Convention. 
Previously, mainly for practical reasons, the Working Party had proposed that eligibility in any 
member State shouLd be restricted to nationals of that State. 

On the other hand, those who were in favour of 'European' eligibility argued that although 
the occasion was not likely to turn up very often in practice, as the elections were, after all, 
European, every citizen of the European Community ought to have the right to strand as a candidate 
anywhere in the six countries. This personal right corresponds to the opportunity offered to the 
peoples of the Community to l;>e represented in their Parliament by whoever they consider the best 
qualified, irrespective of the nationality of the candidate. 

This European eligibility is hedged only with such restrictions as are normally regarded under 
national 1aws to constitute grounds for disqualification (for example, certain criminal or civil 
offences). 

As the criteria governing ineligibility vary from country to country, the Working Party and the 
Committee thought it wiser to leave !'his matter to national leg;slators, subject to the grounds of 
ineligibility being confined to those established by custom. In other words, no new grounds for 
disqualification, specifically applied to European elections, could be introduced. · 

Moreover, incompatibility between the exercise of certain European offices and the duties of 
member of the European Parliament(l) will not involve ineligibility. Persons exercising one of the 
offices listed in Article 8 will thus be able to stand for election to the European Parliament. 
Once elected, however, they would have to choose between their mandate in the Parliament and 
the office deemed incompatible with that mandate. 

20. In view of the constitutional difficulties your Rapporteur referred to in sec. 16, the Working 
Party and the Committee simply laid down that the age at which eligibility was acquired shou1d 
not lie below 25 years or above .30 years. The Working Party hopes, however, that all member 
States will fix the minimum age at 25 years. 

Chapter IV 

Admission of political parties 

21. A problem that frequently cropped up at meetings of the Working Party and during talks 
with politicians in the six capitals was that of the admission of some extremist parties to the 
elections. The Working Party was concerned particularly with the situation in the Federal Republic 
of Germany, where the Constitutional Court at Karlsruhe had ruled that the Communist party was 
illegal. This had led to the dissolution of the party which therefore could not present candidates 
for elections in the Federal Republic. 

In talks with politicians in Bonn it became quite dear that they were absolutely opposed to the 
participation of Communist candidates in European elections in the Federal Republic. Such parti
cipation would in fact have dangerous consequences within the country itself. 

22. The Working Party ha,d therefore to express its opinion on rhe participation of extremist 
parties in general. So as to avoid a radical solution that could result either in general exclusion 

( 1 ) See report by Mr. Maurice Faure on the composition of the elected Parliament. 
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or in general admission in all member States, the Working·· Party decided on a compromise 
arrangement. 

The Working Party and the Committee decided that the provisions governing the admission 
of political parties to the national elections in. each member State would also apply to elections to 
the European Parliament (Article 13). Thus, during the transitional period, it will be for each 
member State to decide whether this or that party is to be allowed to take part in the elections. 
When definitive arrangements come into force, the power of decision will, in pursuance of Arti
cle 9, rest with the European Parliament. 

Chapter V 

Date of the elections 

23. Members of the Working Party unanimously agreed that, in order to underline the impor
tance of European elections, they ought to be held on the same day in all six member States, and 
that no other elections in any member State should be arranged on the same date (Article 14). 

The Working Party and the Committee did not feel that European elections should coincide 
with national elections, whether general or local. Otherwise there would be a real risk that the 
distinctive charader of European elections would be overshadowed by local or national issues 
brought forward by parties or candidates during the electoral campaign. This would undoubtedly 
imperil one of the principal aims of European elections-to increase the peoples' interest in European 
unification. 

Moreover, holding European elections simultaneously with ~ational elections might well make 
for unstable composition of the European Parliament, since national elections are not heM at the 
same time in all member States. In addition, the dis·solution of a national Parliament would 
necessitate fresh elections for part of the European Parliament. 

Members of the Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs thus far preferred 
simultaneous Europea.n elections in all six . countries, not only for psychological reasons but also 
to oblige parties and candidates to draw up really European electoral programmes. They agreed 
with most of the politicians consulted that the additional expense involved in holding European 
elections on a separate day would be quite justified by the political and psychological advantages 
referred to. 

24. The Working Party and the Committee consider' this to be one of the most important features 
of the 'uniform procedure' required by the Treaties and one that could on no account be dis
regarded, even if difficulties did arise because this provision of the draft Convention restricts the 
freedom of member States to fix their own dates for national or regional elections. 

25. The Working Party and the Committee wanted· to allow only one exception, i.e. where a 
member State might dedde on grounds of tradition (Netherlands) or of geography (France, with 
its overseas Departments) to hold the elections . one day earlier or one day later than the date fixed 
for all six countries. If European elections were held on a Sunday in most member States, they 
could be held in some countries, if these considered it necessary, on Satul'day, Sunday and Monday 
or only on Saturday or Monday. 

26. The draft Convention also provides that elections to the European Parliament are to be held 
not later than one month before the end of each legislative period (Article 15). 

It would be for the European Parliament to fix a precise date within this period of one month. 
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27; As regards the date of the first European elections, the draft Convention lays down in Article 20 
that these shall be held on the first Sunday following an interval of six months from the day the 
Convention comes into force (subject to the exception quoted in sec. 25 above). The Working 
Party wanted, in this way, to ensure that these first elections took place automatically as soon as 
the Convention had been approved by the six Parliaments and the instruments of ratification 
deposited. To set the election procedure in motion, ,therefore, will not call for the intervention 
of any Community institution. 

28. The European Parliament shall sit automatically on the first Tuesday following an interval 
of one month from the date of the elections. 

To ensure continuity in the work of the Parliament and to avoid the ,difficulties some member 
States have experienced owing to special circumstances, the draft Convention also provides that 
the outgoing Parliament shall remain in office until the first sitting of the new Parliament. Under 
no circumstances can the work of the Parliament be interrupt'ed. 

Chapter VI 

Verification of credentials 

29. One of the basic rights recognized as belonging tO any parliament is that of verifying the 
credentials of its own members. Members of the Working Party and of the Committee were 
unanimous in wishing to carry on this tradition ; this is why the draft Convention provides that 
it will be for the European Parliament to verify the credentials of representatives and rule on any 
disputes that may arise in this connexion (Article 16). 

30. The Working Party and the Committee realize that one article in the Convention would not 
be enough to cover the host of-often complicated-problems that might arise in verifying cre
dentials. They felt, however, that these various cases, and the way they should be handled, ought 
to be dealt with in uhe Rules of Procedure of the elected European Parliament. 

Similarly, it ought to be possible to refer any legal disputes arising from inconsistencies in 
this sphere between the Converi:tion and the national laws, to the , Court of Justice of the Com
munities. 

Some of the problems involved in applying the Convention could moreover be dealt with by 
the interim advisory committee referred to therein; Details of that committee's responsibilities and 
composition are contained in Chapter VIII below. 

Chapter VII 

Refund of election expenses 

31. One of the problems, discussed at length by the Working Party find, more particularly, by 
the Committee on Political Affairs, was that of refunding election expenses. Practices vary widely 
from State to State. In France, for example, the State refunds the, expenditure incurred by candi
dates for the printing of circulars and posters as well as of ballot papers which . candidates them
selves have to provide. In other countries the State defrays only expenditure incurred on ballot 
papers. In these countries, therefore, there is no system for refunding certain election expenses. 
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32. In view of these difficulties, the Working Party thought it ought not to include in the draft 
Convention an 'article which, as is the case in a number of member States, provides for the refund 
of these election expenses to candidates or lisrs. 

A large majority of members of the Committee on Polivical Affairs, however, felt that a 
democratic principle was at stake, namely, that of ensuring that no candidate or list should be 
debarred simply because of inability to meet the material costs involved. Provision should be made 
for such refunds in view of the large constihlendes inevitable in direct elections to the European 
BarHament. It would further be unreasonable for discrimination to be practised in one or more 
countries as between candidates for national elections and candidates for the European elections. 

33. The Committee on Political Affairs therefore considers that a refund should be made of 
expenditure incurred by candidates or lists for the printing of ballot papers and circulars, their 
dispatch to electors and the printing of posters. The size of ballot papers and circulars and the 
number of posters printed, as well as all practical details, ought, however, to be decided by the 
Bureau of the European Parliament. The Bureau could thus take account of the various practices 
followed in the member States. 

To avoid refunds of election expenses to candidates or lists rhat manifestly have no chance 
of success, Amde 18 of the draft Convention provides rhat only those candidates or lists that 
secure not less than 10 per cent of the votes cast by the electorate in the constituency in which 
they have stood for election shall be entitled to a refund of cert,ain election expenses. 

34. The necessary credirs would be entered in the European Parliament's budget to enable such 
refunds to be made in accordance with a procedure to be fixed beforehand by its Bureau. 

Chapter VIII 

Interim consultative committee 

35. The Working Party and the Committee on Political .Affairs realized that .the Convention alone 
could not deal with all the problems connected with so bold an undertaking as direct elections to a 
European Parliament. 

Should. any legal or administrative diffiailties arise, it may be expected that they will. be due 
to disparities between the Convention and the national electoral laws. In order to bring these 
national laws into line with the Convention, ·the Working Party and the Committee propose that 
an interim consultative committee be set up by the Councils within two months of the entry into 
force of the Convention (Article 19). 

The committee would consist of delega-tes of the Government of member States and dele
gates of the European Parliament in equal numbers. 

36. This committee, which could be set up without encroaching on the legislative sovereignty of 
member Stares, would be required primarily to deliver opinions and put forward· legal and technical 
recommendations on the problems encountered in framing and applying the legislation of member 
States relating to the organization of elections to the European BarHament. 

37. The Working Party and the Committee expressly wanted the tasks to be performed by the 
interim consultative committee either at the request of the Government, Parliament, or one of 
the Chambers of the Parliament of a member State, or of its own accord. 
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lt may well happen that members of the interim consultative committee-which will of course 
have to be kept informed by member St,ates about their relevant legislation and about any changes 
they intend to make in it-may feel it necessary to intervene. In such a case, however, its 
decisions will require a two-thirds majority of the votes cast. 

(e) Report 
on the representation of the overseas countries 

and territories within the elected European Parliament 

(Explanatory statement to the Declaration of Intent) 

by Mr. Ludwig Metzger, Rapporteur 

1. Under the terms of Article 138,3 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community 
and Artide 108,3 of the Treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Community, the European 
Parliament is required to draw up proposals for elections by direct universal suffrage in accord
ance with a uniform procedure in all member States. 

Article 21 of the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community, as amended 
by Article 2 of the Convention relating to certain institutions common to the European Com
munities, also provides for the possibility of elections to the Parliament by direct universal suffr·age. 

2. The Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions had to 
ascertain whether elections by direct universal suffrage should also be held in the non-European 
countries a:nd territories associated with the Community within the meaning of Article 131 of the 
EEC Treaty. 

3. The Working Party and the Committee are in complete agreement that the associated countries 
and territories ought to be treated not as mere objects but as subjects of international law in their 
relations with the EEC. They fully endorse the remarks made by Mr. Duvieusart in his report 
(Doc. 67/59) for the Committee on the A·ssociation with the Overseas Countries and Territories 
(delegation sent on a fact-finding mission to the overseas countries and territories) to the effect that 
the Association has to be adjusted to the new status of partners which these countries and terri
~ori-es have now acqu~red a:nd that the unilateral approach can no longer be reconciled with the 
progress made in relations between the member States and the Associated States. The Associa
tion must assume a bilateral character. This means that in relations between the EEC and . the 
Associated States, the latter must have an increasing share in both responsibilities and decisions. 

4. In carrying out the task assigned to it in the field of parliamentary representation, the Work
ing Party discussed at length how this co-responsibility was to be achieved. It also asked the 
opinion of the three members who had been delegated to the European Parliament by the Senate 
of the French Community to the European Parliament and who represent on the Senate the terri
tories associated with the Community within the meaning of Article 131 of the EEC Treaty. 
Similarly Mr. Lemaignen, member of the EEC Commission, took part in the crucial discussions of 
the Working Party and endorsed the views expressed in sec. 3 above. 

5. The question whether the associated overseas countries and territories couLd and ought to 
take part in direct elections to the European Parliament was thoroughly investigated. Attention 
was f,inaUy focused-as was only logical-on whether participation wouLd be possible. The Work-
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ing Party unanimously decided-a conclusion endorsed by the Committee on Political Affairs
that the associated non-European territories could not participate in direct elections to the European 
Parliament without· a radical revision of the Treaties of Rome. The Working Party then searched 
for other forms of responsible co-operation. In this it was successful, and its findings are discussed 
later in this report. First, the grounds for ruling out participation in direct elections will be 
discussed. 

6. Article 137 of the EEC Treaty (like Article 107 of the Euratom Treaty and ArtJde 20 of 
the ECSC Tr·eaty) stares that the Assembly is to consist of representatives of the peoples of the 
States united within the Community. That these States are the member States is made clear by 
Article 138 of the EEC Treaty (Article 108 of the Euratom Treaty, Article 21 of the ECSC 
Treaty), if such col'robor,ation is necessary. The member States, however, axe the six States whioh 
concluded the Treaties. Article 237 of the EEC Treaty (Article 205 of the Euratom Treaty and 
Article 98 of the ECSC Treaty), which states that 'any European State' may apply to become a 
member of the Community, is of indicative value. 

Under the terms of Article 79, the ECSC Treaty applies solely to 'the European territories 
of the High Contracting Parties'. The overseas countries and territories are not involved. EX'cept 
where -otherwise specified, the provisions of the Euratom Treaty apply both to the European 
territories of ·member States and to non-European territories under their jurisdiction (Article 
198). Here the operative factor for the application of the Treaty provisions is the state of being 
under the j-urisdiction of a member State. 

Although the Euratom Treaty also applies to the non-European territories, it provides neither 
for any special association facilities for them nor for their representation within the Community 
institutions. An association proper is envisaged by the Treaties of Rome only in the case of the EEC. 

Article 227 of the EEC Treaty lists the territories to which the Treaty is to apply but intro
duces substantial distinctions. It applies-according to sec. 1-to the six States which concluded 
the Treaty. With regard to Algeria and the French overseas departments, however, the general 
and special provisions of the Treaty are only applicable, under the terms of sec. 2, within certain 
well-defined limits. As for the overseas countries and territories (referred to in Annex IV to 
the Treaty), under the terms of sec. 3 they are the subject of the special arrangements for associra
tion described in Part Four of the Treaty (Articles 131 to 136). 

Clearly, when the EEC Treaty speaks of member States it does not include the overseas 
countries and territories referred to in sec. 3. 

Not only does the structure of Article 227_ lend itself to this interpretation, but other 
arguments support it. According to Article 131 the member States (which together form the Com
munity) agreed to associate with the Community non-European countries and territories having 
special relations with Belgium, France, Italy and the Netherlands. These overseas territories would 
automatically have become part of the Community had the Treaty not stipulated otherwise. 
However, by virtue of Article 227,3 of the Treaty, the non-European countries and territories are 
associated with the Community as a self~contained entity (possessing, according to Article 210, 
legal personality). These countries and territories . are not in the Community : they stand in a 
special relationship to it but are. outside it. 

']hrough the l-egal act of association, they enter into a new type of relationship with the 
existing Community, with a legal personality of their own, and become associat:ed with this self
contained Community. That wouLd obviously be neither necessary nor even possible if they were 
part of the Community itself. Moreover, it can be seen from Artide 238, which deals with the 
association of new countries, that the legal relationship of association is to be regarded as a relation
ship between partners. Under this Article, the Community may conclude agreements with third 
countries ; the associated countries become not a part but a partner of the Community. 
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The very woroing of a whole series of Articles also shows that the territories referred to 
occupy a special position in relation to the Community and its component member States ; Article 
132 discusses trade between member States and these countries and territories ; Article 133 presup
poses imports into member States from these countries and territories and vice versa. Arbicle 14 
of the Implementing Convention concerning the Association with the Community of the Over
seas Countries and Territories makes a distinction between these countries and territories on the 
one hand and the member States on the other. 

The associated berritories thus represent something outside the Community brought into a 
relationship with it through a special legal act (association). But because they are not a part of 
the legal personality which is the 'European Community' they cannot send representatives to its 
Parliament as members thereof. 

To sum up, according to the EEC Treaty, the member of the EEC is the French Republic 
(including Algeria and the French Overseas Departments) ; as to the overseas-i.e. the associat
ed-territories, these have a special status established by the Treaty. 

7. The opinion(l) delivered to the Working Party by Professor Vedel of the Faculty of Law 
and Economic Sciences at Paris University would not appear to modify these conclusions. Though 
of great interest, this referred more to French constitutional law tha:n to the EEC Treaty, and it is 
the latter which requires interpreting. Professor Vedel's arguments do not dear up the position as 
to the right of the peoples of the associated countries and territories to take part in the elections 
where they have no '·special relations' with France. In any case these arguments would not apply 
to the other associated overseas countries and territories. 

Professor Vedel argues that from an international sbandpoint, and by virtue of the 1946 
Constitution, the true successor to the French Republic would be the French Community, and 
indeed that the former French Republic (the secession of Guinea apart) is identical, from the 
point of view of constitutional law, with the French Community. This leads logically to the 
conclusion that the French Republic under the 1958 Constitution is not the successor to the former 
French Republic but a new international personality, even though under an old name. This 
argument would give rise to a controversy which there would be no point in going into here. 

Professor Vedel is himself aware of the difficulties raised by his theory and the conclusions 
he draws from it. He speaks of 'associated representation'. It is in fact in this direction bhat the 
political solution lies. We are concerned, however, with associated representation not only of the 
member States of the French Community but of all the associated countries ll!nd ter1.1itories. 

8. The course to be followed is indicated in a resolution dealing with the problems raised by the 
association of overseas countries and territories which the European Parliament passed on 27 No
vember 1959. This recommends that the multilateral character of the Association be intensified 
through closer co-operation with the associated peoples in every field. If we want to bring the 
Association in line with the new basis of partnership, with which the unilateral position of the 
EEC and its member States is incompatible, then the associated peoples must be given autonomous 
status. This would better serve their special interests and make them more capable, as equal 
partners, to safeguard them than if they were drawn into problems that . are not their own, and 
becll!me liable, in the process, to lose their identity. The Working Party-in line with the 
conclusions of Mr. Duvieusart's report, referred to in sec. 3-consider that the non-European asso
ciated States should organize a conference or a council of associated countries with a small secre
tariat, and that they should be given the opportunity of doing this. Mr. Duvieusart's report 
explains: 

'All the countries and territories listed in Annex IV to the Treaty could join this body, whether 
they belong to the Franco-African Community or are still, in varying degrees, linked with 

( 1 ) This is the subject of document APE 2948. 
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France, Italy, Belgium or the Netherlands, or whether they have become fully independent 
and have dedded, as they were free to do, to maintain the association.' 

The idea that the EEC cou1d conclude consultation agreements with this 'association of Sta
tes'~and it is thus that the conference of associated States shouLd be regal'ded-with a view to 
the application of Articles 131 and 133 of the EEC Treaty, shows the extent to which this report 
too bases itself on the need ·for the autonomy of partners. 

There is no need here to go into the details of such an agreement, regarding which Mr. 
Duvieusart's report may be consulted. What ought to be ascertained is the scope that exists at 
parliamentary level. The Working Party believes that the European Parliament should be willing, 
and express its readiness, to hold discussions with any body freely set up by the associated peoples 
to represent them, with a view to clearing the way for joint consultation and action. 

The Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions there
fore propose to the plena;ry Assembly the adoption of a declaration of intent concerning the 
participation of the parliamentary representatives of the overseas countries and territories in the 
work of the European Parliament. 

(f) Texts submitted for adoption by the European Parliament 

A 

Motion for a resolution 
on the adoption of a draft Convention on the election of the 

European Parliament by direct universal suffrage 

I 

The European Parliament, 

(a) believing that the time has come to associate the peoples directly with the building of Europe ; 

(b) conscious of the fact that a Parliament elected by direct universal suffrage is a key factor in 
the unification of Europe; 

(c) in execution of the mandate delivered to it by the Treaties setting up the European Com~ 
munities; 

approves the following 

DRAFT CONVENTION 

giving effectto Article 21,3 of the Treaty setting up the European Coal and Steel Community, Arti
cle 138,3 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community, and Article 108,3 of 

the Treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Community 

on 

THE ELECTION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT 
BY DIRECT UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE 

The Special Council of Ministers of the European Coal and Steel Community, 

The Council of the European Economic Community, 

The Council of the European Atomic Energy Community, 
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resolved ~o take the freely expressed will of the peoples of the member States of the European 
Communities as the basis of the mission entrusted to the European Parliament ; 

anxious to enhance the representative character of the European Parliament ; 

having regard to Article 21 of the Treaty setting up the European Coal and Steel Community ; 

having regard to Article 138 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community ; 

having regard to Article 108 of the Treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Com-
munity; 

having regard to the draft prepared by the European Parliament and adopted by it on ... 

have drawn up the following provisions which they recommend 1their member Sltates to adopt : 

Chapter I 

The elected Parliament 

Article 1 

The representatives of the peoples in the European Parliament shall be elected by direct universal 
suffrage. 

Article 2 

The number of representatives elected in each member State shall be as follows : 

Belgium 42 
France 108 
Ge11many (Fed. Rep.) 108 
Italy . 108 
Luxembourg 18 
Netherlands 42 

Article 3 

Duririg a transitional period, one third of these representatives shall be elected or nominated 
by the Parliaments from among their own members, in accordance with the procedure laid down 
by each member State. 

Article 4 

The transitional period shall begin on the day this Convention comes into force. 

The date of its expiry shall be fixed by the European Parliament. This shall not be earlier 
than the end of the third stage of the establishment of the Common Market, as defined in 
Article 8 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Communicy, nor later than the expiry 
of the legislative period during which that third stage comes to an end. 

Article 5 

1. Representatives shall be elected for a term of five years. 

The mandate of the representatives elected or nominated by the Parliaments shall, however, 
end with the loss of the national parliamentary mandate or at the end of the period for which 
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they have been elected or nominated by their national Parliaments. Any representative whose man
date ends in this way shall remain in office until the mandate of his successor has been con
firmed in the European Parliament. 

2. The five-year legislative period shall begin at the opening of the first session following 
each election. 

Article 6 

Representatives shall vote on an individual and personal basis. They shall accept neither instruc
tions nor any bindlng mandate. 

Article 7 

1. During the transitional period, membership of the European Parliament shall be compatible 
with membership of a Parliament. 

2. The European Parliament shall decide whether these mandates are to remain compatible after 
the end of the transitional period. 

Article 8 

1. The office of represenvative in the European Parliament shall be incompatible with that of : 

(a) member of the Government of a member State ; 

(b) member of the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community, of the Com
mission of the European Economic Community or of the Commission of the European Atomic 
Energy Community ; 

(c) judge, ltdvooate-general or registrar at the Court of Justice of the European Communities; 

(d) member of the Consultative Committee of the Emopean Coal and Steel Community or member 
of the Economic and Social Committee of the European Economic Community and of the 
European Atomic Energy Community ; 

(e) auditor, as provided for in Article 78 of the Treaty setting up the Emopean Coal and Steel 
Community, or member of the supervisory committee of auditors provided for in Article 206 
of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community and Article 180 of the Treaty 
setting up the Emopean Atomic Energy Community ; 

(f) member of committees or other bodies established under the Treaties setting up the European 
Coal and Steel Community, the European Economic Community and the Emopean Atomic 
Energy Community for the pmpose of managing the Communities' funds or carrying out a 
direct administ·rative task ; 

(g) member of the Board of Directors, Management Committee or staff of the Emopean Invest
ment Bank; 

(h) official or other servant in the active employment of the institutions of the Emopean Com
munities or of the specialized bodies attached to them. 

Representatives of the European Parliament appointed, in the course of a legislative period, to 
any of vhe offices mentioned above shall be replaced under the terms of Article 17. 

2. Each member State shall determine whether, and to what extent, the incompatibilities laid 
down by its laws with regard to the exercise of a national parliamentary mandate shall apply to the 
exercise of a mandate in the Emopean Parliament. 
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Chapter II 

The electoral system 

Article 9 

The European Parliament shall lay down the provisions governing the election of representa
tives after the end of the transitional period provided for in Article 4. 

Until these provisions come into force, the electoral system shall, subject to the terms of the 
present Convention, fall within the competence of each member State. 

Article 10 

Subject to the provisions of Article 11, the electorate in each member State shall consist of such 
men and women as satisfy the requirements laid down in that State for taking part in the 
election of the Parliament by direct universal suffrage. 

Article 11 

The voting age shall not be under twenty-one or above twenty-five years. 

Nationals of a member State residing on the territory of another member State shall have the 
right to vote in their countries of origin which shall make the necessary. arrangements for this 
purpose. 

Shou1d the persons referred to in the foregoing paragraph likewise be granted the right to 
vote by the State in which they are resident, they shall vote only once. Any infringement of this 
rule shall be liable to the penalties laid down by the laws of the voter's country of origin. 

Article 12 

Subject to cases of established ineligibility laid down by the national law, any man or woman 
who is a national of one of the States that have signed the Treaties setting up the Communities 
may stand for election in any member State. 

The minimum age for eligibility shall, however, not be under twen~-five or above thirty years. 

The cases of incompatibility referred to in Article 8 shall not involve ineligibility. 

Article 13 

The provisions governing the admission of political parties to elections m each member State 
shall apply to elections to the European Parliament. 

Article 14 

1. No elections shall be organized in a member State at the same time as elections to the 
European Parliament. 

2. Elections to the European Parliament shall be heLd on the same day in all six member States. 

Any member State may, however, on grounds of tradition ot geographical conditions, dedde 
to hold the elections one day earlier . or later than the fixed date or to spread them over all 
three days. 
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Article 15 

1. Elections to the European Parliament shall be held not later than one month before· the end of 
e~ch legislative period. 

2. The European Parliament shall sit automatically on the first Tuesday following ari · interval 
of .one month from the date of the eJections. 

3. The outgoing European Parliament shall remain in office until the first sitting of the new 
Parliament. 

Article 16 

The European Parliament' shall vevify the· credentials of representatives and rule on any disputes 
that may arise [n this connexion. 

Article• 17 

Should a seat filled in elections by direct universal suffrage fall vacant, no by-election shall 
be held. 

Subject to this proviso, an electoral procedure 'for filling such a vacancy during the transi
tional period shall be determined by national law. 

Should a seat filled in pursuance of Article 3 fall vac~nt, the successor shall be elected or 
nominated by the Parliament of the member State . 

. Article 18 
' . 

Candidates or lists that secure not less than ten per cent of the votes cast by the electorate 
in the constituency in which they have stood for eleetion, shall be entitled to a refund of certain 
election expenses. · · ' 

The necessary credits shall be entered ' in t:he Etiropean Parliament's budget to ~nable such 
refunds to be made in accol'dance with a procedure to be fixed beforehand by its Bureau. 

Chapter Ill 

Transitional and final provisions 

Article 19 

An interim ~dvisory committee shall be set up by the Councils within two months of the 
entry into force of this Convention. 

This committee shall consist of delegates of the Governments of m~ber States. anddel~gates 
of the European Parliament in equal numbers. 

Article 20 

The interim advisory committee ·will be ·required to deliver opinions and, put forward recom~ 
mendations on the problems encountered in framing and applying the legislation of member States 
relating to the organization of elections to the European Parliament. · · 
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It shall perform this task : 

(a) either at the request of the Government of a member State ; 

(b) or at the request of the Parliament or one of the Chambers of the Parliament of a member 
Spate; 

(c) or of its own accord ; in such a case, however, its decisions shall require a two-thirds majority 
of the votes cast. 

Article 21 

Subject to the provisions of Article 14, the first elections to the European Parliament shall be 
held on the first Sunday following an interval of· six months from the day this Convention comes 
into force. 

ArtiCle 22 

This Convention replaces Article 21 of the Treaty setting up the European Coal and Steel Com
munity, Article 138 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community and Article 108 
of the Treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Community. 

Article 23 

This Convention is drawn up m the Dutch, French, German and Italian languages, all 
four texts being equally authentic. 

Article 24 

This Convention shall be ratified by the member States m accordance with their respective 
constitutional requirements. 

The G;overnments of the member States agree to take the steps necessary for this purpose 
as soon as possible, presenting to the Parliaments any documents that may be needed before 
approval can be given. 

The instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the Government of the Italian Republic 
which shall 'inform the signatory States and the institutions of the European Communities when 
this has been done. 

This Convention shall come into force on the day the instrument of ratification is deposited 
by the last signatory State to carry out this formality. 

II 

The European Parliament 

(a) invites its Preside11il: to submit the draft Convention to the Councils in accordance with the 
provisions of the Treaties ; 

(b) instructs a delegation appointed by the President of the Parliament, in agreement with the 
Chairman of the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions and the Chairmen 
of the political groups, to establish all the necessary contacts with the appropriate authorities 
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in the member States and with the Councils of the European Communities with a view to 
ensuring that this draft Convent,ion is approved and atrried into effect as soon as possible. 

B 

Draft Declaration of Intent 
relating to the participation of the parliamentary representatives of the overseas countries and territories 

in the work of· the· European Parliament 

The European Parliament, 

having ll!dopted a draft Convention on its election by direct universal suffrage which, in 
accordance with the Treaties, it is submitting to the Councils of Ministers of the European 
Communities ; 

realizing how important it is that the parliamentary representatives of the overseas countries 
and territories should participate in the work of the Parliament elected by direct universal 
suffrage; 

declares itself ready to attend a joint meeting, at least once a year, with parliamentary represen
tatives to be appointed by the associated overseas countries and territories, in order to discuss 
with them, under conditions to be agreed with them, questions arising out of llheir association with 
the European Communities. 

c 

Motion for a resolution 
on the preparation of public opinion 

for European elections by direct universal suffrage 

The European Parliament, 

convinced that the failure of certain European projects has been partly due to inadequate 
preparation of public opinion ; 

conscious that the mandate confided to it by the Treaties of Rome of drawing up proposals 
on European elections by direct universal suffrage cannot be considered to have been fulfilled 
with the submission of these proposals ; 

believing it to be its task to ensure that the draft Convention is considered by the Govern
ments and then by the national Parliaments as soon. as possible ; 

convinced that it also has a duty to ensure that as many people as possible take part in the 
first European elections ; 

invites its Bureau to make available to the appropriate departmeUJts of the Directorate for Parlia
mentary Documentation and Information of the Secretariat all the necessary means for preparing 
public ophnion in the six countries for European elections by direct universal suffrage. 
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B. DEBATES IN PLENARY SESSION 

(a) Debates of 10 May 1960 . 

(b) Debates of 11 May 1960 . 

(c) Debates of 17 May 1960 . 

(a) Debates of 10 May 1960 
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149 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions.
(!)* Mr. P:residenrt:, LaJdies and Gentlemen, Article 138 of the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and the relevant articles in the Treaties establishing the European Atomic 
Energy Community and the European Coal and Steel Community read : 'The Assembly shall draw 
up proposals for elections by 'direct universal suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in 
all member States'. 

This ArHcle is highly important not only for the future of our Parliament but for the whole 
of Europe ; the way it is applied will determine the operative emphasis of Community policy 
as regards the real unity of Europe ; this Article immediately attracted the attention of our Com
mittee whose Chairman then, that is in March 1958, was our lamented colleague Guglielmone. The 
Committee at once considered how this Article could be fully applied ; in October 1958, therefore, 
it thought it would be a good idea to set up a working party to look into this and draw up a draft 
convention on elections by direct universal suffrage. Once approved by our Parliament this would 
be forwarded to the Council of Ministers for perusal and approval and then it would go to the 
national Parliaments for ratification. 

The Working Party began its work in October 1958. It elected our distinguished colleague 
Mr. Dehousse as Chairman and Mr. Santero as Vice-Chairman. Its members were chosen from 
among those who had for a long time been seriously concerned about the political factor in our 
European activities. 

The Working Party was engaged in this task for fourteen months and it worked really hard. 
After the demise of Mr. Guglielmone, I became Chairman of the Committee on Political Affairs 
and was able to see for myself the diligence, faith, competence and intelligence with which the 
Working Party carried out its task. Indeed, it did not confine itself to strict committee work but 
felt it desirable to consult the heads of government, foreign ministers and·· leaders of the political 
parties in the member States, the leading parliamentarians in these countries, the experts in 
electoral law and all those who seemed able to make a practical contribution to the drafting of a 
convention ; its approach was thus very open-minded and democratic. This convention had to 
satisfy the requirements of our Parliament without at the same time causing any unduly serious 
difficulties in the political aspect of our work ; an attempt was made to reduce the difficulties 
through the gradual integration of our national economies and the gradual integration of our Com
munity policy. 

The work thus proceeded in a very smooth and ol:'derly way. In January, the Chairman of the 
Working Party submitted its reports to the Committee, which, in turn, thanked the Chairman and 
all the members of the Working Party for this draft-the result of an extremely competent piece 
of work. 

The Committee. sat for four days in Rome in the Montecitorio Palace. It made a very full, 
frank and democratic article-by-article analysis of the draft Convention. Its conclusion was to 

• The languages used in the debates are indicated thus : (D) = Deutsch ; (F) = Fran~ais ; (I) = Italiano ; (N) = Nederlands. 
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come out strongly in favour of the draft Convention. This was borne out by the fact that when 
Rapporteurs were appointed, it thought it would be better to confirm in ·this office those who 
had submitted reports for the Working Party. Most of them haJd been engaged on this study 
and had been involved in reconciling, synthesizing and harmonizing the proposal·s made by the 
members of the Gommittee. In short, it was they who had completed this truly praiseworthy work. 

This was why the Committee appointed Mr. Dehousse general Rapporteur, Mr. Faure as Rap
porteur for the first part of the Convention and Mr. Schuijt as Rapporteur for the section dealing 
with the electoral system. Lastly, on a point not •directly related to the Gonvention but of some 
importance in resolving the general political problem which we discussed, the Committee approved 
Mr. Metzger's special repor!t on the overseas territories, on the possibility of their being repre
sented and on the possibility of their co-operating with the European Parliament. This problem 
is one of capital importance against the background of the policy of friendship which we intend 
to pursue towa11ds the developing countries which we wish to assist. · 

There is a further problem which the Committee wished to tackle : informing the general 
public about the need for elections by direct universal suffrage. 

European elections will be a success once those who vote are convinced of the political need 
to vote and once they go to the polling stations to give a wide mandate to the representatives they 
elect and do so of their own free will. This is why the Committee asked Mr. Schuijt to look into 
the general problem of keeping the public informed : it passed a resolution on using other more 
powerful means to bring this matter home to the. general public than those currently available to the 
Secretariat of the European Parliament. 

The Committee made a few changes in the Convention and there is no doubt that these filled 
gaps and improved it. Indeed, the principle underlying the draft Convention is that any too sudden 
change should be avoided. Just as when the Treaty of Rome was signed, the need was felt. for a 
transition period to allow economic integration to go forward without posing any threat to the 
economic balance of the member States, it was also thought essential to act on the ·principle of 
moving gra:dually in organizing direct elections. 

This is why we thought it better to proceed in stages, even though we should have liked to 
introduce a convention at once so. that all the members of the Parliament could be directly elected 
on the basis of an electoral law for the six member States. 

The draft Convention before you recognizes the need for a transitional system. Until the 
whole Parliament is directly elected under a single electoral law, the member States will, initially, 
be free to adopt whichever electoral law suits them best, provided this is consistent with the general 
principles of the Treaty and provided the links between the national arid European Parliaments are 
maintained, because these will continue to be essential until our Parliament has greater powers of 
decision. 

. Indeed, our Parliament-we have often referred to this. shortcoming and we have often deplored 
it-can only give Opinions on an advisory basis and only has one pom:r : that of passing a vote of 
cens1.1'1'e on the executives. of the Community ; but it has no legislative power and this is an essen~ 
tial prerogative of any parliaJmentary assembly. · · 

Until we have full powers, we must maintain our links with the national Parliaments ; a 
small number of members will have to sit both here and in the national Parliaments ; they, being 
aware of the needs and the importance of the European Parliament, will be able to intervene· on our 
behalf in their national Parlia!!llents ro secure the wider powers we need to achieve political urtity in 
Europe. 

These, Mr. President, are the reasons why we propose arrangements for a transitional period. 
The Rapporteurs who will speak later will give further details. 
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For the moment, I would dwell on only one point. During the discussion in the Working 
Party and on the Committee on Political Affairs, some of our colleagues felt unable to approve 
the draft Convention you have before you because they thought it was premature and that it 
should not be submitted until our Parliament has obtained wider powers. Some of our colleagues 
think it very unwise to call on the electorate to elect a Parliament whose powers are not as wide or 
complete as might be desirable ; this is why they asked our Committee to propose that there should 
first-and this is something we all want-be an amendment of the Treaties to this effect. 

The Committee is aware of the need to increase the powers of the Parliament and has asked 
Mr. Poher to make a study of suitable proposals to go to the Council of Ministers so that our 
Parliament can obtain greater powers and really play a decisive part in European politics. 

This work is in progress. In June, Mr. Poher will submit his draft proposal ; this will be 
discussed by the Committee and then submitted to the Parliament. In the meantime, however, we 
feel it desirable to initiate the procedure for direct elections at once. 

This stems from the provisions of the Treaty. 

Yet I should Hke to go still further. When we succeed in getting elections by direct universal 
suffrage, and when there are 426 representatives (as envisioned in the Convention) instead of 142 
in this Parliament ; and when two-thirds of them are directly elected and receive a mandate 
conferred on them by more than 100 million people; we shall, as a Parliament, carry much more 
weight. We shall enjoy greater prestige and we shall more easily be able to ask and obtain the 
status of a legislative assembly as opposed to that of a consultative one. This is, at least, the 
principle which we felt bound to· reassert in approving the Convention in the form you now have 
before you. 

Today, Mr. President, we paid tribute to a great European, President Schuman, and we did 
so on the tenth anniversary of his declaration of 9 May 1950 : the first step towards the European 
unity which we are trying to develop and complete. On this occasion, moreover, moving tributes 
were paid to our distinguished Honorary President. But I think that the best tribute we can pay 
to him is to :approve this 'draft Convention on elections by direct universal suffrage. This would 
be one more major step forward towards the European unity we want, which Robert Schuman called 
for on 9 May 1950 and to which so many eminent parliamentarians, some of whom are, alas, 
no longer with us, devoted their efforts. 

It is ten years since a practical start was made in this distinctly European endeavour and I think 
we must now make an act of faith in approving the Convention. By doing so, we shall have again 
progressed towa11ds political integration ; this, indeed, is necessary, Mr. President, if we want 
economic integration to make sense. 

Mr. Dehousse, Chairman of .the Working Party.-(F) As we open this debate, Mr. Prestdent, 
my thoughts are of a great assembly which once attempted a much greater task than the one now 
facing us. I refer to the ad hoc Assembly whose task it was, in 1952-1953, to draw up the 
statutes for a European political community. I still regard this as an example and a guide. 

That endeavour yielded a wealth of experience and documentation which we and the genera
tions after us can draw on. I hope, too, that we shall be able to regain something of the momen
tum of that. assembly for we need it in today's difficult times ! 

Our own task is a more limited one. It is determined by an Article which recurs three times, 
namely Article 21 of the ECSC Treaty, as amended by a Convention annexed to the Treaty of 
Rome, Article 138 of the EEC Treaty and 108 of the Euratom Treaty. 
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These three texts read as follows : 

'The Assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by direct universal suffrage in accordance 
with a uniform procedure in all member States. 

The Council shall unanimously decide on the provisions which it shall recommend to member 
States for adoption in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements.' 

These texts, Mr. President, define the purpose of our mission very clearly. Obviously, we 
are not here to draw up the statutes of a political community and this is the tremendous difference 
between ourselves and the ad hoc Assembly to which I referred a few moments ago. 

Indeed, a political community would involve much more than the ·direct election of a Chamber. 
It would involve setting up a government which was invested. with a certain number of responsi
bilities towards this elected Chamber. It would also involve setting up several other institutions, 
including those appertaining to the judiciary. · 

The mandate which the Treaty gave to our Parliament does not go so far. There is absolutely 
no question of our drawing up the statutes of a political community. 

Secondly, this mandate does not give us the power to draw up statutes of a bi-cameral 
parliament. There are some who find this regrettable. I know some very good Europeans who 
would like a Senate-side by side with a directly elected Chamber-'-to represent something other 
than the citizens of our six States. 

This is, Mr. President, a wish which I personally share but which does not in any way come 
within our present terms of reference. It is a wish that we shall hot be able to fu,lfil until a later 
stage if, indeed, progress is made towa11ds a political community .. · 

Nor is it within our terms of reference to plan for a Chamber, t.e. our own, .which is elected 
otherwise than by di•rect universal suffrage. 

Nor am I unaware of the fact that suggestions have, from time to time, 'been made that 
our Parliament should not be elected directly by the men and women in the member States hut by 
representatives of the regions and of the local authorities. 

This is also outside our terms of reference. The text. of the Treaties of Rome does nOt allow us 
either to devise a political community or a bi-cameral parliament ; nor indeed does. it per·f?it us 
to consider any other method of electing Parliament than by direct universal suffrage. 

I would add that our mandate under the Treaties only concerns this Parliament. It does not 
either directly or indirectly cover the two other European Assemblies-for it would seem that there 
are two-the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe and WEU Assembly. Under the 
terms of the texts which I have read, these two Assemblies are completely outside the scope of our 
deliberations. 

If this is so; it is not merely a matter of form-and I shall be ·careful not to go into legal 
niceties-it is because the countries which belong to WEU and, what is more to the point, to 
the Council of Europe (i.e. those who do not belong to the European Communities) do not appear 
ready to accept any alternative to their present way of appointing representatives, viz. through their 
national parliaments. 

Our British friends, for example, are still strongly attached to the idea of national control over 
their national Parliament ; I hasten to add that this control is effective and, indeed, more 
effective sometimes than in some of the member States where great play is made of the El.ll1'0pean 
idea and there is a tendency to forget national control at the national leveL What is certain, 
however, is that our British friends are not at all prepared to accept the idea of a joint body con
trolling their national policy and government. This, too, limits the scope of our deliberations. 
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There is one further reason why neither the WEU Assembly nor that of ,the Council of 
Ellrope can envisage the. direct election of their. members. It is. because even if the six member 
States were to accept this method of electing their representativ:es in the two Assemblies con
cerned, these would be composed in two different ways. While, Mr. Pres~dent, I do not wish, 
as a lawyer, to carry legal niceties too far, ·there is, however, one point on which I think we 
should be quite adamant : the rules under which these Assemblies are· made up must be homo
geneous ; they cannot vary according to the country represented in the Assembly. I do not think 
it would .be in the interest of either of these tw<;> As$emblies to have two categories of represen
tatives sitting here : one elected by universal suffrage and the other being appointed under a system 
of indirect election. 

'· All this seems quite dear. We have a task that is precise and dearly defined as to time and 
space; If 1 may be allowed to utter a wish at the opening of this discussion, then let me suggest 
that we should not digress in our deliberations towards the idea of (i) a political community, 
(ii) a hi-cameral Parliament, (Hi) ll!n Assembly, i.e. our own, elected otherwise Jthan directly, or (iv) 
entertain any proposal to the effect that the. representatives of the six countries should be directly 
elected to all three Assemblies. 

There are; Mr. President, .two points I should like to make here. You know that direct elec
tions are envisioned in the Treaties. These provisions were in force before there was any question 
of increasing our powers. The authors of the Treaty, thus acknowledged that direct elections could 
take place rebus sic stantibus, the institutions remaining what they are and attracting no hew powers. 
This is, to my mind, a vital point which will refute so~e. of the objections which will no doubt 
arise in this context. 

Another point is that this text dearly indicates that our Parliament is-unfortunately-:-not a 
sovereign body. As regards direct elections it has the right only to make proposals. It makes 
suggestions to the Council of· Mif1isters. The term is used in the singular. In the text to which I 
referred, each of the Councils of the three European Communities is in bet involved and it is 
laid. clown that this Counci~ shall unanimously enact certain provisions. 

This means that it has the · power to decide what actjon to take on the proposals we put 
forward. It may quite simply accept them, and I do not need to tell you that this is what I 
shouLd like ; this is, however; a very Platonic wish. It could ;tlso simply reject the proposals or, 
again, accept them iP: amended form. And here we come back to the problem raised by our 
Chairman, Mr. Battista,· on the Committee on .Political A.ffairs : how will we stand in relation to 
the Council of Ministers after the vote is taken ? 

I . wquld suggest, Mr.' President, ~hat this point be taken up .when we have decided on the 
draft Convention. itself. 

Under Articles 21 of the ECSC Treaty, 138 of the EEC Treaty and 108 of the Euratom Treaty, 
the powers the Council receives are thus not consistent with its normal terms of reference. 

. . 
Normally, the Council of Ministers has the power to take decisions if it can meet the 

conditions laid down, particularly regarding the question of a majority. Here it is the Council 
it.self which examines our proposals, which accepts . or amends them, but can then do no more 
than make a recommendation to the six member States of the Communities. 

The relevant Articles read : The Council shall , unanimously decide on the provisions which 
if shall recommend to member States ifor adoption in accordance with.· their respective constitu-
tional requirements'. ·· · 

In the discussions held prior to this debate; it was asked whether. it was really necessary to 
secure a ratification for the draft drawn up by our Parliament . and subsequently ,adopted by the 
Council. There are some who maintained'-and the report you have before you (Document 



No. 22) makes this point-that this. was simply a matter of implementing the draft Conven
tion. The Treaty has a cLause said to be designed solely to promote its full implementation. 

Hence, it was argued, the national Governments and Parliaments had no cause to intervene. 

For the legal reasons. that I have just given, I believe this theory to be wrong. May I be 
allowed to add that even if it were legally sound, we should have to reject it firmly from the 
political standpoint because it would be inconceivable that a vote on electoral regulations should 
not be de~ated by our national Parliaments ? We should, Mr. President, be taking the greatest 
risk if we did this and if we considered that the texts we shall vote on do not need to be ratified 
by the six member States. 

The Working Party, of which I had the honour to be Chairman, made a number of further 
points which I should like to emphasize concerning the mandate of our Parliament. 

I would like to begin by drawing your attention to the fact that in referring to proposals for 
direct elections, the text of the Treaty uses the plural : 

'The Assembly shall drn.w up proposals'. 

It was our good fortune to have on our Working Party two eminent men who took part in the 
negotiation of the Treaties of Rome and who, indeed, appended their signatures to them : Mr. 
Martino and Mr. Maurice Faure. Thanks to their kindness, we were given access to the prepara
tory documents and these show that the plural was used deliberately here. The use of the plural 
is meant to connote that the Assembly wiil not have used up its option to prepare its own elections 
by submitting one proposal. It, has the right to present a second or even a third or further proposals 
should the first one-which God forbid-be rejected. 

I was anxious, Mr. President, to make this point clear. 

The text uses another expression which has raised a great deal of controversy in the past and 
which will .no doubt continue to do so : 

'The Assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by direct universal suffrage in accordance 
with a uniform procedure in all member States.' 

What are we to understand by 'a uniform procedure' ? Both the. Working Party and the 
Committee on Political Affairs looked into this point ; they came to two conclusions : 

The first is that 'uniform' is not necessarily synonymous with 'identical'. All our legal systems 
have what are known as uniform laws, such as those covering bills of exchange and promissory 
notes which stem from international conventions. These uniform laws are not identical ; they involve 
a certain freedom of application and allow of a certain differenti•ation on the part of the national 
legal systems. 

Nor is there any stipulation in the Treaties that the uniform procedure for direct elections has 
to be introduced in a single stage ; there could be two : a transitional and then a final one. 

Interpreting this Article in this way, the Working Party and the Committee introduced a key 
principle into the draft which you have before you and without which the text would be unintelli
gible : the distinction between a transitional period having certain characteristics and a final period 
to follow in due course. 

We were thus prompted, Mr. President, to make it clear which of the texts in the draft Con
vention are transitional and which will be permanent. 

May I refer you to paragraph 20 of my own report ? This details the texts which relate to 
the transitional period and, again, those which relate to the final period. 
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Another very delicate issue held our attention : to what extent has our Parliament (and, 
at one remove, its Committee on Political Affairs and the Working Party) the power to revise 
existing Treaties ? 

When I speak of revision I naturally mean proposals for a revision because here again we have 
no power of decision. But had we any right, in the context of the procedure initiated, to touch 
the existing Treaties and propose changes ? 

By far the most members of the Working Party, and then of the Committee on Political Affairs, 
accepted the interpretation of the text which I read at the beginning of my speech as being 
tantamount to a partial, limited revision clause. When it comes to direct elections, we do not have 
the right to touch the Trea:ties as a whole but we felt that it was for the bodies to whom I referred 
to do so in so far as elections made this necessary. This is true of the question of the number 
of members of the Padiament, whk1h is very much affected by ,direct elections. The Treaties 
lay down that the Parliament shall consist of 142 members : 36 for France, 36 for Germany, 
36 for Italy, 14 for the Netherlands, 14 for Belgium and 6 for Luxembourg. We felt we had 
the right to multiply this number by a given index-in this case 3. 

Thus we should hr,tve a partial and limited revision clause ; this, Mr. President, is how we 
interpreted Articles 21 of the ECSC Treaty, 138 of the EEC Treaty and 108 of the Euratom 
Treaty. 

You will observe that the procedure for revising the Treaties with which we are confronted 
is perfectly normal. It differs from the usual procedure in only one respect : the part played by 
our Parliament. Mr. Van der Gnes van Nruters had a felicitous turn of phrase to describe the role 
entrusted to the European Assemblies by the Treaties. He described it as 'parliamentary diplomacy'. 
This is, indeed, w'hat it is. For the f,irst time, I think, in the history of the law of nations, a 
parliamentary assembly is endowed with prerogatives whereby its part is that normally played by 
a conference of plenipotentiaries. 

But the difference goes no further. Once our Parliament has fulfilled this function of parlia
mentary diplomacy and exercised its right of initiative, the Council of Ministers of the Communi
ties appears. What does it do ? It signs a Treaty in proper form and this is then submitted in 
the same way as all the European Treaties in our experience (ECSC Treaty, EDC Treaty, etc.) to 
the six national Parliaments for ratification. 

I should like to add that there is one more difference between the traditional procedure and that 
deriving from the texts to which I have referred. We took this difference into account in the 
way we presented the draft Convention you have before you. It is submitted to you in the form of 
a deliberation of the three Councils : the Special Council of Ministers of the ECSC, the EEC 
Council and the Eumtom Council. It is a corporate act but-I should like to couple this point 
with what I said a moment ago-it does not carry with it any power of decision. The power of 
the three Councils is not what it is in other fields ; it is simply the power to make a recommenda
tion and it is subject to ratification by the member States. 

My colleagues ·in the legal profession and those expert in the law of nations will no doubt 
find a way of accounting for this by describing it as an act sui generis. This is what is normally 
said when it is not possible to classify a particular procedure in any established category. 

As a matter of fact, we are here confronted with a special concept which lies midway between 
customary international law and what would be a genuine supranational order. If we were dealing 
with a real supranational order, the act of the three Councils would of itself constitute a decision. 
This is not the case here because of the Treaty provisions and this is why we turn to the trlllditional 
procedure used in drawing up international treaties. 

I hope, Mr. President, that you will excuse me for making these legal comments but I feel 
that they are important. We do need to know exactly what we are doing and exactly what our 
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prerogatives are. It has been repeatedly stressed that this debate is extremely important. This is why 
I have tried, as a former Chail'man of the Working Party, to be so precise. 

I have frequently referred to the Working Party. The eminent Chairman of the Committee on 
Political Affairs did so before I did in a way which went straight to my heart. May I be allowed 
to return the compliment and tell him how much I and all the other members of the Working 
Party appreciated not only his constant help when we were drawing up our draft, but the quality 
of his experience and of his political vision. We all have the greatest affection for Mr. Battista. 

Mr. President, the Working Party was an offshoot of the Committee on Political Affairs. I 
have paid tribute to the Chairman of the Committee and I should now like to pay tribute to all 
the members of the Working Party. It will never he sufficiently realized under what difficult 
conditions they contributed their utmost to our deliberations. For myself, I should not hesitate to say 
that, whatever the future may hoLd, my chairmanship of the Working Party on European elections 
will remain one of the happiest memories of my political career, not only for the friendships I made, 
but also for the atmosphere in which we have worked. 

We had a very difficult task. It took not fourteen months, as Mr. Battista said, but fifteen. 
Indeed we began our work in October 1958 and completed it in Brussels on 4 February 1960. 
On page 12 the report indicates that, in all, the Working Party sat for 30 days during this fifteen
month period. 

From the outset, the Working Party ·adopted an original approach to its task. We were all, 
I think, acutely aware of ·past failures : the outcome of great and ambitious projects which we 
had from time to time drawn up. I do not know, because I have no way of telling, what fate 
awaits the draft Convention under discussion ; but I do know that the Working Party and the 
Committee made every effort to rule out the possibility of a failure. 

It was for that reason that we conducted our enquiries on the spot. As Mr. Battista, our 
ChaiJJman, told you, we went to the six capitals to talk to the prime ministers, foreign ministers 
and parliamentary leaders to consult them about our problems. 

Our draft, Mr. President, is thus of an unusual nature. As a rule such drafts are in line with 
a certain theory or the subjective views of their authors. Our draft is a 'finding', a common de
nominator of what our enquiries have led us to believe will be acceptable to the Governments and 
Parliaments of the six countries. . · 

In spite of this we have been subjected to many criticisms. It has been suggested that our 
visits to the six countries were objectionable from the budgetary point of view. This criticism 
is baseless. The visits of the Working Party to the six countries were authorized by the Committee 
on Political Affairs and by the Bureau of the Parliament as required by our regulations. The relevant 
expenditure appeared in the budget of the Parliament in the required manner. 

On the other hand, our subject is one dominated by political considerations ; it is hard to 
imagine how it could have been tackled without our having been to see those political or parliament
ary personalities on whom the ultimate ratification of our draft will depend. 

I have always maintained, and still maintain today, that our attitude in this respect is 
quite orthodox. There is no doubt that the way we approached our work led us to make a 
choice which was sometimes painful and which brought us much criticism from the militant mem
bers of various European movements. We have, time and again, been obliged to choose between the 
desirable and the possible which means-life being what it is-that we have often been obliged to 
sacrifice the desinable to the possible. Does this mean that we have here become 'Mensheviks' ? 
Allow me to say in reply, Mr. President, that we do not think so. We simply wanted to be realistic 
and to give the political Europe every possible chance. This is what prompted us to act as we did. 
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The criticisms levelled at us, put me in mind of what I sometimes call-when I lecture on 
tlhis subject-the vis.irt: of friends to a young married couple. These friends come to see the young 
couple, newly settled in, and ask : 'Why don't you have a refrigerator ? Why don't you have a 
television set ? Why don't you get a more comfortable flat ?' 

Mr. President, I am no longer at the age of young married coup~es hut I can put myself in the 
place of the young married couple having to listen to such questions. I should reply that I want 
a refrigerator and that I should like a television and that I should like a comfortable flat but that 
it is simply that I lack the material resources to obtain them. 

The draft we are discussing makes me think of the visit of friends to the young married 
couple in the sense that the criticisms are often baseless because those criticized would like nothing 
better than to reply in a more positive manner but they are unable to do so for obvious reasons. 

I still have two questions to deal with before finishing with this general report. The first 
1s : why have elections ? The second concerns the problem of the powers of the Parliament. 

Why have elections ? Here, we must be fair ; the Treaty places us under no obligation regard
ing direct elections : it opens up the possibility. Why are we taking up this option now ? 

In reply I should like to say there are several reasons. I remember listening to the voice of a 
very great Frenchman (whose political views I do not share but whom I admire and respect and 
by whose side I found myself during the war) who said : the European Assemblies lack legitimacy 
and can only acquire such legitimacy if they hold their mandate from the people, i.e .. if they are 
elected by universal suffrage. 

General de Gaulle made this point several times and I shouLd like, in all modesty, to endorse 
it. I do not believe that an assembly that is appointed indirectly, as our is, can fully measure up 
to the 'democracy' requirement of our time. This is the first reason for having elections by 
universal suffrage. I might add that this alone is sufficient justification for having elections. As 
was pointed out in a text which was adopted the day before yesterday by the conference of the 
six Socialist Parties in the Community, elections by direct universal suffrage do measure up to one 
of the imperatives of democracy. 

The second reason is one of justice. If, as we hope, the Communities develop and ultimately 
succeed in achieving European unity-which is essential-could we go on deciding issues which 
have an immediate effect on the future of our peoples without their being consulted, without their 
having the least say in these decisions ? I should like to say very sincerely that I do not think so 
and this is why, at the risk of appearing to be an old-style revolutionary, I use this old word 
'justice' which is so out of date in this age of iron in which we live and yet so close to my heart. 

It is not only for the sake of legitimacy but also for that of justice that electing our Assembly 
by direct universal suffrage is necessary. 

The third and last reason is one of efficiency. 

When, Mr. President, the Senate of my country was called upon to ratify the Treaties of 
Rome, I naturally voted in favour but I was also among those who commented at the time on 
the institutions set up by the Treaty. 

To some extent, the institutions were rather overlooked in the Treaties of Rome. We were 
given a magnificent objective but I am not certain if it is materially possible, with these institu
tions, to achieve it. In other words I am not at all sure that we can create the Common Market 
with the institutions of the Common Market. Similarly, we shall only be justified in creating it 
if the general public gives these institutions the support they most certainly need. 
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Take our Parliament : I have a great deal of respect for it and recently, at a political con
gress, I would assure you that I defended it as was due, that is to say, quite uncompromisingly. 
I said how much I admired the way it exercised its control. I said that there are very few assemblies 
that are on the same level in this respect. But I had to recognize, too, that in many respects-and 
this will become increasingly the case if it is not direCtly elected-it is evolving into something like 
an economic and social council. I may indeed add : a great economic and social council. It is 
already so through the choice of its representatives : rather than sending parliamentarians, certain 
countries choose technical experts. I am in favour of specialization and I will certainly not suggest 
that parHamentarianism and technical expertise are in conflict. But the function of parliamenta
ri:anism is not to tackle technical problems in a technical way but to draw up policies with respect 
to technical problems. And we shall not be able to do this if we continue to be nominated ; in 
other words, if we are not elected directly. 

There may perhaps be others whose ingenuity will furnish further reasons to add to those I 
have mentioned to justify direct elections to our Parliament. For my part I would stick to three 
reasons : legitimacy, justice and efficiency ; they appear to me to be both convincing and decisive. 

The next problem is that of powers. Tomorrow, no doubt, this will become the focal point 
of our debate. It may be said that our Parliament has not sufficient powers to justify oalling to the 
polling booths those millions of men and women who constil!:ute the electorate in our six countries. 

The intentions behind this argument may vary. They may be good ones, like those of my 
friend Mr. Metzger, who would like a directly elected Parliament to have increased powers. Yet 
the intentions behind this argument may be less praiseworthy : it may be to demand that the elec
tions be coupled with increased powers simply in order to ensure that the whole scheme falls 
through so that we obtain neither direct elections nor any new powers. 

This is in my view the great wealmess of the argument of making an increase in our ·powers 
a 'pre-condition' of direct elections. I would stress the wor,d 'pre-condition'. This argument seems 
to be unacceptable in so far as it makes an increase in powers a sine qua non of direct elections. 

It is quite clear that the members of the Working Party and of the Committee on Political 
Affairs are nearly all, if not all, in favour of this increase in powers. You know what politics is ; 
we the Europeans of yesterday, have now almost been thrown back on the defensive. The 
'minimalists' of yesterday have become the 'maximalists' of today. They ask, 'are you, who have 
been striving for a European federalism since the beginning, are you not in favour of increased 
powers ?' The answer is 'yes'. We are in favour of increased powers but we WM1t this to be on a 
reasonable basis and we do not wish to follow any procedure which will torpedo both direct elec
tions and this increase in powers. In other words, our intentions are valid and we have no exception
able ulterior motives. 

I should like to make another point here. When we speak of direct elections, too little 
emphasis is placed, I think, on the comparative angle. I am by oalling a teadher and much more 
active ·in this capacity tha111 my cvitics would suggest ; I am a rteacher of ~nrf:erna:tional law. I may 
say :that of all rll.e inscirutions, our Parliament is undoubtedly the one which !has attained to the 
highest degree of development. 

For three years I was President of the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe ; I 
know, from e~perience, the difference between a purely consultative body like the Assembly of the 
Coundl of Europe and our own. If we look at the. General Assembly of UNO, on the other hand, 
we find another consultative assembly, with no power beyond that of making recommendations. 

Our Parliament is different. It is of course not a real parliament but it is much more than a 
consultative assembly ; it is a body which is at the half-way stage in its development and we do not 
know for certain whether we will fall back a111d . become consultative and diplomatic or whether 
we shall go on to become a real international parliament. · 
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Its great weakness is that it has no hold over the Council of Ministers. I strongly sympathize 
with those who ask that the Executives should be responsible to the Parliament ; but I am very 
much afraid that the 'maximalists' of today are getting beginnings and ends mixed up. 

We could perhaps gradually .arrive at the idea of ministers' being responsible to our Parliament 
but this is not a. condition that we can make at the outset. 

I should like to ask one question : which parliam~nt has from the outset possessed the powers 
which it at present holds ? I should like to take as an example the parliament which is regarded as 
the mother of them all: the House of Commons of the United Kingdom. Did the House of 
Commons have in 1215, as the time of Magna Carta, the prerogativ~s with which it is today invest
ed ? Are not its prerogatives rather the consequences and the product of a long and untiring 
effort and of :a long and continuing struggle between the power of the parliament and that of the 
executive ? H the British had been told in 1215 'We want the powers of 1960', the House of 
Commons would simply never have come into existence, nor indeed, by definition, could it have 
become what it now is. 

I am, Mr. President, among those who are wiUing to bet, I am among those who bel!i,eve that 
as soon as our Parliament is directly elected it will acquire powers-which it will have difficulty 
in obtaining, it is true, but which it will acquire--which will gradually lead us to the stage where 
the Council of Ministers is responsible to it. 

We have not yet reached this stage and all those whose approach to society is one of seeking 
gradual reform must recognize that it would be unfair to treat the European Parliament in any other 
way than one might treat a national Parliament ; it should not be submitted to conditions that are 
more stringent than those laid down for a national Parliament at its inception. 

This being the case, I am opposed to laying down pre-conditions ; like the majorities on both 
the Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs, I reject the idea that .direct elections should 
be made contingent upon an inarease in powers. If I do so, it is because I am among those who 
advocate parallel developments-and this cannot be repeated too often-that progress towards direct 
elections should go hand ~n hand with progress towards an increase in our powers. I am quite 
frankly convinced that this 1s the solution and that we should be making a serious mistake if we 
adopted any other course. 

I will conclude. I am aware that I have taken up too much of your time. But this subject 
is so close to my heart that I felt it was impossible for me not to cover all these points. 

What is at stake is of real moment. What is at stake is whether our old democracies are 
capable of adapting to the demands of the present, of overcoming conscious or unconscious 
nationalistic feelings and of organizing themselves internationally. This is the real problem. 

Everyone is looking at us. We are confronted with a Soviet Union-though I do not wish to 
make a monster of it~which is cast in a monolithic mould and characterized by unity of concep
tion and unity of execution. Our answer to this is association. The case that is being tried in this 
House is that of democJJacy, of the virtue of association. The question is whether this democratic 
~dea can overcome the obstacles and i:'he diffiru1ties of our time. 

A few moments ago we were reminded of an admitable phrase in Mr. Robert Schuman's 
declaration of 9 May 1950, l!lnd it cis with this that I should like to conclude :'World peace can 
only be safeguarded by creative effoJJts commensurate with the dangers that threaten it.' 

To my mind, direct elections to the Parliament will he1p to usher in a new order in rela
tions between the States of Europe--a creative effort we cannot, with. a dear conscience, shrink 
from making. 
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(b) Debates of 11 May 1960 

Mr. Maurice Faure, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, yesterday 
evening our Chairman, Mr. Dehousse, spoke of the prospects and limits of the great endeavour we 
are engaged in in connexion with direct elections to our Padiament. 

My task is more modest and above all a technical one. I am to submit to you the conclusions 
of the Working Party and of the Committee on Political Affairs on a number of specific points 
concerning the composition of the elected Parliament. 

I shall deal with three points as briefly as possible, as I am sure we shall have an opportunity 
of going into them in greater detail, during discussion of the articles and amendments, when attend
ing to the criticisms likely to be levelled at them. 

I should like to speak first about the number of representatives, secondly about the links 
between the European Parliament and the national Parliaments, and thirdly about the nature of 
the European parliamentary mandate. 

Obviously, these points have to be dealt with one by one. It is unfortunate that they cannot 
be dealt wibh simultaneously because the conclusions we reached on each of these points depend, 
to some extent, on those reached on others ; indeed, all the decisions we should now like to sub
mit for your approval are closedly inter-related. 

As regards the number of representatives, the problem was whether we should keep to the 
number of 142 members in a directly elected assembly, or increase it. Increasing it would raise an 
ancillary problem ; by how much shouLd it be increased, i.e. by what co-efficient should the number 
of members of the present Parliament be multi plied ? 

Both the Working Party and the Committee on Political·Affairs were unanimous as to the 
need for increasing the number of members-and this for a number of reasons. 

To be practical, first of all, one could not envisage calling out an electorate of 100 million men 
and women in the six countries of our Community simply to elect 142 representatives. In Germany, 
France and Italy, for example, this would mean asking between 2.S and 30 million voters to elect 
36 members. The result would be one member elected for every 900,000 voters___,and I mean voters 
and not inhabitants-ruling out any direct contact between the candidate and his electors and 
therefore detracting a great deal from the value of the electoral campaign. 

What we expect from direct elections is, of course, that they will give our peoples a closer grasp 
of the entire range of problems we discuss here in a somewhat restricted circle, beyond the direct 
range of the general public. 

If the number of representatives is too small, the electoral campaign will lose its value. 
Moreover, during his term of office the elected representative will be unable to maintain and 
develop those contacts which, I repeat, are the main justification for direct elections, as pointed out 
yeste11day evening by Mr. Dehousse, our Chairman. 

There are other arguments for this view. In the countries of Western Europe, democracy 
is often reflected in a prolifemtion of political parties. There are times when we may deplore this 
kind of fragmentation but we may as well recognize it. After all, a country will only really be 
faithfully represented if the various shades of political opinion which go to make it up can be 
reflected in the European Parliament. Hence the need for a larger number of members. 

Finally, to the extent-and I shall return to this point in a moment-that we decide, at least 
to begin with, to retain in this assembly a number of representatives who continue to be appointed 
indirectly (i.e. by the 'national Parliaments) we shall, with even more rell!sons, be faced with the 
need to increase the number of representatives. 
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I speak of increasing the number of representatives, noi: of alteJ.1ing present weighting, i.e. the 
distribution of seats as between States. It is all too easy to argue that the present proportions are 
somewhat undemocratic and that in a directly elected assembly votem in Luxembourg, and even in 
Belgium and the Netherlands, would be assigned a proportionately larger number of representa
tives than tihdr French, German or ·Iil:aUa:n co~terparts. This is true .. The rather· rough-and-ready 
weighting established by the Treaties of Rome could only really be remedied within the framework 
of a two-chamber system. 

What is certain is that if we reopen this ·issue we •shall come up against almost insurmountable 
difficulties. After all, our Community does not aim at a:bolishing States. It aims, not at merging 
them, but at bringing them into association ; even the most ardent federalists have never gone 
farther in their political th~nking-either in their ambitions or in their plans. Consequently we 
must continue to be reasonable and retain the present system of weighting. 

This brings me to the second poir:it : the actual number of representatives. If we accept that 
it is reasonable, and indeed essential, to increase the existing number, by how many should the 
figure be multiplied ? 

Many of our colleagues felt that all that had to be done was to double the present figure, i.e. to 
increase membership from 142 to 284. Others suggested a fourfold increase~ giving the reasons 
mentioned earLier, viz. (i) the need for the closest and most frequent contacts possible between 
electorate and representatives, and (ii) the need to avoiJd constituencies so vast as to be practically 
inhuman. 

The champions of a fourfold increase, however, bowed to a number of arguments levelled 
against it. The first of these is that as parliaments with a large num:ber of members are not 
'popular' institutions, coupling direct elections with a fourfold increase in membership is liable to 
run into criticisms which, for a~ll thek oversimplification or demagogic bias, are bound to have 
some effect on the general public. 

The second point is that a large number of members does not necessarily make for the greatest 
efficiency ; it would mean that committees too would be overcrowded, so that their work, which 
calls for some degree of intimacy between members, would be bound to suffer. 

Lastly, it was feared that if the constituencies were made too small, this would give too 
much weight to representation of local interests. · 

But the most telling argument was that many of our colleagues were reluctant to see the 
European Par1iament have four times as many members until such time as its powers had been 
increased. This line of reasoning was brilliantly developed yesterday evening by Mr. Dehousse, our 
Chairman, who has followed the progress of our work almost step by step. Under these circum
stances, we felt it reasonable to stick to a multiple of 3. 

I shall be told that this is a compromise ·between 2 and 4. This is true, but why should it . be 
condemned on that •account ? This multiple would give us 426 members for a population of 170 
million. I do not think that this figure will be regarded as too ambitious, let alone bloated, if it is 
mmpared with that of 435 representatives for the United States, where the population is 180 mil
lion people. At all· events it is less than that of most of our national ParHaments. Indeed, the 
Bundestag has 519, the French National Assembly 546, and . the Italian Chamber of Deputies 
590 members. . 

The coefficient 3 would allow us-at least during the transitional period-to detach some 
of these 426 members for indirect election by the national Parliaments. 

This brings me to the second major issue 1 was .asked to tackle here : links with the national 
Parliaments. Here again, there is first of all a question of principle. It may be thought preferable 
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to make the clearest possible distinction between functions and representabives in the national assem
blies-chambers of deputies or senates-on the one hand, and in the European Parliament on the 
other. It may be felt that since the two inst:itutions have different assignments and areas of 
competence, they should, while not of course ig).loring each other, work quite apart. It might on 
the other hand be thought that if-as is likely long to be the case-Europe can only be built with 
the active support of the national Parliaments, it would be better to organize co-operation between 
the two kinds of assembly on institutional lines and even to permit a degree of· interpenetration 
between theni, for which purpose the sharing of some of their members cannot be improved upon. 

After many discussions and after questioning the political or legal experts we met in the six 
countries, we settled for the second alternative. We thought it wouLd be wrong to make a radical 
separation between the European Parliament and the national Parliaments, and that it was our duty, 
at least at the beginning, to introduce a number of clauses which would necessarily associate them 
in the same work. 

How were we to give practical expression to this realistic appreciation of the situation ? . There 
are two ways of ensuring that the same member can sit both in the European and in a national 
Padiament. 

The first is to establish the compatibility of twin mandates. 

Under this system, however, one could not be sure that members of the European Parliament 
wouLd be hoLders of national mandates. This would be decided by the elections. But let us acknow
ledge the strong possibility that if twin mandates are allowed, the politicians already elected to 
their chambers of deputies or senates and who feel the urge to be candidates, will stand at the 
elections to the European Parliament, be elected in large numbers and meet each other both in the 
European Parliament and ·in their national Parliaments. 

This is a big problem about which there has been a great deal of discussion. There are some 
who think it would be ill-advised to agree to members' holding two mandates. They feel that each 
of the two responsibilities is alone onerous enough in the life and work of one man. They see 
in the simultaneous exercise of the two offices an inevitable source of confusion. There would be, 
they expect, ·serious clashes in timetables such as those referred to yesterday evening by the Belgian 
delegation. 

For the other side, it was pointed out that as every election involves a risk, and parrticularly as 
an election concerned for the first time with litt•le-known issues, and involving such a large number 
of voters, is bound to present an even greater risk and even, perhaps, be something of a gamble 
-it is as well to take whatever precautions are necessary. One of the surest would undoubtedly be 
-and this w:as the Committee's view-to declare the compatibility of twin mandates. In this way 
those going to the electorate would be familiar figures on the political scene, and this might perhaps 
produce a larger turnout at the polling stations than would be the case if all the ca-ndidates were 
standing for the fi1'st time. 

Theoretically both points of view can be defended. Our preference for the second is essen
tially practical and stems from a feeling that it is our duty to take every precaution against the 
risk of abstentions in the first European elections. 

The first system, that of combined mandates, does not however rule out the second. What 
is the second ? It is a more radical system under which a certain percentage of the members of 
the European Parliament would have to continue to be elected indirectly, i.e. by the national 
Parliaments. 

One criticism of this approach is that it would be wrong for members of a representative 
assembly to be recruited by two different methods. This is perfectly true. But we felt that we 
should not hesitate to combine these precautionary measures and that we should lay down not 
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only that two mandates may be held simultaneously but also that during a transitional phase, 
one third of ,the members of the European Parliament-i.e. 142, the present number-would con
tinue to be elected by the national Parliaments. 

Above all we decided on the compatibiHty of twin mandates and on the continued indirect 
election of one third of the members of the European Parliament by the national Parliaments only 
for the transitional period, i.e. the first phase in the existence of a directly elected European 
ParLiament. 

This first (transitional) period would be strictly limited. We decided both the earliest moment 
at which it may be terminated and the latest date by which it must have expired-known in the 
legal fraternity as terminus a quo and terminus ad quem. 

We decided that the transitional period could not expire before the end of the transitional 
period of the Common Market itself, but would have to terminate at the end of the legislative 
period during which the transitional period of the Gommon Ma:rk;et expired. Above all we decided 
and I ,emphasize this problem because, though a technical one, it stvikes me as being of crucial 
political impootooce-we decided to view tihe 't!:ransitional period' from two different points of view, 
that of the compatibility of twin mandates on the one hand, and that of indirect election of a third 
of the Parliament on the other. 

As regards the indirect election of 142 representatives, this cannot go on beyond the transitional 
period, after which all members will be directly elected and no one will be able to decide otherwise. 
This will form part, as it were, of the ,initial body of decisions which will be of an irreversible 
nature. 

As regards the compatibility of twin mandates, on the other hand, we decided that this shouLd 
be the rule during the transitional period, but left open the question whether it was to continue 
thereafter or to be abolished, referring the matter to the European Parliament itself. We felt 
that the experience it would gain in the intervening years would enable it, when the moment 
came, to arrive at a decision based on reflection and sound reasoning. It should not be forgotten 
that the Parliament will take this decision after the 142 members indirectly elected leave it. The 
choice then will be between strict separation of mandates and offices and the maintenance of the 
compatibility of twin mandates as a link between the members of the European Parliament and 
of the national Parliaments-though only if and in so far as the electorate may think fit. 

These then are the decisions we took on this second point a:s regards links with the national 
Parliaments. 

I should .like to close by saying a few words about the nature of the European parliamentary 
mandate. 

Firstly, this mandate will be for five years. A comparative study of mandates in our various 
Parliaments shows that in some countries the term of office lasts four years and in others five. 
We suggest that you standardize the European parliamentary mandate at five years. 

Of course exceptions will have to be made for those of us who are elected by the national 
Parliaments lin the initial, i.e. rttoosi:tional, phase, whose mandate will not be for five years. It could 
extend beyond the lifetime of the Parliament nominating them, and might even be shorter if that 
body decided on a briefer term for its delegation. This, however, i•s an exception on which I do not 
want to dwell. 

The questions concerning incompatibilities are more important. 

You know that the legislation of each of our countries contains a body of prov,1s1ons on the 
incompatibility of certain functions with the exercise of parliamentary duties. These bans have 
been decreed for practical, moral or logical reasons and are part of the domestic law of all member 
States. 
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We could have taken the laws of the six countries one by one and tried to draw up a list of 
incompatibilities in relation to the Europea>n Parliament. Logically this might have been a satis
factory endeavour but, in practice, it would probably have been somewhat tedious and we decided 
to refer back this system of incompatibilities to domestic law. 

Let us be quite clear on this point. We did not decide that all incompatibilities specified by 
domestic law as regards duties in a national Parliament would apply ipso facto to the European 
Parliament. There may be perfectly good reasons for saying that certain national duties may not be 
exercised at the same time as the national parliamentary mandate, but these reasons may not apply 
in the case of the European Parliament. 

We therefore decided that this should be a matter for national law-making bodies. In other 
words, each of the member States will have to say whether, and to what extent, it intends to apply 
the incompatibilities at present in force on its own territory to elections to the European Parliament. 

This does not, however, by any means exhaust the subject. In our Community there are 
new non-national functions which could not have been covered by our domestic laws. These 
'European' functions, which came into being with the Community itself, include those perfo11med by 
officials of the Communities and by members of the High Authority of the Coal and Steel 
Community, the Commission of the Common Market, the Euratom Commission \llnd the Courts of 
Justice. 

We propose that you should lay down a European rule regarding incompatibility, or, to be 
more precise, a provision to the effect that the duties of a member of the European Parliament 
shall be incompatible with those of (i) judge, advocate general or registrar in the Court of Justice 
of the Communities, (ii) member of the Consultative Committee of the Coal and Steel Community, 
(iii) member of the Economic and Social Committee of the European Economic Community a;nd 
the European Atomic Energy Community and (iv) auditor-in each case laid down in the Treaties
and with those of a number of committees and other bodies, and of members of the management 
committee and employees of the European Investment Bank. 

This left one final problem : should this incompatibility be extended to the duties of minister 
in a member State and to those of member of any of the three European executives ? 

This raised a basic question concerning the political philosophy each of us abstracts from the 
parliamentary system. Is this system one of strict separation of powers necessarily entaiEng in
compatibility between the duties of minister and the duties of parliamentarian, for example, as in 
the Netherlands and, since the latest constitution came into force, in France ? Or is the parliamentary 
system a much more flexible one in which the simultaneous exercise of the duties of parliamentarians 
and minister is not only wholly feasible but even logical ? 

We argued at great length on this point, each in turn making a contribution that reflected 
the laws of his own country or his personal temperament. In the end the proposal to abolish 
incompatibility was rejected, the same number of votes being cast for and against. In short, on the 
question of compatibility we were exactly divided into two camps. 

Your Rapporteur is required to defend a theory to which he does not subscribe. Personally, I 
suppqrted the compatibility of mandates as a means of imparting greater political emphasis to the 
mandates of members of the executives. On this point, my example was not followed-the votes, I 
repeat, were equally divided-and, in the end, I am required here to argue the case for incompati
bility. I shaH not do so at greater length because I think the question will come up again when 
we discuss the articles and amendments. In this connexion I think we may fully rely on Mr. Van 
der Goes van Naters to put the case for incompatibility convincingly, that is, skilfully, for you need 
conviction if you are to be skilful. 

It was also decided that ministerial duties were incompatible-for a legal reason to which I 
personally attach little weight, namely, that as ministers of the national Governments could be mem-
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hers .of the Council of Ministers, Le. of another Community body, there is little chance that they 
would belong to both at once. We come back here to the same argument, and the lack of convic
tion evinced concerning llhe fil'St point necessarily applies to the second. 

I have now finished this somewhat technic'<l.l report and must ask you to excuse me if I have 
made it a bit dull at times. I began by telling you our reasons for reaching this compromise of 
426 members ; then, why we felt that close links ought to be maintained with the national Par
liaments during a transitional period through members holding two mandates and through the 
arrangement whereby a third of our colleagues would continue to be elected indirectly; lastly I 
spoke about the nature of the European parliamentary mandate. 

May I, in conclusion, stray from the technical path for a few moments ? I should first like 
to emphasize two points. Undoubtedly there are risks involved in direct elections to the European 
Parliament. One can never tell what will emerge from the ballot-boxes ; we may have unplea
sant surprises, and the support of the peoples of our countries for the European construction may 
be less striking and less certain than we believe. Yet we should not hesitate to run these risks 
-even though we should keep them to a minimum-because if, at the very worst, elections show 
that there is no popular support for the construction of Europe, I should ask you what would we 
have built on, and what chance would we have to further the cause of a European political com
munity in the absence of the popular support in whose name, indeed, we wish to build it ? This 
is definitely a risk but it is one we cannot shirk. 

Secondly, we all feel that the time has come to revive Europe politically. Our Chairman, 
Mr. Dehousse, said yesterday, when talking about the limits of our mandate, that it was not our 
business, in this debate, to build a European political community or a European political authority. 
This is perfectly true but none of us wishes to hide the fact that these elections by direct suffrage 
are the only path now open to us to progress towards a European political authority and a European 
political community. The elections in themselves will not constitute an authority but merely one 
stage on the road that leads to it. This is why I think we shall all agree, in principle at least, on 
following this course. 

I am convinced that if we invite the peoples of the Community to go to the polls and if 
we conduct a v,igorous electoral campaign with political leaders who are fairly well known and who 
take up the cudgels, if need be, on this issue, then the Assembly elected by these one hundred 
miHion men and women will-and this point was quite rightly ma,de-undoubtedly have more 
freedom of action and more authority than one elected indirectly. Everything else will follow in its 
wake. At all events I am convinced that these elections will take us to the 'point of no return', 
after which we shall all be together, for better and for worse, partners in the present and in the 
future. 

Mr. Schuijt, Rapporteur.-(N) Mr. President, Ladies and Gent,lemen, yesterday Mr. Dehousse, 
with the precision one might expect of an experienced lawyer turned politician for whose skill 
and energy as Chairman of the Working Group I have the profoundest admiration, described to 
us the spirit in which the 'uniform procedure' laid down by the Treaty found expression in the 
draft Convention before us, the outcome of a difficult search for a common electoral system. 

I need not return to this point but should just like to add one or two comments. 

First of 'all, the uniformity requirement could also mean that direct elections must take place 
in all six countries ; this contrasts with what is laid down in the Stat!Ute of the Council of Europe, 
under which each State may decide for itself whether its representatives in the Consultative Assem
bly are elected directly or not. This requirement thus rules out any fo11m of indirect election. The 
legal basis, like the democratic basis, of the European mandate is thus made completely uniform. 

Does this 'uniform procedure' requirement mean that elections must take place in exactly the 
same way in all six countries ? 
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Such an interpretation wouLd appear quite justified but fails, I think, to take proper account of 
today's polwkal realities. It stems from the idea that Europe already e.x!ists, whereas the facts force 
us to admit that this Europe has still to be piliins'til!kingly built as it is still in the ilihroes of 
development. Those who set out from this strict interpretation seem to be confusing their wishes 
-which, incidentally, I share-with realities. They also seem to be confusing means with ends. 
European elections can be regarded as a forceful and effective means of speeding up progress towards 
European unity, which must stem from a common will on the part of the citizens of Europe-a 
common will based on an enlightened sense of responsibility, morally acceptable and recognized as 
politJically necessary. 

Once we have got so far-and despite our present difficulties, I hope that our generation will 
witness this achievement-we shall have better grounds for talking about the technique of uni
formity. Even then it may happen that attention will be drawn to the phenomenon-observable in 
our own times-of constitutional structures in which broad policy lines are settled on a centralized 
and uniform basis but it is left to subsidiary bodies to take the necessary measures to implement 
them. 

The provision of the draft Convention leaving the choice of electoral system to member 
States during the transitional period can therefore also be considered in the light of this demo
cratic demand for maximum decentralization. 

The federalist, almost by definition, fights shy of .artifidail. si:andM'dized strucf:lllres. This is 
why he demands that matters that cannot be settled nationally should be dealt witlh at suprana
tional level. He also wants subordinate bodies to retain those powers which, without danger to the 
uLtimate objective, can well be exercized by these 'non-central' bodies in accordance with the age
old practice of delegating responsibility to subordinates. 

Thai!:, broadly, is the outcome of tthe study made of this question, at aU events in the opinion of 
the vast majority of Committee members. I say 'vast majority' because there were still a number of 
idealists on the Working Party and on the Committee on Political Affairs who were unwilling to 
yield to political realities. 

That was the result of our work but ·flot ·its point of departure. We ·all began as idealists, 
hoping that all six countries would be wiUing and able to accept as uniform a system as poss·~ble. 
I am glad, Mr. President, to be able to say this, because when I say that there were still some 
idealists who were not ready to give way, you may get the impression that the others-the vast 
majority-were not idealists. Now, to say this would be not only unkind but untrue because I do 
not really see how one can be a politician, or at least remain one, without being an idealist. · 

Must we then conclude that we were all idealists to begin with but that only a few of us have 
remained so to the end ? 

Not at all ; the only difference was one of pace. There were the sprinters who thought the 
goal could be reached in one sharp burst, and we, the plodders, handicapped by our sense 
of reality, who saw it at least two laps away. But we were all lined up at the start. This is why 
we spent so much time in studying the various proposals-in the main three-submitted to us. 

Mrs. Probst, a member of the Working Party-and I am sure she will return to this point
proposed a mixed electoral system, guided in the first instance by procedure followed in Bavaria 
and Luxembourg. Under this, every voter would have two votes. The first would be cast for a 
list of candidates-entered by a particular party in a fairly large constituency (W ahlkreis )-on 
which voters show their order of preference ; the second could be given for a specific candidate 
in another constituency ( Stimmkreis). In this way proportional representation based on the voters' 
order of preference (party list system) is combined with the majority system (election of candi
dates in single-member constituencies). 
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Some members of the Working Party were in favour of this system ; they thought it satis
factorily combined the virtues of proportional representation and of the majority system. It would 
indeed permit the various shades ·of political opinion in a country to be proportionately repre
sented in the Parliament. Again, the voter would be able not only to choose between the ideo
logies represented by the vadous political movements but also to express his preference for an 
individual candidate in a single"member constituency. 

Other members of the Working Party felt that this mixed system might be too complicated for 
countries whose electorate is used to a simpler system. 

During the discussions in Rome, Professor Schepis, an Italian expert on electoral law, proposed 
an alternative system. This system has a number of points in common with those contained in 
Mrs. Probst's proposa1s. It takes over the main features of the electoral system at present in force 
in the Lands of the Federal Republic of Germany. Professor Schepis also submitted a wealth of 
technical details to fia:cilitate appraisal of his suggested procedure. 

Broadly the same criticisms were levelled at this procedure, and the advantages cLaimed for it, 
a:s at the system suggested by Mrs. Probst. 

Finally, an entirely different system was proposed by the Dutch expert on dectora·l law, Pro
fessor van den Bergh. This system,. known as the 'single transferable vote', is at present in force 
in Ireland and 'tasmania and is used fior local government elections in a number of American States. 

Broadly speaking, the voter has as many votes as there are candidates for election in a parti
cular constituency. These votes are not, however, of equal value, but subject to an order of 
preference. Under number 1 the voter enters his first preference, and under number 2 the 
candidate-either of the same or of another party-whom he would like to see elected if his first 
preference fails to poll the requisite number of votes ; and so on down the list. 

Mr. van den Bergh argued that this system was the only one which wou1d secure a mathema
tically proportionate relationship between the number of votes cast by the electorate as a whole and 
the composidon of the assembly to be elected. 

Some members of the Working Party approved of this system because it is not in application 
in any of the member States. Consequently it could be brought home to voters that elections to a 
European Parliament was something quite new. The overwheLming majority of members of the 
Working Party and of the Committee on Political Affairs were, however, opposed to this system. 
Far from being an advantage, they felt that the fact that the electorate ·in the six countries were not 
familiar with this system was a disadvantage. They ,also pointed out that the single transferable 
vote would be hard to apply in countries where voters are used to a simple electoral system. Finally, 
the count-even if carried out in one place by means of electronic computers-could take at least 
three days. 

In the end, the Working Party and the Committee reserved their opinion on this electoral 
system because it had not been demonstrated mathematically that it would not act in a way 
favourable to anti-European tendencies. 

The question is, on what grounds was none of these three plans, or some other uniform 
system, accepted ? 

The main reasons, apart from those given a:bove, can be summed up as fo1lows : 

1. The choice of an electoral system is not so much a technical matter as one of principle, 
as Professor Hermans, the well-known German expert pointed out to the Working Party. 

Indeed the points at issue relate to democratic structure. Proportional representation encou
rages or maintains the existence of a great many political parties. Under the majority system, on 
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the other hand, political movements tend to regroup into only a few main parties. · Then again, 
the idea that is entertained of the assembly to be elected also counts. lf it is desired that it should 
provide the most faithful reflection of the wishes of the electorate, then proportional representa
tion would appear to be the answer. If, however, the emphasis rs placed on a strong and 
homogeneous government, then the majority system would seem to have advantages. 

Electoral laws reflect the traditional ideas on this point prevalent Jn the various countries. 
And traditional ideas are political phenomena that need to be handled with kid gloves. 

2. Broadly speaking, there are three district electoral systems in the Community. Four countries 
have proportional representation either in a pure or in a slightly modified form, i.e. Belgium, 
Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. France has a majorrity system whereas for elections to the 
German Bundestag a mixed system is applied. 

The experts and politicians consulted by the Working Party favoured the same system for all 
member States, but immediately added that they could only accept a system of this kind if it were 
broadly on the lines of their own national system. 

This, Mr. President, is a weB-known European phenomenon. All agree on the need for a 
common policy--'at the moment the parallels with agriculture are truly disturbing-and for only 
one European policy, but always on condition that it remains as close as possible to their own. 

It is in this sense that everybody has been, and remains, European ; but as soon as this Europe 
begins to take shape so do differences in outlook emerge. 

~hese are the main objections ; they are much more political than technical in nature and thus 
have far greater impact on the lives of the people. These difficulties have led us to work out a 
realistic arrangement under which every member State will remain responsible for its electoral 
system during the transitional period, and it will be for the directly elected European Parliament to 
decide how its own members shall be elected. 

There were three arguments in favour of this : 

1. In any modern democracy it !is one of the inalienable tasks of the parliament to establish 
an electoral system, if necessary in co-operation with the execucive authority. It is my view 
that we ought not to violate this clear democratic principle at the European level ; 

2. In carrying out this task, the p,arliament elected will be able to take ll!dvantage of the experience 
gained in earlier European elections ; 

3. ~eohnical difficulties, which should not be underestimated-changes in electoral rolls and 
boundaries that may prove necessary-make lengthy preparations necessary. This is why the 
Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs recommend that, once elected, the Par.Jia
ment ought to get on promptly with the work of drawing up a uniform regulation on the 
subject. 

Thus, although the choice of an electoral system remains with the member States, the draft 
Convention proposes a number of principles that may be regarded as European components of the 
uniform procedure called for by the Treaties. 

I am merely summarizing them because each of them is described in mor-e detail elsewhere 
in this report : 

1. The procedure to be adopted on a seat becoming vacant to avoid by-elections ; 

2. The minimum voting age: between 21 and 25 ; 

3. Minimum age for eligibility : between 25 and 30 ; 

4. An independent date for European elections not coinciding with national, regional, provincial 
or local elections. Almost all the national experts consider that the financial diff.iculties attendant 
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on elections ou~t to take second place in view of the political importance of European elections 
held everywhere on the same date ; 

5. Centr-alized machinery for refunding part of the election expenses, on which the present prac
tice varies widely among the member States. In France, for example, the Stalte refunds not ontly 
the costs incurred by candida~es for printing circulars and posters bUll: also the cost of printing 
ballot papers. In other countries the State defrays rthe cost of all printed matter except circulars 
,and posters. These countries thus have no system for refunding certain election expenses incurred 
by candida:tes. 

We want in this way to observe the democratic principle that not a single candidate or list 
ought to be excluded because the candidate or party is unable to bear the expenses of standing for 
election. Moreover, the sheer size of the constituencies necessitated by direct elections to the 
European ParHamenll: make sudh a refund essential. Lastly, a;ny discriminacion between cmdidai!:es 
for a European and candidates for national elections would be intolerable. The last-mentioned 
features form the essen~ially European nucleus of the draift Convention. 

It could be said with justice that this does not amount to much. It would be wrong, how
ever, to couple such a remark with a feeling of disappointment with the work of your Committee, 
or even with a slight measure of cDiticism, as it is not the Committee that is to blame for aLl this but 
the political situation in Europe for which we are all responsible. 

If I may add a personal comment, it is that the development of European unity is becoming 
more and more of a technical problem which, since the European citizen can no longer grasp it, 
has ceased to interest him. A directly elected European Parliament could, we hope, impart a strong 
impetus to the spiritual integration of Europe ; politics, in its widest sense, serving as the link 
between all these technical aspects. 

It will not be until our European Community has achieved this degree of spiritual unity that 
people's minds will be sufficiently prepared for a single electoral system devised and based on a 
central concept. Only then will the future European Parliament be able to decide on the introduc
tion of a completely uniform electoral system. 

In my opinion, it will be time enough then to talk of 'the most unifolJm system possible'. 
Indeed we must try to make sure that some sections of the population in our Community are not 
kept away from the polling-booths simply because, in a spirit of well-meant idealism, we impose 
upon them a centralized electmral system which is out of key with their traditions or way of think
ing. These differ from country to country and in many cases ought to continue to do so. 

The yearning for freedom underlying the faith of our peoples in national institutions and 
traditions wiU not operate at European level until they can see that the European edifice we are 
engaged in building ~s going to give them the same freedom and prosperity, anrd that this edifice 
is worthy of the same faith. 

The grave danger that threatens us is that of perfectionism. We want a perfect system in a 
perfect Europe. Yet it is better to have a system that wol'ks well in a less perfect Europe 
because then we can help this Europe forward towards the ultimate objective : the best possible 
poLitical society for the best possible citizens of Europe. 

Mr. Metzger, Rapporteur.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am very glad that 
the report I have to submit to you is only a short one. All of us, both on the Working Party 
and on the Committee on PoEtical Affairs, agreed that, in discussing European elections, we 
could not leave out of account the associated overseas territories. We discussed this matter both in 
its legal ·and 'in its political aspects. In this oral repor.t I will not discuss the legal details, for 
which I would refer you to my written report. 
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From a political point of view, we were agreed that we could not go on indefinitely regard
ing the associated territories and their peoples as mere objects of EEC po1icy, but that they should 
progressiv:ely acquire the status of legal subjects in their rdations with the Community. At the 
time the Treaty was concluded the overseas territories were, to all intents, mere objects, being 
represented by their respective home countries. There was no possibility of asking them if they 
wished to be associated. They were associated at a time when their condition was purely passive. 

Yet since the Treaty was concluded enormous changes have taken place. We are all aware 
of this. Some of these associated countries have since become sovereign States. Others are half-way 
to becoming so. This very year we shall see fresh territories, such as the vast area of the Congo, 
attaining sovereign status. 

This state of aff'airs must be borne in mind. The Working Party and the Committee on 
Political Affairs agreed that the status of these territories would have to be changed, not only because 
of the force of events but also because they wanted this and because it seemed fair and desirable. 
They Jelt that the overseas territories ought to have a joint say, and share responsibility, for any 
decisions. 

In this connexion we had first to examine the legal question whether the population of the 
overseas territories should vote in the European elections. The conclusion we came to was, quite 
simply, thad: this is not possible under the terms of the Treaty, which permits only the peoples 
of the member States to elect the Parliament. 

Far from f~nding this conclusion unfortunate, we felt it reflects the relationship between the 
EEC and the associated territories. The EEC is a self-contained Community. It enjoys legal per
sonality and is a subject at international law. The overseas territories are associated with, that is, 
affiliated to, this Community. They are not, however, simply 'an appendage to the EEC. The rela
tionship should be seen as one existing between two partners : on the one side the EEC, and on 
the other the overseas territories, which we hope to see develop one day into a mmmunity capable 
of representing citself. 

In carrying this line of thought further, we were only echoing the Parliament's own decla:ra
tions and what had already been discussed on other committees. The special delegation that visited 
Central Africa last summer had already concluded that the African and other overseas territories 
could no longer be regarded as mere dbjects and that support would have to be given to their 
development, ultimately also 1n the political sphere. Mr. Duvieusart's report, which was approved 
by the Parliament, sets out these ideas, and on the Working Party we have again clearly endorsed 
them together with the proposals made in the report. 

I repeat : the EEC is a self-contained unit possessed of legal personality. Opposite this Com
munity stand the associated territories-not, of course, as enemies but 'as partners. It was on this 
assumption that we set out, and this partnership ought to be given practical form. 

If, for <legal reasons and because of the structure of the EEC, the associated territories are 
unable to take part in elections to our Parliament, they must be given an opportunity of giving 
expression to this relationship between partners. This means that they must be able to get together 
at parliamentary level and thus become a partner in the dialogue with our Parliament, the Parliament 
of the EEC. 

This idea has, in the meantime, taken firmer root. Proposals have been made that a start 
should he made at once, both at parliamentary and at governmental level, on these talks between 
two partners, each and jointly responsible. There is certainly no lack of arguments, and no lack of 
points for discussion, to justify holding such talks. For example, the way the association is to be 
organized and the future of the Development Fund are matters of particular concern to the over
seas territories, and, like the Parliament, we hope that the overseas territories will be present as 
independent partners sharing responsibility. 
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We therefore expressed the hope that once the European Parliament was elected~and in the 
meantime progress has been made and we are already in a position to do something-it should 
attend a suitable parliamentary assembly of the overseas territories at least once a year, to discuss 
and decide on matters of common interest at parLiamentary level. 

In the dedaravion of intent we are submitting for approval by the Parliament we have deli
berately adopted a cautious approach. We say : 'The European Parliament declares itself ready to 
attend a joint meeting, at least once a year, with parliamentary representatives to be appointed by 
the overseas countries and territories ... ' The phrase 'declares itself ready' was specia:lly chosen to 
convey that we were neither demanding that such joint meetings be held nor asserting that they 
ought to be held, but leaving the decision to the overseas territories. We have no wish to keep 
them under surveillance or to drive them on ; all we want is that they should have an opportunity 
to set up a Parliament of their own. 

We said that parliamentary representatives should be appointed by the overseas territories under 
conditions reflecting the will of their peoples. In the statement of intent we made it quite clear 
that we not only respect the personaJity, independence and responsibility of the overseas territories 
but shouLd !<ike our Parliament to be willing and able to hold at parliamentary level, with a partner 
of equal standing, discussions aimed at reaching decisions serving the interests of both parties. 

We believe that in all this we are setting out on a course of great political importance-one, · 
inci.dentaJ.ly, already mapped out by the European Parliament. Its outstanding value will lie in esta
blishing between Europe and Africa and the overseas territories in general a relationship of friend
ship, mutual trust and responsible co-operation. This was the idea behind our statement of intent 
and-as I said before-1 am delighted that on this point members of the Working Party and of 
the Committee on Political Affairs saw completely eye to eye. 

Mr. Vendroux.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I have the honour to submit 
to you, against the general background of today's important debate, a draft amendment which, if 
approved, would, I think, increase the significance and scope of European elections. 

It is not so long since the idea of organizing European elections appell!red to be a mere 
abstraction. I am sure that at the time the Treaty of Rome was being signed, the rosiest optimists 
in our midst would have been astonished to be told that our Parliament would be tackling the 
problem in a practical way as early as in 1960. 

It is worth dwelling for a moment on the speed wilth which the situation has developed, for 
the fact that we have reached the stage where these elections are one of tomorrow's realities is one 
of the surest proofs that Europe is in the process of being formed. But the stakes are too high, 
and the game-let us admit it-is too fine for us not to play our trumps wisely. 

In the course of the years, sections of the general public, varying in size from one country to 
another, have given ear to criticisms that tended to limit the Communities to a Europe of politicians 
existing side by side with a Europe of technicians. The peoples, or some of them at least, have not 
allowed themselves to be carried away by the ideological natur·e of the growth of European soli
darity. Although attitudes have gradually been influenced by the way the Economic Communities 
have gained breadth and depth, the general public is still mainly impressed by whatever gives it 
the assurance, or hope, that the experiment serves, or will eventually serve, its material interests. 
Our Rapporteurs dearly grasp this when they write : 

'What is largely lacking in the European Communities~and this has been stressed by others-is 
popular support, awareness on the part of the peoples of Europe of their solidarity, a shared 
realization that the national framework is too cramped and that if Europe is to have any sort of 
future at all, it can only be in the Communities. 
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The election of the Parliament should thus be a salutary shock to the peoples of the member 
States. Only from conscious participation can spring the will required to see the Community 
venture through despite all the contingencies, divergences and sectarian attitudes of the moment.' 

I heartily agree but I would not go as far as the Rapporteurs ; at all events I am not quite 
so sanguine as fully to endorse their view that : 

'These considerations bring us back to the fundamental principles of political science, to the very 
roots of the democratic system which is the basis of our civilization. For we know and practise, 
under various forms, only one means of expressing the popular will and of associating the peoples 
with the running of public affairs-namely, free elections.' 

Personally, I think that European elections must be held .fairly soon and I support the general 
principle underlying the draft Convention submitted for your approval. If I do not fully sha·re 
the views of the Rapporteurs regarding some of the provisions, among them those concerning the 
distribution of seats, it is not my intention in a speech which-in response to the President's wish
I want to keep short, to dwell, in today's general discussion, on this or that specific provision. 
I wish to stick to the main point, namely, that European election will certainly provide the firmest 
foundation for Europe. Permit me, however, to express my conviction that these elections will do 
irreparable damage to European development if they turn out a failure, regarding which Mr. Maurice 
Faure, a few momenrts ago, voiced his fea:rs, if not his expeCtations. The danger, in short, is that 
the elections may proceed here or there in a climate of indifference and that the percentage of 
abstentions may be too high in certain areas. This is something we do not want : the elections 
must not be ailowed to fall a prey to apathy or-even worse-to ridicule. 

What authority could the first elected Europeans hope to have if-in countries where voting 
is not compulsory-they represented only a third or a quarter of registered voters, the remaining 
two-thirds or three-quarters having gone fishing or on an outing ? Fll:!r too often, in some politically 
highly developed areas of our respective countries, important elections marked by a spirit of the 
keenest rivalry have drawn a mere 60 per cent of the voters to the polling booths. It :is not 
unreasonable, therefore, to fear that European elections, which have so far not exactly fired the 
imagination of the masses, may bring only a handful of people to the polls. 

What increases the risk is that suspicion and disappointment may lead some electors to regard 
the elections as something artificially contrived by politicians. Let lis not delude ourselves ; the 
fact that we ourselves are increasing the number of parliamentarians is liable to be highly un
popular. We all of us hear so much on this subject ! 

Does this mean that we should put back the date of the European elections ? I do not think 
so. On the other hand I am convinced that to aHay any suspicion among the public that elections 
not of their choosing have been forced upon them, they must be given an opportunity of decid
ing for themselves as to the desirability of such elections by subjecting the proposed Convention to 
a general referendum. Then, and only then, will the peoples-to use the wording of the report
be associated with this undertaking ; they will grasp what is at stake and will make known their 
will. As stated elsewhere in the report, 'it is only fair that they should do so because it would 
be out of the question for measures of such vital concern to them to go on indefinitely being 
taken without their direct participation. Men in the twentieth century are not objects but subjects 
at law.' 

If the great majority of the voters are to take a direct interest in such elections, the decision. 
to hold them must, when all is said and done, be taken democratically by the peoples themselves. 
Europe must be neither imposed upon them nor even something to which they merely assent ; it 
must be something they both want and decide. 

But, some of you will tell me, such a referendum would raise two kinds of delicate legal 
problems : Article 138 of the Treaty and some difficulties involving perhaps the constitutions of 
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the member States. This is possiHe, I admit, but I think these problems can be solved by men 
of goodwill. 

What does Article 138, so often read and re-read, in fact say ? I shall read it out once again : 

'The Assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by direct universal suffrage in accordance 
with a uniform procedure in all member States. 

The Council shall unanimously decide on the provisions which it shall recommend to member 
States for adoption in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements.' 

'The Assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by direct universal suffrage.' My proposal 
is, in fact, only a plan that would 'pel'mit' direct e1ect:Jions to be held. I would even go so far as 
to say that tJh!is proposals lends considerable strength to the notion of a 'green light'. 

Further on the text adds : 

'in accordance with a uniform procedure in all member States'. 

The procedure I propose is uniform. I shouid like to dwell for a moment on this point. 

Why are our legal experts so meticulous about my proposal when they have without further 
ado ignored this requirement of Article 138 in the Convention submitted to us ? Learned though 
the explanation given by Mr. Dehousse may be, the question remains, I think, highly debatable. 

This leaves us with the main objection that can be levelled against my proposal.: referen
dums are not provided for in the constitutions of some countries. This is true; first of all, how
ever, it must be acknowledged that the constitutions of the member States were drawn up and 
adopted for domestic use, in general at a time when there was no question of extending national 
provisions to a broader entity. 

Let us accept, however, that the guardians of constitutions that make no provision for a referen
dum are opposed to a procedure they regard as clearly unconstitutional. I am not asking them to 
prove that the absence of such provision implies a ban on referendums. I would not have the 
cheek to become involved in interpreting the constitutions of allied countries, that of my own 
country sufficing to keep alive my interest in these ptoblems. 

To my knowledge, however, public opinion polls have never been prohibited in any of our free 
countries. In the absence of a constitutional referendum, therefore, it wouLd no doubt be possible, 
in countries whose constitutions make no provision for a referendum, to sound the opinion of 
all the electors. The moral significance would be the same. 

It is with these considerations in mind that I have the honour to lay before the Bureau 
of the Parliament an amendment that will be submitted to you in due course. I am convinced that 
its adoption would be of immense help in preserving the quality and vigour of the common European 
poHcy we are determined to pursue. 

Mr. Metzger.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, we were in agreement on the 
Working Party and on the Committee on Political Affairs as to the need for direct European 
elections. To avoid any misunderstanding, I should like to emphasize that I too am in favour of 
such elections. But this does not mean that we can close our eyes to hard facts. It is our duty to 
look these straight in the face. 

I realize of course that the natural eagerness with which this problem is approached some
times leads people to brush facts to one side, as Mr. Dehousse, in his capacity as Chairman of 
the Working Party, is and has been, perhaps, obliged to do. But yesterday, as Rapporteur, he allowed 
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his unbounded enthusiasm to carry him a long way beyond the limits normally set to someone 
acting in that capacity. 

If, however, we feel it our duty to build Europe, it is equally our duty to draw attention to 
the facts. First, there can be no doubt that the structure of the European Economic Community is 
not everything it should be. We have seen that the national Parliaments have ceded certain powers, 
not to one operating at a higher level-our Parliament-but to an institution of a quite different 
kind, i.e. an execumve authority. 

I am not exaggerating when I say that this amounts to distorting the principle of the separation 
of powers. It is not by chance that in our democracies this principle is regarded as a highly useful 
one. Although it has not been applied slavishly, we have always seen to it, in our national 
democracies, that there shou1d be a wide variety of powers, one acting as a check on the other, 
and that the legislature does not interfere in the executive's work and vice versa. 

Yet this is precisely the case in the EEC Treaty. Matters falling within the Parliament's pro
vince are left for the Councils of Ministers to decide upon. The Councils have become legislative 
bodies and all the Parliament can do is to stand helplessly by. At most it can exercise very 
limited supervisory powers. Even its supervision of the work of the High Authority and the Com
missions is open to doubt because this too is subject to qualified majorities. 

We want European elections and we want them to be direct. There is no doubt about that. 
But what is it we want to elect, and for what purpose ? I do not think this is a question we 
can simply ignore. Some people are so fascinated by the 1dea of direct European elections that they 
no longer consider what they are designed to achieve. 

If the elections are conducted on the basis of the Treaty, we shall be asking the peoples of 
Europe to elect a parliament which in fact will not be a parliament at all. These are the facts. 

We are faced with a dilemma. Either we spin a tale to the voters, telling them what they are 
being asked oo elect is a 'really grand affalir, and that they will then see meeting in Strasbourg, 
or in some other European capital one day perhaps to be decided upon, a parliament that will 
carry out grandiose European tasks. If we say this-let me be quite frank about this-we shall be 
lying to the electorate. Later, disi11usion will inevitably follow. The electors will then wake up to 
the fact that the body they have elected, though it calls itself a parliament, has nothing to say 
and is quite incapable of getting really important things done. 

If it :is retorlted tlmt: this Parliament has certain legislative powers, as has been demonstrated 
in the social sphere, I can only say that the very existence of this modicum of power proves that, 
in other respects, the Parliament has no legislative power at all. Indeed, the trifling nature of the 
legislative power possessed by the Parliament clearly shows the real posiil:ion it finds itself in. The 
electorate will not be long in noticing this. 

What then shall we have achieved ? We shaH have aroused the people's enthusiasm for Europe 
and kindled illusions in them. The disenchantment that must follow would be frightful and inevi
tably it would he the European idea that wouLd suffer. 

Or else, Ladies and Gentlemen, we could tell the electorate the truth. You must-we would 
tell them-make a real effort to go to the polls. You must enlist the help of your friends and 
others in ensuring that the European Parliament is elected. But this European Parliament is, in 
fact, a highly doubtful affair. 

Can we seriously believe that, in this way, we shall be able to stir up enthusiasm for the 
European idea ? For this, after all, is the declared aim of such elections. No, any such attempt 
would be doomed to fail. All we would get was a Parliament elected by a handful of people 
who would in any case have gone to the polls, and the Parliament elected would therdore not 
enjoy much prestige. 
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Now, the advocates of elections at any price, cost what it may, argue that 'This is all very 
well but you do not see the realities. It is we who are the realists. If the Parliament is elected by 
the people it will have such prestige that it will acquire its powers as a matter of course.' 

Now I regard 'realists' who talk like this as dreamers. My friend Mr. Dehousse spoke yester
day about minimalists and maximalists. I do not want to argue about where the maximalists and 
the minimalis:ts are s,iJtting. I should much prefer it if this idea were not introduced into the debate. 
It reminds me too much of the distinction between good and less good Europeans. 

I would say that those who voice doubts do so in Europe's interests and not merely to oppose 
something. They voice doubts in order that the European idea may not be debased. It does seem 
important to me that we should have people in this Parliament capable of sober reflection and of 
expressing their objections in a level-headed way. 

What are we to make of the assertion that the Parliament will only obtain powers by virtue of 
its being directly elected ? I think we are all agreed that these powers will not fall from the skies 
but will have to be fought for. I share the general view that our Parliament shouLd alrea:dy be 
battling for extra powers. It too should be trying to get its powers widened by means of 
consuetudinary law. 

Mention was rightly made of the Common Assembly of the European Coal and Steel Com
munity, which succeeded in acquiring certain new powers. But do not forget, Ladies and Gentle
men, that these powers belonged to no one and were, so to speak, there for the picking. The only 
question was who would be the first to grab them. 

But we are not in the same situation. We are concerned mainly with legislative powers, and 
more especially with budgetary powers, which also fall within the province of the legislative 
authority. These powers are in the firm grip of others. And where else in politics does one see 
tightly clutched powers relinquished without a struggle ? 

Now, the Treaty expressly invests the Council of Ministers with legislative powers, while 
allowing the Commission a say in these matters. The Parliament, however, is not brought into 
the picture. 

It is argued that once the ParEament is elected the Councils will probably be quite willing to 
hand over their powers to it. Such a view says a lot, I must say, for the good faith of those who 
hold it. But if the Councils realize that the Parliament ought to be given legislative powers, why 
are they not now prepared to hand them over to it ? Why wait for direct elections ? 

I hoLd the opposite view. Experience shows that elections are followed by a period of calm. 
The Councils will then ask themselves why they should give up such convenient powers when it is so 
much easier for them to take legislative decisions themselves-in short, why, unless forced to, 
make over these powers to the Pa:rliament ? 

Then there are others-whom I would describe as the real romantics-who hold that the 
people will eventually force the Councils' hand. .But how ? Is it seriously believed that the people 
will rise up in Rome, Paris, Bonn, Brussels or elsewhere solely to oblige the Councils to cede their 
legislative or other powers to the Parliament to whom they rightly belong ? No one can really 
believe this. 

We know too well how-in democra:cies too---public opinion caJn be influenced, and also the 
grounds that can be invoked for getting round it. I do not believe, therefore, that the Parliament's 
powers can be changed by pressure of public opinion. In any case, if it were possible, the public 
could do something aJbout it right away. But ·there is not the faintest sign of such a development. 

The powers could be changed if a Parliament qualified to draw up a constitution were elected. 
There is no doubt that this is quite out of the question. The Treaty offers no scope for this. We 
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could make no headway in that direction ; if we could, we could also alter the constitution, i.e. 
the Treaty, without further ado. 

Alternatively, the Treaty might be amended through negotiations, first with the Councils and 
then with the national Governments. But here again, if this is possible now, why wait till later ? 
I even think that the fact that the Pa!!liament is ready to organize direct elections once its powers 
have been modified, increases the likelihood of something being achieved. 

My friend Mr. Dehousse says that if you ask for everything you get nothing at all, and that 
if you are not for general democratic elections you will have neither elections nor powers. This 
means that we must be ready to indulge in an indirect form of deceit by organizing direct elec
tions, knowing full well that we cannot count on any change in om powers. 

This appea;rs to me extremely risky. As I have said, a backlash among the public wou1d be the 
inevitable result. The consequences for the democratic idea would be equally unfortunate. 

The fact that there have for so long been professedly European Pa:rliaments which, basically, 
have really got nothing to say, is of itself liable to vitiate both democraocy and democratic feelings. 
In the long run, nothing good can come of the fact that hundreds of men and women meet, in a 
spirit of democratic understanding and will, to do no more than make speeches without dedding 
anything. Democracy cannot but suffer. I should like to ask you to think seriously about this. 

If I proffer objections, it is because I think that we are putting both the European and the demo
cratic cause in jeopardy. 

There is one more point. I come from the Federal Republic of Germany. We are struggling 
with the East to secme free elections for the whole of Germany. Yet to show the East that free 
and democratic general elections can be held for something that is basically of minor importance 
is to set the worst possible example. 

In our approach to the East are we not exposing ourselves to a serious danger ? Might it not 
take it into its head to accept free elections, provided they were for nothing more than a Europeaon 
Parliament which they felt had not a thing to say ? This is perfectly conceiva!ble. This is a matter 
that concerns not only Germany but also Europe and the entire free wor1d. 

We should avoid venturing into deep waters by calling upon the masses of democratic voters 
to give its verdict on something which cannot in fact have much importance while it lacks the 
necessary powers. 

I think that we should give this matter a good deal of thought. It is quite easy to race aheaod 
towards Europe and, in the process, to miss our target altogether. This is a real danger. I am all for 
enthusiasm and can myself become enthusiastic about many things. But we must still look soberly 
at the facts and weigh up the consequences of our decisions. 

This has nothing to do with being a 'minimalist' or a 'maximal~st', or a good or bad European. 
These objections spdng f·rom a responsible attitude to democracy. 

We are also told that the Treaty expressly requires us to estaJblish an electoral system and to 
see to it that elections aore held. 

Put this way, I don't think this statement is correct. Legally, it is open to debate. Article 138 
of rthe EEC Treaty, like its equivalents in the other Treaties, does not say when these elections are 
to be held. All it says is that they shall be held. It is for us to examine subject to what conditions 
they should be held and to ensure that these conditions are met. 

Apart from this, the Working Party and Mr. Dehousse agree that Article 138 does not amount 
to an order to be executed immediately and unconditionally. Article 138 does more than simply 
say that 3111 electoral system must be worked out. It stipulates that the elections must be conducted 
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in accordance with a uniform procedure. Now the electoral system does not make prov1s10n for 
such a uniform procedure, and this for plausible reasons. But one cannot proceed on these 
lines unless one admits that there is no legal obligation to hold immediate or complete elections. 
In the present case, the advocates of the draft Convention want elections held as soon as possible 
but only partially. The mandate given by Article 138 is not wholly carried out. 

There is another point. We say that we must stick to the Treaty, that we should not seek any 
change in it, the time for this not having aJ:'Irived. In fact the draft Convention already involves 
a change in the Treaty not prov.ided for in Article 138, namely, the esta1blishment by the elected 
Parliament itself of an electoral system. 

This recognizes the elected Parliament's legislative power in one particular matter. And if we 
believe it possible to obtain legis<lative power for the Parliament, I do not see why we cannot go 
further, why we cannot challenge the Councils of Ministers and the Governments and wrest wider 
legislative powers from them so that our Parliament can really carry out its parliamentary functions. 

There is another reason why I find it hard to accept this draft Convention on elections. 
Mr. Faure has dealt Wlith this question. The Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs 
proposed that .the membership of this Parliament should be tripled. I have serious objections 
to this. Mr. Faure-as skilful in his choice of the telling phrase as he is in marshalling his argu· 
ments-dwelt on the need for the smallest possible constituencies. These alone, he maintained, 
would render an election campaign feas.ible, so that the new Parliament ought to include as many 
repres·entatives as possible--mor·e thll!n 400, i.e. 426. 

Now, aLI this sounds very plausible ; nor will I deny that there is something in it. But even if 
the new Assembly has three times the present membership, we shall still have constituencies far 
larger than those in our national elections. Even if we triple the number of representatives, we 
shall still have constituencies of about 600,000 people. 

There can he no doubt that we must conduct the electoral campaign for the European Parlia
ment on lines quite different from those adopted in national elections. We would, I think, be 
deluding ourselves if we thought otherwise. We ought to mdgel our brains as to how an electoral 
campaign for a European ParLiament should be organized. The progress made in science and modern 
techniques offer us ample enough means and we must-not only should but must-make use of 
them. 

The crucial question is not whether a constituency wouLd contain 600,000 or even 900,000 
inhabitants if the number of representatives were doubled. Compared with the other matters that 
have to be considered, this question, though not unimportant, is a secondary one. 

What should exercise our minds is the thought that if we triple the number of representatives 
in our Parliament-as it is, look at all of us here now, and if we were all here it would be even 
more impressive-we shall not be creating a parliament but a vast heap of men and women. I am 
being blunt, and deliberately so. 

We all know that this Parliament, with its four languages and representatives from six coun
tries, already has difficulty, for purely technical and linguistic reasons, in bringing about the neces
sary understand~ng. When we meet here in plenary session or on the committees we have our 
head-phones and each can understand what the other is saying in his language. But we old parlia
mentarians, we know that the plenary sessions and the committee meetings are not everything, but 
that explanations given in personal conversations in the lobbies are an essential part of the Parlia
ment's work. This is true of all parliaments and must be the same in a European one. 

In this Parliament, which we can take in at a glance, there are enough men and women who 
can understand each other, even i:f at times with some difficulty. By tripling the number of 
representatives we should greatly increase the number of those who could not understand or make 
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themselves understood and would therefore be unable to follow our proceedings. This would lead 
to a very dangerous state of affairs. A parliament must be . made up of members who co-operate 
actively and who share their responsibilities; The more lumber it carries, the harder it will be for 
it to work efficiently and the more likely is it to respond to pressures and to he misused. 

It is all very well to cite other parliaments with perhaps as large a membership. What is 
forgotten is that in these only one language is spoken, so that all members can understand each 
ather and things go mudh more smoothly. But if in a Parliament where four lariguages ace spoken, 
we bring ttogether 426 people, I should Hke to know how things would really work out. 

We should therefore consider whether it is not our responsibility to elect a Parliament endowed 
with powers and capable of using them, and not placed in the terrible situation of being used for 
heaven knows what purposes. That such a danger .exists no one can deny. I think that this 
danger is greater than that of having to conduct a difficult electoral campaign in an outsize 
constituency. Such a campaign would, I believe, be perfectly feasible, however difficult it might 
be. But a parliament as large as that proposed would not work or be able to shoulder its responsi
bilities. 

We should also, I feel, consider the Vliews of the man in the street.. Ask him what he feels 
about tripling the membership of the Parliament at one fell swoop. He would, believe me, 
be anything but delighted. The man in the street would prefer us to show restraint. True mastery 
lies in exercising economy. This is the view of our peoples, or at any rad:e that of the people of· my 
country whom I think I can claim to know very well. 

These ·psychological factors must also be borne in mind. 

This, then, is my opinion : yes, let us hold European elections, direct European elections by 
universal suffrage. But we must take steps to ensure that the necessary preconditions are brought 
into being. 

We are accused of lacking Eaith. Allow me to return the ball to the other court. You do not 
believe that we can succeed in changing the Treaty, in changing the struoture-the unfortunate 
structure-of the EEC, of the European Communities. Whoever has so little faith must despair of 
any further progress. As for myself, I believe that it is those who are prepared to fight for condi
tions that are reasonable and necessary who display the greater faith. I count myself among those 
who ·strive, and 1intend to carry on doing so without flagging, for a Europe founded on a sound 
and solid basis. We must not construct a building on shaky foundations, a building that wiH 
one day totter and collapse in ruins. 

. I beg you to consider very carefully whether you really believe we can build a Europe-even 
if, to start with, .it is only a Europe of the Six-if its parliament assumes non-existent responsibili
ties and nourishes the insidious hope that-be it out of charity or mercy or for some other reason
it will be granted powers to enhance its prestige that it oannot:-<>r so it is asserted-at the 
moment obtain ? 

I at any rate believe we have done a good job, · There can be no doubt ·about it. All the 
men and women who have taken part in it have given of their best. Despite our sometimes 
heated arguments, we have always worked together in a friendly spirit. But we should try not 
to hush up our differences. We should not pretend no objections exist. We should not bury our 
heads •in the sand but should look facts in the face and act accordingly. 

This is why I want a strong parliament, a parliament modest in numbers but ready to make its 
demands where it can assume responsibility and do a useful job. . 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen; our Parliament has not, I regret to 
say, so far had an opportunity of discussing this question. A Working Party has been engaged 
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on it a very long time but apart from this Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs, 
there are a large number of members who are keenly interested in this question and I am among 
those who feel that we are about to take a hasty decision. 

It would be better to put off a decision at this stage because this issue raises too many problems 
and conscientious members ought to have an opportunity of stating their views. 

Mr. Dehousse himself. points out in his report that the Parliament instructed to draw up the 
plans ought, before going into implementing measures, to choose the moment at which to exercise 
the initiative conferred ·on it. 

Mr. Dehousse made it .clear that the Working Party began tits work convinced that the time 
had come to move on to the final stage. My own conviction is quite different, and I shou1d like 
to emphasize that the Treaty empowers us to work out plans. I should at least have appreciated 
it if the Committee on Political Affairs had produced a general design showing how far it was 
desired to go in the initial stage and indicating the stages to follow. 

In fact the Working Party and the Committee acted as though their task was fully accom
pLished with the submission of the draft Convention. 

Certain arguments have furthermore been brought forward which are, to say the least, specula
tive. I should, for my part, like to keep to the essential issue which, I feel, is a problem of parlia
mentary democracy. 

It is a fact that when the ParLiaments ratified the Treaties, they ceded some of their prerogatives 
and delegated some of their powers. 

But to whom ? To a supranational Parliament ? No, to members of national executives ! 
This is something we must change. I belong, it is true, to a Parliament which has from time to 
time delegated powers, but this has always been for a Limited time. We must tackle this issue 
without delay. 

There was a time when, for reasons of eXipediency, we accepted this rough and ready arrange
ment altho!lgh we did stress it was just that. We who want the European Community to become 
a reaLity had to accept the harsh terms of those who want to do the least possible. The Treaties 
reflect the lowest common denominator of governmental views. A Community has not yet come 
into being, and in this respect as well as in regard to the ParLiament a great deal · rematins to be 
put right. 

I am delighted to see that the French text of the draft Convention speaks of elections by 
direct universal suffrage. When we achieved this in Belgium, we spoke of universal suffrage pure 
and simple. We have reached a point where constitutional provisions are no longer a dea:d letter 
but where all power is actually derived from the people. Elections must be by universal suffrage 
pure and simple for a Parliament which should have not merely something but everything to say. 

The preamble to the draft Convention wants the European ParLiament to be brused on the 
freely expressed will· of the peoples. Hence, if the sovereign people freely expresses its will and 
elects you, you ought to have the sovereign rights and powers of a Parliament. It would be 
deceiving the elector and the peoples to go back larter to them and explain : 'We should have 
very much liked to have done this or that but the Treaty reserves this matter to the national 
ministers.' . Do not therefore say : 'Look at what we could achieve if we ha:d a Parlia:ment elected 
by universal suffrage !' 

The struggle for parliamentary prerogatives has been going on for centuries. Why accept now, 
for a European Parlia:ment, a status lower than that of our national Parliaments ? This would be 
a singular kind of progress. 
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If I may paraphrase a famous man, I should say that although no one should expect to get 
back something he hrus given up, we must persevere in our efforts to restore its rights to parlia
mentary democracy. 

The situation must be remedied. I belong to a party whose general council ·has decided that 
this must be done forthwith. Thls calls for a revision of the Treaties, and this must not be incro
duced through the hack-door. Let us not resort to dodges because, no matter how smart we may 
be, our proposals go to the Council and the Council is wily enough to outwit us. After that, the 
ParliaJIDents will have to ratify them. Let us go in then by the front door. 

It would be better if we could have, either now or as soon as possible, a draft Convention 
reflecting our standpoint and our wishes. Let us not forget that once this draft leaves this aJSsembly 
we shall no longer have any power in the matter. We sha:ll then have to put our trust in the 
ministers. · 

The Treaty states that the 'Council shall unanimously decide on the provisions which it shall 
recommend to member States for adoption.' 

In his report, Mr. Battista, aware of this danger, tries l!o rerussure us and to al1ay his own 
fears when he says : 

'It is hard to believe that the Councils could depart appreciably from a proposal by the Parliament 
without consuLting the institution directly concerned or without stating its reasons and discussing 
the wisdom of any amendments made.' 

These are mere wishes ! We must be on our guard against pious wishes and not forget that 
the draft provisions drawn up by us, as European parliamentarians, are issued by the Councils and 
submitted to the national Parliaments without our being able to do anything else but say yes or no. 
No amendments are then possible. 

This Js why we shouLd not try to be too clever. We should not forget the serious obstacles 
that ministers can put in our way and how easy we would be making it for them. The ministers 
made the most of their position in Rome and they will not wiUingly give up what they gained from 
the pwliamentarians, for it would appear, as a general rule, that the characteristic feature of ministers 
is to want to minimize the Parliament's powers and curtail its scope for action. 

We have delegated powers, Mr. President. We must put an end to this delegation of powers. 
If not, we may be accused, and even guilty, of surrendering parliamentary prerogaJt:ives. 

It would not be difficult to think up some good jokes on the subject of our Parliament's 
powers. If I resist the temptation it is partly because it is getting late, but there are other reasons. 
The main one-:-and here I am falling in step with Mr. Metzger--'is that we should not give a 
false impression to the peoples, in whose hands sovereignty lies. In his report Mr. Dehousse included 
a remark wrnch Mr. Vendroux has just quoted : In this age people are not mere objects but per
sons invested with legal rights. If they are no longer objects it is because they can make up their 
own minds. We ought therefore to stand in dread of their opinion if we persist in an attitude 
that would lead us to give up ~he struggle. 

. We should not pursue seeming satisfaction of our demands because H we do, we shall simply 
be strengthening the hand of the Councils, and this could interfere with economic integration. 

It is gratifying to note that Mr. Dehousse takes this Jnto account in his report, although he 
does not set out the full implications : 

'The focal point is the Counoi<l of Ministers which, for all [!he legal formulas, remains a confer
ence of national ministers answerable to their respective ParHaments. We are not sure, as others 
are, that the Council can evolve towards a form closer to the Community concept and ultima
tely become an actual ~nstitution of the Community.' 
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And it is to this Council that we would submit a proposal which falls short of what we would 
like to achieve ! You may be sure that you will get far less. 

I cannot resist quoting our friend Mr. Dehousse once again : 

'The conne~ion between electiions and the powers of the Parliament is too obvious to need under
lining.' 

Nevertheless it as still worthwhile to make an effort to strengthen these powers, but it appears 
to me that some of tihe champions of the draft Convention are befogged by the idea of elections. 

This is borne out by what Mr. Dehousse has to say ; 

'If elections are to make any sense at all they must endow the Par1iament, through direct 
investiture, with a legitimacy 111nd strength from which it wiU dmw political power.' 

These are mere wishes and speculations, nothing more ! 

In the same vein, Mr. de Battista says : 

'The great majority of members (of the Committee) felt that the historic and political signifi
cance of European elections jusnif1ied sacrificing one or other of these principles, and that it was 
essential that the first elections be held promptly under conditions acceptable to Parliaments 
and Governments aHke.' 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I am against sacrificing principles because this means a surrender of 
JJights. 

Mr. Maurice Faure.-What cights ? 

Mr. Smets.-The rights of the Parliament, parliamentary powers. There is a danger that 
we shall sacrifice the substance to the shadow. 

Do not imist on this. The advocates of the draft Gonvention have tried to classify us and 
to label us. This is a mistake. There may be in our midst some who consider that their function 
in this Parliament .is to continue in the campaign waged against the ratification of the Treabies in 
their own parliaments. I am not of their number and hope there are very few of them here. 
For my part, I voted wholeherurtedly for ratification. 

To sum up, there has to be a link between the European ParHament and the national Parlia
ments. Mr. Faure makes this point at least ten times in his report. He was not being repetitious or 
merely careless. 11he fact is that both Mr. Faure and the members of ·the Committee on Poi'itical 
Affairs, for whom he wrote the report, attach grellit importance ro this issue. 

The draft Convention provides for such a link only during the transitJional period ; after that 
it will simply be abolished; unless, of course, there is a new dmft introduced extending the 
arrangement. 

But now I have stavted commenting on the text of the draft Convention, which is a hybrid 
affair. 

Mr. Dehousse spoke of 'maximalists' and 'minimalists'. I do not know into whkh category he 
is put by 'European maximaLists' but I heard one of them criticizing the W orkting Party for passang 
the hat round in all the capitals, collecting whatever people were roind enough to put in, and 
transferring the contents-with nothing added-to the draft Convention. 

I see this draft Convention covered in a dust-sheet and concocted of remote vtiews and pro
found considerations, or, if you prefer, remote cons:i!derations and profound views ; but when you 
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whip the dust-sheet away you find a hlalf-finished job and one, I am convinced, that is fraught with 
dangers for our Parliament because it poses a threat to parliamentary democracy. 

It i:s not reasonable to try to force a vote on this draft. There a1re, I repeat, members who 
are in1lerested in it even though they are not members of the Committee on Political Affairs, but 
they have had no opportunity of voicing their views. Only since yesterday afternoon have they 
had any say in the matter, yet already you want the vote taken on Monday evening or on Tuesday 
evening at the latest. 

There will be a long string of amendments. Let it not be said that those who table ·them 
are engaging in sabotage, as someone has already suggested to me. Not at all. It wou1d have 
been sabotage if these amendments had already been rejected two or three times and had been 
resubmitted .as a del!aying tactic. The truth is that this is the f1irst time all members have the right, 
and the opportunity, to table amendments to show where their views differ. 

I should Hke briefly to indicate !:he gist of some of these amendments. First there are those 
dealing with the number of members. The number proposed is too large. I will not repeat Mr. 
Metzger's comments, with which I am in complete agreement. If we act on the lines indicated 
by the Committee· on PoLitical Affairs, we are going to have a Padia:ment that needs more com
mittees, even though we have today decided that there are too many of them. If each member 
were to sit on only one committee, the committees would have the size of a Belgian provincial 
council and I would defy them to do any pmctical work. You would then begin systematically 
setting up sub-committees and working parties. This would mean that as time went on more and 
more parliamentarians would only come here to endorse committee decisions. This is a threat, a very 
real threat, to democracy. The number of members who do nothing but endorse decisions must 
not be allowed to grow unchecked. 

The position is quite different, as Mr. Metzger explained, in a single country. May I simpJy 
add that however many members there are in a national Parlia1ment, they can still keep right up to 
date with all current business and follow all the quest:ions discussed very closely. 

I would prefer the present stage. Subsequent stages can be left to a Parliament made up, 
in equal numbers, of directly elected represen1Jatives and of members of the national Parliaments. 
After all, dir-ect representation of members of the national Parliaments in the European Parliament 
will long, if not always, be a necessity and will soon become so for all. 

What puzzles me about the draft Convention is that there is no mention of substitutes. 
This idea was none the less brought up in the Belgian Parliament, at the time of the ratifi:cation, 
as well as elsewhere. 

I am in favour of substitutes, provided they are active ones. One often needs somebody smaller 
than oneself ! In Norway, a member of ParHament can give up his seat temporarily to a substi
tute better versed in a particular matter, and the Norwegian ParLiament reaps the benefit. The 
Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe has already followed this example. Why should 
we not do the same for the European Parliament ? 

With regard to direct elections, I quoted earlier a passage from the preamble to the draft 
Convention : 'Resolved to take the freely expressed will of the peoples as the basis of the 
mission entrusted to the European Parliament.' 

From this point of vi·ew the draft Convention merely confirms the situation existing in the 
various countries. To be effective, universal suffrage requires the same rules to be applied every
where. 11he European Parliament must include members of all shades of opinion and not be the 
produot of ingenious manipulation. There should be no exclusiveness but real proportional repre
sentat:ion. 

Could this Parliament tolerate no opposition ? Could. tit not trust its own mpabilities, its 
powers of persuasion ? 
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We cannot go on accepting the present situation where 12 million voters in one country elect 
12 Social Democrat members to this Parliament while dn another country, with more or less the 
same population, 12 million Christian Democra:t voters are electing 28. This anomaly cannot be 
allowed to persist and we must take a firm stand about it. 

If Parliament is to reflect the will of the peoples, it must have the right to recommend 
remedies for situabions harmful to democracy. And yet, at this very moment, many ·are prepared 
to accept a s<ituation where we are not even entitled to frame our own electoral law, something that 
is the prerogative of every parliament. They would be ready to accept direct elections based on a!ll 
electoral ~aw which the executive condescends to bestow on us and over which we in this Parlia
ment have not the slightest influence. 

I am now speaking of those directly elected and still dweUing on the term 'universal suf
frage pure and simple'. I do so, perhaps, with some feeling because I remember the sacrifices my 
parents made to achieve universal suHrage. I belong to organizations that go on an ·annual pil
grimage to the cemeteries where those who fell in the battle for universal suffrage are buried. 
Universal suffrage must not be mutilated. There must not be different systems for direct elec
tions, but the elector·al conditions and the conditions of eligibility must be identical. Absolute 
impartiality of the system of representation must be guaranteed-something, incidentally, which 
requires control over funds used for elect<ion campaigns. 

I favour a contribution towards election expenses but, as I see it, what really matt.ers is that 
the expenditure should be kept within limits and supervised. I should like us to imitate the 
example of the United Kingdom, the largest member of EFTA, where a check is kept over funds 
used in election campaigns, accounts having to be submitted. This would be at least a friendly 
gesture towards the British people, but also a sound and practical measure for our Parliament. 

Another :aspect of the 1impartiality of the system : there must be no national obstacles to the 
presentation of candidates. The European Parliament alone should dedde on the eligibility of its 
members, in the same way as any other parliament. No other authority must be allowed to inter
fere. In our country, there could be no question of this : nothing and no one may come between 
the putting forward of a candidate and his entry into the Parliament. 

Incidentally, I 1am prepared to concede to Mr. Dehousse the slight provisional exception made 
in Belgium, of which I personally cannot approve. 

All this means that I am opposed to Article 8,2. I should also like to be told exactly what 
is meant in Article 12 by the phrase 'subject to cases of established ineligibility laid down by the 
national law'. This ·is •a dangerous pr'ovision because traditions, or so it seems .to me, can become 
established in a moment, even as a result of a short bill passed without the slightest fuss. Our 
assembly should have the l.'ight to recommend adjustment of the electoral laws. 

Article 13 refers to 'the admission of political parties to elections'. What wou1d this mean ? 
It would open the door to all kinds of intrigues and to scores of mischievous interpretations 
because, once the Communist party, say, is banned in one country, nothing would be easier than to 
reach the convenient conclusion that another party .one has reason to fear is pseudo- or neo
Communist. 

I still believe that our Parliament ought to be driven by the freely expressed will of our 
peoples. 

I should like to conclude, Mr. President, by asking once again that we should not classify 
the members of the European PaJrliament as some have been tempted to do even in this House. 
My concern, like yours I am sure, is to build a democrat:ic and prosperous Europe in a world at 
peace. 
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I shall not ask the Rapporteurs to recall Boileau's counsel that a piece of work should be 
gone over twenty times. It would be too easy for them to retort that they have been at it for more 
than a year. But since I have strayed into the Iiterary f,ield, I should like them to consider Moliere's 
example. Moliere, who occupies a place ·among the immortals, rewrote some of his plays as many 
as three times, and it was precisely these that are regarded as his best works, his masterpieces. 

Please bear these observations in mind ; take your time to produce a piece of work better 
than that which now lies before us. 

Mr. Battaglia.-(J) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, as I shall be free to step in again 
when amendments a:re put forwat1d to the draft Convention drawn up by the Working Party and 
the Committee on Political Affairs, I can assure you 1'ight away that I shall be brief, not only 
to meet the wish ex:pressed this morning by our Vice-Ghairm:~Jn, Mr. Fdhrmann, but .also because I 
feel that the value and significance of elections by direct universal suffrage are self-evident. 

Moreover, I beHeve that the arguments in favour have already been explained, and that the 
specifically political significance of a European Parliament directly elected by· the peoples has been 
clearly brought out. These arguments have been presented skilful<ly . and convincingly by the 
Rapporteurs and previous speakers; and I can only endorse what they have h:~Jd to say. 

I personally prefer to comider as self-evident-as they must be to all of us_:_the three basic 
arguments for making this change as a matter of urgency. What are these three arguments ? In 
his excellent speech Mr. Dehousse summed them up in three terms which, though themselves 
abstract, have a highly practical content. 

He said that direct elections are justif:ied by three immutable principles : legitimacy, justice 
and efficiency-legitimacy Jn the sen~e of a real popular representation, i.e. democracy ; just:ice, 
because our Parliament cannot go on shaping the future of our peoples without thdr direct partici
pation ; efficiency, because a ParHament elected in this way will certainly carry much more 
weight than the present one. 

The change in question will not be merely one of electoral arrangements but will have 
ideological and po1itical significance and usher in a new phase on the road to European unifica
tion. If there is one point on which it is perhaps worth dwelling, 'it is that of the psychological 
effect of direct elections on the peoples of our six countries. 

It would be impossible in my opinion to find a better way of publicizing the European idea. 
By calling the voters to the polling booths to elect their representatives to the European Parliament 
we shall bring home fully to them for the first time-repeating the process at every subsequent 
election-the Gommunity aspect, as distinct from the geographical aspect of the word 'Europe'. 
The electorate will feel they are actively taking part in building Europe ; at that moment Europe 
will be born, will become a reality and cease to be merely an ideal. 

The new Europe, the new European system, will pivot about the Parliament as direct repre
sentaVive of the European peoples, and the European district a:s a territorial unit, seat of the 
European institutions and embodiment of a legislative and executive authority no longer national 
but European. It matters little whether this be supranational, federal or confedenal ; the main point 
is that the process of ·integration and unifi·cation should be steadily consolidated and stepped up till 
it has left differing legal structures well behind. In this way we can build a firmly united Europe 
organized as a force directed by a common brain, a common intellect and a common spiJ)it, and 
capable of measuring up, in aU fiields of activity, in research, science and moral, cultural and 
industrial progress, to powers such as the USSR, the USA and China, themselves continents, real 
unions of powers. Direct elections to the European Parliament are therefore a pressing need, even 
though they will ·involve a risk, as Mr. Faure pointed out this morning. · 
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I thus naturally come to a comiderarion of the dtaft Convention which \teconciles the theo
reticaJ and scientific problems with the practical difficulties and with what is really possible a:t this 
juncture. 

The Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs deserve our congoatulations : the 
Working Party for all the work involved in drawing up a draft accepted almost without res•erva
tions by the Committee ; and the Committee for examining the draft with such care. The few 
amendments made s·ay much for the quality of the preliminary work and f.it satisfactorily into the 
draft Convention. 

From a strictly theoretical point of view, the draft Convent•ion may be open to some criticisms, 
all of which, however, arise from its main virtue-namely, that it is a happy po1it·ical compromise 
between European and national needs. We need to remember Europe has to be built in a 
practical way, and that it is we :Europeans who must build it a:nd not a handfu[ of idealists. 
Just as we chose 1a gradual process of integration in preference to political and military union, 
so today we welcome the fact that, given a choice between theoretical perfection and the ptac
tical risks of a purely scientific draft, preference has been given to a compromise. This means 
that we are not •incorrigible ~dealists but really want Europe to be built up step by step. We must 
always stay on the move, never marking time ; at the same time we must re~ist the temptation to 
go ahead too quickly, as this could prove dangerous. 

I must confess that when I first read the draft Convention, the lawyer in me, and the political 
ideaNst -committed to the European ideal, were uppermost. From these standpoints the draft Conven
tion struck me as badly got together ; I found it hard to accept the transitional period or the fact 
that one in three of the members of the new Parliament were to come from the national Parliaments. 
I was very worried aJbout the compatibility of the European mandate with the duties of member 
of parliament or senrutor of .a member State. I was also troubled by the a:bseqce of a unif~rm 
electoral system for . all six count!lies, and of provision for by-elections as 1a means of f.illing seats 
falling vacant. But deeper reflection completely. dispelled my doubts and misgiV'ings. For there 
is one argument that comes before all others and. that cannot be ignored ; namely, that even today 
there is need for vigorous publicity in support of Europe in the national Parliaments a,nd in the 
mem:ber States, and for an intense effort to reconcile national and Community requirements. 

Hence the need for a transitiona:l period during which, by means of the machinery provided, 
the number of top-flight politicians in the service of Europe can be increased without touch 
being lost with the national Parliaments and without the national Parliaments' losing a group of 
men so badly needed in any publicity campaign in support of Europe. 

This is the real case for a transitional period. It would be ;irrelevant to say that it'would 
enable us to apply what had been learned from the first elections, since that exper.ience could 
equally well be acquired without a transitional period. 

From a scientific standpoint, the lack of an electoral Law common to the six countries is 
another drawback of the draft Convention. Politically speaking, however, the solut·ion opted for, 
namely, to refer to national Laws for the implementing provisions, brings the date of the elections 
of the ~irst European Parliament much closer. This is why, on a second reading, I found the draft 
Convention worthy of praise for the moderation; discretion and common sense displayed by its 
authors. 

Moreover, Article 9 of the draft Convention specifies how, when the time comes, uni
formity of the electoral procedure will finally be established. The elected Par1i•ament will lay 
down the provisions governing the election of representatives after the end of the transitional period, 
the principle of direct universal suffrage stipulated in Article 1 being, of course, respected. 

It might be as well, perhaps, to give the wording of Article 9 a more decisive, peremptory 
and inflexible ring. · 
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But what we must at all costs avoid is a transitional pel'iod which is allowed, through sheer 
inertia, to go on indefinitely. We can by all means increase the length of the transition~! period 
and prepare for the subsequent stages, provided we do not succumb to the forces of inertia. 

The best way of overcoming this inertia, while getting the most from maintain1ing the status 
quo, is ro be found, in my opinion, in the bicameral system suggested by Mr. Faure in his 
report. This suggestion, to which I have drawn attention before, continues to have my support. 

The Rapporteur tells us that a few members of the Working Party thought that the indirect 
election of part of the Parltiament could give rise to the nucleus of an Upper House and ultima
tely to a bicameral system. I think the time has come to take a serious look at this possible develop
merit of the structure of our Parliament. It strikes me as one way of averting any clashes of interest 
and the onset of inertia at the end of the transitional period. There is no deny;ing that the bi
cameral . system comes ·into its own precisely when there is a clash between common and private 
interests. In a federal State, the Second Chamber, the 'chamber of nationalities', performs a basic 
function. . While in unitary states the Second Chamber is concerned merely with reviewing, and 
proffering advice on current legislation, in a federal State ·it becomes, as the reflection of the various 
nationalities and as collaborator in performing the functions of that State, the very pillar of the 
system. 

If Europe is ever to be built, its representative institutional structure must lead us to widen 
its Parliament's powers and, inevitably, to introduce a bicamerral system. It is precisely now, when 
we are on the point of adopting the draft Convention for direct elections, that we ought to be 
investigating and di,scussing these questions. We shall be serving the cause of Europe best if, in 
planning for a . Parliament entirely elected by the peoples of Europe, we at the same time make 
provision for it to have a bicameral structure bringing together, within the legisLative assembly of 
Europe, representatives of the individual European nations. 

If we do this-and I am cerl!ain that we shall-we shall have made another great stride to, 
wards our goal---'3: united Europe. 

Mr. Bohy.-(F) Mr. President, Ladiies and Gentlemen, my first concern is to deal with one 
or two remarks made by previous speakers. 

I must first crave your indulgence because my speech is entirely improvised. However, as 
I said before, improvisation-a:t least as to form-is not a bad thing in an assembly in which the 
great danger is a tendency to become academic. The Parliament's mission, and the challenges it 
faces today, require it to win back its parliamentary character in the cut-and-thrust of debate, 
which alone can breathe Life into it and justify its existence. 

This is why, Mr. President, the form and perhaps the structure of my speech will leave much 
to be desired, but I believe that what I have just said may serve as my excuse. 

I began by pointing out that my main concern was to deal briefly with some of the remarks 
made here. Firstly, I cannot see eye to eye with Messrs. Metzger and Smets on their proposals 
for cutting down the number of members stipulated in the draft Convention. 

I f·ind the arguments advanced by Mr. Faure on thi's point highly convincing, and I am sure 
that it will please my friend and opponent Mr. Duvieusart to hear me ·say that, this being the ca·se, 
I shall heed his advice of this morning and not repeat things that have already been well thought 
out and equally well expressed. 

To begin with, I should Like to reassure Mr. Metzger on one point. Eadier this morning he 
seemed to fear that his arguments might be dismissed as petty. I, personally, did not find them 
so. On the contrary, they struck me as substantial and to the point, and well worth thinking 
~bout. If I do not go along with him; it is not because I think his arguments carry no weight. 
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The fact is s<imply that, haV1ing put his and Mr. Faure's arguments in the balance, I found the'latter 
slightly weightier. Faced w.ith a choice, I chose the arguments that seemed to carry the most weight. 

'Jlhis morning, Mr. Smets observed-in perfect good faith, I am sure-that with such a large 
number of members, each of them could belong to only one committee and would thus be 
reduced to idleness, this in turn robbing the Parliament of most of its drive. 

I follow thrs argument and admit there is much to be said for it. Unfortunately, it is not 
arithmetically sound. Mr. Van der Goes van Naters looked into this matter with members of the 
Secretariat. We took as the basis for our inquiry all committees that would be made necessary 
by an increase in the powers of the authorit,ies, commissions and-as a r·esult-of the Parliament 
itself. We then sought the composition most likely to give the best results. Mr. Smets is right 
in fearing committees with too large a membership. It is not on them that the best work is done. 

Our calculations led us to the conclusion that every member of the Parliament would belong 
on average to two committees. So long as we-by our reckoning a third, according to Mr. Smets 
at least half of us----'had to combine our national and Eumpean mandates,-membership of two 
committees would be a heavy burden. We all know, moreover, that there are special or exceptional 
tasks to be carried out, such ~as tha~t performed by the Working Barty, the product of whose pain
staking efforts now lies before us. Some of us, indeed, will be sitting on as many as three commit
tees and wiH a~lready be groaning a little under our burden, something neither stdctly necessary nor, 
perhaps, even desirable. 

I listened to our colleague's speech with considerable interest for it was certainly studded with 
the best intentions. Now that I have set him at ease on this point, I should like to add that, 
while all the other points provide food for thought, on one particular one I am in flat disagree
ment with him. 

Mr. Smets toLd us thi~s morning that he wanted direct elections but only on certain conditions. 
I can well understaJnd this. But when he asks us to <Strike out Article 13, he brackets a reform he 
wholeheartedly supports with an imposs,ible condition. Article 13 was not included following a 
decision of the Working Party. It was put in because we ran up against insuperaJble obstacles in the 
institutional systems of some member States. I am referring to Dutch provisions, on the one hand, 
and to the judgment of the Karlsruhe Court on the other. Here are two legal and institutional facts 
which we simply cannot ignore. 

Mr. Smets has every right to deplore the existence of such institutional provis,ions in certain 
countries. I too, perhaps, feel the same way but that does not a:lter the facts. Either we accept 
Article 13 or else we give up the idea of elections. One way or the other, a choice must be 
made for it is impradicaJble to call simultaneously for elections a~nd for deletion of Article 13. 
For some of us, I know, this is a severe restriction, but it is one imposed by hard facts. The 
facts are there, and until they are substantially changed, we shaH continue to run up against them 
and shall have to come to terms with them as best we can. 

My last comments on previous speeches relate to the remarks made by Mr. Vendroux. Our 
colleague suggests that elections should be preceded by a referecndum. One can always learn from 
Mr. Vendroux ; the clarity and sharpness of his observations are such that one never tires of 
listening to him. If I oppose his ideas, then, it is not because I am biased against him. 

Whii<le I do not really see the point of a referendum, I am very much aware of its snags. 
Indeed, Mr. President, where do we stand as regards the procedure to be followed ? To us it 
appears as a three-stage affair-we are now in the third-yet to an outsider the third stage appears 
to be only a fritction of the £irst : setting up a Working Party ; drawing up a draFt ; discussion, 
amendment and adoption of the draft by the Committee on Political Affairs ; reference back to 
our Parliament, whose task now lies in referring this draft to the Council of Ministers-and 
perhaps the Coundl, after examining it, after making this or that amendment reflecting, perhaps, 
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views expressed by some of us, may have the kindness, the coutbesy-I hope so-to send it back to 
us before drawirig up a final veJ:Ision. Once this has been settled, the ministers will have to sign it 
and pass it for ratification to the national Parliaments, since it will be dealing with a draft treaty. 

The dowment before us is indeed a draft treaty. It was not out of preocoupation with mere 
form that the Working Party-in whose work, though not a member, I participated in a rather 
odd capacity-decided that it shouM be so. From the institutional point of view, this seemed to 
us the most convenient road to success. Sin:ce, after all, we were required to work up an article 
from three treaties, we thought that the best approach would be to prepare a sort of supplemen
tary or auxilirary treaty. 

Thus, we have ail'l the legal arguments on our si,de. There was, however, yet another, this 
time of a poliitical nature. By opting for the form of a 1treaty, we backed the principle of rruti
fkation by the national Parliaments and called upon the peoples to speak through the representa
tives elected by them to take decisions on their behalf. ·In other words, the wishes of Mr. Vendroux 
have been met ; the peoples will make known their views. They wiU do so, however, not through 
the exceptional medium of a referendum-for which I see no justification-but in the form 
customary in a democracy, namely through their freeily chosen and freely elected representatives. 

I am sorry to have to say, in the temporary absence of Mr. Vendroux, that his reasoning 
struck me as singularly weak wthen he tried to justify recourse to the excepl!ional procedure suggested 
by him, and especially when he tded to deal with institutional and constitul!ional objecl:!ions. I am 
sorry to have to tell him that, as far as my own country is concerned at any rate, the constitutional 
dbjection is the overriding one, and that Belgian representatives cannot support our colleague's pro
posed amendment without violating our national Constitution. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-Very good ! 

Mr. Bohy.-Even if he had convinced us, we would have been obliged to counter with 
an absolute non possttmus. But we do not care to follow him for quil!e another reason. 

It seems pamdoxical to me that a parliamentary election in a democracy should be decided 
otherwise than through a parHamentary procedure. · In this respect the proposal contains an apparent 
contradiction which, perhaps, Mr. Vendroux will be able to resolve. Try as I may, I am unable 
to do so. 

I have now achieved my first object, which was to reply to such comments by previous 
speakers as I thought worth taking up. 

My next concern is-if the press will forgive me-to make good what have appeared to be 
a number of inadequacies in recently published press reports. 

Last Satuvday and Sunday, by courtesy of the staff, an informal meeting was hdd in this. halL 
The press barely mentioned this. No:w I hope I may be excused for regarding this meetil).g as impor
tant, for it brought together all the Socialist members of thi's ParHame111t and the lerucUng represent
atives of the Socialist party executives of the Six. 

I do not wish to boast about the views I hold but I beiieve they are shared widely enough to 
warrant vhe interest and attention of our Parliament. I venture to add that Socialist members of 
this Parliament and the leading representatives of the executives I have referred to passed a resolu-
tion unanimously, with two abstentions, on the subject we are discussing. . 

The conference first expresses the view that 'the election of the European Parliament . by 
direct univel'sail suffrage is one of the prerequisites of democmcy'. This means that the basic 
pr.inciple now occupying the centre of our attention is not only absolutely agreed upon but regarded 
as a necessity. 
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The resolution then strongly recommends members of the Parliament's Socialist group-fm, 
happily, it recognizes the individtual'·s freedom of conscience and the right to think for himself 
that goes with it~should come out in favour of elections at any eavly date. 

I shouLd 1ike to dwell for a moment on the phrase 'at an ea:vfy date'. I think that, in spite 
of everything, we can continue caJ1mly with our work. At meetings of the Working Party-which 
I attended under circumstances already descritbed-I heard Mr. Dehousse say several times that 
elections could perhaps be held in 1962 but certruinly in 1963. I would be aU for th~s but I am 
decidedly less hopeful than he is. I helrieve, Mr. President, that we can look forward to this event 
within the next five years. We must all do our best to hurry it on, and I think that the conference 
of Socialist parries was right to call for elections at an early date. 

We must go aheaJd estatblishing the best possilble conditions, carrying out the necessary studies, 
and working out the best arrangements. It is much better to take three months longer to do the 
job properly than to do it less well for the sake of finishing it three months earlier. 

I ha~ve no qualms, therefore, about continuing the perusal of the resolution passed by the 
conference. Thi·s put forward another idea : although the principle is so expHcit and clear-cut 
that any comment would be superfluous, this does not mean that the conference enounced it 
without giving it careful thought. I should like to explain whaJt I mean. 

Mr. President, it is going too far to assert that this Parlrament, over which you preside with 
so much authority, is without powers-a myth that certain people are inclined to sprefi:Jd around. 
Alone .the fa!Ct that not so long ago we amended Article 56 proves that this allegation is unfounded. 
It would be aJbsurd to underestimate the economic and social implications of this exercise of real 
legislative and quasi-institutional authority. 

While, therefore, it is wrong to say that, by virtue of Article 56 of the Treaty and in respect 
of the situation being considered, the Parliament has no powers, we may on the other hand-or so 
I think-assert tihat it does not have all the powers it ought. It is hardly strange, therefore, that 
a section of the Socialist-minded public has misgivings about mobilizing one hundred million 
electors to vote on powers regarded as far too slight. I think that tohe Socialist conference is well 
within its rights in asking that we should continue our efforts to secure wider and more su:bstan
tial pow·ers for the Parliament and we ought to try too meet this request. 

The conference called upon the Socialist group to submit, as soon as possrible, the text of a 
bill for increasing the Parliament's powers. What exactly does this mean ? 

The bHl in questoion would be an institutional instrument having the force of law and, to 
some extent perhaps, constitut:ional force. In what way, Mr. President, wouM you envisage such 
a text ? ProbaJbly, as I do, in two parts. The first part would ruim at increasing our powers within 
the framework of the Treaties. If I did not fear to take up too much of the Parliament's time, and 
if I ha~d not promised to comply wit:h your request that we shouLd try to conclude at a reasonable 
hour and without a night session, I would not hes,itate to go into all the aspects in which these 
powers could be consideralbly-well, at least reasona:bly-incr·eased, without tampering in any way 
with the three Treaties. Perhaps the Parliament has not been sufficiently exacting or forceful over 
thi1s point ; no doubt too the Council of Ministers has not proved a~men:aible enough. 

This is the first point to be looked into. But there is another. If we were to list the increases 
in powers that cou1d be effected under the Treaties, we should not be surprised to f1ind that these 
were still in!lidequate, and woudd therefore try to ascertain what Treaty amendments were needed 
for this purpose. 

You may wonder why I attoach so much importance to this part of the recommendation of the 
Socialist International which met here. I wiU tell you. 
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When the Treaties were drawn up, when most of those here now ratified them, they concerned 
something in the future; the institutions were yet to be set up. The ECSC enjoyed the pvivilege 
of appearing on the scene a little earlier than the other Communities, but all three were erected, 
brick by brick, on brand-new and unce11tain foundations. Only a purblind observer couM fail to 
have noticed that with the passage. of each transitional period proVIided for in the Treaties the 
executives' powers are ,increased, not only in range, but even more in depth. Now, the more these 
powers increas·e, the more they are taken-with ow: consent-out of the hands of national ParLia
ments. One may regret this as I do, or rejoice--it ma~es little difference ! If the powers 
of our Parliament are not widened, it follows that there is an increase in powers not subject to 
the necessary pat'liamentary control. In other words, as ·the powers of the executives grow, wider 
powers for the ParHam.ent become an absolute necessity if we want to safeguard the rights of demo
Cl'acy in matters affecting its basic interests. 

Now, these interests are vital. We are wont to speak here about so many tons of coal or of 
steel, a1bout production, cyclical policy and structural unemployment. But behind these aibsbrac
tions, which the economist in his study grasps as formulas that can be expressed in logarithmic 
form, sta111d the realities~the 1ife, work and chcily bread of individuals. And these indiv~duals 
-our electorate-have the right to know what is being done about their life, their work and their 
daily bread. This Parliament must be theirs. This Pa11Nament must have the power to exercise the 
control essential for safeguavding the livelihood of thos·e from whom it has received its mandate. 

This is the object that should underlie an increase in the powers of the Pa11liament. You Wlill 
therefore understand why a Soei:a1ist conference should have placed the main emphasis on this 
requirement. As I w,as saying earlier, is it reasonable to expeat for one moment that a te:xJI: which, 
by its very nature, is bonnd to assume an institutional character, can be finalized between now and 
Monday, when the Padiament is due to take a vote ? To lay down such a condition is to ask the 
impossible. It is completely out of the question. 

The gap must, however, be filled. First, .I wouM ask the Parliament not to treat this request 
with indcifference. I ask it to set up a wod{!ing party as soon as possible--if necessary, the Socialist 
group ~tself wm take lf:he initia:tive--WI1th a view to drawing up the bill ca1led for by the Socialist con
ference. In the meantime, I repeat, we must fill the gap and show that ours is ndt just a pious wish 
but a definite, firm and honest intention. 

I have reason to believe that Mr. Metzger has a text in mind. I do not know its precise word
ing but I think its contents will .fuLly satisfy our requirements. I hope 'its author will be able to 
complete it and lay it before bhe Parliament. It will t~e the form of a motion but I trust that the 
Parliament will understand the concern I have just eXJpressed and give Mr. Metzger's motion the 
widest support. Only its adoption by a large majovity can allay the m~sgivings felt by some among 
us and enaible tlhem on Monday to cast a vote they might otherwise have withhdd. 

Tihe Socialist conference also expressed two wishes. The first, which may perhaps seem rather 
obscure to you at first sight, was that 'measures be t~en to ensure effective checks on the financing 
of the election campaign'. 

This seemingly cryptk phrase reflects two preoccupations. The draft Convention submitted .by 
the Committee on Polibical Afifairs provides that European elections shall not be held on the 
same date as national elections. This means organizing a campaign for European elections quite 
distinct from national campaigns. 

It is always unpleasant to talk about money-unpleasant but all the same necessary. A party 
like the Socialist party, which derives its main support from ~he workers and the less prosperous 
sections of the population, cannot rely on a steady flow of funds, an:d the costs of an election 
campaign are heavy. 
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It is to be feared, therefore, that other parties might be better equipped for the contest-parties, 
perhaps, that a:re not represented here. We have ha;d some experience of tota1itarian ventures and 
know too well that they were backed by trusts. We are therefor·e justified in feeling concerned 
on . two counts. F~rst as to the cost of the election. campaign itself : I need not dwell on this 
point because ~t seems to me that Artkle 18 of the draft Convention deals adequately with it. 
Then there is the danger, to which I have just al:luded, that at some stage there may come forwand 
politica:l forces-whether honest .or suspect--'-whose f,inancial resources would be such that they 
would crush a party like mine--or Hke yours, Mr. Pleven, for you too c:la~m for your party the 
Vlirtue of poverty. 

We shouM ther·efore like certain measures to be taken-guided, perhaps by British or French 
pracbice-to restrain orgies of publicity whose cost mns tinto millions. As you know, Mr. Presi
dent, our Intern111l Market Committee expressed concern about financial and industrial concentra
tions, and about political pressures they might exercise in some member States. At a time when 
certain ho1ding companies and tmsts are esta])lishing capitaJ concentrat~ons across the frontiers, 
we may surely wonder whether such pressures might not be applied in European elections. The 
Socialist conference wishes this danger to be averted. Perhaps Arttide 18 cou:ld in due course be 
amplified accordingly. · 

The Socialist conference's second wish is that steps should be taken to ensure uniform applica
tion of rules concerning the electorate, eligibility and the imparmaJity of the representative system. 

I should not like for one moment to appear unyielding. It wouLd be a poor return for 
the hospitality shown me by the Working Party in Paris, .Rome and elsewhere if I were to 
forget the real difficulties it faces. When the difficulties over the electoral traditions of the various 
counti:!ies arise from laws, regulations and so forth, one knows how to deal with them ; their 
wording can be amended a:nd their interpretation made more flexible. But electoral practice 
a:lso embodies customs and habtits that do not stem from an institution or arise by chance but are 
the ref:lection of the feelings of a people which we •can only sweep aside at the price of an 
inhuman kind of standardization wholly out of keeping with the spirit that animates us. 

Wdthout wishing in the least to criticize the Working Party and·. th~ Coinmittee on Poiitical 
Affairs, I suggest that !between this human limit, beyond which we must not go, and the limit 
of the regulations, there lies an area insufficiently eX!plored by the Working Party. 

Whatever the merits of the text before us, I believe that Chapter II did not go far enough in 
standardization. My considered opinion is that the Working Party should have gone further even 
at the risk of being forced back by the GoiVernments, on whom we cannot count in our efforts 
to achieve unification. 

It was not, believe me, an obsession with logica:l, geometrical uniformity for ibs own sake that 
prompted the Socia.Jist group to demand greater standardization of procedures. Nor was it a des~re 
to comply with the clause in question calling for a, uniform procedure, while that proposed is not 
un.ifo11m. It ~s something quibe different ; but I shaH not dwell long on this point because a 
number of speakers-Messrs. Smets and Metzger in particuiar-have already referred to it. Our 
concern ~s that the vote of an elector in Sidly should carry the same weight as that of an elector 
in the Frisian Islands, Ostend or Munich. Otherwise we shall not have a real EuropeMl demo
cracy. I realize that such a balance is not easy to establish, but I feel far more ought to be done 
in this direction. 

I believe, Mr. President, I have now dealt with the main difficulties we are up against. I 
listened to the previous speakers with the respect due to every honest opinion. I am aware of the 
task that lies before us and thank the Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs for 
.all the work they have done. I hope you wilJ excuse me for hawng dwelt on what I and like
minded colleagues of mine behleve to be imperfections. Being human, however, our colleagues 
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on the Working Party and on the Committee will realize ·that no offence is intended, for iH that 
is human is imperfect. 

This shows, Mr. President, that our struggle is not yet at an end. This brings to :mind an 
incident from Anatole Ftance's novel 'Penguin Island', to which I should like to allude in the hope 
of raising a smile among you before I sit down again. 

The incident occurred at the time of the Dreyfus Affair. Anatole France introduces a charac
ter whose name I have forgotten but who is a carJcature of Zola, the famous novelist, who, you will 
remember, took an impasSiioned part in the case. In the passage aHuded to, Zola, who was short
sighted, is being chased by a gang of wi1d butchers' boys when he stumbles over a gully-hole 
unfortunately left uncovered. After being mishandled and beaten about, he topples into the ooze 
below. Landed in the sewer, his trousers now in tatters, he starts groping about for his pince
nez but all he encounters ~are the slimy bodties of rats and other unpleasant things. FinaHy, after 
a good deal of reflection, he makes the foUowing observation : 'I am beginning to realize that 
it's going to be a tough struggle.' 

I, too, am beginning to realize that the struggle is going to be tough. But the task before us 
is of such importance that we must take on the difficulties and fight on resolutely. 

I repeat, the originally limited powers of the executivce, which found ill: had sufficient elbow
room, are e:l(jpanding. The parliamentary power of this House must also be increased, and direct 
elections ate the only means of bringing this about, and of endowing the Parliament with power 
and prestige, au~hority and effectiveness. 

I said earlier that this power of control 'Yas perhaps the work, the sweat, the mrdship and the 
bread of mankind. By constantly thinking about the work, sweat, havdship and bread of mankind, 
we shall persevere in our efforts. 

Mrs. Probst.-(D) Mr. President; Ladies and Gentlemen, tthe prov1s10n in the Treaties of 
Rome requiring this assembly to draw up proposals for elections by ,chlrect universal suffrage in 
accovdance with a uniform procedure, is binding to a higher degree than bhe terms of earlier 
European treaties. The earlier version of Article 21. of the ECSC Treaty speaks only of a procedure 
to be determined by each member State. Article 38 of the draft EEC Treaty wanted a democra
tically elected Assembly, whereas the plan for ah ad hoc Assembly .for the European Political 
Communities goes much farther and speaks of a Community law laying down the principles of the 
electoral system. 

The Treaties of Rome want much more. Professor Picella, Secretary General of the Ita:Iian 
Senate, told the Working Party that the Treaties caU quite plainly for election in accordance with a 
unifo11m procedure. 

That the electoral system is part of this uniform procedure the ·experts consulted by us have 
left no reason to doubt. Professor Schlichting of Nijmegen University said at The Hague that 
the electoral system is the main feature of the expression 'uniform procedure' used in the Treaty. 
Professor Martino, one of the authors and signatories of the Treaty, similarly interprets 'uniform 
procedure' to imply a unifo11m electoral system. 

During the discussions it was suggested that the Treaty provisions should not be taken too 
seriously and that ~he ministers had not been deeply concerned aibout uniformity of the procedure. 
The actual text-it was aHeged---JWas a compromise, perhaps even onJy adopted to save time. The 
Govemments had obviously not given sufficient thought to the difficulbies. Indeed-the ~rgument 
wept on-if the ministers had really meant to stipulate a uniform procedure, the inference, in the 
light of the eristing difficulties, must be that they themselves were opposed to :European elections. 
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The obvtious retort to these defeatist argwnents, understandable though they may be at fi:rst 
sight lin view of the difficulties, Js that the Treaties of Rome not: only concerned the Council of 
Ministers but were fuHy endorsed by one Government and the national Parliaments themselves, 
after lengthy debates, through the solemn act of ratificaruon. 

Mr. Bohy has just said that a number of members of our Assembly took part in this ratifica
tion procedure. The fact that the provisions of the Treaties of Rome were ratifried by the national 
Parliaments made them international Treaties ; they are thus constitutive and banding. 

Ladies and Gen:blemen, the task falls on this Parliament, and no one else, because it will be 
easier for us to carry it out-with our smaHer mem!bership of 142 representatives, our close contad 
wibh the national Parliaments and the parliamentary experience on which we can draw-than for a 
much Jarger assembly which, according to what has now been decided, will have 426 members, 
only some of whom wouLd be in direct contact with the national Parliaments, while some would 
not have so wide European and parliamentary experience as disrunguished members of the present 
Parliament. 

I am also convinced that the Treaty requires this Parliament itself to draw up proposals for 
the fdrst elections by direct universal suffrage, and to do this by reference to a common European 
standpoint. 

The Treaty, in fact, makces the first direct elections subject to the drawing up of proposals in 
accordance with a uniform procedure. The assignment is clear-cut; it is one and 'indivisible both 
in a practical sense and as to the timing of its implementation. 

The question that must now be asked ·is whether the ·draft Convention, in its present form, 
is consistent with the requirements of the Treaty. 

There is no dou:bt--and we shouLd give its authors the credit for this-bhat the draft Conven
tion ·contains valuaibie ideas worthy of discussion on a more or less uniform way of dealing with 
specific aspects of electoral law-the number of representatives, eligibility, voting age, incompa
tibilities, length of the legislative peruod, date of the elections, rules governing election eXJpenses, 
and so forth. Nothing, however, is saJd about the specific nature of the uniform procedure-the 
electoral system-so that there is a definite gap in the draft Convention. 

Article 9 states that the future European Parliament is only to law down the provisions govern· 
ing the election of representatives after the end of the transitional period, that is, not before the 
end of the thind stage of the Common Market. Until then the electoral system shall fall within 
the competence of each memlber State. 

In other words, the draft Convention in its present form confines itself to saying that the 
election arrangements are to rbe detenmined by the future Parliament itself at some still unspecified 
date. Nothing at all ~is said any longer a:bout a uniform procedure. 

I am quite sure that if we were to adopt the draft Convention in its present form, it would 
divert us from the task assigned to us by the Treaty, seriously delay its execution, and ev·en faii to 
convey it in its entirety. 

The provisions of Article 9 define the future Parliament's task so vaguely that the forceful 
spirit of Article 138 in its present form wouLd be considerably weakened. As a result neither the 
spirit nor the intention of the Treaty would be complied with. 

To sum up, if this Parliament approved the draft Convention it wouLd lose any influence it 
might have on the composition of the frirst directly elected European Parliament ; and this despite 
the fact that the Treaty-wisely enough and, from the historical point of view, quite naturaMy
expressly wishes it. 
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This is !highly unsatisfactory. I would even agree with Mr. Smets that it would be dangerous. 
It would imply that our Parliament is not prepared, and perhaps even feels that it .is not capable, 
of accepting the. task expressly assigned to it by the Treai!:y. To approve the draft Conventioo 
just as it stands would be to repudiate the only really political assignment issued by the Treaty 
-an assignment of the first order, part constitutive, part legisJavive, which gives fue Par!Jament, 
for the £irst time, a real right of initiative--and to pass it on, in a watered-.down form, to a Parlia
ment of unknown composition at some unspecified and perhaps remote date in the future. 

In 1953 the ad hoc kssembly merely stated that the elecbion arrangements would be deter
mined by the future Parliament itself. But this, Mr. Dehousse, is no excuse for our decision today. 
After aH, we ourselves are the future Parliament to which the ad hoc Assembly ·referred in 1953, 
a Parliament that has been given not only a recommendation but a clear-cut task, namely to draw 
up proposals in accordance with a uniform procedure. 

One coUJld never cite the ad hoc AssembJy in support of a decision after abstaining from esta
blishing uniform principles, at least for the first elections. It was indeed the ad hoc Assembly 
which asked that a law on common elecbions should be drawn up in accordance with uniform 
basic principles. 

Mr. President, I believe that no one in the future wiU relieve us of the responsibility ; nor do 
I believe we can discharge this responsirbUity by transferring it to other bodies. 

There is no real justification for prematurely giving up the struggle. The original report by 
Mr. Schuijt gave only two reasons and I am glad to see they do not reappear in the final version. 

The f,irst argument, which crops us again and again, runs as follows : We want Europe to 
become united as soon as poss~ble ; if we must first change the national la:ws and find common 
soLutions, we shall be holding up the elections to a.n extent for which we cannot accept responsi
biHty. 

This argument sets out from ·a premise that I should like to look into more olosely; namely, 
that the first elections could be held Wlithout changing the national laws. 

I am convinced, Mr. President, that this premise is false. It would be impossible to hold 
the first elections without changing the national laws. Let us take a clear look at the actual situation. 

In Belgium, 212 members are directly elected to the Cha.mber of Representatives. Under the 
draft Convention, 28 members would have to be elected to the European Parliament. , 

In the Federal Republic of Germany 497 members are ·directly elected to the Bundestag. For 
the European Parliament, 72 members would have to be elected. 

In France, 546 members are elected to the National Assem"ly. For the European Parliament,· 
72 members would have to be elected. 

In Italy, 590 members are elected to the Chamber of Deputies. For the European Parliament, 
72 members would harve to be elected. 

In Luxembourg, 52 members are elected to the Chamber of Deputies. For the European Par
liament, 12 members would have to be elected. 

In the Netherlands, 150 members are elected to the Second Chamber of the Sta.tes General. 
For the European Parliament, 28 members would have to be elected. 

The resulbing changes in the ratio of voters to representatives as well as in the size of 
constituencies, would be so great that national electoral laws wouLd have to be brought into line 
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with the new situation arising from European elections. The first European Parliament of the 
transitional period will thus have to be elected under new electorals bws, i.e. national laws, since 
we have decided for the time being not to exercise any influence in this respect. 

These are the sober facts, impartially presented and realistic. I am convinced that the ad hoc 
Assembly, which called for common principles, set out from this down-to-earth appraisal of the 
situation, as dJd the authors of the Treaties of Rome when they called for a uniform procedure for 
the f1rst elections. 

If this essential process of adjustment is to be effective, every member State will obviously 
need to have its harmonization principles. 

I know that experts in electoral law in llhe Federal Republic are already wondening how the 
changes •should be made ·in the German electoral law needed for the first European elections so as 
to prepare for harmonization with the other electoral systems in force in the Community. These 
experts are already calling for a broad European framework within which to carry out their prepara
tory wol'k with the first European Parliament in mind. 

A valuable contnibution could be made by our Parliament if, true to its mandate under the 
Treaty, it helped to distil common principles from the existing electoral laws of our countries for 
submission to their e:x;perts. 

If we do not draw up common bask principles for the first European eLections, il:here is a danger 
that national electoral laws will tend to diverge to such an extent that the newly elected Parliament 
will be unable to esta!blish a common electoral law based on uniform principles. 

Moreover, we ca11not expect the elector to welcome frequent changes .in electoral laws. There 
is one more point : temporary arrangements tend to become pe11manent. It was Mr. Hirsch who 
pointed out thllit a transitional arrangement is likely to become permanent, and this would distort the 
nature of the Parliament as a directly elected assembly. 

We should not underestimate the might of facts, the ·dead weight of what exists. Every elec
toral system has something static a1bout it and does not lend itself easily to change. 

Nor should we overrate the chances of bringing about such changes. Hence the immense 
importance of the first elections, for which a change in system is obviously necessll!ry and not a 
matter of whim. 

Allow me to give you an example taken from history. The disadvantages of the system at 
the time of the Weimar Repttblic-anonymous lists, abstentions from the polls-were recognized 
to make for disunity. The Government Wll!llted to remedy this s1tua:tion, to bring the person
al1ty of representativ;es more to the fore, cut down the size of constituencies and give the voter 
greater influence. The Weimar Parliament, however, did not go along with the· Government. The 
weig~t of the situation as it existed prevailed over the realization of what ought to be done-a 
gruesome example when one considers the appalling consequences that flowed from it. 

The second argument against a uniform electoral procedure was a politicll!l one. Even Mr. 
Wigny, a minister, has for a time served himself of it. It is argued that political divergences 
may anise in relative party strengths in the Community and in individual member States. As to 
this, I should like to draw attention to Mr. Faure's telling retort: So long as such divergences 
reflect a real change in the will of the elector, the process is a natural democratic one and worthy 
of our respect. But the same must apply to the common European standpoints that win acceptance 
at these elections. The criteria in national elections diHer from those in European elections. 
The electors have other ends in view. An example of this is the difference between Land and 
Federal elections in the Federal Republic. 
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AU that has to be feared are the repercussions on the Community and on the national 
Parliaments-the same law appLies to both. These wouLd arise if the new. electoral law was not 
brought cilosely dnto line with the basic principles which bind together member States and the 
Commumty. These must faithfully refJ.ect the will of the electorate, as I believe is at present the 
case in our various countries. 

A case for rejecting. a common European solution cannot, therefore, be deduced from this 
argti.ment. Quite the contrary, the best insurance is to keep the situation well. in hand, har
monize it, and review it in the light of these common basdc principles. 

Let us look through the minutes once again. I took the trouble to go over them. It is 
imposs.Uble to do this without being impressed. Problems have been seriously grappled with, and 
a substantial job of work has been done. As a member of the Working .Party, I should like to 
thank both the chairmen. I hope, Mr. Dehousse, you wiH permit me to say that so far no telling 
argument has been brought against the idea of a we11-thought-out Community solution carefully 
lined up with the situation in member States. On the contrary, ex;perts and representatives of poli
tical bodies have, on balance, been in favour of a uniform procedure and of the common principles. 

I shou1d be very glad if our capable information service would work out the exact percentages 
of 'ayes' and 'noes', for the rumour keeps going around that there were more votes against than 
for. This is not true. A great many arguments were brought fornard lin support of the common 
procedure. Mr. van den Bergh pointed out that a uniform procedure wouLd prevent European 
elections from being unduly influenced by national considerations. Mr. Dehousse spoke to the 
same effect. Professor Schlichting observed that differences in electoral law could lead to the 
situation where representatives of a political party in one country wou1d be elected to the Parlia
ment while the same party Jn another country might be put at a great disadvantage because of a 
different kind of electoral law. 

Force is added to this argument by the existence of a wish to harmonize the programmes of 
the political parties, as has been suggested by a number of eminent persons, among them 
Mr. Romme of the Netherlands. Mr. Schepis holds that every State should create a system broadly 
along the lines of the one in fonce, but differing from it, so as to bring home to the electors the 
European character of the elections. 

The Working Party never interpreted the term . 'uniform procedure' as implying a perfect 
electoral system worked out down to the minutest detail. We all felt, on the contrary, that for 
the f,i1'Sit elections we should simply lay down common basic principles and create a broad, flexible 
framework within which each State could apply tits electoral law either amended or as it stood, 
but a,t all events adjusted to meet the needs of CommOOJity elections. 

We thus find ourselves on the same ground as the ad hoc Assembly which had spoken of 
these common basic principles. Mr. Martino also put the case for them. In Brussels Vice-President 
Marjolin stated that common principles ought already to be established in the first phase because 
this would make it all the easier for the newly elected Parliament to draw up tits electoral law. 

The President of the ItaLian Council of the European Movement also spoke to this effect 
-I do not want to take up too much of your time by mentioning all those who did so-as did 
Mr. Nimla PiceHa, e:x;pert in electoral law, and many others. Mr. Bohy too argued that, although 
national traditions ought not to be violated,· it was quite poss1ble to achieve the objective by means 
of general principles or an outline text. It may perhaps be of some interest to recall that our 
colleague from Luxemboocg, Mr. Mar.gue, also recommended that we should at least draw up com
mon principles eV'en if not straight away a common procedure. 

We fully realized that even the common principles could only be drawn up in so far as 
national traditions were scrupulously respected. I fully endorse Mr. Schuijt's advice that we should 
handle this matter with velvet gloves. I think there is only one approach, namely to set out deducllively, 
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empiri:cally, from the facts and in this way, work our way towards common principles. If we do 
this we shall avoid the discouragement which is otherwise bound to set in if this immense task is 
considered in the abstract, and which has already at times cast a shadow on the Working Party's 
activlities. 

We had excellent material to draw on for our work in the form of a survey of the electoral 
systems of the six countries prepared by the Directorate General P.a:rliamentatry Documentation and 
Informacion. We have also been able to consult eminent experts on elect<M:al law during our visits 
to the various capitals. 

Yet the W orkrng Party itself has never tried to carry out a systematic comparison . of electoral 
systems. You know, Mr. Dehousse, that I should have liked, at least for a time, to change the 
Working Party into a seminar on electoral law at which we could have looked at the results of a 
joint conference of experts from the six ministries of internal affairs, to be ca1led by the Council 
of Ministers, and compared them with our own findings. 

I suggested such a comparative study as long ago as January 1959 at our meeting in Brussels, 
when I asked that the experts from the Six should meet round one ta:ble. I asked the Council of 
Ministers to lend its support because I was convinced this would make the whole task much easier. 
Mr. Carboni spoke to the same effect, and said he hoped that the Governments would give our 
work their full backing. 

In the course of our work, we became aware of one shortcoming: our Parliament is not a 
real Parliament ; what it lacks is an executive. In making laws one needs discussions with a real 
executive as a co-ordinating body. We had to abandon this idea, despite the great support we 
received from the various people and bodies who co-operated with us. 

Allow me briefly to outline the results of a comparatirve study of this kind. 

In Belgium, there is proportional representation coupled with a personalized party-list system. 
The elector may cast his vote for an unaltered list as a whole or preferentially for one candidate. 
The regional situation is taken into account by dividing the country into thirty constituencies, in 
which the list is drawn up and the results of the poJls are evaluated in accor,dance with the 
d'Hondt system, by adding together list votes and personal votes. 

Luxembourg combines proportional representation with a rlargely personalized party-list system. 
In theory, therefore, this differs from the Belgian practice only in degree. The elector can again 
vote for an unaltered list as a whole (having as many votes as there are candidates to be elected) or, 
subject to his not exceeding his total number of votes, he may give two votes to preferred can
didates, from whatever list. He can thus vote on the same 'ticket' for candidat,es belonging to 
different parties, and cumulate votes. Above aLl he can influence the order of candidates elected 
on the list. The regional factors are taken into account by dividing up the country into four cons!Ji
tuencies. The results are ascertained in these constituencies on the basis of an electoral quota. 

l!n the Netherlands there is a combination of proportional representation with a personalized 
party-list system. The elector has :a straightforward personal vote which he can give to a candidate 
on a list signed by twenty-five electors and containing a maximum of thirty candidates. The country 
is divided into eighteen constituencies to take the regionaJ factors into lllccount. The only diffe
rence is :that the count is taken rut a central polint. At this stage the Netherlands becomes a 
single constituency. This is not, however, proportional representation in its purest form. This 
system too is made muoh more flexible by the personal vote and the respect for regional interests. 

Italy also combines proportional representation with the personalized party-Hst system. The 
elector may either vote for an unaltered list as a whole or give up to five preferential votes to candi
dates named on the same list. His decision is respected in that the number of preferential votes 
given to any candidate determines his order on the Hst. The will of the voters thus decides how 
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candidates are ranked. The country is divided into thirty-two constituencies to take the regions 
into account. The results of the polls are determined on the basis of an electoral quota. The 
remaining seats lllre transferred to the national constituency. This system is very like the others. 
All these systems may thus be regarded as similar. A comparison of this kind restores confidence 
as it shows that differences are not as wide as we had feared. 

In France, the majority system results in a high degree of personalization and .regionalization. 
You are all familiar with the system, so that I need say no more. 

As regards the Netherlands, I should add that votes are transferred to the national consbituency. 
Professor Schlichting, the electoral expert, drey.r our attention to the underlying danger, namely, a 
tendency towavds dispersion of votes and to give an advantage to extremist groups. To meet 
this danger, candidates are required to put down a deposit. 

The Fedeml Republic of Germany operates, as you know, a mixed system : personalization is 
ensured rby the fact that the first vote can be given to a candidate in a constituency while the 
second goes to an overall list which is anonymous-a feature absent in other countries and precisely 
one to which we are making no attempt to convert others. The elector cannot voice a personal 
preference. His second vote cannot be used to influence the ranking of an elected candidate. If 
common principles are adopted, this feature of German electoral law will have to be changed. 

To sum up, we regard it as a uniform general principle that the dectoml systems of our 
countries, should, as f,ar as possible, take into account both the personal wishes of the electors and 
regional conditions. 

There are, as Mr. Schlichting has to1d us, systems that combine the majority system with pro
portional representation. I have described a system of this kind for Community elections---as an 
example, not as a perfect model-which is,. broadly speaking, a blend of the legal systems in force 
in Luxembourg and in France and which is applied in practice in a similar form. 

There are simple variants of quite another kind. To give you just an example, with the srame 
vote you give to a candidate under the majorrity ·system, you can at the same time vote for a list 
under proportional representation. This is another way of comlbining the two systems. At the 
same time the voter preserves his ri~ht to vote for the candidate in the constituency. The under
lying considerations are practical and technical, but the main intention remains the same, namely, 
to exercise a personal vote and to take the regional situation into account. 

Mr. Schlichting has confivmed that regionalism, far from being foreign to the European idea, 
i·s of its very essence. 

I shou1d like to propose that these two principles be discussed and decided upon for the pur
poses of the first elections. This would ensure that common principles were applied right from 
the start, and that no restriction was placed on the elector's fundamental right to defend his inte
rests by way of the personal vote and the regional system. This danger might arise if, in 
accomplishing the immense task of amending their electoral law with a view to European elections, 
the States were to feel themselves abandoned by the Community and tempted to take the line 
of least resistance, giving the preference for these elections to anonymous lists at national level. 

Now, I am convinced that we can find a common approach. I agree with a!ll those who have 
said : The last word has not been spoken ; we shaH, indeed, v.re must, carry on. We must combine 
the wisdom and courage necessary to meet the chal:lenge history has issued to us. 

I am convinced, Mr. President, that there is only one course worthy of our Parliament, that 
is, to comply with the provisions of the Treaty and do all in our power to ensure that European 
elections, organized in accordance with a uniform procedure, are he1d at the earliest possible date. 
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Mr. Santero.-(J) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, may I begin with the pleasant 
duty of congratulating the Rapporteurs on their highly praiseworthy efforts ? I thank them aH and 
especially Mr. Dehousse, who, as former Chairman of bhe Working Party, guided its aCtivities 
for fMteen months with such enthusiasm and constancy, and with so much authority, skill and 
friendly understanding. 

In my opinion there can be no doubt either about the desirability or the need for direct 
elections to the European Parliament or ahout the need to hold these elections as soon as possible. 
The people's conscious and active participation in the discussion and handling of European ques
tions will speed up the solution of the major problems of economic integration, and is one of the 
prerequisites of poltitical .integration. 

Only a ParLiament with greater political authority can overcome the obstacles which the experts 
may be held up rby. Moreover, when one thinks rubout it-and as Mr. Dehousse pointed out 
yesterday-it would be into:lera:ble to decide the fate of our peoples almost without their know
ledge. An electoral campaign provides the only means of informing and instructing the European 
citizen. 

The draft Convention before us is the outcome of a well-thought-out attempt to reconoile 
diffevent requirements. Like everything human, it is impe11fect and can be improved upon. 

Some speakers have argued convincingly !!hat the elections can only make sense if the new 
Pa,rliament :is endowed with wider powers. 

Both Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee on Polibical Affairs, and Mr. Dehousse, Rap
porteur, have stated, in their reports and yesterday when they presented them, that all members 
of the Committee and of the Working Party agreed that . these powers should, if possvble, be 
widened right away. 

Two points arise in this connexion. The first is that direct elections will of themselves endow 
the ParJiiament with a degree of legitimacy and strength from which it will be able to derive poli
tical power. The second is that the need to increase its political authority is such that we must 
act as quickly as poss]ble. 

For this we should not lump the difficulties together but rather split them up. This is why 
I think it sounder to separate the convention on elections (drawn up pursuant to the Treaties) 
from -a possible convention calling for further powers-one seeking to satisfy a requirement which, 
logicaJ and urgent though it be, is entirely new and not covered rby the Treaties. 

Other colleagues have criticized the draft Conrvention for not containing a uniform, Commu
nity-wide electora.l system for aH the member States. We have just heard Mrs. Probst's impressive 
comments on this subject. 

. The Wot<king Party and the Committee on Political Affairs felt that it was better to concentrate 
on early .elections than to aim. at perfection ; for this reason they decided to lay down a limited 
number of common principles and to leave their implementation to the domestic law of each 
State. 

It was further decided to get the new Parliament to draw up an elecfunal law for the Com
munity. I would a~dd that if, for the sake of completeness, the Convention should lay down a pro
cedure not only for the first elections but also for the future, I agree with those who maintain 
that the new Parliament. ought to . enjoy absolute authority and to be free to decide on its own 
future, on the length of the transi-tional period, on how and when it will draw up a bill for a 
uniform electoral taw for the whole Community, and so on. 

I shouLd like, Mr. President, to say something aibout Article 3 of the Convention which 
states that during the trans•itional period one third · of the representatives are to be elected or 
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nominated by the national ParHaments from among their own members in accoJ;dance with a pro
cedure laid down by each member State. 

There can be no doubt that until the most important decisions have been taken by the Council of 
l'vfinisters, i.e. by the national Govern;ments, it is the national Parliaments, which exercise control 
over these Governments, that must induce them to forge ruhead with economic and political inte
gration. 

This seems to me to· he the point on which all who have looked into this problem are agreed. 
Hence the view that a certain number of members of the national Parliaments should also sit in 
the European Parliament. It is precisely these members who must ensure that the national Parlia
ments act in the interests of Europe and, by their very presence, that the European Parliament can 
call upon sufficient members enjoying national prestige and of whose parliamentary experience 
there can be no doubt. 

If the entire Assembly were directly elected and if members were able simultaneously to 
hoLd national and European mandates, this requirement would be met. A link would be fol1med 
that was based on the personal identity of a proportion of total members-varying, it is true, but 
probably not less than one third. This wouLd stimulate the candidature of high-caHbre applicants 
with a national reputation, and ensure the gmdual disappearance--in the light of subsequent events 
and experience-of representatives holding two mandates. Furthermore the homogeneity of the 
Parliament would be assured from the outset, and electoral arrangements facilitated. There would 
really be one elected member per rubout 400,000 inhabitants instead of one per 60(),000, as wouLd 
be the case today with only 284 members directly elected. 

For these reasons I began by supporting the direct election of all members of the European 
Parliament with compatibility of twin . mandates. Later, after thinking it over more deeply, I 
decided-and still t'h1nk-that it would be better initiaHy to establish the link with the national 
Parliaments by having a thil!d of the members directly chosen by them. 

It would be better if the national Parliaments fdt directly responsible for the work done 
in the European Parliament, that they should feel responsible, through their chosen representatives, 
for the successes and failures of this Parliament, and be more inclined to hand over to it the powers 
it needs if it is to exercise its parliamentary function. 

This is why I endorse Article 3 of the draft Convention. I feel, however, that this essentirul link 
with the national Parliaments, ensured by the application of Article 3, is sufficient. I am therefore 
sorry that I cannot endorse Article 7, and equally that I feel obliged to stress the serious disadvan
tages to which it couLd give l!ise. Under the provisions of Article 7, during the transitionrul period 
-that is, at a time when the national Parliaments would continue to send us 142 members
representatives directly elected by the people would be able to exercise twin mandates. 

The effect of this prov,isivn would be that the majority of members in the new Parliament 
would be holding two mandates. The Parliament's own work wouLd be liable to take second pbce 
to the business of the six national Parliaments. These would find it difficult to get along with 
so many of their members absent, and not only at plenary sessions but also on committees, since 
several of these meet in one and the same week. Simibrly, the vailua!ble personal contacts between 
members of an assembly comprising representatives of different countries wouLd be more difficult 
to cultivate, as there wouLd be less time for meeting and inevitably a large number of members 
would be absent. This could lead, paradoxically, to our getting, because of the larger number of 
absences, a Parliament not only less effective but also carrying less authority, and therefore in 
a poor position to ca;Ll for, and obtain, wider powers and responsibilities. 

Ther·e is yet another danger. In view of the large number of member:s absenting themselves 
from sessions of the national Parliaments in order to attend the European Parliament and to sit 
on its committees, the Council of Ministers, i.e. the national Governments, might not agree to the 
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tripling of the present membership of the European Parliament. It might be led merely to double 
the number of members of the new Parliament-especially as voices are already being raised in this 
House for a smalJer membership. 

This strikes me as a serious drawback, as even the elections would be put tin peril. After all, 
it is hard to justify direct elections, calling ou.t a hundred million voters, to elect a small number 
of representatives. 

These disaJdvantages, and the danger just alluded to, could be avoided by ruling that two 
mandates cannot be held simultaneously by a member elecred or nominated by a national Parlia
ment, and that a directly elected member must choose between the nxtional and European man
dates. 

Let us now consider the disadvantages arising from my proposed ban on twin mandates. 
It has been said that ~he Euvopean Parliament ought, during the transitional period, to include 
men of wide parliamentary eXiperience. But the 142 memlbers whom the national Parliaments would 
continue to send to the European Parliament would meet this requirement. Moreover, there would 
certa:inly be a number of former parliamentarians holding no office who could get directly elected 
by the people. I even hope t'hat there wou1d be a few parliamentarians holding office who wou1d, 
if given the option, choose the European mandate. 

There is another objection which may, at first sight, appear to carry even more weight, namely, 
that t'he incompat~bility of twin mandates would debar people of authority in the national Parlia
ments and parties. 

I do not think that this objection stands up to criticism because this requirement oan be met 
in every case. There is nothing, for example, to prevent such eminent persons as Mr. Martino 
or Mr. Scelba or Mr. Segni from submitting their candidature, even though we know that, once 
elected, they would choose to exercise their national mandate and would sit in this House as 
nominees of their national Parliaments. 

It is the custom in Italy for leading personalities to stand for election in seV1eral constituencies 
at once, in o11der to add lustre to party lists and pull in more votes. They can stand simultaneously 
for election to the Chamber of Deputies and to the Senate of the Republic. The elector knows 
perfectly well that they Wttll ultimately have to make a choice, but in spite of this he is only too 
hll!ppy to demonstmte his faith in them by giving them his vote. In practice, the seat may be 
filled by the candidate of i!he same party placed second under the party-list system, or by the 
next in Iine in a single-member constituency. 

I believe that t'he holding of two mandates should be made compatible after, rather than 
during, the transitional period, when the 142 parliamentarians wirll no longer be chosen by the 
national Parliaments. This would ensure that the link with the nationaJl Parliaments is not suddenly 
broken off but phased out gradually in the light of subsequent events and experience. 

I believe that of the three weaknesses of our Parlrament-(1) inadequate powers, (2) the 
simultaneous exercise of two mandates, (3) limited membership-the last two could easily be 
remedied by the draft Convention before us. Instead, as it stands at present, it is of help only· 
as regards the lack of sufficient members, a:nd even then only theoretically because, although these 
members may be listed in the ParHrument's Handbook, if they are not free to attend our meetings, 
the work of the new Parliament will not gain much in eFfectiveness. 

I have been struck in recent months by t:he number of members of the European Parlia
ment who have retired from the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe ; this shows the 
difficllllty, aJlmost the impossibility, of e:x;ercising two mandates even for such members-if I may 
quote names-as Mr. Dehousse, Mr. Van der Goes van Naters and Mr. Schuijt, with their out
standing abilities, wide experience and European convictions. 
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It wouLd be better, I think, ~f such colleagues were to make a real effort to continue exercis
ing the two offices ; this woUild help to ensure that the political atmosphere in one assembly did not 
contrast too sharply with that of the other. 

I therefore hope that it w~ll be this new Parliament which will soon send the representatives 
of rhe six member States to the Consultative kssembly, and n:o •longer the national Padiaments. 
After a11, the latter have no grounds for crossing swords with the Consultative Assembly which 
does not ask them to surrender any powers. I admit, that this is hardly the time to go deeply into 
this problem, but I do feel the course I suggest would be the right one. 

At all events, the resignation of these highly experienced colleagues proves that it is impos
sible to buHd a new and united Europe during the few spare moments left to parliamentarians by 
the exercise of their manifold duties, whether in their family or profession, in their political party 
or national Parliament. To attach so litble importance to its wol'k wouLd, I feel, be to set too low 
a value on the European Parliament. 'J1he politicians of the Community must show by deed, and 
not only by word, that one of the major tasks of our time is in fact the creation of a united 
Europe. 

Yesterday, when we were paying tribute to our revered guide and master, Robert Schuman, 
Mr. Faure observed with his customary eloquence, that politicians are aH too ready to Si.lip back 
into the well-worn tracks and Vhat it is hard to break with the past in order to buiLd a different 
future. This is very true, and all the more so for politicians who cannot devote enough time to 
thinking a1bout, and working for, the future. 

It may be argued that it is for government and other experts whose main task is the buillding 
of Europe to study the problems and suggest to the ministers how they could be tackled. With all 
due respect for the work done by experts and offJcials, I venture to suggest that ministers and poli
ticians should tlhemselves Look thoroughly into the various problems and the various solutions, so 
that they can judge them, and pick them out, from a political point of view. 

It is the politicians, Vhe parliamentarians in direct or indi•rect touch with the peoples of the 
Community, who are best placed to interpret the Community's real interests. 11his is why the 
work of politicians, ministers and parliamentarians must be more closely linked with that of the 
officials. 

I should bherefore like to close my remarks by inviting members to ponder over two facts, 
two established ·tru~hs : (1) as a ru:le---ior I realize there are praiseworthy exceptions-representa
tives cannot exercise the European mandate as they should if at the same time they exercise a man
date in their national ParHaments ; (2) it is unreasonable to expect more than a third of the 
members of the European Parliament-that is, more than 142-to get penmission from the national 
Parliaments to devote only such time to nationrul parliamentary work as may be left over from their 
other occupations, including the commitments entailed by their work in the European Panliament. 

I shall be tabling an amendment to replace Article 7 of !!he draft Convention, to the effect that 
during the transitional period, that is, so long as the national Parliaments continue to s·end 142. 
members to the European Parliament, d~rectly elected members sha!ll ·not be a'llowed to hold two 
mandates. My amendment does not sacrifice the possi:ble to the desirable, nor will ·it increase 
the difrficulties that the dmft Convention wiil meet in the CounciJ of Ministers or in the national 
Parliaments. On the contrary, it will consi1derably lessen tlhese difficulties and bring direct elec
tions closer. The election campaign made necessary by these elections wiU give us ·a unique 
opportunity to bring home to our peoples where, how and when their fubure is to be decided. 

Mr. Van Dijk.-(N) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I should like first to con
gratulate members of the Working Party, and pat1ticularly the Ra.pport·eurs, on the heroic efforts 
they must have made to finalize bhe document now before us. 
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I do not wish to follow up the many criticisms heard today. I shall try to faH in with 
Mr. Duvieusart's wish and keep my remarks as brief and as free from repetition as possible. 

In his report Mr. Dehousse says that European elections should impart a salutary shock to the 
peoples of bhe Six, from whose conscious participation alone could spring the will to carry on the 
Community venture in the bee of all the contingendes, clashes of opinion and sectarian interests 
of the moment. 

This shock therapy of Mr. Dehousse is largely responsible for my putting to one side many 
criticisms that sprang to my mind on my first reading of the domments. My experience was the 
same as Mr. Ba!ttaglia's. At the first reading I found i number of ,points to criticize. 'Dhere are 
stiU many poin!ts on which I should like to express criticism. But ~he essence of . the plan sub
mitted to us lies in bringing together the European electors and getting them to fix their ~deas on a 
European policy. I agree with Mr. Dehousse tha:t it may be poss~ble to shock the electors into 
doing a larger share of the work, the brunt of which has so far fallen on the few who have become 
engrossed in it and have themselves taken on responsibility for it. 

If we follow the course now proposed, despite a11 the snags and shortcomings entailed, we 
shall be able to mnsult the great mass of the public on all the problems that arise. 

After looking; more closely into the nature of these elections as they appear in the pro
posal before us, I shouLd like to quote from Mr. Faure. '.The Communities', he says, 'are guided 
by federal principles. Their aim is not to abolish the States but to unite them into a who.Je.' 

Mr. Faure stressed this point Wlhen he submitted his report. His conclusion is that in Com
munity politics we must constantly strike a balance between national and European trends. 

I should like to make a comparison, even bhough it is not whoHy apt, based on the way the 
various electoral systems have developed. 

Every electoral system begins at regional level. In some cases it stays there ; in others a 
different direction is taken and an attempt is made, with the a~d of proportional representation, 
to bring the broad politkaJ element to the fore. We often hear criticisms of these systems from 
both sides. The champions of the regional system complain that matters of general policy are 
too often neglected ; those who live under the proportional representation system complain that 
regional Hnks are suffering. · 

A choke has not been made in the draft Convention. It has been left to the future, namely, 
at the end of the transitional period. Differences will indeed appear between the electoral sysrtems 
of the various countries. In other words, the election of members of the European Pat~Hament will 
involve a series of national elections rather than real European elections. 

Understandably, a good deal of critidsm is heard today. I should have preferred to opt at once 
for a uniform system-at least if this were possible. We should spare a thought for the elector 
to whom we have to explain that he has to vote from a European point of view and consider Euro
pean problems as his own. Can we then confront hhn with a foreign electoral system ? He 
must know whart the eHect of an electorll!l system wiH be. 

Provision is made in the dmft Convention for a transitional period whidh can have an influence 
in two directions. It may give us time to acquire greater ex:perience of electoral systems in the 
light of which to choose a better one. Again-and this has already been pointed out-it may 
lead to the systems applied in the various countries coming more closely into line. 

I come now to the simultaneous exercise of a national and a European mandate. I shall not 
go deeply into the matter as I feel Mr. Santero has adequately outlined the pros and cons. 
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His conclusion is that it would be a good thing if we were to agree to the direct nomina
tion of a third of 1Jhe members by the national Parliaments. He wants to rule out any poss~b~lity of 
elected representa:tives holding a nationrul mandate. I believe-and fear-that this would mean 
shutting out highly capable men and women. 

In my opinion, we should avoid becoming rule-bound. We should place greater reliance on 
the judgement of politicians and leave some matters to them. The members of the political parties 
-whidh, after a:H, are generally the centres of political activity in the varJous oou111t11ies-must 
grasp the significance of any given combinavion and be alble to decide in what cases it is possible 
or not. · · · · 

I do not think it right that we should regulate these matters in advance, down to the last 
detail. It is, after all, a transitional period we are discussing. Let us avail ourselves of it to acquire 
wider experience. 

Much has been said aJbout !:he incompatibility of twin mandates. I should like ro confine my 
remarks to the incompatibility of a European mandate and membership of one of the European 
executives. An exhaustive lecture could be delivered on the constitutional aspects of the subject, 
but I certa~nly have no intention of doing so myself. The solutions preferred vary from one country 
to another. The question is, to which is our preference to be given ? 

One argument for making membership of ·a European executive compat~ble with membership of 
the European Parliament is that this would enhance the poHtical character of the executirve con
cerned. But is this a sound argument for holding two offices under present circumstances ? 

11he European executives are appointed by the Council of Ministers. Subject to certain well
defined conditions, the Parliament may exert its political influence, through a motion of censure, 
forcing that executive to resign as. a body. Assuming the Parliament were actua!lly to do this, what 
would then happen ? What wouLd tihe Council do ? 

' ' ' ; 

The Parliament has no influence orver the Coundl. Would a new executive the!L be set up 
in response to !Uhe Parliament's pol·itical wish ? · Would this political wish be met ? This is some
thing we do not know. 

So long as -the political character of these. executives remains as feeble as it is at present, so 
long as a semi-official-if that is the right word-situation ca.n exist, I do not see how the 
political mandate can be recondled with membership of one of these exeautives. 

A great many objections have been leveil~d at the system now proposed. I will not repeat 
them ; many I can sympathize with and understand. Motions for amendments have been announced. 
I think it would be as well not to derul with them now but wait until they have been tabled. We 
shall probably be better able to discuss them when we embark on an artide-by-article study of the 
draft Convention. · 

In Mr. Sdhuijt's report I find the foli;wing passage :'In every mode~n democr~cy it is one 
of the main tasks of a parliament .to determine the. electoral system, if necessary in co-operation 
with the executive. The Working Party felt that this funda.menta~ly democratic prindple could 
not be violaJted at Europerun level.' . 

This is why the Convention requires the Parliament ·to lay down the new eledtoraJ law once 
the transitional period is over. · 

At the moment, Mr. President, tlhere is something I miss in the proposals before us. In a:ll, 
or at any raJte in the majority of our six countries, legislation is a product of co"operation between 
the people's representatives and the executive, i.e. the government. I feel that the people's repre
senta:tives ought to have a champion in the government ca:mp. The government too must be in a 
position to express its opinion on the biH drawn up and, depending on the circumstances, take the 
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appropriate action ; namely, by resigning or in some o!Jher way. This is what is missing from the 
present proposa~ls. I should be glad if t'he Rapporteurs, who have probably looked into this point, 
would tel<l us more a:bout it. 

One fur~her point on the implementation of the proposaJs on which the Parliament is expected 
to take a decision. As I see it, and if I have read Mr. Dehousse's report on the legal structure 
of the Convention aright, it will be the Governments-or rather, the national Parlia~ments-who 
wiH ultimately decide if this Convention is to be redopted, and if so, in whaJt form. 

Mr. Battista, Oha:irman of the Committee on Political Affairs, writes, 1in his introduction to 
the report, that discussions with the Coundl of Ministers will give rise to many further difficulties. 
He speaks of a shuttle-service. Yesterday Mr. Dehousse said he did not want to discuss this point 
at present, preferring to wait for the right moment after the Convention has been adopted. I 
agree with this. 

I should like now to comment on a number of points in Mr. Battista's report. In sec. 14 
he states : 'But given its wide-ranging character and the publicity accorded to it'~referring to 
public discussion of these reports wi!Jh the Councils-'it seems halldly likely that it could serve to 
smooth over any difficuLties that might arise.' A Httle further, we read : 'It is common know
ledge that contacts with the bodies concerned yield far better results than public meetings, parti
cularly when ·tkklish and complicated issues have to be discussed.' 

The report ~hen suggests that a delegation from the Parliament shouLd take over these discus
sions. This delegaHon could then make its report to the Committee on Political Affairs, and 
presumably the Parliament could be advised thereon. 

I cannot help wondering whether this would be the right way to set about doing things. The 
value of any parliamentary discussion lies in tihe pubHc attention it attracts. I should not feel 
reaHy happy if, a delegation from the Parliament having been sent out---<this is how I understa:nd 
the passage-to mrry out wide-ranging discussions, the Parliament couLd be presented with the fait 
accompli and told, in so many words : Here is an amended Convention reredy for renewed 
discussion. 

A1though I recogni:.>Je the need for preparatory work and discussion in a delegation, I still 
come to this conclusion : The Conv·ention now a:dopted in this Parliament will in due course come 
up for open discussion~in the form in whi·ch it i:s adopted and after being worked o;ver in 
detail-with the Councils of Ministers, after which rhe matter can, if necessary, be looked into 
more closely. 

I do not think, however, that this question shouLd be dea&t wi-th behind closed doors. I hope 
I am mista:ken, as otherwis·e I must stick by this standpoint. 

One of the crucial points of today's debate is whether we are going to have European 
elections with a simultaneous-and therefore insepara:bly linked-widening of the Parliament's 
legislative powers, or European elections coupled with recognition and acceptance of the need f~J<r 
increasing the Pa111ia:ment's powers. The Committee on Political &Hairs finally decided to deal 
wi:th these two points separately. On a propos•al by the Working Party, it stated that while 
it realized that the powers were inadequate, it none the less feels that European elections should 
be given priority. 

Mr. Dehousse states in his report t!hat it wiU be for the Parliament to decide whether deci
sions as to general elections are to be bracketed with the question of the Parlia:ment's powers. 

I should like to say at onGe, Mr. President, that I am not in favour of bracketing the two ques
tions in this rigid fashion. 
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Article 138, 3 of the Treaty e~pressly calls upon the Parliament to draw up proposa,~ls for 
elections by direct universal suffrage. I believe that the Parliament would be failing in its mission 
if it neglected this task. 

The question thrut immediaJtely arises is whether, under present circumstances, it wourkl be 
reasonable, as far as the electors are concerned, nevertheless to organi~e such elections ? 

I hasten to say how glad I was to learn tha:t the question of <tthe PadiaJment' s powers is to 
be discussed as soon as possible. 

I would add, however, that I do not think if we organize general elections under present 
conditions we shall he deceiving the electorate, as Mr. Metzger suggested. The electors can per
fectly well be toLd the truth. 

Mr. Dehousse.-Qurite right ! That happens from time to time. 

Mr. Van Dijk.-(N) I do not think that the Padiament's powers are as slight as is 
asserted. 

The political strength of a pa:rHa:ment depends on bhe forcefuLness with which it is a.bJe to 
pursue its pol'ky. Legislative powers are an effective means of devdoping a parliament's influence 
and political strength, but it must itself widen its political powers. I couLd put it like this : there 
are few parliaJIDents in Europe that only exercise such powers as are assigned to them by law. 
Perhaps I may go more closely into this point. 

I should Jike to compare the position of this Parliament with that of such executive bodies 
as the Councils of Ministers. The ultimate decision rests with the Counci-ls, but if an executive's 
proposals, and a parliament's debates and conclusions, are really sound, it is difficult for the 
Councils of Ministers constantly to disregard these decisions. 

~he great value of paJJ.'fliaJmentary work lies, I think, in the public attention it attracts. When 
it is transacted in pulblic, wihen parliament's wishes are both reason:llble and clear, and the poHcy 
it lays down and r.ecommends is understandable, consistent and clearly defined, I cannot help 
feeling that, even without legislative powel's, it couLd none the less exercise its politieaJl intlluence, 
leaving to one side that its wish-and I say !:Ibis quite bluntly-is to have its powers sanctioned 
by law. 

Pe11haps I may give an exampJe. Our Parliament has a definite part to play in the drawing 
up of the budgets of the Communities. From a legal point of view, this power amounts to very 
Nttle. The Commissions draw up the preliminary draft and the dr.aft budgets themselves are 
drawn up by the Councils of Ministers. In the interval, the Parliament is expected to make known 
its opinion. 

I quote this example because, throughout history, all the powers and respons1bi:lities of parlia
ments have stemmed from bUJdgetary law and tlhe fixing of taxes. 

For years now the Rapporteur of our Budget Committee has been asking the executives to 
provide a policy statement in support of their budgets-in other worrds, to make known their policy 
so that the Parliament can conduct a political debate regarding it. I cannot say that this request 
has so far been ignored because no opjection has ever been raised against it, but the information 
actually provided is of a summary nature and usually .limited to strictly financial details. This is 
highly interesting to financial experts ooncerned with finance but this P.arliaJment, altlhough it too 
fortunately numbers such experts among its members, is first and foremost a political institution 
and must make a point of discussing future policy along wi1th the budgets. PoHcy, after aM, is 
pursued by means of ~he credits voted. 
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The question is, what effect would it have if this Pwlia:ment ,decided, at a given moment, to 
ref,rain from making known its opinion on the ground that it hll!d not received a suitably drawn up 
statement of policy ? 

Then, under the relevant provisions otf the Treaty-I am speaking, of course, hypotheticaUy
the dra;ft budget will be considered as finally ll!dopted, and the mabt:er . as dosed ; I cannot help 
wondering how, at that moment, the politicaJl position of the executives cou1d be r·egarded as parti
culaJJly stJJong. 

In my country there is no provision for votes of confidence or motions of censure-at least 
not in our written constitutional law. Yet it is possible to pass mo~ions of this kind. Their effects 
are not, however, subject to definite rules. Nevertheless, I would strongly advise any Government 
against remaining at the helm once such a motion had been passed. 

I a:m all for the Pavlill!ffient's demanding the powers it regards as necessary if it is to carry 
out its duties ef.fectively. At the sa:me time I think that it must be possible, as a matter of parlia
mentary practice-and this Barliament is made up of experienced parliamentarians and not yet of 
members elected from outside the nationad. ParHaments-and even under the present provisions, 
unsa:tisfadory as they may be,· to exercise political infLuence over the course of events. 

I shoUJld like to make just one observation on a point t!hat was not brought to the fore in the 
reports, namely, where the elector stands 'in relation to these future elections. 

A speciaJl report was envisaged on the subject, the su:bject-ma:tter of which was embodied in 
the plan to introduce a special publicity system for the Community. 

I believe that this is a good idea, because whether or not voters follow the elections with eager 
expectancy and actively participate in them is a question that does not concern our Parliament alone. 
The whole matter must be dealt with in such a way that the ·European voter grasps what is going 
on in our Community. 

I began my speech by pointing out that all this supranational work has been done by a small 
group of individua~ls. Not 1ong ago I was asked a question in this gathering : 'What is it that you 
actually do in Benelux ?' 

The Benelux Union. is itself paJJtly. to bla111e for this, because it has done practically nothing 
to make itself known to the public. As far as the Communities are concerned, therefore, I think 
we should do our utmost, before the elections are heLd, to ensure tlhat the peoples of Europe 
know what ~hey stand for and what they are doing. 

One 'last comment. Publicity of this kind-I hope that the puiblic rellations men wiH forgive 
me-will. always be to some extent unproductive because it must stick as close as possible to 
the facts. 

It is our task as politicians of these European ·Communities to breathe Hf.e and waJJmth into 
these sober facts by imparting to the electorate, to whom we must get much closer, our view, our 
political view, of the work we know is being doo.e here. In defauLt of this personaJl elel;llent, I do 
not believe it will ever be possible so to carry out ·elections as to bring into being a union of 
Eumpean peoples ready and wiJling to work wtholeheartedly for a rea;l European Community. 

Mr. Rubinacci-(1) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, all the problems, all the arguments, 
aH the snags and criticisms th!at h!ave arisen over the draft Conven1:ion have been exhaustively 
investiga!ted by Vhe ComnHt~ee on Political Affairs ,and the Working Paorty set up by it. 

After fifteen months of useful contacts ·and detai,led discussions, we have now before us 
this draft Convention on whrch our Parliament, after careful study, is to pronounce i~s finial judge
ment. It will not, I think do any haJJm if ll!ll these problems, arguments, snags and criticisms are 
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once again aired !before this assembly by one who did not have ·the good fortune to t!a:ke part in 
every phase of Vhis difficult task and who therefore was not involved in the process of bringing 
rhe proposals now before us to a state of mruturity. 

We are here today to hold a general discussion, not only to deal with technkal aspects but 
also-and this is even more important-to arrive 1at a politicaJ assessment of the draft Conven
tion as a whole. I do not hesitate to ·say right ruway-not least to justify the observations I intend 
to make--that ~he Parliament ought to approve this Convention. The Treaty explicitly calls upon 
us to draw up proposals for elections by direct universal sllififrage, and I believe it is our duty to 
oa!l1ry out a11 the tasks assigned to us. ' . , 

As staunch champions of the European idea, of ·the progressive unification of Europe, we 
must set a good example by ·discharging all our responsibilities under the Treaty. I believe that 
alone the obliga~ion to carry out the provisions of the Treaty justifies our voting in favour of the 
draft Convention. 

Like most members of this P,arliJament, I am convinced that direct elections will have a 
marked inf,luence on both the pace and pavtern of gradual deveLopment towal.'ds European unifica
tion. For the first time, the people will be called upon to take a direct interest in this problem. 
For the first time, .the magic word 'European Community' will lbe hea;rd in the sqUJares of aH tlhe 
towns and vi1lages of Europe, awaking an echo in the hearts of our fellow citizens and spurring 
them on to show a practical interest in the varied aspects of our work In other wovds, elections 
by direct suffrage wiH certainly create an imparct on the public and impart a great psychological 
impetus ro the consotruction of Europe. 

It has to be remembered, however___:,a,nd tlhe Committee on PoHtica:l Affairs has not neglected 
this difficulty which it cons1ders must be overcome--that although direct elections can be of help 
in relaunching the un~fication of Europe, after the elections a deep feeling of disappointment 
may set in among •the pUiblic The judgement, at dmes rudimentary, •that the peoples are called 
upon to deliver at the pol•ls may give them the impression that by electing representatives to the 
European Pa;rli.ament they are giving them a mandate, not only to proclaim principles a:nd impart 
a new i•mpetus to politics, but also to do something practical for the unification of Europe. But 
could the directly elected Parliament reaJly do much to bring Euvopean unity nearer ? Unless 
things change, it will be aible to do no more than to -continue exercising political pressure. W:iU 
the weight it ca;rries be so much greater than thai!: of our present one ? 

I do not believe that the directly elected Parliament will acquire a prestige much greater than 
that our present Parliament has succeeded in doing. I know tJha:t much has been said of ~he 
strength of a Pavliament elected by direct universal suffrage, but I feel we would be more realistic, 
and less likely to suffer .di'sll!ppointment, if we scaled down these hopes •to more modest proportions. 

Allow me, Mr. President, to praise the political role which this Parlia:ment--<onstituted as it 
was, and precisely because it was ·so constituted~has succeeded in playing. Within the narrow 
limits set by ·the powers invested in us under tihe Treaty, we have exerdsed legislative power ; 
and we again thank the High Authority of the ECSC for enaibling us to do so under Article 56A 
of the ECSC Treaty. In rendering opinions on specific problems, we have undoUJbtedly exercised the 
powers of consultation invested in u:s on a broad soale. I need only mention the thorny and 
highly important problem of health protection of workers in nuclear. industry and the Social Fund 
of the European Hconomic Community. 

Above all we have e~ercised our power of critical assesSiffient of· reports-in the political, eco
nomic and social fie1ds-passed on to us by the three executives. 

. We have performed these institutional ta:sks and, a:s things stand at present, the future 
directly elected Pal:'Ii!rument will continue to ha'Ve to do so. But we have done something more : 
because we are the product of a synthesis of the national Parliaments, and because our powers of 
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representation deri·ve from bhe representative institutions of our six countries, we have pLayed an 
outstanding political ·role. This Parliam.ent has not merely made this and that law or laid down thi•s 
and that rule, nor has it exercised purely advisory powers. ':Dhis Parliament has perfo11med a poli
tical function of immense significance. 

I would remind you that during the negotiations held here 1last November, a mll went out for 
a co-ordinated foreign policy, that is, the most typica:Hy political premgative of each of our six 
countries. The result___,meetings of the Foreign Ministers at regular intervals-may be a modest one, 
but our ParHa:ment has shown the direction subsequent deve1opments must follow. It was from 
here llhat the i:dea of speeding up the completion of the Common Market •sprang and was 
accepted. It WlaS here that the need for a new policy on relations wibh 'the overseas countries wa:s 
for the first time announced. In other words, the Parliament has •above a11 exercised a political 
function in spurring on and bringing pressure to bear on those respons~ble for uniting Europe 
-the executives, vhe Councils of Ministers and the national Governments. 

I am convinced that this political role is, as I said, closely bound up with the membership 
pattern of this Parliament, to which leading figures of the national Parliaments bring the prestige 
acquired over years, even decades, of service to ·their native countries, and whidh benefits from the 
experience gained by all its members in their national Parliaments. Precisely because membe11s of 
the Euvopean Pavlia:ment be1ong to the national Parliaments-which, after all, hoM the key to 
Europe's future-they have been able, in their respective Parliaments, to bring pressure constantly 
to bear, propagate European views and battle for further progress. 

It is this that I wanted to recall, not so much for the satisfaction that it may afford every one 
of us as to put us on our guard against a radical change which might deprive this Parliament, whose 
function is of so special a natlure, of that combative spirit which is absolutely essential. We must 
bear in mind that Europe will only progress towards unity if our countries, our Parliaments and 
ou:r Governments foUow this mad with detevmination. Thi1s Parliament cannot, and will not be 
able to do anything more than exert pressure. It is at national level tha:t we must wage orur 
campaign. 

This is the view of one who would dearly love to see these problems resolved, if it were 
only possible, on a Community basis. 

I wouLd also recall what many of our colleagues have said about the need simul-taneously to 
tackle-though not necessarily to solve-the problems of ·direct elections and of a fundamental 
change lin the structure of ou:r Community that wouLd enable our Parliament to play a role more 
likely to meet the electorate's wishes. 

I agree with Mr. Battista's shrewd comment that if we try to resolve the two problems together 
we may lessen the chances of rudoption of the Convention on direct European elections. This is 
why I speak of ttheir being tackled-not solved----'simultaneously. 

Mr. Battista will, I hope, permit me to say vhat I f·eel it unwise to get hogged down in specula
tion as to which came first, •the chkken or the egg. We can cut the Gordian knot and, a:s far as 
we in the European Parliament are concerned, set out on the one path open to us-vhat of the 
Convention on direct elections--because the other, i.e. increasing Parliament's powers, is not one 
we can take with the hope of achieving anything practical or useful. We have the right to tell the 
Council, the Govevnments and the nationa.l Parliaments that rhe European Parliament has done irs 
duty. Its task was to make proposals for direct elections, and this it has done. But we must insist 
that direct elecrions are to be ;tJhe first step in a wider development, the first item in a programme 
for speeding up the economic and political integration of Europe. 

But, this must not be lll11 isolated measure. It would be w.rong for those responsible for Europe's 
future to say : 'First let us do this, and later we shall see what will come of it !' Nothing 
will come of it unless we a;rm ourselves wi!Jh a clear and car·efully worked out plan covering the 
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subsequent necessary steps. These steps will depend-some degree of political pressure apart
not on the futur·e of ~he ·directly elected European Parliament but on the political will of the 
nllltional Parliaments, and therefore of the Governments whose duty it is to tmnslate this will into 
action. 

We must urge the Councils of Ministers to tackle a series of important problems w1thout 
delay : t:he Hrst of these is where the official seat is to he located. Direct elections must be held, 
but the people must: also know where the executive organs and the parliamentary representatives 
of this Europe are to establish themselves. We shouLd reaMy be failing in our duty to the peoples 
we are inviting to electoml meetings if we fail to remedy a shortcoming t:hat reflects nothing else 
but a lack of Community spirit. 

Alongside this question, which can be settled within the context of tlhe Treaties, there is 
another problem we have to stUJdy and solve: that of transferring to the Commissions and to the 
European Parliament some of the powers of decision of the Council of Ministers, the only decision
making institution. (This does not, of course apply to t!he High Authority of tlhe ECSC, but does, 
at all events, •apply to the European Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy Com
munity). 

Nor can there be any Community, any real economic or political integration, so long as this 
organization is governed from the top by a conference of national ministers-for that is what the 
present Council of. Ministers amounts to. We need a body with some staJbility of its own, with a 
relatively constant pattern of membership, one whose meetings are always attended by the same 
persons, and where we do not find today t!he Foreign Minister, tomorrow the Finance Minister, and 
the next day the Minister of Trade taking over. 

If we are to endow this Europe with a modicum of even superficial appeal, we rpust start up 
by giving its representative organs at Jeast tJhe beginning of a concr·ete form. 

Having made .these geneml comments, I shouLd like to discuss one or two fundamental issues 
raised by the draft Convention. 

The ma:in point I want to m~e is that I am opposed to any ban on holding more than one 
office. I a:m sorry to disagree here wibh my dear friend and colleague Mr. Santero, whom I regard 
as one of the pioneers of the European Parliament in ltaly. 

We shouLd set out from the principle that we may ventur.e on direct elections in the hope that 
the bulk of the voters will come to the polls, provided that we all go down into ·bhe arena-leading 
representatives of our. national life, prominent figures already sitting on these benches, and influen
tial members of our political parties. Members of the 'Parliament wi11 carry a!ll the more weight in 
this House, and thei:r services to Europe will be all 1the more valu111ble, if they retain dose Hnks 
with national politics rather than cut tJhemselves off from !:hem, so that they can make their voices 
heard, exercise influence and throw their personal prestige into the scale in the national Parlia
ments, in which tJhey can reaHy help the cause of European unity. 

Let it not be said that one couLd conduct an electoral mmpaign and then choose between .the 
European Parliament and the national Parliament. This would be out of the question, if only 
because we shou1d thus be depriving ourselves of a link we must preserve. Again, it is quite certain 
that uhis wouLd be unaccepta~ble to the electorate. I shouLd like here to recaH a personal experience. 
I was a candidate at the 1953 elections to the Italian Chamber of Deputies and Senate, and the 
electorate were kind enough to elect me to both. I opted for the Ohamber of Deputies. When 
I stood again in the 1958 elections, the electorate told me frankly to make a choice beforehand. 
I naturally gave way and was elected to the Chamber of Deputies. I wanted to tell you this to 
illustrate the dilemma we sha:H be faced with if we uphold the principle of incompat~bility of 
offices. 
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I also think we should not overestimate the amount of work we shall have to do in the Euro
pean Parliament ; its voll.lJffie will not be suoh as to prevent members from doing their duty in 
their nation~! Padiaments. Somehow we have managed to forge ahead even with half-empty 
benches ; we have done our duty and furnished plenty of evidence of our good will. It will be 
the same in future, especially if we succeed in preventing thi•s Par.liament from getting too deeply 
immersed in technical questions and ·if we do not confine our work to drawing up reports and 
indulging in a;cademic discussions aJbout words and ideas. We are here to practise politics. In a 
Parliament li:ke this our job •is to discuss resolutions and to vote on them. We are not a technical 
organization such as the ILO or the World Health Organization may be ; nor are we a study 
centre set up .to gather information and go into the finer points of reports and other publications. 

At all events, even if our time is limited-and I am thinking particularly of members exer
cising two mandates-we shall probably be ruble to do an effective job and to enhance the Parlia
ment's reputation. I ·can imagine, on the obher hand, what would happen if this Parliament severed 
all its links with the national Parliaments. It would be m<aJde up of men who were, no doubt, 
highly capable but devoid of experience or rejected by the voters in their own countries. Their 
coming here would only accentuate the very technical a:spect of our work, and would countrilbute 
pr·ecious little to the drive the Parliament needs to bring about the unif·ication of Europe. 

I agree with Mrs. Pr<ibst who has spoken up so strongly for a uniform electoral system. But 
I believe that we should start out with what is possible and that, to begin with, slightly more 
flexible machinery will enable us to make more progress. Otherwise, because some countries may 
find it hard to accept an electoral system other than their own, we may be -a.dding to the difficulty 
of making Europe comprehensible that of explaining how and why elections shouLd be conducted 
in a particular way. 

I have tried to ex;press my views clearly. I am in favour of adopting the Convention. Mr. 
Babtista and the Rapporteurs, who stinted no effort on the Working Party, could have done no 
more. But it must be borne in mind that direct elections will do more harm t!han good to the cause 
of Europe if this historical event is not ll!ccompanied by the gradual and osystematic implementa
tion of a progmmme, previously drawn up in the light of agreements between the Governments 
of our six muntries, giving effect to the measures to which I referred a few moments ago. 

· We have done our duty. With the adoption of the Convention, another book wiU have 
been rudded to the corpus of European laws. The European edifice wiH have gained a little in 
height but will not provide shelter for Europe until it is completed. For the sake of our peoples' 
future prosperity, we must do our utmost to bring about economic integration, which was the 
object of the Treaties of Paris and Rome. Nor shouLd we forget that man lives not by bread alone, 
that we have a host of interests that reach out beyond economics, and that we must preserve the 
legacy of European civilization for handing down to future generations. Hence the need to round 
off the Economic Community by setting up alongside it the Political Community of Federa:l Europe. 

Mr. Le Hodey.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am very glad to have this 
opportunity of congra:tulabing the Working Party, the Gommittee, its Ghairman ~and its Rappor
teurs, not only on the work they have done in drawing up this Convention :but aho on the realism 
they have shown in listening neither to people like Mr. Smets who say : 'European elections now ? ! 
What are you thinking of ?' nor to the enthusiasts who dream of a wnstituent assembly or, 
failing that, a single electoral law, provided it fits in wit:h their own ideas. 

The Working Party have been more reasonarble in choosing a middle course. They have 
given to the teDm 'unifo11m electoral law' a legally bold interpretation. Listening to Mr. Dehousse 
yesterday, I began to wonder whether the French language really makes a distinction between 
'uniformity' and 'divers,ity'. Mr. Dehousse seemed to me at that moment to be not a lawyer but 
a poet, and one who believed the old adage that boredom was born one day of uniformity. 
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Legally, I do not tlhink you are right, but politically you are, and vhat is far more important. 
The argl.l!lil.ent for prpgressive, stage-by-stage standal.'dization of electoral laws strikes me as far 
more seductive than that for holding that uniformity equals diversity. 

The text before us is a good text and a flexible one. The Convention lays down only general 
principles, and ~leaves it to each of the member States how elections are to be carried out, and to 
the future Parliament the onerous task of drawing up the electomllaw. Nothing is more dangerous 
than the craving for perfection we so often encounter in our Ell!t'opean work. Everything must 
be foreseen, every detail settled in advance ; tlhe result is that disputes arise over minor points of 
detail so that the ship, instead of moving forward, runs aground on one sandbank after the 
other. 

I believe, however, that the proposed text calls for a number of comments. Amendments are 
needed. 

In its present foJJm it does not make a sufficient .distinction between the provisions for the 
transitional period and the final provisions. The Committee on Political Affairs discussed this at 
length while in Rome, and Mr. Dehousse provided further explanations in sec. 20 of his report. 
Only yestetday he told us the text would be unintelligible if a distinction were not made between 
the .transitional and final arrangements. 

Let us not forget that the p,arliament will not be able to lay down the electoral law unless the 
Convention gives it the power and authority to do so. The Parliament will not be able to modify 
the final provisions ; that can only be done through a new Convention whkh will have to be 
ratified by the six national Parlliaments. It is thus highly important to make a clear distinction 
because, despite the details provided by Mr. Dehousse in sec. 20, the position is ~till somewhat 
ambiguous. 

As regards the incompati:bili1lies of office set out in Article 8, I would suggest that this 
Article be included in the transitional provisions, for there muM be no quesbion-as paragraph 2 
of that Article provides-of deciding on certain incompatibilities while the European Parliament had 
no authority in the matter. 

As to the question of the incompatibility of a European parliamentary mandate with the 
exercise of other offices, I shall resl.l!lil.e the battle I waged a:t meetings of the Committee on 
Poiltical Affairs and Institutional Questions. 'To err is human, to persevere diabolical.' Well 
then, I shall be di·aJboliml for I do not think it is reasonaible to introduce all the cases of incom
pat~bility that have been provided for, even during the transitional period. 

It does not seem reasonahle to me to make membership of the European Parliament incompa
tible with the exercise of a ministerial office .in one of the member States. We have precedents. 
For ten years one such colleague has been sitting in this House ; I will not mention him by 
name but I will say that he p~ays an outstanding. role here. From time to time he has heLd high 
ministerial office in his own country without this raising a:ny difHculty here. 

Do you believe it wise so to arrange matters that in future our countries will be the poorer 
for no longer being ruble to choose any ministers from among the ranks of the European Parliament, 
or our Parliament the poorer for being unable ro count among its member·s anyone holding 
ministerial office in his own country ? This does not strike me as at all reasonable. What appears 
unacceptruble to me is to try to declare membership of the European Parliament incompatible 
with that of the Commissions or of the High Authru.ity. 

Some members of the Parliament, among them Mr. Van der Goes van Naters, a:re impressed 
by the fa:ct that in several of our countries a member of Parliament may not ho1d ministerial office. 
'this is true ; but the functions of a member of the Commissions or of the High Authority are not 
real ministerial functions. 
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How are these functions going to develop in the future ? These people are going to become 
either officials, high officials or highly-qualified technicians-but still, as officia1s, subject to an 
authority--Qr else real poHtkal leaders shaping the future of the European Communities. These 
are the alternatives. 

For the purpose of building Europe, we should do all in our power to ensure that the Eumpean 
institutions develop into a real European Government. This can only happen if members of the 
Commissions and of the High Authority are elected on the basis of universal suffrage, and keep in 
touch with the electors and with members of the Parliament by themselves belonging to it and 
understanding and sharing its concerns. In this way they wou1d become a force in European policy. 
But if we debar them from our Pavliament, we shall be casting them back into the category of 
European officials. 

This rs one of the most serious decisions provided ,for in the draft Convention. This morning 
Mr. Maurice Faure, as a faithful but neither highly convinced nor highly convincing Rapporteur, 
outlined the views of the Committee on this point, and did so in such a way that I can be certruin 
of his support-and I am very glad of this-when the amendment comes up for public debate. 

What, Mr. President, do we ex;pect from the European elections ? First, the support of the 
general public. Oh, I know that it will not be easy to conduct an election campaign about 
European problems. A campaign centring on local issues is much easier ; these are read<Hy grasped 
by the electors Wlhereas those ~at stake at European level seem to the man in the street as remote 
as the stratosphere. 

Elections remain the only means of arousing the interest of the masses in European problems. 
The obligation to outline problems in simple, readily intelligible terms, the confrontation of view
points, and the polemics of the electoral contest, wiU make of the European electors new Christopher 
Golumbuses. They will discover, however, not America but Europe. 

The first election campaign is bound to be difficult to organize and perhaps more instructive 
than political in character. 

The second aim to be achieved through the European elections is the strengthening of the 
Parliament's authority. 

This brings me in turn, after so many other speakers, to the problem of powers. Before holding 
elections, it is argued, let us increase the Parliament's powers. This is a fadle suggestion some
times made by people who do not want to •see an incr~ease in the powers either of the Parliament 
or of the European institutions. This seems to me to be a classic example of a pointless pre
condition. 

A few moments ago Mr. Rubinacci alluded to the case of the chicken and bhe egg. Where, 
then, should we begin ? We should begin by applying the Treaties before thinking of changing 
them. Yet to increase the Parliament's powers is to amend the Treaties ; to hold European elec
tions, on the other hand, is to apply the Treaties. 

It is easier to apply llhe Treaties than to amend !:hem, and the result is obvious : the elections 
will create powers. Powers will be brought into being by custom and usage and by the moral 
authority enjoyed by the Pavliament. The whole nineteenth century and the British tradition are 
there to prove it-and Mr. Dehousse, incidentally, alluded to this yesterday. 

A Parliament based on univerSial suffrage is bound to wield more power than a co-opted 
assembly, and an authority quite other than that of a delegated assembly. A treaty is not needed 
to give powers to an elected Parliament. It obtains them automatically because universal suffrage 
gives it the authority to do so ; and even if it proved necessary to amend the Treaties, the moral 
authority of an elected Parliament for asking Governments and national Parliaments to make any 
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changes, wou1d he different from that enjoyed by the present Parliament, which holds its powers 
only from the national Parliaments from which it has something to ask. 

At present we have to petition our principals, whereas an elected Parliament will be independent 
of the national Parliaments and better able to deal with them. 

Incidentally, let us examine the objection concerning powers a little more closely. Do you really 
believe our Parliament has so few powers as we tend to imagine ? What does it do with its right 
to table a motion of censure ? With its right to exercise supervision ? What does It do with. its 
real right of interpellation, that is, to put oral questions involving debate vis-a-vis the Commissioos 
and the Councils, under A·rticles 28, 29 and 44 of our Rules of Procedure ? 

Do you nor think that a clearly-defined resolution-Mr. Van Dijk mentioned this a short 
while ago-...,passed by a directly elected ParEament wou1d carry the utmost weight with the Com
munity institutions and the general public, whatever the wording of the Treaties may be ? 

A directly elected Parliament will not convert itself into a convention or a constituent assem
bly ; we are not living in a revolutionary era. But it will be strong enough to insist on being 
given the role that a pat<liament must play in any institution. 

I should like to dose by quoting a famous saying of a well-known author whose name has 
slipped my memory. A short while back Mr. Bohy remembered the name of the author but had 
forgotten the name of the character. But I can no longer remember the name of tlhe author. He 
wrote that the French Revolution was carried out with three Latin words : veto, deficit, unigenitus. 
Let us in turn say that the construction of Europe-to speak of a revolution would be going too 
far-also hinges at present on three words : acceleration, association, elections. 

Acceleration of the Common Market, not only for technical reasons but because it proves that 
the Governments and the peoples sincerely desire to unite the Europe of the Six. 

Association which, if the Community really wills it, if it displays sufficient imagination and 
flexibility, will solve the problems not only of relations between the Six and the Seven, but of the 
new sovereign States in Africa that have been created recently and of the many more that will 
come into existence this year. 

Elections ! Mr. Maurice Faure concluded this morning by saying that they would make Euro
pean unification irreversi:ble. European elections will endow Europe with power delegated not by the 
States but by the peoples. 

Mr. President, I look forward ro the day when the Parliament that takes over from us can say 
that it is sitting-no matter where, for the question of an official seat is not to me of such impor
tance---not rby the will of a treaty but, as Mirabeau put it, by the will of the people. 

Mr. Carboni.-(/} Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I must begin by telling you that 
I a:m persona1ly in a very delicate position : I find myself obliged to make many criticisms of the 
Convention submitted to us but at the same time I am on very good terms with all the members 
of the Working Party, and especially with its Chairman who w:t!s kind enough yesterday to tell us 
that he treasures his activities on the Working Party among some of his happiest memories in a 
political life rich in experience. 

We thank you, Mr. Chairman. May we add that any criticisms we allow ourselves will in no 
way detract from the respect and friendship we feel for you ? 

Having said this, I must say I rell!1ize the appalling difficulty of the task entrusted to the Work
ing Party. There are no grounds for thinking that others, ha;d they been in our place-for I, too, 
was a member--mu1d have done a better job. We have the clearest recollection of those first meet-
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ings held in Brussels under the most ·difficult conditions and beset by uncertainties, and of an 
uninterrupted flow of work the results of which now lie before you. 

I shall make criticisms, both as to form and as rto subject-matter. I shall make them if only 
because, having taken up this attitude on the Working Party, I am anxious to explain it before 
the members of this House who did not follow our work and cannot therefore know how we 
set about things. 

I need not say that I am neitther a 'maximalisf nor a 'minimalist', and neither a good nor 
a bad European ; I am simply a European who believes in Europe and has 'proved as much. I 
therefore need no identity card or pass for this world which seems to me to be reserved exclu
sively for good Europeam. 

The Treaties of Rome assign a clearly defined task to our Parliament : to draw up proposals 
for elections by direct universal suffrrage in accordance with a unifoum procedure in all member 
States. The draft Convention must therefore embody two key features : direct elections and a 
uniform procedure. 

The draft before us does not, however, provide for direct elections. Although bhi'S principle 
is set forth in Article 1 it is withdrawn in Article 3 which states that during a transitional period 
-we shall see later how ingenious this device can be-one third of the members are to be elected 
or nominated by the national Parliaments from among their own members. 

The principle of a uniform procedure is also not respected. There is no need to repeat here 
what ·Mrs. Pr:obst has sa1d about the diversity of electoral systems under which, in the future, a 
European Parliament will be elected. 

These are the different systems in force in the six member States. In reply to Mr. Bohy, who 
asked whether the Sicilian elector's vote would carry the same weight as rhat of an elector in Munich, 
I believe that the answer is No. One will take part in the elections under the German system-an 
interesting blend of personalized voting and proportional representation-and .the other by a different 
method even more dH'ficult to fix, because we have 'two procedures in Italy, one for the Ohamber of 
Deputies and one for the Senate. It ·is for you, Mr. Bohy, to choose the one you prefer. 

I hruve searched in vain for these two key features in the draft Convention. On the other hand, 
I find something else : on a number of points we have gone beyond our rp.andate because we have 
amended the Treaties of Rome in regard to the number of representatives. 

We are thus faced with a draft which, on the one hand, falls short of the aims by virtue 
of which we were given our mandate, and, on the other, goes beyond this mandate in proposing 
amendments to the Tr.eaties, something it has no brief to do. 

So much for the subject-matter. But there are also faults as to form which we cannot simply 
pass by. No doubt changes in the Treaties of Rome, for example, may be justified by the fact that 
if we are to conduct an election campaign, we cannot call on the people to elect a mere handful 
of. representatives. But suoh an amendment ought to have been made the subject of a special 
Article stating that Articles 138 of the EEC Treaty and 108 of the Euratom Treaty were to be 
amended accordingly. After all, such an amendment ·is a precondition, not a consequence, of the 
electoral law. 

I am personally all for clarity and technical perfection, as indeed we all ought to be-otherwise 
we should offer easy targets to the bolts launched by Georges Ripert in his book criticizing parlia
ments which, he asserts, have made profound changes to the Civil Gode without being aware of it. 
I tthink it necessary, when a constitutional rule is being changed, to employ a process in keeping 
with the character of the law to be amended. The first part ought, therefore, to have carefully 
listed all constitutional changes ; this would have shown a proper respect for form and avoided 
any impression that we were trying to smuggle these amendments in, either because we felt that the 
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Governments would not noti<Je them or because we lacked the courage to declare them. Personally, 
I think these changes were necessary, but they should have been made quite openly, and I a:m sorry 
to have to say that proper respect for form was not shown. 

Let us take a brief look at the Articles of the draft Convention. I object to the one that 
states that a nl.llln:ber of representatives must be nominated by the Parliaments ; I will not budge 
in the matter of universal suffr.age. I regard this as the cornerstone of any parLiament, of any 
parliamentary assembly. If our Parliament wants powers with which to face the Governments, it 
will only be able to secure and wield them if they are firmly based on the votes of the people. 
That, after all, is what democracy is about. · · 

It is said that what has been proposed is needed to ensure a Hnk between the national Pll!rlia
ments and the new European Parliament. I think; however, that this co-ordination, this union, can 
perfectly well be achieved if we ac<Jept the proposal made by Mr. Rubinacd, who, unlike Mr. Sane 
tero, does not want membership of a national Parliament to be declared incompati!ble with the 
European parliamentary mandate. It will be for the parties, for the national Parliaments· them
selves, to decide who shall exercise the two mandates. Let us leave the decision to 1Jhem. · This is 
undoubtedly what will happen, if only because it is a requirement of an election campaign that is 
bound in any case to be difficult to organize. It is no easy matter to induce a people to vote 'on a 
Europe of which they still know so little, and ahout which, perhaps, they have false ideas. 

As Mr. Rubinacci said, all leading figures should therefore take part in the election campaign. 
All of us will have to join in the struggle but if one of us knows that-even without holding 
meetings or travelling a step~he will, as an influential member, be nominated by the Pll!rliament 
out of the third of the membership available to it for that purpose, then he is bound to ask him
self, if only from that sense of economy we all possess : Why go through all the trouble of an 
election campaign when I am certain to be nominated by the Parliament ? 

I fear that the campaign would thus be deprived of those very persons who ·coti1d support 
it to the greatest effect. This being the case, I can see no theoretical or practical reason why a third 
of the representatives should be sent by the national Parliaments, whether they be elec;bed or nomi
nated by them. 

It was argued that this would only be for the transitional period. But this term 't-ransitional 
period' is one I do not like. Right from. the start I pointed out .that it was unsuitable, and this for 
several rea;sons. First, it is difficult to say how long the period is to last ; if you read Article 4 
through, I rhink you will not find it easy to explain to me exll!ctly what it means. But there is 
one simple reason why I find it unconvincing: the transitional period is taken over from the 
Treaties of Rome, but there it relates to economic facts, to measures to be taken on customs duties 
or on relations with third countries. Now, we know perfectly well, for it is a reality w~ are expe
riencing, that these transitional periods were based on assumptions since show;n to be false. Indeed, 
the acceleration now being called for with this Parliament's backing r~resents a shortening of one 
of these economic stages. 

Now, it strikes me 'as rather odd to link up the life of the Parliament to acn economic 
relationship affecting the activities of the executive organs. We would therefore be required to 
decide on the life of the future Parliament in the light of an economic factor completely extraneous 
to it. This is why I would prefer not to talk about a transitional period. I wou1d rather say that 
certain rules should be applied for .the first elections, and that it should he· left to the future 
Parliament, which we all hope will reign supreme-as it will because it will stem from: the 
people and therefore enjoy original and direct sovereignty-to decide on its future existence; Is 
it really for us to say in advance what t:hat existence is to be ? 

I find this provision not only incorrect vis-a-vis the future Parliament but also dangerous, all 
the more so because that Parliament's future would depend on changes in economic relations that 
have nothing at all to do with it. 
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Article 14 is another which I shoold Hke our Parliament to consider carefully. It states that 
national elections in the member States may not be held simultaneoosly with European elections. 
Now, only this morning or this afternoon, it was pointed out that lack of funds could land some 
political parties in di,£ficulties. But I should like to add-the comment is not mine, having been 
made by Mr. Bosco in Rome-l!hat we could in this way restrict the power of the head of State of 
our country to dissolve the Parliament and call for new elections in pursuance of the rules govern
ing general elections. 

One muld thus say that it was desirable, in principle at least, that there shoold be no national 
elections ; this should not be made a binding rule, however, as we might run up against a consti
tutional requi-rement and !!his would be a very serious thing. 

Even more disquieting, in my view, is Article 19 which talks of an interim advisory commit
tee to consvst of delegates of Governments and delegates of the European Parliament in equal num
bers. This committee would be empowered to deliver opinions and put forward recommendations 
on the problems encountered in framing and applying the legislation of member States. In other 
words, it wouLd have broad powers to supervise the activities of the Governments and p,arHaments, 
powers it could ex:ercise not only at the request of the foregoing bodies but also on its own initia
tive if dedded by a qualified majority. 

Frankly I do not see how the national Parliaments could allow a committee, half of whose 
members were representatives of their own Governments, to interfere in their work and render 
opinions, and I know not what besides, on their legisl<at:i'Ve activities through a qualified majority. 

I know that Mr. Scelba approved of this Article when it was discussed in Rome, but he thou~t 
that it referr·ed to one df those parliamentary committees set up to help governments during elec
tions with opinions and recommendations. In fact the matter is far more serious because the 
committee in question is one half of whose members would be government representatives and 
which could intervene at legislative level. 

I therefore feel dlat this provision would encroach considerably on the sovereignty of the 
nat:ional Parliaments, and I doubt whether the Governments woold have the courage to propose 
it, or the Parliaments the majorities to accept it. 

I believe, Mr. President, that within the limits I set myself, I !have been very brief. I should 
like to make one last statement. I am extraordinarily lucky. Hardly one of my propOS'als-and 
I make enough of them !-arouses the slightest response ; almost all fall on deaf ears. I am in 
good company, however; my experience is shared by Mrs. Probst and Mr. Metzger and many 
others. I did not speak because I want my ideas to be taken up. I only spoke because I felt the 
need to do so, to do my duty as someone who wants these questions to be resolved but who 
knows in his heart of hearts tihat anything really worth doing takes time. I do not mean by this 
that the draft Convention shouLd be rewritten like Moliere's comedies, three times. Yet it is 
certain that this draft must be re-examined 1f ours is ~o be a real Parliament, both 'in its constitu
tion---that is, elected by the people-and in its powers-4:ihat is, sovereign-and if it is to be 
a worthy successor to the present Parliament to whkh we feel so much attached. 

Mr. Kopf.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the mandate given in Article 138 
of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community and in the corresponding Articles 
of the other Treaties is, by its very nature, a political one. The report which the Committee on 
Political Affairs has submitted is one of outstanding political significance. European eledions must 
be seen from a political standpoint. 

Legal and technical experience, of course, plays a great part in the drawing up and appre
dation of the draft Convention. But we should never forget that the authors of the Treaties of 
Rome, our Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs have regarded our work as 
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primarily political, designed to promote the union of our countries and to give the European 
Parliament greater political importance through the introduction of direct elections. 

The mandate of this new Parliament will be directly conferred by the peoples and not by the 
Parliaments of our six countries. 11his i'S romething quite new. 

The elections leading up to the constitution of the new Parliament will be conducted on the 
basi'S of political programmes with political ends in view. They will help to awaken an interest in 
European questions among many sections of the public in our countries whi·ch have so far dis
played a certain indiFference to the activities of our Parliament. Indeed, programmes of European 
scope must be presented, and European viewpoints brought home to the electorate. 

Against this background I welcome the work which the Committee on Political Affairs and 
the Working Party rhave submitted to us, for I see this as a contribution to the political unification 
of Europe. I shou1d particularly like to thank those who have been largely responsible for this 
success : Mr. Dehousse, Mr. Batti'Sta and the former Chairman and the Rapporteurs. 

I would add, however, vhat this recognition of what has been achieved does not dispose of 
the need for us to make certain criticisms. 

It is true that the Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs were not in a ·posi
tion to carry out their task fully or as well as it ought to be done, and that the draft Convention 
leaves it to the member States t:o make the necessary arrangements for European elections during 1lhe 
transitional period. 

I should have been very happy if it had been possible to introduce a common electoral sys
tem for these first European elections or to issue directives as a basis for !Jhe procedure. This, 
however, proved imposs1ble. Several •speakers have said they find this regrettable, and have drawn 
attention to shortcomings •in .the draft Convention. Some rhave asked whether it would not be 
better to refer it back to the Committee. We should look to the future, however, not into the 
past. We shouLd be more hopeful about the effects of the first European elections provided for 
in our draft Convention. 

It would not therefore be a good ~dea to get the organs of our Parliament to make good this 
deficiency. In any case I do not believe ·it could be compared to Penelope's trick of constantly 
weaving and then unpicking the shroud. On ·the contrary, I think that maiking good the deficiency 
would be the same as if Penelope were to finish the ga11ment. 

In spite of everything I have faith •in the future, and I hope that this draft Convention will 
be adopted. I am convinced that this first Parliament, elected on a European basis throug!h the 
direct mandate of our electors, will give our European idea such a powerful political impetus that 
we are justified in adopting this draft Convention even if we do leave the initiati¥e to the 
member States during the transitional period. 

The Working Party and 1lhe Committee on Political Affairs often discussed the link between 
direct European elections and the w1dening of Parliament''S powers. The connexion exisving between 
the two has indeed been repeatedly pointed out. Both the Working Party and the Committee 
felt, however, that the two issues should, as stated in sec. 6 of Mr. Ba;ttista's report, be dealt 
with separately. 

I cannot agree with the speakers who said that widening the powers of our Parliament was a 
prerequis·ite for introducing direct elections. At the same time I do not think it is right to embark 
on European elections without regard for their results in connexion with the question of wider 
powers. Our Parliament should pursue these two objectives simultaneously. 

One of the reports refers to the need for a certain strategy. It may be agreed that a single, 
clearly recognized objective is easier to attain if a second dbjective is not pursued at the same time. 
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Yet ·there is such a dose relation between wider powers and the effectiveness of a directly elected 
European Parliament that I consider the two aims should be pursued simultaneously. I conceive it 
possible that once the first European elections are under way or the draft Convention is ratified, 
an attempt will be made to widen these powers to some extent, for example in the fieLd of Com
munity budgetary law. 

Indeed, when we look at certain provisions of bhe draft Convention, we are struck by the need 
for ·such a synchronized procedure. I should like to quote two examples of this inherent con
nexion between the two measures. 

Under the draft Convention, the number of members in the future Parliament is to be 
tripled, that is to say, incveased to 426. This number is, of course, not too high for a Parliament 
worthy of the name. A Parliament of the countries of our Community to which far-reaching 
legislative tasks are entrusted, would never be too large with a membership of 426, a number 
smaller than in many of our national Parliaments. 

The question, however, is whether this number would still be suitable if we had failed to 
widen our powers sufficiently by then. 

We have both the desire and the will ·to secure this increase in our powers but we cannot say 
when this will be. 

It would therefore have been as well to go forwal'd step by step and to start off with a smaller 
membership, say with double the present figure, at least for the transitional period during which 
the Parliament's powers will not have been increased sufficiently if at all. We could then have left 
it to this Parliament, to whkh we will have transferred extensive authority for organizing the future 
elections, to take a decision on increasing !'he number of its members in anticipation of the time 
when its powers are adequately increased. 

Another example of the connexion between increasing the Parliament's powers and having 
it directly elected is the question of gearing the national Parliaments to the European Parliament. 
After lengthy discussions it was laid down that for the transitional period a third of the members 
of !'he future Parliament should be elected by the national Parliaments. I consider this right. 
But here again it can be argued that separating the future European Parliament completely from 
the national Parliaments, and thus doing away with this gearing, will be justified only when the 
future Parliament has far-reaching powers. Once it achieves complete independence and has 
powers comparable to those of a national Parliament, it will be able to assert its right to plan its 
own existence. Then •it will no longer be necessary for some of its members to belong to national 
Parliaments ; the European Parliament will be able to lead its own existence as a padiament of the 
peoples and countries united in our Community. 

But this goal is ·still a long way off, and the distance will have to be covered in stages. 

I wonder if it was a good idea to link up the gearing we have provided for so a.r:bitrarily to 
the transitional period, which more or less coincides with the transitional period in the Co!l:l)mon 
Market. We hope that our Parliament will be given adequate powers long before t:he end of this 
period. We may perhaps then give up this link ; but even at the end of this period we may 
still not have rudequate powers, and shall therefore be obliged to preserve it. 

What worries me ·is ~he introduction of this limited transitional period coinciding more or 
less wi~h that provided for under 1the EEC Treaty. (We have provided for a starting date a,nd an 
expiry date, and may expect to reach the end in 1970, if not a little sooner.) Such a trans·itional 
period is a fixed term which does not allow of our doing full justice to our particular problem, 
namely, that of the inherent connexion between the range of powers and ~he activities of our 
Parliament. 
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I was glad to note that the declaration of intent on which Mr. Metzger commented this 
morning, reflects a concern we all share. Mr. Metzger says in hi<s report that the associated ter·ri
tories should cease to be mere dbjects of our solicitude and increasingly become res·ponsible subjects 
actively engaged in co-operation. It is therefore both right and consistent with our common wish 
that we foster relations with representatives of the associated territories, some of whom have already 
entered on their parliamentary activities while others a:re about to do so. The 'declaration of intent 
ex;presses a number of wishes which I wholeheartedly endorse. 

By adopting this draft Convention we shall simply be carrying out the task assigned to us, 
afterwards passing the draft on to the Council of Ministers or the Ministers for further discussion. 
But before it leaves our hands we should ask that before the Convention is finally signed, this 
House should be given a further opportunity to come back to this draft to be discussed and settled 
by the Ministers. 

The fact that we intend to leave· it to the member States to make the electoral arrangements 
under their own laws during the transitional period, should not induce us once. again to make 
good this deficiency. We shou1d, however, devote our ·interest, care and hope to the subsequent 
shaping of the draft Convention. Its next stage will be the governmental one. It would be desirable, 
at some point following the provisional conclusion of this governmental activity but preceding 
the final signature of the draft Convention, for the Parliament to be given an opportunity of 
coming back to it for the purpose of making critical yet constructive comments thereon. 

Mrs. Probst expressed the wish that during the rransitional period an attempt should be made 
to bring the electoral procedures in the six member countries more closely into Iine. I a:m aware 
of the difficulties raised by the discussion of this question on the Working Party and on the 
Committee for Political Affairs. On the other hand, it is instructive to compa:re existing electoral 
systems. One finds that they are not after all so very diFferent, that several countries have not 
got pure proportional representation but that their systems have been personalized in certain respects. 

I shall not ma:ke any practical proposal ; but when we come to a:dopting this draft Convention 
it might be wortrh embodying in a resolution a wish for some measure of ha11monization of electoral 
systems even during the transitional period. 1 also . wonder whether it would not, after all, still be 
possible to establish certain .principles, though not details, on which we might agree. 

We should also take advantage of the adoption of this draft Convention to reiterate our 
desire for an adequate increase in the powers of this Parliament. 

I should Hke, Ladies and Gentlemen, to support this draft Convention in spite of all the 1m
perfections to which I have alluded. If I do so, it is because it represents for me a step into the 
future, a means of consolidating the Community not only of our countries but also of our peoples, 
and of bringing nearer the goal of co-operation between our peoples united in the Community. 

Mr. Micara.-(1) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, our attention, as I see it, should 
not be focused so much on trhe formal, legal. .or technkal aspects of the draft Convention on direct 
elections to .the Parliament a:s on the political aspects. 

The Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs have drawn up a text with which 
I am in full agreement .. They worked on this for fifteen months ; trhey consulted government 
representatives, political leaders and experts in these matters. . The results of their . work can be 
seen in this draft Convention which I do not think could be bettered at present ; ' we have every 
reason for satisfaction and to thank our colleagues for the sterling work they have done. 

If we examine the draft Convention in detail, we may find tJhat it is imperfect and falls short 
of certain wishes and requirements of each one of us ; ·but the mechanics of the Articles should 
not cause us to lose sight of the primary poliuical aim of our action, and it is this political will 
of ours that must be the driving element of the draft Convention. · 
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There is no point in aur dividing up into maximalists and minimalists or into good or billd 
Europeans, as has been suggested. This draft Convention is a realistic compromi·se between the 
desirable and the possible, as Mr. Dehousse so rightly pointed out. 

It also r·epresents the common denominator of the wills of the Governments and of the poli
tical parties. The argument as to whether the Parliament should be given wider powers before 
elections are held seems to me-as already pointed out-the problem of the chicken and the egg. 

We are always demanding greater powers for our Parlirument ; today we have the opportunity 
of exercising a power eJQpressly conferred on us under Artides 138 of the EEC Treaty, 108 of 
the Euratom Treaty and 21 of the ECSC Treaty. This power to draw up proposals for elections 
by direct universal suffrage may perhaps be regarded as an absolute duty. 

This is the unique opportunity to express our political will. This is what is being demanded 
by our peoples who do not want to remain mere spectators but wish to play an active part in this 
wonderful enterprise for achieving the political unity of Europe. 

I should like to act as spokesman here of the European local government representatives who 
met in Cannes recently~many colleagues were there at that time-and unanimously called on the 
European Parliament to draw up proposals without dday for elections by direct universal suffrage. 
11here were at Cannes 3,000 European local gorvernment officials representing, through the associa
tions affiliated to the Council of European Local Aurhorities, 40,000 members. We are therefore 
quite justified in saying that the people of Europe are behind us. 

Moreover, we cannot at this point dash the hopes of the people, and this-as Mr. Dehous'Se 
has again pointed out-for the sake of democracy, justice and political efficiency. Our Parliament, 
which is more of an economic and social council than anything else, must become a real parlia
ment representing the European people. 

It is said t!hat .jf we do not first endow this Parliament with greater powers our work will 
be in vain. I dis·agree. One has only to reflect on how different will be the position of directly 
elected members and of government representatives voted in by the national electorate. There will 
be a dtfference both in the degree of responsibility and in the political significance of thdr 
mandate. It could be said that the new Parliament would be in the position of a federal padia
ment in relation to a regional government. 

It is true that it is those Governments that will have to give us wider powers. But what 
resistance will they be a:ble to offer when they find themselves cwght between two fires ; on 
one side the drive of a Parliament deriving its strength from its election by direct universal suffrage, 
and on the other, pressure from below from an electorate that demands wider political rights of 
representation and action for its representatives ? 

There is no doubt that the new Parliament will, from the democratic point of view, possess a 
sounder legal and political title than that on which the national Governments are based. 

I should Hke to make one last comment. I believe we are all agreed that there can be 
no real economic integration without some degree of political integration. This i's becoming 
increasingly obvious as we come to deal with the problem of economic integration. 'J1his is inevi
tably a parallel process : if we wish to proceed with economic integration we have to integrate 
politically. The two must go together ; indeed, many of us-and I ·among them-think that poli
tical integration must come before economic integration. 

Be this as it may, we now have a unique opportunity and everything depends on us alone. 
Elections by direct universal suffrage are undoubtedly a tool now in our hands which, properly 
used, could play a substantial part in a new drive for the political integration of Europe. We 
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must use it wisely, it is true, but at the same time with dete11mination. The draft Convention 
submitted by the Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs seems to me to possess 
the virtues of wisdom and determination. 

It would really be embarrassing if the Governments, which we are always criticizing for being 
nationalistic and :inactive, were right now to outfla:nk us. By accepting the Commission's propo
sals they are trying to speed up economic integration, and it would be a bitber pill for us to find 
!ihat, at a time when t:hey were trying to meet our demand for swifter progress in the economic 
sphere, we were incapable of making good use of the instrument availabie to us today to speed 
up politkal integration. Such a glaring political incongruity would weigh heavily on our con
sciences. W•ith the speeded-up economic process and the application of the common external 
tariff we are on the way to transfol'ming our economic union, our customs union, into a real 
economic community. 

Similarly, elections by universal suffrage could be a decisive step towards poiitical integration. 
I do not wish to indulge in European nationalism but perhaps many of us are not always alive 
to the political :lind economic significance that Europe possesses today. 

I should like to refer-as I have done on previous occasions-to an article which appeared 
in an American review. This rusks : Whose will this century be ? Will it lbelong to the United 
States, to the USSR or to Europe ? The article is based on American sources and the bets 
and figures, which are extremely accurate, are supplied by our Amedcan friends whose conclusion 
is that there is no certainty that this century will be that of the United States. They rule out Russia 
but cannot decide between the USA or the Europe of the Six. And this on the rba!sis of facts and 
figures. 

A bloc such as ours has a national income of 250,000 million dollars as against 480,000 
million dollars for the United States and 200,000 million dolla11s for the USSR. Our steel 
production is 80 million tons, as against 110 million in the USA and 64 million in Russia. 
Automobile production in the Europe of the Six is two-thirds that of the USA, whereas the 
USSR manufactur.es only 125,000 vehicles, that is, a mere 4 per cent of the output of the Six. 
If to all this we add the fact-and this is what matters most---that the balrunce of trade of the 
Six attains the astronomical figure of 35,000 million 'dollars as against 17,400 million for the USA 
and 4,400 million dollars for the USSR-so !ihat our trade can be said to have almost 10 times 
the volume of that of the USSR, one can conclude that the Europe of the Six is the largest 
l'rading power, and the second largest industrial power, in the world. This may serv;e to bring 
home to us our responsibilities not only in the economic but also~and mainly-in the political 
sphere. We have only to consider the balance of trarde figures and properly interpret them to 
realize, for example, that the Europe of the Six buys 44 per cent of the raw materials of the 
developing countries. 

If, therefore, a policy is needed toWal'ds these countries, it is from the European Economic 
Community that it should come. 

These figures, which perhaps we often are unaware of or simply forget, indicate the scale 
of the political problem and impart significance to the vote on this draft Convention for elec
tions by universal suffrage. What we need after all is a Parliament capable of shouldering 
these responsibilities. The figures speak for themselves : we must see to it that the polWcal dimen
sion is brought more closely into line with the monetary and economic dimensions. 

This is why, in conclusion, I think that we should adopt-if possible, unanimously-the draft 
Convention submirted by the Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs. I would 
go even further and say that we shouLd at the same time ask the Governments to approve it as 
soon as possible, at a time when economic integration is beginning to pick up speed, so that poli
tical -integration and economic integration can run parallel, as !ihey ought. 
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In bhis way the Govemments will be g1vmg a practical demonstration of their desire for 
political integration because, as we have shown, there can be no economic integration without poli
tical integration. We thank them for all that they have done alrea;dy and hope that the talks now 
in progress in Luxembourg will lead to results we will find satisfadory. At all events, we believe 
that the speeding-up process will, at the latest, start on 1 January 1961. I propose that this draft 
Convention be approved before that date. 

We shall then see our Parliaments vying with each other in r.atifying the Convention, and I 
believe that 1961, because of the political and economic revival it will bring, will be a happy year 
for Europe. We shall be the witness of the interesting spectacle of a contest between economic 
and .polit:ical forces. I trust that the political forces we represent will win the day. 

Mr. Corniglion-Molinier.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the problem occupying 
us at present has been clearly defined in three speeches : the outstanding speech by my friend 
Mr. Maurice Faure, whose talent comes more into evidence every day, the astonishing lesson in 
law given by our Cha:irman, Mr. Dehouss~my wol'd, Mr. Chairman, if most of my teachers had 
shared your talent and your gift for making the most diffioult questions clea:r, I would have 
been a much better student of law-and the speech made by our friend Mr; Battista. These 
speeches even gave us an idea of how we can ·better shape our future, an idea which will surprise 
my old friend Mr. Andre Malraux. If I add to this the verve of Mr. Bohy, the good sense of 
Mr. Le Hodey and Mrs. Probst, the report by Mr. Schuijt and the many interesting comments of 
other speakers, including some made by the previous speaker, I think I can say that everything 
that had to be said has been said. 

My speech mainly concerns the report by Mr. Metzger who clearly understands the current 
problems that link the African States with our Economic Community. Perhaps, however, I may 
be allowed to suggest that he does not sufficiently stress how urgent it is for us to prevent Africa 
from becoming we1ded to Asia, an Asia described as 'immense and indestructible' by a famous 
statesman at present well known in France and throughout the world. 

We need carefully planned and constructed political institutions to ensure that 'Eurafrica' may 
live. We can already see coming into being in Africa small groupings whiah will grow along the 
lines of our continental European Community-tJhe alliance centred on the Ivory Coast, the Equa
torial Union formed by ChaJd, the Central African Republic and the Congo, and Mali bringing 
together Senegal and Sudan. 

One need not believe in spontaneous generation to realize that these very young, these newly 
born States are drawn to each other a:nd merging so that they can together forge a future they 
do not wish t:o leave to chance. 

Very few statesmen foresaw the course events would take in Africa. One who did is a:mong 
us. I am glad that he i's not today in a lift ! I refer to my good friend, Mr. Pleven, who, as a free 
man and a great statesman, sketched out in 1944 in Brazzaville, under such unhappy circum
stances, bhe broad outlines and structure of tJhe future Africa, in a world that was at the time 
in a state of complete upheaval. 

Few listened carefully to h~m ; this is the fate of all who, like him, can see far ahead. 
At that time, nearly twenty yea:rs ago-how many hard years have passed since then~he brought 
home to a few people how tempting a prey was Africa for this immense Asia to which I have 
alluded. The African Governments of today have need of real courage, of political courage, to 
resist the call of certain enticing and venturous sirens of the East. 

It may be feared that these African Governments, recently promoted to independence, may 
lend an increasingly attentive ear to these enchanting· voices of the Far East. Thits is why 'Bur
africa' needs sufficiently solid institutions to prevent the newly promoted 'blacks' from succumb-
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ing to t:he 'red' or 'yellow' temptation. I must say that the otherwise excellent reports prepared 
by the Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs did not go very far in ascertaining 
what could be done to get the new African States represented in our midst. I am. not blaming 
them for I know the difficulties of the subject, on which they did consult my friend Mr. Vial and me. 

I hope that when the proposals we are discussing are submitted to the Council of Ministers, 
the Parliament will itself point out this shortcoming. Why should it not suggest to the Council 
of Ministers that it be entrusted with the study of thi1s question ? I am sure nobody could do it 
better. 

I beg you not to keep silent about this problem. I insist on this because I am sure it faith
fully reflects the views of my colleagues here representing the overseas countries. Not a day is to 
be lost for Africa is developing at a giddy pace, and in def·ining new relations between Europe and 
Africa it is no use running if we do not start off in time. 

It is not by holding an annual conference, grudgingly agreed to, that you will win the con
fidence of the African States. Nor will it be through missions, despite their satisfactory results, 
that we shall secure the lasting friendship of these nations which have just stepped onto the world 
political stage. It is through clear, forward-looking institutional links that young Africa will be 
happy to live with us, to prosper with us, to shape a new future for herself and for us. 

Mr. Fischbach.-(FJ Mr. Pres~dent, Ladies and Gentlemen, at a moment when the responsible 
ministers of our six countries have just reached agreement, not without some difficulty, in Luxem
bourg on their attitude to speeding up the completion of the Common Market-a circumstance 
some believe will show the world that the Common Market 'exists'--om Parliament is discussing 
and getting ready to approve ·a draft Convention on the first direct European elections, to be held 
by 1963 at the latest. It is thus preparing to carry out an ·1dea expressly set forth in the Treaties. 
But its main concern is to prove to statesm.en and political circles in the member States that it is 
ready to take over its role as a real parliament. 

Direct eledions are the key element of any democratic and sovereign parliament. Although 
our powevs are 'drastically circumscrrbed by the Treaty, this does not prevent the institutions, 
particularly the Commission and the P·arliam.ent, from making full use of all the means placed at 
their disposal by the Treaties to enable them to play their part as effectively as possible. 

I think it is idle to talk of increasing powers at the moment. What matters is to believe 
in the ultimate success of the Common Market and to do one's utmost to build a real Community 
as soon as possible rather than another international organization of which so many already exist. 

The European Commission's wish to speed up development at executive level must have as its 
corollary the Par1iament' s determination to exert every effort to ensure that this quickened pace 
of development wins the support and co-orperation of the general public in our member States. 
We must prepare for the future, that is, resort to all ways and means of achieving the ultimate 
goal of the Community, which will necessarily be political. 

I't was this determination that guided the members of the Wovking Party and of the Com
mittee on Political Affairs when they ·dl'ew up the draft Convention. They fully realize that the 
draft Convention they have submitted to the European Parli·ament and to the Governments falls 
far short of the uniform procedure called for in the Treaty of Rome. None the less it has the 
advantage of pe11mitting direct European elections in each of the member States in acco11dance with 
certain common rules, particularly as regards the minimum voting age, the date of the elections, 
certain incompatibilities and the lifetime of the elected Parliament. 

As regavds the draft Convention, two attitudes are possvble ; they stem from the reply given 
to a question of principle that concerns us all, namely, whether we are for or against direct European 
elections. 
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Let us say right away that no draft Convention can ever be satisfactory to llhe opponents 
-fottunately .few--of the idea of direct European elections. On the other hand, those in favour 
of them can choose between two :possible attitudes. They can be theoretically 'for' while feeling 
that a uniform procedure would run up against stiff opposition in each member State and hesitating 
to accept any measures that clashed with the psychology of their national electorate. To those in 
favour of European elections the draft Convention as it stands dearly offers all possible gua
rantees. It is indeed a compromise capable both of dispelling the fears of the sceptics and the 
waverers who urge us not to move too fast, and of affording a measure of satisfaction to those who 
would like European elections 1Jo be as uniform as possible from the very start. 

As regards the first group, llhe draft Convention largely takes into account all the objections 
there could be to a Hnal and unifMm system. The Working Party and the Committee on Poli
tical Affairs have considered all the points liable to provoke criticism and mn up against opposi
tion in the member States. 

The draft Gonvention first leaves it to each member State to devise its own procedure for the 
European elections. It sets out from a recognition of the crucial need for the general public in 
each country to regard the European parliamentarians as having been democrarically elected. What 
matters Js not so muoh that the electors should know that they are going to elect the members in 
accordance with a uniform procedure, but that they should be convinced that they can vote in the 
way that seems to them the most democratic. 

Even the experts have not felt it to be essenllial, tin order to enhance the prestige of pMlia
mentarians, to elect them by the same procedure in eaah member State. In fact the laying down of 
a uniform procedure would not meet with the agreement of the people, who want not only to vote 
for 'their own national Caindidates but also to vote in accordooce with the procedure .1n force in 
their country. 

The problem of the number of members has also been solved in a reasonable manner. It 
was decided to triple the present number of members in the Parlia!ment. The majority endorsed 
this proposal, a:tlid this for several reasons. Firstly, the number must be such as to allow of at 
least a minimum of contact between candidates and voters during the election campaign. Secondly, 
the national Parliaments should retain the prerogative of nominating part of their members to the 
Parliament as in the past. A thind consideration concerns the smaller countries ; their representation 
in the European Padiament would, 1f quadrupled, be unduly large in relation to the number of their 
natiorral parliamentarians. 

The authors of the draft Convention spent a long time discussing whether all members should 
be directly elected or whether some of them should continue, as in the past, to be nominated by 
the national Parliaments. The second approach was finally agreed upon. 

Two considerations underlay this decision. The first was the advantage of ma:int,aining direct 
links with the national Parliaments, at least during the transitional period. The second was a 
recognition of a circumstance that is bound, within a few years, to make itself felt in practice ; 
namely, a de facto incompatibility in the exercise of two mandates which will oblige the political 
parties, even for the first European elections, to include in their lists cand1dates who are not yet 
members of a national Parliament. 

None the less, the authors of the draft Convention did not feel bound to establish the prin
ciple of the incompatibility of twin mandates, at least for the transitional period, because it would 
be too much to ask members of national Parliaments to give up their comfortable national man
date for a mandate which, though European, carries no real power. 

The question of the Parliament's powers is, of comse, the one most closely linked with the 
idea of direct elections. What has to be decided is whether the absence of power is rea'son 
enough for not already deciding, at this moment, in favour of European eleGtions. WiU these be 
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of real interest only if the powers of the Parliament are enlarged ? I think it would be wrong 
to put the question thus and to make approval of the draft Convention conditional on an increase 
in powers. 

We regret that the Parliament's powers are even more limited than were those of the 
Common Assembly, since ministers are not answerable to the parliamentarians-a oirm'I!Illstance 
that renders our famous motion of censure somewhat illusory as it is. armed at a Commission 
which, as far as powers are concerned, depends on the Council of Min~sters. 

In spite of this, it would be dangerous to set up a:n increase in powers as a precondiri<!m. The 
really important step we must ta:ke is direct elections. In so far as this helps if:o consolidate the 
Community, it will automatically bring with it an increase in powers. 

As national laws and customs ha;d to be taken into account in dealing with many. aspects 
of the organization of direct Europea:n elections, it was an e:JOCellent idea to proceed by stages 
and to introduce a tr·ansitional period in the draft Convention. At the end of ·this .period, when 
we shall have gained valuable ex;perience, it may .be poss•ible to solve some of these problems, 
including that of the electoral system. 

I am thinking in particular of the incompatibilities ref erred •ro in Article 8 of the draft 
Convention. I have therefore decided to bring up aga:in the amendment I put forward in Rome 
limiting to the transitional period the incompatibility of membership of the High Authority or 
of the Commissions with membership of the European Parliament. 

If we really think that members of the Commissions should one day be nominated or elected 
from among members of this Parliament, we have every reason to enhance its importance by 
admitting members of the Commission to it. 

I hope, however, that once the transitional period ends and a uniform system is in force, it 
will be borne in mind that i!he Treaties of Rome were signed and ratified by six sovereign States 
and that na;tional frontiers should therefore also be ·considered when constituencies are rearranged 
and lists of candidates drawn up. · 

I would conclude by repeating that the draft Convention is a useful and sensible piece of 
work which deserves the approval of the great majority of members of this Parliament. It has every 
chance of winning the approval of the Governments and thus of opening up the way to a 
Parliament springing from the will of the people. I am sure that one day it wi11 be said that, 
just as there would have been no Common Market without list G, there wou1d have been no 
European Parliament wielding real powers without the compromise afforded by the present dra:ft 
Convention, which we should adopt and pass on ro the Council of Ministers. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions.
(!) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, you have asked me to take the floor to wind up this. 
debate. My task has been made much easier by the high degree of understanding shown by all 
the previous speakers. 

I should like to thank everybody for the immense support . given to our draft Convention on 
the election of the Parliament by direct universal suffrage. I am particularly grateful to you 
because when you have worked a long time on a committee and have got to know all the members 
and their opinions pretty well, it is really heartening to go on to win the approval of such a large 
and authoritative assembly. Permit me therefore, Mr. President, to thank all the speakers by 
name. 

I should like first to thank Mr. Battaglia for his earnest a:nd well-thought-out words, and 
then Mr. Bohy who, in an outstanding speech, told us that the Socialist parties of the Six have 
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decided to support the draft Convention, and showed that the powers of the present Parliament 
are not, after all, so slight as to marke the persons gathered here appea:r utterly useless. 

I thank Mr. Santero, an o1d European and one of the pillars of the Parliament. He has again 
put forward an a:mendment already suggested by him in committee, for he is the sort of person 
who, if he believes in something, believes in it wholeheartedly. At all events, this amendment will 
be discussed simultaneously with the Article to whioh it relates, and on the same occasion the 
Rapporteur will be able to set forth the Committee's views. 

I shouLd also like to thank Mr. Van Dijk. In .the course of his speech he compLained, sharply 
but courteously, . that the executives had not been called upon to co-operate with us in drawing 
up the ·draft Convention. This was not really out of a la:ck of respect for the executives, whose 
work we greatly appreciate. But although we admitted observers sent by the executives fi·rst to the 
Working Party and then to our Committee, we felt that the discussion and framing of the draft 
Convention did not fall within their province, the task having !been allotted to us by the Treaty 
which, as it gave us a right of init:iative vis-a-vis the Council of Ministers, di·d not oblige us to pass 
through the executives. In any ·case the latter were kept constantly informed about the progress 
of our work because a representative of the EEC Commission was a1ways present wherever in 
Europe our Committee met. 

I should Hke to ·thank Mr. Rubinacci for his thorough and wide-ranging speech. While he 
expressed certain doubts and hopes, he recognized that the work submitted for your approval is 
the best that could be achieved. 

I should like to thank Mr. Le Hodey for his straightforwal.'d, yet highly effective speech. As 
always, his arguments hit the nail on the head. He too submitted some amendments which were 
not passed in committee and whioh he intends to lay before the Parliament, which will consider 
them in due course. 

I should like to thank Mr. Micara for his bird's-eye view of the Community's economic situa
tion in relation to that of the great continental blocs, which filled us with hope. He quoted figures 
that were undoubtedly accurate, a:nd hoped that we shouLd see in the political spher·e the same 
encouraging development as in the economic sphere. His was a really striking speech. 

I shouLd like to thank Mr. Corniglion-Molinier. He spoke a.bout the overseas tel.'ritories which 
are close to all our heal'ts. As a representative of one of these territories, he naturally appreciated 
the ouii:Jstandting contribUJtJion tmde to thiis discussion by Mr. Metzger's report. We a.re grateful 
to him for approving the draft Convention and stressing the importance of the policy it is intended 
to pursue with regard to the overseas territories. 

I should Hke to thltnk Mr. Fis·chbach. We are familia.r wi:th his idea:s. He did a lot of hard 
work on the Working Party and has therefore been one of our closest collaborators. 

I should also like to thank all the speakers who made criticisms, because opposition and cri.ti
cism-particularly when constructive-acre necessary in any pa.rliamentary discussion worthy of the 
name. I therefore thank those colleagues for the criticisms-,at times weighty--<levd1ed by them at 
the very principles underlying our draft Convention. 

My thanks are due therefore to Mr. Metzger, Mr. Smets, Mrs. Probst and pa:rticularly Mr. 
Kopf who, in a truly European spirit and out of a desire to fall in with the detenmination felt on 
all sides to get thi•s Convention a;dopted, managed to overcome the doubts that assailed him and 
with which he •is still probably grappling. The efforts Mr. Kopf made to join in this chorus of 
approving voices, despite all his understandable doUJbts, were therefore highly appreciated. 

And now I must answer aibove all those who have made basic criHcisms of the draft Conven
tion. Crit:icisms of detail will be dealt with by the various Ra;pporteurs when the Articles of 
the Convention are discussed. The weightiest basic criticism, which was both familiar to and 
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expected by us, can be summed up as follows : why draw up a Convention for .the election of 
the Parliament by direct universal suffrage without fi!rst securing for it wider powers ? Mr. 
Metzger and Mr. Smets said quite blundy that if we acted in this way the electors would feel 
themselves betrayed. They woruld ask us why we had called upon them to elect .a Parliament that 
had no· powers and cou1d do precious little during its lifetime. As I was saying a few moments 
ago when I thanked Mr. Bohy-and this point was also niade by Mr. &ubinacci-it is not alto
gether true to say that this Parliament, which has been maligned during this debate as a collec
tion of people who meet to make more or less academic speeches, has no powers of its own. 

Yesterday Mr. Dehousse, who is highly knowledgeable in these ma,tters, recalled the far-off date 
of 1215 when, if I a:m not mistaken, Magna Carta was signed. He rightly pointed out how much 
that first constitution, that first parliament, differed from the present British Parliament. With 
Mr. Dehousse's permission, I would add that the subsequent increase in the British Parliament's 
powers was due not to laws, treaties, conventions or constitutions, but to following a practice which 
grew up little by little ; and because of this, England today has an unwritten constitution. Happy 
England, 'because it is always better to have .an unwritt.en constitution than to be bound, sometimes 
rigidly, by a written one. 

It might be argued that since 1215 almost eight centuries have passed ; the thought of 
taking eight centuries to buiLd Europe is a depressing one. 

But without waiting so long, indeed with the firm resolve to achieve our objective rapidly, I 
would say this : This Parliament has aiready enlarged its powers. Through a practice that has 
grown up over barely two years, it has acquired more and more weight in the life of the Com
munity. At the last ses'sion we heard Mr. Schaus, President of the Council of Ministers, who 
accepted various requests made by us at the 'colloquy' of 25 November last year. 

The Council will in future ask our opinion not only on points covered by the Treaty but also 
on a great rriany other ·important issues. Whereas the ministers have in the past only rarely attended 
our sessions, we have now got a promise-let us hope it will be kept-that .there will always be 
one or other of them at our sessions. This practice is thus gra,dually being built up, and I do not 
think that the work of the Parliament over the last two years has been to no purpose. 

What, then, should we do now that we have reached thi<s stage ? The Treaty gives us a 
right of initiative. I myself interpret paragraph 3 of Article 138 not so much literally as in the 
sense that it confers on us a right of initiative to present a bill for elections by drrect universal 
suffrage. Well, are we to forget this right of initiative, put it on one side, and wait for another 
treaty endowing the ~Parliament with wider powers ? May I remind you, Mr. Bohy, that you said 
the Treaty can also be interpreted broadly as regards increased powers ? While I agree with every
thing else you sa:id, on this point I have some doubts. 

By following a given practice we cou1d, of course, build up better relations with the Council 
of Ministers and with the executives ; but clearly we could not go beyond certain limits. If, as 
Mr. Kopf suggested, we want the right to disc:uss and adopt budgets, we cannot acquire it on 
the basis of custom, but only by virtue of a treaty. And if one day we were to ask-and this is 
quite .possible-that the Council should be obliged not only to consult ·but also to accept our opinion, 
clearly that too would require an amendment to the Treaty. 

But if we had waited for the Governments to widen our powers through such an a:mendment, 
what wou1d we have achieved ? We wou1d have shelved our right to present an electoral bill 
a:nd have embarked on a major battle· for greater powers___,powers not provided for in the Treaties 
and which we have no right to demand. On the other hand, we can already do something that 
the Treaty permits : we can submit the draft Convention on direct elections. 

Let us admit that for some years now we have been passing through havd times. Fresh diffi
culties meet us at every step. Let us tackle the problems one by one, rather than complicate them 
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by trying to deal with them all at once. If we concern ourselves with the Convention on direct 
elections and wider powers for the Parliament simultaneously I feas: we shall get neither the one 
nor the other. 

And with what result ? I do not think anything practical would be achieved. Mr. Kopf said 
that these two questions ought to go hand in hand and to be brought to a conclusion simultaneously. 
I should be glad if this were possible. Mr. Poher has for some time been considering drafting 
a report on this problem. But even if the Council of Ministers were to approve the Convention 
before approving an increase in the Parliament's powers, I would ask Mr. Kopf not to nourish 
too many hopes on this point. 

Let us hold these elections even before resorting to the referendwn Mr. Vendroux calls for. 
At all events it will be a great step forward. 

Mr. Metzger has described those of us who believe in the immediate value of these elections 
as romantics, himself as a realist. I do not know if he ,is right, and I even wonder if it is not we 
who are the realists, we who want to take immediately what the Treaty has to offer. Should we 
not indeed be dreamers if we were to wait rfor something that is still a long way from any chance of 
success ? 

As proverbs have been quoted, may I add an Italian one which says that the better is the 
enemy of the good ? Naturally, Mr. Metzger, we all wholeheartedly want the Parliament to have 
the widest possible legislative powers. We who believe in European unity will, for this purpose, 
work hard-and not less in the national Parliaments-to secure wider powers ; but pending any
thing better, let us make sure of at least something ! 

Obviously the draft Convention is not perfect,-as some would have wanted it to be. Mr. Car
boni made a nwnber of criticisms which I respect. He is a lawyer and a professor, as is Mr. Dehousse, 
and his criticisms have a legal basis ; but my answer is that the draft Convention has to be accepted 
for what it is. 

Mr. Carboni has today raised many objections he did not make before members of the 
Committee or orf the Working Party, because he too was convinced at the time that we were doing 
the best we could. 

The Treaty, for example, makes no reference to a transitional period but simply to propo
sals for elections by direct universal suffrage. Mr. Carboni says that the draft Convent:ion makes 
no provision for direct universal suffrage since we have given the national Parliaments the oppor
tunity to nominate a third of the representatives. He then objects that the transitional period is 
not provided for 1by the Treaty and is puzzled as to how to interpret Article 4. 

Obviously, Mr. Carboni, with this Convention we are amending the Treaty. This has never 
been denied. It· has also been constantly said that we are amending the Treaty in order to increase 
the number of representatives and to introduce the transit:ional period. This Convention will, in 
fact, follow the path of all international treaties ; it will be signed by representatives of the 
Governments and ratified by the Parliaments. 

Why, it was asked, have a transitional period ? Our reply was : to prepare us for a radically 
new departure in the history of Europe whi,ch allows its people to elect their own representatives. 
This is the great innovation which we are still not able to fit perfectly into the scheme of 
things. We can only hope to do this by stages. Hence the need for a transitional period ; 
we wanted to spare the countries that harve to ratify the Convention tohe trouble of having to pass 
an electoral law that would have to be more or less the same in all member States. 

You know, . Mrs. Probst, how highly we all think of you and how great is my own personal 
esteem for you. I appreciate your strength of character, your tenacity in argument, your determina
tion to overcome the stiffest obstacle. Allow me to say, however, as I have already s,aid privately, 
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that in the face of an event as revolutionary as that of calling out a hundred million electors to 
elect their representatives in a European Parliament, the difficulries would become even greater 
if each country had to pa·ss an electoral law that might be completely different from its domestic 
law-as, for example, would be the case in France. Let us be content with what is possible; 
otherwise the better cou1d be worse than the good. Let us be satisfied with what we have a;chieved 
and work for the future, so that at the end of the transitional period we may. be able ·to bring 
this phase to a dose and harve a Parliament completely elected by .the voters of Europe, as envisaged 
by the Treaty. 

In this way we shall also have this uniform law we all desire, and then we shall really 
be able to say we have taken a final step forward. The step we a:re contemplating at the moment, 
though not a big one, suFfices. Let us hope that this Convention will soon be accepted by the 
Council of Ministers and that we shall shortly be a!ble to embark on this first great experiment. 

(c) Debates of 17 May 1960 

President.-T!he agenda caMs for a debate followed by a vote on the Articles and on all 
the texts submitted by the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions to conclude 
the debate on the election of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage. 

I would. remind you that the report by the Commibtee on Political Affairs concludes with 
three texts : 

(i) a motion for a resolution for the adoption of the draft Convention on the election of uhe 
European Parliament by direct universal suffrage ; 

(ii) a draft declaration of intent on the participation of the parliamentary representatives of 
the overseas countries and territories in the work of the European ParHament ; 

(iii) a motion for a resolution on the preparation of the general public for European elections by 
direct universal suffrage. · 

I call Mr. Battista, Chaivman of the Committee. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions.
(1) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the Committee on Political Affairs sat all day yesterday 
and perused the thirty-six amendments tabled. It also examined a number of motions for resolu
tions. 

We discussed the amendments and the motions for ·resolutions and we took a vote on them. 

As a result, we should like now in this discussion to adopt the following system. For each 
amendment discussed, one of the Rapporteurs of the draft Conrvention on elections by direct 
universal suffrage will outline the position taken by the majority of the Committee on the amendment 
in question. This will not of course commit either the Parliament or the movers of amendments, 
the purpose being solely to inform the Parliament of the opinion of the Committee concerning 
each amendment and each motion for a resolution. 

If, Mr. President, this procedure is acceptable to you, I wouLd ask you to adopt this method 
for discussion. 

President.-! call Mr. C~boni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(IJ It is of course understood that each mover of an amendment has the 
right to explain it. 
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President.-! think, belies and Genrlemen, that there is a slight dHference between the pro
posals just submitted. 

Acco11ding to Mr. Battista, the Rapporteur would speak first albout the amendments, whereas 
Mr. Carboni suggests that the mover of the amendment should be the first to speak. 

Is the House agreed that the mover of the amendment should speak first and then a repre
sentative of the Committee ? 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee-! agree with this proposal. 

President.-Are there a;ny obj,ections ? ... 

11hen it is so decided. 

Mr. Gaetano Martino has asked to speak in order to make a statement. 

I call Mr. Gaetano Martino. 

Mr.' Gaet~ho · Martino.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the Liberal and Allies 
group has asked me to make the following statement on its behalf : 

Before we begin discussing amendments, the Uberal and Allies group feels it ought to explain 
its general position ·concerning the report by the Committee because it is this general position 
which will determine the way most of the members of the group will vote on the amendments 
proposed.· 

The group, represented by several of its most eminent members, took part in the activities 
of the Working Party. Moreover, its representatives on the Committee on Political Affairs put 
the case for a faidy large number of amendments which were, in the main, adopted. The group 
feels thrat the Committee's :report is the result of a particularly thorough piece of work that recon
ciled a strong desire for the progress of the European institutions with a realistic awareness of what 
is politically and psychologically possible. 

This is why the Libeml and Allies group is aLmost unanimously in favour of the Committee's 
report although it is reluctant to ll!dopt any additional amendments which could upset the delicate 
balance achieved in the Committee's report. 

We should like to draw the attention of our colleagues, and especially those who have signed 
amendments, to the fact that the draft Convention under discussion is exposed to a great many 
ilih . 

The first of these is that it may be rejected by the ministers. The latter-and perhaps this 
point has not been made suffidently clear--may reject it for two reasons : either because they do 
not approve its provisions or because they do not think that the time is right. 

There is also the risk that once it is accepted by the Council of Ministers, the draft Conven
tion may not be ratified by one or other of the Parliaments of the. member States. 

There is lastly the risk-an even more serious one-:-cthat even after it has been approved 
by the Council of Ministers and ratified by the Parliaments, it will not win popular support, i.e. 
that eLections to the Parliament may run up against indifference on 'the .part of the general public. 

The Liberal and Allies group is ready to accept these risks and to strive with all the influence 
at its disposal in each of the member States to avert them. But it thinks that these risks would be 
greater if some of the amendments-or motions for resolutions such as those concerning the powers 
of the future Parliament-were to be adopted. We share the hopes eX!pressed in the wmendttients 
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but feel that they are premature. And since we have assessed the risk, we would like the .President, 
or one of the Committee's Rapporteurs, to explain to us the conditions under which the drafrt 
Convention will be submitted to the Council of Ministers. 

Will the draft Convention be accompanied by a letter from the Chairman of the Committee 
or from the President of the PrurHament ? Will this letter include an e:x;planatory statement 
concerning the draft Convention ? Will the Chairman and the Rapporteurs of the Working Party 
not ask to be heard by the Council of Ministers in order that they may make it clear that the spirit 
underlying the work of the Committee was one of caution ? 

Another point shouLd be made clear. If the Council of Ministers should envisage making 
major changes in the draft Convention, will the Working Party or the Committee ask the Council 
of Ministers £or notice of these changes before they are adopted by the Council ? And this, 
in order to enable those of our colleagues who have devoted almost two years to this work to 
obtain a heaJ.'Iing before the text that will emerge fmm our debates is radically changed. 

We know that the draft Convention is a compromise text with regard to a number of poihts 
such as incompatibilities and the number of members. We see this as a reason for supporting it 
because when we have to support the draft Convention in the national Parliaments, this compromise 
text will have a greater chance of be1ng ratified than any other. We would ask you to bear in mind 
all the time that this ~draft Convention has to overcome very many obstacles before it reaches its goal. 

The Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs weighed the pros and cons of the 
resolul!ions they now propose to you at great length and with considerable care. The Liberal and 
Allies group asks its members to be on their guard against any swings and improvisations that may 
occur in the course of the debates, and to give their support exc1us~vely to the Committee's text. 

Many of us have observed that there is a direct link between speeding up the development of 
the Common Market and electing rthe Parliament by direct suffrage. There are still unknown 
factors ; the rate of abstentions, for example, is as yet quite unforeseeable. But does this not depend 
on the wisdom and farsightedness we rdisplay art the moment ? 

The problem is one of popular support ; it is there, as Mr. Maurice Faure said, that the main 
risk lies. 

There is also the great problem of the overseas representatives, with all its consequences not 
only for Europe and Africa but for the whole world. 

Other cyclical and even structural problems will come up in the months ahead. Let us 
therefore not complicate our tasks by quibbling over the sex of angels. 

Let us be reasonable and think above all about the urgency of uniting Europe ; let us leave 
aside our personal preferences of the moment. Direct elections will be the last item of a develop-
ment whkh we have no right to hold back. · 

We were once the Common Assembly. This did good service for Europe. If we .want our 
present Parliament to deserve well of Europe, it is our duty to speed up its development at a time 
when the pace of events is speeding up everywhere. 

Let us act in such a way that no one will later be able to criticize the present Parliament for 
having held back the real European Parliament that will emerge from real universal European elec
tions. 

( Applattse from the Liberal and Christian Democrat benches) 

President.-Before calling on other speakers, I would remind members that the general 
discussion is now at an end and that the debate will now focus solely on Artides and amendments. 

I shall now call Mr. Bohy. 
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Mr. Bohy.-(F) The statement made by Mr. Martino on behalf of 'the Liberal and Allies 
group is an important one. I should, however, like one point to be clarified. 

Mr. Martino has just expressed the wish that the amendments should be set aside. Are we 
to understand that he wishes the Parliament to stick to the text which emerged from the delibera
tions of the Working Party, or is it~and I hope it is-the text as amended yesterday by the Com
mi~ee that Mr. Martino is referring to ? This is very important to make the point at issue clear. 

Mr. Gaetano Martino.-(F) The view of the Liberal and Allies group is that the Parliament 
should: support the text as amended yesterday by the Committee on Political Affairs. 

President.~! call Mr. Bertrand. 

Mr. Bertrand.-(N) Mr. President, Lrudies and Gentlemen, I asked to speak solely on a 
point of otoder. I am sorry to !have to do this. 

I have here a docUI111ent, which has been distributed, headed 'List of amendments'. On it is 
stated : 'Only available in French'. This is not consistent with the rule that our Assembly should 
use four official languages. I would ask that this rule be respected with regarded to the documents 
distributed to us. 

(Applause) 

Presiden.t.-What yGu suggest is techn~cally impossible at present. The text will be translated 
into the four languages and distributed later. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I ask to speak. 

President.-! call Mr. Smets. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I ask to speak about the statement made by Mr. Gaetano Martino, the 
spokesman for the Liberal and Allies group, and about the reply given to the supplementary ques
tion which my friend Mr. Bohy has just asked. 

I cannot regard it as in order for the Parliament to decide that no amendment will be sub
mitted apart from those which the Committee on Political Affairs has accepted. In my speech 
-I hope you will forgive me for repeating this-I stressed that the members of this p,arliament 
who were not on tihe Committee on Political Affairs had not had the opportunity of expressing 
their opinion and thus had the right to submit amendments. 

President.-It has never been suggested that there should be a ban on the tabling of amend
ments. Mr. Martino simply said on behalf of the Liberal and Allies group that this would only 
accept the decisions of the Committee on Political Affairs ; the Parliament itself, of course, 
remains free to discuss the amendments submitted. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I welcome your statement, Mr. President, because the reply to the supple
mentary question put by Mr. Bohy could have been taken to mean that it was not possible for our 
Assembly to exercise its freedom by holding a full and free discussion on all the texts submitted. 

(Protests) 

President.-That settles that point. There was simply a misunderstanding. 
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Before calling on the Parliament to express its opinion on the texts proposed by the Committee, 
I have to submit an amendment by Mr. Carboni (No. 2, first part) for the insertion, in front 
of the Committee's text, of a new motion for a resolution reading as follows : 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 

concerning amendments to be made to the Treaties •setting up 
the European Coal and Steel Community, the European Economic Community 

and the European Atomic Energy Community 

'The European Parliament, 

1. With a view to permitting the elections provided for in A·rtides 21 of the Trea,ty se!Jting up 
the European Coal and Steel Community, 138 of the 'Vreaty setting up the European Economic 
Community and 108 of the Treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Community, re
commends the Governments of the member States to approve, by means of a Convention 
concluded for this purpose, the following new text of paragraphs 2 and 3 of the three Articles 
referred to : 

2. The number of representatives elected in euh State shall be as follows : 

Belgium 42 
France 108 
Germany (Fed. Rep.) 108 
Italy . 108 
Luxembourg . 18 
Netherlands 42 

3. The Parliament 'Shall draw up proposals for elections of all or some of its members by direct 
universal suffrage in accordance with a procedure conforming to the common general prin
ciples.' 

I call Mr. Carboni to support the first part of his amendment. 

Mr. Carboni.-(/} Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I shall be very brief in outlining 
the reasons for which I have tabled the amendments which the President has quoted. I must make 
one poi:nt quite clear rt:o Mr. Battistla who, in replying to my speech the other day, said that a great 
many of the objections that I then ma;de had not been submitted previously. 

I feel bound to say that this is not true. My attitude has always been clear and what I said 
the other day was something I had alr·ea;dy said on the Working Party and on the Committee for 
Political Affairs during the meeting in Rome. 

Most of my amendments were, in fact, not discussed by the Committee yesterday because the 
Working Party and the Committee itself had already rejected them. I should not like what I am 
saying now to raise the slightest controversy because I have not the least intention of entering 
into a quarrel. The matter is of such importance that I think that cairn and reflection are the 
two great virtues that should preside over any discussion of these issues. 

I come now to my amendments. I must say, and I think this is disputed by none, that the 
draft Convent·ion as submitted to us amends the Treaties. It amends them with regard to the 
number of members, and it amends them because universal suffrage is not fully applied. It 
amends them because the procedure is not a uniform one. 

Now, this raises serious questions. The first is one of competence. Are we competent to 
amend the Treaty or are we not ? Even if we accept the theory of the revision clause, whereby we 
would be authorized-and I am here giving exactly the terms in which the theory was put for-
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ward-to propose ,a rev1s10n of the Treaties where this appears necessary to enable elections to bt 
carried out, I do not see what difficulty there wou1d be in accepting what I have proposed. I am 
raising above all a matter of form ; I think that, as we are concerned with the revision of a 
constitutional act, which is what the Treaties amount to, we ought to follow the normal form for 
the purpose. Clauses amending the Treaties must therefore be clearly set out and be given the 
place they deserve in view of the priority they enjoy over other provi,sions. We must therefore 
follow the usual practice, a practice recently followed in cases very dose to our own. 

I would remind you that a constitutional bill sponsored by Mr. Sturzo was introduced in the 
Senate of the Italian RepubLic and that Mr. Bosco, one of our colleagues here, was the Rapporteur. 
The procedure is as follows : the first two Articles relate to the amendment of the Constitution, 
and the second Title to the implementing provisions. This case arose in regard to elections, i.e. 
the new composition of the Senate according to criteria not prov~ded for in the Constitution. 

The same technique was used in revising the French Constitution. Before settling future rela
tions between France and countries which may tomorrow become independent but wish to remain 
in the French Community, the Parliament found it necessary to indicate in a single Article what the 
new Articles were to be, after which it indicated the mles with which these new Articles were 
concerned. 

Now this is what I suggested because I wanted to eliminate three kinds of questions which 
may be asked concerning our draft Convention. One could ask questions about the form, ques
tions about legitimacy or purely political questions. 

Indeed, the form I have chosen is one that does not give rise to discussion, particularly 
because, by changing paragmph 3 of Article 138 I intend to change the formula used by the 
Treaty-which i,s restrictive because it talks of universal suffrage and of a single procedure-in the 
sense that universal suffrage may be either partial or total, and that the procedure need not neces
sarily be uniform, it being enough if it complies with common general principles. 

I would ask you 1to note that in pcinciple I am not in favour of either of these two arguments, 
but as I thought the Parliament was of another opinion, I did not want to change the text by intro
ducing some wording that supported my own argument. Such as it is, the wording goes against 
it, or at least it permits of both of these two different arguments. 

It seemed to me that this would be a way of justifying an incomplete form of suffrage-some 
of the representatives being elected indirectly-under a procedure which, though not uniform, 
complied with more or less common principles, thus meeting wishes eX!pressed on all sides in this 
Parliament but which, if this draft Convention were followed, would amount to a violation of the 
Treaty in its present form, since the procedure is certainly not a uniform one. Now, if we act as 
I propose we shall avert the dangers both of inadequacy of form and of illegitimacy, s·ince in my 
wording all the changes we have introduced as regards the election procedure and the electoral 
system would have been rendered completely legitimate. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are faced with a serious political issue. We want 
elections by universal suffrage as soon as possible. Now, because our proposals go to the Coun
cil of Ministers, which must ·accept them unanimously, and then to the Governments, which must 
enact the implementing provisions, there :is a danger. One of the six Governments, which perhaps 
does not want to admit a lack of European spirit but wishes to be punctilious a!bout form, may 
dig its heels in over such a matter of form and thus prevent our draft Convention from getting any 
further. 

So far all is not lost ; we are best placed to discuss this matter and any amendment is a 
proposal coming from the Parliament. The position wou1d be quite different if we had to discuss 
a draft Convention the Governments had rejected. We who want to see our Parliament acquiring 
increasing weight ·and wider powers, would find ourselves in the position of being, so to speak, 
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criticized by the Governments, something which would certainly not serve the interests of our Par
ltiament. This :is why I ,think that .a constitutiOtO.aHy better form would not be out of place. Then 
again, I wonder whrot harm it would do to adopt a stricter constitutional form. We may be toLd 
that we attach excessive ·importance to form but to this we can retort 1bhat we ~re constirutionalists. 

We should thus avoid a~y comment ahout form or about substance because if the Treaty 
were amended in accordance with my modest proposals, we should be able to move with greater 
flexibility and no one could say to us that elections that were not completely direct were contrary 
to the Treaty. This is why I submitted my amendments ; the political issue is not so much one of 
submitting a draft Convention but of ensuring that we can proceed to elections in the best way 
possible, backed by a vast mass of people who follow us, understand us, and want to help us. For 
this purpose, we have to run a risk, as Mr. Martino pointed out ; but. we want to run it under 
the best possible conditions. 

I do not believe that by introducing such a constitutional change as we are disrussing into a 
normal law, we shall achieve that scrupulous resp~ct for form which we should cultivate above 
everything else if we want to be a legislative Assembly. This is the first tirrie that our Parliament 
has embarked on a legislative act and I should not Iike us to do this in an unsatisf·actory manner. 

I would add that I have not much hope that my ·amendments will be accepted. When I 
visited Mr. Dehousse's lovely home, I had the opportunity of admiring some coats of arms which 
had· perhaps belonged to the previous owner and ·which bore the following inscription : Dum 
spiro spero. I should like to adopt .this device even if I have reason to believe that my amendments 
will not be accepted because I still have hope in the future of Europe. 

President.-! call Mr. Dehousse to speak on behalf of the Committee. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Dum spiro spero. Mr. President, La,dies and Gentlemen, 
we were indeed guided by this maxim, first on the Working Party and then on the Committee 
on Political Affairs, when we embarked on this vast enterprise which has now been submitted to 
the judgement of the Parliament. · · 

Mr. Carboni has just dealt with the problem which he had already raised on the Wo11king 
Party and to which he again referred yester:day on the Committee on Political Affairs. As the 
Committee's Rapporteur, I am obliged to say that Mr. Carboni was alone in holding his view. 
No member of the Committee shared it. 

The report which I had the honour to submit to the Parliament (Doc. 22, p. 12, sec. 14), 
Mr. President, goes into the question raised by Mr. Callboni at great length and very thoroughly. 

To begin with it is obvious that anything we do here can only have the character of a proposal. 
Hence when we talk of a 'revision of the Treaties' or of 'amending the Treaties' we must re
member that all this amounts to ·is a proposal for a revision or a proposrul for an amendment. 

This being so, the question is whether the Parliament would be inclined, in the matter of 
direct elections, to propose changes to the existing Treaties ? The Working Party a:nd then the 
Committee concluded that such was the case. We based our conclusion on the fact that the Treaties 
contain two types of revision provisions, one providing for a general revision-and with this we 
are not here concerned~and the other for partial and limited revisions. 

I give one example in the report, that of what we call the 'small revision' of ·the ECSC Treaty, 
under A·rticle 95,3. This is a typical case of a partial and limited revision. Here we a:re in exactly 
the same situation : we have the ~right to propose changes to the existing Treaties but only in so 
far as rendered necessary by the tasks we have to carry out. Our revision is thus not of a general 
nature but is confined in scope strictly to the aim we are pursuing. 
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The question was raised in connexion with a problem we were discussing just now of in
creasing the number of members of the Parliament in the event of elections. We felt that if 
elections lby direct universal suffrage were to have real value, the number of members would have 
to be increased. On this point we applied the inte~;pretation I have just ,indicated, namely, that 
paragraph 3 of Articles 21 of the EOSC Treaty, 138 of the EEC Treaty and 108 of the Eura
tom Treaty, constitutes a partial and limited revision clause. 

It is thus not possible for us, Mr. President, to accept Mr. Carboni's proposals. 

President.-Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? . . . I should like you to vote, by a 
show of hands, on Mr. Carboni's amendment. 

(The amendment is rejected) 

President.-! now call upon the Parliament to vote successively on the various parts and on 
the whole of the motion for a resolution for the adoption of a draft Convention on the election 
of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage (Text A - Title I). 

I would point out that 43 amendments have been tabled and that if each one takes about 
ten minutes to deal with we mast reckon with a session which will end at midnight at the earliest. 

I invite every speaker, therefore, to try to be brief. If not, we shall find ourselves obliged 
this afternoon to reduce the speaking-time allowed to each member, and we should naturally like 
to avoid taking such a step. 

I have some good news for you. I have just been informed that seven amendments have 
been withdrawn. I am glad of this ! 

I should like first of all to read out the first four clauses of the motion for a resolution 
submitted by the Committee : 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 

on the adoption of a draft· Convention 
on the election of the European Parliament 

by di.rect universal suffrage 

'The European Parliament, 

believing that the time has come to assodate the peoples directly with the building of Europe ; 

conscious of the fact that a Parliament elected by direct universal suffrage is a key factor in the 
unification of Europe ; 

in execution of the mandate delivered to it by the Treaties setting up the European Communities ; 
approves the following .. .' 
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On these dauses, I have been notified of no amendment. 

I put them to the vote. 

There are no objections ? ... 

These clauses are adopted. 

We now come to the draft Convention. 

I shall read out the Title proposed by the Committee : 



DRAFT CONVENTION 

giving effect to· Article 21,3 of the Treaty setting up the European Coal and Steel Community, Article 
138,3 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community, and Article 108,3 of the Treaty 
setting up the European Atomic Energy Community on. the election of the European Parliament by 

direct universal suffrage. 

Here I have amendment No. 2 (second part, a) from Mr. Carboni. 

The Assembly would no doubt prefer to vote on this amendment once it has completed its 
study of the Articles of the draft Conv.ention ? ... 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) I should like to speak. 

President.-Mr. Dehousse has the floor. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) The wording of the title of the draft Convention is the 
result of the vote which has just been t·aken. Once the Parliament has endorsed the legal inter
pretation of the Committee-as it has done-it clea:rly approves the title proposed by the Com
mittee. 

In other words Mr. Carboni's amendment is invalid. 

Mr. Carboni.-(F) I agree. 

President.-This part of Mr. Carboni's amendment is thus no longer valid. 

There is no other amendment to the title of the draft Convention. 

I put it to the vote. 

'Is there any objection ? ... 

The title is adopted. 

I shall read out the Preamble to the draft Convention. 

'Tthe Special CounciJ of Ministers of the European Coall and Steel Community, 
The Council of the European Economic Community, 

The Council of the European Atomic Energy Community, 
resolved to take the freely expressed will.of the peoples 0f the member States of the European 
Communities as the basis of the mission entrusted to the European Parliament ; 
anxious to enhance the representative character of the European Parliament ; 

having regavd to Article 21 of the Treaty setting up the European Coal and Steel Community; 
having regavd to Article 138 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community; 

having regard to Article 108 of the Treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Community; 
having regard to the draft prepared by the European Parliament and adopted by it on (1) ; 
have drawn up the following provisions which they recommend their member States to adopt :' 

On this Preamble there are no members down to speak and no amendments. 

I shall put it to the vote by a show of hands. 
(The Preamble is adopted) 

( 1) The draft Convention was adopted on 17 May 1960. 
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President.-We come now to Article 1 of the draft Convention which reads as follows : 

'The representatives of the peoples in the European Parliament shall be elected by direct uni
versal suffrage.' 

On this Art:icle Mr. Sme~s tabled amendment No. 6 (second version) reading as follows : 

Article 1 is to be amended as follows : 

'The representatives ,of the peoples in the European Parliament shall be elected partly by direct 
:universal ,suffrage and partly by .the nationaL Barliaments.' , , 

But Mr. Smets has withdrawn this amendment. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I should like to speak. 

President.-Mr. Smets has the floor. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I withdrew this amendment but, in conne~on with Alltlicle 1, should like 
to say what I feel about the way this impo.1.tant question has been treated. 

Up until last week members of the Parliament who had not sat on the Committee on Political 
Affairs had had no opportunity of taking part in this discussion or of voicing their opinions. 
I shou1d have liked the proposed text to have been drawn up in a quite different way. I accept 
the fact, however, that a , good number of members have already taken up a position. 

For this reason, Mr. President, I will not insist. furt:her with; regard to Article 1. I have 
brought all my proposals down to three, and am ghd that some of 1the amendments pUil: forward 
by me have given rise to proposals for amendments to the rext submi[Jted by the Committee. 

President.-Does anyone else wish to speak ? I shall put Article 1 to the vote. 

(Article 1 is adopted) 

President,__;! shall read , out Article 2 : 

'The number of representatives elected in each member State shall be as follows : 

Belgium . · 42 
France 108 
Germany (Fed. Rep.) 108 
Italy . 108 
Luxembourg . 18 
Netherlands 42 

On this Article I have amendment No. 2 (second part, b) submitted by Mr. Carboni with a 
view to striking it out. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) This amendment is no longer valid, Mr. President. 

President.-Indeed, this amendment is now ruled out following the rejection of amendment 
No.2 (1). 

Two other amendments have been tabled : the first, No. 3, submitted by Mr. Metzger and 
several of his colleagues ; the second, No. 31 (amended), sqhmitted by Mr. Smets. 
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These amendments, which can be made the subject of a general discussion, are as follows : 

Amendment No. 3, tabled by Messrs. Metzger, Kopf, Bergmann, Berkhan, Burgbacher, Gei
ger, Hahn, Itlerhaus, Kalbitzer, Kreyssig, Margulies, Odenthal, Philipp, Richarts, Helmut Schmidt, 
Martin Schmidt, Smets, Storch, Weinkamm and Mrs. Strobel. 

Article 2 to read as follows : 
'The number of representatives elected in eaoh member State shall be as follows : 

Belgium 28 
France 72 
Germany (Fed. Rep.) 72 
Italy 72 
Luxembourg 12 
Netherlands 28 

Amendment No. 31 (new) submitted by Mr. Smets: 

Article 2 to be amended to read : 
'The number of representatives elected in each member State shall be as follows : 

Belgium 28 
France 72 
Germany (Fed. Rep.) 72 
Italy 72 
Luxembourg 12 
Netherlands 28' 

For each repr·esentative a substitute shall be elected who shall succeed him in the event of 
his. resignation or death.' 

I have just been informed, Mr. Smets, that you have withdrawn your amendment. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I handed a note to the Bureau indicating the amendments I was withdraw
ing. On Article 2, I have struck out the first clause in my amendment together with the tahle that 
follows it, but I am keeping :bhe rest of the amendment. 

President.-! am taking note of this. 

I shall fiJ:st open the discussion on Mr. Metzger's amendment. 

I call on Mr. Metzger. 

Mr. Metzger.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, this amendment has been submitted 
by members of the Parliament's three political groups. Its purpose is to see that the Parliament to 
be elected will have twice-not three times-the number of members of the present Parliament. 

I shall try ,to set a good example by being very brief. We have discussed this question at length 
in our debate. I would refer to what I said during our exchange of views and would ask my 
colleagues to do the same. 

It has been argued that the number of representatives muSit be tripled so as to reduce the 
size of constituencies and to make the election campaign livelier and more .effective. I pointed out 
that, whether ·we double or triple the number of members, the conSitituencies will in any oase be 
much larger than they are for ru~~tiooal elections, so muCh so that we shall have to apply different 
methods in the election campaign for the new European Parliament. This is why I think this 
argument is not pertinent. 
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It also seems to me extremely risky to eJ;J.large-to the point of rendering it ineffective--a 
Parliament bringing together representatives from six countries and making use of four languages. 
It is mo·re diffkulrt for 426 representatives to understand each other than for a smaller number of 
members. This point must not be ignored ; it seems to me important because of the confidence 
that people must have in the Parliamenrt and in its ability to work. 

The spokesman for the Liberal and Allies group has just said that the draft Convention must 
be made accepta!ble to the Governments. This Convention has to he accepted, however, not only 
by the Governments but also by the national Padiaments. If we exaggerate with regard to the num
ber of representatives, this couLd give one or other of the national Parliaments a good reason for 
not going along with us. This applies at all events to the German Parliament, especially since 
German parliamentarians know that an excessive increase in the number of representatives in 
the Parliament is, for va:nious reasons, anything but popular among the German people. 

For reasons of cost too, we should consider whether we want a Parliament of 426 representa
tives or whether it would not be better to be more modest. These are rthe only points I want to 
make here. I would remind you of what I have said in greater detail ; I do not think you will 
have yet forgotten it, so that the ParHamenrt is now in a position to reach a decision. 

President.-! call Mr. Faure, Rapporteur. 

Mr. Maurice Faure, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, this is the 
first really important decision the Parliament has had to vote on. 

The number of members of the future European Parliament to be elected by universal suf
frage has aroused a great deal of controversy. I would repeat that no one has ever disputed 
the need to increase the number of members of the present Parliament when direct elections are 
heLd. The only point at issue is whether the present number should be doubled or tripled. 

Mr. Metzger has replied through his amendment that this number shouLd be doubLed. The 
Committee on Political Affairs, following the Working Party, suggests in the reports distributed to 
you that the present number should be tripled. 

The discussion broke out again yesterday and Mr. Metzger is right to suggest that there would 
be no point in going back to the basic issues. Mr. Metzger's amendment was rejected by 15 votes 
to 4. Our Committee felt rthat there ought to be some correlation between two decisions : one 
on the number of members and the other, to which we shall shortly come during this debate, on 
whether a certain proportion of members should continue, at least during the transitional period, 
to be nominated by their national Parliaments. Obviously, if we continue to have a certain nrumber 
of members nominated, universal suffrage will initially only apply to the others. If we act on Mr. 
Metzger's proposal, that is double the membership, we shall go from 142 to 248 members. If 
142 members are nominated, this will mean ho1ding elections by universal suffrage for only 142 
members for the whole Community. 

Let us rtake an even more specific example with whkh I am more f·amiliar, that of the French 
Republic which, with Algeria and the overseas Departments, has approximately 55 million inhabi
tants. You are then going to have these 36 members elected by 55 million inhab1tants, i.e. one 
member per 1,500,000 or 1,600,000. Mr. Metzger objects that our system wou1d give one member 
per 750,000 or 800,000 inhabitants, already a high proportion by national standards. My answer 
is that I prefer a ratio of one member to 800,000 inhabitants to that of one member per 1,600,000. 
If you .think that we should leave the domain of the relatllV'e for that of the absolute, then we might 
as well go the whole hog and elect only one member for each muntry ! 

In fact this is not a problem of doctrine but a practical question. I feel that it is virtually 
impossible to elect only one member per 1,600,000 inhabitants. The system ·proposed by the Com-
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mittee on the other hand will, I repeat, give one representative per 800,000 inhabitants at the 
first elections, and in the final period, when nominated members will no longer sit in the Parlia
ment, one representaJUive per 500,000 inhabitants. This figure would not seem to me to be 
excessive. 

When we in France explain that it will often be necessary to ~ump rtwo or three Departments 
together to have one representative elected, the general public will not feel that we have increased 
the number of members excessively. 

Mr. Metzger put forward one final argument, that of the quality of the work done by a 
Parliament with 426 members. I would coullll:er this with the argument he himself used a few 
moments ago : does he believe that a Parliament with 426 members must inevitably do less 
work than one wi!th 284 members ? 

I would also poiil111: out to our colleague that he is being really hard on some of the Parlia
ments of our member States : in France, Germany and Italy, not to mention the United States of 
America or the British House of Commons. These countries have far more representatives than 
we propose for this Parliament. And what are we to say of the Supreme Soviet ? But this is an 
area into which it is .today dangerous to venture. 

I conclude by reminding you that the Committee rejected the figures proposed by Mr. Metz
ger-for the practical reasons given-by 15 votes to 4. 

President.-! call Mr. Smets. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, someone pointed out that we should 
not go beyond .the figure of 142 members: that someone was I. The Rapporteur should know 
this. 

I should like to make it clear at onc<:}-some may feel I am rather harping on this point
that we never had an opportunity of expressing our opinion on this report and tthat the majority 
of members of the Committee systematioally shut themselves up in a closed circle. 

I hope, Mr. President, that we shall not forget that the Parliament is expected to work out 
proposals and that we shall soon be studying something different from this one, which can only 
hobble along. 

When I endorsed the proposal to double the number of members, I did so out of resignation 
because I was lialble to be regarded as the odd man out. Although I am not nol'mally afraid of 
adopting such an attitude, it is not on.e that should become an invariable habit. 11his is why I 
supported Mr. Metzger's proposal to double the number of members for the transitional period. 

In comparing the figure of 426 members proposed for the European Parliament with the 500 
members-and even mor<:}-in the Italian, French and German Parliaments, one tends to forget 
an important point, namely, that national Parliaments are much closer .to the national parlia
mentarians than the European Parliament is to European parliamentarians. Although I am not a 
member of any committee in my own country, I am abreast of what is taking place there. I have 
always been able to take an interest in every plan, in every proposal. This applies with even 
greater force to parliamentarians in other countries where only one language is spoken. In Belgium 
there are naturally exceptions ; those of my colleagues who have not the advantage of speaking 
both Dutch and French cannot talk with parliamentarians who do not speak their mother tongue. 

This is a circumstance of some importance in this Parliament, and one that must be borne in 
mind. If the European Parliament is to be effective, the number of its members must not be 
increased unduly. 
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Replying to my friend Mr. Metzger, Mr. Faure said that it would only be for a transitional 
period that one European representative would be elected in France per 800,000 inhabitants, and 
that if the numbers in this Parliament were tripled, after that period, one representative would be 
elected per 550;000 inhabitants. Now, whether the constituency comprises 800,000 or 550,000 
inhalbitants, the elected representative will still be a long way off from his electorate. Other 
methods will have to be used. Let us therefore not make comparisons with the situation that exists in 
Mr. Faure's country and with which he is no doubt extremely famiha:r. 

Moreover, it follows logically from Mr. Faure's argument that, in the spirit of the draft 
Convention before us, after the transitional period no member of the European Parliament can 
any longer be nominated by the national Parliaments. I think, Mr. Faure, you are antidpating 
matters ; the proportion cou1d well remain one representative per 800,000 inhabitants. Your ar~
ment is therefore not a sound one. 

Mr. President, I am backing Mr. Metzger's proposal, in the hope that experience will serve as 
a guide to us for the future. 

President.-! shall put Mr. Metzger's amendment No. 3 to the vote. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I said a moment ago, Mr. fuesident, that I was maintaining the second 
clause of my amendment. 

President.-! shall come back to it after the Parliament has voted on amendment No. 3. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) My amendment could affect this vote. 

President.-Agreed. You propose that a substitute be elected at tlhe same rtime as eaah member, 
to succeed him in the eve111t of his resignation or death. 

This constitutes an amendment to Mr. Metzger's amendment. 

I give you .the floor to put forward your amendment to the amendment. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I developed my ar~ents during the general debate ; I think that it is 
very useful to have a system of active substitutes. 

Bearing in mind the attitudes taken up, I realize that I should get nowhere by maintaining 
this point of V'iew but I still prefer active subscitutes, i.e. an arrangement under which a member 
can always ask the President to invite his substitute to take his place in the Parliament and on 
committees. 

It was objected that this is the system used in councils or consultative assemblies. Now, the 
consultative assemblies with which we are acquainted took this idea from Norwegian legisla,tion 
which makes use of this system. 

Beggars can',t be choosers. This is why I have tried to put the case for substitutes in the hope 
that once this system is adopted, its advantages will be recognized and the system itself will serve 
as a guide for our future work. 

It is only logical that we should have substitutes who will follow the course of our work. 
It would be to the advantage of our Parliament, not only because they may one day be called upon 
to sit in the European Parliament but also because they will become imbued with the European 
idea and take an interest in the work of the European Parliament. It should not be forgotten that 
we are still at a stage where we cannot afford to neglect the help of anyone in the pursuit of 
our goal. 
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President.-! call Mr. Schuijt. 

_ Mr. Schuijt, Rapporteur.-(F) The Committee on Political Affairs discussed this matter 
yesterday and considered that Mr. Smets' proposal was quite superfluous since Article 17 of ·the 
draft Convention provides that national legislators are to make all the necessary provisions to 
replace a retiring member. 

Article 17 is quite clear on this subject. 

I wou1d simply point out to Mr. Smets, who Is m favour of doubling membership, that his 
system would result not in twice but in •four times the pr·esent number of members. 

Mr. Smets.-( F) Tha.t is a facile argument. I have said that I was not in favour of doubling 
the number of seats. 

President.-! am putting Mr. Smets' amendment to a vote by a show of hands. 
(The amendment is not adopted) 

President.-! now put Mr. Metzger's amendment No. 3 to the vote. 
(The amendment is not adopted) 

President.-Does anyone else want to speak ? ... 

I put Ar.ticle 2 of the Committee's te:x;t to the vote. 
(Article 2 is adopted) 

President.-We come now to Article 3: 

'During a transitional period, one third of these representatives shall be elected or nominated 
by the Parliaments from among their own members, in accordance with the procedure laid 
down by eaah member State.' 

I have an amendment from Mr. Garboni (No. 2, second part, c) to the effect that this 
Article should be deleted. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) This amendment is no longer vaHd. 

President.-There is a subsidiary part of Mt. Carboni's amendment which I shall put to the 
vote later. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-{F) This amendment is now devoid of any object, Mr. P,resident. 

President.,-Does Mr. Carboni agree ? 

Mr. Carboni.-(F) No, Mr. President, because it has not yet been discussed. 

President.-! call Mr. Ca11boni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(!) Thank you, Mr. President. I shall be brief as usual. 

There are two main reasons why I am opposed to this A·nticle. Above all, I am convinced 
that parliamentary assemblies must he based completely on the wishes of the people. I can well 
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understand that this may disturb many of our colleagues who have never taken part in a lively 
election campaign from which one emerges either a winner or a loser. But because this is my job 
and because I have, thanks he to God, fought in all the Italian elections, I believe that if we 
want to. interest .the people, it is we who must hold election meetings and must ask the voters, in 
the name of Europe hut also on our own modest account, to go along with us in this campaign. 

I do not therefore think that the proposed system could win widespread popular support because 
obviously the third of the members nominated by the national Parliament will not go down into 
the arena. Faced as we would be w:ith the immen:se difficulty of getting people to the polHng booths, 
we wouM sorely miss in our electoral struggle some of t~he most .representative figures in our 
national Parliaments who couLd exercise a considerable pull on 1the voters. I am all the more 
convinced of this because certain attempts very like our own have shown that the people do not 
take as much interest in these election campaigns as we should like. 

I am therefore opposed to this Article on grounds of principle as well as for a practical 
reason, namely, because the election campaign would cover only two thirds of the candidates. 

My second fundamental objection is that this Article amounts to a flagrant violation of the 
Treaty. 

President.-! call Mr. Faure to speak on behalf of the Committee and of the Working Party. 

Mr. Maurice Faure, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I do not think 
there is any need for a lengthy discussion on this point. 

Mr. Carboni's idea is that we should have all the members elected by direct universal suffrage 
from the outset. This is a perfectly defensible idea. In its fa¥our it can be said that it is more 
directly consistent with the letter of the Treaty. At the same time it dashes head on with Mr. 
Smets' proposal whereby a proportion of the representatives i!n the Padiament would always be 
nominated by their national Parliaments. This is a political choice and one which the Parliament 
must decide. 

I have no need to tell you that the solution proposed by the Committee is a sort of com
promise. The Committee thinks that during the first stage it would be more reasonable to 
preserve a binding institutional link with the national Parliaments by continuing to have a certain 
proportion of us nominated by them. 

I will not reopen the question of whether this provision is constitutional or not, or whether 
or not it is consistent with the Treaty. If we decide, Mr. Carboni, in the light of the political 
judgement we alone van exercise, that we must have a transitional period before going on to com
plete universal suffrage, it is for us to say so and this is the purpose of the vote you are going 
to be asked to cast. 

Mr. Smets-(F) I should like to speak. 

Mr. Maurice Faure, Rapporteur.-(F) Then I should like to speak on a point of order. 

President.-! aall Mr. Faure. 

Mr. Faure, Rapporteur.-(F) In principle, the Committee should be the last to speak. When 
an amendment is discussed, its mover explains his views ; he is followed by two speakers, one for 
an:d one against, and then the Committee winds up the discussion. 

I should have liked, a moment or two ago, to have disposed of two or three points raised 
by Mr. Smets, but to save the Parliament's time I did not do so. Now Mr. Smets is asking to speak 
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again. If speakers always wish to speak again after hearing the Committee's views, I myself shall 
feel myself free to take the floor a second time on behalf of the Committee. And this is .certainly 
not a very good way of working. 

(Applause) 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Listen to the applause ! 
(Laughter} 

We ought all the same to take a dose look at the Committee's attitude. 

Mr. Maurice Faure, Rapporteur.-(F} I have nothing to fear. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Mr. President, LaJdies and Gentlemen, Mr. Faure spoke immediately to 
Mr. Carboni's amendment and I had no chance to ask to speaik. But Mr. Faure'.s statement. 
induces me to do so now because we a:re, after all, a Parliament which has to take decisions. We 
are a Parliament which at this moment, it would appear, ought to take the Committee on Poli
tical Affairs as its guardian. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) How mistaken you are ! 

Mr. Smets.-(F) You say I am mistaken, Mr. Dehousse, but inthis case you have applied a 
method that is not usual in Parliaments. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) There is not the slightest foundation for what you say. 

President.-Please, my dear colleagues, no personal exchanges ! 

Mr. Smets.-:(F) Is this any way to work, .Mr. Presidept ? When someone puts forward 
a point of view which dashes with that of the :majority ofthe Commit~ee on .. Po1jtical Affairs, 
some members become very touchy. 

That is wrong ! 

When you opened the session, Mr.· President, you announced 41 amendments. I did my 
best to reduce this number .to 30 by withdrawifig some of my own. 

(Laughter) 

But the shower of amendments we witnessed when this · session opened dearly shows that 
the proposaJ we are debating has not been sufficiently gone into and di'Scussed wi<th aJll our 
colleagues. I would not say this if I did not think I was expressing a deep-felt concern of theirs. 
In this respect, I have no fears of being alone in this House. 

' ' ' ' . 
This Parliament must work like a national Parliament. . I do not like to have .things _attri-

buted to me which I never said. I did not propose, as Mr. Faure alleged a few moments ago, 
that there should always be national representatives. My .amendment No. 6 provided for an 
entire system. It read : 'After the end of the third stage of the Common. Market, the Parlia
ment may decide that all the representatives in the European Parliament be elected by direct universal 
suffrage.' 

You have this document in your files, Mr. Faure, and you have. no right to say that I am 
asking that there shou1d always be national representatives. 

(Interruptions) 
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President.-! see that we are making progr,ess towards becoming a real Parliament since we 
are indulging more and more in personal exchanges. 

(Laughter and applause) 

Does anyone else wish to speaik ? 

I put to the vote, by a show of hands, Mr. Carboni's amendment to the effect that Article 3 
be struck out. 

(The amendment is not adopted) 

President.-On Article 3, I have still two amendments. The first is from Mr. Carboni (No. 2, 
second part, c, subsidiary provision) ; the second is from Mr. De Bosio (No. 19). These can be 
discussed together. 

Mr. Carboni's subsidiary amendment would replace the words 'During a transitional period' 
by the words 'At the first elections'. 

Mr. De Bos,io's amendment No. 19 would replace the words 'During a transitional period' by 
the words 'During the first legislature'. 

I call Mr. Carboni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(IJ I believe, Mr. President, that Mr. De Bosio could explain this second part 
of the amendments better than I. 

President.-! call Mr. De Bosio. 

Mr. De Bosio.-(1) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the question is not whether I 
can deal with this subject with more, or less, skill. I myself believe that few of us can rival 
Mr. Carboni in courage and ability. 

I would point out,. first of all, that my bdef speech will cover not only rthe amendment 
relating to Article 3 but five others ta:bled by me concerning Articles 3, 4, 7, 9 and 17. 
This is why I am now going to clear the ground of a certain number of amendments. 

On the Working Party, on the Committee for Political Affairs and in the Parliament, two 
points of view emerged concerning the complete application of paragraph 3 of Article 138 of 
the Treaty setting up the European Common Market and of Article 108 of the Treaty setting up 
Euratom. The first idea was to ensure the immediate application of paragraph 3 of these Articles 
as rega11ds the introduction of direct universal suffrage ; the second concerned the electoral system 
with a unifo11m procedure. This viewpoint was more or less abandoned in the course of discus
sion, and we came to the question of introducing direct general elections coupled with the system 
of indirect election, any decision on a uniform electoral procedure being for the time being shelved. 
For this purpose a transitional period was introduced with the object of enabling elections by 
universal suffrage to be organized without delay so as to get round the formida:ble difficulty of 
creating a uniform electoral system in the six countries. 

The Working Party and the Committee on Political Affairs did a lot of hard and effective 
work on this prdblem but were faced with such dissimilar situations and such radically different 
points of view in the member States that they were obliged rto set this principle to one side. 
This was, no doubt, a wise decision and I endorse it. 

But after having established this principle, bobh the Working Party and the Committee were, 
I feel, influenced, in their subsequent handling of the draft, by the rules concerning the transi
tional period in the EEC Treaty. Now, these rules cannot be adapted to a special electoral system' 
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because eleotions are held once every five years, whereas the implementation of .the Corrimon Market 
goes on uninterruptedly, even if in three stages, to lead up :to the economic and social unification of 
our six countries and finally to that political unification for which we are all striving. 

Now, it seems illogical to me to follow the system of the transitional period established in 
one of the Treaties. (We all know that .the transitional period for the European Coal and Steel 
Community has expired, as also the transitional period for Euratom.) That system was studied and 
worked out, perhaps, with excessive caution, as our Parliament has already shown by insisting 
on the need for speeding things up. An electoral system, I repeat, has nothing in common with 
economic development ; it cannot represent a great change in social systems and it cannot serve, 
without more ado, for achieving political unity. The most it can be is an instrument, a prerequisite 
of all this. 

This is why it seems to me that, from the political a:s well as from the legal po~nt of v·iew, 
which Mrs. Probst WJd Mr. Carboni, have discussed at length, it ~s neither desirable nor reasonable to 
link the transitional period to the stages of the European Common Market. 

I should also like to draw your attention to Article 4 of the draft Convention. There it is 
stated that the provisional electoral system will remain in force for a term cor.responding to the 
transitional period of the European Common Market ; but then it is added that the new Parliament 
may also extend it. On this I wouM comment that the minimum term, which it is hoped to shorten, 
could on the contrary be extended to 15, and even 17, years following a decision by the European 
Court of Justice ; in other words, the proposed electoral system could last for as long as 20 years. 

Have we really to wait twenty years before the Treaty comes fully into application ? A 
transitional period is, I repeat, necessary, but if we overdo things we shall never get Europe built. 
We must show a little courage, and in my amendment I am not asking too much ; I am simply 
proposing that this transitional period, which we ·certainly need to ena:ble us 'to think things over 
and await developments in the various countries, should be for five years, i.e. the term of a 
single legislature. 

Moreover, this five-year period will end up by lasting eight years. Two or three years will 
pass before this Convention is approved by the Council of Ministers and ratified by the national 
Parliaments and we hold the elections. Would it really be impossible, in eight years, to work out 
a scheme for a uniform electoral procedure for our six member States ? 

Our Committee on Political Affairs, on which I had the honour to sit, informed me yesterday 
that it would not be wise to bring forward the time-limits. My reply that if we are over-wise, if 
we are over-cautious, Europe will never be built. Let us display a little more courage, a little more 
boldness-even if we cannot quite emulate our friend Mr. Carboni in this respect-otherwise 
Europe will never be built ! 

May I recall the words uttered in this House during the Parliament's first sess.ion ? To build 
Europe we need courage ; we must be not only experts but, even more, politicians. The uncertainty 
that springs from a craving for perfection often leads the experts to solutions that are unsatisfactory, 
at least to us politicians. 

We politiciam must show coumge, and it is hardly courageous to believe that we cannot decide 
on an electoral law within the space of eight full years ! 

This is why I rely on you, Ladies and Gentlemen, to vote for the amendment under discussion 
and those appended to it. 

President.-! call Mr. Maurice Faure, Rapporteur. 

Mr. Maurice Faure, Rapporteur.-(F) The text which Mr. De Bosio has defended with such 
laudahle conviction differs only slightly from the one the Committee is proposing. In his speech 
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Mr. De Bosio has touched on a great many subjects. As we are now voting on Articles and amend
ments, I should like, for the moment, to speak only on the subject~matter of amendment No. 19. 
This aims at replacing-in Article 3, which states that one third of the representatives shall be 
indirectly elected or nominated-the words 'During a transitional period' by the words 'During the 
first legislature'. 

In other words, Mr. De Bosio is objecting not to the introduction of a transitional period but 
only to its duration. He wants it to last five years. 

As, at the very best, the elections will not take place before two or three years, the 'final' 
arrangement would therefore not come into force for eight years. 

I would point out to Mr. De Bosio that owing to the speeded-up drevillopment of the Common 
Market-which came into being on 1 January 1958-we would find ourselves in 1968, at the end 
of the tenth year ; that is, ·roughly at the end of the development period in· question. 

The Committee proposes that the first direct elections of all representatives should be held 
after the complete implementation of the Common Market Treaty. There is a strong possibility 
that the two dates will coincide. Hence, when Mr. De Bosio appeals to our courage, he finds here 
people who reply : 'present', because, I repeat, things will come to pass more or less as he wishes. 

Why did the Committee feel that the final period should begin at the time of the first 
elections following the completion of the Common Market ? It is because it felt that, even at the 
political level, there should be a certain parallelism between the popular control we wish to see 
exercised over the institutions of the Common Market, on the one hand, and the nature and 
implementation of the Common Market itself. While the Common Market is only partly applied 
the need for control by the people will be less than when it is completely in force. 

That is our justification ; but, I repeat, in reality Mr. De Bosio's proposal is only separated 
from ours by the thiclmess of a rose petal. 

(Laughter) 

President.-Is illhere no one else who wishes to speak ? 

I put Mr. De Bosio's amendment No. 19 which Mr. Carboni has supported, to a vote by a 
show of hands. 

(The amendment is not adopted) 

President.-! have here amendment No. 11 (new version) submitted by M. Birkelbach on 
behalf of the Socialist Group and reading : 

Article 3 to read as follows : 

'During a transitional period, a number of these representatives shall be elected by the 
national Parliaments from among their OWin members, in accordance with a procedure that 
·ensures fair representation of the poUtical parties.' 

This amendment gives no indication of the proportion of members to be elected by the national 
Parliaments because its mover wished to wait until the vote had been taiken on Article 2. 

I call upon Mr. Vander Goes van Naters ro complete the amendment. 

Mr. Vander Goes van Naters.-(FJ Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I should like to 
explain this amendment on behalf of my friend Mr. Birkelbach. 

You know that the Socialist Group is very anxious that the requirement in Article 138 concern
ing a uniform procedure should be complied with. Our amendment aims at bringing about this 
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harmonization, this uniformity, as far as possible. Now, we noted on the Committee that although 
several members agreed on the principle, the word 'proportional' appears to shock some of our 
colleagues. We therefore reconsidered this amendment and decided to chrunge it, replacing the 
words 'proportional . . . to the number of their seats', in our original amendment, by the single 
word 'fair'. 

This amounts to laying down a directive .to the national Parliaments to the effect that each shall, 
accovding to its own procedure, provide for fait representation of the political parries. 

With this slight change, which will no doubt be approved by several of our colleagues, I hope 
that the Parliament will accept our amendment. 

President.-In your text you do, I take it, refer to a proportion of one third ? 

Mr. Van der Goes van Naters.-(F) Certainly, Mr. President. 

President.-! call Mr. Scelba. 

Mr. Scelba.-(J) Mr. Pres>ident, Ladies and Gentlemen, the ·amendment submitted this morning 
is-or at least is intended to be-an improvement on the original one. For all that, I have to 
reject this new version also. I do not think there is any democratic Parliament which does not, 
in its rules of procedure, guarantee fair representation of all political parties. For this reason I 
think there is probably no point in t'he amendment as it stands. We crunnot accept :it for a funda
mental reason : we agreed with the Committee on Political Affairs that the task of drawing up 
electoral laws should in practice be left to the national Parliaments. We wanted, at least during 
the initial period, each country to be free to choose its own electoral. law. This amendment would 
mean discarding this idea and, what is worse, imposing two electoral laws : one for representatives 
directly elected by the people over which the national Parliaments would freely decide, and the 
other for representatives elected by the Parliaments on whom we would in fact impose proportional 
representation. This, I repeat, clashes with the general idea, already accepted, that the national 
Parliaments should draw up electoral laws, taking local usage aJnd customs into account. 

Nor did the Committee accept proposals made by Mrs. Probst on general guidelines to be 
followed by the national Parliaments in framing the laws. We felt that we shouLd leave the national 
Parliament completely free, simply reserving the option to submit suggestions to the Governments 
or Parliaments with a view to bringing the various laws into line. 

If we accept the amendment submitted this morning the national Parliaments will be obliged 
to send to the European Parliament representatives of political parties clearly opposed to European 
unification. To speak frankly, you will oblige them to send here Mr. Khrushchev's fifth column, 
if not proportionally, at least to a fair extent. Now if there are popular ·elections, it is probable 
that we shall not succeed 1in keeping the Communist fifth column out of the Europellin Parliament. 
Indeed, except in Federal Germany, if I am not mistaken, the Communist party enjoys civic rights 
in all member States, and consequently, it will enter the European Padiament. It does seem to me 
to be going too far to oblige democratic parliamentarians to vote to ensure fair representation also 
for people who have no respect for justice when they are in power, and who believe neither in 
Europe nor in democratic institutions. With this exception, I think that the rules of the free 
parliamentary systems already afford an absolute guarantee of fair representation of all political 
parties. As regards Italy, for example, all the parties are now represented in this House with the 
exception of the Social-Communists. ·· 

As regards the Socialists, the Social Democrats are alrell!dy represented in the European 
Parliament. As for those Socialists who take up the same positions as the Communists, we offered 
them fair representation if they agreed to part company with the Communists. We Italian democrats 
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could not offer representation to the Communists because they contested and voted against the Treaties 
setting up the European Communities. 

We therefore urge that this amendment be rejected. This does not mean, however, that we 
reject the objects of the amendment itself. We consider these objects, in any case, as already 
achieved because the rules of procedure of all the democratic Parliaments, including the Italian 
one, provide the. means of ensuring fair representation of all· parliamentary parties in the Buropean 
Parliament. But I persist in opposing the amendment, above all on a matter of principle. Just as 
we agreed that it should he for the national legislator to determine the procedure for electing two 
thi11ds of the representatives to be elected directly by the people, so we want it to be left to the 
national Parliaments to determine the procedure for the election of the remaining third, that to 
be nominated from among the members of these Parliaments. 

(Applause) 

President.-! call Mr. Smets. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I shouLd like to point out that 
Article 138 of the ECSC Treaty provides that elections shall take p1ace 'by direct universal suffrage 
in accordance with a uniform procedure in all mernber States'. 

It would be running counter to this provision not to accept the recommendation in the Socialist 
amendment. 

Then I would remind Mr. Scelba that the Treaty was signed by Mr. Segni, with whom he is, 
I think, well acquainted, as well as by Mr. Martino, and that this was a real commitment. 

Mr. President, I also asked to speak because the expression 'Social-Communist' made me 
prick up my ears. I must tell my esteemed colleague that irt Belgium ... 

'Mr. Scelba-(I) The term applies only in the situation in· Italy and has no equivalent in 
any other country. 

Mr. Smets.-( F) ... I am represented, in the publication of a party similar to yours, as a 
Social-Communist. In this sphere we must be careful. It is, moreover, very easy to resort to 
discrimination by showing a political party in a false light. 

Then again, those who know me know that I am as far from being a Communist as the most 
rabid anti-Communist. This does not prevent me from being put by some people into that category. 
This could occur under pressure of strictly partisan political concerns. 

Once bitten, twice shy ! 

President.-! call Mr. Friedensburg. 

Mr. Friedensburg.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle~en, opmwns may well differ 
as to ·the merits of the proposal put. forward by our Socialist colleagues on the participation of 
indirectly elected representatives. I do not think howev:er, that we can allow the reasons given by 
Mr. Scelba for rejecting the amendment to go unanswered. 

A democra:ey that has not the courage to come to grips with its opponents is no democracy. 
(Applause) 

As the only member of this Parliament to come from behind the Iron Curtain, and as one who 
has for fifteen years been fighting ceaselessly with the Communists, I can only say : We fear a 
Fifth Column much more when it is a real Fifth Column, that is, when itoperates in the shadows. 
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A Fifth Column forced to descend into the democratic arena ceases to be a Fifth Column in 
the sense in whicih this term is so often understood. 

So I urge that we should not vote on this ground against the proposal of our Socialist 
colleagues. With all respect for the experience of our friend Mr. Scelba, I feel, in the light of 
my own experience, that we should argue out our differences openly in the new European Parliament. 
This would at all events do less harm than if opponents of the European movement were able to 
exercise their influence in the national Parliaments, while we permitted no such arguments in this 
House, the right place for airing them. This is why I support the proposal of our Socialist 
colleagues. 

President.-! call Mr. Vals. 

Mr. Vals.-(FJ Mr. Sce1ba's remarks prompt me to clarify some of the points in the motion 
for a resolution contained in the Convention befor·e us. 

In the recitals it is stated that we are 'resolved to take the freely expressed will of the peoples 
of the member States of the European Communities as the basis of the mission entrusted to the 
European Parliament' and that we are also 'anxious to enhance the 'representative character of the 
European Parliament'. The previous speaker showed that, in the matter of democracy, there were 
a number of principles which we could not violate. This is why the Socialist group has called for 
'fair' representation. If I stick to the definition of this term, it is not only democracy. but also 
justi·ce that i.s involved. Are we to refuse to embody this concept of justice as regards represen
tation in the European Parliament in a motion for a resolution ? Surely, my dear colleagues, we 
cannot agree to this. 

It is too easy these days to bracket the adjectives 'Communist' and 'Socialist' by interposing 
a hyphen as Mr. Scelba did, and to .talk of Social-Communists. lif we allow this idea to sprea;d, I 
do not know where this will lead us one day in our national Parliaments. 

Democracy is not easy to practise and, as Mr. Bohy was saying before the Committee on Poli
tical Affairs, it has to be deserved. As democrats, we shall accept fairness in the matter of 
representation in the European ~arlia:ment. 

(Applause) 

Mr. Carboni.-! should like to speak. 

President.-Only the mover of the amendment ought to be able to speak. Just now I gave 
the floor to other members but we should not reopen the general discussion. 

I would draw your attention to the fact that we are all still at Article 3. 

I shall call Mr. Van der Goes van Naters and then Mr. Carboni. 

Mr. Vander Goes van Naters.-(FJ Mr. President, as mover of the amendment, I should like 
to speak last. 

President.-! call Mr. Carboni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(!} Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, this Amde has caused us to digress 
somewhat. Mr. Scelba made certain observations to those of us who are Italians and Christian 
Democrats which we cannot pass by in silence. 
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Cl shouLd be glad if Mr. Friedensburg would repeat his highly interesting remarks iti · the 
Bundestag and if he obtained rthere what ihe is asking from us. 

We, in Italy, have a Communist party and another which constitutes a serious threat to 
democracy, and we cannot be criticized for taking a number of precautions in the interests of 
Europe itself. 

I should furthermore like our French friends to note that it is not we who give the Socialists 
the title of Social-Communists ; it is they themselves who assll!111e this title, having concluded a 
pact for common action which we are unable to break. 

Obviously when we make these observations, we are speaking about our parties. That 
Mr. Smets should be so described by his friends has nothing to do with us. 

I am making this statement in order to clarify matters. 

I agree with Mr. Scelba that as we have recognized the !fight of member States to work 
out an electoral system, it would be running counter to this Article if we accepted that the States 
should comply with certain general principles on this point. It would also be wrong because the 
amendments that would have made this possible have been rejected. 

Mr. Vander Goes van Naters.-(FJ I should like to speak. 

President.-! would ask you to avoid any polemics. You have the floor. 

Mr. Vander Goes van Naters.-(FJ Mr. President, Ladies and Gendemen, I would just Hke 
to clarify one point, for it is difficult, when new arguments are presented, not to reply to them. 

A new argument was raised by Mr. Scelba, who criticized us for having introduced two con
flicting criteria into our texts, that of Article 1 and that of Article 3. But as far as the composition 
of the future Parliament is concerned, these Articles set out from exactly the same principle. The 
principle underlying Article 1 having been adopted, we want to bring into line with it Article 3 
which lays down the conditions for nominations by the national Pat~liaments. Hence we aae 
applying only one criterion and it is Mr. Scelba who is asking us .to apply two. I do not think that 
makes sense. 

President.-! call on the Rapporteur to explain the Committee's views. 

Mr. Maurice Faure, Rapporteur.-(F) The Committee relies on the wisdom of this House. 
(Laughter) 

President.-Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

Mr. Birkelbruch's altered amendment provides that 'During a transitional period, one third of 
t!hese representatives shall be elected by the Parliaments from among the~r own members, in accord
ance with a proced·ure ·that ensures that the political parties are fairly represented.' 

I shall put this amendment to the vote by a show of hands. 
(The amendment is adopted) 

This amendment becomes.the text of Article 3. 

The Committee of Presidents had proposed that, subject to agreement among the groups, 
Mr. Deist's report should be heard at the end of the morning. 
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I .therefore propose that we break off our present debate and go on to the next item on this 
morning's agenda. 

Are there any objections ? ... 

It is so decided. 

We shall resume discussion of the texts swbmitted by the Committee on Political Affairs on 
the election of the Ewropean Parliament by direct universal suffrage. 

The Parliament had :reached this morning Article 4 of the draft Convention. 

This Article reads : 
The transitional period shall begin on the day this Convention comes into force. The date of 
its e:x!piry shall be fixed by the European Parliament. This shall not be earlier than the end of 
the third stage of the Common Market, as defined in A11tide 8 of the Treaty setting up the 
European Economic Community, nor later than the expiry of the legislative period during which 
that third stage comes to an end.' 

I have .three identical amendments from Mr. Carboni (No. 2, second part, d), Mr. Smets 
(No. 32) and Mr. De Bosio (No. 20) for deleting Article 4. 

But Mr. Smets has just told me that he is withdrawing his amendment. 

Moreover, these amendments appear to be no longer valid because of the vote taken this 
morning on Article 3. 

I assume that the movers of these amendments are agreed on this point. 

Does no one else wish to speak ? ... 

Then I pwt Article 4 to the vote as submitted by the Committee. 
(Article 4 is adopted) 

President.-! shall now read out Article 5 : 

'1. Representatives shall be elected for a term of five years. 

The mandate CYf representatives elected or nominated by the Parliaments shall, however, end with 
the Joss of the national parliamentary mandate or at the end of the period for which they have 
been elected or nominated by their national Parliaments. Any representatives whose mandate 
ends in this way shall remain in office until the mandate of his successor has been confirmed in 
the European Parliament. 

2. The five-year legislative period shall begin at the opening of the first session following each 
election.' 

I have amendment No. 33 by Mr. Smets to this Article: 

The Article to read as follows : 

'Representatives elected by direct universal suffrage shall be elected for five years. 

The mandate of representatives elected by the nationa:l Parliaments shall end with the expiry of 
their national mandate. The same shall apply to the mandate of representatives elected to replace 
a retired or deceased 1:epresentative.' 

I call Mr. Smets. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) My proposal is that Article 5 should state more clearly, so as to avoid any 
confusion, that 'representatives elected by direct universal suffrage shall be elected for five years', 
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but that 'the ma,ndate of representatives elected by the national Parliaments shall end with the 
expiry of their national mrundate. The same shall apply to the mandate of representatives elected 
to repiace a retired or deceased representative.' 

The last sentence can naturally be left out since my proposal concerning substitutes did not 
win much support from the Parliament. I confine myself, therefore, to the first two sentences, 
and shou1d like ro draw aJttention 1to the fa,ct that in A'!tide 5, as drafted by the Committee, reference 
is made to mandates of 'eh!cted or nominated' representatives. 

My amendment omits the word 'nominated'. I believe this should be struck out because this 
House is agreed that representation of political parties must be fair. There is no reason for retaining 
the word 'nominated' because ,this cou1d give the ~mpression that Parliaments can make up their 
delegations exactly as may suit them. : : , 

In the Belgian Senate we consider that when a member is nominated, for example by being 
co-opted, he is elected. The same applies when the Senate nominates European padiamentarians. The 
President notes that the number of candidates tallies with the number of seats to be filled and 
declares the nominated members elected without holding an election. 

Thus>what takes place is not· a nomination but in fact a,n election. 

I should also like to draw your attention to a contradiction inherent in Article 5. It provides 
that the end of the parliamentary mandate determines the end of the European mandate but oods 
that the representative who loses his national mandate shall remain in office until the mandate of his 
successor has been confirmed. 

This seems to me impossible. When we were discussing eligibility I was toLd that a 
candidate could not be considered eligible if, for example, he had incurred a penalty involving 
the loss of civil rights. Now, a parliamentarian may lose his mandate for such a reason, whereas 
by virtue of your text he would remain a member of the Parliament until his successor's mandate 
had been confirmed. 

I quote this example -taken from yesterday's discussion. It is fundamentally and in reality 
impossible for a national Parliament to continue to be represented in this House by someone 
who is no longer a member of that Parliament. 

We need to take a dose look at this. When I addressed the Committee yesterday I made an 
effort to get this point across and I will .try to do so again today. I really think that the text I 
am proposing is better. We should not speak of a 'representative 'whose mrundate ends in this 
way'-namely, by losing his national mandate-and who would remain in office unti'l the mandate 
of his successor had been confirmed in the European Parliament. 

If your concern here is to ensure the continuity of the work of our Parliament, Article 15 
should allay your fears as it states that 'the outgoing European Parliament shall remain in office 
until the Hrst sitting of the new Parliament.' 

There you have your continuity. This Article will be complied with and continuity preserved 
even if ,a number of former members do not sit again. 

I strongly urge that this text be amended and that my wording be accepted. It reads simply 
enough : 'Representatives elected by direct universal. suffrage shall be elected for fi'.'e years. The 
mandate of ~representatives elected by the national Parliaments shall end with the expiry of their 
national mandate.' 

President.-You are thus striking out the end of the second paragraph which reads : 'The 
S(l;me shall apply to the manda:te of representatives elected to replace a retired or deceased 
representative' ? 
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Mr. Smets.-(F) That is automatic, Mr. President. Once a subsitute is elected, he comes 
under the same rule. The expiry of his national mandate determines the end of his European 
parliamentary mandate. 

President.-! call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. Smets has just said that his amendment is quite simple. 
Perhaps it is too simple ; perhaps this is one reason why it won no support when the Committee 
voted yesterday. 

I am therefore obliged to state on behalf of the Committee that i<t is against tlle amendment. 

None the less Mr. Smets raised an interesting question as regards the expression 'represent
atives elected or nominated by tlhe rultiional Parliaments.' We chose these wol)ds because we 
wished to take into account situations existing under constitllll:ional law in some countries. We were 
thinking particularly of the Netherlands. After careful reflection, however, we are now told 
that we could delete the words 'or nominated' without dashing with the legal situation in that 
country, simply saying, therefore, 'The mandate of representatives elected by the Parliaments 
shall, however, end, etc.'. 

Speaking for the Committee, I am therefore prepared to accept the deletion of the wol.'ds 
'or nominated'. 

We come now to the other part of the sentence to which Mr. Smets took exception: 'Any 
representative whose mandate ends in this way shall remain in office until the mandate of his 
successor has been confirmed in the European Parliament.' 

Mr. Smets here introduced questions of ineligibility or disqualification following the for
feiture of civil rights. I think, Mr. Bresrdent, that this wouLd be making a great fuss about a small 
matter because, after all, these representatives whose national mandate expires nationally would 
retain their mandate only exceptionally and for a very short time. 

I may add thrut the same rule is included in the regulations of the Consultative Assembly 
of the Council of Europe, which allows a representative to remain in office until his successor 
has been nominated and confirmed in office. To date, however, and despite the long experience 
of the Council of Europe, I do not know of a single case where .the danger referred to by Mr. 
Smets has materialized. 

This is why I ask this House to follow the Committee on Political Affairs and reject the amend
ment, it being understood that we agree that the words 'or nominated' shall be struck out. 

President.-! caH Mr. Smets. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, some of my colleagues may think 
me obstinate but my persistence stems from a profound conviction. 

We have il:o look at things objectively. I read in Article 5 that 'the mandate of representa
tives elected or nominated by the Parliaments shall, however, end with the loss of the national 
parliamentary mandate ... ' 

How can one say, .then, that a representative whose mandate expires in this way shall remain 
in office until the mandate of his successor has been confirmed in the European Parliament ? 

I did not, Mr. Dehousse, refer only to forfeiture of the mandate after incurring a penalty 
involving the loss of civil rights ; I merely alluded to this in passing. My real point was this : 
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how can a member of the European Parliament continue to be the representative of his Parliament 
when his national mandate has expired ? This appears to me to be impossible. This is telling 
a national Parliament that it must change its rules and procedure. What reason can there be for 
allowing a representative to reta:in his European mandate when he has lost his national mandate ? 

Under these conditions, Mr. President, I propose, as a secondary matter, the deletion of the 
second sub-paragra;ph of Atticle 5 : 'Any representative whose mandate ends in this way shall 
remain in office until the mandate of his successor has been confirmed in the European Parlia
ment.' 

President.-! call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) I would not say that I am guided by the teachings of Mr. 
Khrushchev (laughter) because his is not a school I approve of. In his second speech, however, 
Mr. Smets :raised a point which is dealt with in our Rules of Procedure and against which he 
has never, as far as I know, objected. 

Artide 5,2 of the Rules of Procedure, which is headed 'Bnd of term of service of represent
atives', reads : 1In the latter case, a representative whose original term of service has not expired 
may continue to serve.' 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Oh! Oh! 

President.-No bickering please ! We are not yet a real Parliament. 
(Laughter) 

Mr. Dehousse.-(F) Mr. Smets you possess the incomparable ar.t of quoting phrases in
completely. Allow me to finish the sentence : '... a representative... may continue to serve 
until his successor has been appointed.' 

In this treaty on European elections we are faced with a special situation : there will be 
two classes of representatives, some elected by universal suffrage and the others nominruted by the 
national Parliaments. As regards the latter, we begin by refel'ring to the provisions of Article 5,2 
of the Rules of Procedure ·and say that thdr European mandate will normally end with the e~piry 
of their national mandate. But we add~and we can always do this in a treaty-,that by an ex
press provision to this effect we relieve them of this obligation to retire. 

The sentence beginning with the words : 'Any representative whose mandate ends in this 
way .. .' is indeed designed to cover this point. 

The Commibtee on Political Affai·rs, after going into this matter at length, sees no :reason why 
it should chrunge its points of view. I therefore ask the House to reject the amendment and to 
pass Article 5 exactly as it stands. 

President.-! think tha:t all the various opinions have now been e~pressed and that this 
House understands the position. 

I am therefore going to put Mr. Smets' amendment to the vote. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I should like to speak. 

President.-May I remind you, Mr. Smets that under .the Rules of Procedure the mover 
of an amendment may only speak once ? 
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Mr. Smets.-(F) I wanted to comment on Article 5. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) That is just what I have done, fully and honestly. 

President.-The amendment has been fully explained to the House. It is already 4 o'clock 
and we have not yet adopted .this Article. I put Mr. Smets' amendment, as amended by him, to 
the vote. 

(The amendment is not adopted) 

Mr. Smets.-(F) A·nd the Committee's te:x:t ? 

In my speech I proposed that the second sentence of the second subparagraph should be 
struck out from the Committee's te:x:t. 

I said this, but even if I had not done so, I could come back to this proposal now. 

President.-! shall put this subsidiary proposal by Mr. Smets to a vote by a show of hands. 
(The proposal is not adopted) 

President.-The Committee proposes that, in the second subparagraph of A<t1tide 5, the words 
'or nominated' should be deleted. 

Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

I put Article 5, so amended, to a vote by a show of hands. 
(Article 5, so amended, is adopted) 

President.-! shall read out Artide 6 : 'Representatives shall vote on an individual and 
personal basis. They shall accept neither instructions nor any binding mandate.' 

There is no one else listed to speak on this Article and no amendment has been referred to 
me. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, I am really delighted to see that the treaty 
provides that no one here may accept a binding mandate. 

President.-! put A11ticle 6 to the vote. 
(Article 6 is adopted) 

President.-! would emphasize that this Article has been passed unanimously. This l'S an 
excellent example. 

(Laughter) 

I shall now read out Artide 7 : 

'During the transitional period, membership of the European Parliament shall be compatible 
with membership of a Parliament. 

The European Parliament shall decide whether these mandates are to remain compatible after 
the end of the transitional period.' · 

I have before me five amendments, those of Messrs. Carboni (No. 2, second part, e), Santero 
(No. 5), De Bosio (No. 21), Smets (No. 34) a:nd Smets (No. 42). 
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Mr. Smets has told me he is withdrawing his amendment No. 34. 

As regards the amendments of Messrs. Carboni and De Bosio, this House has already ex-
pressed its views on Article 3. 

The other two amendments can be discussed jointly. 

I shall read them out : 

Amendment No. 5 submitted by Messrs. Santero, Moro, Turani, Braccesi and Granzotto 
Basso: 

RepLace Article 7 by the following : 

'During the transitional period, membership of the European Parliament through election by 
direct universal suffrage shall be incompatible with that of membership of a Parliament.' 

Amendment No. 42 subm1tted by Mr. Smets: 

The second paragraph of Article 7 to read : 

'The European Parliament shall decide whether these mandates are to be deemed compatible 
or not after the end of the transitional period.' 

I call Mr. Carboni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(!) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I think I may be permitted to 
discuss paragraph 2 because I do not think that this is affected by any of the previous votes. 
It has thus not lost its validity, and as I propose that it should be deleted, I should like your 
permission to give my ,reasons. 

President.-~ou have the f1oor. 

Mr. Carboni.-(1) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I shall be very brief. I am against 
this paragraph because it speaks of a transitional period. I do not believe that a Parliament can 
enter the worLd for a transitional period. I fully realize that there may be transitional provisions : 
but because a transitional period suggests something passing, short-lived or liable to change, 
I am opposed to this term. 

I take particular eX'ception to the idea that a Parliament like ours, which is not an elected 
assembly, shouLd determine what a Parliament elected by universal suffrage ought or ought not 
to do. 

I think it is both wrong and pointless for us to do this. There is no point in doing this 
because a Parliament brought into being by popular elections will draw its sovereignty direct from 
what we regard as the source of sovereignty, namely, the votes of the people. I do not therefore 
think that we can lay down such rules for the future Parliament ; it will do whatever it thinks 
fit. 

Nor is it right that we should do this. We are not an elected Parliament and cannot there
fore play the part of mentors and decide here and now : 'You shall do this' or 'you shall not do 
that'. We must regard the Parliament we wish to see set up over against the executive as having 
full sovereignty. It will therefore be for that Parliament itself to decide what ought and what 
not ought to be done. 

These are the reasons why I should like the second paragraph of Article 7 to be struck out. 
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President.-Mr. Carboni proposes, then, through a subsidiary amendment, that the second 
paragraph of Article 7 should be deleted. 

I think that all these amendments can be di!scussed together. I therefore call Mr. Santero. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Do you not think, Mr. President-! apologize to our friend 
Mr. Santero-thail: it would be better to discuss and vote on each amendment separately; other
wise we are liable to become involved in a highly complicated discussion ? 

I should prefer the House to vote on Mr. Carboni's amendment here and now. 

Mr. Carboni.-(JJ I have no objection. 

President.-! understand Mr. Dehousse's point of vtew but it must be agreed that ~in this 
case these varioUJS amendments are on the same lines. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Not exactly, Mr. President ; there are differences, how
ever slight. 

President.-Very well. At your service. 

Will you allow me to call Mr. Sa:nrero ? 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Of course, and the general comment I made did not 
imply any lack of respect towards Mr. Santero. 

President.~Mr. Santero has the floor. 

Mr. Santero.-(J) My amendment completely replaces Article 7 and therefore i,ts second 
paragraph. I should none the less like to comment on it. 

President.-Please proceed. 

I feel I ought to give the floor to Mr. Santero because his amendment goes fur,ther than Mr. 
Carboni's. 

If it is rejected, then the others will be rejected ipso facto. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, I should have preferred the approach I have 
just advocated burt I accept your suggestion. 

President.-! made this proposal because I have Mr. Santero's agreement on this point. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, I am prepared to bow your request and shall, 
when you wish, reply to any observations. 

President.-! thank you for making my task easier. 

I call Mr. Santero. 

Mr. Santero.-(J) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, my amendment, which bears the 
signature of several members of this Parliament, completely replaces AJJtide 7. I propose that 
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to make voting easier, the arl!icle shouLd be voted on section by section. At all events I think 
that my amendment and Mr. Carboni's could be discussed together. 

My amendment 1s closely bound up with Article 3-l am glad that the House adopted it 
this morning---4:o the effect that the national Parliaments are to send the European Pa:rliament a 
thi!'d of its total membersh1p, or 142 members, exactly as at present. As long as the national Par
liaments remain, for all pmctical purposes, the builders of Europe because they delegate some 
of their powers to .this House and ratify its decisions, like those of the Council of Ministers, 
they must feel directly responsible, through their nominees, for what ·the new Parliament does 
and for its successes and failures. 

There must therefore be a link with the national Parliaments but that established in hlltide 3 
should suffice. A thlrd of the members who will sit here will also have a national parliamentary 
mandate, so that, if we keep to Article 7 as it stands, i.e. if the elected . representatives are able 
to exercise two mandates, the majority in· the new Parliament will consist of members holding 
two mandates. 

If thiis is so, the wodcing time-table of .the Parliament and its committees will be ~ncreas
ingly geared to that of the national Parliaments. I say 'increasingly' since, if it is already dif
ficult to take part in European activities even now that there are 142 of us, it will ·be much more 
difficu1t when we are more :than double the number. I believe that it will be hard for the 
national Parliaments to do their work satisfactorily in the absence of follty or more represent
atives, particularly tin the case of Italy which is the furthest away . from Strasbourg, It must 
also be remembered .that there is not only the European Parliament's work hut also that of the 
commi:ttees which meet in Brussels, Luxembourg, or Strasbourg. 

This is why my colleagues and I have submitted this amendment whereby elected members have 
to choose between the European and the national mandate. Otherwise, even those who voLun
tarily chose clle European mandate, would not make· this choice, because this wouLd be rendered 
pointless by the fact that the majority of members of the Parliament have to take into account the 
simultaneous exercise of two mandates and consequently draw up a. time-table il:o enable them 
to cope with this difficult situation. 

This wouLd have the paradoxical result that although we wish to have a new elected Par
liament wielding greater authority, a more effective Parliament that couLd speed up the process 
of European unification, we should on the contrary find ourselves with a Parliament whose 
authority and effectiveness would perhaps be reduced by a higher rate of absences among its 
members. This is centainly not a good basis on which to seek greater powers and responsibilities. 
We should end up by weakening the resolution of the new Parliament in advance if we were 
to say, by our actions if not by our words, that we thought that it could only build the new Europe 
if it devoted to that task the spare time left to its member$ after they had ·discharged their 
duties in their :respective parties and in their national Pa!!liamenrt:s. · 

There is a further danger which became eveJ+ clearer this morning when we saw how many 
members of this House would like the membership to be doubled rather than tripled. The 
Council of Ministers, which .cannot but be interested in the activities of the national Par
liaments, with the support and pressure exercised by those members of this Parliament who 
this morning urged that membership should be doubled, will decide to increase the number 
of representatives to sit in .the new European Parliament to no more than 284. 

I would add that even if parliamentarians direatly elected by the people cannot accept 
two mandates, the majority in the European Parliament will certainly be made up of parliamen
tarians or former parliamentarians : not of parliamentarians simultaneously exercising .two man
dates, but partly of persons exercising two mandates and partly of former parliamentarians 
exercising only the European mandate. · 
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I also think that this proV'ision has the advantage of having a Community character ; it is one 
of the rare provisions that must serve all the member States. As it stands, Article 7 allows 
of a choice either way-as we pointed owt on the Committee on Political Affairs- and its effect 
will be that the various national parties or countries will decide on, interpret, and apply this 
choice in different ways. This could also lead, and perhaps will lead, rto the principles go
verning the composition of this Parliament being assessed and applied differently. 

Moreover, since we propose to replace the whole of Article 7, i.e. both paragraphs, it 
follows that when Article 3 ceases rto apply, the version of Article 7 proposed by us will also cease 
to apply. Consequently, when the transitional period ends, the incompatibility we want to write 
into Arrtide 7 will automatically vanish since no other Article of the Convention states that 
there should be incompatibility between the two mandates. 

For all these reasons, I hope that the Parliament will adopt my amendment. After the 
transitional period is over, when the national Parliaments can no longer delegate the 142 mem
bers who are their direct representatives if\ this House, there must be no incompatibility, so that this 
personal link is nott suddenly a;nd completely broken off but disappears grrudually in the light 
of experience and of the international situations arising. 

This is not a question of doctrine but of a practical way of enabling the new Parliament to 
work effectively for the unification of Europe, which now appears .to be more necessary than 
ever. 

(Applause) 

President.-We have here two proposals which clearly clash. 

The Committee's text states that 'during the transitional period membership of the Euro
pean Parliament shall be compatible with membership of a Parliament'. 

The amendment of Mr. Santero and his colleagues, on the other hand, provides that 'during 
the transitional period, the office of representative in the European Parliament elected by direct 
universal suffrage shall be incompatible with that of member of a Parliament.' 

I should like speakers to disruss only this problem. The subsequent amendments including 
those of Mr. Carboni and Mr. Smets, are subsidiary ones-this does not mean rto say they 
are of minor ·importance--because they relate to the second paragraph. 

I call Mr. De Kinder. 

Mr. De· Kinder.--'-(FJ Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am in agreement with 
the substance of the amendment tabled by Mr. Santero and several of his colleagues. I believe 
that we should establish incompatibility between the two mandates for aJI the reasons already 
discussed. Y ert the deletion of rthe f·irst pamgraph of Article · 7 ·appears to me to dash with 
Article 3 as passed by the Assembly.· 

I was among those who voted against Artide 3 ; but once we have accepted that the 
national Parliaments should nominate part of the European Parliament, we must, I think, up
hold compatibility, at least for a certain time. If not, we shall arrive at a paradoxical situation 
in which the national Parliaments could use Article 3 to introduce into our new Parliament 
a series of members to whom they would like to give a second chance. Such a system existed 
in one of our countries for some time. I believe it is a bad system. 

Since Article 3 has been passed, we must act g,ccordingly, and despite all the sympathy 
I have for the ess·ence of Mr. Santero's amendment, I think that we should rejeot it. 
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President.-! call Mr. Ferretti. 

Mr. Ferretti.-(/) I have only one objection to raise against Mr. Santero's proposal. 
I think we all agree that it would be desirable to have men of outstanding political reputa
tion taking part 'in the first elections. If we decide on incompat~bility we shall be presenting 
to the electorate candidates who do not enjoy anything like the same reputation in the political 
life of our countries. 

This is the only reason why I am against the proposal. 

President.-! call Mr. Carboni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(/) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the interpretation given to Article 3 
in conjunction with article 7 is not correct because Article 3 states that representatives shall 
be elected by the Parliaments from among their own members. Clearly, the exercise of twin 
mandates is to be confined to such representatives. Al'ticle 7 of Mr. Santero's version says, 
in effect : for this third, yes, but not for the others. The sense is that only representatives 
nominaJted by the Parliaments from among their own members can hold twin mandates. We 
believe, Mr. Ferretti, that the Parliament will choose from among its members precisely those 
of outstanding political reputation to whom you referred. The expression 'of outstanding 
poLitical reputation' recalls something very near to your heart. 

Mr. Ferretti.-(/) University professms are chosen because of their reputation, not as 
a result of a competitive examination ! 

Mr. Carboni.-(/) This is a relic of the past, an age-old mistake. You ~now what I mean. 
There are some things, alas, which last. .. 

Mr. Ferretti.(/) Which a:re eternal. 

Mr. Carboni.-(/) It is in this sense that we should understand the fact that twin man
dates can only be exercised by persons elected by rthe national Parliaments from among their 
own members, and not others. 

President.-! call Mr. Battaglia. 

Mr. Battaglia.-(/) I have the impression that Mr. Ferretti is right and that Mr. Carboni 
has not understood the reasons underlying Mr. Ferrebti's remarks. Mr. Ferretti did not confuse 
Artide 7 and Article 3. He maintained, as I do, that at the Hrst elections, that is, during the 
transitional period, it would be a good thing if our people were inspired and won over by 
candidates 'of outstanding political reputation' ; and since these could not be parliamentarians 
of lesser stature, candidates should, at least at the first elections, be men enjoying considerable 
prestige. 

President.-! call Mr. Santero. 

Mr. Santero.-(I) I will answer Mr. Ferretti and Mr. Bail:taglia by telling them that i1t 
is the tradition in l:taly for the most eminent politicians of rthe parties to stand as candidates for 
elections to the Chamber of Deputies in several constituencies, and for party lea;,ders and eminent 
men to stand as candidates both for the Chamber of Deputies and for the SenaJte, so as to 
attract votes and add lustre to the lists of candidates. Hence the need to present men of au-
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thority as cand1drutes for the European Parliament ; even if one knows thrut they will choose the 
na~tional mandate, this will not prevent them from lending an a:dded appeal to the election 
campaign. For example, everybody knew that de Gasperi could not be elected in more than 
one constituency, and ever}"body knows that Mr. Nenni cannot be elected in more than one 
constituency ; but outs!tanding persons such as these regularly stand in several constituencies 
and simuLtaneously for the Senate M1d the Chamber of Deputies. 

President.-! am not at all familiar with the situation either in Tuscany or Sicily, for 
which I ·have, however, a great deal of sympathy. 

(Laughter) 

On this point, however, I think that the Committee has an opinion, and this is why I am 
calling Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, I interpret your legal standpoint as mean
ing first of all that Mr. de Bosio's amendment has now become irrelennrt because Mr. de Bosio's 
amendment No. 19 to A,rtide 3 was rejected. 

We therefore still have two amendments : that of Mr. Carboni and that of Mr. Santero 
and others. 

President.-And the amendment of Mr. Sme<ts ! 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-Indeed, Mr. President. The three musketeers were four and the 
two amendments are three ! 

(Laughter) 

Y:ou were ·right in pointing out, Mr. President, that Mr. Carboni's amendment and that of 
Mr. Santero express completely different viewpoints. 

As regards Mr. Cll!rboni's amendment, the Committee regrets it is not able to accept it; 
it considers that this House cannot bind the future directly-elected Parliament as to the compa
tibility of two mandates after the transitional period. 

Yesterday we heard eloquent appeals on this subject, notably that of Mr. Le Hodey who 
called on us to show some respect for the furore Parliament. We thus feel that we have no 
right to impose anything whatever on it. Now, this is what Mr. Carboni's amendment finally 
amounts to ; it begins with the words 'during the transitional period' in the first paragraph, 
which means that Article 7 would acguire a permanent character. Then again, Mr. Carboni's 
amendment deletes the second paragraph which empowers the elected Parliament to decide on 
the compatibility of two mandates. As I was saying a few moments ago, this would be binding 
the eleoted Parliament. Your Committee opposed this, and asks you, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
to do the same. 

Next we come to the amendment of Mr. Santero and others which took up a grea:t deal of 
time on several occasions. 

I should like to say at once that the comments I am going to make imply no lessening of 
the respect all militant Europeans have for Mr. Santero, a friend and militant from the earliest 
days. Yet despite the many claims Mr. Sa111tero has on our sympathy, the Committee rejected 
his amendment. Politics is not the place for drawing-room manners... Seventeen votes were cast 
against and two for. For what reasons ? 

Mr. Santero srud first of all that by accepting the compatibility of the ,two mandates, i.e. of 
the European mandate and of the national mandate, during the transitional period, we would be 
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endangering the operation of the Parliaments-not only of the European Parliament burt also of 
the national Parliaments. 

I have only one thing to say to this : we who S'it here should regard ourselves as pioneers. 
We are the aJJtisans in an as yet undecided Europe in whkh a choice has still not really been 
made between Europe as such a,nd the Europe of Nations. In the meantime, it is for us, as mem
bers of the European Parliament, to make the efforts needed for discharging our twofold task, 
with the requisite courage and making any sacrifices that may prove to be necessary. 

There is another argument. Mr. Santero's thesis comes up against a very human conside
ration. I am defending the Europe of the pioneers ; Mr. Santero seems to me to be defending 
the Europe of the heroes. . He would like . to transform the members of the. European Parliament 
into real heroes who, faced with a choice between the national and the European mandate, would 
opt for the latter. 

Men are men, Mr. President. Pascal said this before us and on quite different authority : 
'Neither angel nor beast, for he who would act lirke an angel aCts like a beast'. 

We cannot confront eminent politicians whose help is needed for the development of the 
European Parliament with a heroic choice. Our colleague Arthur Conte wrote a remarkable 
book last year : Men are not heroes. Neither are the holders of public mandates... · 

Lastly-and this is my third argument-Mr. Santero's proposed ban on the simultaneous 
exercise of two mandates would end up by completely changing the provision of Article 3 
which the Parliament passed this morning to the effect that 'during a Transitional period, one 
third of these ·representatives shall be elected or nominated by the Parliaments'. lt is a safe bet 
that if Mr. Santella's proposal were to carry the day, this provision would be used to fish up 
again a number of representatives. The Article would :thus be completely deflected from the 
purpose for which it was intended. 

These, Mr. President, are some of the reasons that led the Committee on Political Affairs 
to vote against Mr. Sa:ntero's amendments; 

There remains Mr. Smets' amendment No. 42. 

President.-Mr .. Smets has not yet defended this amendment. Before we come to it, we 
ought to deal with the two amendments akeady brought up. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) As you say, Mr. President. 

I shouLd merely like to stress that paragraph 2 of Article 7 is perfectly okar. and in no 
way encroaches on the elected Parliamenfs right to decide as it thinks fit on the problem of the 
compatibility of mandates after the end of the transitional period. 

President.-Now .the House has been informed, I shall put the amendment submitted by 
Mr. Santero and a number of his colleagues to the vote by a show of hands. 

(The amendment is not adopted) 

President.-! now put to the vote Mr. Carboni's amendment deleting the second paragraph 
of Article 7. 

(The amendment is not adopted) 

President.-! call on Mr. Smets to defend his amendment No. 42. 
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Mr. Smets.-(F) Excuse me, Mr. President; I shouLd like first of all to ask a question. 

We are all very busy here and I do not know if Mr. Carboni has withdrawn his amend
ment to the first paragraph. 

President.-Mr. Carboni's amendment wa:s rejected when a decision was reached on Article 3. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Under the pressure of work to which we are sometimes exposed here, 
I missed this vote. Otherwise I should have voted in favour. 

President.-This will be noted in the reco!.'ds. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) As regards my amendment to Article 7, it is possible that we may reach 
agreement without having to vote. 

The French ~ording worries me. I am told that it i·s clear but for me it is not so. It 
reads : 'The European Parliament shall decide whether these mandates are to remain com
patiNe after. the end of the transitional period.' 

I took .the expression 'after .the end of the transitional period' to refer to the decision. I 
would ask those bebter acquainted with French whether it would not be better simply to say : 
'The Europ~an Pa!!liament .shall decide as to .clle compatibility of these ma:ndates'~the version 
I proposed for Article 7. · 

It is' not that I have a mania for cha,nging texts but I checked on the German version ; 
it is drawn up in the same way as the French te:x:t but, owing to the distinctive character of 
the German language, it is immediately dear that the expression 'aHer the end of the transitional 
period' applies to compatibility. I should like it to be absolutely dear that the Padiament will 
decide, before the end of· the transitional period, if, after the end of that period, there is to 
be compatibility or ·incompatibility of mandates. 

President.-! caLl Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) I think that we can reach agreement without difficulty, 
i.e. without having to vote on Mr. Smets' amendment. 

I can in fad assure our colleague that the Committee understands Article 7,2 to mean 
that after the end of the transitional period the Parliament will be free to decide as it thinks 
fit. 

To say that .the Assembly will be free to decide means that it mn either maintain compa
tibilirty, as during the transitional period, or abolish it and decide that the two mandates shall 
subsequently be deemed incompatible. 

I may add, without giving away any secrets, that. what the bulk of Committee members 
hope for is something ,that will not encroach on the freedom of decision of the future elected 
Parliament. 

Mr. Bertrand.-(F) We are in agreement. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapport(!ur.-(F) What we hope for is that the elected Parliament will 
come out against compatibility. 11hat, I believe, is exactly what we think. 

I repeat, we must respect the sovereign status of the elected Parliament and leave it com
pletely free to decide. 

This should, I think, fully satisfy Mr. Smets. 
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President.-Is Mr. Smets in agreement with this interpretation ? 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I shouLd be glad if Mr. Dehousse would carefully re-read the shorthand 
record of his sta:tement. I think that aJt one moment he spoke of a decision to be taken after 
the end of the .transitional period. But is not the idea that the elected Parliament should deal 
with this matter before the end of the transitional period ? Is that not so ? 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) That is correct. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Then perhaps it is not necessary to change the French text because the 
Dutch and German texts guarantee this interpreta:tion. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) We are now experiencing difficulties that stem from a 
problem with which we are familiar in Belgium, i.e. the snags of bilingualism or plurilingua
lism ... 

It is extremely difficult to express the same idea while taking into account what Mr. Smets 
calls the distinctive character of several languages ; and here there are only four·! 

(Laughter) 

The underlying idea is the same in all four texts : I agree with Mr. Smets thaJt the Par
liament should make its decision before the end of the transitional period. I ·do not think 
that there can be the slightest doubt on this point. Parliament will choose the time ; it may do 
this six months or one month before the end of the transitional period but in any case before 
the period ends. And this decision will a:pply to the subsequent period. 

President.-The text will not therefore be changed but it will be understood that the 
Parliament will decide as to the compatibility of the two macndates before the transitional period 
ends. 

The word 'before' does not appear in the text but is to be understood. 

I think that everyone is agreed on this point. 

Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? 

I put Article 7 to the vote. 
(Article 7 is adopted) 

President.-! shall read out Article 8 : 

'1. ':Dhe office of representative in the European ParHacment shall be incompatible with that of : 

member of the Government of a member State ; 

member of the Hig~h Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community, of the Commission 
of the European Economic Community or of the Commission of the European Atomic Energy 
Communitty ; 

judge, a;dvocate-general or registrM at the Court of Justice of the European Communities ; 

member of the Oonsultative Gomm:itttee of vhe European Coal and Steel Gommunity or member 
of tthe Economic and Social Gommit.tee of the European Economic Community and of the European 
Atomic Energy Community; 

auchltor, tas provided for in Article 78 of the Treaty setting up the European Coal and Steel 
Community, or member of the supervisory committee of auditors provided for in Article 206 
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of the Treaty setting up t!he European Economic Community and Article 180 of t!he Treaty 
setting up the European Atomic Energy Community ; 

member of committees or other bodies established under the Treaties set-ting up the European 
Coal and Steel Community, the European Economic Community a,nd the European Atomic 
Energy Community for .the purpose of managing the Communities' funds or carrying out a 
direct administrative task ; 

member of the Board of Directors, Management Committee or staff of the European Investment 
Bank; 

official or other serva,nt irn the active employment of the insbitutions of the European Communities 
or of the speoiali:z,ed bodies attached to them. 

Representatives of the European Parlia,ment appointed, in the course of a legislative period, to 
any of the offices mentioned wbove shall be replaced under the terms of Article 17. 

2. Each member State shall determine whether, and to what extent, the incompatibilities laid 
down by its laws with regard to the exercise of a national parliamentary mandrute shall apply to 
the exercise of a mandate in the European Parliament.' 

On paragraph 1, I have before me two identical amendments, one from Mr. Le Hodey 
(No. 16, new) and the other from Mr. Dehousse (No. 44). 

These amendments rell!d as follows : 

Replace the first subparagraph of Article 7 by the following : 

'During the transitional period, 

1. The office of representative in the European Parliament shall be incompatible with that of :' 

I call Mr. Le Hodey. 

Mr. Le Hodey.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, after the brilliant Italian pa:ssage 
of arms that characterized the scrutiny of Article 7, we fall back into the set pattern of this 
morning's debwte, namely, discussion of the Belgian amendments. I am for the moment taking 
over from Mr. Smets to plead for a. number of amendments to Article 8. 

My first amendment (No. 16) is worded exactly as Mr. Dehousse's amendment No. 44. The 
terms are identical. You can vote either for Mr. Dehous·se's amendment or for Mr. Le Hodey's 
amendment ; it makes no difference to me. 

Mr. Dehousse then tabled amendment No. 45 which is on the same lines and adds an extremely 
interesting detail. Perhaps, therefore, it might be as well to discuss amendments Nos. 16, 44 and 
45 jointly. 

What do Mr. Dehousse and I want, Mr. President ? We want the elected Parliament to be 
absolutely free •to decide on the question of incompatibilities. Article 8 lists a series of cases 
where certain offices are to be considered incompatible with that of member of the Parliament. 
To use the delightful expression coined by Mr. Dehousse a moment ago, we are the 'artisans of 
an undecided Europe'. As such, we must leave to the 'decided Europe' of to-morrow, that is, to 
the Parliament elected by universal suffrage, the job of settling both the electoral system and the 
question of incompatibilities. 

Hence we propose that the provisions of Article 8 shouLd apply only during the tra:nsitional 
period, after which it should be for the elected Parliament .to decide. As Mr. Carboni pointed out, 
it would be neither right nor fair for our Pa;,rliament to bind a Parliament elected by universal 
suffrage. 
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President.-! call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rrtpporteur.-( F) We can soon settle this point. In fact, I have not tabled 
an amendment. Acting for the Committee on Political Affairs and with .their agreement, I simply 
signed a number of amended texts to be referred to the Parliament These were a,dopted by the 
Committee during two sessions it heLd yesterday. I have just consulted my mlleagues on the 
Committee ; they see no reason why, to please Mr. Le Hodey, I should not withdraw amendment 
No. 44 submitted in my name. 

We should therefore vote on amendment No. 16 (new) presented by Mr. Le Hodey, which 
the Committee passed by 14 votes to 2 with 5 abstentions. 

As you know, this amendment consists in adding the words 'During the transitional period' at 
the head of Article 8. Fr.om the point of view of layout, paragraph 1 and parilgraph 2 ought 
to be slightly indented to show thllit both come under the heading formed by the words : 'During 
the transitional period'. There would then be a paragraph 3 covered by my amendment No. 45 
to which, by your leave, we shall ·return in a moment because it introduces a new idea aimed at 
bringing out the Committee's views more clearly. 

Accol'dingly, the Committee fully backs Mr. Le Hodey's amendment. 

President.-Mr. Dehousse's amendment is withdrawn. There remains Mr. Le Hodey's amend
ment which Mr. Dehousse supports and whose wording is identical. 

I call Mr. De Kinder. 

Mr. De Kinder.-(FJ I have before me the Commij)tee's text in French and the amendments in 
Dutch, so I may go astray in some of my comments. 

In adopting this attitude, is not Mr. Dehousse weakening Article 8 ? This Article, as it sbnds, 
applies in absolute terms. Wherellis the amendment would mean that incompatibilities would be 
determined only during the transitional period. 

I can understand what the mover of the lliffiendment is aiming at. He wishes to leave it to 
the furore Parliament to ·settle this matter. But if we were agreed· in principle, need we make a 
distinction between the two periods in regard to incompatibilities ? 

President.-As Mr. Dehousse has just pointed out, if we begin Article 8 with the sentence 
'The office of representative in the European Parlilllment shall be incompatible with that of member 
of the Government of a member State', this will apply not only to the transi.tional period but also 
to the final llltrangements. Now, we do not want to tie down the future Parliament. We must 
therefore make it dear that we are dealing with the transitional period, and this does fall within 
our province .. As to the future Pllirliament, it will decide its own future and on this question of 
incompatibilities. This is what I took Mr. Le Hodey to mean. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) The Committee's view is indeed that we should respect 
the sovereignty of the future elected Assembly, and consequently restrict the system .of incompa
tibilities under Article 8 to the transitional period. This is what Mr. Le Hodey proposed and this 
is what we endorsed. 

President.-! call Mr. Bertrand. 

Mr. Bertrand.-(N) May I be allowed, Mr. President, to ask Mr. Dehousse for an explan~ 
ation ? 
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As I understand it, the Dutch te:x~t of amendment No. 45 says the opposite of what Mr. De
housse is saying. 

It reads : 'Het Europese Parlement zal een beslissing nemen mrer de regeling van de onverenig
baarheden na het verstrijken van de overgangsperiode.' (The European Parliament will decide as 
to inconip~tibilities after the expiry of the troositional period. I think we should say : 'voor het 
verstrijken van de overgangsperiode.' 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Amendment No. 45 is not under discussion at the moment; 
it has been deliberately left on one side. But if you will allow me, Mr. President, I can give an 
assurooce ... 

President.-No ! Let us keep to the subject under discussion. Amendment No. 45 will come 
up later. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Well then, I shaLl give no assurance. 
(Laughter) 

President.--'! call Mr. Carboni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(/} Mr. President, I should like to ask Mr. Dehousse a question. 

Since Artide 4 is not altogether dear to me I should like to know if the first direotly elected 
Parliament will be invested with full powers or if it will only obtain them in their entirety after 
the end of the transitional period. 

If Mr. Dehousse would be kind enough to clarify this point, I should be in a better position 
to vote. 

President.-! call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) I can give Mr. Carboni the same answer a:s I gave Mr. Smets 
a few moments ago. Mr. Schu:ijt will thus not be obliged to give dle same answer in conneXIion with 
A1eticle 9. 

When I propose in amendment No. 45--not yet under discussion, by the way-that we should 
add a third paragraph to Article 8 .to read : 'The European Parliament shall decide as to incompati
bilities after the end of the transitional period', what does this mean ? It means that we are still 
trying to establish the same principle, .namely, respeot for the sovereignty of the future Parliament. 

But when will this future Padiament take its decision ? Clearly, as I to1d Mr. Smets, it must 
decide before the end of the transitional period. 

I would add this detail which slipped my mind just now : the Parliament as such, that of the 
transitional period and that of the final period, will always be f1:ee to take its own decisions. The 
first Parliament elected in the post-transitional period, or the second Parliament, will always be able 
to alter its decision on this problem of incompatibilities or any other problem, in exactly the same 
way as any national Parliament can amend laws passed under a previous legislature. 

I think I have expressed myself sufficiently clearly for Mr. Carboni to be able to vote for 
amendment No. 44 as well as amendment No. 45, still to be discussed. 

Presiden:t,.:_J call Mr. Blaisse. 
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Mr. Blaisse.-(N) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I listened to Mr. Le Hodey's com
ments on Article 8 and also to Mr. Dehousse's explanations. 

I feel bound to say that I do not find these explanations convincing. 

The question of incompatibility with the offices listed in this Article seems to me to be so 
essential for the proper running of the Parliament and for the separation of powers~a principle 
still embodied in our constitutions-that I cannot accept that these incompatibilities should be 
restricted to the .transitional period. The future Parliament will enjoy full sovereignty, of course, 
but we too also enjoy this today and are responsi!ble for the directives that we draw up for the 
Parliament-to-be. This is a very importrunt matter ; we cannot simply dispose of it by giving a 
blank cheque to the future Parliament. 

I shall not vote for this amendment. 

President.-Does anyone else wish to speak ? 

I put to the vote by a show of hands Mr. Le Bodey's amendment No. 16 (new). 
(The amendment is adopted) 

President.-We come now to Mr. Le Bodey's amendment No. 29 (new) aiming at the 
deletion of paragraph 1, subparagraph 2. 

I call Mr. Le Hodey. 

Mr. Le Hodey.-(F) I have tabled two amendments to Article 8. In amendment No. 29 
(new) I propose to abolish incompatibility between the membership of the European Parliament and 
membership of 1the Government of a member State. 

Mr. Blaisse's rema:vks make me realize that I may be committing a sacrilege in asking this. 
But is it wise to lay down such a:n incompatibility ? I do not think so. The practice in several 
member States is that one can be bo1th a member of Parliament and a member of the Government. 
Do you believe that the ministers in office in our countries are going to stand for the European 
elections-which, as Mr. Faure said this morning, are going to involve a lot of strain-on the 
assumption that once they are elected they will resign their office as European representatives so 
that they can remain ministers ? Do you think that the leaders of the parliamentary opposition 
in the member States-all of whom hope .to regain ministerial office with the next change in 
majority-are going to say to themselves, as they conduct a campaign for the European elections, 
that once they a:re elected they will resign so that they will be able to take ministerial office again ? 
It is hardly likely. 

H we wa.nt the elected Parliament to attract leading figures of the great national parties in 
countries where ministerial office is compatible with parliamentary office, we should lay down that 
membership of the Government of a member State is compa:tible with membership of our Parliament. 
May I remind you that, in practice, membership of this Padiament has always been compatible 
with ministerial office ? 

This is why I ask Parliament to pass my amendment which excludes membership of the 
Government of a member State from the list of incompatibilities set out in A·rtide 8. 

President.-! call Mr. Smets. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I should just like to point out, Mr. President, that one of my amendments 
provided that a minister-on the assumption that substitutes were introduced-could remain a 
member of this Parliament but would be replaced by his substitute while he held ministerial office. 
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I do not think that a member of a Government can sit in this House. The Council of Ministers 
has a special and quite unusual trole. It is perhaps unique in that it simultaneously legi•slates and 
passes the budget-neither of which we can do-and pursues the common policy without our being 
able to question it here. No one discharging such a function could possibly sit in the European 
Parliament, except where the Rapporteurs are now sitting, and there of course we should like 
to see them rather more often than in the past. 

Any member of a Government may sit on a Council. The rule should thus apply without 
distinction to all members of a Government, and there should be no compatibility. 

I should like now rto say briefly thrut I cannot share .the hope that appears to be felt by 
some members of the Commissions, known as the executives but not so in reality because executive 
power is in the hands of the Council. 

I cannot do any;thing to fulfil the desires of some members of the Commissions who wouM 
like to become members of the Parliament. I cannot range myself alongside those members who 
regard this as desirable. Members of the Commissions must be free from any commitment, tie or 
directive. 

President.-We are not yet discuss1ng this provlSlon. We lllte concerned at present with 
incompatibilities affecting members of a Government of ·a member State. 

I call Mr. De Kinder. 

Mr. De Kinder.-(F) I am entirely of Mr. Smets' opinion rund fail to understand the attitude 
taken by my friend Mr. Le Hodey. 

All of us here were brought up on the thinking of Montesquieu. As Mr. Blaisse has just 
said, we should be lowering the status of a Parliament we want .to see elected by universal suffrage 
if we allowed legislative and executive functions to be combined. 

Mr. Le Hodey argued .that we would exclude from the Parliament a number of outstanding 
political figures who would be helpful to our cause. This argument does not seem to me ro 
hold water because when a minister gives up his office he coo still stand as a candidate-a term 
of five years being laid down in the draft Convention-at the subsequent elections. 

I am surprised that .there should be any disrussion at all on cllis subject which is, as it were, 
the very basis of our political thinking. 

President.-I call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Yesterday, Mr. President, the Committee examined Mr. Le 
Hodey's amendment No. 29 (new) and rejected it by 13 votes to 7. 

This decision was taken after all these problems had been discussed at great length first by 
the Working Party and then by the Committee on Political Affairs. 

Why-it may be asked-were we against Mr. Le Hodey's amendment? There were two 
reasons. The first was explained very skilfully by Mr. Smets. 

President.-Are you speaking solely rubout amendment No. 29 (new) or also about amend
ment No. 30? 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Solely about Mr. Le Hodey's amendment No. 29 (new), 
Mr. President. 
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The first argument against this amendment concerned the separation of powers. I should, 
however, like to draw your attention to a subtle distinction. I do not regard the Council of 
Ministers as the executive authority in the European Communities. It is in reality a hybrid body, 
and a scrutiny of its functions would bring to light far more legislative . powers than executive 
powers in the strict sense of the term. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) For the time being ! 

Mr. Dehousse, R.apporteur.-(F) That is something about which I feel strongly because once 
this Parliament is elected there is reason to hope that the Council of Ministers will undergo a 
change and become a Bundesrat to our Bundestag. 

This would lead to balanced powers in a federal system similar to that which has existed under 
the Constitution of the German Republic since 1949. This is something I have previously dis
cussed and I am not going to digress any further. 

I agree that there would be a mixture of types and a confusion of powers if members . of the 
Council of Ministers or, more generally, members of national Governments, were accepted as 
members of our Parliament. 

There is, however, another point which has not yet been made, · namely, the little time 
avaiLable to these unfortunate ministers. Today, when the game of international politics is played 
i:n so ma.ny different places, ministers are obliged to divide their time between countles·s tasks, 
conferences, assemblies and councils, and I do not see how, if they are active in a national Govem
ment, they could make any teal contribution to our Parliament. 

These are .two reasons why the Committee called for the rejection of Mr. Le Hodey's amend
ment No. 29 (new). 

President.-! shall put to the vote Mr. Le Hodey's amendment No. 29 (new) and emphasize 
that this amendment aims at deleting paragraph 1, second subparagraph, aJnd therefore a.t making 
membership of a Government compatible with membership of the European Parliament. 

(The amendment is not adopted) · 

President.-We come now :to Mr. Smets' amendment No. 7, which is on the same lines. 

Mr. Smets.-( F) There is no longer any point in this amendment. 

President.-The amendment is withdrawn. 

There is Mr. Le Hodey's amendment No. 30, to the effect that the. third subparagraph of 
paragraph 1 should be deleted. 

I call Mr. Le Hodey. 

Mr. Le Hodey.-(F) Mr. Pres1dent, Ladi,es and Gentlemen, I should like to apologize for 
. taking up your time once again and shall try to be ex;tremely brief. 

I cannot understand why Montesquieu should be cited against me. He wrote a great deal ~JJnd 
one of his most famous thoughts is very rarely quoted. He wrote: 'All husbands are ugly'. This 
serves as run exmse for so many women. In '!'Esprit des Lois' he dealt with the separation of 
powers. But what has the separation of powers got to do with us ? In spite of the principle 
of the separation of powers, are not Mr. De Kinder. ood Mr. Dehousse, Belgian ministers, members 
of the legislative assemblies in Belgium ? The sepanition of powers has nothing to do with the 
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incompatibility of a ministerial office with membership of a Parliament, and one should not quote 
Montesquieu on this subject. 

I sat in the Belgian Parliament with Mr. Coppe and Mr. Rey, and for a few weeks, when 
the two Chambers were in joint session, with Mr. de Groote. They were ministers in Governments 
I supported or opposed .and were at the same time members of Parliament. They were ministers 
and parliamentaJJ:ians even though we have separation of powers in Belgium. 

This argument is thus not a valid one. Why then inflict such an incompatibility on members 
of the Commission and of the High Authority ? Why make them into second-rate citizens of 
Europe by excluding them from the European Parliament ? Why should they suffer f:rom this 
loss of status ? Because in your eyes they are officials ; have the courage to say so. Now, if you 
sta:mp them as such, you will bog down Europe in a system under which .the Committee of 
national ministers will remain the ·sovereign body from .the poHti!cal point of view. The future 
of Europe requires that members of the High Authority aJnd of the Commissions shall be political 
leaders, men shouLdering political responsibility. 

Here, in my view, we are faced hy a fundamental choice as regards our idea of Europe. I 
cannot see why men a:s enthusiastic about the European cause as some of ,the opponents of my 
amendment, should wish to debar members of the European executives from sitting in Parliament 
and participating in its work. 

The other day Mr. Van der Goes van Naters said to the Committee (I do not think I am 
giving away any secrets) : 'Do you realize what a pressure group this would make in .the Parliament 
-for the members of the executive are numerous-if the Parliament wanted to pass a motion of 
censure ?' But let us remember too that Padiament's membership will be trLpled. Members of the 
execut:ive will undoubtedly exert ~nfluence over us, but shall not we in our turn be able to influence 
them ? If they are members of this Parliament, will not our influence over them be greater than 
theirs over us ? 

I am harping on this, Mr. President, because the Parliament would be committing a serious 
political mistake in debarring members of the European executives .from sitting in the Parliament. 
Either we intend gradually to create a European Government, a European policy, or we want to 
have an executive secretariat, a secretariat of high officials, intelligent, qualified, cultivated, but in 
no sense leaders of the unification of Europe. 

President.-! call Mr. De Kinder. 

Mr. De Kinder.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am rather surprised by the 
arguments used by Mr. Le Hodey, ood particularly by the comparison he has just ma>de. 

All the member States have constitution·s which clearly define the powers of the legislature 
and of the executive. We have not yet reached that stage in this Parliament ; if we had, there 
would be no difficulty in accepting Mr. Le Bodey's amendment. But at this juncture-perhaps 
it is experience which prompts me to say this-we know very well that it is always the executives 
~that is, both the High Authority and the Council of Minist:ers-we have to contend with when 
we want to obtain or aochieve something. 

Hence, until ·there Is a Constitution that defines powers precisely, it will be very dangerous 
to allow members of the executive to be members of our Parliament. Without presuming to anti
cipate the intentions of members of the executives, I feel it would, in a sense, be like having an 
enemy in the camp. 

President.-! call Mr. Vander Goes van Naters. 
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Mr. Van der Goes van Naters.-(F) I have not asked to speak on a poi,nt of detail, Mr. 
President, or on a minor issue. 

Mr. Le Hodey's amendment No. 30 is liable to upset the entire balance of our institutions. 
The incompatibility of the membership of an executive with membership of the Padiament has 
been discussed three times during ,the preparatory phase. 

To begin with, the principle was rejected when the votes were equally divided. Lt was then 
rejected by 10 votes to 9 and yesterday, in committee, by 16 votes to 6 ! 

Mr. Faure, our able Rapporteur, spoke last week of the doctrine of the separation of powers. 
I should like to mak!e a cor·rection on just one point : There are 'three not two, member States where 
the separation of powers is absolute. But I am not going to base myself on this doctrine for the 
simple reason that there is, unfottooately, no real pola:rity here. There is only one controlling body 
but there are two bodies to be controlled : the executiv>e and the Council of Ministers. 

I want to approach this question practically by cons·idering the pros and cons of compati
bility. 

I have heard few advantages mentioned. Compatibility wouLd bring out the political character 
of the executive £unction. I do not wish to contest this political character, but it is not yet 
sufficiently developed for me >to entirely lllpprove of it. We must make 'the executives less dependent 
on :the ministers and more dependent on Parlilllment. As I intend to demonstrate, such a develop
ment wouLd be hampered by Mr. Le Hodey's amendment. 

First of all Mr. Le Hodey JJJ.akes no change in the status of the executive. He assigns to it 
an additional and totally different function. Would this cumulation symbolize anything in favour 
of the executive ? Would the cumulation of the office of judge at rthe Court with an important 
national economic function symbolize the legal character of the CoUI!t ? Assuredly not ! 

What Mr. Le Hodey wants to symbolize can equally well be derived from the fact, already 
established, that a member of the Parliament may become a member of the executive--as happened 
in the case of Mr. Caron-and that every member of the executive is eligible and may stand for 
election to the Parliament-please ·refer <to Article 12, second paragraph. The choice arises only 
where the two offices are exercised simultllJfieously. 

While the cumulation of offices has very few advantages it has a great many drawbacks. 

The greatest of these, perhaps, is that rthe Council will never take ov·er Mr. Le Hodey's 
amendment for the simple reason that it runs counter to the provisions of the Treaty. Why should 
we Jeave ourselves wide open to cer.tain defeat ? 

I shall explain myself. Mr. Le Hodey's lllffiendment violates Article 9 of rthe ECSC Treaty 
and the corresponding Articles of the other Treaties which debar members of the executive from 
engaging in l!Jny other paid or unpaid occupation. 

It is orf course possible to discuss whebher membership-the mandate of member of a national or 
supernational parLiament-is an 'office' from the legal point of view in every member State. It is 
at all events an office f'!Om the social point of view, and the ban is appropriarte in an Ar>ticle that 
guarantees the civil independence of the executive. This is why a member of the High Authority 
who was, for a .time, a member of his national Parliament, was critiched in the Parliament until 
he decided to take appropriate action. Mr. Caron, for his part, did so at once. 

The independence of <the executives wou1d thus be threatened ; thi<s is my first major objection. 

Yet it goes without saying that this independence would be under an even greater threat if a 
member of the executive were not only to be a member of our Parliament but at the same time 
a member of his national Parliament, either as a member nominated under Article 3 or as an 
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elected member remaining in office under Article 7. Coupled with this loss of independence on 
the pa!tt of the executive would be the dooger that our Parliament, whose moral strength is still 
only slight, would be further weakened. 

Our Rules of Procedure allow members of the executive to sit in this House and on the 
Committees, but the status of the executive is dearly defined : they attend either at our request 
to provide us with information, or at their request to give explanations or to account for their 
actions as an executive. 

The cumulation of offices would produce a chaotic situation. Do you think that if members 
of the executives could also be members of their national Parliaments they would regularly take 
part in .the work of our political groups and committees ? It would be rather naive to 1magine 
that they would. No, they would not be parliamentarians :in the .true sense of the word. They 
would only come occasionally, and :then not as parliamentarians but to defend their actions as 
members of the executive. 

This must be said. They would only come here llit the first signs of djssatisfaction with one 
of them; they would come as soon as we were considering using our only weapon, the motion 
of censure. And they would all come together, make no mistake llibout it. 

If cumulation of offices is accepted, two or three members of the executive would seek mem
bership of our Parliament; and for reasons of prestige the others would feel they had oo do the 
same. · Otherwise there would be two classes of members of the executives, which would be un
acceptable. There would therefore be twenty-three of them. They would not, of course, always see 
eye to eye but if one or other of them were threatened, they would close their ranks. 'My turn 
today, your turn tomol'row'. Thus the twenty-three would be up ·in arms at the first inkling of a 
motion of censure. If such a motion were nevertheless to matedalize, they would vote as one man 
against it. 

You know that the chances of a motion of censure being carried through successfully have 
already been reduced beyond all measure. Yet here we are going to add an insurmounmble obstacle. 
If the twenty-three were to throw their weight into ·one pan of the scales, the other s1de could do 
nbthing about it. Is it going roo far to say that the presence of such a group of twenty-three members 
would inevitably be a fatal threat to the parliamentary character of our Parliament ? 

Even if the twenty-three were not all members of the Parliament, a nU1111ber of them certainly 
would be, so that, from the very beginning, and especially in the political groups, the three execu
tives would influence every policy to be pursued ; whereas we parliamentarians would never have 
the same oppmtun1ty vis-a-vis the executives. The increase in influence would thus be strictly 
one-sided. There too, unfortunately, the position of the Parlill!ffient would be weakened. 

As it is, European elections already represent a leap into the unknown. Why blink the 
fact ? J.t is inevimble. But why risk another leap-not required by the electoral system-liable to 
upset the still precarious balance of our inst1tutions ? 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, we have just decided that this question can he ~e-examined 
at the end of .the transitional period. This is the precise purpose of Mr. Le Hodey's amendment 
No. 16, as amended by him and a;dopted by the Parli·ament a few minutes ago, an amendment 
that reinforces my argument. If a development sets in in a certain direction, we could consider 
following it up after the end of the transitional period. At the moment, however, we should not 
add to the inevitable risks, inherent in the new system, further risks that have nothing to do with it. 

This is why for the majority of the Committee, and I hope for rthe majorLty of membel'S of this 
House, Mr. Le Hodey's amendment is not acceptable. 

(Applause from some benches) 
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President.-I call M:r. Carcassonne. 

Mr. Carcassonne.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am waiving my right to speak 
in the hope that my example will be followed. I am doing so in view of the excellent arguments 
put forwa:rd by Mr. V1a:n der Goes V:Ml Naters. 

President.-! thank Mr. Carcassonne and call Mr. Poher. 

Mr. Poher.-(F) I do not agree with Mr. Carcassonne bUll: in order not to waste the time 
of the Parliament I shall not go into the reasons ... 

Mr. Carcassonne.-(F) I didn't say anything. 

President.-Mr. Carcassonne said nothing. He merely declined to speak. 

Mr. Poher.-(F) Mr. Ca:rca:ssonne said that he approved the arguments put forward by 
M:r. Van der Goes van Naters. I should prefer to discuss this with him personally because his 
replies are always pleasant, and they would have been in this case too. 

I read in Article 17 that 'Should a seat filled in elections by direct universal suffrage fall 
vacant, no by-election shall be heLd.' 

Let us suppose that Parliament were, by some mischance, Ito endorse the pri:nciple of incompa
tibility and that a directly elected member became a member of the European Commission or of 
the High Authority. Since .these mandates wou1d be incompatib1e, he would give up his European 
mandate. But it has been laid down that the pnocedure for filling such a vacancy during the transi
tional period shall be determined by national law. Consequently, because of the principle of incompa
tibility, there would be a third system which has not yet been clearly defined. 

The first system is eleotion by direct suffrage in a constituency ; this i:s the one discussed this 
morning. Then there is election by the national Parliament. Finally •there is the possibility of a third 
eleotion organized under national law. I find all this disturbing because this is a system for which we 
have made no provision and which could give rise to arbitrary pradices. 

Mr. Van der Goes vllln Naters said that we might be faced with a serious threat by the presence 
in our midst of twenty-three members of the executive Commissions all voting alike. 

This does not worry me because I am in favour of merging the executives, so that the day 
may come when this group of twenty-three members will no longer appear so formidable. 

I think Mr. Le Hodey is right. If we want our Parliaments to be assemblies where a real 
Europellln pol:icy is shaped, and if we do not want the representatives of the Commissions to be 
technocrats-something of which, in my view, they have ·too often been ·reproached-then the mem
bers of the Europellin Commissions must be able to stand for election to this Parliament. Thi·s 
is why I would vote for Mr. Le Hodey's amendment. 

Mr. Carcassonne.-(F) I should like to speak. 

President.--:Mr. Ca:rcassonne has the floor. 

Mr. Carcassonne.-(F) I made a gesture in the hope of saving time but Mr. Pohe:r's chal
lenge obliges me very briefly to outline my own attitude. 
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I believe that the office of member of .the High Authority is a supernational one. As the EGSC 
Treaty points out, when a member of the High Authority is appointed-and the Treaty says this 
-he may no longer engage in any other ocoupation in his own country. He must perform his 
duties in a completely independent manner. Yet as soon as he is elected in a member State and 
sits in .this Parliament, his office takes on a national character. 

There is a second important argument. The justification for our existence is control over the 
executives. I do not see how a member of the High Authority, after that institution has been 
subjected to violent criticism, could leave its benches and come to vote in our Parliament, leaving 
members of the High Authority who had been personally criticized in the lurch. 

Th:is is why Mr. Le Bodey's amendment seems to me to be quite unacceptable. 

President.-! call Mr. Vendroux. 

Mr. Vendroux.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I would simply put one question 
to the advocates of broad and highly adaptable compatibility. 

Do they believe it would be possible in some countries to be simultaneously a member of 
the national Parliament, of this Parliament, of the executive and of a Govemment ? 

(Laughter) 

President.-! Gall Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, a few moments ago 
I sketched out an idea to which I am greatly attached, to the effect that the Council of Ministers 
corresponds to the Bundesrat under the German ConstiMion, and our Parliament to the Bundestag. 

This inevitably leads me to another question : what wou1d be the government in a European 
Community developing along these lines ? 

To my mind, this government can only be formed by what are known as the executives of 
the Community. Of ·course the executives are still at a rudimentary stage ; they are as yet only 
the germ of what will one day be a European Government in a European Community with a Parlia
ment consisting of two Chambers. 

These .are my own ideas. But I am going to make a special effort to remember that I am 
here primarily, for the moment, as Rapporteur of the Committee on Political Affairs. I shall there
fore forget that I voted for Mr. Le Bodey's amendment. 

As Mr. Van der Goes van Naters 'reminded us a few moments ago, this amendment was 
yesterday rejected by the Committee on Political Affairs by 16 votes to 6. 

One of the main arguments advanced against this amendment was that we should not confuse 
ineligibility and incompatibility, and that there was too great a tendency to forget the difference 
between them. 

Members of the executives-the High Authority of the ECSC, the Commission of the Common 
Market and the Euratom Commission-can stand for election to the European Parliament by 
direct universal suffrage. What they cannot do, if the draft Convention is upheld, is to cumulate 
offices. If these are incompatible, they will have to choose. This means that, once elected, they 
will have to opt for one or the other, remaining either a member of the Parliament or a member 
of one of the three executives. 

I would a,dd, quite impartially, that the Work~ng Party, and then the Commission on Political 
Affairs, have always taken this view, namely that such offices are Lncompatrble. 
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On behalf of the Committee I therefore have to ask the Parliament to reject Mr. Le Hodey's 
amendment. 

President.-Does anyone dse wish to speak ? ... 

I shall put Mr. Le Hodey's amendment No. 30 to a vote by show of hands. 
(The amendment is not adopted) 
(Mr. Vanrullen takes over the Chair from Mr. Fohrmann) 

President.-I am apprised of the following amendment (No. 45) by Mr. Dehousse : 

Add the following new paragraph to Article 8 : 

'3. The European Parliament shall decide on the system of incompa:tibilities to be adopted 
after the end of the transitional period.' 

I call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, as I was saying, I 
signed this amendment on behalf and with the agreement of the Committee ~n order rto round 
off its ideas fol1owing .the amendments it rudopted yesterday. 

The object of this third paragraph to Article 8 is once again to show oll!! respecrt for the 
sovereignty of the £uture Parliament and our recognition of the fact that it will be responsible 
for the .decision on the system of incompatibilities to be adopted after the end of the transitional 
period. 

The wording as it stands must, of course, be interpreted as I Lndicated in reply to a question 
by Mr. Smets in connexion with Article 7. 

Let us go back rto Mr. Smets's question. I think that, in good French, if .the text had been 
meant .1Jo convey what he took it to mean, it would have been drafted differently. One would have 
had to say : 'The European Parliament shall decide, after the end of the transitional period, on 
the system of incompatibilities.' 

The fact that the teXJt is phrased differently means dmt the Parliament lays down ,the system 
of incompatibilities for the final period but, of course, should ta!ke its decision on this point before 
the end of the transitional period. 

To avoid any further mntroversy, I should like to recall the interpretation I gave a few 
moments ago, namely, that a law may always change a previous law, and that, during rthe defini
tive period, rthe Padiament will, if it thinks fit, be able to change the system of incompatibilities 
once, twice or any number of times. 

What the third paragraph of Article 8 means is that t:he Parliament is to lay down the 
system of incompatibilities for the definitive period. 

I should like ro ask, Mr. President, thaot rthis amendment be adopted without further comment, 
for it seems to me to have a wide measure of support ~n this Parliament. 

President.-! call Mr. Bertrand. 

Mr. Bertrand.-(N) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I think Mr. Dehousse's inter
pretation is quite correct. I am not a legal ex;per:t but I have for years listened to debates between 
lawyers in the Parliament. I wou1d be very happy to be assll!!ed that we shall not, during the 
transitional period, indulge in day-long discussions on textual interpretations. 
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I am convinced that if the directly elected provisional Parliament is based on the Dutch text 
now before us, there will be lawyers in it who will get up and say that the decision must be taken 
after the end of the transJ.tional period. 

To rule out this possibility and to ensure the utmost clarity, I propose that the Dutch should 
be worded as follows : 

'Het Europese Parlement zal v66r het verstdjken der overgangsperiode besHssen over de daarna 
geldende overenigbaarheden.' 

Only one interpretation will then be possible and we shall have expressed ourselves with 
perfect darity. Let us not impose any restrictions on the future Parliament and let us give that 
Parliament a clear and unambiguous text. 

President.-! call Mr. Smets. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I would simply say, Mr. President, that this time the translators are among 
those who contend that the French text is not clear. As for Dutch, many linguists will say that 
the Dutch says what you do not want to say in French. The German version is quite clear when it 
says : 'Das Parlament entscheidet nach Ablauf der 'Obergangszeit iiber die Regelung der Unver
einbarkeit.' This means that the decision cannot be taken until after the end of the transitional 
period. If we assert that the text is not clear, do not be stubborn ; be prepared to make a gesture 
from time to Hme, as we ourselves a,re. 

President.-! call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Of course I have no objection to a change being made in 
the German or, for that matter, in the Dutch te~t. But the draft Convention contains Article 23 
which reads : 

'This Convention is drawn up in the Dutch, French, German and Italian languages, all four texts 
being equally authentic.' 

In this respect we have, in the matter of international law, an absolutely explicit ruling-that 
of the Intemational Court at The Hague. This decided that when two or more te:x1ts are equally 
authentic a search must always be made for the common basic idea, however it may be expressed 
in different languages. 

The common basic idea is that which I tried to explain in connexion with AJJtides 7 and 8, 
namely, the insti-tution responsible for determining the final system of incompatibiHties is the 
future Parliament. By the final system of incompatibilities I mean the one that will be in force 
for the period following the transitional period. 

When will the Parli001ent take this decision ? Before the end of the transitional period, of 
course. Obviously, however, as the sovereignty of the Parliament will remain intact, the Parliament 
that ·is elected will be able, if it thinks fit, to alter, during the final period, the system previously 
established by it, just as the present Belgian Parliament can alter laws passed during the previous 
legislature and, the day after, laws passed dudng the current legislature. 

There is not a shadow of doubt a:bout this, and I can assure you that from the legal point of 
view there need be no hesitation in accepting the interpretation which I have just given and which 
Is, moreover, that of the Committee. 

I am mentioning this again to prevent any kind of controversy in the future, and I would ask 
the ,t;ranslators to bring the various versions of the texts into line so that the idea can be rendered in 
the same way in the four languages. 
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President.-! call Mr. Bertmnd. 

Mr. Bertrand.-(F) Mr. President, I should like to refer to Article 7, which we passed a 
few moments •ago, and to ask Mr. Dehousse why he now accepts that the decision should be taken 
before the end of the transitional period and why he does not a:ccept this stipulation in Article 7. 
What is .the difference ? 

President.-! call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) I accepted exactly the same interpretation for Article 7 and 
Article 8. I even went so far as to make it clear~and here I was stepping into Mr. Schuijt's 
province___,that .this interpretation was also valid for A11tide 9 which we are to discuss in a few 
moments. 

My view was the same in all these instances. I assure you that from the legal point of view 
there can be no possible doubt : the ruling of the International Couiit at The Hague is absolutely 
explicit as to the interpretation of treaties drawn up-as is often the case nowadays--'in dif
ferent languages. 

President.-The discussion is throwing a good deal of light on the idea expressed by the 
amendment. I now call Mr. Carboni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(/) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I approve the wording proposed 
by Mr. Bertrand because the Italian text is really hard to understand : 'L' Assemblea statuira. sui 
regime delle incompatibilita allo spi<rare'-that is after the expi-ry and not before--'del periodo 
transitorio'. It thus appears that this power of the Parliament can be exercised only at the end of 
the transitional period. 

According to Mr. Dehousse's interpretation, on the other 'hand, this power can be exercised 
whenever the Parliament thinks fit ; although, of course, it can only be effective, that is, become 
binding, after the end of the transitional period. 

Consequently if, in the ItaHan text, we introduce the rule of ·incompatibility 'before' the end 
of the transitional period, it will be easier to interpret that text. 

Incidentally, I do not agree with this Article and shall vote against i1t. It is only right, 
however, that the text should be clear. 

President.-! would ask the Committee to issue instructions to the effect that translations be 
submitted in the definitive form. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) I have already anticipated your request. I said that ·fhe 
wording in the four languages should reflect the interpretation I have just given on behalf of the 
Committee. In French, there is not the slightest ambiguity. Since it :is this interpretation that seems 
to be most widely accepted in this House, it should be used as a model for the other three 
versions. 

President.-! would point out that the French representatives do not dispute the interpreta
tion you have just put forward. 

I call Mr. Le Hodey. 
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Mr. Le Hodey.-(F) In an aJttempt to bring the views of Mr. Dehousse and Mr. Bertmnd 
closer to each other, I should like to point out that the lasrt paragraph of A,rtide 8 must obviously 
be drafted in the four languages in the same way as rthe last paragraph of A,rticle 7. 

I do not remember the text passed for Article 7. If it is the Committee's text, then Mr. 
Dehousse's amendment No. 45 is perfect; if, on the other hand, the text was amended, the same 
shou1d be done to krticle 8. The two paragraphs must be identical in these Articles. 

President.-! call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) There may be some way of settling this problem so a:s to 
avoid prolonging this linguistic controversy in which there is really not much po1nt. This would 
consist in doing something that has already been done, notably in the ad hoc Assembly when the 
plan for a Po!iltioal Community was being discussed ; namely instructing the Chairman of the 
Committee and the four Rapporteurs, once the overall vote has been ,taken, to co-oi'dinate the 
versions in ,the different languages, on the understanding thrut the basic subs1tance of the text is left 
unchanged. Their task would therefore be confined to checking the concordance of the Languages, 
inserting the punctuation and, wherever necessary, correcting any material errors. 

I hope thart the P.adiament will entrust this task to Mr. Battista, as Chairman, and to the four 
Rappovteu1's, Messrs. Schuijt, Metzger, Maurice Faure and myself. 

President.-ls there any objection to this procedure ? 

It is so decided. 

Is there no one else who wishes to speak ? 

I put Mr. Dehousse's amendment No. 45 to the vote by a show of hands. 
(The amendment is adopted) 

President.-Does anyone else wish to speak ? 

I put to rthe vote Article 8 as amended by the amendments passed. 
(Article 8, as amended, is adopted) 

President.-After Avticle 8 I have the following amendment No. 17 from Mr. Le Hodey : 

I. After Article 8, strike out the woJ.'Ids : 'Chapter II. The electoral system'. 

II. After Article 9, insert i.ihe words : 'Oha;pter II. The electoral system during the transitional 
period'. 

I call Mr. Le Hodey. 

Mr. Le Hodey.-(F) I will withd:raw this amendment if the Rappotiteurs will confirm that 
the whole of Chapter II concerning the electoral system-that is, AJ.tides 9 to 18-except for the 
first paragraph of Article 9, solely concerns the transitional system. The new Parliament will then 
be absolutely free to decide on its electoral system. 

If the Rapporteurs agree to this, my amendment becomes unnecessary. 

President.-! call Mr. Dehousse. 
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Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) I will carry out my part of the bargain, for rthe statement 
just made by Mr. Le Hodey is the first part of an agreement reached yesterday by the Committee. 

May I first remind you :that section 20 of my report (Doc. 22) clearly ·states what should be 
regarded as permanent and whart as temporary in the draft Convention we a:re now discussing. 

This is what 1t says : 

'The Committee on Political Affairs considered which provts~ons of the Convention would 
apply solely to the transitional pet~iod and which to the final period. 

The Committee adopted an amendment designed to make :this distinction qUJite clear. This 
amendment relates to the text of Article 7 concerning the compatibility of ;the two mandates. 
In the discussion that foHowed it was s~ressed that with the e:xcception of Article 7 a;nd, of 
course, of Articles 3, 4 and 5 (in part), the rules of Chapter I have permanent validity while 
those of Chapter II are applicable only up to the entry into force of the decisions the elected 
Parliament makes on them.' 

One small point needs clrurifying. In Chapter II there is only one provision that is not of a 
tranSJitional nature, i.e. rthe first paragraph of At.ticle 9. This has a permanent application. But the 
rest of Chapter II is of a transitional nature. 

I hope that this explanation will satisfy Mr. Le Hodey and that our colleague will withdr,aw 
his amendment so that we can go s;traight on to discusSJing Chapter II. I shall ask Mr. Schuijt 
to take over from me to reply on behalf of the Committee. 

President.-Does this satisfy you Mr. Le Hodey ? 

Mr. Le Hodey.-(F) Y:es, Mr. President. 

President.-Mr. Le Bodey's amendment is withdrawn. 

I shall read out Article 9 : 

'The European Parliament shall lay down the provisions goveming the election of representa
tives after the end of the transitional peniod provided for in Article 4. 

Until these provisions come into force, the electoral system shall, subj·ect to the terms of the 
present Convention, fall within the competence of each member State.' 

On this AJCticle I have aJn amendment tabled by Mr. Birkelbach for the SociaJis:t group. Does 
this still stand ? 

Mr. Vander Goes van Naters.-(F) No, Mr. Presi,dent, it has been wirthd11awn in favour of 
amendment No. 43 which will come after Title II of the resolution. 

President.-Mr. Birke1bach's amendment is withdrawn. 

We come now to Mr. Santero's amendment No. 34 (new) to the effect that the words 'in 
accordance with r,tS uniform a procedure as possible' be added after 'provided for in Article 4'. 

I call Mr. Santero. 

Mr. Santero.-(I) I shouM Hke to say that I feel we shouLd proceed very orur·efully in 
restricting the powers of the future Parliament ; in this case, however, we should be more precise 
about the 'tasks Article 9 assigns to the Parliament. 
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The view of members of the WorkJ.ing Party and of the Committee was that if these elec
tions to which we attach great impo11tance are to be held as soon as possible, then we must give 
up the search for perfection. This is why we are asking the future Parliament to work ou~ a 
uniform electoral system, as required by the Trea.ty, and why we confined ourselves to layJng 
down certain fundamental rules, leaving it to the na.tional Parlia.ments to pass legislation for the 
transitional period. 

Throughourt: this debate, we have constantly emphasized thlLt we were leaving it rto the future 
Parliament to do what we were unable rto do ourselves, that is, to work out a uniform electoral 
system for our six countries. This idea is clearly brought out in section 18 of Mr. Dehousse's 
report : 'The Working Pavty decided thrut the framing of a uniform electoral law ought to be left 
to ,the ~newly elected Parliament .. .' Mr. Schuijt, the Rapporteur, says the same thing in section 11 
of his report, i.e. that it is desired to give the elected European Parliament the ~power to lay down 
the uniform eleotoml system for the definitive period. 

These idea:s were developed before the Parliament by the two Rapporteurs, but to our great 
surprise they are not embodied in any Article. Indeed Article 9, in assigning to the future elected 
ParLiament the task of drawing up run electoral system, states tha.t <it 'shall lay down rthe provisions 
governing the election of representatives after the end of the t.nansitional period.' The Prurliament 
is <thus requi,red to lay down provisions burt: it is not stated what provlisions these are to be. 

Now, we cannot depa!lt from Article 138 of the Treaty under the terms of which electoral 
procedures must be uniform. But, wha.t is more serious, we mnnot neglect to express in the 
Convention this idea which has been championed in the rtwo repovts and explained in the speeches 
which the Rapporteurs ma.de in the Parliament. 

In common with other representatives, I therefore felt obliged to propose an amendment to 
the firs:t pamgraph of A!lticle 9 to rthe effect that the European Parliament shall lay down the 
provisions governing the election of representatives in accordance with as uniform a procedure as 
possible. 

We first thought that rthe wovding should be 'in accordance wirth a uniform procedure', but, 
following yesterday's discussions of the Committee, we watered it down a Httle and changed it to : 
'in accordance with as uniform a procedure a:s possible'. I:t was pointed out on the Committee that 
for political reasons it would nort be poss'ible to establish a uniform electoral system throughout the 
Community. Our amendment therefore serves to fill a gap which is to be avoided :in our directives 
to the future Parliament. 

President.-! call Mr. Cavboni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(/) Mr. President, I.Jadies and Gentlemen, I should like to apologize to my 
friend Mr. Santero for not being able rto vote in favour of his amendment. I shall not vote against 
it ; I shall abstain, and I should like to say why. 

I am against mles laying down what others must do, especially if they are sovereign assembHes. 

We have already heard it suggested that the new elected Parliament will be able to lay down 
rules, but these, like delayed-a"Otion bombs, will nort come into force until after the end of the 
transitional period. Irt seems to me to be a strange ~idea of sovereignty to say that rules approved 
by our present ParHament will be valid not for the .transitional period but only for rthe definitive 
period. This strikes me as a serious curb on sovereignrty. In short, I believe that the Parliament 
elected by the people will do what it wants. 

This ~is why I cannot accept Mr. Santero's amendment ; it will mean that the new Barliament, 
in taking its decisions, will follow a line laid down by someone else. 
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Moreover I am very sceptkal about this because if 'uniformity' suffers the same fate lin the 
next Parliament as has been reserved for it in the negotiations on this draft Convcention, there is 
clearly no point in engaging in a:n argument that wiU have no more effect on the draft Conven
toin than has had the faat that the Treaty provtides for a 'uniform procedure'. 

President.-! call Mrs. Probst. 

Mrs. Probst.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I should like to explain my vote. 

I draw your attention to a motion for a resolution No. 20 which lies before this House. Not 
until we ha¥e voted on this shall I be able to determine my rutbitude .to the second paragraph of 
Article 9. 

As I have already said, I shall only be able to approve Article 9 •as a whole if the first elec
tions to the European Parliament are conducted in accordance with common pi'inciples. I should 
like to say, therefore, that I shall abstain from the vote which is about to be taken. 

President.-! call Mr. Schl.l!ijt. 

Mr. Schuijt, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. Pres·ident, •there are two points I should like to make. 

First, on the Committee this amendment ran into no difficulty : it was passed by 15 votes 
with two abstentions. Secondly, Mr. Santero found the expression 'uniform procedure' in the 
Committee's report, though this does not appear in the text of the Anticle. 

I should like to tell Mr. Santero that as regards the legal interpretation of .the Committee's 
intenrtions, the reports are of outstanding importance. The feelings of the Committee and of the 
Working Party have no doubt not been reflected in the text but-and I want to stress this
the intention was clearly stated in the report. 

President.-Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

I shall put Mr. Sll!ntero's amendment No. 35 (new) to the vote. 
(The amendment is adopted) 

President.-Mr. Carboni's amendment No. 2 and Mr. De Bosio's amendment No. 22 appear 
to have been superseded by the vote on A.rtide 3. 

Mr. De Bosio.-(F) That is the case, Mr. President. 

President.-Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? 

I shall put to the vote A11ticle 9 as altered by Mr. Santero's amendment. 
(Article 9, thus amended, is adopted') 

President.-! shall read out A·rticle 10 : 

'Subjeat to the provisions of Article 11, ·the electorate in each member Strute shall consist of such 
men and women as satisfy the requirements laid down in that State for taking part in the elec
tion of the Pa;rliament by di•reot universal suffrage.' 

On this Article I had been notified of Mr. Smets' amendment No. 8, but this has been with
drawn. 
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Does anyone else wish to speak ? 

I shall put Article 10 to the vote. 
(Article 10 is adopted) 

President.-! shall read out Article 11 : 

'The voting age shall not be under twenty-one or above twenty-five years. 

Nationals of a member StaJt:e residing on the territory of il!nother member State shall hav:e the 
right to vote in their countries of origin which shall ma!ke the necessary armngements for this 
purpose. 

Shou1d the persons referred to in the foregoing paragraph likewise be granted the right to vote 
by the State in which they are resident, they shall vote only once. Any infringement of this 
rule shall be liable to the penalties laid down by the laws of the voter's country of origin.' 

I was notJ.ified of Mr. Smets' amendment No. 9 deleting the first paragmph of this Article, 
but this amendment has been withdrawn. 

On the same Article I have amendment No. 40 by Mr. Dehousse : 

Amend the first paragraph of Article 11 to read : 

'The minimum voting age shall be twenty-one years.' 

I oall Mr. Schui jt. 

Mr. Schuijt, Rapporteur.-(F) This amendment was submitted by Mr. Dehousse on behalf 
of the Committee following the discussion it held yesterday. lt was found thart: the constitutional 
objections which existed, or which it was feared might exist, in ,the Netherlands were not very serious. 
We were therefore able to agree to a simpler text to the effect thart: the minimum age should be 
twenty-one years. 

President.-Does anyone else wish to· speak ? ... 

I shall put Mr. Dehousse's amendment No. 40 to the v:ote by a show of hands. 
(The amendment is adopted) 

President.-Mr. Le Bodey's amendment No. 18 is withdrawn. 

Does a,nyone else wish to speak ? ... 

I put to the vote Article 11 as altered by Mr. Dehousse's amendment. 
(Article 11, thus amended, is adopted) 

President.-! shall 'read out Article 12 : 

'Subject to cases of established ineligibility laid down by the national law, any man or woman 
who is a national of one of the States that have signed the Treaties setting up the European 
Communities may stand for election in any member State. 

The minimum age for eligibility shall, however, not be under twenty-five years or above thirty 
years. 

The cases of incompatibility referred to in Article 8 shall not involve 'ineligibility.' 

I have been notified of two amendments, Mr. Smets's No. 10 and Mr. Dehousse's No. 41. 

But Mr. Smets has withdrawn his amendment. 
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I should like to open discussion on Mr. Dehousse's amendment which reads as follows : 

Replace the first and second paragraphs of Article 12 by the following : 

'Subject to cases of established ineligibility laid down by the national law, any man or woma:n 
who is not less than twenty-five years of age, and who is a na,tional of one of the States that 
have signed the Treaties settJing up the Communities, may stand for election in any member State.' 

Whrut does the Commillt'ee feel about this amendment ? 

Mr. Schuijt, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, the Commi,ttee's ideas on this amendment were 
the same as those it entertained on the amendment to Artide 11. 

President.-Does anyone else wish to speak ? ... 

I shall pull: Mr. Dehousse's amendment No. 41 to the vote by a show of hands. 
(The amendment is adopted) 

President.-Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? 

I shall put to the vote Article 12 as modified by Mr. Dehousse's amendment. 
(Article 12, thus amended, is adopted) 

President.-! shall read ouil: AJJticle 13 : 

'The provisions goveming the admission of political parties to elections in each member Strute 
shall apply to elections to the European Parliament.' 

On this Article I have before me amendment No. 13 tabled by Mr. Birke1bach on behalf of 
the Socialist group : 

'Before the word "provisions" linsert: "constitutional".' 

I call on Mr. Van der Goes van Naters to put the case f01r this a:mendment. 

Mr. Vander Goes van Naters.-(F) Our main concern has been to standaroize electoral provti
sions a:s far as possible. We feel that only a constitutional difficulty could 1ead to differences 
between the member States. Points of no constitutional significa:nce could be easily settled. 

President.-What is the Committee's opinion ? 

Mr. Schuijt, Rapporteur.-(F) I am glad to say that the Committee is unanimous on this 
point. 
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President.-Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

I put Mr. Birkelbach's amendment No. 13 to the vote by a show of hands. 
(The amendment is adopted) 

President.-Does anyone else wish to speak ? ... 

I put to the vote Article 13 as altered by Mr. Birkelbach's amendment. 
(Article 13, thus amended, is adopted) 



President.-! shall read out Anticle 14 : 

'1. No elections shall be organized in a member State at rthe same time as elections to the 
European Parliament. 

2. Elections to the Europea:n Parliament shall be held on the same day in all six member States. 
Any member State may, however, on grounds of tra,d1tion or geographical conditions, decide to 
hold the elections one day earlier or later than the fixed date or to spread them over all 
three days.' 

On this Article, I have before me two amendments, Nos. 37 and 38, submitted by Mr. De Bosio. 

Amendment No. 3 7 deletes the first paragraph of Article 14. 

Here is the text of amendment No. 38 : 

After the first sentence of pa.tagraph 2 add : 

' ... ; the d(llte shall be fixed so that naJtional elections do not coincide with those for the European 
Parliament.' 

I call Mr. De Bosio to put the case for these amendments. 

Mr. De Bosio.-(1) The first panagraph of Article 14 contains a binding provision for
bidding rthe constitutional authorities of :the six member States rto organize national political elections 
art the same time as elections !:o the European Parliament. 

There is nothing to be said against this rule because there must be no confusion between 
national and European elections, even if only to make sure &at electoral publidty for Europe 
strikes home among all sections of the public, which must be made 'increasingly aware of European 
principles and of the European idea. 

I do not, however, approve of rthe way in which this rule has been formulated. As it reads 
now it prevents the Head of State in each of rthe member States of rthe Community from freely 
exercising his power to set the date for political elect:ions in this country, whether in the event 
of a premature dissolution of the Parliament or at the end of its normal lifetime. 

Throughout the whole period necessary between setting the date for and actually ho1ding 
the European elections, the responsible constitutional authot·i6es in the s'ix countries would be 
fotbidden rto organize meetings for national elections. 

Such a curb on rthe powers of the Head of State would involve an altenation of internal 
constitutional provisions and the need for starting up rthe lengthy and complicated procedure 
provided for in certain constitutions, such as rthat of the Hal.ilan Republic, for approving constitu
tional changes. 

This would undoubtedly postpone the achievement of our objective, which is rthart of giving 
Europe its directly elected Parliament as soon as possible. 

This is why it is proposed to strike out the first paragraph of Article 14 and to add af1ter the 
second paragpaph (reading 'Elections to the European Parliament shall be held on the same day 
in all six member States') the following sentence : 'The date shall be fixed so that oartional 
elections do not coincide with those to rthe Europea,n Parliament.' 

Through this provision we shall be transferring to the European authorities concerned the 
task of setting the date for Europea,n elections, while taking into account the constiltucional time
limits of the six counrt:ries. Moreover, this proposal suppo,nts 1the just and proper principle laicd 
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down by the Working Party, and endorsed by the Commi,ttee, that Europe:Iin elections ought not 
to coincide with national eiections. At the same time it gets round the snag of having to start 
up the constirot:ional revision procedure to which some countries would have to resort before 
approving the Convention if Article 14 is maintained in its present form. 

I am confident, Ladies and Gentlemen, that you will adopt this amendment, in conformity 
with the views yes'rerday expressed by the Commi,ttee on Political Affairs. 

President.-What are the CommiUee' s views ? 

Mr. Schuijt, Rapporteur.-(F) CommJ,utee members are unanimous in their agreement. 

President.-I shall put Mr. Bosio's two amendments, Nos. 3 7 a:nd 38, to the vote. 
(The amendments are adopted) 

President.-Is there anyone else who wouLd like to speak ? ... 

I should like to put to the vote Article 14, as modified by the amendments adopted. 
(Article 14 thus modified is adopted) 

President.-! shall read out Avtide 15 : 

'1. Elections to the European ParHament shall be held not later than one molllth before the 
end of each legislative period. 

2. The European Pa:rliament shall sit automatically on the first Tuesday following an interval 
of one month from the date of the elections. 

3. The outgoing European Parliament shall remain in office until the Hrst sitting of the new 
Parliament.' 

Does anybody wish to speak on this Avtide ? ... 

I put it to the vote. 
(Article 15 is adopted) 

President.-! shall rea;d out Article 16 : 

'The European .Parliament shall verify the orede!lltials of representatives and rule on :IJny disputes 
tha;t may arise in this connexion.' 

Does anybody wish to speak on this Article ? ... 

I put :it to the vote. 
(Article 16 is adopted) 

President.-! shall read out Article 17. 

'Should a seat filled in elections by direct universal suffrage fall vacant, no by-elections shall 
be heLd. 

Subject to this proviso, an electoral procedure for filHng such a vacancy during the transitio!llal 
period shall be determined by national law. 

Should a seat filled in pursua;nce of A·rticle 3 fall vacant, the successor shall be elected or 
nominwted by the Parliament of the member State.' 
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I have before me Mr. De Bosio's amendment No. 23 (new). 

This amendment appears no longer to apply in view of the vote on A·rticle 3. 

Mr. De Bosio.-(F) I agree, Mr. President. 

President.-Does anyone else wish to speak ? ... 

I put Article 1 7 to the vote. 
(Article 17 is adopted) 

President.-! shall read out Article 18 : 

'Cmdidates or lists thrut secure not less than ten per cent of the votes cast by the electoral!:e 
in the constituency in which they have stood for election, shall be entitled ~o a refund of ceJJtain 
election expenses. 

The necess31!y credi:ts shall be entered in the European Parliament's budget .to enable such refunds 
to be made in accordance with a procedure to be fixed beforehand by,its Bureau.' 

I am apprised of the following amendment (No. 14) submitted by Mr. Birkelbach for the 
Socialist group : 

Replace the first paragraph of Ar.tide 18 by the following provisions : 

'Candidates or lists that secure not less than ten per cent of the votes cast by the eleotorrute in 
the constituency in which they have stood for election shall obtain a refund of election expenses, 
the amount of which shall be fixed in good time before each election. 

The total expenses incurred by ll!nd on behalf of the candidates or lists shall not exceed twice 
this amount. A statement of thes·e expenses shall be submitted to the Bureau of the European 
Parliament for auditing within one month. 

Failure to submit such a statement or the submission of false information shall, in the same 
Wlay as non-observance of the foregoing rule, entail suspension of the manda!l:e or mandrutes in 
question.' 

I call Mr. Van der Goes van Narers. 

Mr. Van der Goes van Naters.-(F) 11he Socialist group is anxious that the utmost super
vision should be exercised in this new sphere, and that a limit should be set to the expenditure 
that may be legitimately incurred for the elections. 

Our amendment has a threefold purpose. First, it rounds out rthe provision proposed by rthe 
Commi·ttee by stipulating that the amount of rthe refund of election expenses must be decided ~n 
good time before each election. This is not a new idea but it would appear to serve a usef.ul 
purpose. 

Secondly, our lliffiendment (second paragraph) fixes a limirt to total expenditure, namely, double 
the election expenses. I think rt:his is dear. 

Finally, the third paragraph appears to us es-sential because it lays down penalties. Failure to 
submit a statement of expenses or the submission of false informa<tion would, in the same way 
as non-observance of the rule laid down, entail suspension of :the mandrute or mandates in question. 

A·11ticle 18 would .thus have a more logical form and be more effective. This is why we 
recommend this new wording to this House. 
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President.-What >is the Committee's opinion ? 

Mr. Schuijt, Rapporteur.-(F) The Committee rejected this amendment by 14 votes Ito 8, 
with one l,libstention. 

The main a:rgument of its authors is that all candidates should have an equal chance in 
regard to eLection expenses, whereas the objection of ·those opposed to the amendment was above 
all a financial one. They felt that it would be extremely comp1icated to keep a proper check on 
election expenses and to decide exactly what kinds should be prohi!bi,ted. 

President.-Is there ·anyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

I put Mr. Bi.r:kelbach's amendment No. 14 to a vote by a show of hands. 
(As the result of the vote was declared doubtful by the Bureau, the amendment was put to a 

vote by sitting and standing and rejected) 

President.-Does no one else wish j)o speak ? ... 

I put Avtide 18 to a vote by a show of hoods. 
(Article 18 is adopted) 

President.-! shall rea,d OUJt A·rtide 19 : 

'An interim advisory committee shall be set up by the Councils within two months of the entry 
into force of this Convention. 

This Committee shall consist of delegates of the Governments of member States and delegates 
of the European Pa:rliament in equal numbers.' 

On this Ar:!Iide I have Mr. Garboni's amendment No. 2 (second par,t, g). 

This amendment is not being maintained. 

Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

I put Article 19 to a vote by a show of hands. 
(Article 19 is adopted) 

President.-! shall read out Ar.tide 20. 

'The interim advisory committee will be reqwired to deliver opmwns a,nd put forward recom
mendations on the problems encountered in promoting and applying the legisla~tion of member 
States relating to the organiza~bion of elections to the European Parliament. 

It shall perform this task : 

(a) either at the request of the Government of a member State ; 

(b) or at the request of the Parliament or one of the Chambers of the Pa,rHament of a member 
State; 

(c) or of i1ts own accovd ; in such a case, however, its decision shall require a .two-thi:t.'lds major
ity of the votes cast.' 
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Is there a;nyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

I pUll: Article 20 to vote by a show of hands. 
(Article 20 is adopted) 

President.-! shall read out Allticle 21 : 

'Subject to the provisions of Artide 14, the first elections to the European Parliamel1Jt shall be 
held on the first Sunday following an interval of six months from the day this Convention comes 
into force.' 

Is there anyone who wishes to speak on this Anticle ? ... 

I shaH put it to the vote. 
(Article 21 is adopted) 

President.-! shall read out A11ticle 22 : 

'This Convention repbces Aroicle 21 of the Treruty setting up rthe Europea;n Goal a:nd Steel 
Community, A1t1ticle 138 of the Treaty setting up the Emoperun Economic Community and Article 
108 of the Treruty setting up the European Atomic Energy Communi,ty.' 

I have before me two amendments, No. 39 by Mr. Scelba and No. 24 (new) by Mr. De 
Bosio. 

Mr. Scelba's amendment aims a;t deleting this Arbicle. 

Mr. De Bosio's a:mendmel1it is rto the effect that the Article should be rewo11ded as follows : 

'This Convention replaces Article 21 of the Treaty setting up the European Coal a:nd Steel Com
munity as well as the provisions of Nos. 1 and 2 of Article 138 of the Treaty sebbing up the 
European Eoonomic Community and of Article 108 of the Treaty sertbing up the European 
Atomic Energy Community, and derogates, only in respect of the first elections to the Europea;n 
Parliament, from the provisions of No. 3 of the two foregoing Ar:tides.' 

I call Mr. Scelba. 

Mr. Scelba.-(1) Mr. President, Lrudies a:nd Gentlemen, Allticle 22 is not so much di'sposibive 
as declarative in effeat, that is, i1t ·contains a definition. As the ancients put it, all definition is 
dangerous. Article 22 does not exaatly oover the actual ·state of affairs, and because this defini
tion could Lead to ambiguities it appeared best to strike it out. We ron do rthiis without danger, 
whereas its retention could give rise to misunderstandings. 

Moreover, a majority of the Committee approved 'the proposal to delete this A1Jtide a:nd I am 
leaving the decision to them. 

President.-Whrut are the Committee's views ? 

Mr. Schuijt.-(F) Members of the Committee are unaruimous in supporting this amendment. 

President.-! put Mr. Scelba's amendment No. 39 1to a vote by a show of hands. 
(The amendment is adopted) 

President.-Article 22 will therefore be struck OUJt and Mr. De Bosio's amendment becomes 
unnecessary. 
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I shall read oot Anricle 23 : 

'This Convention is drawn up in the Dutch, French, German and Italian l!a:nguages, all four 
being equally authentic.' 

Is there anyone who wishes to speak on this Article ? ... 

I put it to the vote. 
(Article 23 is adopted) 

President.-As the previous Amde has been struck out, this now becomes Article 22. 

ln his amendment No. 1 Mr. Vendroux proposes to insert a new Antide 23A (new) afrter 
Article 23 and, as a result, to change the opening of Anticle 24. 

This amendment reads as follows : 

I. Additional Article 23A (new) : 

Insert after Article 23 and additional Anticle 23A (new) reading as folLows : 

'This Convention shall be submitted, by means of a referendum, rto the peoples of the s1x 
member States for their approval. 

The referendum shall be held in the six member States on the same day not less than two 
months before the end of the interval of stix months referred rto in Article 21.' 

II. Consequently amend the opening of Article 24 to read : 

'If the result of the referendum is positive, this Gonvention ... (remainder unchanged).' 

I call Mr. V endroux. 

Mr. Vendroux.-(F) Mr. President, Lllidies and Gentlemen, I must admit that my proposal 
has been badly presented. It was tabled at the eleventh hour in the form of an amendment 
and the bodies concerned~the Committee on Political Affairs and tihe Working Panty-were not 
apprised of tit in sufficient time. 

Irt is therefore coming directly before the Parliament. I am not wholly responsible for this. 
I l!lm not a member of the Committee on Political Affairs and, like all the members of this 
House, received the report only a few days before our s·ession began ; I was therefore unable to 
arrange for rthe proposal rto be referred to the Committee tin good time. 

That said., I must teH you tha-t I have heard one or two comments in the lobbies. Some of 
my colleagues •toLd me : 'You have given the impressiorn of wanting rto torpedo the motion for a 
resolution submi.tted to the Council of Ministers and of wanting to delay, in a roundabout way, the 
European elections.' 

I can only say quite simply that that is not my intention aJt all. On the contrary-! said 
this during the general debate and now repeat it-my intention is t!o try to ensure rthat the European 
elections .are a success and not, as I said a few days ago, engulfed ·in a sea of indifference. 

This •is why I think 1it is necessary to jolt the people. The publicity preceding a referendum 
on this scale should not focus, as is 1the case ~n elections, on individool candidates. This presents 
the problem in a qui1te different Hght and I am sure that my idea will prevail whatever the obstacles. 

In this connexion I should like to turn ro some of my colleagues, particularly Mr. Bohy, who 
very kindly came to discuss this matter with me this morning. I shall reply to him, with the 
same courtesy, and a;t the same time to all those who raise constitutional obstacles, that I find 
it hard to understand how those who really wish to build Europe can be held back by such 
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considerations. If every country is to hedge with constitutional .reservations this or that provision 
judged necessary for the building of Europe, then we can ne¥er bll!ild Europe at all. 

Having said which, I •should like to ensure the success of my proposal, or at least that the 
idea it embodies is not .distorted from the outset. It is true that a number of my •colleagues 
have told me that, as individuals, they endorse my idea ; but .the political groups collecti¥ely aJte 
not prepared to support it. To avoid a vot~e result of which would, I feel, be negative-! 
should like to know whether, if I withdrnw this amendment, the Committee and the Working Party, 
as represented by their Chairmen in our midst, could give me if not an assurance, at least reason 
to hope that it wirll be taken into consideration in the form of !!he motion for a <resolution and 
carefully exam:ined. I think that in this way my proposal will ha¥e a good chance of being 
adopted. 

President.-! call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr. Vendroux's 
proposal comes at ~he end of the debate but, I hasten to say, this is because of the sequence of the 
Articles. What·ever one may feel about vhe subject, ·this proposal is of considerable importance. 

The Committee debated it yesterday and heatJd arguments on both sides. Supporters of Mr. 
Vendroux's idea thought it dangerous if one were not to be accurately informed about the reac
tions of public opinion in Europe. Others ra~ised two objections to the proposal The first related 
to its timing ; it was felt that rthe proposal had come up at a time when we had completed our 
analysis of the draft Conven1:ion and ought to decide on our atbitude to it. 

The second objection was pU!t forward by the lawyers, of whom there are many in our ranks, 
myself included. They argued that 'the proposed referendum on European elections would run up 
against constitutional difficulties in some countries. This wouLd be true, for example, for the 
member State with which I am ~he least unfamiiiar, namely, Belgium. 

Under a previous constituent assembly, a formal proposal was made to introduce the referen
dum as an institution in our country. This was rejected and ~he experts in public law have always 
inferred from this that the referendum is prohibited under our Constitubion. The proof of this 
is that when, in a deHcate situation, we had to consult the country otherwise than through an elec
tion, we christened the operation a 'consuLtation of the people' and not a referendum, implying that 
all we wanted from the people was their opinion. 

Whatever their personal views, however, all the Belgian representatives here present will 
certainly agree with me that our experience of this consultation was so disagreeable, for different 
and even conflicting reasons, that we are not at all keen on going back to it on any subject what
ever. 

Mr. Vendroux holds that ·if everybody brandishes his Constitution as an argument, we shall 
never make any progress at international level. In theory I entirely agree wi•th him. I was for a 
long time in the United Nations Organi~ation and always real>ized the extent to which the constitu
tional obstacle stood •in the way of progress and of really constructive decisions on the orgil!nization 
of international relations. 

This review of the situation-carried out, I beLie¥e, with the UJtmost impartiality-shows that 
Mr. Vendroux's proposal is highly complex and ought to be gone into more deeply ll!nd very 
carefully. This is why the Committee decided yesterday to enter the perusal of this proposal on its 
agenda. 

If I underst.and our colleague aright, Mr. President, no formal amendment will be submitted 
to the Parliament during this session, but the Commibtee presided over by Mr. Battista will embark 
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on a study of this important point without delay and, if necessary, report to the ParEament on 
!!he subject. 

President.-! call Mr. Gaetano Mattino. 

Mr. Gaetano Martino.-(/) Mr. President, bdies and Gentlemen, I feel bound to speak 
after hearring what Mr. Dehousse has had to say. I should Nke however to add a further argJU
ment to the ones he has put forward-a constitutional and, I think, an important argument-in 
the hope that Mr. Vendroux, in view of the practical difficul:ties involved in carrying out his pro
posal, will decide to withdraw it. I may say that I have a great deal of sympathy for the aim 
underlying hi•s proposal, 1that is, for a referendum about Europe, even if for the moment :it is 
confined ,to European elections. It would be one way of ena;bli<ng the general public to play a 
direct part in creating Europe, and .this is what •is needed if we are to move forward more 
rapidly on our difficult road. 

I must say, however, .that making a referendum a precondition of European elections will 
grerutly delay the procedure necessary for holding the elections. 

Above all, a referendum would not reheve the six Parliaments of the need to embark on the 
procedure for mtifying the Convention, and it would add little of consequence ito the popular sanc
tion that would in runy case have to be secured through the act of ·ratifi'Gation by rthe representatives 
of 1t!he peoples of our s:ix countries. Moreover, as in Belgium, serious constitutional difficulties 
exist in I:taly. The Consti,tution of the Italian Republic provides for on:ly two types of referendum 
in respect of the Iaws of the State : a referendum repealing existing laws and a referendum approv
ing constitutional laws thaJt have not secured the necessary qualif,ied majority in the two Chambers 
of the Parliament. 

It is thus not possible to submit to a referendum a law such as we are now contemplating, 
such a case not being covered by the Constitution. There is, however, something else. The 
Italian Consti,tution specifically prohibits the submission 'to a referendum of l!!ny law rrutifying an 
international agreement. Article 75 expressly states : 

'A referendum shall not be held concerning tax and budgetary laws, amnesties, remission of 
sentences or authol'ization to rrutify international treaties'. 

Before the referendum Mr. Vendroux desires can be held, we should have to amend rthe 
ItaHan Gonstirution. Now our Constitution is very rigid and the procedure for changing it is long 
and difficult. If we decide to act 1in this way we shall be torpedoing direct elections. Of course 
this is not Mr. Vendroux's intention ; on the contrary, like myself, he wants to win over the 
people directly to our cause. 

'this is why I would urge Mr. Vendroux to withdraw his amendment. To refer it to the 
Committee on Poli!tkal Affaks for it to study and report on it to the Parliament, is the best way 
of scuttling <the procedure Mr. Vendroux wishes to start up. I do not believe he would want this at 
any price. If, on the other hand, the means he rudvocated were really to help the draf:t referendum 
he has submitted to the Parliament ~o gain ground, this would eiJJtail a delay .that might well 
prove fMal for di:reot European elections. 

President.-! call Mr. Battista. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee.-(!) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr. 
Martino's arguments are very important and I personally endorse them. On the other ha;,nd, as this 
is such an interesting question, though not dkectly linked wi~th the draft Convention which we 
have finished discussing, if Mr. Vendroux wishes us to go more deeply into it, I am perfectly 
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willing to accept Mr. Dehousse's proposal ll!nd include this i•tem on the agenda for ll!n ea:rly meeting 
of the Committee on Pol:idcal Affairs. In this way all .the arguments so very capably set forth by 
Mr. Martino, as well as any that others may put forward and those in support of Mr. Vendroux's 
proposal, could be gone into in greater detail as our colleague wishes. There is no doubt that none 
of us wishes them to be indefini:tely shelved. 

To conclude, Mr. Pres·idenlt, I repeat that if Mr. Vendroux so desires I shall not hesitate to 
accept Mr. Dehousse's proposal :that this amendment be studied by the Committee on Political 
Affairs which should then refer i1t to the Parliament. 

President.-! call Mr. Vendroux. 

Mr. Vendroux.-(F) Under these drcumstll!nces, Mr. President, I shall withdraw my amend
ment and should be gra:teful to the Chairmen if they would study this question. 

President.-Mr. Vendroux accepts the Committee's suggesHon and has sent me a motion for 
a resolution for submitting any proposal for European elections to a large-scale referendum. 

This motion for a resolution will be printed under number 33 and distributed a:nd, if no 
objection is mised to it, referred to the Committee on Poli>tioal Affairs and Institutional Ques.tions. 

Are :there any objections ? ... 

It is so decided. 

Mr. Vendroux has withdrawn his amendment. 

We now come to Article 24 which I shall read out : 

'This Convention shall be ratiHed by the member States m accordance w~th their respective 
constitutional requirements. 

The Governments of the member States agree to take the steps necessary for this purpos·e as soon 
as possible, presenting to the Parliruments any documents that may be needed before approval 
can be given. 

The instruments of ratification shall be deposi:ted with the Government of the Italian Republic 
which shall inform the signatory States and the institutions of the European Communities when 
this has been done. 

This Comnention shall come into force on the day the instrument of ratifica;tion is deposited 
by the last signarory State to crurry out this formaiity.' 

Does anyone wish t:o speak on this Article ? ... 

I put it to the vote. 
(Article 24 is adopted) 

President.-This Article will become Article 23 and the la:st. 

Before broaching Title II of the motion for a resolution I shall call Mr. Battista, Chairmrun 
of the Committee. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee.-(/) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, we 
should now adopt the resolutions which have been submi:tted. Above all, we must adopt the com
plete teXJt of the Convention we have just finished discussing. In :this connexion there is a resolu-
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tion which members of the Committee on Political Affairs have already passed unanimously and 
which has to be submitlted to the Parliament. 

There is 'then a resolution by Mr. Metzger on the proposals made regarding the overseas terri
tories. There is also a resolution by the Committee on Political Affairs concerning the problems 
of publicity. Lastly, other resolutions have been tabled, one on securing greater powers for the 
Parliament and another on a uniform system of electoral laws. 

Please let me know, Mr. President, if you wouLd prefer Hrst to deal with matters concerning 
the adoption of the Convention, adopting it at the same time as the Committee's motion for a 
resolution, or to examine first the other resolutions. Wha;t is your decision ? 

President.-! think 1tha,t we could adopt your first suggestion.' 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I should like to speak. 

President.-Mr. Smets has the floor. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Mr. President, I think that before we can vobe on the draf1t Convention as 
a whole ... 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) This evening ! 

Mr. Smets.-(F) ... it is very important for myself and for some of my friends to know 
what is to become of the motions for resolutions which have been tabled on this draft Convent:ion. 

President.-! aall Mr. Poher. 

Mr. Poher.-(F) I think, Mr. President, it wou1d be bebter to proceed on these 1ines so as 
to enahle those of our colLeagues whose attitude will depend on 'the outcome of the voting on 
the resolutions to be able to vote with a full knowledge of the facts. I theJ1efore support Mr. Smets' 
proposal. 

President.-! have before me a proposal that there shouLd be a joint dismssion on the motions 
for resolutions, each, however, being voted on separately. 

Are there any obj·ections ? ... 

It is so decided. 

We shall therefore put back the vote on Title I, that is, on the draft Convention, and consider 
the resolUJtions propos·ed by .the Committee and the new resolutions presented in the form of 
amendments. 

I shall read out, as a sep3!tate motion for a resolution, Tide II of Text A submitted by the 
Committee: 

'The European Parliament, 

(a) invites its President to send the draft Convention to the Councils 'in accordance with the provisions 
of the Treabies ; 

(b) instructs a dele gallion appointed by the President of the Parliament, in agl'eement with the Chair
man of 1bhe CommiJttee on Political Affairs and Insti~utional Questions and with the Chairmen of 
the political groups, to estahli:sh all ;the necessary conta:ets with the appropdate authorities in the 
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member States <lind wvth the Councils of the European Communirt·ies, to ensure th<lit this draft Con
vention is approved and given effect to as soon as possible.' 

On this text I have amendment No. 43 by Mr. van der Goes v:an N<liters, which reads : 

'After the wovds "European Pavli'<l:ment", insert the following new provisions : 

f!Jdopts the following course of action : 

addresses to the Council of Ministers opinions concerning the electoral laws necessary for 
giving effect to the present Convention ; 

(b) adresses recommendations direot to the na;t:ional ParHaments with a view to speeding up 
harmonization of the system of election or nomination set out in A·rticle 3 with that of 
election by di·rect universal suffrage.' 

I call the Chairman of the Committee. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman.-(!) Mr. President, bdies and Gentlemen, I would rather the text 
presented to us as Mr. Van der Goes van Nater's f!Jmendment--one, incidentally, approved by the 
Committee as a whole-:-were submi,tted as a sepf!Jrate resolution. I would therefove ask Mr. Van 
der Goes van Naters to take account, in his introductory statement, of the wishes expvessed by the 
Committee. 

President.-! cal Mr. Van der Goes van Naters. 

Mr. Van der Goes van Naters.-(FJ Once again we have been guided by our concevn to 
harmonize the electoml provisions. Fottunately the entire Commvl!tee approved this text which 
replacf!S amendment No. 12 to Article 9. 

I fully see Mr. Battista's point : the task assigned to the special committee does not fully firt 
in with what we propose in our amendment. 

If you agree, therefore, Title II can remain as submitted by the Committee, and t>hen will 
come our amendment as a sepa11ate resolution under Title III. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee.-(!) It can therefore be put to the vote straight 
away. 

Mr. Van der Goes van Naters.-(FJ Yes. 

Mr. Dehousse.-(F) The Committee agrees. 

President.-In that case I should like to have an amended text. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, it suffices to repbce the amendment by a 
motion for a resolution reading : 

'Title III 

The European Parliament adopt:s the following course of action : 

a), b), etc.' 

If Mr. Van der Goes van Naters accepts this provis•ion, we C'<l:n vote on it at once. 

Mr. Van der Goes van Naters.-(F) That is what I proposed, Mr. President. 
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President.-We therefore leave Tide II on one side an Mr. Vander Goes v;an Naters' amend
ment is replaced by the following motion for a resolution : 

'The European Parliament 

adopts the foHowing course of act·ion : 

(a) 

(b) 

:addresses to the Council of Ministers opinions concerning the electoral laws necessary for giving 
effect to the preserut Conven~ion ; 

addresses recommendations direct to the national Parliaments with a view to speeding up 
harmonization of the system of election or nomination set out in Article 3 with t:hat of election 
by direct universal suffrage.' 

Does anyone else wish to speak ? ... 

I will put this motion for ·a resolution to a vote by a show of haJnds. 
(The motion for a resolution is adopted) 

President.-We come now to amendment No. 26 (third v·ersion) submitted by Mrs. ProbSII:, 
Messrs. Schuijt, Rubinacci, Janssen, De Bosio, Kopf, Fischbach, Carboni, Hazerubosch, Weinkamm, 
Philipp, Herr, Zotta, Moro, Ferrruri, Schild, de la Malene, Filliol, Storch, Lenz, Friedensburg, Gei
ger, Deringer, Engelbrecht-Greve. 

This amendment cal1s for the insertion of the following new motion for a resolution : 

'The European Parliament, 

havi:ng regard :to the draft Convention on European elections by direct universal suffmge which it 
drew up in pursuance of A11tides 138 of the Treaty, 108 of the Euratom Treaty and 21 of the 
ECSC Treruty ; 

wishing, in view of the circumstances, to get as dose as possible 1to the uniform procedure referred 
to in the Treaty ; 

invites the Councils of the Communities, when they lay down the necessary provisions, to recom
mend member States to organize, lin each StaJte, the eleotora:l system refeflr·ed to in the second 
paragraph of A<ttide 9 of the draft Convention, in such a w:ay that it ·is agreed to conform to 
the two basic principles which are already embodied, in different forms, in the electoral provi
sions now in force ll!nd which permit the elector to vote for one or more of lihe candtidates 
standing for election, by means of elections in constituencies.' 

I call Mrs. Probst. 

Mrs. Probst.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the purpos•e of the motion for a 
resolution No. 26, which has been signed by 24 representatives from different groups, including 
Mr. Schuijt, Rapporteur, is qui:te 'S'imple. The voter in European elections too is to be given a 
chance of voting for t:he individuals he prefers, either under proportional representa~tion coupled 
with preferential vote or under the majority system. The constituency system would further enable 
the elector to vote in an area small enough not to be beyond his grasp. 

These ·two pdndples are already embodied in the eleatoral systems ail: present i:n force in the 
six member States. This election of individuals enhances the prestige of representatives and arouses 
the interest of electors, for whom the a:bs:tract idea of Europe has yet to ·take tangible shape. Alone 
the possibility of electing par:ticulillr indiv<iduals will make the first European elections attractive aJnd 
popular. 

Our Parliament is particularly keen on strengthening the federal element by allowing for 
regional condi:t:ions. Only a few days ago this Parliament showed how great is its interest in a 
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common regional policy. Regional conditions must also be taken into account in European elec
tions. I should like once again to quote Professor Schlichting, the Dutch expert 1n electoral law : 
'Regionalism is essenti,al to the Europea:n idea.' On the Commi1ttee, motion for a resolution No. 26 
won the a'Pproval of Mr. Ba:lltista, the Chairman, and-following a change 1n wording-of Mr. 
Mattina. It was rejected by a majority of only two votes, sevetal members who had signed the 
motion having been unable to ruttend. 

May I :therefore, Mr. President, submit the motion for a ·resolution directly to the Parli.a
ment and ask you if you would put it to the vote ? 

I would ask you, Ladies and Gentlemen, to be kind enough to pass it. 

President.-! call Mr. Bautista. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee.-(!) Mr. Pres·idenJt, Ladies and Gentlemen, at the 
end of the general debate on this draft Convention I said how much I a~pprecia:ted the immense 
effovts made by Mrs. Probst to convince our Parliament of the need to embody in :the draft Con
vention princip'Ies calculated to enable a uniform electoml system to be adopted rthmughout the 
Community. Mrs. Probst has tried to give these efforts a ptactical form ·in the motion for a 
resolution now before you. 

I personally support Mrs. Probst, as she told you recently. At the moment, however, I must 
naturally speak as Chairman of the Committee on Political Affairs, and as such I can only express 
the views of the majority. The Committee felt unruble to endorse Mrs. Probsfs proposal,and rejected 
it by 10 votes to 8. 

The reason for :this ·is that the resolution-as our colleagues wiH have noted-is addressed 
to the Council of Ministers of the Community and asks them to ensure that provisions aimed at 
establishing a uniform electoral law should be included in the Convention. 

This seemed ·rruther strange, rut least to many members of .the Committee, as it might give the 
impression 'that the Parliament wanted to leave it to the Council of Ministers to do what it had 
been unable to do itself, and what it ha;d not wanted to embody in the Convention, namely, these 
uniform rules Mrs. Probst is asking for. The Council cou1d ask why we had not ourselves pro
posed these unifovm rules and sent 'them on to :the Council for consideration. 

The Council of Ministers wouLd not welcome a resolution of this type which would above 
all have shown the Parliament to be incapable of devising a uniform electoral procedure. This, 
incidentally, is the true position~as I have already poinred out-and the rea:son why we have 
not got futther ahead with thi·s Convention fix~ng the rules for direct elections is ilhat it is so 
difHcult to get a more or less uniform electoral system in all six countries. 

There are a number of differences as between member States, differences in political mndi
tions and ·in customs which a:re reflected in dissimilar elector.al laws. Hstablishing laws thllit would 
be broadly the same in all countries seemed so difficult that the Committee fe1t unaible to include 
any provision in this respect in the draft Convention. 

This is why Mrs. Probst wa:nted the Council of Ministers to deal with this thorny problem. 

The Committee rejected this proposal by 10 votes to 8 precisely because it appeared st•range 
that a Parliament unable to work out such uniform rules should ask another institution, like the 
Council of Ministers, to do so. 

President.-! thank Mr. Battista for this additional information. 

Does anyone else wish to speak ? ... 
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I pU!t to the vote by a ·show of hands the motion for a resolution submitted by Mrs. Probst 
rend several of her colleagues. 

(The motion for a resolution is not adopted) 

President.-We come now to amendment No. 46 tabled by Messr. Birkdbach, Mioara, Mar
tino, Kopf, Corniglion-Mo1inier, Vllln der Goes van Naters, Bertrand, Janssens, Gmnzotto, Basso, 
Blaisse, Margulies and Bohy. 

This amendment takes into account, and replaces, the amendments of Mr. Birkelbach, sub
mitted for the Socialist group (No. 15), Mr. Mioara, submitted for the Christirun Democrat group 
(No. 25) and Mr. Margulies (No. 36). 

It calls for the insertion of the following new motion for a resolution : 

'The European Parliament, 

(:a) af£i,rms the urgent need ·for a,n 'increase in its powers to enable it to exercise the functions of a real 
Parliament, a:nd in partkula:r a mea:sure of legislative power ll!nd poLitical and budgeta:ry cont:rol ; 

(b) asks rtilie Committee on Political Affairs to submit, as rapidly as possible, practical proposals for 
increasing the Parliament's powers.' 

I call Mr. Van der Goes van Nruters to support this amendment. 

Mr. Van der Goes van Naters.-(F) It is a rare priv;ilege for me, Mr. President, to present 
this amendment in the name of the three political groups. 

The basis of thi:s amendment is to be foUJnd in sec. 6 of Mr. Batt:isba's report and in Chap
ter II, Part Three of Mr. Dehousse's repo11t. There is no point in stressing the fact that a relation
ship exist:s between a Pa:rlia:ment elected by universal suffrage and an increase in Lts powers. But 
thi:s relationship, which I regard as ideological and political, is not a legal one. Many members 
of .the Parliament, however, wish to state here and now that they want these powers increased. 
This ·is why, on behalf of several members of the three political groups, I am submi,tting a te:x;t 
which makes this point clearly aJnd concisely a:nd which, I think, serves a highly useful purpose at this 
moment. 

President.-What are the Committee's views ? 

I call Mr. Battista. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee.-(/) Mr. President, the Committee on Political 
Affairs, like everyone in this House, has grasped the need for taking a,dv:a:ntage of tlhis oppor
tunity to show that it 1is essential to widen the powers of our Parliament. The Committee has not, 
however, considered 1t advisable to link up the solut:ion of these import3Jnt problems with approval 
of the draft Convention. 

This is why it gladly suppo~Cts the proposal submitted by Mr. Van der Goes v:an Naters ood 
other representatives from all the politi:oal parties represented i:n this Parliament. 

President.-Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

I put to a vote by a ·show of hands the motion for a resolution submitted by Mr. Birkelbach 
and a number of his colleagues. 

(The motion for a resolution is adopted) 
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President.-The Parliament must now decide on Title II of the draft Convention. 

I call Mr. Birkelbach. 

Mr. Birkelbach.-(D) Mr. President, Lll!dies and Gentlemen, I think we should now vote 
on the draft Convention and then go on to this particular issue. This wou1d, I think, be consistent 
with the logic of the situation. 

President.-What are the Committee's vJews ? 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) I agree, Mr. President. 

President.-Are there any objections ? ... 

It is ·so decided. 

I sha11 now call upon the gariiament to vote on the whole of Title I of the Committee's 
motion for a resolution which contains the draft Convention and becomes a separate motion. 

I call Mr. Smets to explain his vote. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) I shall not vote against because I do not wish to appear to oppose the idea 
that a p,arliament §a-ins by being directly elected. But I find 1the resolution inadequate and, to 
speak frankly, not at :all satisfactory. I ·shall therefore abstain. 

President.-! call Mr. Metzger. 

Mr. Metzger.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, on behalf of my Germll!n Social 
Democmt friends I should like to maJke the following sta~tement on the vote. 

We shall also abstain from voting. I have said more than once .that we are in favour of direct 
elections to rt:he Emopean ParEament. This is why we have very carefully weighed up the pros and 
cons for the drafrt Conventtion now before us. 

We will not hide the fact rt:hat we would have flatly rejected it in its orJginal form. The idea 
at the time wa:s to elect uncondi,tionally a Parliament so lacking in powers as not to deserve the 
name. 

We cannot make ourselves responsible for conveying the opposite impression to our voters, 
for dangling before them a prize that cannot be won through an elect.ion, and thus behaving insin
cerely towards rt:hem. I think I showed :in an earlier speech that in rt:his way we should be damaging 
the European cause. 

Fortunately, after some hesi.ta~tion and after considering a number of points, our Parliament, 
meeting in plenary session, has agreed to reaffirm publicly the urgent need for increasing irt:s 
powers and for demanding the functions of a real ParliaJIDent. The instructions issued to its 
Committee on Political Affairs to put forward practical propos:~~ls ,a,s soon as possible for widening 
its powers a,nd sphere of activity are bound to have consequences. 

The dections have not, of course, in this way been made conditional on a prior increase in 
the Parliament's powers ; but it will not be so easy to ignore its views. To rt:his should be llldded 
that this House voted an amendment to A·rticle 3 of the draft Convention whereby one thi:rd of 
its representatives are to be elected by the national Parliaments in ,a,ccordance with a procedure 
tha:t ensures that the political pa:r:t.ies are fairly represented, that is, so as to reflect thdr relative 
strengths. 
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These a:re undoubtedly improvements but all our anxieties have by no means been dispelled. 
From a European and democratic point of view, there a:re still dangers enough. Even if rthe 
motion for a resolution we have just passed gives grounds for some hope as regards the Padia
ment's powers, it cannot be nuled out that those forces that want to see a weak Parliament 
endowed wi~h the ·slendereSit of powers will win the day. 

If elections were 100 be held on this basis it would not be long before the Europef!Jn idea 
suffered a severe setback among the peoples of our Community, and our democratic resolve would 
be seriously questioned. Moreover, in the face of the ~tegimes in Eastern Europe, we should not 
allow ourselves to organize general elections for a sham Parliament. Anyway, between now f!Jnd 
the ho1ding of general Europef!Jn elections-something :!!hat will obviously not happen overnight
we shall see if success attends the effonts to increase .the Parliament's powers. 

We aLso regret that the ParHament has been unable to set itself limits. It wants a Parliament 
with three times i:ts present membership, that is, 426 representatives. Too much illlought has been 
given to rthe act of electing and to the size of constituencies and not enough to the future, to the 
Parliament's capacity for work. A Parliament consisting of representatives of ·six peoples and using 
four languages cannot be compf!Jred to a na~tional ParHflJffient. With more thf!Jn 400 representa
tives, it becomes extremely difficult .to reach clear-cut decisions for which each member can take 
responsibili<ty. 

In this case too we should ·start to build Europe not wiili impressive figures burt modestly, 
and with the will to work within an institution compact enough for us to ta:ke it in as a whole. 
We are convinced :tha~t our peoples would show understanding for this. 

Our refusal to vote for the Convention is ~ntended to convey publicly to those responsible that 
not everything is yet in ol!der. If, however, we do not say No :to the Convention, it is because we 
w:ish to show our recognition of its constructive ideas and its value as a point of depflJllture. We see 
our abs:tention as a helpful mntribution. We have not given up hope of a solution that will serve 
the interests of Europe and of democracy. 

President.-! ca11 Mrs. Probst. 

Mrs. Probst.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, as I am wholeheartedly for hoMing 
European elections by direct universal suffrage in accordance with a unifonm procedme, I am 
obliged, in view of the outcome of this debf!Jte, to say how much I regret that this draft Convention, 
for all the valuable .ideas it contains, has not taken the intentions of the Treaty into account. 

Nothing has been decided robout the electoral procedure. We have not even been able to su!b
mit common basic principles ~o the Councils of Ministers. Under the circumstf!Jnces, I very much 
regret that I am unable to give the draft Convention my wholeheflJ!ted support. I shall therefore 
abstain from voting. 

President.-! oall Mr. CaJ!boni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(!) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I apologize for having spoken at 
such Length-and perhaps rather tiresomely-in the course of :this debf!Jte. If I did not speak on 
this last point, it was simpJy because I felt rather tired. 

But I should not like this debf!Jte to end before I have expressed my regret th<llt I mnnot vote 
for 'the .draft Convention. As I believe I have made clear, I find it contrary to the Trea;ties of 
Rome both as to form a:nd as to subject-mf!Jtter. I say that I believe I made this clear :because 
the answers I was given showed rt:ha~t my comments had not aroused a very clear response in the 
minds of those to whom I had addressed them. 
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This only strengt!hened my doubts, l!!nd I must say that .this circumstance does not reflect the 
demoOJJatic principles we say should be at the basis of a Parliament. Nor can I see how a com
mittee such as that referred to 'in Alltides 19 and 20 caon be reconciled with the sovereignty of 
the national Par1iaments. I am a stout champion of this sovereignty, just as I am of the 
sovereignty of the future p,arliament. Thaot Parliament, however, if rthe provisions of the draft 
Convention are applied, would have neither direct sovereign authority nor legal standing, owing 
to the strange manner of its election or nomination. 

This is what I had to say to make sure that my views remain intelligible right to the end to 
all who have taken part in this discussion. 

I should like to apologize to my colleagues if I have inconvenienced them but I had to tell 
you of the anguish I have suffered during these past months of preparation and these days spent in 
debate. I hope, Ladies aond Gentlemen, t:hat you will forgive me. 

President.-! call Mr. Friedensburg. 

Mr. Friedensburg.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, in view of rthe criticisms that 
have been expressed, I should like to say, as a BerHner, that I see 'the draft Convention as a tre
mendous step forward. Sad though it is for us all to admit that it has at 1the moment no chance of 
success, we shouJd neveJJ~heless welcome this immense step forward. 

I feel it my duty to thll!nk all those who have helped, through a long and laborious spell of 
work, to make this possible. 

When I retum to Berlin to-molltow, which is under a worse threat than any it has suffered 
from in the past twelve years, I shall be delighted to tell my fellow-citizens that the European idea 
has made a great stride forward. 

(Loud applause) 

I should be really gbd if I could add that the great majority in this Parii,ament had voted in 
support of this step forward. 

President.-Your applause will have shown our colleague what a sympathetic response his 
wocds have aroused in the Parliament. 

I thank the House and now call Mr. Margulies. 

Mr. Margulies.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I too shouLd like to say that I 
support the draft Convention, for I regal'd it as an excellent piece of work. I lack sufficient ima
gina;tion at present to visualize European elections, but this has not prevented me from admiring 
the work done by the Committee on Political Affai,rs, and especiaLly by ,the Working Party, in 
preparing this draft Convention. 

I am rather surprised at the statements we have just heard. We know, of course, that the 
powers of the European Parliament are limited. We knew this when we raJtified the Treaties. 
We haod ample opportunity then to make criticisms. But frankly I cannot understand why anyone 
shouLd bring these forwal'd now, after the passage of three years. On the contrary, I am glad 
that we have passed resolution No. 46, Ito which my modest contl'ibution was to ask that it 
should also cover budgetary rights. This appears to me to be of pressing importance. I woul:d 
remind you it was in this House that the President of the EEC Commi·ssion once described our 
budgetary system as pitiful-a harsh wol'd that rarely passes his lips. 
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This matter ·is really urgent. For if the Councils of Ministers were ever to dictate to us-the 
Parliament-what we ought aJnd what we ought not to do, we shouLd become a laughing-stock 
among the general public. I wanted once again to say how much I ·should like rto see i:he ques
tion of our budgetary rights properly settled, and that I consider the present shortcomings should 
be swifdy remedied. I am therefore deil:ighted thaJ!: this question has been covered in the motion 
for a resolution. 

(Applause) 

President.-! call Mr. Burgbacher. 

Mr. Burgbacher.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, with all respect for those 
colleagues of ours who have decided to a!bstain from v:oting and for their reasons for so doing, I 
should like to ask all who may still be hesitating, to whaJt: they attach more importance : the fact 
that, politicailly speaking, we rure taking a step forward, or the idea that this step is not big enough ? 

At the time of the summit conference, I would ask you all to put the poHticarl aspect first. After 
passing a resolution calling for an increase in the Parliament's powers, we must issue a clear poli
tical statement to the effect :tha~t, as representatives of the six countries, we are more than ev:er 
determined to move forwrurd, even if slowly, along the road to Europe. 

(Applause) 

President.-! ca~ll Mr. Metzger. 

Mr. Metzger.-(D) Mr. President, bdies and Gentlemen, I shoU!ld simply like to tell 
Mr. Burgbacher .thalt it seems to have escaped his attention that our motives are political ones. 
We believe 'that we shall be taking not one, but several steps backward if we proceed to elect, 
on democratic lines, a sham Parliament. 

(Applause) 

President.-Is there aJnyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

Before putting rthe motion for a resoJution as a whole to the vote, I will read out the text 
that has emerged from the votes taken on the Articles and the amendments : 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 

on the aodoprtion of a draft Gonvention on the election of the Europea;n Parliament 
by direot universal suffrage 

I 

'The European Parliament, 

believing that the dme has come 4:o associate the peoples direotly with the building of Europe ; 

conscious of the fact thalt a Parliament elected by direot universal suffrage i·s a key factor in 
the unification of Elll!"ope ; 

in execution of .the mandate delivered to irt by the Treaties setting up the European Communi
ties ; 

approves the foMowing 
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DRAFT CONVENTION 

Giving effect to Article 21,3 of the T!teaty sebting up the Emoperun. Coal rclill!d Steel 
Community, Article 138,3 of the Treaty setting up 'the European Economic 

Community, and A!tbicle 108,3 of the Treaty setting up the Emopean Atomic 
Energy Community on rf:he election, of rf:he European Parliament 

by di!tect universal suffrage 

The Special Council of Ministers of the European Coal a:nd Steel Community, 

The Council of the European Economic Community, 

The Council of rf:he European Atomic Energy Communi,ty, 

resolved to taike the freely expressed wiU of the peoples of the member States of the European 
Communities as the ba:sis of the mission entrusted to the European Parliament ; 

anxious to errhance the ·representative character of the European Parliament ; 

having rega:vd to kticle 21 of the Treaty setting up the European Coal and Steel Community; 

having regavd to Article 138 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community; 

having regard to Article 108 of the Treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Community ; 

having ·regavd to the draft prepared by the European Parliament and adopjjed by ·it on 17 May 
1960; 

have drawn up the following provisions which they recommend .their member States to adopt : 

Chapter I 

The elected Parliament 

Article 1 

The representati¥es of the peoples in the European Parliament shall be elected by direct uni
versal suffrage. 

Article 2 

The number of representatives elected in each member State shall be a:s fol1ows : 

Belgium 42 
France 108 
Germa,ny (Fed. Rep.) 108 
Italy 108 
Luxembourg 18 
Netherloods 42 

Article 3 

During a transitional period, one third of these representatives shall be elected by the Parlia
ments from among their own members, in accordl!lnce with a procedure that ensures that the political 
parties are fairly represented. 
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Article 4 

The transitionail period shall begin on the day this Convention comes into force. 

The ,date of •its expiry shall be fixed by the European Parliament. This shall not be earlier 
than the end of the third stage of ilie establishment of the Common Market, as defined in Arti
cle 8 of the Trea;ty setting up the European Economic Community, nor later than the e:xop1ry of the 
legislative period during which that third stage comes to an end. 

Article 5 

1. RepreseDJtativ,es shall be elected for a term of five years. 

The mandate of the representatives elected by the Parliaments shaH, however, end with the 
loss of the national parliamentary mandate or at the end of the period for which they have been 
elected by their national Pa:rliaments. Any representative whose mandate ends in this way shali 
remain in office until ilhe mandate of his successor has been confirmed in the European Parliament. 

2. The five-year legislative period shall begin at the opening of the first session foLlowing each 
election. 

Article 6 

Representatives shall vote on an :individual and personal basis. They shall accept neither i!nstruc
tions nor any binding manda~te. 

Article 7 

During the transitional period, membership of the European ParLiament s:hall be compatible 
with membership of a Parliament. 

The Europea:n Parliament shall decide whether these mllindates are to remain compatibJe after 
the end of the transitional period. 

Article 8 

During the transitional period : 

1. The office of representative in the European ParLiament shall be incompatible with that of : 

member of the Government of a member State ; 
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member of the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community, of the Commis
sion of the European Economic Community or of the Commission of the European Atomic 
Energy Community ; 

judge, advocate-general or registrar at the Court of Justice of the European Communities ; 

member of the Consultative Committee of the European Coal and Steel Community or mem
ber of the Economic and Socia>l Committee of the European Economic Community ll!nd of i!he 
European Atomic Energy Community; 

auditor, as provided for in Article 78 of the Treaty setting up the European Goal and Steel 
Community, or member of the supervisory committee of auditors provided for in Article 206 
of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community and Article 180 of the Treaty 
setting up .the European Atomic Energy Community ; 

member of the committees or other bodies eS~ta:biished under the Treaties setting up the 
European Coal and Steel Community, the European Economic Community a.nd the European 
Atomic Energy Community for the purpose of managing the Commooities' funds or carrying 
out a direct administrative task ; 



member of the Board of Directors, Management Committee or staff of the Europea,n Invest
ment Ba~nk; 

offidal or other servant in the active employment of the 1nsti:tUJtions of the Europea,n Com
munities or of the specialized bodies attached to them. 

Representatives of the European Parliament appointed, in the course of a legislative period, to 
any of the offices mentioned above shall be replaced under the terms of Article 17. 

2. Each member State shall determine whether, rund to what extent, .the incompruti<bilities laid 
down by its 1aws wiJth regard to the exercise of a nrutional parliamentary mandate shall apply to the 
exercise of a mandate in the European Parliament. 

3. The European Parliament ·shall decide on the system of incompatibilities to be adopted after 
the end of the transitional period. 

Chapter II 

The electoral system 

Article 9 

The European Parliament sha;ll lay down the provisions governing ilhe election of represent
atives after the end of the transitional period provided for in Article 4, in accordance wi·th as 
uniform a procedure as possible. 

Until these provisions come into force, the electoral system shall, sUJbject to the tet>ms of the 
present Convention, fall within the competence of each member State. 

Article 10 

Subject to the provisions of Article 11, the electorate in each member State shall consist of 
such men and women as ·satisfy the requirements laid down in that State for taking part in the 
election of the Parliament by direct universal suffrage. 

Article 11 

Tthe minimum voting age shaLl be twenty-one years. 

Nationals of a member State residing on the territory of another member State shall have the 
right to vote in thei-r countries of origin which shall make the necessary arrangements for this 
purpose. 

Should the persons referred .to in the foregoing paragraph Iikewise be granted the right to 
vote by the State in which they are resident, they shall vote only once. Any infringement of this 
rule shall be liable ·to the penailties laid down by il:lhe laws of tJhe voter's country of origin. 

Article 12 

Subject to cases of established ineligibility laid down by the nrutional law, any man or woman 
who is not Jess than twenty-five years of age, and who is a national of one of the States that have 
signed the Treaties setting up the Communities, may stand for election ·in any member State. 

The cases of incompatibility referred to in Article 8 shaJl not involve ineligibility. 
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Article 13 

The constitutional provisions governing the admission of political parties to elections in eaoh 
member State shall apply to elections to the European Parliament. 

Article 14 

E1ect:ions •to the European Parliamoot shall be held on the same day in all six member States ; 
the da:te shall be f,ixed so that national elections do not coincide with those for rthe Europeao 
Parliament. 

Any member State may, however, on grounds of ttadition or geographical condi~ions, decide 
to hoLd the elections one day earlier or 13!ter than the fixed date or to spread them over all three 
days. 

Article 15 

1. Elections to the European Parliament shall be held not l3!ter th3!n one month before the end 
of each legislative period. 

2. The Europeaon Parliament shall sit autolha:tically on the first Tuesday following an :i:n~erval 
of one month fmm i!he d3!te of the elections. 

3. The outgo~ng European Parliament shall remain in office until the first sitting of the new 
Parliament. 

Article 16 

. The European Parliament shall verify the credentials of representatives and rule on any disputes 
thrut may arise in this connexion. 

Article 17 

Should a seat fnlled 'in ·elections by direct universal suffrage fall vaocant, no by-election shall be 
held. 

Subject to rthis proviso, an electoral procedure for f:illing such a vacancy during the transitional 
period shall be de~ermined by national law. 

ShouLd a se3!t fmed in pursuance of Article 3 fall va:clllnt, the successor shall be elected 
or nominated by the ,P.arliament of rthe member State. 

Article 18 

Candidates or 1ists that secure not less than . ten per cent of the votes cast by ~he electorate 
in the constituency in which they have stood for election, shaLl be entitled to a refund of certain 
election expenses. 

The necessary credits shaLl be entered in the European Parliament's budget to enaJble such 
refunds to be made in accordance with a procedure to 'be fixed beforehand by its Bureau. 

Chapter III 

Transitional and final provisions 

Article 19 

An interim advisory committee shall be set up by the Councils within two months of the 
entry into force of this Convention. 
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This committee shall consist of delegates of the Governments of member States and delegates 
of the European Parliament in equal numbers. 

Article 20 

The interim advisory committee wi11 be required to deliver opinions and purt: forward recom
mendations on the problems encountered in framing and applying the legislation of member 
States relaNng to the orgamization of elections to the European Parliament. 

It shall perform this task : 

(a) either at the request of the Go¥~nment of a member State ; 

(b) or at the request of ,the Parliament or one of the Chambers of the Parliament of a member 
State; 

(c) or of its own acco1.1d; in such a case, however, its decisions shall require a two-thirds majority 
of the votes cast. 

Article 21 

Surbject to the provlSlons of A11ticle 14, the Hrst eledions t!o the European Parliament shall 
be he1d on the filtst Sunday following ll!n inter¥al of six months from the day this Convention 
comes into force. 

Article 22 

This Convention is drawn up m ~he Dutch, French, German and Italian languages, all 
four texts being equally authentic. 

Article 23 

This Convention shall be ratified by the member Stll!tes in acco1.1dance with their respective 
constitutional requirements. 

The Govemments of the member States agree to take the steps necessary for this purpose as 
soon as possible, presenting to the Parliaments any documents ~hat may be needed before approval 
can be given. 

The instruments of ratif1ication shall be deposited with the Gove1.1nment of the Italian Republic 
which shall ·inform the signllitory States and the institutions of :the European Communities when this 
has ·been done. 

This Convention shall come ~nto force on the day the in~trument of ratification is deposited 
by the last signatory State to carry out this formality.' · 

I shall now put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the vote by a show of hands. 
(The motion for a resolution as a whole is adopted) 

Mr. Smets.-(F) How exactly were the votes diwded ? 

President.-As the vote was not taken by roll call it would be difficult to guarantee the 
accuracy of the .f:igures but a gl'<!!tKe l!Jround the hall showed that there was a very large majority 
in favour of adopting the draft Convention. There have been few a:b~tentions and no objections. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) We should have had a vote by roll call. 
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President.-It is not customary to give the figures for results of a vote by a show of hands. 

We are now going to vote on the motion for a resolution which is the subJect of Title II of 
the Committee's text and which becomes a separate motion for a resolution. 

I shall read it out to you : 

'The European Parliament, 

(a) inV'ites its President to submit the draft Convention to the Councils in accordance with i:he 
prov1swns of bhe Treaties ; 

(b) instructs a delegation appointed by the President of the Parliament, in agreement with the 
Chairman of ,the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions and the Chair
men of the poLitical groups, to establish all the necessary contacts with the appropriate 
authorities in the member States and with the Councils of the Europea,n Communities with a 
view to ensuring that this draft Convention is approved and carried into effect as soon as 
poss•ible.' 

Is there anyone who wishes to speak ? ... 

I shall put this motion for a resolution to the vote. 
(The motion for a resolution is adopted) 

President.-! come now ~o the draft declaration of intent relating to the participation of the 
parliamentary representatives of the overseas countries and territories in the work of the European 
Parliament. 

I shall read it out : 

DRAFT DECLARATION OF INTENT 

on the participation of the parliamentatt:y repres·entatives 
of the overseas countries and territories 
in !'he work of the European Parliament 

'The European Parliament, 

having adopted a draft Conve01tion on its election by direct universal suffrage which, in 
accordance with the Treaties, it is submitting to the Councils of Ministers of the European 
Communities; 

realizing how important it is that .the parliamentary representatives of the overseas countries 
a:nd territories should participate in the work of the Parliament elected by direct universal 
suffrage; 

declares itself ready to attend a joint meeting, at least once a year, with parliamentary represent
aJtives to be appointed by the associated overseas countries and terri,todes, in ovder to ·discuss 
with them, under conditions to be agreed with them, questions arising out of their. association with 
the Europe[!Jn Communities.' 

I call Mr. Scheel. 

Mr. Scheel.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, because it is so ~late I will only say 
a few words about .this mot1on for a resolution. 

Anyone looking at the text might get the impression that the Working Party and the PoHticaJ. 
Affairs Committee have deaJt only superficially with the ques!bion. But if we look at Mr. Metzger's 
repo11t we can at once see how much care they took in investigating it. 
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I would like again to stress the impoctance to us of a partnership between the European 
Economic Community a,nd the associated territories. We must, however, distingwish between defini
tive arrangements that must be made in the not-too-distant future and tmnsitional provisions that 
must be decided on as soon as possible. 

Political developments in Africa demand that all institubions of the European Economic Com
munity should work out tmnsitional arrangements for some form of co-operation between the emer
gent Africa,n States and the EBC. 

Pending revision of the Convention, due in any case in two-and-a-ha:lf years' time, we shall 
have to find a suitable transibional system. There exists a variety of such systems which, without 
ch'<l!nging the obligations laid down by the Treaty, will permit our Af,rican associa1:es to co-operate 
with us at all levels. 

The motion for a resolution before us only covers co-operation at padiamentary level. In 
this respect our Parliament has displayed outstanding initiatives. 

It has a;lready appointed a delegation which went to the African countries on a fact-finding 
mission on which :it submitted reponts dmwing attention to the wide scope that exists for pa:rlia~ 
mentary co-operation between the EEC and the associated States. I would refer to the repoil't prepared 
by Mr. Duvieusil!il't. 

As a result of these reports the Bureau of our Parliament has aiready taken the initi~JJtive and 
proposed a joint parliamentary conference between the European Pa;rliaments and the Parliaments 
of these States. 

I hope that this conference will soon meet, and that it will discuss plans for initiating, improv
ing and stepping up co-operation between the EEC and the associ:ated States. 

To conclude, I wou1d again voice a wrsh our Parliament has often e:x:pressed, na;mely, that the 
Council! of Ministers and the EEC Commission in turn will, without delay, look inro the possibili
ties of ptactical co-operation with our associated partners during the transitional period, pending 
revision of the Convention. 

President.-! should like to thank Mr. Scheel for his comments on the draft Declamtion 
of Intent. 

I call Mr. De Kinder. 

Mr. De Kinder.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, in view of the impoil'tance of 
this Decl'<l!ration of Intent, would it not be worth while making its contents known .to the overseas 
coun~ries concerned ? If we approve it as it stands without notifying it officially to the govern
ments existing or being formed in the African territories, it wHI, I fear remain a dea,d letter. 

This is why I shouLd like to know what you intend to do with this Deda;ra;tion of Intent. 

President.-! think I can reassure Mr. De Kinder. This Declaration of Intent can be com
municated to the Parliaments of the associated countries and territories w1th whom we are asking 
that regular meetings should be held. 

Is there anyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

I shall put the dmft Declaralllion of Intent to the vote. 
(The draft is adopted) 

President.-Finally, I come to the motion for a resolution on the preparation of public opinion 
for European elections by direct universal suffrage. 

It re~JJds as follows : 
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MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 

on the preparation of public opinion for European elections 
by direct universal suffrage 

'The European Parliament, 

convinced that the failure of certain European projects has been partly due to inadequate 
preparation of public opinion ; 

conscious that the mandate conHded to it by the Treaties of Rome of drawing up proposals 
on European elections by direct universal suffrage cannot be considered to have been fulfilled 
with the submission of these proposals ; 

believing it to be its •tll!sk bo ensure that the draft Convention is considered by the Govern
ments a;nd then by the nation:ail Parliaments as soon as possible ; 

convinced that it also has a duty to ensure that as m(!!ny people as possiblr take part in the first 
European elections ; 

invites its Bureau :to make available to the appropriate departments of the Directorate for Parlia
menrl:lllry Documentation (!!Il:d Information of the Secretariat aLl the necessary means for preparing 
public opinion in the six countries for European elections by direct universal suffrage.' 

I call Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee.-(/) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, this 
resolution was origina:Lly approved by the Committee on Political Affairs on a proposa•l by Mr. 
Carboni. Prov1ded you have no objection, I should like you to let Mr. Carboni explain it now 
because there are some amendments by Mr. Schuij>t which the Gommittee has aJso studied. 

President.-! call Mr. Garhoni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(/) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, a few wor·ds will suffice to eX!pla.in 
the purpose of the resolution before us. 

Direct elections will dearly call for a special kind of publicity on a pretty wide scale. 
Those of us who have had experience of elections know that the organization of an electoral 
campaign calls for very special efforts-differing from the normal pattem of party propaganda
aimed at inducing 'the electorate, within a very brief period, to vote as we want them to. The 
resulting expenditure, in terms of money and of energy, is considerable. 

This is what prompted first the Working Party, and then the Committee on Political Affairs, 
to look into this question-'on which I have drawn up a short report which wi:11 be embodied 
in a longer one being prepared by Mr. Schuijt~and to vote for the resolution now before us. I can 
only recommend th:at i't be passed as I am convinced that the first direct elections will requke 
of us all, both as the p,arlia:ment mainly responsible and as individuals, an immense effort which 
must be efficiently steered and maintained by hard work a:nd the necessary expenditure. 

President.-! call Mr. Margul:ies. 

Mr. Margulies.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies and Gendemen, I am sure that most members 
of this House share Mr. Ca.l'boni's views. We all think that ·if these European elections a:re going 
to be held, they will call for adequate adv:ance publicity. 

We shall also be obliged to use the funds necessary as efficiently as possible so as to derive 
the maximum benefitt £rom them. The Bureau of the Parliament and the Committee for Adminis-
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tration and Budgets have long been considering ways and means of making t:he Press and Informa
tion Division more effective. Many proposals have been made and studied, but the investigation 
has not yet been completed. We are thus trying aH the time to make this Division more 
effective. 

I assume that .the Bureau, when it receives the motion for a resolution, will ~n any case refer it 
to the Committee for Administmtion and Budgets for further examination. This is why I do not 
want to raise any other objections. As soon as we get the motion back from the Bureau we shall 
make a careful search on the Commitvee for ways and means of ensuring the highest degree of 
efficiency. 

President.-! have before me amendment No. 4 (new version) submitted by Mr. Schuijt. This 
reads: 

1-Delete the first pM!agraph. 

11-Replace the last paragraph by the following two paragraphs : 

'Considers that, having regard to the preparation of the next budget, additional credits must 
be earmarked forthwith for those sections of the Directorate for Pa:rHamentary Documentation and 
Information of the Secretariat of the Pa~rl:iament which, in co-operation with the appropriate 
departments of the Institutions of the Communities, will have to inform the general public in the 
six member States about European elections by direct universal suffrage ; 

Invites its Bureau to ensure wide distribution of the drafit Convention and of the Declaration of 
Intent as well as of the relevant ·report of the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional 
QueSI!:ions.' 

I call Mr. Schuijt. 

Mr. Schuijt.-(F) Thank you, Mr. Pres~dent, for allowing me to speak again at this late 
hour. I shal'l try to be very brief in my comments on this amendment. 

Firstly, as regards deleting the first paragraph of .the motion for a resolution, the idea is not 
to begin with a negative text harking back to a politioal situation in Europe that has been much 
disputed. This is why I ask for :its deletion. 

As for the second paragraph of my amendment, this includes another feature-and one that 
is quite in Hne with what Mr. Margulies has just said-that is, the question of the next budget. 
As a slight confusion has arisen in the first text over the intentions of the mover of the amend
ment, I should Hke-in agreement with Mr. Birkelbach and Mr. Legendre-to include a short 
amendment thereto adding 'with the ma~terial assistance of the ·departments concemed.' alfter the 
words 'Information of &e Secretariat of the ParLiament'. 

The purpose of this is to make it dear that although the Parliament is responsible for co
ordinating the work, the Secret,ariat assumes .the first responsibility, and that as regards technical 
fadl:ities we could take advantage of those already exj.sting in the Communities. This wouLd prevent 
any confusion as to the hierarchical ranking of the various departments. 

The third paragraph calls, for obvious reasons, for wide circulation of the draft Convention 
by the Bureau. 

These are the br:ief and, I trust, modest terms in which I wanted to submit this amendment. 
I hope; for the ·sake of the idea we have just endorsed, that :the Parliament will signify its approval. 

President.-! ca:Il Mr. Duvieusart. 
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..... 

Mr. Duvieusart.-(F) Mr. President, I do not know if you are wholly satisfied with the word
lng of the amendment subm:ibted to us. I:t reads : 'Considers that, having regard to the prepara
tion of the next budget, aJdditional credits must be earmarked forthwith for the departments of the 
Institutions of :the Communities for the purposes of informing the public.' 

Mr. Schuijt.-(F) You are probably reading the former version. Look at the second correc-
tion. 

Mr. Duvieusart.-(F) I am glad to note that a second correction was neces,sary. 

But when you say : 'Invites its Bureau to ensure wide distribution', does this mean that you 
~ntend this be done with :the budgetary resources at present availa:ble, in cont:~;ast to the previous 
paragraph which seems to provide for new budgetary funds ? 

Then again, Mr. President, since we are considering calling in the help of certain depart
ments, regarding which Mr. Schuijlt has just given us some new information, I take it to be 
understood that we shall deal with this question during the budgetary discussion Mr. Margulies 
envisages on this subject. 

President.-! call Mr. De Block. 

Mr. De Block.-(F) I should like to ask one question. There are in fact two informaJtion 
services, those of the Parliament and those of the Communities. Is :Ut intended to merge them 
together or to keep them apart ? 

I myself can only reaffirm what I have always maintained, namely, that one information 
service is enough. 

President.-! call Mr. Schuijt. 

Mr. Schuijt.-(F) I should like to reply to Mr. Duvieusart's question. 

We must make :the following distinction between the third and the second parag.mph : the 
latter was inserted with an eye on the neXII: budgets, whereas, as far as the third paragraph is 
concerned, we could already effect a substantial saving if we asked our Bureau to take advantage of 
the fact that these texts are still in the press and that, for a small additional outlay, wt: ·could 
have a few hundred or thousand acLdit:ional copies printed for distribution. 

This is the purpose underlying the third paragraph. 

I wou1d also say to Mr. De Block that I do not agree with him on the principle, but that 
the prindple does not arise here. We are only concerned with the responsibility of the departments 
of our Parliament ; all we want is to establish close and effective co-operation in :the technical 
field. Nothing more ! 

President.-! call Mr. Poher. 

Mr. Poher.-(F) I should not have asked to speak had not Mr. De Block dbliged me 
to do so. 

He asked whether it wa:s our intention, in the proposed teXII:, to raise an issue with which he 
is quite familiar, namely, the merger of :the information services of the Parliament with those out
side ~t. Mr. De Block gave us to understand that he would be in favour of such a merger. 
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For political reasons, I feel that, on the contrary, the Parliament ought ro retain :its own in
formation services. Consequently, although I support Mr. Schuijfs motion for a resolution, I do 
not accept everything said here. I agree that we should consider co-ordination aimed at avoiding 
overlapping of efforts, and at havoing documents printed in larger numbers rather than twice over, 
so as d:o avoid additional printing cosies. I am anxious, however, to defend, on behalf of some of 
my colleagues, the principle of the independence of the Parliament's information services. 

President.-! thank Mr. Poher for defending the principle of independence, although it 
does not appear to me to be threatened. Mr. De Block simply called for co-ordination and for 
the elimination of wasteful efforts. 

I call Mr. Carboni. 

Mr. Carboni.-(1) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the amendments propos'ed today 
were not examined by the Commi,ttee. It onJy saw them yesterday and stated that it wa:s ready to 
accept the one deleting the first pttragraph. 

As for the paragraph submi·tted by Mr. Schuijt, the Committee preferred its own texil: because 
Mr. Schuijfs wording could affect the independence of the information services of the Parliament 
whose powers and special responsibilities it stoutly defended. 

As regands the third and last part which states that the Parliament '•invites 1ts Bureau to 
ensure wide distribution of the draft Convention' I said that I agreed. I can therefore only remind 
you wha:t :the view of the Committee was ll!nd ask :the Parliament to endorse :it. I am naturally 
unable to express any opinion on the las1t version proposed by Mr. Schuij't because it was not brought 
up on the Committee, so that I do not feel authorized to comment on it. 

For these reasons, Mr. President, I hope that the text proposed by the Committee will be 
adopted, the first paragraph being deleted, as the Committee decided yesterday, and the last para
graph of Mr. Schu:ijt's version being added to it. 

President.-! thank Mr. Carboni. I think the Committee can now give its opinion. 

I call Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee.-(!) Mr. Carboni has already explained that the 
Committee decided that the first paragraph of the resolution should be deleted ll!nd the last para
graph of the amendment inserted, bUJt that .it had had no opportunity of stuying the middle 
paragraph in i'ts present form. The Committee mnnot therefore express any opinion on vhis mabter 
and must leave it to the Parliament to dedde one way or the other. 

President.-To satisfy everybody I think it would suffice ~o take a division on Mr. Schuijfs 
amendment. 

Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee.-(!) Certainly. 

President.-Mr. Schuijt does not seem to agree. 

I give him .the floor. 

Mr. Schuijt.-(F) I agree, of course, but I would like to say to Mr. Carboni that my new 
version, which he has probably not got before him, has exactly the same wording as the original 
motion for a resolution. lt asks for credits rto be set aside forthwith for rthe appropriate sections of 
the Directorate for Parliamentary Documentl!Jtion and Information of the Pll!rliament's Secretariat. 
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This is quite clear. I told you that I wanted to round off my proposal by adding the phrase 
'the material assistance of the departments concerned'. 

Clearly the request is, fundamentally, exaotly the same as in the original version. 

President.-! call Mr. Margulies. 

Mr. Margulies.-(D) I thought we were all agreed on this point but this does not now seem 
to be the ca:se. 

Perhaps we could get out of this deadlock, Mr. President, if we referred this motion for 
a resolution, together with Mr. Schuijt's amendment, to the Committee for .Administration and 
Budgets. The motion will, in any case, go to the Committee once it has been passed by 1lhe Bureau. 

If the Parliament thus decides, we shall no longer need to go into the details. I therefore 
propose that the motion for a resolution and the amendment should be referred back to the Com
mittee for Administration and Budgets. 

President.-We have a proposal from Mr. Margulies that the motion for a resolution and the 
amendment should be referred back to rthe Committee for Adminis•tra~bion and Budgets. 

This is one solution, but it would hold up the vote on the text as a whole. I should like the 
Parliament to decide on this proposal. 

(The proposal is not adopted) 

President.-We shall now proceed to a division. 

I shall first put to the vote paragraph 1 of amendment No. 4, (second ·amended vers~on) for 
the deletion of the firs•t paragraph of the motion for a resolution submi1ited by the Committee. 

(This paragraph is approved) ''iii' : 
President.-Section II of Mr. Schuijt's amendment replaces the last paragraph of the motion 

for a resolution by two new paragraphs. I call Mr. Schuijt to comment on the first of these. 

Mr. Schuijt.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, the text circulated is not correct. 
Instead of : ' ... in co-oper.ation with the appropriate departments ... ', it should be : ' ... with the 
material as·sistance of the departments concerned ... '. 

President.-This is a correction of which I was unaware a,nd I take due note of it. 

I call Mr. Armengaud. 

Mr. Armengaud.-(F) Just one word on a question of wording. The expression 'des ma,inte
nant deja' seems to me rather inelegant. We should say 'maintenant' or 'deja'. 

President.-We could strike out the word 'deja'. This will not impair the clarity of the text. 
R:ather the contrary. 

I call Mr. Margulies. 

Mr. Margulies.-(D) Mr. Pres•ident, bdies and Gentlemen, I do not know if the l:r.a,nsla
tion was correct, but I understood that we were to give up our financial independence. If the ten 
says that we want to do something with the financial assistance of 1Jhe Gommunities, I would point 
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out that this wouLd meilln fa1l:ing under their financial control. This seems to me an impossible 
proposal. 

I have no idea what we are now going to do with this par,agraph. The draft budget for the 
nexJt financial year has alrel!ldy been drawn up. If we now want to start things up again, we 
should at all events refer t:he r·esolution back rto the Committee for Administration and Budgets. This, 
however, has not been proposed. 

I do not know how we should set about things so as to comply with the Rules of Procedure. 
I ask you, however, not to take aJny hasty decision which could have serious fi:nancial conse
quences later. I would ask you to reject ,tihts amendment. 

President.-! call Mr. Smets. 

Mr. Smets.-(F) Our Parliament ought to be better served as regards the co111'eot use of 
languages. The wor:d 'deja.' has now been struck out but I note that the text includes the words : 
'1es services responsables de la direction de la documentrution parlementaire et de !'information.' 

This is the resuLt of stringing a number of French wor:ds 'together, and it lis hard to see what 
they mean. 

(Laughter) 

President.-! do not think it is possibLe to refer this text back to the Committee to change it. 

I call Mr. Schuijt. 

Mr. Schuijt.-(F) I should like to reply to Mr. Margulies thlllt this resolUJtion should simply 
make it possible to ·rder this matter to the Committee for Administration and Budgets at a later 
drute. Nothing has therefore been decided now. This opens up a legal possibility. Later, it will 
be for the Committee for .Aidministration and Budgets to decide. 

President.-Is there anyone else wlho wishes to speak ? 

I shall put to rthe vote the first paragraph of section II of Mr. Schuijfs amendment No. 4 
(second amended version). 

(This paragraph is not adopted) 

President.-! shall put to the vote the second paragraph of section II of Mr. Sohuijfs 
amendment. 

(This section is adopted) 

President.---'ls there anyone else who wishes to speak ? ... 

Before putting the motion for a resolution as a whole to the vote, I shaH read oUJt the text 
that has emerged from ,the votes taken by the House on its various parts : 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 

on the preparation of public opinion for European elections 
by direct universal suffrage 

'The European Parliament, 

conscious that the mandate confided to it by the Treaties of Rome of drawing up proposals 
on European elections by direct universal suffrage cannot be considered to have been fulfilled 
with the submission of these proposals ; 
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believing it to he its task to ensure that the draft Convention is considered by the Govern
ments and then by the national Pa:rliaments as soon as possible ; 

mnvinced that it also ha:s ·a duty to ensure that as many people as possible rtake part in the 
first European elections ; 

invites its Bureau to ensure wide distribution of the draft Convention and of the Dechra:tion of 
Intent as well as of the relevant report of the Committee on Political Affairs 'and Insbitutional 
Questions.' 

President.-I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the vote. 

(The motion for a resolution as a whole is adopted) 

President.-We have thus completed our analysis of the v.arious drafts relaJting to European 
elections. 

I thank the Assembly, and also the Committee and its Chairman, for their considerahle efforts, 
which have ena!bled us to complete our study of this important question a:t a reasonable time of 
the day. 

C ~ RESOLUTIONS(l) 

(a) Resolution on the adoption of a draft Convention on the election of the European 
Parliament by direct universal suffrage 2 38 

(b) Resolution on the action to be taken on the draft Convention . 244 

(c) Resolution on the electoral procedure during the transitional period , 244 

(d) Resolution on increasing the powers of the Parliament . 244 

(e) Declaration of Intent on the association of the parliamentary representatives of 
the overseas countries and territories in the work of the European Parliament . 244 

(f) Resolution on preparing public opinion for European elections by direct universal 
suffrage . 245 

a) Resolution 
on the adoption of a draft Convention on the election of the European Parliament 

by direct universal suffrage 

'The European Parliament, 

believing that the time has come to associate the peoples directly in the building of Europe ; 

conscious of the fact that a Parliament elected by direct uni¥ersal suffrage ~s a key factor in 
the unificrution of Europe ; 

( 1 ) The texts pubLished in the 0/:icia/ Gazette No. 37, 2 June 1960, and No. 49, 27 July 1960, were co-ordinated in the four 
official languages by the Chai1 man of the Committee on Political Affairs and the four Rapporteurs, pursuant to the decision 
of the Parliament. 
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in e:x;ecution of rthe mandate delivered to .i,t by the Treaties setting up the European Communi
ties; 

approves the following 

DRAFT CONVENTION 

giving effect to Article 21,3 of the T!'eaty setting up the European Goal and Steel Community, 
Article 138,3 of the Treaty S'etting up the European Economic Community, and Avticle 108,3 of 

the 'treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Community 

on 

<the election of the European Parliament by 
direct universal suffrage 

The Special Council of Ministers of the European Coal and Steel Community, 

The Council of the European Economic Community, 

The Council of the European Atomic Energy Community, 

resolved to take the freely e:x;pressed will of the peoples of the member States of the Euro
pean Communities as the basis of the mission entrusted to the European Pad~amoot ; 

anx:ious to enhance the :representative character of the European PM'liament ; 

having regard to Article 21 of the Treaty setting up the European Coal and Steel Communiry; 

having regarrd :to A:rtide 138 of the Trooty setting up the European Economic Community ; 

having regard to Article 108 of the 'treaty setting up the European A.tomic Energy Communi,ty; 

having ·regard to the draft prepared by the European Parliament a:nd adopted by irt: on 17 May 
1960; 

have drawn up the following provisions which they recommend their member States to adopt : 

Chapter I 

The elected Parliament 

Article 1 

The representatives of the peoples in the European ParHaanent shall be elected <by direot uni
versal suffrage. 

Article 2 

The number of representatives elected tin each member State sha11 be as follows : 

Belgium 42 
Prance 108 
Germany (Fed. Rep.) 108 
k~ 100 
Luxembourg 18 
Netherlands 42 
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Article 3 

During a transitional period, one third of these representa!ti:ves shall be elected by the Parlia
ments from among their own members, in accordance with a procedure that ensures that the poli
ti:cal parties are fairly represented. 

Article 4 

The transitUonal period shall begin on the day this Convention comes into force. 

The date of its expiry shall be fixed by the European Parliament. This shall not be earlier 
than the end of the third stage of bhe establishment of the Common Market, as defined in Arti
cle 8 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community, nor later than the expiry of the 
legislative period during which that third stage comes to an end. 

Article 5 

1. Representatives shall be eleoted for a .term of five years. 

The mandate of the representrutives elected by the Parliaments shall, however, end with the 
loss of the national parliamentary mandate or rut the end of the period for which they have been 
elected by their national Parliaments. Any representative whose moodate ends in this way shall 
:Vemain in office until <the mandaJte of his successor has been confirmed in the European Parlia
ment. 

2. The five-year legisla~tive period shall begin at the opening of the first session following each 
election. 

Article 6 

Representatives shall vote on an individual a,nd personal basis. They shall accept neither 
instructions nor any b1nding mandate. 

Article 7 

During the tra,ns1tional period, membership of the European Parliament shall be oompa,tible 
with membership of a Parliament. 

The Europea,n Parliament shall decide whether these mandates are to remain compatible after 
the ·end of the transitional period. 

Article 8 

1. During llhe transitional period : 

(a) The office of representatirve in the European Parliament shall be incompatible with that of : 

member of the Government of a member Strute ; 
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member of the High Authority of the European Coal .a,nd Steel Community, of the Commis
sion of rthe European Economic Community or of the Commission of the European Atomic 
Energy Community ; 

judge, advocate-general or reg.istrar rut tihe Court of Justice of the European Communities ; 

member of the Consulta!tive Committee of the Europea,n Coal and Steel Community or mem
ber of the Economic and Social Comm1ttee of the European Economic CommUJ!lity and of the 
European Atomi·c Energy Community ; 

auditor, ·as provided for in Article 78 of the Treaty setting up the European Coal and Steel 
Community, or member of the supervisory committee of ooditors provided for in A:rtide 206 



of the Treaty sellting up the European Economic Community and Article 180 of the Treaty 
setJting up the European Atomic Energy Community ; 

member of the commi~tees or other bodies established under the Treaocies setting up the Euro
pean Coal and Steel Community, the European Economic Commun1ty and the EuropeiJ)!ll Atomic 
Energy Communirty for the purpose of managing the Communities' funds or carrying out a 
direct administrative task ; 

member of the Board of Directors, Management Committee or staff of the European Lnvest
ment Bank; 

official or other servant in the active employment of the institutions of .the European Com
munities or of the specialized bodies attached to them. 

Representatives of the European ParLiament appointed, in the course of a legislative period, to 
any of the offices mentioned a!bove shall be replaced under the terms of Article 17. 

(b) Each member Sta~te shall determine whether, . and to whrut extent, the incompatibilities laid 
down by iits laws wrth regard to the exercise of a national parliamentary mandate sha11 apply 
to the exercis•e of a mandate .in the European Parlirument. 

2. The European Parliament shall decide on the system of incompatibilities to be adopted after 
the end of the transitional period. 

chapter II 

The electoral system 

Article 9 

The Europerun Parliament shall lay down the provisions governing the eleccion of represent
atives after the end of rthe ttansitional period provided for in Avticle 4, in accordance with as 
unifor.m a procedure as possible. 

Until these provisions mme into force, the electoral system shall, suJbject to the terms of the 
present Convention, fall within the competence of each member State. 

Article 1.0 

Subject to the provisions of Article 11, the electorate in each member State shall consist of such 
men and women as satisfy the ·requirements laid· down in that State for taking part in the' elec
tion of rthe Parliament by direct universal suffrage. 

Article 11 

The minimum voting age shall be twenty-one years. 

Nationals of a member State residing on the territory of another member State shall haV'e the 
right to vote in their countries of origin which shall make the necessary lli1'rangements for this 
purpose. 

Should the persons refer.red to in the foregoing paragraph likewise be granted the rJght ro 
vote by the State in which 'they are resident, they shall vote only once. Anyjnfi'ingemenJt: of this 
rule shall be liable to the penalties laid down by the laws of the voter's country of origin. 
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Article 12 

Subject to cases of established ine1igibillty laid down by the national law, any man or woman 
who lis not ~ess than twenty-five yea.r:s of age, and who is :a national of one of the States that harve 
signed the Treaties setting up the Communities, may stand for election in any member State. 

The ca:ses of incompatibility referred :to in Article 8 shall not involve ineligibility. 

Article 13 

The constitutional provisions governing the admission of poHvical parties to elections :in each 
member State shaJ.l apply to elections to the European Parliament. 

Article 14 

Elections to the European Parliament shall be held on the same day in all six member States ; 
the date shall be fixed so that national elections do not coincide with those for the European Parlia
ment. 

Any member State may, however, on grounds of traddltion or geographical conditions, decide 
to hold the elections one day earlier or later than the fixed date or to spread them over aU three 
days. 

Article 15 

1. Elections to the European P:arliament shall be held not later than one month before the end 
of each legislative period. 

2. The European Parliament shall sit automatically on the first Tuesday following an interval 
of one month from the date of the elections. 

3. The outgoing European Padiament shall remain in office until the first sitting of the new 
Parliament. 

Article 16 

The European Parliament shall V'erify the credentials of repres,entaJtives and rule on any disputes 
that may arise in this connexion. 

Article 17 

Should a seat filled in elections by direct universal suffrage fall voacant, no by-elecltion shall 
be held. 

Subject to this proviso, an electoral procedure for filling such a vacancy during the transi
tional period shall be determined by national law. 

Should a seat filled in pursuance of Article 3 fall vacant, the successor shall be dected or 
nominated by the Parliament of the member State. 

Article 18 

Candidates or lists that secure not less than ten per cent of the votes cast by the electorate 
in the constituency in which they have stood for election, shall be entitled to a refund of certain 
election expenses. 
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The necessary credits shall be entered ·in the European Pa:rliament's budget to enable such 
refunds to be made in accordance with a procedure to be fixed beforehand by its Bureau. 

Chapter Ill 

Transitional and final provisions 

Article 19 

An interim a:dvJsory committee shatll be set up by the Councils wi:!ihin two months of the entry 
into force of this Convention. 

This committee shall consist of delegates of the Governments of member States and delegates 
of the European Parliament in equal numbers. 

Article 20 

The interim advisory committee will be required to deli¥er opinions .and put forward recom
mendations on the problems encountered in framing and applying the legislation of member States 
relating to the organization of elections to the European Parliament. 

It shall perform this task : 

(a) eilther at the request of the Government of a member State ; 

(b) or at the request of the Parliament or one of the Chambers of the Parliament of a member 
State; 

(c) or of its own accord ; in such a oase, however, its decisions shall require a two-thirds ma
jority of the votes cast. 

Article 21 

Subject to rthe prmntstons of A1'ticle 14, the first eleotions rto ,the European Parliament shall 
be held on the first Sunday following an interval of s·ix months from rthe day this Convention 
comes into force. 

Article 22 

This Convention is drawn up 1n the Dutch, French, German and Italian languages, all four 
texts being equaJly authentic. 

Article 23 

This Convention shall be ratified by the member States in accordance wwh their respective 
constitutional requirements. 

The Governments of the member States agree to take the •steps necessary for this purpose as 
soon as possible, preselliting to the Parliaments any documents that may be needed before approval 
can be given. 

The instruments of ratification shall be deposi:ted with the Government of the Ltali.an Republic 
which shall inform the signatory States and the institutions of the European Communities when this 
has been done. 

This Convention shall come into force on the day :the instrument of ratifdoaJt:.ion is deposited 
by the last signatory State to 03111ry out this formality.' 
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b) Resolution 
on the action to be taken oti the. draft Convention 

'The European Parliament, 

(a) invites its President to \Submit the draft. Con,vention a;dopted on 17 May 1960 to the Councils 
in accordance w1th the provisions of the Treaties ; 

(b) instructs a delegation appointed by the . President of the ParliMlent, ~n agreement with the 
Chairman of the Committee on Political Affairs and Institutional Questions and the Chair
men of the political groups, to establish all .the necessary contacts with the appropriate author
ities in the member States and with the Councih of the European Communities with a view to 
erisuning that this · draJit Conveooon is approved •and car:tJied into effect as soon as possible.' 

c) Resolution 
on the electoral procedure during the transitional period 

'T kf Jjuropea~. Parliament, 

adopts the following course of action : 

(a) it wiH address to vhe Councils opinions concerning the electoral laws necessary for giving 
effect to this Convention ; 

(b) 'it will address recommenootions <eLkect to the national Parliaments with a view :to speeding up 
harmonization of the system of election set out in Article 3 with that of election by direct 
universal suffrage.' 

d) Resolution 
on increasing the powers of the Parliament 

'Th~ European Parliament, 

(a) affirms the urgent need £01; ~ increase in its pow~rs to enable it to exercise the functions of 
· a real Parliament; and in pa~tkular a measure of legislative power and political and budgetary 

control ; 

(b) asks the Commlrttee on PoHbical Affairs to submit, as rapidly as possible, praabical proposals 
. for. incr~asing the Parliament's powers.' 

e) Declaration of Intent 
on the · association of the parliamentary representatives 

of the overseas countries and territories in the work of 
·the . European Parliaoient 

'The· European Parliament, 
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having . adopted a draft Convention on its election by direct universal suffrage which, in 
ac~prd'<LUce wi:t~. the Treaties, it is subm~tting to the Councils of Ministers of the European 
'eob:'rinU:ni'ties ; · . 

realizing how Important •it is that the parLiamentary representatives of the . overseas countries 
an.d terl'itor-ies shouLd participate in 1he work of rt~e Parliament elected by dkeot universal 
suffrage; 



declares itself re~dy to attend a joint meeting, at least once a year, with. parHamentuy represent
atives to be appointed by the associa~ed overseas countries and territories, in order to discuss 
with them, under conditions ro be agreed with them, questions arising out of their· association with 
the European Comml.llnities.' 

f) Resolution 
on the preparation of public opinion for European elections by 

direct universal suffrage 

'The European Parliament, 

conscious that the m~ndate confided to it by il:he. Treaties of Rome of drawi•ng \lp proposals 
on European elections by direct universal suffrage cannot be considered rt:o have been fuJHlled 
w1th the submis'Sion of these proposals ; 

believing oct to be its task to ensure that the draft Convention is considered by the Govern
ments and then by the national Parliamenrts as soon as possible ; 

conVlinced that it also has a duty ro ensure th~t as many people. as pos'Sible take part in the 
fJrst European elections ; · 

inVlites its Bureau to· make av:a:Hahle t9 the appropriate deparrt:m.ents of the Di,recto~ate for Par
liamentary Dorunientarion and Information of the Secretariat all the necessary m~s for preparing 
public opinion in the six cooorries for European elections by direct universal suffrage ; 

invites Jts Bureau to ensure wide distribution of the draft Con:vent~on ·and of th~ De~.~a~tat>ion of 
Intent as well as of the relevant r·eport of the Comrmttee on Political Affairs and_ If!srt:itutional 
Questions.' · 

Adopted by the European Parliament art its session of 17 May 1960 . 

. II-The draft Convention on the election of the Europl;lan Parliament-
by universal suffrage in the negotiations on the plans for a European Political ·Union 

(See 'Towards Pol#ical Union', a selection of documents, .. , 
General Directorate of Parliamentary Documentation and Information, January 1964}. 

A-EXTRACT FROM THE DRAFT REPORT BY THE STUDY COMMITTEE 

Following the proposal for· a European Political Union 'made ·by 
General de Gaulle at his press conference on 5 September 1960, a first 
conference of Heads of State or Government decided; on 10 and 
11 February 1961, to instruct a Study Committee comprising represent
atives of the. six Governments. to submit practical proposals on t6e 
subject. The Study Committee drew up a draft report for the Heads of 
Stdte containing the following pafsage ;· · 

'Five delegations, · ori the other hand, consider that if would now he possrble for the Heads 
of S~ate or Government to decide right away to study the actio!l ,to be,' taken on the proposals 
pUI!: forward by the European Parl>iament regard}ng its election by l:liredt;universal suffrage. The 
French delegation feels that. the time has not coine to embark on suth a course,' 
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B-RESOLUTION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT OF 28 JUNE 1961 

In the meantime, on the basis of a supplementary report drawn up by 
Mr. Dehousse for the Committee on Political Affairs on political 
co-operation between the member States of the European Communities 
(Doc. 47, 1961), the European Parliament passed the following 
resolution on 28June 1961 : 

'The European Parliament, 

ha:v.ing noted the resuits of the first conference of the Heads of Government and Foreign 
Mini'Siters held in Paris on 10 and 11 February 1961 ; 

is of the opinion : 

that regular meetings of the Heads of Government or of rthe Ministers responsible for the 
foreign policy of the member States of the European Communities could effectively contri
bute towards increasing such co-operation in the best poss,ible way ; 

that such an dni,tiart:ive would represent a step forward towa:rds European integration : 

if irt ~nvolved parmcipation by :the executives of the Communities in .the discussion of any 
questions affecting the discharge of their duties ; 

if it did not interfere with tJhe functions and powers of the Communities and of their 
,institutions on the basis of the Treaties of Rome lllnd P:aris, and if it strengthened the 
Communities ; 

if ~the Governments reported to the Parliament at leasrt once a year on theprogress made 
in political co-operation ; 

if it helped to put dn:bo effect the draf,t Convention of the European Parliament on 
direct European elections, and the proposals 1to merge ~he executives of the Communities 
and to set up the Europerun University; 

calls upon the Governments to define the stages in the progressive achievement of a close 
political union, specifying their duration, and particularly lthat of the final stage, in order to esta
blish, at Community level, the bases of a functional and v.ia!ble European poiJ,tica;l structure ; 

considers that the objectives referred to above form a balanced whole and trusts that it will 
be decided to achieve them simu.lta:neously ; 

invites its President to make known the text of this resolution art: the next intergovernmental 
conference.' 
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C-RESOLUTION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT OF 21 DECEMBER 1961 

At a meeting in Bonn on 18 July 1961 the Heads of State or Government 
called upon the Study Committee to work out the constitutional rules of 
the Political Union. The Committee appointed as its Chairman 
Mr. Fouchet who submitted the first draft on 2 November. This did 
not touch on the question of the direct election of the European Parlia
ment. The European Parliament asked Mr. Pleven to draw up a 
report (Doc. 110 ), on behalf of the Committee on Political Affairs, 
on the draft treaty submitted by Mr. Fouchet. On 21 December 1961, 
on the basis of that report, the European Parliament passed a new 
resolution of which the following is an extract : 



' ... The Parliament points out that pursuant to the Treaty of Rome, which expressly provides 
for i.ts election by direct universal suffrnge, tt has drawn up a draft Convention which it has 
submitted to the Councils of Ministers of the Communities. It requests that this draft shouM be 
followed up and that a period should he fixed within which the first eleabions will be held. A 
rea:sonable period would be that of the initial phase of the Union's activ>iJties, namely, three years.' 

D-EXTRACT FROM THE COUNTER-PROPOSAL PUT FORWARD BY THE 
DELEGATIONS OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, BELGIUM, ITALY, 

LUXEMBOURG AND THE NETHERLANDS (FEBRUARY 1962) 

Following the draft submitted by Mr. Fouche! on behalf of France, the 
delegations of the five other member States put forward a counter
proposal exhibiting considerable differences. On 15 March 1962, after 
several meetings of the Committee at which repeated attempts were made 
to bring the various viewpoints closer, disagreement persisted. Whereas 
the plan submitted by France did not mention the direct election of the 
European Parliament, the text submitted by the other five delegations 
included the following passage in its Article 20: 

'At the time fixed for :the transition from the second to the third stage lwid down in the 
Tread:y setting up the Euvopean Economic Community, the present Treaty shall be subjected to a 
general review. This shall aim at determining suitable measures for strengthening the European 
Union and the powers of its institutions in the light of the progress already made. 

W'Ith this end tin view, a draft constitution of the European Union shall be drawn up by the 
Council before llhe expiry of the time-limit specified above, and submitted to the European Parlia
ment for its opinion. 

The general review shall tin particular have the following objecbives : 

(a) To associate the European Parliament more closely with the work of def,in~ng the common policy 
and carrying out the provisions of Article 138 of the Treaty establishing the European Eco
nomic Community relating to the election of the European Prurliament by direct universal 
suffrage.' 

III-Written Question No. 163 addressed by Messrs. Weinkamm, Schuijt, Dehousse, 
Dichgans, Fischbach, Kreyssig, Lucker, Margulies, Philipp, Starke, Storch and Vals 
to the Council of the European Economic Community, to the Council of the European Atomic 
Energy Community and to the Special Council of the European Coal and Steel Community, 

and reply thereto(1 ) 

A-QUESTION 

Under Articles 138 of the EEC Treaty, 108 of the Euratom Treaty and 21 of the ECSC 
Treaty, the Parliament is required to draw up proposals for elections by direct universal suffrage 
in accordance with a uniform procedure in all member Stad:es. The Trewty further stipulates thad: 
the Council shall unanimously decide on the prov>is.ions which it shall recommend to member States 
for adoption in acco1.1dance with their respectirve constitutional requirements. 

( 1) Official Gazette No. 63, 20 April 1963. 
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The European Parliament has fulfiUed 1ts oblig.tnions and, as eady as 17 May 1960, adopted 
a draft Convention on these elections. 

When do the Councils intend to decide on the provisions in question ? 

B-REPLY 

The problem of the election of members of the European Parliament by direot universal suf
frage has been discussed by the Councils on several occas,ions. Under the terms of Articles 108 
of the EAEC Treaty, 21 of the ECSC Treaty and 138 of the EEC Treaty, however, the Cooodls 
must decide unanimously on proV'isions tl:J.ey recommend member. States to a,dopt. As this condi-
6on has not so far been fulfiLled, the Councils ate not in a position to say when they will be ruble 
to dedde on the provisions in question. 

IV-Resolution on the powers and jurisdiction of the European Parliament 
passed on 27 June 1963 following the debate on the report by Mr. Furler 

(Doc. 31/63)(1) 

A-The European Parliament, 

convinced tthat any real progress mi!Jde by the Community must be accompanied by a strengthen
~ng of its 'institutional struotut~e, 

considers thwt the transfer of legislative powers from the national to the Community sphere 
must go hand ,iJn hand with a corresponding strengthening of parliamentll!ry powers at Community 
leV'el ; 

. regards it as essential to widen the powers of the European Parliament so as to strengthen the 
Commu~ity's democratic structure and the Community spirit ; 

shares . the. views set forth :in :the report of the Commitbtee on Political Affairs regarding the 
powers and jurisdiction of the European Parliament ; 

urges that the following objectiV'es be attained as soon as possible : 

!-Appointment of the executives 

(a) The ParLiament propos~es the following immediate objecbive: 

. Apy new President of one of the executives shall make a policy statement before the Parlia-
ment, which shall be followed by a debate. 

(b) With a view to extending its pow~rs, the Parliament requests : 

tha~t the ParHament play an effective part in the appointing of the executives. 

11-Consultation 

(a) The Parliament proposes the foHowing immediaJte objecthres: 

1. An exchange of views sthall be held with ~he Parliament's appropriate Committees regarding 
all proposalS for regulations drawn up by the executives before they are submitted to the Council 
of Ministers. 

( 1 ) Official Gazette No. 106, 12 July 1963. 
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2. The execUJtives shaH comment on any amendments to proposals for regulrutions put forward by 
the Parliament during the consult·ation debate. 

3. The Pa:rJiament shall be informed of the attitude adopted by the executives during the di·scus
sions leading up to a decision by rthe Council of Ministers. 

4. The Padia:ment shall be consulted on regulations issued by the executives under powers dele
gated by the Council of Ministers, if such regulations amplify or amend existing legisla~ion. 

5. Where a proposal for a regulation is not approved by the Counoil of Ministers in line with the 
opinion of Par·liament, the latter shall be given an opportunity to submit a further opinion. 

6. The Council of Ministers shall inform the Parliament of the reasons it may have disregarded 
the ParLiament's Vtiews. 

7. Whe1'e a second opinion has ,been adopted by the Parliament by a two-thirds majority of the 
votes cast, the Council of Ministers ·shall be able to disregard such an opinion only by a un
animous decision ; 

8. The Council of Mini,sters shall consult the Parliament on ail matters of 'importaJnce, even where 
the Treaty does not provide for consultation. 

(b) With a view to ex!f:ending its powers, the Padiament requests : 

that its consultative power be replaced by a right of approval on all fundamental ~ssues and, 
in principle, on any legislative decision. 

ITI-Ratification 

(a) The Padiament proposes the following immediaJte objectives : 

1. The Parl:iament shall be kept informed, in good t1me and at oloser intervals than hitherto, of 
developments !in e,Xiternal relations. 

2. The ParUameilrt's opinion on association agreements shall be sought at the la~est on the basis of 
the initialled teXIts of such agreements. 

(b) With a view to ex!l:ending its powers, the Pa:rliament requests : 

that all intemalf:ional agreements entered into by the Community be ratified by the European 
Parliament. 

IV--Budgetary powers 

(a) The Parl>iaJnient proposes ·the following immediate objectives: 

1. Draft budgets shaJll be accompanied by a detailed statement of policy motives. 

2. The preliminary draft budgets of the executives . shall be subnii~ed simultaneously to the 
ParLiament and to tihe Conncil of Ministers. 

3. Parliamentary control over expenditure shall be strengthened. 

1. The High Authority shall not di,srega:rd the opinion of the European Parliament on the rate 
of the levy, where this has been e:x:pressed by the majority of rthe members of the ParHamenrt. 

(b) W:ilth a view to extending its powers, the Parliament requests : 

thart: the right of decision on the budget be conferred on the Parliament a:s soon as the 
Community has its own source of revenue. 
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V-Appointment of members of the Court of Justice 

The Parliament shall nominate members of the Court of Just!:ice from a list submitted by the 
Governments. 

B-The European Parliament 

1. Inv~tes its President and its Bureau : 

(a) To take the necessa,ry steps to implement this resolution. 

(b) To submit to the institutions of the Communi1ty, to the Governments and to the mem
bers of P,adiament of the member States, printed copies of this resolution and of the 
report of the Commibtee.on Political Affairs; 

2. Urges the Councils of Minis.ters a;nd the executives to support the Parliament in its efforts to 
extend its powers ; 

3. Is of the opinion that the powers and jurisdiction of the European Parliament ought to be 
discussed at one of the next meetings with the Councils of Ministers and the executives ; 

4. Reaffirms and stresses 1its opinion that the election of the representatives of the European Par
liament by direct universal suHrage is essential if :the Community is to be given a more democratic 
character, and urges the Councils and the Government's to do their duty in speed,ing up the imple
mentation of the draft Convention drawn up with this end in view by the European Parliament. 

V-Proposals made by the Italian Government at the session of the Council 
of the European Communities held on 24-25 February 1964, 

and reference made to these proposals by the Italian Government in a· draft 
'declaration' to be submitted for approval to a possible conference of Heads 

of State or Government 

{28 November 1964) 

A-PROPOSALS OF 24-25 FEBRUARY 1964 

There is no official text available of the speech made by Mr. Saragat, 
the Italian Foreign Minister, in the Council of Ministers of . the 
Communities on 24 and 25 February 1964. Questioned shortly after 
he had submitted his proposals to the Council, however, Mr. Saragat 
made the following statement which was quoted in the April 1964 
issue of 'Relazioni lnternazionali' : · 

' ... The election of members of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage is . provided 
for-and I think this shouLd be made quite clear~in the three Community Treaties : in the 
Treaty setting up the ECSC and in the Treaties setting up t:he Common Market a.nd Euratom. 
This election was provided for because it was felt to be an essential condition for achieving that 
ever closer pol:itical, economic and social union among the European peoples which is the ultimate 
obj,ective of the three T~reaties. 

These do not lay down any definite !lime-limit for holding such elecl'ions in the member States, 
even thought it follows, by implication and analogy, that they would have to be held not later 
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tha:n the completion of the European Common Market, tha:t is 1 January 1970. The proposal I 
had the honour :to submit to the Italioo Government on 25 February rtherefore envJsaged elections 
being hdd, even ,if only partially, on 1 January 1966, the date of the stat">t of the .thind and last 
stage of the implementaJ!!ion of the Common Market This should enable full-scale elections to 
be heM before 1 January 1970. 

Direct elections wiU piay a decisive part in awakening a real ·awareness of Europe both among 
the general public and Jn leading drcles. It will fully justify a substantial widening of the 
European Parliamenrt:'s powers of initiative and control and, leading as it would to the establish
ment of a real European and 'supranattional legislative body, it will encourage, ood indeed neces
sitate, the setting up of a political institution of like nature. Any remaining opposivion to the 
political integration of Europe is bound to vanish under the pressure of the democmticaJly 
expressed will of the European peoples. 

The ItaiircLn proposal was only submitted on 25 February and has not yet been discussed by the 
representatives of the six Governments and the Community institutions. It wJll obviously Hrst 
have to be examined from a technical point of view. Yet even at this Hrst meeting of 25 Fe
bruary the Presi:den<l!s of the ECSC High Authority and of the EEC and Euratom Commissions 
and the Ministers of Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands gave the Italian 
proposal, in principle, a favourable reception. The French, on :the other hand, made even the 
paroial introduction of a system for electing the members of the European Parliament by direct 
universal suffr.age conditional on the creation of a Community political authority.' 

B-DRAFT 'DECLARATION' OF THE HEADS OF STATE AND GOVERNMENT 
PROPOSED BY THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT ON 28 NOVEMBER 1964 

a) Preamble 

With a view to pursuing the ultimate object·ive of a federated democratic Europe, un~ted both 
politically and economically, the Italian Government considers •it desirable to convene, within the 
next few months, a further meeting of the Heads of State or Government of the Six. The Bonn 
Declaration of 18 July 1961 did in fact provide for exchanges of views a:t regular intervals and 
for agreement to be reached on poHtical directives likely to foster European unity, thus conso
Hdating the Atlantic Alliance. 

Such a meeting, which cou1d he held in Rome, ought to be preceded by one or more meetings 
between the Foreign Ministers. These would endeavour to establish whether it is pos~ible to launch 
the process of European political integration on a pragmatic and provisional basis during a trial 
period of three years. 

A:t these meetings of the Foreign Ministers, an attempt should be made to reach agreement on 

(a) The terms of a new 'declaration' to be made at t!he dose of the meetings of the Heads of 
State or Government ; 

(b) The procedure to be followed for the trial period. 

b) Extract from the draft 'declaration' 

'In· the· immedia>te future· it is necessa:ry : 

to study, on the basis of Articles 21 of the ECSC Treaty, 138 of the EEC Treaty and 108 of the 
Euratom Treaty, the measures necessary for carrying out :the election by universal suffrage of 
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memlbers of •the European Parliament, talcing Jnto account the dtaft Convention drawn up by 
the Parliament on 20 June 1960 as well as the proposals made on this subject by t!he Italian 
Gover.nment at the meeting of the Councils of Ministers of 24-25 February 1964.' 

VI-Resolution on the election of members of the European Parliament 
by direct universal suffrage, adopted by the European Parliament on 12 March 1969 : 
report prepared by Mr. F. Dehousse (Doc. 214/69) for the Legal Affairs Committee 
on motion for a resolution (Doc. 50j6B) submitted byMessrs. Deringer, Dehousse, 

Merchiers, Scelba, Armengaud, Boertien, Burger, Dittrich, Bech, Lautenschlager, 
Rossi and Westerterp and passed by the European Parliament on 12 March 1969; 

debates in plenary session on the motion for a resolution(1) 

A-REPORT BY MR. DEHOUSSE 

Introduction 

1. On 14 May 1968 Mr. Deringer and coHeagues tabled the following motion for a resolution : 

'The European Parliament, 

having 11egard to the f•act that A·rticle 138,3 of the Treaty setting up the EEC provides for 
elections by direct universal suffrage ; 

having regard to the fact that the European Parliament had airea:dy submitted on 17 May 1960 
a draft Conven~ion providing for a uniform procedure for elections by direct universal 
suffr,age; 

hav·ing regard to the fact that the Council has so far not even begun to discuss this draft 
Gonvention ; 

invites its P,res:ident to urge the Council to begin discussions on the Parliament's draft Gon
ventlion, drawing the Council's attention to the first and second paragraphs of Article 175 of the 
EEC Treaty. 

2. Article 138,3 of the EEC Treaty provides that : 

'The Assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by direct unive11sal suffrage :in accordance 
with a uniform procedure in all the member States. 

The Council shall unanimously decide on the provisions which it shall recommend to member 
States for adoption in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements.' 

3. Article 175 of the EEC Treaty provides that : 

'Should the Council or the Gommission in vdolation of this Treaty fail to act, the member States 
'and the other insdtutions of the Community may refer the matter to the Court of Justice .in ooder 
to have the said violi!ition placed on record. 

No proceedings arising out of the said reference 'Shall be heard unless the institution concemed 
has been called upon to act. If within two months of being so called upon, the institution con
cerned has not m~de its attitude clear, the said proceedings may be brought within a further 
period of ·two months. 

( 1 ) OffiCial Gazette No. C 41, 1 April 1969, and No. 113 (annex), 1 March 1969. 
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Any nart:ural or legal person may bring proceedings before the Court of Justice, under the condi
tions laid down in the preceding paragraphs, on the ground that op.e of the institutions of the 
Community has failed to send him a formal document, such document not being 1a recommenda
tion or an opinion.' 

I-The facts: the activities of the European Parliament and of the Council 
' with regard to the application of. Article 138 

4. On 1 T May 1960, the European Parliament adopted a draft Convention prOVtiding for a uniform 
procedure for eleetions by direot un~versal suffrage. 

5. The Fourth Generaol Report of the EEC states (p~ 242) that at their 381th session (17 to 
19 October 1960) the Councils of the EEC and of Euratom 'began their study of the draft 
Convention for ·elections by direot universal Slllffrage drawn up by the Parliament. This subject is to 
be discussed between the Counoih and a parliamentary delega,t:ion.' 

6. At its March 1961 session, in reply to a question from Mr. Battista, Chairman of the Committee 
on Political .Affairs, on the progress made by the Permanent Representatives, Mr. Wigny, Presi
dent of the Council, stated that a~though the draft Convention had been passed to the Permanent 
Representatives, (i) the way had to be paved for the necessary unanimity a:nd (i1) the Treaties did 
not stipulate any daite for carrying .through a reform requiring bhe assent of the six Governments. 
The question remained within the purV'iew of bhe Communities but, w1th a vi•ew :to ma:king some 
progress thereon, ill!dV'a,ntage had been taken of the. Bonn Conference to take a political decision 
permitting the Governments to let the Coriununity procedure take :i·ts course. 

7. On 10 July 1961 .the Foreign Ministers, meeting in Bonn, published the following communique : 

'Five delegations consider it possHe for the Heads of State or Government to take a decision 
right away to consider the action Ito be taken on the Parliament's proposals conceJJning ~ts elec
tion. The French delegation considers that the time has not yet come to embark on this course.' 

8. On 21 November 1962 Mr. Piocioni, President of the Council, made a •statement, during the 
t:alks between the Parliament and the Council, to the effect that 'it could at least be said that, for 
various reasons that cannot all be neglected, the election of t:he European Pa!tliament by universal 
suffrage was not apparently a matter of pressing urgency.' 

9. Lastly, on 3 April 1963, the Councils replied as folio~ to a written question put by several 
me.ql'bers of the Parliament (Official Gazette, 20 Apllil 1963) : 

'The problem of. the election of members of the Parliament by direct universal suffrage has been 
d:iscussed by the Councils on sevenal occasions. Under the terms of Articles 108 of the Euratom 
Treaty, 21 of the ECSC Treaty and 138 of the EEC 'freaty, however, the Councils must decide 
unanimously on provisions they recommend member States to adopt. As this condition has not 
so far been fulfWed, the Councils are not in a position to say when they will be able to decide 
on. 1lhe pro¥"1sions in question.' . 

II-To what extent has the Council assumed· its obligations ? 

10. A study of the facts shows that discussions at least have been smrted Jn the Council but that 
these have not htad successful results. 

At all events the Council ,has not reached a decision. Under these drcumsooces, can it be sa:id 
that it has adequately shouldered its obligations ? 
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11. Article 138 lays down a principle, namely, the temporary nature of the system established by 
the first pirlagraph (cllnd currently in force and i:ts replacement by direct elections. Interpreted in 
terms of :the ultimate purpose, this me(cllns that the Communiy institutions and :the member States 
are legally bound to mtroduce this system of elections. All 3!re bound by rthe Treaty and cannot 
shirk these obligarions imposed on them. If this were not so, dt is qwte obvious that the second 
sentence of paragnaph 3 of Arvicle 138 would have neither justification nor any real value. It 
states: 'The Council shall unanimously decide on the provisions which Jt shall recommend to 
member Sta~tes for adoption in accovdance with their respective constitutional requi,vements.' 

12. In its reply of 3 April 1963 to the foregoing written question, the Council cites the 
absence of unanimity as the reason for not deciding on the provisions to be recommended to the 
member States. A distinction has to be made, however, between the essence of the prob1em and 
the procedure laid down for solving it. When the member St(clltes signed the Treaties, they unarui
mously accepted the principle of the election of the Parliament by direct universal suffrage. They 
are therefore legally bound to make every effort to put this into application and, therefore, to 
reach the required unanimity. 

13. Have these efforts been made, at least in an adequate degree ? 

Although it cannot be said tJhat the Council has never held discussions aibout European elections, 
it is certain, on ilie other hand, that it has hardly ma>de any attempt to veach a successful conclusion 
and, therefore, to a~rrive at a unanimous decision. 

14. Is there a time-limit within wihiah the Council must fully assume its obligations ? 

It is unacceptable that the Council should indefinitely postpone staJting its attitude to ilie Par
li:ament's draft Convention, even though Article 138 does not expressly stipul<ate any time-limit. 

If Artii:cle 138 lays down two procedures for the nomination of members of the Par1i,ament (first 
their elechion by the national Parli001e11il:s, and suJbsequently direct general elections) it 
is because fue f,r(cllnlers of this Article wished 'to adjust this procedure to the Community's 
general development. 

The framers of the 'treaty, and the ParLiaments which rapproved it, envisaged a gradual ·bnans
fer of national prerogaJtives to Gommunity institutions. Hence the need, whkh must grow 
more and more urgent as such a transfer progresses, for bringing the institutional system of 
the Communrity more olosely Jnto line with the principles of democracy (clltrd pubhlc law anchored 
in the ·constitutions of the six member States. 

It appears that this stage has now been reached : the Jnst1tutions of the Communities exercise 
powers formerly reserved to ilie ootional ParLiaments and dlirectly affeabing the leg.tl position 
of citizens (agricultural policy, competi~ion, apprmcima.tion of tax provisions, eoc.). 

Article 201 of the EBC Treaty provides that 'the HnoociM contributions of rthe member 
States . . . may ibe repLaced by other resources avaJilaible 'to the Community itself, in particular 
by revenue accruing from ilie common customs tariff when finally introduced', i.e. by 1 July 
1968. 

It is hatid to imagJne that the authors of the Treaty would have envisioned resources available 
to 1lhe Commun~ty itself wilthout their being subject to real parliiamentary control. Hence there is 
a fuu:ther link, this time between the creation of resources available to the Community and the elec
tion of the European Parliament by universaJ. suffrage. 

15. Under these circumstances it may be considered that the stage reached in .the application of 
the Treaty impLies th:at the Council must, witho:ut further delay, pronounce on the election of mem
bers of the Eumpean Barliament. If this is the case, and if the Council takes no decision, it appears 
that Article 175 could be invoked. 
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III___.:With what legal means could the European Parliament induce the Council 
to assume its obligations ? 

16. What interpretaJtion should be given to the word 'statuer' (decide) ? Thi.is term has a general 
application and may be applied to any legal measure taken by a Community ~nstitution. 1t is, 
furthermore, e:x'phlc.itly used in Artkle 138. 

17. Under the <terms of 'the second paragraph of Arllide 175, no ~proceedings shall be heard 
unless the ·institution concerned ('in this case the Council) has previously been called upon to 
act. The terms 'called upon' and '•to act' have therefore to be 'interpreted. A:rt:icle 175 does not 
state lin what manner the 1nst.Ututioo is to be called upon to a:ct but stince rdations between the 
Barltiament and the Council are !involved, it would appear that the use of a resolution would be 
perfectly normal. 

18. The Council must therefore be called upon to act and, because H is the failure to take a 
decision that tis covered by Article 175, thtis action involves not only preparation or discussion 
of the measures to lbe taken but a'lso the decision as such. 

IV -Conclusions 

At the close of its study of the motion for a resolution submitted by Messrs. Deringer, De
housse, Merch.iers, Sce1ba, Armengaud, Boertien, Burger, Dittrich, Beoh, Lautenschlager, Ros,si and 
Westerterp (Doc. 50/68), the Legal Affairs Committee endorsed the principles set forth in it and 
the underlying reasons. 

It therefore confined irself to making only a few amendments, the main purpose of which was 
to clarify the f1acts 1in the third recital, and the legal postibion in the explanatory sta,tement. 

The Legal Affairs Commtittee vherefore asks the European Parliament to adopt this motion for 
a resolution in the form in which it appears at ·the beginning of this report. o 

When tihe vote was taken on this motion for a resO'luUion as a whole, the Legal Affairs Com
mittee took note of the reservation expressed by one of ~its members regarding a number of 
principles embodied in the dnaft Convention adopted hy the European p,arlia,ment on 17 May 1960. 

B-DEBATES IN PLENARY SESSION 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. PresidenJt, Ladies and Gentlemen, I was very much 
struck, both yesterday and this morning, by the suddenness Wlith which direct elections to our 
Parliament has come, or mther returned, to the forefront of O'll!l' preoccupations. 

Yesterday, it was eloquently discussed by Mr. Parri, our oldest member. It was a great plea,sure 
to see Mr. Parri again, looking, of course, a Httle older in years but still fired wl!th the same 
dynamism and faith some of us here remember his dlisplaylng in the did days. 

Aftetr Mr. Parri oame the students-'an interlude that was certainly out of place and cont11a!J 
to protocol ! Let me say, th!ough--~if only because, as a professor, I am much more used to 
stUJdents----'that I would far rather see them up in arms a,bout Europe than about certain other issues. 
For what struck me and pained me about the events in France in May and June last year was the 
way Europe was ignored hy the students atl!d their movement. 

Of course this is not the way to do things and I would not dream of defendling them, but 
deep down th<is demonsbration appealed to me, and I must conJfess I was quite pleased thalt some 
of us here heal'd these students demand the right to vote in future European elecVions. 
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Mr. Habib-Deloncle.-(F) Please do not give too much encoooagement to &is way of doing 
things. 

M:r. :Oehousse.-(F) In your inaugural speech you, too, Mr. President, spoke albout elections 
by ditrect unliversal suffrage. 

Then there is Mr. Rey. I have kno\vn rum a long time and I think I may say that our 
views on this suhj ect coincide. I was gkl.d to see him reaffirming them in his high oWce as 
President of the Commission of the European Communities. 

Then, lastly, there wa:s President Pleven who caught the ball on the bounce and who also 
stres·sed the continuing impo11tance of this prdblem. 

Yet irt is an old prdblem, for it was, to be predse, on 17 May 1960->it wiil soon be nine years 
ago-'that, •in ~his very hall, the European Pad~ament aodopted a dra~t treaty, or rather, a draft 
Convention, on irs own e1ection by direct universal suffrage. A vote by roll-call w:as not taken ; 
we voted by a show of hands and I recollect quite dearly, because I was keen to know the out
come, that the vaost majority of the members came out in support of the dmft Convention. To 
my knowledge there were mwdly any votes against .it; there were a few abstentions, some by 
members who stiH sit w:ith us tod:ay. 

I will not go 'into this draft Convention in detail because this is not our job. The resolution 
I have been asked to submit for >Dhe Legal Affairs Committee has quite a different end lin view. 
We are faced with a faiLure to act on the part of the Council of Ministers and we have to creaobe 
the necessary lega!l situation to induce the Council finally to take a decision. For this purpose we 
can call on Article 175 of the Treaty. I should like to read this out to you because it is the basis 
of the resolu1Jion : 

'Should the Council or the Crimmission'-but the Commission is not here involved-'in vioLation 
of this Treaty, fail to act, the member States and the other institutions of the Community may 
refer the matter to the Oourt of Justice in order to have the said VJiolation placed on record. 
No proceedings arising out of the sruid reference •shaH be heard unless the institution concerned 
has been called upon to act. H w.i1lhin two months of being so caiHed upon, the institution con
cerned has not :tnaJde 'its attitude clear, the said proceed·ings may be brought within a further 
per:iod of two mon~hs.' 

This is the legal problem set in 1ii:s proper context. 

Let us look now at what the Council of Ministers has done. Oh, I have no need to go a long 
way back because it has not done much... In my report I pointed out that a reply was given tin 
1960 to the effect that the BBC and Euratom Councils had begun their study of the d.mft Conven
tion ; the text added, lin dubious French : 

'This matter is to be made the subject of an e.x'change of views between the Council and a p~rlia
menmry delegation.' 

The parliamentary delegation was set up. Its Chairman was Mr. Ba.ttista, then Chairman of 
ol).l." Committee on PoHtical A.Ha!irs. Like Mr. Vendromc, I had the honour to be a member of the 
delegation and I cll!nnot remember that it ever succeeded 'in making contact w.ith .the Council. The 
fact remains llhat in 1961 Mr. Ba1ltista, as Chairman of the Committee on Political Affairs, put a 
question to my fellow-countryman Mr. Wigny, then Pr·esident of the Council. Mr. Wigny replied 
at some length to the effect that the Permanent Representatives had been consuLted on the draft 
Gonvention but that •its study wou1d take some time because the Council had ~o decide unanvmously, 
and this would mean some preparation. Mr. Wigny added that the Treaobies set no time-limit 
within which· the Council was 1bound to act. 
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A communique issued in Bonn a few months later-one too often forgotten today-included 
the foHowing passage : 

'Five deleg:ations consider that 'it would be possible for the Heads of State or Government to 
decide right away to study the action to be taken on the proposals put forward by the European 
:Parliament· regard1ng ·its election . . . The French deleg:ation feels that the time has not come to 
embark on such a cour.se.' 

In 1962, during talks between the Parlillment and the Council, Mr. Piccioni, the President of 
the Council, made a typically sceptical comment on the elections to the effect that th·ey were 'not 
apparently a matter of pres·sing urgency'. 

I wouLd draw your attention to the fact that this was in 1962 and that, as regards matters 
of pressing -urgency, seven years have elapsed since then. 

The last stage was in 1963 when se¥eral of our colleagues put a written question i:o the Coun
cil ; this is the reply which was pu!Y1ished on 20 April 1963 ~n the Official Gazette of the 
Communities : 

'The problem of the election of members of the European Padiament :by direct universal suffrage 
has been d1scussed by the Councils on several occasions. Under the terms of Articles 108 of 
the EAEC 'IIreaty, 21 of rthe ECSC Treaty and 138 of the EEC Treaty, however, the Councils 
must decide unanimously on decisions they recommend member States to adopt. As this con
dition has not so far been fulfilled, the Cooocils are not in a position 'to say when they will 
be able to decide on the provisions in question.' 

Thtis is where the story ends because since then •the Council has not carJ:Iied out the slightest 
study or eny;isaged the slightest action on the Parliament's ,draft Convention. 

Can it be considered that the Council has made a;n adequate effoJ:It to meet our wishes ? To 
speak frankly, •and wibhout wishing to reopen a pointless controversy, I think not. One cannot of 
course regard i!:he vague attempts to whioh I have just alluded as satisfactory efforts. 

I would add, and I want to emphasize this point, th:at nothing has happened since 1963. 

This raises aN sorts of questions, and particularly a:s regM"ds the 'interpretation of the s'ingle 
Article to whtich I am going to .refer (those in the other Treaties are identkal)-Article 138 of 
the Treaty settoing up the Common MMket which rea:ds : 

'The Assembly'--iit is always ~~:eferred to in this way in the Treaties'-shall draw up proposals for 
elections by direct universal suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all the member 
States. 

The Council shaH unanimously decide on the proV'isions whicih it shall recommend to member 
Scates for a:doption in accordance with their respective constitubionail requirements.' 

Obviously no time-limilt is clealtly laid down. There is not even a time-~imit within which 
the Council tis ro reply. But we still have to use our common sense in 1ntevpredng legal texJts. 
We may regard the lll!ine years which will soon have elapsed since 17 May 1960 as being what 
1awyers would descdbe as 'a reasonable 'interval' in which the Council has had 1Jhe necessary time 
and every opportunity to give us a reply. 

Does the text impose on the Council an obligation to take a decision ? Yes, there is no doubt 
about it. 'The Council shall decide' ds stipulated in A'rticle 138. 

The Legal Affairs Committee held a fa~t-ranging discussion oo how the obiigation thus 
placed on the Council should be .interpreted. Basically, two point:s of V1iew emerged. 

One wa:s based on the legal pmctice often followed by the Comt of Justice of the Community, 
namely, that of the 'ultimate purpose' : the Court considers that the aubhors of the Treaties were 
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not talking just for the fun of it. It does them the honour of assuming that when they expressed 
themselves they had something to say, ~nd th~t it was the job of the Court to bring this out in 
the ·course of ~ts investigation. 

Others go so far as tlo hold that the Council is bound to adopt the draft Convention we drew 
up. I do not sha:re rtlhis view bearuuse otherwise the unanimity requirement would not have been 
stipulated. When one says that the Council always unanimously deddes in a case 1ike this, thi'S means 
that the decision 1ies with the Council. 

lt is this second interpretation that seems to me to have won general accep~ance on the Legal 
Mfruirs Committee. 

And 'thaJt, Mr. President-you will see that I have scarcely taken more than fifteen of the 
twenty minutes you so generously allowed me--is the gist of what I wanted to say. 

I repeat that lit would be wrong for our Parliament for the tJime be1ng--ind I mean for the 
time being--to go back to the substance of the draft Convention. This is not whaJt we a:re 
concerned with. 

The resolutJion the Legal Affairs Committee is submitting to you is drawn up on the basis 
of A'rticle 175 which I read out to you a few moments ago. It runs : 

'The Parliament, 

Having regard t:o the fact that A!ll!ide 138,3 of the Treaty setting up the EEC pwvildes for its 
election by direct universal suHrage .. .' (this is indisputable ) 

'Having tregard to the f1act that on 17 May 1960 the European ParLiament had already presented 
a draft ·Convention on elections by direct universal •suff rage .. .' (another indisputable fact ... ) 

'Ln view of the fact that the Council has so far taken no decision on this draft Convention aJnd 
has not studied i't for ~six years .. .' (this lis the conclu:>ion emetrging from my recapit:ulation of 
developments t:o date ... ) 

'Invites its President to urge the Council to embark without delay on the actlion the Ttreaty requires 
to be taken on the Parliament's draft Convention, and t:o dl'aw its attention ... ' ('the wording 
is extremely polite ... ) 'to the provisrions of Article 175, paragraphs 1 and 2.' 

Basicaily, the resolution submitted to you is the first ·step lin the pwcedure-an invitation to act, 
as ptrO\"ided for in Art:icle 175, and one bringing into operation the time-limits I spoke to you 
about eau:lier. 

This invi>trution to act lis essential. Without it 1lhe procedure cannot be started up. The Council 
then ha:s two months in whi:ch .to reply. 

If it does not reply :by then, the Parliament has the right rto bring proceedings before the Court 
of Justice withln a further period of two months. 

This is where we stand at the moment. We are not concetrned with a debate as to substance 
but with calling upon .the Council to act before initia;ting a procedure. 

In this resolution I am nat only caUing on the Coundl 1to :act ; I :am also calling on our 
Parliament to act. We have seen in the last few days--4:his J~s becoming more and more obvious
that the old pr'O:blem has bounced ba:ck into our laps, as, incidentally, all bask problems of inter
national relations are bound 1:o do. 

'Can the draft Convention still be regarded as fully satisf:acoory today ? Thi:s is not the t:ime to 
discuss this. Nine yeatts have gone by. There are stiH a few of us here--Mr. Sanrtero, Mr. Metzger, 
I myself-who were among the authors of the 1960 text. It is likely rthat we would not draft it 
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today in the way we did at the time. But that is not the problem : this is not the time to go into 
details. 

We are dealing Wl.ith an invi!JaJtion to act, and I a:rn addressing this in'\nitlation to our Parlia
ment! 

It is true that the situation is diHicult but it is our job, as the Parliament, to face up to the 
difficulties and even a:dversirty by rema~ining true to ourselves-a rule of conduct for every institu
tion as for every human being. 

Mr. Boertien, for the Christian Democrat group.-(N) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
I am very sorry that Mr. Deringer ·is una~ble to speak for the Christian Democrat group, and this 
for two reasons. The first is that it was Mr. De11inger-and the domments will bear this out
who took the first step in ta!bJi.ng the resolution. He was, fU11thermore, the first to sign it. Second
ly, as Chai•11man of the Legal Af.f,wirs Committee, Mr. De11inger i•s particularly competent to deal 
with this question, a:nd his personality would have a,dded depth to this discussion. As his modest 
deputy, I shall certa;inly not be able to come up to this level. 

A few weeks ago the Dutch Parliament he1d •a debate on foreign policy. I said then how 
curious I found it that the younger generation seemed never to ha¥e heard of the European Com
munity at a time when, throughout Europe, people were demonstrating on behalf of democracy 
-demoaracy ir.n industrial enterprises, in the universities, in the State and parties. Young people 
are qui•te inadlive when it comes to supporting democracy .in Europe. Yet everybody 1n this House 
knows just how imporbant democracy in Europe is. I had no ·idea at the ·time that this week in the 
European Parliament would also prorve so interesting because the younger generation wouLd show 
they had not forgotten that St:r.as:bourg is the seat of the European Parliament. 

I will not say I welcomed ·the form taken by the demonstration, but I was overjoyed to see 
that they now realize where the core of the problem of democracy llies. I hope that their ~~Jction 
can be regarded as the first stone whioh has been started railing, that it will lead to a feeling of 
general concern in Europe and mobilize publk opinion to press, throughout the Community, for the 
direct election of ·the European PMiiament. 

I quite agree with Mr. Dehousse that our debate today should not be on the heart of the 
matter. We are today discussing the legal merits of a specific Article of the Treaty. I never
theless thought it a:s well to draw your attention to this aspect of the question. 

Mr. Dehousse's report has our group's full support. It was with a great 'deal of satisfaction 
that I read the repo11t and afterwards listened to the speech Mr. Dehousse has just made. I 
know his enthusiasm for Europe and albove aH for the European :institutions. I think he was right 
to draw our attention in his report to the conneX!ion between A·rticles 138 and 175 of .the Treaty 
setting up the EEC. As he pointed out, barely any progress has been made in the matter of direct 
elections since 1960. I think this accounts in part for the feelir.ng of political paralysis that comes 
over us at times, faced with this lack of unanimity. 

I have previously spoken of 'poHtical will' and noted that the term a:s often used is devoid of 
content. In the matter conce~ning us today we can again see how far this political wiN falls short 
of what is required. 

As there are still no di,rect elec~ions to the European Parliament, all of us exercise two ma;n
dates and run to and fro between our national Parliaments and Brussels, Luxembourg and Stras
bourg so as to do at lea;st part of our jobs in the two assemblies. 

When we account for our European activi·ties we do so not before the electorate of a directly 
elected Parliament hut, for want of something better, before the electors of our national Parliaments, 
so as somehow to bring up European policy for discussion. 
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Clearly, these electors Me keenly interested in anything going on in Europe. But one awkward 
ques<tion always crops up : What you say about Europe is all very well, but can you ex:p:l1ain to 
us how, in fact, you came to Strasbourg ? We then have to confess that we come to Strasbou:rg 
through the gmce of <the poli1:i>cal parties who proposed to the national. Parliaments that this or that 
member should be sent to Stmsbourg. The elector has no say in the matter; everything is decided 
in the national Parli\l.ments. 

We can only offer one excuse for this. We caon say that it is not our fault, nor that of the 
European Parliament. After all, we submitted a draft Convention in 1960 and have urged again 
and aga1n that it be mtif.ied. We did this right up to 1963, but since then we have lived in a 
period of absolute silence. Not a word was said op, this question until Mr. Deringer and some of 
his colleagues had it put hack on the agenda. 

I am very gLad that this has now been done within the sober lega:l context of the Trellity. 
My own feeling, which is naturally partly sulbjective, is that t!he core of the report lies in the 
two sentences on page 5, sec. 12 : 

'By signing the Treaties, the member States unanimously accepted the p!inciple of the election 
of the Parliament by direct universal suffrage. They are therefore legally bound to do everything 
in their power to ensure that this principle is applied and, therefore, to reach the necessary un
animity.' 

In other words, the Treaty obliges the Council to reach unanimity. To say 'tha:t it is not 
possible is no ex:cuse. The Treaty expressly requires the Council, in one way or another, to reach 
unanimity. This is why I wholeheartedly approve of this recourse to Article 175 of the Treaty. 

The report rightly points out that we ha>ve reached the stage where Article 175 ought to 
be 'applied. This >is 'a first step which consists, as stated in Article 175, in calling upon the .institu
tion concerned to act. 

If the Parli:ament a;dopts the resolution submitted by Mr. Dehousse, we shall have taken the 
first step towards implementing Article 175. This means av:aJiling ourselves of a legal fadlity. I 
believe it is our duty to do so. 

I only hope that by taking this first step we shall dispense with the need to tJake the second. 

Mr. Droscher, for the Socialist group.-(D) Mr. President, Ladies :and Gentlemen, in :his excel
lent report Mr. Dehousse rightly points out that there is nothing fanciful in the idea of direct 
elections to the Parliament of the Slix, bUJt that, on the contrary, it is a logical and legal consequence 
of the Treaties in force. 

, If we :now take the first 'step ; in other woJCds, if we pass the motion for a resolution-which 
my group is going ~to support-this will mean that the P:a:rli>ament intends to pluck up courage and 
take the second step, na;mely, that of confronting the Council with the consequences of a Treaty 
already concluded. I think that we should be quite clear aibout the s'ignificance of such a step, and 
about its implications, and <that we should do our utmost to clea:r the way for this logical develop
ment. It will, of course, be said in the lobbies that similar starts have often been :truLde in the past. 
On such an occasion the painful years the Community has passed through in the course of its 
development readily spring ro mind. We recall the burst of enthusiasm of the early years and bewail 
the gradual stifling of the vigorous forces then in full swing. 

Yet an occasion such as this gives us an opportunity for reviewing the past, for th1nking things 
over and recognizing that the experience of these first eleven years has been unique and one in 
which the Parliament has alrea,dy played an important part. This could be even greater, however, 
and more significant for the future, if the problem of direct elections were settled. We know 
that forces hostile to any progress in this direction a:re constantly arising. They flare up precisely 
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over the smallest detail of a question. These are the obstacles that must be removed if we are to 
achieve our ultimate objective. 

The part played by the Parliament may not always have been briUiant but it has been a:n 
interest:ing one. I feel it has a:eted as a catalyst in the development of. the Community. The mono
tony of the daily round and the sedate atmosphere of our discussions should not blind us to the 
emergence in our Parliament of what may be described as European parties. In this House political, 
rather than nat:ional, consideraTions prevail. Here Liberals, Christian Democrat:s, SodaHsts and 
members of the Union Democratique Europeenne sit side by side. In connex>ion with the vast 
majority of questions on the Parliament's agenda, it is not the national standpoint which counts 
here but the sociopolitical viewpoint rudopted in the group. This is the decisive function of the 
Parliament. Today we are hearing in this Parliament new voices that Europe cannot ignore. 

This Parliament is just as much a political body as it would be had· it been directly elected. 
The fact remains, however-and this ·is the stumblinP;-block for us~that it cannot act as though 
it had been directly elected. We must recognize the fact. The power and-let us be honest
the lack of power of members when they are recalled by their national Parliaments stems from the 
delegation by those Parliaments. This is itself a contradiction. Our Parliament is of course obHged 
to rise above the narrow national outlook in regard to many questions. 'Vhe representatives who 
sit here have entered into commit:ments vis-a-vis the whole Community. It is only natural that 
the national Parliaments and Governments should frequently first consider national interests. This 
does not happen in only one of the six countries, and this is a necessary antithesis. 

. I would add that wherever Governments feel they ll!re in thebest _position-:-in economic poiicy, 
for exampl~certain national reservations begin to emerge in respect of the constraints imposed by 
a supranational Community. But whoever wants an efficient Communi·ty must create a 'Common 
Market' in politics, and this must stretch a long way, embracing even foreign policy and, I 
think, defence policy. 

In such a market the interests of Italian, French, German, Dutch, Luxemboul'g and Bel,~ian 
workers will coincide. 'ConfronTation' of their interests with those of employers _is international. 
Confrontation ocver agricultur~l policy, education policy and pol•icy on small and medium-sized enter
prises will only be possible if in our Parliament the interests at s·take, and the policy in question, 
rise above national limits and are discussed on strictly 'Community' lines. It seems to me that these 
conflicts can only he resolved in a directly elected Parliament. 

There is also the need for parliamentary control by bodies _with ·real and far~reachin,g powerS 
such as a directly elected Parliament would have. This is essential if only because of the Com
munity's growing revenue which must be controlled in an entirely different way by the Parliament. 

These considerations-! have mentioned only a few for the sake of brecvity-show that the 
time has -come to impart a new impetus to the project of a European Political Community, a,nd not 
least as regards direct eledions. Bringing proceedings against the Council-leacving aside the ques
tion of -irs practicability a:nd chances of success-is only one way of achieving this objective, as 
Mr. Dehousse sll!id :in his excellent report. I think we should recognize this. It is only one way. 
Simultaneously, steps should be taken in a:s many countries a:s possible on the lines of those taken 
in Italy-similar to the Getman moves which unfortunately missed their mark~and in France, 
in which these mocves were apparently forgotten about when the Parliament was renewed. Such 
moves made by as many countries as possible would enable us to mak·e progres·s on this question at 
national level, and every step forwa11d would lea:d to other moves and mean a success for the Com-
munity as a whole. ~-~! 'l i ·r : · 

This is why I ·think that although the Parliament must defend itself to prevent any unwar
ranted decline in its prestige, it also has to take the offensive and make people much more 
alive to the importance of its debates on mattel's of supranational policy. This should be our 
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main concern at the moment. This conl!roversy between Europea:n Governments which we heard 
about even voday will, perhaps, give one country the chance, if it tells us straight out that we have 
to round off the Community of the Six a:nd not chase other will-o' -the-wisps, to prove it is serious 
about this by ta:king the first sl!ep in organizing direct elections. But it is up to that country now 
to tell us that it ha:s this intention. 

Mr. President, bdies and Gen~lemen, I have been insvructed 'by my group to tell you that 
we shall vote for the resolution. 

Mr. Merchiers, for the Liberal and Allies group.-(N) Mr. President, La:dies and Gentle
men, our dis·tinguished colleague and Rapporteur Mr. Dehousse has, as is his wont, clearly and 
simply .described the situation which prompted the movers to table this resolution. 

We are not discussing ·the merits of universaJ. suffrage on which, I think, we are all in 
agreement. On the Legal A:ffa:irs Committee we tried to find a polite formula with which to 
warn those respons·i:ble, while leaving the door open for further action that would of course be 
consistent with the Treaty. We have never wanted anything else. 

Going bwck to ideas expressed earlier, I would remind Mr. Dehousse that we began the 
study of these problems •as far back as 1959 at a general assembly of the Council of the European 
Communities. Mr. Dehousse, who was also R:appor·teur, made a •remarka:ble speech at the time on 
direct elections to the European Parliament. 

Need I say ·that I was a bit hesitant a:bout speaking to you today, or even yesterday, even 
though I had been instructed to do so by my group ? This is because of the incidents in which 
we were involved. I am not very keen on the vox populi when it ma:nifests itself in the way we had 
to put up with yesterday. I should have preferred it if these young enthusiasts, who are marching 
in the same direction as we, had used some other means of expressing their convictions and 
European zea!l. 

This is what I wanted to say vo you on the subject. I can well understand the vehemence 
of the young whose passion for contestation is such that it has to find a violent, and to some 
extent, even revolutionary outlet. So let us say no more a!bout rhis incident which was, after all, 
not ahogether a bad t:hing even though we disapprove of the form it took. 

What the Liberal group wants is for the representatives of the Six who Me present here, and 
therefore assume responsibility for disseminating the European ·idea and for building Europe, to 
become alive-like everyone individually--to their overriding duty towards this Europe which we 
have to· shape in a democratic mould. If we aU want it, we must clea!!ly model it on what exists in 
our own democra:cies. Representatives of these great nations ought therefore ·t:o be elected in the 
same way as we are in our respective countries, that is, directly. 

I think I can appeal to all groups without distincbion, for aLl have given tangilble proof of their 
attachment to the democratic idea of the development of our Europe. 

It is therefore hrurd to believe that, after expressing this attachment, they may laok the strength 
and courage needed to ensure that this idea triumphs in their own countries. For we must our
selves exercise enough inf.luence in our ParHaments and with our Govemments to show them that 
if we are ever to build Europe according to the original design the edifice must be completed 
and the European Parliament must have its roots in the great nation comprising the six countries 
that have built Europe. 

Consequently, since we are all agreed about the need for building Europe, we can appea!l to 
all here to use their influence to ensure !Jhat each country gives its mandataries, its ministers, suffi
cient directions to enalble the rule~ essentia:l for the holding of direct elections t:o be adopted in 
the nea:r future. 
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To close, I would appeal to the good will of all and say that those who are so forcefwlly 
pleading for direct elections here cannot be sure of returning to ·this Parliament, for election 
results are always uncertain. We do not know if the choice will fall on us or on someone else. 
But it is our bounden duty to see to it that Burope develops as i:t ought to. Even if this means 
a pers·onal sacrifice, we must buHd Europe as it was planned by those who came before us. 

Mr. Ribiere, for the European Democratic Union.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentle
men, a European assembly can only be legivimate if it satisfies two conditions : it must be truly 
representative and it must be able to pass a law by a majority decision. It can only be representa
tive if its representavive character is estatblished by the same criteria in every member State. Today, 
some of these member States have smaHer populations than some French Departments and are 
represented by a number of members out of all pmportion to the relative populations of the various 
countries. 

The true population ratio does not seem to have been respected in the proposals made in 1960 
by that able Rapporteur Mr. Dehousse. This entails the risk that the legitimacy of the nations 
may be toyed about with, and such an assembly, being illegitimate, couLd pass no laws. 

Even if a European assembly were assumed to be representative, in order to be legitimate it 
would still have to be able to pass a law by a majority decision. Would a law passed by the repre
sentatives of two or three countries be accepted by a country that did not vote for it ? Can one 
imagine Germany applying a law passed by the French and the Italians but not by the Germans ? 
There exists no European majority except in the aggregate of the majorities of each nation. There is 
no European wiU e)OCept where the wills of the separate countries coincide. Even where a nation 
accepts the opinion of others, it must want to do so. Would France or Germany feel themselves 
committed by the positive outcome of a referendum at European level if they had voted the other 
way odf 60 or 70 per cent of the voters of one of those countries had done so ? I think thanhe 
answer can only be No. · 

Europe is not yet a State. We may find this regrettable-! do for my parr!:. A State must be 
in a position to make dedsions ; it must have the strength to impose its decisions and thes•e must be 
accepted by a real majority. This is not the case at present. No European authority, let us admit it, 
save that which stems from an agreement between the Governments; may be ~tegarded as legitimate 
today. 

The European feeling of having a civilization and a way of life in common is not enough, even 
if it leads to the setting up of a few institutions. Building institutions and manifesting the will to 
be a State are two totally different things. Of course, we must make every effort to ensure the 
emergence of a European will, the will of Europe to be a nation-a will of its own, an ambitious 
will. ·· · 

I do not want to prolong this debate, so I will simply remind you that the French Government 
tried to introduce a plan-the 'Fouchet Plan'-for a European Political Union. It is not our fault 
if this was pigeon-holed in 1962, as Mr. Dehousse reminded us a few moments ago. I think that, 
before going on to the election of the Parliament by direct universal suffrage, we shall really 
have to negotiate another Treaty. On this point l am in agreement with our senior member, al
though I cannot endorse his other views. The present Treaty is now out-of-date and must be 
reviewed in the light of the experience of the last twelve years. A Treaty providing for a real 
European constitution, with an executive also elected by universal suffrage, must be negotiated. 
Similavly, a federal political organization for Europe presupposes a two-chamber system : an 
assembly elected by universal suffrage and an upper chamber representing the States-it being 
understood, as I said earlier, that the assembly must be directly elected on the numerical basis of 
'one man, one vote'. This is why my colleague and friend Mr. Michel' Hab1b-Deloncle will shortly 
be tabling an amendment to this effect on behalf of our group. 
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This means at all events that I consider the motion for a resolu~ion submit~ed to us today to 
be untimely because it does not settle the whole question of European political union. Moreover, 
it does not fit into a satisfactory context. At a time when the Council of Ministers has reached 
agreement on a revival of the European ·idea-to some extent on my country's initiative--it would 
be regrettable to threaten it with the thunderbolts of Article 175. I know, of course, that .Article 
138 exists but, I repeat, bo~h it and the Treaty itself should be reviewed in the light of events. 
The election of the European Pa:rliament by universal suffrage will not carry Europe forward 
unless it is coupled with the whole series of measures for creating a real European constitution. 

We have seen in many countries-and I, for my part, in mine--the harm the assembly 
system can do. If we want Europe to become a reality, it must be spared this incurable disease, 
for the assembly system breeds impotence. We are, I am sure, all agreed that what we want is a 
real Europe with a will of its own. 

This is why the European Democratic Union cannot support the motion for a resoiution 
tabled hy some of our colleagues on behalf of various groups in this Parliament, unless Mr. Habib
Deloncle's amendment is adopted. 

Mr. Bermani, for the Socialist group.-(!) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I should 
like to say a few words in support of the conclusions of the 'report. The motion for a resolution 
on the direct elecrion of the European Parliament which the Legal Affairs Committee is submit
ting to our vote--and about which Mr. Dehousse has proved an excellent Rapporteur-faithfully 
reflects the Parliament's function in the Community ; it has not only the right but the duty to 
take the ~initiative in relaunching Europe into democratic waters. 

As pointed out at a meeting the European Movement held in Italy on 15 February, the 
Eul'opean Communities are the first living reality in the vast design for a European Political 
Union. But they must fill a yawning gap left at the time they were set up, a gap that is widening 
from day to day. The sponsors of the Treaty of Rome understood this so well that they wrote 
it into Article 138. This does not orpen up a possibility for the Community institutions but im
poses on them an obligation : that of drawing up proposals for the direct election of the Parliament 
in accordance with a uniform procedure in all the member States. 

If the Parliament has nothing to reproach itself a:bout on this point-if, in other words, it is 
doing its duty in drawing up and adopting the draft Convention submitted on 17 May 1960 
-the same cannot he said (and I am sorry to say this) of the Council of Ministers of the Com
munities which has not fulfilled its obligations under the Treaty of Rome. It is true that it 
started discussions on this subject, but these were never followed up ; so much so that, nine 
years. later, the problem is still a long, long way from being solved. 

The slump in political will so evident in the Community, and discussed at great length today, 
is clearly the .result of the failure to discharge this obli~ation. The advances made in economic 
integration compel us progressively to tackle more and more important problems of economic 
policy, so that we must be able to rely on a firmer political will than during the transitional 
period. Yet this political will is lacking, as clearly borne out in this morning's lively debate. Nor 
will it assert ·itsdf until it bases itself solidly on directly-expressed popular consent ; and this 
at a time when citizens are demanding more effective political participation at all levels. And what 
do we see ? As the Rapporteur reminded us, the draft Convention has, since it was approved by 
the Parliament on 17 May 1960, been languishing in the files of the Community ministers, 
who are not troubling themselves about taking a decision in the matter, thus placing us in . a 
rather embarrassing position. 

The organization of the Communities is clearly based on the model of federal States but 
the legitimacy of their institutions is not so firmly rooted as in real federal States. This is be
cause although the European institutions possess democratic legitimacy, this is dedved, rather 
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than direct, because the national Parliaments stand between electors ll!nd elected, between people 
and representatives. It is precisely this interposition that must be abolished, because it is unjust, 
by introducing elections by direct universal suffrage. Once this is out of the way, representatives 
( a,nd I was glad to hear this from several speakers) will at last be able to give of their best 
to the Parliament and to devote themselves exclusively to exercising their European mandate. 
Each representarive will then personify the European cause, and from this the latter will have 
everything to gain. Lastly, no one will be able to argue, like the young students yesterday, 
that we are pseudo-representatives, for then we shall sit here as a result of elections by direct 
universal suffrage. These young people went perhaps a bit too far with their demonstration 
(such is the exUJberance of youth which many of us here, bowed with the weight of the years, 
understandably envy) but we must admit that, deep down, they were right. 

However, with the motion for a resolution we are now discussing, direct elections have 
returned to the forefront of the Parliament's preoccupations, and I am very glad of this. }UJdging 
by the remarks of other speakers this morning, I am not alone in feeling this way. It was 
therefore important to take a fresh look at the problem. But what matters even more is that 
it should not again be allowed to run aground. 

We are, of course, bound to meet difficulties, but we should not allow ourselves to become 
discouraged. In view of moves which hav:e been made by parliamentarians in the various mem
ber States and a~bout which we have just heard, we cll!nnot fall back again into a state of 
lethargy. In Italy similar moves have been, and wi11 continue to be made. A bill drawn up 
at popular request-something which is permissible under our Constitution-will be introduced 
in the Italian Parliament next month with a view to the direct election, in Italy, of European 
representatives. 

These initiatives are outside the scope of today's debate and of elections as required by the 
Treaty; yet they can, and surely will, serve as a spur to a revision of the ':rreaties (although 
I do not think this is necessary, as I believe that the Council of Ministers will this t1me act upon 
the Parliament's invitation and take the necessary measures). I cannot resist recalling what 
Mr. Dehousse said in this connexion a few days ago : 'I am glad', he said, 'to see that this old 
problem has lost none of its youthful vigour.' Well, let us take advantage of this youthful vigour 
and try to settle this problem once and for all. Only when we have succeeded, after overcom
ing the inevitable difficulties, in attaining our goal of direct elections, will the European 
Parliament become a living reality in the minds of the people, something which it is a long 
way from being, believe me, at least in Italy. 

I should like once again to quote what Voltaire said ro a Christian (perhaps not a good one) : 
'Make your God greater ·if you want us to worship him.' 

Let us too make the European Parliament greater, bringing it dos·er to the people so that they 
can grasp what it is all about. Only then will they take a personal interest in the Parliament. 
11hen, backed by popular pressure, the Europe of tomorrow can become, as has so rightly been 
pointed out, not a Europe of nation-States, a Europe of Eurocrats, or a Europe of big industry, 
but the Europe of all European peoples without distinction. 

Mr. Romeo.-(!) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I should like to speak in my own 
nll!me, not to contest the main argument of the Dehousse report but simply-modest lawyer 
that I am-to question the possibility of bringing proceedings befol'e the Court of Justice. The 
motion for a •resolution placing on recol'd the failure of the Council to take a decision on 
the draft Convention submitted by the Parliament in 1960 calls on the Council to act and 
speaks of resorting to Article 175 of the EEC Treaty should it fail to do so. 

It cannot be disputed that Article 138 of the Treaty setting up the EEC fixes the system 
now in force as a temporary measure, and provides for it to be finally replaced by elections 
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by universal suffrage. If this has not been done earlier, it is because France-as is clear from 
the reply given to a written question by the Council in 1963-withheld its support ood the 
Italian Government (represented by Mr. Piccioni) also showed some hesitation. 

It is true that much water has flowed under the bridge since then and that the general situa
tion has changed. In my view, however, pending a unanimous deds,ion by the Council, we 
cannot refer the matter to the Court of Justice. The Council ought, of cOU!t'se, to take the 
initiative in organizing direct elections. (I hope it will, and our Parliament should call upon it 
to do so.) I do not, however, believe, as suggested ~in the report of the Legal Affairs Committee, 
t:hat we can refer the matter to the Court of Justice in order to have the violation of the Treaty 
placed on record should the Council fail to act. 

A decision can only be taken unanimously. It seems to me to be contrary to legal principles to 
maintain that an obligation to take a decision flows .i:mplicitly from the fact that Article 138 de
finitively establishes a system of universal suffrage in the final phase. If this were the case, we 
wouLd have to regard as superfluous the prorvision of Article 138 of the EEC ':Dreaty-still in 
force-which deduces this obligation fmm a unanimous decision by the Council. 

This is why, although I fully support the principle of universal suffrage and in general 
endorse the views expressed in the Dehousse report, I cannot agree with its conclusion that, in 
addition to calling upon the Council of Ministers to act, we can, if necessary, refer the matter 
to the Court of Jus tic e. 

Mr. Westerterp.-(N) 11r. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, as a signatory of the motion 
for a resolution which led to the drawing up of the Dehousse report, I am delighted to support 
Mr. Dehousse's motion. I shouLd like him to know how very glad I am, after so many years, 
to be able to return to this matter. Mr. Dehousse knows what memories I have,·· as the Com
mittee's Secretary, of the excellent work then done by the Working Party on European elections 
and the Committee on Political Affarirs in drawing up a dr~aft Convention on European elections 
by direct suffrage. 

Before going on rto the motion for a resolution itself, I would like to say a few words in reply 
to Mr. Ribiere, whose arguments were not, I feel, entirely conclusive. I am going to try to 
explain why. 

Mr. Ribiere began by saying that a Parliament could not be legitimate unless the nations 
are represented in this Parliament in fair proportions. ':Dhis :is true, Mr. Ribiere. It was 
therefore taken into account in the report drawn up by the Committee on Political Affairs in 
1960. As you know, a State may contain a Department more sparsely populated than another 
but still have a right to minimum representation. Hence the Committee recalled, very tactfully 
-we all know the country concerned-that if the membership of the Parliament were tripled, 
this would not apply to every member State. Our impression wa:s that the representatives of the 

·member State concerned fully understood our desire to improve the balance of forces between 
the. different peoples within a directly elected Parliament. 

Secondly, Mr. Ribiere said that a European Parliament would not deserve the name unless 
it could pass laws by a majority. But how-and here comes the traditional Gaullist argument
how can you e~pect a nation ever to accept a law imposed by others ? 

But of this there can be no question. We do not vote here as delegations. The decisions 
are taken here--and this seems rto me to be the distinctive feature of the European Padiament 
-through the European political groups, and I hope this will continue to be the case in the 
future. 

I can understand why Mr. Ribiere takes this view. It stems from the fact that one of the 
groups in this Parliament unfortunately comprises representatives of only one country, and I am sure 
will continue to do so. 
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This, however, has nothing to do with the other groups but only with the one to which 
Mr. RibU:re belongs. 

Finally, Mr. Ribiere put forward a third argument to the effect that a real European PM'
liament should consist of two chambers. 

I would say, Mr. Ribiere, that your wish has already been fulfilled. You said that we 
needed a bicameral system, one assembly representing the peoples and the other the member 
States. But what is our Council of Ministers if not a body representing the member States ? 

I shouM also like to 'dispel a myth which Mr. Ha:bib-Peloncle brought up this morning. 
He said he did not want to dramatize things but there had once been a plan for a political union -
the Fouchet Plan~which was supported by five countries and rejected by one. 

Mr. Habib-Delonde knows his way rubout the files at !'he Quai d'Orsay. I would therefore 
ask him to reread the minutes of the meeting of Foreign Ministers held on 17 April 1962. He 
will find that two plans were discussed at that meeting-one drawn up by five member States 
under Mr. Cattani, the Italian Ambassador, and another by Mr. Fouchet for the French Govem
m~nt. It is thus quite wrong-and . J want to polish off this legend once and for all, if 
only in the interests of historical truth~to suggest that five countries supported the Fouchet 
Plan and one rejecteq it. 

In conclusion I should like to teli Mr. Ribiere how much I regret that the subsequent 
development of Gauiiism no longer permits. him to go so far as, for example, Mr. Debre
an outstanding Gauiiist and, if I am not mistaken, at present French Foreign Minister-who 
in March 1953 backed a plan that went much further than ~he one Mr. Ribiere submitted to us 
this afternoon in the name of the Gaullist group. 

I think the ~ime has come for the Committee on Political. Affairs to compare the various 
plans once again to see whether it might not be possible by combining the best features of them 
to make a further step towards European 11nification. 

I shaH keep my comm.en'ts on the Dehousse report very brief. I believe it is 'fight for the 
European Parliament to call upon the Council, . through this resolution, to. take a decision on 
the draft Convention drawn up by this Parliament. 

I do not rule out the possibility that the Council will extricate itself from this hopeless 
position by taking a purely negative decision. If Jt does so, the Parliament wiU presumably 
not be able to bring proceedings before the Court of Justice. In view of this, I would remind 
you of another possibility already mentioned by Mr. Droscher. · 

In my view, the present text of Attide 138 of the EEC Treaty would permit us to organize 
direct elections in member States willing to go ahea,d with them, on two conditions. Article 
138 provides that initiaiiy 'delegates ... shall be nominated by thei'r respective Parliaments from 
among their own members' and subsequently 'by elections by direct universal suffrage in accord
ance with a uniform .procedure.' The Hrst condition could be met if members of the European 
Parliament were directly elected in countries willing to adopt this procedure, the right to stand 
for election being restricted to members ·of the national Parliaments, which would then have 
to ratify the results of these national elections. In this case it should be possible to organize 
partial European elections. Although not the ideal answer, they would be, as has been rightly 
said, a step towards out-and-out European elections. 

I am still sorry that when the Treaty of Rome was finalized, Article 21 of the ECSC Treaty 
was amended at the request of Mr. Martino, because this possibility was explicitly provided for 
in the Treaty. We should not forget, however, that the change was made because Mr. Martino 
thought that in this way greater pressure would be put on the Council to see that European 
elections were held in all six countries. . 
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Mr. President, La:dies and Gentlemen, I hope that this short speech on this all-important 
point will help to 'induce all the members of this House to reconsider whether it would not 
a:fter all be a good thing to hold direct elections, so that the citizens of those countries which 
set so high a price on 'participation' may also be able to elect their representatives to the Euro
pean Parliament directly. If we achieve only that, this debate will have been worth while, although 
I hope we shall achieve other and better results. 

I should like to thank Mr. Dehousse for the way in which he drew up and defended his 
report. 

Mr. Bersani.-(I) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I think that by hoMing this debate 
our Parliament is demonstrating its political awareness and sense of political responsibility. In 
our member States, throughout Europe, the degree to which our institutions are politically 
representative is becoming more and more a basic problem. It is commanding the attention of 
a growing number of men, women and young people, as any of us can see each time he comes 
into contact with the man in the street anywhere in the Community. 

Nine years have gone by and we must make a definite move. We are today faced with 
a new situation to which, I am convinced, we ought to give serious thought. In a few months' 
time the transitional period will end. Article 138 of the Treaty poses this problem of the re
presentative character of our institutions also in the light of this time-limit. 

This time-limit means the end of the transitional and the beginning of the final stage for 
the whole Community and therefore it:s institutions. 

When they signed the Treaty of Rome, all the member States considered that the status 
of the European Parliament was a provisional one, and that it would have to be changed, 
before the end of the transitional period, into a Parliament endowed under nol!mal conditions 
with all the powers it should have. 

It is not only the passing of nine years that ma:kes our debate necessary ; we must take 
this political initiative today because that is one of our responsibilities. And today more than 
ever before, this initiative must be taken within the time-limits laid down by the Treaty so that 
one of its main goals can be achieved. 

This is why I not only endorse the procedure once again proposed by our able Rapporteur 
Mr. Dehousse, and with him Mr. Deringer and other colleagues who rightly call for specific 
steps, but believe that having reached this stage, we should review the entire question. As 
Mr. Dehousse said, we are here to propose a first step. But this will serve no purpose unless 
it leads to others, and unless it is fitted into a systematic context. Action is needed to ensure 
not only that legal obligations are fulfilled but, above all, with an eye on the essential 
political objective of endowing our Parliament with a fully representative character and its 
full powers. 

In view of developments in so many sectors of the Community, I wonder whether it might 
not be worth while instructing a committee to review and update the 1960 Convention as 
rapidly as possible. At all events, we ought to have a draft Convention fully in line with the 
latest developments. 

The question has been raised as to where we should go on fwm here. Mr. Bermani spoke 
of a popular move in Italy (the collection of 50,000 signatures among wide sections of the 
population) for introducing a constitutional bill in Italy on the direct election of European 
parliamentarians. I do not think that this would clash with the Italian Constitution or with 
what our institutions lay down today. I think and hope that this can be followed up and will 
not remain merely a symbolic gesture, a profession of faith in certain ideals ; like Mr. Wes-
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terterp, I think that we can now directly elect the number of members allotted by the Treaty 
to each of our countries. It would suffice to add this number to that of the representatives in 
our national Parliaments. 

At this point we could also consider bringing our Rules of Procedure up to date so that, if 
European representatives should be directly elected in one of our national Parliaments, they could 
sit as of right in the European Parliament, the provisions of our Treaty being strictly respected. 

I sha:ll not say any more about this because it is getting late and, as we all know, we 
have other debates ahead of us. I believe not only that this debate is highly import~nt politi
cally because of the new political moves ]t enables us to make hut also because it can lead 
to fresh thinking and action in this matter. I hope that these will not be confined to the lega:l 
sphere or to partial moves, as they had to be, and were, in the past, but that they will trigger 
off f·resh progress towards those final objectives with which the democratic future of Europe 
is inseparably bound up. 

Mr. Rey, President of the Commission of the European Communities.-(F) Mr. President, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr. Dehousse was kind enough just now to remind you of what I 
said this morning in the general debate on this subject. I therefore see no point in making 
yet another speech. I would simply recall that the Commission, in the statement it made on 
1 July and again this morning, expressed its unstinting approval of the idea that the European 
Parliament should in future be elected by universal suffrage. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I do not think I 
was far out when I said that this old problem of direct elections to the European Parliament is 
gaining a new lease of life. I have been impressed both by the number and by the quality 
of the speeches made in the course of debate. We have heard in turn Messrs. Boertien, Droscher, 
Merchiers, Ribiere, Bersani, Romeo, Westerterp and Bermani-the latter making his maiden 
speech in this House, and a very constructive one too.- and, finally, President Rey. 

Having expressed my satisfa:ction, I should like to make an apology. A short while back I 
referred to a few survivors of the old Working Party on European elections still in our midst. 
I forgot its young and active secretary. At that time, however, he was still an official in the 
Secretariat of the European Parliament. He had not yet become the young and brilliant repre
sentative Mr. Westerterp we know today. I hope he will accept my apologies. 

I shall be less severe on Mr. Ribiere's speech than some previous speakers. I think he has 
after all taken a number of paces in our direction and, like Mr. Bermani, has brought to this 
very difficult debate-this too, I believe, was his maiden speech-a number of constructive ideas. 

I hope he will allow me to warn him, however, against two dangers. 

The first is a craving for perfection. I do not think it would occur to anyone to try to 
build a full-fledged political Europe from one day to the next. We have to proceed by stages. 

Secondly, we should not allow ourselves to be over-impressed by comparisons with national 
constitutional law. As Mr. Rey said-and I too was struck by his concluding remarks-we 
have here embaJ1ked upon an enterprise in the field of international relations which is un
doubtedly the bo1dest in the history of mankind. 

This design of an organization of States united in peaceful association is something quite 
unique, and I think that in tackling the problems it raises we should seek solutions that are not 
slavish imitations of features found in our respective national constitutions. 

I found two passages in Mr. Ribiere's speech both sound and encouraging. The first was 
his warning against falling into the errors of an assembly system. I fully agree with him. 
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. We have in our respective countries had some highly instructive experience in this 
respect. But the assembly we are engaged in setting up is still a long way off from e:x:posing 
us to the risks of an assembly system. Let us not forget that it is restricted to quite specific 
sectors, and that it is only in these that it establishes responsibilities. I therefore feel that this 
fear, though not groundless, is not justified at the moment. 

I also agree with Mr. Ribiere's suggestion concerning a second chamber. 

We in Europe are demonstrably still ail: a fairly primitive stage of institutional development, 
for so far little or no surprise has been felt at the fact that the three existing Assemblies
the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe, the WEU Assembly and the European 
Parliament-consist of only one Chamber. When we reach a more advanced stage we shall need 
a second Chamber, one tha:t would be a sanctuary of wisdom and which, therefore, because 
I am a senator, I would call a Senate. 

In that Chamber we shall have to set up protection for the small States. We could thus 
travel some way along the path suggested by Mr. Ribiere while avoiding the danger that the small 
States would be crushed under .the weight of the excessive numevical majorities of the larger 
States. In this Chamber too-l think I am keeping step with the fashion, although I am making 
no allus:ion ro current t·rends-I am keen on having the regions represented, particularly the one 
I come from. This seems to me to be an extremely interesting and promising poss~bility for 
the future. This ·is why I do not regard Mr. Ribiere's speech as simply negative: I think he 
added something constructive, and that it is from discuss1ion that the light will burst forth in 
the end. 

Able lawyers-and the renewal of the Italian delegation has brought to tills House a number 
of them who will make a valuable of contribution to our work-have raised the question of 
bringing proceedings before the Court. I should like to e:x;plain exactly where we stand. 

The resolution before you proposes that we should call upon the Council to act ; and it 
cannot be denied that, within the meaning of the Trea:ty, it has refrained from doing so. 
Once we have done this, all manner of possibilities will be open to us. I should like, for 
the record, to mention the most optimistic of these, namely that the Council will unanimously 
decide to adopt the 1960 draft Convention. I personally ha11bour no such illusions. 

There is a further possibility, namely that the Council will persist in its negative attitude 
and oblige the Parliament, to which we belong, to debate the whole question all over again. 
Such a debate would be more serious and far more important than that called for today. If the 
Council continues to refrain from acting, we shall have to think about referring the matter to 
the Court of Justice of the Communities. We have not, however, reached this stage yet, and I 
heard Mr. Boertien say that he hoped we should be spared it. 

What I think is more likely, and what I should prefer, is that the Council at length decides 
to do what the Parliament asked :it in 1961 ; that is, hold discussions with us, or-to use a 
fashionable phrase--start up a dialogue. As I have pointed out, the Parliament set up a special 
delegation for the purpose, but the dialogue has never got under way. 

I do not know what •is going :to happen but I think I have clearly shown you what the 
various possibilities are likely to be. 

I see, Mr. President, that an amendment by Mr. Habib-Deloncle lies before this House. 
With your leave, I should like, after hearing Mr. Habib-Deloncle, to give the views of the Legal 
Affairs Committee. 
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President.-Does anyone else wish to speak ? ... 

We now come to the motion for a resolution. 



I have no amendment on the first two recitals. 

I call Mr. Habib-Deloncle to explain his voting intentions. 

Mr. Habib-Deloncle.-(F) We shall abstain from voting. 

President.-Notice is taken of this statement. 

I shall put the first two recitals to the vote. 

These texts are adopted. 

After the second recital, I have an amendment submitted by Mr. Habih-Deloncle, for the 
European Democratic Union, to the effect that the following recital should he inserted after 
the second recital : 

'Trusting that this draft will be modified to ensure strict application within the Community 
of the principle of "one man, one vote".' 

I call Mr. Habib-Deloncle to defend h>is amendment. 

Mr. Habib-Deloncle.-(F) Before st~rting up the actual dismssion of my amendment, I 
should like Ito congratulate the Rapporteur on the skill and conciliatory tone of his reply. This makes a 
pleasant con~rast to some of the previous speeches which were not entirely free from polemic. 
But I shall not follow Mr. Westerterp's example-for it was he who provoked the members of 
our group-and shall continue to wear the smile appropriate to a debate of this kind. 

Mr. Westerterp's remarks induce me simply to say that behind this motion for a resolution 
lie a lot of reservations of a constitutional nature. 

11he second chamber as ,described by Mr. Dehousse is very different from Mr. Westerterp's, 
which is but a pale j,ffiitation of the present Council of Min1sters. 

The Commission would then become what, in common parlance, it has long been hope
fully called, namely, the executive. But an executive that would stem from what ? Probably 
it would be appointed by the Governments which would delegate no more than ,fue powers to 
form a second federal chamber. 

Should we reject out of hand the design underlying the draft submitted to us as completely 
unrealistic ? We shall not build Europe by clamping on our old European States structures 
perhaps suited to Kansas, Nev~da or Nebraska. 

We want something else, we have something else in mind. And I must say that when it 
comes to universal suffrage, my country has not, I think, anything to learn from anyone. It is 
the only country 1n the whole Community where the head of the executive is elected by universal 
suffrage. It is the only one where a referendum, that is, a direct dedsion of the people, is 
frequently employed for legislative decisions. I therefore think that as regards universal suffrage 
we have some experience. 

This is why I say quite frankly that if we want direct elections to the European Parliament 
we shall have to look into the two problems referred to by my friend Ribiere. The first is that 
of a valid 'opposite number' in the dialogue with the Parliament, and this can only be an exe
cutive itself representative of European opinion. The second problem is that of relations between 
this executive and the legislature, that is, the very structure of the system. For we WllJnt to avoid 
a system based solely on the Parliament because we have suffered too much in our country 
from the excesses of the assembly system. 
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But there is also a preliminary issue raised by the amendment I am putting forward for my 
group. The Treaty of Rome very wisely introduced a measure of equalization in this Parlia
ment-as, incidentally, regarding voting on the Council of Ministers. One country was given 
a certain number of votes on the Council of Ministers, and another fewer votes, but not in 
proportion-and this, I maintain, is a good thing---'to the numerical or economic power of these 
countries. A certain weighting was also provided for in the Parliament : Luxembourg was 
given 6 seats, Belgium and the Netherlands 14, and the other three countries 36 seats each. 
This means, in this case, that there are six French members to each Luxembourg member. 
I say this in pa&sing, with all the respect and friendship I feel for this small country which plays 
at times a conciliatory ·role much needed in our Community ... 

Mr. Dehousse.-(F) ... and in Benelux. 

Mr. Habib-Deloncle.-(F) When it comes to universal suffrage I notice, to take France 
and Luxembourg as examples, that the population ratio is not 1 to 6 but 1 to 150. If, there
fore, we introduce universal suffrage and maintain the present weighting, one Luxembourg 
elector will be equivalent to twenty-five French electors. But we could put Luxembourg in 
a class apart as a product of history and .take the Benelux group as a whole. This com
prises about 23 million people, as compared with 59 million in F·ederal Germany, 53 million 
in Italy and 50 million in France. Benelux now has 34 representatives whereas each of the 
other three States has 36. Now, the French would not put up with being worth half a Belgian, 
Dutch or Luxembourg elector. So I hope that a choice will be made between universal suf
frage and weighting, and not for both together because to me they appear to be incompatible. 

I therefore call upon this Parliament to assume its responsibilities. If you vote for our 
amendment you will show that you want universal suffrage. If you do not vote for our amend
ment it will show that you do not want universal suffrage, for this is incompatible with ine
quality. All the principles of the 1789 Revolution, all the principles that led to the introduction 
of universal suffrage, are opposed to this inequality. There may, of course, be a minimum of 
it, for you cannot cut up a member into slices like a sausage and we know very well that every
body must be represented. But the overall weighting cannot be the same in a Parliament elected 
by universal suffrage as it is now in this House. 

This is why we are tabling our amendment in the hope that the Committee's draft motion 
for a resolution will be changed to ensure a strict compliance within the Community of the 
principle of 'one man, one vote'. 

After this amendment has been voted on, we shall know if the Parliament is really attached 
to the principle of universal suffrage. 

President.-! call Mr. Dehousse. 

Mr. Dehousse, Rapporteur.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I have two criti
cisms of Mr. Habib-Deloncle's amendment. The first is that it is going back to the immense 
debate on the basic issue, and this is something I was trying to avoid. The problem is incalculably 
more complex than his and my remarks might suggest. It is an enormous problem to which all 
kinds of solutions might be applied-for example, setting a lower or an upper limit to 
the representation accorded to each State. All sorts of remedies are open to us, but once we em
bark on this course, we shall be dealing with matters of substance until heaven knows when ! 

What I think, as I have said, is that we should review the 1960 draft Convention. Like 
us, it has aged, and in the light of experience many changes have appeared necessary. For 
example, I supported my old friend Mr. Santero one day for taking up the cudgels-at that 
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time in vain-for the absolute incompatibility of two mandates, i.e. the European and the national 
one. When· we consider the efforts that will be increasingly demanded of us if Europe is to 
go on developing, it is absurd to contemplate exercising the two mandates at the same time. 

Mr. Habib-Deloncle.-(F) This betrays a total lack of realism ! 

Mr. Dehousse.-(F) This shows that the draft Convention must be overhauled, but not at 
this stage which is simply a procedural one. 

Mr. Habib-Deloncle will forgive my saying that I do not find his version particularly apt 
and I apologize for this. 

Mr. Habib-Deloncle.-(F) I forgive you. 

Mr. Dehousse.-(F) He uses the term 'one man, one vote'. 

Mr. Habib~Deloncle.-(FJ I use it in the sense of 'ein Mensch', as the Germans say. 

Mr. Dehousse.-(FJ Apparently a number of ladies here have already indulged in pleasantries 
on this subject. Is it an anti-feminist amendment ? I know, of course, that this is not the 
correct interpretation. Obviously he was referring to a human being. It is the o1d terminology 
of the United Nations : 'human rights'. As pointed out by Mrs. Roosevelt, who once presided 
over the Human Rights Commission, the word 'man' embraces women and children. 

Obviously this is how we must understand the term as used in the amendment. 

Mr. Habib-Deloncle was kind enough to say that I was trying to be conciliatory. I would 
ask him not to persist in his arttitude at this stage, for I am convinced that we shall have to go 
back to this problem and reconsider the definition we envisaged in the draft Convention of 1960. 
Burt his pos>ition prejudges the issue and i:s, in my view, too arbitrary to win the approval o£ 
this Parliament. 

I would remind you that what we want to ask the Council is that it should take a decision 
about our draft Convention. Three things may happen, and we shall see when the time 
comes. If, as I hope, a dialogue is finally started up with the Council, then every suggestion 
will be welcome and we will try to reach agreement on ll!n acceprtlllble draft. 

I heard a very apt comment this morning on the--as usual, outstanding--observations of my 
friend Mr. Rey, to the effect that we are no longer a.t the stage of European dogmatism. Clearly 
ideologies no longer clash as violently as they did only a few years ago. And why ? Because we 
have moved forward and have to make a stand on firm ground in the face of practical problems. 
Now, to judge from some of the speeches we have heard, and particularly that of Mr. Ribiere, 
we are progressing towards an agreement, if not rapidly, at least at a reasonable pace. 

President.~! call Mr. Vredeling. 

Mr. Vredeling.-(NJ Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr. Habib-Deloncle sai:d that 
a champion of direct elections could not but endorse his amendment. But can the principle of 
'one man, one vote', i.e. of fair representation, be applied across frontiers before we have 
European parties in the Community ? 

Only then shall we be faced with the problem of putting up candidates and-as Mr. Habib
Deloncle pointed out--of distributing seats among the v;arious countries. If Mr. Habib-Deloncle 
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agrees that we should add a reference in his amendment to the formation of European parties, 
I shall give him my vote: 

President.-! call Mr. Habib-Deloncle. 

Mr. Habib-Deloncle.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am astonished that Mr. 
Vredeling wants to confine the electors in the strait-jacket of this or that party. My impression 
is that in his country there are parties the like of which are to be found nowhere else, parties 
bearing pictur('!sque na:mes that are very dear to us and remind us of days gone by-'Historical 
Ghristians', 'Anti-Revolutionary Party'. All this strikes us as very charming, but let Mr. Vredeling 
set his mind at rest : the day elections to the European Parliament are held by universal suffrage, 
we may perhaps conduct a campaign in the NetherLands for the 'Dutch Gaullists' ! 

(Laughter) 

What matters at present is not the parties but the elector. When we speak of universal 
suffrage it is the elector who counts and not the right of the parties, and this is perhaps one 
of the points on which we ·differ from some members of this Parliament. For us, universal suf
frage is made not for the parties but for the electors. 

(Applause from EDU benches) 

I am wining, Mr. Dehousse, to accept a change in the wording of my amendment so that 
I shall· not be accused of anti-feminism, and to say 'one elector, one vote' instead of 'one man, 
one vote'-inddentally, a translation of a foreign expression-even though the Declaration des 
droits de l' hom me applies equally to women and even to children. I shall willingly change this 
word in my amendment, but the amendment itself I will maintain . 

. I do so because your motion for a resolution refers to a draft Convention that we cMlnot 
ac~ept as it stands. Only if we ourselves can go some way towards changing this draft Con
vention will there, in my opinion, be any point in referring it to the Council. We ca,nnot refer 
to the Council something so outdated and .out of touch with reality. 

There are two remedies. 

We cari withdraw: the motion for a resolution, together draw up a modified draft Con
vention and start up a debate on the substance. This would, in my view, be the best method : 
we would do our own updating. I would willingly go along with such a move. 

Alternatively, if you do not wish to withdraw. the motion for a resolution and if we want 
to vote today, I say thit we cannot endorse a draft Convention which you yourself rudmit to be, 
in some respects, out-of-date. We cannot ask the Council of Ministers, under the threat of bringing 
proceedings before the Court of Justice, to decide on something we know to be out-of-date. 
We ought then to indicate an· approach that would mfllke talks with the Council easier, and this 
can only take the form of absolute respect for the principle of . universal suffrage; I therefore up
hold my amendment and ask this House to show understanding for my attitude. 

Since Mr. Dehousse said that Mr. Ribiere had made a step forward today, I should like other 
members of this House to take a step towards ideas which; after all; are those of a Govern
ment and of an important party in the Parliament of one of the great States of the Community 
which de~erves to be heard here just as much-not more but not less-as a,ny other party. 

Ptesident.-1 ·call Mr. Boertien. "':: <.'·' 
.•: .... 

Mr. Boertien.-(N) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, interesting though I may find 
it to hear . Mr. Vredeling and Mr. Habib-Deloncle discussing . possible points of agreement or 
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difference in Gaullist and Dutch convictions, my impression is that this is not the problem 
under discussion. We are dealing with a report by Mr. Dehousse relating to Articles 138 
and 175 of the Treaty. 

Mr. Dehousse made it quite clear both in his report and in his introduction to it that we are 
concerned with legal considerations. We are not therefore going into the basic issue of direct 
elections in Europe. But Mr. Habib-Deloncle suddenly seizes on one feature of the draft Con
vention and wants to embody it in the resolution in the form of a fresh recital. Now, we 
could bring forward dozens of wishes and convert them into recitals, but that wou1d be incon
sistent with the character bohll of the resotution and of the report. I am against this. I entreat 
Mr .. Habib-Delonde to accept the report as such and to Wlithdraw hi•s amendment. It is not 
on the agenda today. 

President.-! believe, Mr. Boertien, that Mr. Hahib-Deloncle has already given you his 
answer. Besides, amendments to motions for a resolution can be tabled in any debate. 

I call Mr. Vredeling. 

Mr. Vredeling.-(NJ Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, this amendment has suddenly 
given rise to a discussion on an interesting point-that is the difficulty. Actually I had no 
intention of speaking a second ,tJime, but this matter is of such interest to me that I should after 
all like, if you will allow me, to tell Mr. Habib-Deloncle that he has not answered my question. 
What he said, more or less, was that when the time arnives a Gaullist party will have to be 
set up in the Netherl:ands. Why not, Mr. Habib-Deloncle ? No one disputes your right. Try it ... 
I wish you every luck ! But then you will have to give us a chance of setting ourselves up 
in France. But somehow I feel that if we attempted anything of the kind, I would be promptly 
expelled as an undesirable aLien. 

In speaking of the situation in the Netherlands, Mr. Habib-Deloncle, you alluded to picturesque 
titles. Well, we have in this Parliament representatives of these picturesquely named pllirties. They 
belong to the Christian Democrat Group. In the Netherlands we have indeed many more of these 
droll and picturesque names ; for example, at local government level. But at European level we 
work toge~her ! That's the point, Mr. President. At European level we work •together, within the 
political groups, across the frontiers ! And that-as I have said more than once, Mr. Habib-Deloncle 
-that is something that you cannot take away from us. That is a privilege you do not enjoy. And 
I . shall miss no opportunity of rubbing that under your nose. Th~t is an advantage you are denied. 

President.-! call Mr. Radoux. Afterwards we can, I think, move ori ro the vote so that this. 
debate does not drag on interminably. 

Mr. Radoux.-(F) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I did not really intend to speak, 
but Mr. Dehousse is Tight when he says that we should not discuss the basic issue hut vote on the 
proposal he has made. 

I am rather sorry about Mr. Habib-Deloncle's amendment because the motion for a resolution 
does, after all, have a bearing on elections by universal suffrage. 

It would be wrong to maintain that when we vote >in each of our States a man or a woman (in, 
say, Luxembourg or Germany) represents the same number of votes. 

As things stand at present, we hold fast to the principle of universal suffrage but I cannot 
maintain, even in Benelux, that when I am elected I represent the same number of electors-men 
and women-as I would if I were a Dutchman or Luxembourger. · 
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What I ask therefore, Ladies and Gentlemen, is that you do not go into the rheart of the 
question but accept the principle of universal suffrage. As Mr. Dehousse rightly said, the draft 
Convention of 1960 needs changing. But that could be the subject of another debate. 

I should be glad Jf Mr. Dehousse's proposal could be endorsed today because even you, Mr. 
Habib-Deloncle, told us at a recent meeting of the Committee on Political Affairs-and I welcomed 
this-that we should be having a political debate in May at which we could take up this question 
again. 

I ask you today to withdraw your amendment not only because you are going right to the root 
of the issue but because i't is wrong to say that we have the same proportion of votes at elections in 
our countries, and this because they represent what they represent, and your country represents what 
it represents. 

Consequently, we must try-and I go back to the case you cited a moment ago, for we are 
not, after all, in another region of the wodd'-to work out special arrangements. 

I long ago ceased to refer in conversation to a Federal State of Europe or to a European Con
federabion, and speak only of Community Europe because that is something special and specific to 
Europe, and it is that, I thi·nk, for which your group is striving. 

President.-Thank you, Mr. Radoux, but I do not rthink that your appeal to Mr. Habib-Deloncle 
will make him cblange his mind. 

Are you maintaining your amendment, Mr. Habib-Deloncle? 

Mr. Habib-Deloncle.-(F) Mr. P<resi:dent, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am. We are quite agreed 
on prindples because people are speaking to us about a draft Convention and this is referred to in 
the motion for a resolution. If Mr. Dehousse would withdraw any reference to the draft Conven
tion and simply discuss the principle, then we shall see. At the moment, the motion for a resolution 
before us •refers to a certain ·draft Convention. We say that we cannot accept it as 1t stands, and this 
in the interest of universal suffrage. 

Mr. Radoux lis right when he says that we do not all represent the same number of electors in 
our national Parliaments. We do not want this to be the case if the European Parliament is elected 
by universal suffrage. We accept weight1ng in a Parliament which itself represents the national 
Pa:rliaments ; we Wlill not accept it in a Parliament elected by universal suffrage, in which all 
citizens of Europe must carry equal weight. 

This seems rto me to be a strict application of the principle of universal suffrage, and it faces 
the ParLiament with its responsibilities. Irt is simply a question of taking a stand on the principle 
of the equality of the citizens of Europe as regards universal suffrage. It is this principle that is at 
stake today. 

If our amendment is not adopted, we shall take it to mel!!n that there are some who want both 
universal suffrage and weighting, and I can tell you now that we shall never accept that. 
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President.-Does anyone else wish to speak ? ... 

I put the amendment to the vote. 

The amendment is rejected. 

I put the second and third recitals of the motion for a resolution to the vote. 

The motion for a resolution is adopted. 



C-RESOLUTION 

'The European Parliament, 

having regard to the fact that .Article 138,3 of the Treaty setting up the EEC proV'ides for its 
election by direct universal suffrage ; 

having· regard rto the fact that on 17 May 1960 the Europea,n Parliament had already presented 
a draft Convention on elections by direct universal suff·rage ; 

in view of the fact that the Council has so far taken no decision on this dra£t Convenllion and 
has not studied it for six years ; 

invites its President to urge the Council to embark without delay on the action the Treaty requires 
to be taken on the Parlia,ment's draft Convention, and to draw its attention to the provlisions of 
Article 175, paragraphs 1 and 2.' 

VII-Extract from the statement to the press issued by the Council of the European 
Communities at the end of the Council's Eighth Session on 12 May 1969 

(Doc. 686f69 AG 102} 

'The Council has heLd a searching discussion on certain aspects of its relations with the European 
Parliament. 

With regard to the resolution adopted on 12 March by the European Parliament on its election 
by direct universal suffrage, the Council has instructed the Committee of Permanent Represent
atives to report to it on this draft Convention, and has sent a letter on this subject to the 
President of the Parliament. 

Moreover, after hearing a report from its President on a conversation held by him with the 
President of the European Parliament in Strasbourg on 7 May, the Council instructed the Com
mittee of Pe.rtru~~nent Representatives to make preparations for the Council's discussions on the 
various questions raised by the President of the Parliament.' 
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CHAPTER II 

TEXTS OF THE BELGIAN PARLIAMENT 

Bill relating to the direct election by universal suffrage of Belgian representatives 
to the European Parliament, introduced in the Chamber of Representatives on 26 June 1969 

by Messrs. Nothomb and Chabert 

(Social Christian Party) 
(Chamber of Representatives, 1968-69 session, 454, No. 1} 

A-BILL 

Avt.kle 1 

The Belgira:n Parliament shall resort: to elections by direct universal suffrage for the purpose of 
nominating from among its own members, and in accordance with Article 138 of the Treaty 
setting up the European Economic Community, Belgian representatives to the European Parliament. 

Article 2 

The first elections shall be held on the same day as the local elections, namely, on the second 
Sunday in October 1970. 

Article 3 

The elections shall be Jby proportional representation on the basis of a single national consti
tuency. 

Article 4 

Representatives in the European Parliament shall be elected by persons enrtitled to vote at local 
elections. 

Article 5 

Only persons who are members of the Belgian Parliament at the time of the elections shall be 
eligible as representrotives of the European Parliament. 

Article 6 

Representatives elected shall be drawn in equal numbers from the Senate and from the Chamber 
of Representatives. 
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Arl!icle 7 

Each of the Chambers shall declare elected those candidates who, in the course of the elections, 
have secured on their respective lists the number of votes necessary under the electoral system 
adopted. 

Article 8 

The Minister of the Interior shall be responsible for giving effect to this Act. 

B-EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

l.Jadies and Gentlemen, 

It is essential to impart a fresh political impetus 1to the building of Europe that goes beyond 
the completion of the Common Market and negotiations between Governments on enlarging the 
Communities. 

Pending real European elections by direct universal suffrage-~-the democratic basis for a genuine 
federal Smte-the authority of members of the European Parliament ought to be strengthened forth
with by involving the entire electorate in their nomination. 

In June 1969 a 'people's Bill', backed by 50,000 signatures and sponsored by the European 
Movement and the European Federalist Movement, was introduced in Italy. 

The Chamber of Deputies of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, in its turn, has passed a 
motion calling on the Luxembourg Government to organize direct elections by universal suffrage for 
Luxembourg members of the European Parliament. 

The European . Parliament has also taken up a posil!ion on the same lines. 

This Bill embodies the basic features of the Italian Bill with an eye to the first elections which 
could be held on the occasion of the local elections in 1970. 

11his date has to be chosen for practical reasons because special elections cannot be organized 
solely for the purpose ·of nominating Belgian members of the European Parliament. It is of 
particular significance because this month, June 1970, the Belgian Parliament has for the first 
time reduced the min1mum vol!ing age for the 1970 local ~lections to 18 years. 

It would be a very good thing if Belgium were to offer a generation of young electors 
which is !being called to go to the polls for the first time, not· only a say in local democracy but also 
a European choice which they would be the Hrst to be in a position to make. 

This Bill will have to be rounded off by a great many technical provisions settling when 
subsequent elections are to be held, giving dl!izens of the other five EEC countries living in 
Belgi17m an opportunity 'to ta:ke part in them, etc. · 

The mere fact that the BeLgian Parliament takes up this question and debates the Bill will bear 
witness to our will to build political Europe. 
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CHAPTER III 

TEXTS OF THE GERMAN PARLIAMENT 

I-Oral questions by Mr. Rollmann (CDUJCSU) in the Bundestag on the election of the 
European Parliament by universal suffrage and replies by Mr. Schroder, the Foreign Minister, 

22 January 1964 

(Bundestag, 4th legislative period, 107th session) 

A-FIRST QUESTION 

What is the position of the Federal Government as regards the organization of direct elections 
to the European Parliament ? 

Answer 

Mr. Schroder, Federal Foreign Minister.-The reply to that question is as follows : The 
Federal Govemment sees direct elections to tthe European Parliament as a palt!f:>iculaii."ly effective 
means of strengthening that Parliament and as an essential prerequisite for real parliamentary control 
of the European Community. The dail:e of the elections, however, Wlill be decisive for widening the 
role .of the European Pa.r1iament. 

B-SECOND QUESTION 

What chance does tthe Federal Govemment see of giving effect to the draft Convention on the 
direct election of the European Parliament adopted by that Parliament in May 1960 ? 

Answer. 

Mr. Schroder, Federal Foreign Minister.-The reply to that question is as follows : The 
Federal Government has adopted a posillive attitude to the draft Convention on the direct election of 
the European Parliament. No decision has, however, yet been taken on this draJt Convention. 
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II-Bill relating to the direct election of German representatives to the European 
Parliament, introduced in the Bundestag on 10 June 1964 

by Mr. Mommer and the SPD group ; report drawn up by Mr. Furler for the 
Foreign Affairs Committee, 19 February 1965, and debate in plenary session on the Bill, 

20 May 1965 

A-BILL INTRODUCED BY MR. MOMMER AND TilE SPD GROUP 

(Bundestag, 4th legislative period, Doc.IV/2338} 

Attticle 1 

By virtue of Article 138 of the Treaty of 25 March 1957 setting up the European Economic 
Community (Official Gazette of the Federal Government, vol. II, p. 66), Article 108 of the 
Treaty of 25 March 1957 setting up the European Atomic Energy Community (Official Gazette 
of the Federal Government, val. II, p. 1014) and Article 2 of the Convention relating to certain 
institutions common 1to the European Communities of 25 March 1957 (Official Gazette of the 
Federal Government, vol. II, p. 1156), the Bundestag shall nominate from among its members, 
in accordance with the provisions of this Act, 36 representatives to the European Parliament. 

Article 2 

The German Bundestag shaU nominate as representatives to the European Parliament those of 
its members who were elected, on the day of elections to the Bundestag, in a special ballot from 
federal lists in accordance with the principles of proportional representation. 

Article 3 

'J1he territory of the Federal Republic shall be treated as a single electoral area. 

Article 4 

Every elector shall have one vote. 

Article 5 

1. The right to vote and eligibility shall be governed by the provisions of the Electoral Act: of 
7 May 1956 (Official Gazette of the Federal Government, vol. I, p. 383) as amended by the Act 
of 14 February 1964 (Offiicial Gazette of the Fed.eral Government, vol. I, p. 61). 

2. Only candidates simultaneously standing for election to the Bundestag shall be eligible. 

Article 6 

The electoral organs shall be the same as for elections to the Bundestag. 

Article 7 

Electoral lists and voting certificates shall be subject to the provisions of Article 18 of the 
Electoral Act. 

Article 8 

1. Lists of candidates shall be submitted only by parties that are active throughout the entire 
Federal Republic or which, jointly with other parties, are active throughout that entire area. The 
provisions of Article 19, paragraphs 2 and 3, of the Electoral Act shall be applied. 
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2. The lists referred to ~n (1) above shall set out the names of candidates in numerical order. 

3. Candidates shall appear on only one list. Their consent to st(!Jnd for election shall be obtained 
in writing. 

Article 9 

1. The Federal Election Committee shall decide, not later than 30 days before the elections, on the 
admission of lists. 

2. The provisions of Article 29 of the Electoral Act shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to the rejection 
of a list. The Federal Election Committee shall take its decision after hearing representatives of the 
parties that have submitted the lists. The Committee's decision shall be final. 

Article lCl 

1. Ballot papers shall be supplied by the authorities. At the time of voting, they shall be inserted, 
together with the ballot papers for the election of the Bundestag, in the same official envelope. 

2. The ballot paper shall be headed 'Election of German repre!Sentatives to ~he European Patt:liament' 
and set out the first ten names on the list submitted. 

3. The order in which the lists are to appear on the ballot paper shall be governed by Article 31, 
paragraph 3, of .the Electoral Act. 

Allticle 11 

1. The voting procedure shall be governed, mutatis mutandis, by the provisions of Articles 32 to 
36 of the Electoral Act. 

2. Polling results shall be determined, mtJtatis mutandis, as provided in Articles 37 to 42 of the 
Electoral Act. 

Article 12 

1. Verification of the poll shall be governed, mutatis mutandis, by the prov1s10ns of the Poll 
Verification Act of 12 March 1951 (Official Gazette of the Federal Government, vol. I, p. 166). 

2. In the event of a poll being dechred invalid, . the subsequent poll shaJl be governed, mutatis 
mutandis, by the provisions of Article 44 of the Electoral Act. 

Article 13 

1. Those candidates shall be elected who are invested with a mandate in accordance with the 
principles of propor·bional representation, provided they have also been elected to the Bundestag. 
They shall became members of the European Parliament on making a declatation befor·e the retum
ing officer to the eHeot that they accept election to the Bundestag and to the European Parliament. 
They shall not, however, become members before the legislative :period of the last Bundestag expires. 
The elected candidate may refuse election to the European Parliament while accepting election to 
the Bundestag. Acceptance of election to the European Parliament shall be without effect if election 
to the Bundestag is refused. 

2. The returning officer shall notify the President of the Bundestag of the names of candidll!tes 
elected, in pursuance of Article 2, in accordance with the principles of proportional representation. 
Only candidates simultaneously elected to the Bundestag shall be considered. 
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Article 14 

A representative elected to the European Parliament shall lose his seat on ceasing to be a 
member of the Bundestag (Article 46 of the Electoral Act) or on informing the Pres1dent of the 
Bundestag of his resignation from the European Parliament. 

Mticle 15 

Seats faUing vacant in the European Parliament shall be filled by the next candidate appearing 
on the list to which the outgoing member belonged. The returning officer and the President of 
the Bundestag shall take the measures required by the provisions of paragraph 15. 

Article 16 

The final provisions of Articles 50 to 53 of the Electoral Act shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

Article 17 

So long as, under the terms of Article 2 of the Treaty of 23 October 1954 on relations between 
the Federal Republic of Germany and the three powers (Official Gazette of the Federal Govern
ment, 1955, vol. II, p. 305) in conjunction with the letter of the three High Commissioners, 
versions of 23 October 1954 (Official Gazette of the Federal Government 1955, vol. II, p. 500), 
obstacles. stand in the way of the full application of this Act in the Land of Berlin, the following 
rules shall apply : 

1. The number of representatives specified in Article 1 shall be reduced to 34. 

2. To this number shall be added two representatives of the Land of Berlin in accordance with 
the following provisions : 

(a) The House of Representatives of Berlin shall elect ~t<he representatives and an adequate number 
of substitutes on the basis of the composition of the House of Representatives at the time of the 
elections to the Bundestag. The parliamentary groups represented in the House of Represent
atives at that Vime shall make proposals acwrdingly. 'Vhe candidates elected shall be among the 
representatives delegated to the Bundestag by the Land of Berlin in accordance with Article 54 
of the Electoral Act. 

(b) The provisions of Artkle 54,2 b and c of the Electot<al Act shall be applicable mutatis mutandis. 

Article 18 

In accordance with Article 13,1 of the Third Transitional Act of 4 January 1954 (Offioial 
Gazette of the Federal Government, vol. I, p. 1), this Act shall also apply in the Land of 
Berlin. Statutory rules and oJ.'Iders made pursuant to this Act shall apply in the Land of Berlin 
in accordance wirth Article 14 of the Third Transitional Act. 

Article 19 

1. This Act shall come into force on the day of its promulgation. It shall be applied for the 
first 'time at the elections for the Fifth Bundestag. 

2. It shall be abrogated on the day of the entry into force of an electoral system to be set up 
in accordance with the provisions of the Treaties of Rome of 25 March 1957. 
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B-REPORT DRAWN UP BY MR. FURLER FOR THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 

(Bundestag, 4th legislative period, Doc. 1Vj3130) 

I 

Document IV/2338 contains a Bill on the election of German representatives to the 
European Parliament. The Bundestag gave it a first reading on 25 June 1964 at its 133rd session. 
It referred it to the Foreign Affairs Committee, as the body mainly concerned, and to the 
Committee for Internal Affairs for its opinion. In its letter of 9 December 1964 the lallter 
returned the following opinion : 

'1. The Committee is in principle in favour of sending directly elected members to the Euro
pean Parliament. 

2. The Foreign Affairs Committee is therefore asked to ascertain whether sending to the 
European Parliament members thus elected would be in accordance with the Treaties of 
Rome and whether the proposed arrangement recommends itself. 

3. The Committee for Internal Affairs recommends 

(a) that the submission of lists of candidates should be restricted under Article 8 to 
pll!rties whose lists are also accepted for elections to the Bundestag ; 

(b) that a clause be added to Article 15 to the effect that only a member of the 
Bundestag can be taken from a list to fill a seat falling vacant in the European Par
liament; 

(c) that the Bill should empower the Federal Government to make statutory orders. 

4. The Commi,ttee for Internal Affairs also requests the Committee concerned-should H 
support the Bill-to give it a further opportunity of checking that the provisions have 
been brought into line with the Electoral Act and Federal regulations on elections.' 

At its meeting of 17 December 1964 the Foreign Affairs Committee discussed the Bill 
and decided by a majority to recommend its rejection by the Bundestag. 

II 

The purpose of the Bill is to permit the direct election of the 36 German members of 
the European Parliament. It suggests that this should take place for the first time on 19 Septem
ber 1965, concurrently with elections to the Bundestag. According to the Bill, to the two votes 
provided for under the Electoral Act would be added a third which would go to candidates 
for the European Parliament entered on Federal lists. 

'Those candidates shall be elected who ll!re invested with a mandate in accordance with the 
principles of proportional representation, provided they ha'Ve also been elected to the Bundes
tag.' (Article 13, paragraph 1). 

The initiators of the Bill support it with the following arguments : 

1. Direct elections to the European Parliament as provided for in the Treaties of Rome cannot 
be held in the foreseeable future. At its session of 17 May 1960 the European Parliament 
adopted a draft Convention on its direct election by universal suffrage (Doc. European 
Parliament 22/1960-61) drawn up over an eighteen-month period by a Working Party of 
the Committee on Political Affairs. In Brussels, on 20 June 1960, the President of the 
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European Parliament passed the draft Convention to the Coucycil. The Councils, which are 
required to reach a unanimous decision, have so far not done so. 

2. Articles 138 of the Treaty setting up the EEC and 108 of the Treaty setting up Euratom 
present no obstacle to the election of German representatives in the manner proposed. 
The Bill only lays down the 'procedure' that the Bundestag should follow in nominating 
German representatives ; in this respect each State is free to aot as dt thinks fit. 

3. Other member States may be expected to follow the German example. 

4. The proposed procedure will impart a new impetus to the European idea and bring it 
home to the people. 

III 

The Bill was rejected by the majority of the Committee for legal and political reasons. 
It was guided by the following considerations : 

1. Legal reasons 

(a) The European Parliament consists of 'representatives ... nominated by the respective Par
liaments from among thei-r members in accordance with the procedure laid down by each 
member StaJte' (Articles 138,1 of the Treaty setting up Euratom, and 21,1 of the Treaty 
setting up the ECSC). 'NomiMted' here is synonymous with 'elected'. It follows that only 
representatives of national Parliaments elected by them to the European Parliament c!l!n 
become members of the European Parliament. Election or nomination is a constitutive act ; 
the practical procedure involved is something to be determined by each State. 

(b) The development of inter-State or supranational assemblies also shows that nomin!l!tion to 
the European Parliament amounts to a form of direct election by the national Parlia
ments lying somewhere between nomination by the Government and direct election by the 
people. Examples of nomination by the Government are : the Bundesrat, which has its 
origins in the Assembly of the States of the German Federation and of the Lands of the 
German Empire, the General Assembly of the United Nations, and the Consultative Assembly 
of the Council of Europe, whose Rules of Procedure originally read : 

'The Consultative Assembly shall consist of Representatives of each Member appointed in 
such manner as each Government shall decide ... ' 

This was subsequently amended to read : 'The Consultative Assembly shall consist of 
Representatives of each Member elected by its Parliament or appointed in such manner 
as that Parliament shall decide .. .' 

The present trend is therefore to replace appointment by the Government by an election 
by the national Parliaments. 

(c) The indireot election of members of the European Parliament by the national Parldaments 
of member States is contrary to paragraph 3 of the foregoing Article of the Rome Treaties, 
which provide for 'elections by direct universal suffrage'. 

The European Parliament is accor,dingly drawing up 'proposals for elections by direct uni
versal suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all member States.' The Council 
must then 'unanimously decide on the provisions which it shall recommend to member Sta:tes 
for adoption in accordance with their respective constitutional requirements.' 
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(d) This BtiU (IV/2338) only appears to provide for a composite procedure :. 

Dkect election of German representatives to the European Parliament by universal suffrage 
would be followed by their nomination (election) by the Bundestag. As the Bundestag is 
not free to elect members to the European Parliament but has to nominate representatives 
elected by the people this ·is not a composite procedure but, in fact, a process of direct 
election. It anticipates direct elections as envisaged in the Treroties of Rome, although in 
a national and technically different form. 

Such a procedure is not laid down in the Treaties of Rome. If we look at it more closely, 
we can see that this form of election clashes with the letter and spirit of the Treaties. Ac
cording to the Treaties, there are only two alternatives : indirect election of representa
tives 'by the national Parliaments from among their members' and 'elections by direct uni
versal suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all member States.' Direct elections 
must be held in all member Strotes and in accordance with a unifoJ)m procedure. In the case 
of indirect elections, the choice of the national Parliaments is restJ)icted to their own mem
bers, and the method applied (for example, the de Hondt method or special parliamentary 
decisions) is left to the States. This alternative is offered by the Treaties out of a desire to 

·make direct elections to the European Parliament an act of the European Community. 
Furthermore, the Bill is designed to work out not a 'procedure' for indirect elections 
but the basis for the direct election of members of the European Parliament. 

2. Political reasons 

(a) Bracketed with elections to the Bundestag, the proposed elections would lose their Euro
pean character. Election day would not be the European occasion to which so much 
importance is attached in the debaJtes of the European Parliament. Indeed, Article 14, first 
paragraph, of the draft Convention on the election of the European Parliament by direct 
universal suffrage states : 

'Elections to the European Parliament shall be held on the same day in all six member 
States ; the date shall be fixed so that national elections do not coincide with those to 
the European Parliament.' 

If, as proposed, the two elections were to take place simultaneously, the electoral cam
paign would be dominated by party, local and national issues. 

(b) Tlfe position of 1the European Parliament would not be strengthened by the direct election 
of one or more national groups of its representatives, but only as a result of specifically 
European elections by universal suffrage. 

(c) Nor would 'the position of members of the European Parliament directly elected at national 
level be improved in that Parldament, in which members should have the same status and 
the same scope for action. 

(d) Implementing the Bill would throw up the following anomalies : 

(aa) A candidate elected to the European Parliament who fails to get into the Bundestag 
would not be able to enter the European Parliament. Thus the European election 
would be to no effe.ct and the national election decisive, a circumstance !'hat clashes 
with a key principle of a European poll. 

(bb) Under the Bill the elected member can opt not to sit in the European Parliament but 
not vice versa ; this shows throt this form of election carries less weight. 

(e) It is :to be feared that ·the grand purpose and the political significance for the European 
Parliament of elections by direct universal suffrage would be prematurely used up by elections 
conducted on a strictly national basis and not in every State. 
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The Committee therefore recommends the Bundestag to reject the Bill set out in Document 
IV/2338. 

In conclusion it should be mentioned that the Committee favours early European elections 
by universal suffrage as prov1ded for in the Treaties of. Rome. It hopes that the Federal Go
vernment will use its influence on the Council with a view to 'the adoption of the draft 
Convention on the subject already submitted. 

C-REPORT OF THE DEBATE 
HELD ON THE BILL AT THE SESSION OF 20 MAY 1965 

('Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation', General Directorate of Parliamentary 
Documentation and Information, 7th year, No. 9, 9 September 1965) 

At the opening· of the session, Mr. Furler presented the report in which the Committee 
for External Affairs rejected Mr. Mommer's Bill. Mr. Mommer (SPD) then took the floor 
to say that, despite enormous difficulties, great progress had been made towaJlds the economic uni
fication of Europe. There remained unfortunately one aspect · of Europe that had been under
developed tright fmm the start, namely, that of democracy and of the parliamentary and democratic 
foundations of the European institutions. Mr. Mommer deplored the lack of progress in this sphere, 
especially as regards the powers of ·the European ParUament. This ought to become a real Par
liament, directly elected by the people or the peoples of Europe it had to represent, just as 
Article 138 of the Rome Ttreaty laid down. 

Mr. Mommer defended his proposals by pomtmg out that European policy had to be one 
of 'easy stages'. This was the only way to avoid the criticism of preferlling one's own peace 
of mind to the good of Europe, of stooding still instead of leaping to the defence of parlia
mentary rights. 1t hllid to be a policy of 'easy stages' because no major decision could be carried 
through at present because the Head of one of the Six States opposed integration. The parties 
of the Coalition, he said, had rejected the Bill because they were afraid of doing anything that 
might displease the French ;Bresident. This fear underlay the policy of the Federal Govern
ment. 'In the past we have been too tlimid in upholding our views and interests against the Gene
ral. In European affaills we ought always to hold up our European creed against his creed of 
nationalism and of absolute sovereignty. We must do this just as o£ten and just as clearly and 
firmly as he does. Although he is the only one in Europe to do this, he is not afraid of openly 
a,nnouncing his opposition to integrll!tion in Europe and in in the Atlantic sphere.' 

Mr. Kopf (CDUfCSU) stated that the point of direct elections to the European Parliament 
was that they should be an act by the Community ll!nd be held not only in one but in all the 
member States simultaneously. He found it regrettable that the Working Party of the European 
Parliament, which had been working on a common electoral law for over a year, ha,d sbill not 
completed its task. Because the various countries were still too closely ll!ttached to their own 
electoral traditions, it was desired to entllust this task to the future European Parliament to be 
elected by direct suffrage. Mr. Kopf quoted Article 14 of the European Parliament's draft Con
vention which clearly states that national elections should not coincide with elections to the 
European Parliament. This stipulation was justified by a des~re to take 1nto account the special 
character of this overall Community act. 

Freiherr von Miihlen returned to Mr. Mommer's proposal for a policy of 'easy stages' in 
European affairs. If, however, Germany were to elect members to the European Parliament on 
its own, it would be proceeding by anything but 'easy stages' and end up right out of line with 
the other member States. 
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For the SPD group, Mrs. Strobel said that her party's intention in submitting ·the Bill 
had been to couple ,the election of German members to the European Parliament with elections 
to the Bundestag so that the electorate would be directly involved in electing these members. 
Its purpose was to give a firmer legal footing to German members of the European Parliament 
and also ,to set an ·example th'<Lt might expedite the introduction of direct elections to that 
Parliament. 

According to Pmfessor Burgbacher (CDUfCSU) all the parties represented in the Bundestag 
wanted to speed up political integration and to increase the powers of the European Parliament. 
But his group had doubts about direct elections as proposed by the SPD !lit this particular mo· 
ment because they would bring in a Parliament that did not tally with the electorate's idea of what 
such a body should be. He feared that the public would ask : 'What have they to say, and 
what can they do ?' This would do more harm than good. 

Mr. Carstens, Secretary of State at the Federal Foreign Ministry, said at the close of !'he 
debate that the German Government also felt uneasy at the idea of Germany alone directly electing 
members to the European Parliament. This would mean a:bandoning the principle of a uniform 
procedure in all member States. The German Government was nonetheless !in favour of strength
ening the powers of the European Padiament a:nd would bring this ffialtter up aga:in when 
the merger of the executives had gone through and the merger of the ·three Communities came 
up for discussion. 
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CHAPTER IV 

TEXTS OF THE FRENCH PARLIAMENT 

I-Bill No. 391, registered at the President's Office of the National Assembly on 12 June 1963, 
fixing the date for the election of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage and 
introduced in the National Assembly by Mr. Rossi, members of the 'Rassemblement 
Democratique' and allies, Messrs. Blancho, Darras, Deschizeaux, Coustau, Escande, Pic, Privat, 
Francis, Vals, and members of the Socialist Group, Messrs. Rene Pleven, Abelin, Baudis, 

Charpentier, Christian Bonnet, Miss Dienesch, Messrs. Freville, Michel Jacquet, 
Louis Michaud and Pillet 

(The Bill was referred to the Foreign Affairs Committee) 

A-BILL 

Article 1 

Elections to the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage as provided for in Article 
138 of the Treaty of Rome shall be held on 9 May 1965. 

Article 2 

The Government shall make known the arrangements adopted for these elections, along the 
lines of the proposals made by the European Parliament, before 31 December 1963. 

Article 3 

Failing agreement among the Governments, the National Assembly shall appoint a committee 
to study arrangements for the national election by universal suffrage of representatives of France 
in the European Parliament. 

B-EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

Never has the great European project been in such great danger. 

Even its first achievement, the Common Market, .is incapable of resolving its internal dis
sensions in the absence of a political authority to act as arbiter. 

Only a political revival can give the process of European unification a final jog and save 
it. If this chance ~s missed the Common Market will become no more than an o!idinary trade 
agreement riddled with matters of dispute, and Europe will fade back into its old piecemeal 
pattern. 
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The Common Market was only !:he first link in a long chain that was to st:retch from a frag
mented to an organized Europe. 

In contrast to the EGSC Treaty, wlth its clearly defined provisions, the Rome Treaty is 
simply a catalogue of aims and means of achieving them. It is true that its authors considered 
it as marking a stage at which the Europeans, before becoming reconciled, had f,irst to get 
to know each other better and called a meeting for the purpose of bringing their economies 
face to face. But this was all that was done. The idea was that once the initial diffidence was 
overcome, success would win over the peoples to the European cause while the difficulties 
encountered would induce the Governments to accept t:he arbitration of specifically political 
institutions. 

In other words, no one thought that the ·Common Market would run its full course without 
the creation of a European Government and a European Parliament and Government to support 
this astonishing venture when it ran into difficulties. 

Everything has been accomplished with the exception of the political task. 

The ideal way to revive Europe would obviously involve both the executive and the Par
liament since these t·wo authorities must, by analogy with our democratic States, ·constitute the 
institutions of united Europe. 

As regards the executive, the initiative rests wi,th the Governments. It is for .them to give 
this institution the poiitical features which were not outlined by the Treaty. H is for them, 
above all, to work out an arrangement on which they can all agree. 

The revival of the Parliament, on the other hand, raises no such 'problems because the 
final form it must take is already laid down in the Rome Treaty, which governs its composition 
and powers and provides for its election by universal suffrage. In 1960 this Parliament made 
practical proposals on the arrangements for such an election and on the number of seats it 
would have. 

This· is why we propose to you that a date should be fiX'ed for these elections. 

This simple decision would trigger off a revival by obliging the Governments to comply 
with the provisions of the Treaty of Rome. Moreover, by deciding to go ahead with these 
elections, our Parliament will affirm its position and its rights 1both in the national and in the 
European sphere. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, this· is a serious appeal that we are making to you. 

Through your vote you can ~ve Europe one of the two institutions it must ultimately have. 
Even more important, you can bring Europe home to the people ; the day they vote on Europe 
they really wiU be marching right into it. 

Then indeed, the grand union for which we have fought at your side will cease to be a thing 
of the future, the affair of shopkeepers and technocrats, and will belong truly to the peoples. You 
will thus agree that we should require the six Governments not to e:l<'tend .!'his time-limit 
beyond the 15th anniversary of President Schuman's historic declaration. 

At the same time if the Governments were to go beyond the wishes of their Parliaments, 
there would be nothing tb stop the latter from ceasing to nominate the members of the 
European Parliament from among their own members and having them elected by universal 
suffrage. As that is the ultimate aim of the Rome· Treaty, this would be only a first step 
towards its achievement. Hence our proposal to set up a committee to look into the arrange
ments for such an election. 

But this is only one alternative. We have not reached that stage yet, and we hope for 
the sake of democracy, the rights of the Parliament and the future of Europe .that we never shllill. 
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11-Bill No. 679, registered at the President's Office of the National Assembly 
on 28 May 1968, fixing the date for the European Parliament 

by direct universal suffrage and introduced in the National Assembly 
by Messrs. Rossi, Rene Pleven, Abelin, Bosson, de Montesquiou and 

. the members of the 'Progres et Democratie moderne' group of the National Assembly 

(The Bill was referred to the Foreign Affairs Committee) 

A-BILL 

Article 1 

Elections to the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage as provided for in Article 
138 of the Treaty of Rome shall be held in France on 9 May 1969. 

Article 2 

'J1he Government shall make known the arrangements for these elections, as dedded on by 
the Council of Ministers of the Communities, before 1 October 1968. 

Article 3 

Failing agreement on the Council of Ministers, the National Assembly shall appoint a com
mittee to •study artangements for the national election by universal suffrage of representatives of 
France in the European Parliament. 

B-EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

As the. Common Market develops to the point where it not only proves to be an encounter 
of six economies but places these as a whole in competidon with the rest of the world, there 
will be an ever growing need for a political Europe that ll!dopts a uniform approach to inter
national affairs. 

Hav1ng reached second place among the world's economic powers, the Europe of :the Six 
finds itself, pa;mdoxkally enough, with no influence in world affairs. Do we need to remind 
ourselves, to quote but one example from the recent past, that Europe had to leave the main 
role to the two super-powers during the Middle East crisis ? 

A fresh start must :therefore be made, and we regret that the six Governments have not been 
able to reach agreement on the eXitension of .the Community to other sectors such as diplomacy 
and defence. 

Is this any reason for giving up ? Is it not rather up to the national Parliaments to seek 
ways of persuading their Governments to take this course ? 

One of these ways could be through the European Parliament, for which .the Treaty of Rome 
includes a provision (Article 138) for elections by direct universal suffrage. 

Will not obliging the Governments to carry this out at the same time lead them to dele
gate executive powers in keeping with the enhmced · prestige with which the European 
Parliament would emerge from these elections ? 

Everyone is aware of the immense impact such elections~the Like of which has never 
been seen on our continent-would have on the public. And, at one blow, the grand union for 
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which we are striving would cease to belong·. to the future, to shopkeepers or technocrats, and 
become the affair of the people. 

This is why we believe that it is :the duty of our National Assembly to express its desire 
to see the six Ministers reaching agreement on the arrangements for such elections. And we 
consider that the best way of showing our determination on this point is to decide upon a date. 
We therefore propose. 9 May 1969 because this marks the nineteenth anniversary of President 
Schuman's declaration. · 

III-Bill No. 688, registered at the President's. Office of the National Assembly on 5 April 
1968, fixing the date for the election of the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage 
and introduced in the National Assembly by Messrs. Mitterand, Loustau, Naveau, Spenale, 
Francis Vals, Peronnet, Pic, Charles Privat, Escande, Leccia, Schloessing, Maurice Faure and 
the members 9f the Group of the 'Federation de la gauche democratique et sociali!ite' and allies. 

(The Bill was referred to the Poreign Affairs Committee} 

A-BILL 

Article 1 

Elections to the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage as provided for in Article 
138 of the Treaty of Rome shall be held in France on 9 May 1969. 

Amticle 2 

The Government shall m~e known the arrangements for these elections, as decided on by 
the Council of Ministers of the Communities, before 1 October 1968. 

Article 3 

Failing· agreement on the Council of Ministers, the National Assembly shall appoint a com
mi,~tee to study arrangements for ·the national election by universal suffrage of representatives of 
France in the European Parliament. 

B-EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

As the Common Market develops to the point where ~t not only proves to be an encounter of 
six economies· but places these as a whole in competition with the rest of the wor1d, there will be 
an ever growing need for a political Europe t<hat adopts a uniform approach to international affairs. 

Having reached second place among the world's e.conomic powers, the Europe of the Six finds 
itself, paradoxically enough, with no influence in world affairs. Do we need to remind ourselves, 
to quote but one eXa:mple from the recent past, that Erurope had ro [eave the main :ro}e to the two 
super-powers during the Middle East crisis ? 

A fresh start must therefore be made, and we regret that the six Governments have not been 
able to reach agteement on the extension of the Community to other sectors such as diplomacy and 
defence. 
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Is this any reason for giving up ? Is it not rather up to the national Parliaments to seek 
ways of persuading their Governments to take this course ? 

One of these ways could be through the Ew:opean Parliament, for which the Treaty of Rome 
includes a provision (Article 138) for elections by direct universal suffrage. 

Will not obliging the Governments to carry out this at the same time lead them to delegate 
executive powers in keeping with the enhanced prestige with which the European Parliament would 
emerge from these elections ? 

Everyone is aware of the immense impact such elections-the like of which has never been 
seen on our continent-wouLd have on the public. And, at one blow, the grand union for which 
we are striving would cease to belong to the future, to shopkeepers or technocrats, and become 
the affair of the people. 

'Dhis is why we rbelieve that it is the duty of our National As1sembly to express its desire to see the 
six Ministers reaching agreement on the arrangements for such elections. And we consider that the 
best way of showing our determination on this point is to decide upon a date. We therefore propose 
9 May 1969 because this marks the nineteenth anniversary of President Schuman's declaration. 
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CHAPTER V 

TEXTS OF THE ITALIAN PARLIAMENT 

1-Motion for the election of a European Constituent Assembly tabled in the 
Chamber of Deputies on 23 February 1961 by 

Messrs. Ferrarotti, La Malfa, Reale Oronzo, De Vita (Republicans), Del Bo, Colombo, 
Vittorino (Christian Democrats), Arosto, Orlandi, Romita (Social Democrats) and 

Vigorelli (Socialist) 

('Atti parlamentari', Chamber of Deputies, session of 28 February 1961) 

'The Chamber, 

convinced that it :is the inescapable duty of Western Europe today : 

1) to put an end once and for all to renascent nationalism ; 

2) to create a <E'lllropean economy open to the rest of the world and ensuring well-being, security 
and social justice for all Europeans ; 

3) to abolish nationalism in all its forms and to take on responsibility for providing brotherly 
assistance for peoples freeing themselves from oppression and moving through difficulties 
towards liberty and economic .and social progress ; 

4) rf:o lend active support to the maintenance of world peace ; 

convinced that to achieve .these objectives a real federal Community open to all the democratic 
countries of Europe and raised above national sovereignties must be established ; 

convinced rthat, aLthough they are helping to form a single market, the present European Com
munities are incapable of achieving political unity since their field of action is illogically confined 
to certain aspects of the economy and, moreover, subject not to a European legislative and 
executive authority but to the inevitably partisan aspirations of the various national Govern
ments; 

convinced thart the meetings of Heads of Government, on which it was desired to found 
European political unity, are by their nature incapa!hle of promoting •the constantly growing poli
tical will needed if unity is rt:o be something more than a mere word ; 

convinced that European unity must be based on a real European democracy ll!nd stem from 
the constituent authority of rthe European people ; 

convinced that a European Federation is of capital importance for the Italian Republic, and that 
it is therefore the duty of its Government to take the measures necessary rto ensure that it comes 
into being; 
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heaving in mi:nd that the Heads of Government of the member States of t?e Economic Com
munities will be discussing plans for political unification at rtheir next meeting ; 

calls on the Go¥ernmen:t to use every mea:ns of supporting the international agreements needed 
for setting up without delay a European constituent authority or, to be more precise, for organiz
ing the direct election of a European Padiament responsible for drawing up the constitution 
of the European Federation which each State will then have to approve by a referendum.' 

11-Motion relating to the length of the transition period and to the election 
of the European Parliament by universal suffrage tabled in the Senate by 

Messrs. Santero, Battista, Vaccaro, Dardanelli, Zaccari, Sibille, Granzotto Basso and Januzzi 
and adopted at the session of 24 October 1961 

('Atti parlamentari', Senate, 477th session) 

'The Senate, 

considering that by now both the general public and most parliamentarians are convinced that 
the economic integration of the countries of the European Community cab. and inust be rounded 
off by measures designed to organize :tilieir political unity so as -to provide a surer guarantee for 
the growing prosperity of our peoples in democracy and peace ; 

calls on the Government 

to take a firm stand, at the next conference of Heads of Government of the countries of the 
Community, to ensure : 

1) that a final decision is taken on the length of the transitional period considered necessary 
for the gradual establishment of a political community open rto all the democratic States of 
Europe; 

2) early approval of •the draft Convention submitted by the European Parliament with a view to 
its election by direct universal suffrage and to an increase in irts powers.' 

III-Bill on the direct election of the Italian members of the European Parliament 
introduced in the Chamber of Deputies on 29 September 1964 by 

Messrs. Pedini, Edoardo Martino and Vedovato (Christian Democrats) 

(Bill·No. 1678, 4th legislative period) 

A-BILL 

Article 1 

The Government is empowered to issue, within a year after this Act comes into force, statutory 
orders for the election of the 36 members of the European p,arliament by direct universal suffrage 
pursuant to Article 138 of the Treaty setting up the· EEC. . · . . . · 

Article 2 

The orders referred to in Article 1 shall be based on the legal provlSlons in force on the 
election of the Chamber of Deputies, in so far as they are compatible with the aforementioned 
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Article of the Treai!:y setting up the EEC, account being taken also of the guidelines submitted to 
the European .Parliament and to the EEC Council of Ministers in the resolution of July 1960. 

Article 3 

The office of representative in the European Parliament shall be incompMible with that of : 

member of the Parliament ; 

member of the Government ; 

member of the BCSC, of the EEC Commission or of the EAEC Commission ; 

judge, advocaJ!:e-general or registrar at the Court of Justice of the European Communities ; 

member of the Consultative Comm,irt:tee of the European Coal and Steel Community or mem
ber of the Economic and Social Committee of the EAEC ; 

auditor, as provided for in Article 78 of the Treaty setting up the ECSC, or member of the 
supervisory committee of auditors provided for in A11ticle 206 of the EAEC Treaty ; 

member of committees or other bodies established under the Treaties seHing up the ECSC, 
the EEC or the EAEC for the ~purpose of managing the Community's funds or carrying out a 
direct administrative task ; 

member of the Board of Directors, Management Committee or staff of the European Invest
ment Bank; 

official or other servant in the active employment of the 'institutions of the European Com
munities or of the specialized bodies attached to them. 

Article 4 

Until the States which signed the Treaty setting up the EEC conclude an agreement on direct 
elections pursuant to Article 138,3 of the TreaJ!:y of Rome, the Parliament shall send as delegates 
to the European Parliament, in accordance with paragra,ph 1 of the same Article, representatives 
and senators nominated for the purpose by the electorate at elections by direct universal suffrage, 
which shall be organized as laid down in the statutory orders to be issued under Article 1 of 
this Act. 

B-EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

The European Economic Community is in the throes of expansion. The crisis of January 1963 
did not put a brake on its momentum, although it set off a crisis of confidence among member 
States which has still not been overcome. 

The fact remains that the Community's activities closed in 1963 with the conclusion of an 
important agreement on the common agricultural policy, and included the signing of the Conven
tion of Association with the eighteen African States. During this same period the Six defined a 
common attitude to the Kennedy Round a,nd made a further cut in duties on industrial products 
(now down to 60 per cent of the common level). After settling the outstanding items on List G, 
the Community continued its work on regulations goveming competition, freedom of establishment 
and to supply services, and social policy. 

The European Economic Community will take part in the Kennedy Round negotiations ; it 
is building up its relations with the developing countries and the associated States, and on 1 January 
1965 is going to cut customs duties by an amount equivalent to 80 per cent of the 1958 level. 
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Thanks to the renewed dynamism of the High Authority, the EGSC too appears to be resum
ing the study of the common energy policy, and Euratom is being spurred on to widen the scope 
of its activities by the realization that nuclear power stations will soon become c~mpetitive. 

Also important is the fact that the European Economic Community has begun to study 
measures for introducing a common <taxation policy, and has induced the Governments to accept 
the principle of a policy of economic planning at European level and influenced economic trends 
with its suggest!iorns and Community measures for fighting inflation. 

The EEC's economic field of action is thus steadily increasing ; there is no denying that its 
prestige in the world is growing from day to day. While we deplore <the fact that the association 
policy towards the developing countries tends at times to be pursued sporadically, we have to admit 
that the many requests for association lodged in Brussels amount to a recog1nition of Europe as a 
reality and impose on it a world-wide responsibility. 

Moreover, the Community has not pursued a policy of self-sufficiency in international affairs : 
the proof is that between 1958 and 1963 its exports increased by 37 per cent and its imports by 
52 per cent, while its balance of payments, which showed a surplus of $ 3,500 million in 1958, 
is now showing a slight deficit. 

But we cannot rest content with European development within the present Hmits, unaccompanied 
by adequate conviction ; nor can we regard the EEC as a tool for building a political Europe. 
Countless basic problems connected with a united Europe have been put on one side, bypassed, 
or barely touched upon. 

The thir·d stage of the transitional period of the Common Market is close at hand : i<t will 
bring to an end the right of veto and decisions thereafter will ther·efore almost always be taken 
by a majority. Is the Community rea:dy to take on such a responsibility ? Will all the Govern
ments accept the transition to the third stage ? The commitment entered into under the Treaties 
of Rome must therefore be gauged more and more in terms of political difficulties •rather than in 
the light of economic progress, which will be increasingly detel.'mined by political development. 

For this and other reasons Italy attaches special importance to a relaunching of Europe, a 
subject it feels ought to be discussed in friendly collaboration with all other democratic move
ments in the Community. It is for us Italians, however, to consider how, and in what sequence, 
we should pursue our own course of action, one that mus•t be geared to the ultimate aims of 
integration and, if it is to be successful, stamped with a spirit of realism. 

It should not be forgotten that Europe has witnessed trends opposed to a supranational 
Community. With an eye on poss~ble plans for a democratic Europe, we reaffirm our belief that 
only a supranational authority can bring about European unity in a dynamic sense and as befits its 
international responsibilities. 

We would welcome any move that did not endanger what has been already achieved, and 
anything that might help directly or indirectly, in law or in practice, to create a favourable climate 
for the democratic Community we are determined to establish. 

We are, however, convinced that Europe cannot be relaunched by conferences of ministers at 
however high a level. Europe can only be set going again through <the European Pa!tliament, throw;h a 
widening of its powers and 1ts direct election. Such a course of action would legitimize the Euro
pean idea by mobilizing the peoples of Europe, already linked together by the Rome Treaties, 
and bring Europe home to them in a democratic way. 

The European Pa:diament set up pursuant to Article 138,1 is, even in its present form, an 
institution which, despite its limited powers, has alrea:dy stood the <test. It has helped in framing 
Community regulations, made v:aluable policy statements and tried to get the powers of the Com
munity widened while scrupulously respecting the Treaty. In addition it has debated long-term 
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prospects and played its part in bringing a political Europe within the realms of possibility. Its 
own specific competence, its operation as an institution required <to control the executives and issue 
guidelines and directives-delegating, as it were, legislative power to the executives--not only 
ensures the Parliament's effectiveness, it may even foreshadow future developments in our national 
Parliaments where the exerdze of control is tending to widen while the legislative function is 
becoming more and more mechanical and therefore increasingly laborious and less and less 
efficient. 

The European Parliament, however, lacks one key feature-it is not elected by the people. 
The Italian Government and its Foreign Minister have underlined the urgent need for European 
elections. In this Parliament too, persons of authority have supported this position. Specific Bills, 
modelled on the European Parliament's draft Convention and proving our determination to hoLd 
European elections, should therefore be introduced in both our Ohambers. This would create an 
undoubtedly favourable atmosphere, a constructive frame of mind which would become even more 
marked when the five States that favour direct elections decide one day unilaterally to proceed with 
the direct election of their representatives. It is true that if any possibiHty of increasing the present 
restricted number of European members is ruled out these elections will he hard to organize. 
The mere act of holding <them would, however, have an immense political impact and is not, ind
l:ientally, prohibited by the Rome Treaty. 

It is time for every one to do their duty by the European Parliament. But it is also time 
to realize that an increase in the powers of the European Parlia:ment is necessary for the sake 
not only of Europe's future but also of effective and lawful government by today's European 
Economic Communi,ty. There is no overlooking the fact that there are probably few regulations 
issued by the Commission or rt:he Council of Ministers which, as complex measures, become laws 
in the six States without the normative intervention of the national Parliaments. 

Irt: is true that rt:he European Parliament delivers opinions, but these cannot always bring about 
changes in the measures proposed or affect the authority of the Council of Ministers. 

Are we to exempt from parliamentary control a whole body of complex legislation now in 
preparation although it is so importa;,nt for the shaping of the Economic COmmunity ? That would 
mean creating a Europe of technocrats, a defective Europe, however much we admire· and respect 
the Brussels Commission for the work it is doing. 

A directly elected European Parliament endowed with wider powers -is needed not only for 
political reasons but also because of the stage of development that has now been reached by the 
Europea;,n Community on the basis of the Rome Treaties. 

It is because we want the instih~tions to become more effective that we approve of the deci
sion to merge the Community executives. 

This will certainly streamline the institutions and make the a:dministrativ:e apparatus more 
flexible and effective ; it does 'raise technical problems, however, and the greatest care will be 
needed in solving them if the Community's adminis,tration ,is not to become even more com-
plica;,ted than it is at present. · · · 

We think that the merger of the executives should be regarded as nothing more than an 
administrrotive measure ; it would be unwise· to see it as a commitment as regards a merger of the 
Treaties, i.e.· of the Communities, at a later date. · 

There are, of course, sectors where a merger of the Treaties is essential (one has only to 
think of rthe energy sector which is at present split up between the ECSC for coal, the EEC for 
hY'drocarbons and Euratom for nuclear power). But let us remember that althouP,'h the results 
expected have not yet been achieved in some areas of Community policy covered by the Treaties 
(and we have still no common :policy for energy or external trade) this is not purely because 
the Communities are separate and governed by different Treaties ; i:t is due even more to lack of 
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will to reach agreement at economic level. Common policies have only been framed where they 
have been of interest to all the parties concerned ( agricul<ture is a typical example). They have not 
materialized, on the other hand, where pressing national interests do not coincide. 

This all goes to prove that the gradual construction of economic Europe must be dovetailed 
with the gradual construction of political Europe . 

. The direct election of the European Parliament-the first fundamental step in this work of 
construction-was, of course, envisaged in the Rome Treaty, whose Article 138 calls for 'elections 
by direct universal suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all member States.' Such 
proposals have already been drawn up by the European Parliament in pursuance of Article 138, 
and these provide an ideal basis on which the Council could reach a decision. The Council is in 
fact required· to 'decide on the provisions which it shall recommend to member States for their 
adoption in accordance with their respective cons,titutional requirements.' 

What else is needed then ? In spite of isolated declarations of intent made by the Govern
ments of some member States-including Italy-there is a lack of real support from all six Govern
ments. 

In view of this stalemate, we think it reasonable that the national Parliaments should say 
exactly where they stand. Such a policy statement would not only be. of political value but could 
help to speed up the application of Article 138 of the Treaty. 

The purpose of this Bill, therefore, is to empower the Italian Government to issue, by 31 De
cember 1965, the necessary regulations for electing Italian representatives to the European Parlia
ment-in accordance with Article 138 of the Rome Treaty-and for removing any obstacle to such 
elections on the Italian s·ide. 

The Bill invites the Italian Government to .pass a law in good time laying down artangements 
for the elections, and already clearly establishes the conditions of eligibiiity for European 
representatives. · 

The law referred to will have to fit into the context of Article 138 of the Rome Treaty and 
will have to take into account the general Italian law on the active and passive political electorate 
in Italy and, as far as possible, the draft Convention which the European Parliament has already 
submitted to the Council of Ministers of the European Community. 

But, as already pointed out, elections ·in the legal and political conte~t of Article 138 of the 
Rome Treaty presuppose an agreement between the six Governments to increase the membership 
of the European Parliament so as to make it truly representative of the peoples of Europe. 

Assuming that no such agreement is reached, it would still serve a useful political purpose 
to call in the people in the nomination of the 36 Italian ·representatives specified in Article 138,1 
of the EEC Treaty. 

The Italian Parliament could nominate, as representat·ives in the European Parliament, 36 of 
its members voted in by the people at special elections on national lists. 

In this way, while respecting Article 138,1 of the Treaty, the Parliament could, by the act of 
nomination, sanction the election of a delegation put together by means of a complex procedure 
poHtically regulated by the participation of the people. 

Even in this case, the Government will have to present appropri31te measures in the Chambers 
by 31 December 1965. 

This is what we propose in Article 2 ; we are convinced that even if this approach by 
Italy leads to technical difficulties ·it will, apart from showing th<11t we mean business, help to bring 
the problem of electing the European Parliament home to the Governments and the general public. 
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This Bill, which is in some ways similar to Bills introduced in the French and Gevman 
Parliaments, is thus intended to induce the Government to throw its weight behind European 
elecbions, which are dosely bound up with the political integration of Europe for which we are 
striving. 

Our intention, Ladies and Gentlemen, is not to place before you a Bill covering all the 
practical details of elections. Our Bill has a specific political end in view and leaves the electoral 
avrangements to the Government. One reason for this delegation of powers is that, as explained, 
it is not yet known whether the election of the European Parliament will be a decision of all six 
States or a political act springing from the will of the people of each country. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, we count on your support, confident that the Italian Parliament, faced 
with the problem rto which your attention has been drawn, will remain true to its tmditiona:l 
European conviction. 

IV-Bill on the direct election of Italian representatives to the European Parliament 
introduced in the Senate on 8 February 1965 by 

Messrs. Santero, Jannuzzi, Zaccari, Battino, Vittorelli, Bergamasco and Granzotto Basso 

(4th legislative period, No. 989} 

A-BILL 

Article 1 

Failling the establishment by 30 June 1965, by the member States of the European Com
munities, of a uniform procedure for the election of representatives to the European Parliament 
as provided for in Al.'tides 138 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic Community and 
108 of the Treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Community, the Government is em
powered, up to 31 December 1965, rto lay down the provisions for the. election of the Italian 
representatives to the said Parliament, in accordance with the principles and criteria serf: out in the 
following articles. 

A·l.'ticle 2 

Italian representatives in the European Parliament shall be elected by direct universal suffrage. 

Article 3 

Election meetings for the first elections shall be convcened not later than 30 June 1966. 

Article 4 

The elections shall be held on the basis of proportional representation and of a single 
national constituency. 

Article 5 

The representatives referred to in Article 1 shall be elected by the electors of the Chamber of 
Deputies. 
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Article 6 

Only members of the Italian Parliament who are in office at the time of the eleccions shall 
be eligible as 'lrtalian representatives to the European Parliament. 

Article 7 

The representatives elected shall consist in equal numbers of members of the Senate and 
members of the Chamber of Deputies. 

Article 8 

Each of the two Chambers shall declare to be elected those candidates who have secured .in 
their list the number of votes required under clle electoral system adopted. 

A<tticle 9 

Expenditure ansmg from the application of this Act shall be met by opening a special head 
in ·the provisional estimates of the Ministry of the Interior. 

B--EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

1. The Treaty setcing up the European Economic Community, signed in Rome on 25 March 
1957, lays down in Article 138 of Part Five, which deals with the Community's Institutions, that 

'the Ass•embly shall consist of delegates who shall be nominated by the respective Parliaments 
from among their members in accordance with the procedure laid down by each member State.' 

'The number of these delegates shall be as follows : 

Belgium 14 
France 36 
Germany 36 
Italy 36 
Luxembourg 6 
Netherlands 14' 

The Article continues : 

'The Assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by direct universal suffrage in accovdance 
with a uniform procedure in all member States. 

The Council shall unanimously decide on the provisions which it shall recommend to member 
States for adoption in accordance with their respective constitutional requi·rements.' 

The Treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Community, which was also signed in 
Rome on 25 March 1957, contains identical provisions in its Title Three (Institutional Provisions). 

The Treaty setting up ·the European Coal and Steel Community, which was signed in Paris 
on 18 April 1951, contains the following provision as to the composition of the Assembly in 
Article 21 : 

'The Assembly shall be composed of delegates whom the Parliaments shall be called upon 
to appoint once a year from among their own members, or who shall be elected by direct 
universal suffrage, according to the procedure determined by each High Contracting Party. 

In fact the E1.11ropean Parliament is still composed of members nominated by the nationail 
Parliaments from among their own members and not elected by direct universal suffrage. 
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The European Parliament itself took the initiative a,nd, following up studies and proposals of 
its Commiutee on Political Affairs, adopted a resolution embodying a draft Convention on the elec
tion of its members by direct universal suffrage. 

The draft Convention refers to the members of the European Parliament as 'representatives 
of the peoples' rather than 'delegates'; it provides for three times as many members as at 
present, lays down a minimum voting age of 21 and a minimum age of 25 for candidates ; 
fixes the term of office of representatives at five years, and distinguishes between two periods : 

(i) a transitional period durLng which two-thirds of the representatives are to be elected by direct 
universal suffrage and the remainder nominated, as at present, by the national Parliaments, ood 

(ii) a final period during which all members are to be eleGted by direat universal suffrage. 

Attention is drawn to the clause providing that the Europea,n Parliament is to lay down the 
provisions for the election of representatives but a,dding that until these come into force the 
electoral system shall fall wit:hin the competence of each member State. 

The draft Convention also provides for the seuting up of an interim advisory committee 
which will be required to :deliver opinions and put forward recommendations on the problems 
encountered in framing and applying the legislation of the member States relating to the organiza
tion of elections to the European Parliament. 

Lastly it provLdes that the first elections shall be held within six months of the entry into 
force of the Convention. 

This draft Convention got bogged down while at the Council of Ministers. A proposal by 
the Italian Foreign Minister amending the Pa:rliament's draft has also so far not been followed up. 

Meanwhile moves have been made in the French, German and Italian Parliaments for the 
election of representatives of individual States by direct universal suffrage. 

The Bureau of the Senate's section of the Italian branch of the European Movement's Parlia
mentary Council has been asked by members of that section to draw up a Bill which it is sub
miltting for the consideration and approval· of the Parliament. 

2. There can be no doubt that the Eruopean ·communities can n~ither be. set up nor develop 
democratically unless their institutions are representa,tive of rthe peoples. The will of the people, 
which is the basis of the constitutions of member States of the Community, must lie at the root 
of all parliamentary institutions and of the exercise of power in those Communities. Universal 
suffrage is thus a key featur,e of any system of direct elections in modern democracies. 

It is only through direct elections by universal suffrage that the peoples can become aware 
of the institUJtions they are creating, of their value and of their functions ; only thus can the 
voters establish with elected candidates the direct relationship and feeling of trust essential to 
ahy representative system. 

This is why the Treaties setting up the European Communities provide for an electoral system 
with these characteristics to be introduced in accordance with a uniform procedure in all member 
States. 

In the absence of any general convention between the countries of the European Communities 
establishing such a uniform procedure, any member State could of 1ts own accord lay down a 
procedure for holding direct elections by universal suffrage, which, while not overstepping the 
limits set by rt:he Treaties, would embody their democratic attitude in a down-to-earth way. 

The Bill laild before the Parliament does, in faGt, keep wicllln the limits set by the Treaties. 
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It was considered preferable to empower the Government to issue statutory orders, and to do 
no more in this Bill than lay down guiding principles and criteria so as to lighten ·the task of the 
legislator in a sphere which necessarily calls for a whole series of special provisions. 

The first Article of the Bill contains a provision that is also intended to be an appeal to the 
Government to do :its utmost to ensure that a convention is concluded as soon as possible, by all 
member States, establishing a uniform procedure for the direct election of representatives by universal 
suffrage. 

A11tide 1 stipula:tes that the Government, by virtue of the powers delegated to it, must issue 
the necessary orders by 31 December 1965 if, by 30 Jooe 1965, the member States of the Com
munities have not ·settled the appropriate uniform procedure-with which, of course, the Italian 
Government would have to comply. 

This sa:id, the guiding principles llind criteria which the Parliament submits for the prepara-
tion of this Act are as follows : · 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Elections will be he1d on the basis of proportional representation and of a single national 
constituency. 

A national list was preferred to a regional list because of the small number of representatives 
. (36) and of the need to keep closer to the principle of proportional representation; 

Representatives shall be elected by the electors of the Chamber of Deputies, that :is, Italian 
citizens not under twenty-one years of age. This clause aims at providing universal suffrage 
with the broadest possible basis ; 

Only Italian: members of Parliament in office at the time of the elections shall be eligible. 
This ·rule, though dearly restrictive, is' necessitated by the provisions of Articles 138 of the 
Treaty setiting up the EEC, 108 of the Treaty· setting up the EAEC and 21 of the Treaty 
setting up the ECSC, under which representatives must be riominlllted by the national 'Parlia
ments from among their own members. 

Because of the constitutional parity of the two Chambers, elected representflltives must be 
equally divided between them ; 

(e) Representatives will be declared elected by each of the two Chambers so as· to give· practical 
e:x;pression in law to the provisions of ·the Treaties referred to. 

Lastly, Article 9 stipulates that expenditure arising from the application of this Bill is rto be 
met by opening a special head in the provisional estimates of the Ministry of the Interior. 

In the light of these principles and criteria the Government will be able, under the Act, to 
lay down the special rules governing the whole question. 

The sponsors of the Bill put their faith in the European conscience of the Italian Parlilllment 
which has again and again consistently asserted itself over decisions of major political significance. 
They hope that all rthe Parliaments of the Community States will take similar initiatives so as to 
pave the way for the uniform procedure envisaged in the Treaties. 
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V-Constitutional Bill, relating to Articles 56 and 57 of the Constitution, introduced 
in the Senate on 9 February 1965 by Messrs. Pedini, Scelba, Amodio, Armani, Azzaro, 

Baldi, Bassi, Bianchi Gerardo, Biaggi Nullo, Berte, Biasutti, Bologna, Buffone, Butte, 
Buzzi, Cajazza, Canestrari,Castellucci, Cavallaro Francesco, Colleoni, Colleselli, 

Mrs. Conci Elisabetta, Messrs. Cossiga, D' Amato, Dall' Armellina, Del Castillo, De Zan, 
Elkan, Folchi, Foderaro, Franceschini, Gagliardi, Mrs. Gennai Tonietta Erisia, 

Messrs. Ghio, Giglia, Gitti, Laforgia, Lombardi Ruggero, Lucifredi, 
Mrs. Martini Maria Eletta, Messrs. Mattarelli Gino, Mengozzi, Merenda, Nucci, Origlia, 

Patrini, Pucci Ernesto, Quintieri, Rachetti, Radi, Rampa, Reale Giuseppe, Restivo, 
Ripamonti, Romanato, Ruffini, Salvi, Sangalli, Sarti, Mrs. Savio Emanuela, Messrs. Scalia, 

Scarascia Mugnozza, Sgarlata, Tambroni, Urso, Vedovato, Zanibelli, Zugno 
(Christian Democrats) 

(4th legislative period, No. 2064) 

A-CONSTITUTIONAL BILL 

Sole Article 

The 630 representatives provided for by Article 1 of the Constitutional Aot of 9 February 
1963, No. 2, amending Article 56 of the Constitution, and the 315 senators provided for by 
Article 2 of the Const~tutional Act of 27 December 1963, No. 3, amending Article 57 of the 
Constitution, shall be increased respectively by 24 members and 12 senators who shall represent 
Italy in the European Parliament. 

B-EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

Te economic integration of Europe is in a phase of expansion : there can be no doubt of its 
success. It will not, however, suffice to unite Europe (the ultimate objective of ~he Treaties of 
Rome) unless it serves also as a basis for a political community of a supranational character. 
Moreover, in the absence of any political foundation, even the Economic Community would end 
up in a state of crisis. 

The political parties in Italy Jcllat make Europe a key feature of their political programmes 
share these convictions ; there has for some time been talk of a political r·evival of Europe in 
authoritative quarters. 

But political unity is not something that can be engineered at summit meetings without any 
real and direct partidpa:tion by the people. A European conscience must take root also in a political 
sense and develop among ·the bulk of the people. 

Now that the Economic Community has reached an advanced stage, this all-important basic 
aim can only be achieved satisfactorily if representatives of the various countries at the European 
Parliament are elected by universal suffrage. 

This means that candidates standing for the European Parliament will organize their election 
campaigns in terms of specifically European problems-in other words, that Europe will be debated 
in the market place and the European idea will spread to all citizens. 

A European Parliament voted in on a genuine electoral basis will differ greatly from the 
present one and be capable of undergoing the functional changes that now appear to be indispensable. 
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Despite i'ts limited powers, there can be no doubt that the European Parliament that sprang 
from Article 138 of the Treaty has proved its worth : it has helped in drawing up Community 
regulations, has taik:en up courageous political stands, striven to widen the powers of the Com
munity and improved the prospects for a political Europe. At 1the same time, i:ts specific compe
tence, its operation as an institution required to control the executives and issue guidelines and 
directives-delegating, as it were, legislative power to the executives-not only ensures the Parlia
ment's effectiveness, i't may even foreshadow future developments in our national Parli11ments 
where the exercize of control is tending to widen while the legislative function is becoming more 
and more mechanical and therefore increasingly laborious and less and 1ess efficient, so that delega
tion of powers becomes necessary. 

The European Parliament, however, lacks one key feature--it is not elected by the people. 
The Italian Government and its Foreign Minister have underlined the urgent need for Europeari 
elections. In th1s Parliament too, persons of authority have supported this position. Specific Bills, 
proving our determination to hold European elections, should therefore be introduced in both ·out 
Chambers. 

It is also time it was understood that the powers of the European Parliament must be increased, 
not only in anticipation of institutional developments but also to make the Europeacn Economic 
Community more efficient. Are there not numerous regulations issued by the Commission or the 
Council of Ministers which become-in some cases___,binding on the Six States without the 
participation of the national Parliaments ? 

It is true that the European Padia:ment delivers opinions on regubtions but these cannot always 
bring about changes in the measures proposed or affect the authority of the Council of Ministers. 

Are we to exempt from parliamentary. control a whole body of complex legislation now in 
preparation although it is so important for the shaping of the Economic Community ? 

A directly elected European Parliament endowed with wider powers is needed not only for 
political reasons but also because of the stage of development thllit pas now been reached by the 
European Community on the basis of the Rome Treaties. 

It is because we want the institutions to become more effeotive that we approve of the decision 
to merge the Community executives. 

There are sectors in which a merger of the Treaties is essential (one has only to think ofthe 
energy sector which is at present split up between the ECSC for coal, the EEC for hydrocarbons 
and Euratom for nuclear power). But let us remember that although the results expected have not 
yet been achieved in some areas of Community policy, this is not purely because the Communities 
are separate and governed by different Treaties ; it is due even more to lack of will to reacch agree
ment at economic level. Common policies have only been framed where they have been of int,erest 
to all the parties concerned (agriculture is a typical example). They have not materialised, on the 
other hand, where pressing national interests do not coincide. 

This all goes to prove that the gradual construction of economic Europe must be dovetailed 
with t'he gradual construction of a political and democratic Europe. 

The direct election of the European Pacrliament-the first fundamental srep in this work of 
construction-was, of course, envisaged in the Rome Treaty whose Article 138 calls for 'elections 
by direot universal suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all member States'. Conse
quently the Parliament has already drawn up 'proposals for elections', and these provide an ideal 
basis on which Council of Ministers could reach a decision. 

It is worthwhile recalling the terms of Article 138 of the Rome Treaty: 
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'1. The Assembly shall consist of delegates who shall be nominated by the respective Padiaments 
from among their members in accordance with ·the procedure laid down by each member State. 

2. The number of these delegates shall be as follows : Belgium, 14 ; France, 36; Germany, 36 ; 
ltaly, 36 ; Luxembourg, 6 ; Netherlands, 14. 

3. The Assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by direct universal suffrage in accordance 
with a uniform procedure in all member States. 

The Council shall unanimously decide on the provisions which it shall recommend to member 
States for adoption in accordance with their respective consttitutional requirements.' 

What is the position at the moment ? Although there is no lack of goodwill, the member 
States of the Community have not come to the necessary agreement to implement Article 138,3, 
that is, to organize elections by direct universal suffrage and consequently to increase the number 
of members in the European Parliament. What is lacking at the moment is any political resolve 
on the part of the Governments. This is why we feel we must call upon the naJtional Parliaments, 
beginning wirh the Italian Parliament, to say where they stand, and to do so in such a way as to 
ensure that at leaSit Italy's 36 representatives in the European Parliament are elected by direct universal 
suffrage. 

The Bill we have the honour to present fulfils the first condition for European elections pend
ing application of Article 138,3 of the Rome Treaty. 

The first step to be taken is to amend the Articles in our Constitution fixing the number of 
members in the Chamber of Deputies and in the Senate so as to have 24 representatives and 
12 Senators more than at present. These would represent Italy in the European Parliament, account 
being of course taken of the ratio between members of the two Chambers laid down in the 
Constitution. 

The laborious procedure of amending the Constitution will enable us to make detailed arrange
ments, by means of an ordinary implementing Act, for the election of these representattives. 

On the basis of the draft Convention already put forward by the European Parliament, this 
Act will also determine whether the office of national representative is to be compatible with that 
of European representative, it being borne in mind that the precise and exclusive task of the 36 
representatives is already set forth in the sole Article of this Constitucional Bill. This task will 
remain unchanged even when agreement is reached among the Governments on the direct elec
tion of members of the European Parliament in accordance with a procedure jointly decided upon by 
all member StaJtes (1) . 

The Bill we hav•e the honour to submit for your perusal differs materially as to form and 
content from similar proposals recently submitted in the French and German Parliaments. Our 
Bill seeks to furnish the constitutional basis essential, in the existing situation, for creating a 
genuine European Parliament. 

It is for these reasons that we have presented this Bill, though we realize it offers only a 
partial solution. Its purpose is to serve as the first express affirmation of the workings of the 
European spirit in our ConSititution. 

(1) In connexion with this procedure, we should make it clear that the uniform procedure called for by the Treaty-taking what 
seems to be the most accurate interpretation-means adopting not identical provisions but identical principles. Mr. Dehousse, 
Chairman of the Working Party on direct elections to the European Parliament, points out : 

'Uniformity is not necessarily synonymous with identity. We all have uniform laws-for example, those on cheques and 
bills of exchange which are based on international agreements. 
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next. The Treaties, moreover, do not say that the uniform procedure for direct elections must be reached from the very first. 
Uniformity could well be attained in two stages : a transitional period and then a definitive period.' (European Par· 
!iament, Verbatim Reports of session of 10 May 1960, p. 23.) 



We count on your support, confident that the Italian Parliament will remain true to its tradi
tional European convictions. 

VI-Written question by Mr. Pedini (Christian Democrat) to the Foreign Minister on increasing 
the powers of the European Parliament, and the Minister's reply of 18 March 1965 

A-WRITIEN QUESTION, No. 10,000 by MR. PEDINI 

'To the President of the Council of Ministers and ad interim Foreign Minister. To ask whether 
the Italian Government intends to make further concrete proposals on the Council of Ministers 
of the European Economic Community for increasing the powers of ilie European Padiament. 

The authors of this question consider that a positive decision must be taken on this point, part
icularly because, among other things, the financial ai'rangements for the European Agricultural 
Guidance and Guarantee Fund, called for under Article 201 of the Treaty and to be financed 
also from resources available to the Community, highlight the urgent need for effe<Jtive parlia
mentary control, which cannot be exercised in Communi,ty matters only by .the national Parliaments. 

Moreover the questioners, in view of the proposals the Italian Government put forward on this 
subject, consider that a fresh approach by the Italian Government in this matter could be of 
special value following the positive statements made by the President of the Council of Ministers 
and the ad interim Foreign Minister during the recent debate in the Senate.' 

B-ANSWER BY THE FOREIGN MINISTER 

{18 March 1965) 

'In the context of Community work on the merger of the ElK, Euratom and tlle ECSC, the 
Italian Government has constantly stressed the need for the merger of the three European 
Communities, which has to be completed by 1967, to go hand :in hand with the strengthening 
and widening of the European Parliament's powers and prerogatives, particularly in the spheres 
of budgetary control and the Community's relations with non-member countries. 

The Italian Government considers it essential that European economic integration is accomplished 
in a Community whose Parliament can exercise effective democratic control over the activities 
of the Communi,ty' s executive bodies. It was against this background that the I,talian Govern
ment submitted a proposal in Brussels in February 1964 whereby the number of members of 
the European Parliament would be increased-as from 1 January 1966-from 142 to 286, half of 
whom would, in a first phase, be elected by direct universal suffrage. 

Within the context of the merger into a single Commission, in the current year, of the EEC and 
Euratom Commission and the High AUJthori·ty of the ECSC, i:t was agreed to impro¥e relations and 
co-operation between the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission, and it was 
agreed in principle that whenever the Europea;n Parliament suggested amendments to draft 
budgets, the Council would review these budgets not as a whole but chapter by chapter. At the 
same time-at the instance of the Italian Government-it was agreed that the question of in
creasing the powers of the European Pariiament and of the direct election of its members would 
be studied and settled in conjunction with the merger of the three Communities-a merger 
the Italian Government hopes to see completed by 1967 in unison with the programmes for 
speeding up the economic and political integration of the Six.' 
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VII-Motion on the direct election of members of the European Parliament by universal 
suffrage tabled on 14 September 1966 in the Chamber of Deputies by Mr. Malagodi 

(Liberal) 

'The Chamber, 

having regard to the fact that Articles 138 of the Treaty setting up the European Economic 
Community and 108 of rthe Treaty setting up the European Atomic Energy Community, which 
provlde for the election of the European Padiament by direct universal suffrage, have still not 
been applied despite the fact that three years ago the European Parliament adopted, and submitted 
to the Council of Ministers, a draft Convention based on the provisions of those Treaties; 

having regard to the all-important need for popular elections if the process of economic integra
tion now in progress is to be e:xltended ·to the political sphere ; 

. urges :the Government to persuade the Council of Ministers of the Community to adopt the 
said Convention as soon as possible.' · 

VIII-Bill on the direct election of the Italian members of the European Parliament 
introduced on 27 June 1968 in the Chamber of Deputies by Messrs. Mussa lvaldi, 

Vercelli, Mosca, Polotti, Scalfari, Giorgio Guerrini and Bemporad 
(Italian Socialist Party) (4th legislative period, No. 111) 

The Bill was referred to the Foreign Affairs Committee and to the 
Constitutional Affairs Committee for a report in plenary session. 

A-BlLL 

Article 1 

Elections to the European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, as provided for in Article 
138 of the Treaty of Rome, shall be held in Italy on 9 May 1969. 

Article 2 

The Government is empowered to make the necessary arrangements for these elections by 
1 October 1958, in accordance with the decisions taken by the Council of Ministers of the 
Communities. · 

Article 3 

If the Council of Ministers of the Community fails to reach agreement on this matter :in 
good time, the Italian Government shall, not later than 30 November 1968, set up a committee 
including members of both Chambers to study arrangements for the direct el<ection by universal 
suffrage of Italian representatives in the European Parliament. 

B-EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

The need for a politically united Europe becomes more and more pressing as the development 
of the European Common Market increasingly shows that what is involved is no longer only an 
exclusive encounter between six economies but also their inte~ation with the rest of the world. 
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The Europe of the Six, which has now become the second largest economic power in rthe 
world, has parl!ldoxically no influence on :international affairs, and in future even its chances of 
making a worthy contribUJtion to the scientific and technological progress of mankind may be 
endangered. 

It is therefore essential to breathe new life into the European idea. It is to he deplored that 
the six Governments have not yet agreed on extending the Community's activities to the strictly 
political sphere. 

But we must not allow ourselves to become resighed to· this. It is now up to the national 
Parliaments to use every means in their power to set their Governments moving in this direction. 

One such means hinges on the European Parliament which, under A·rtide 138 of the Rome 
Treaty, is to be elected by direct univers·al suffrage. It should be recalled that as long ago as 1960 
the European Community recommended its Council of Minisbers to provide the necessary instru
ments for such direct elections. 

If the Governments can be oblriged to proceed on these lines, it will mean an increase in 
the prestige, responsibility and democratic representativeness of the European Parliament, as it 
will be endowed with powers vis-a-vis the executives. 

Moreover, all such elections will have an impact on all Europeans and bring the European 
idea right home to them. These elections will be on a scale never before experienced on our 
continent. This great union of which we are the champions will cease once and for all to be the 
affair of shopkeepers and technocrats to become the business of ·every citizen of Europe. 

We therefore consider it our Parliament's duty to demand that the six Foreign Ministers 
reach an agreement on the arrangements for these elections. In our opinion the best way to 
proceed would be to fix a time-limit. We suggest 9 May 1969, the 19th anniversary of the 
Schuman Declaration. This is in line with Bills Nos. 679 and 688 introduced on 28 March 
and 5 April 1968 in the French National Assembly and which the present Bill is intended to 
support. We trust that the other member States will soon make similar moves. 

In submitting this Bill our intention is to thwart any moves or political acts, from whatever 
quarter, aimed at preventing the political integration of Europe. -

If the Ministers fail to reach agreement, there will be nothing to prevent ·any member State 
from electing its delegation by direct universal .suffrage rather than . by . nomination by its Parlia
ment. Hence this Bill provides that if the Council of Ministers has ... not reached· a decision by 
1 October 1968, a joint committee ·including senators and deputies is· to be set up to study the 
arrangements for national elections. · 
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IX-Motion for the direct election of Italian representatives to the European Parliament tabled 
in the Chamber of Deputies on 7 October 1968 by Messrs. Scelba, Zaccagnini, Azimonti, 
Bianchi Gerardo, Borghi, Calvi, Biaggi, Gitti, Girardin, Carra, Janniello, Pisicchio, Alessi, 
Mrs. Anselmi Tina, Messrs. Amodio, Baroni, Bianco, Bodrato, Mrs. Boffardi Ines, Messrs. 
Bologna, Caiazza, Capra, Carta, Ceruti, Cervone, Dagnino, Dall' Armellina, Degan, De Ponti, 
De Stasio, Di Lisa, Erminero, Fabbri, Fiorot, Foderaro, Foschi, Fracanzani, Fracassi, 
Giordano, Giraudi, Grassi, Bertazzi, Gullotti, lozzelli, Isgro, Lucchesi, Maggioni, Mancini 
Vincenzo, Marchetti, Marocco, Mrs. Martini Maria Eletta, Messrs. Mengozzi, Merenda, Merli, 
Miroglio, Palmitessa, Pavone, Pisoni, Pitzalis, Racchetti, Reale Giuseppe, Ruffini, Russo 
Ferdinando, Salvi, Sisto, Tantalo, Urso, Valiante, Laforgia, Verga, Caroli, Marotta, De Poli 

(Christian Democrats) 

'The Chamber, 

in view of the need to overcome the obstacles standing in the way of a politically united 
Europe; 

in view of the fact that the direct election of members of the Europe~n Parliament by uni
versal suffrage could bring this goal nearer ; 

in view of the need, shouLd one or more Governments reject the election of the:ir representa
tives by direct universal suffrage, for Italy so to elect its own representatives unilaterally not 
later than 1969, in accordance with Articles 21 (amended) of the Treaty of Paris (ECSC), 
138 (EEC) and 108 (Euratom) of the Treaties of Rome; 

calls upon the Government 

to propose to the other Governments of the Community the adoption of a plan for the direct 
election of members of the European Parliament in accordance with a uniform procedure in all 
member States.' 

X-'People's Bill' on the direct election of the Italian representatives 
in the European Parliament by universal suffrage, 

introduced in the Chamber of Deputies and in the Senate on 11 June 1969 
(5th legislative period, Bills and Reports No. 706) 

The Bill was referred to the Internal Affairs Committee and the 
Foreign Affairs Committee for a report in plenary session. 

At the beginning of 1969 the Italian section of the European Federalist Movement decided 
to launch a vast campaign in favour of the direct election by universal suffrage of Italian repre
sentatives in the Parliament of the Six. On the basis of Article 71 (1) of the Italian Constitution, 
which governs the presentation of Bills at the request of the people, the Federalist Movement 
collected by 6 March 1969 200,000 signatures of Italian citizens in support of the following Bill : 

( 1 ) Art. 71. The initiative for Acts of Parliament rests with the Government, with each member of the Chambers and with bodies 
on which it may be conferred under the Constitution. 
The people may take the initiative for Acts by means of a proposal, made by not less than 50,000 electors, for a Bill divided 
up into articles. 
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A-BILL 

Article 1 

For the purpose of nominating Italian representatives to the European Parliament from among 
its own members, the Italian Padiament shall, in accol.'dance with Article 138 of the Treaty setting 
up the European Economic Community, hold elections by direct universal suffrage. 

Article 2 

Election meetings for the first elections shall be convened jointly with those for regional 
elections and in any case not later than 31 December 1969. 

Article 3 

The elections shall be held on the basis of proportional representation and of a single 
national constituency. 

Article 4 

The representatives referred to in Al.'ticle 1 shall be elect·ed by the electors of the Chamber of 
Deputies. 

A11ticle 5 

Only members of the Italian Parliament who are in office at the time of the election shall be 
eligible as Italian representatives to the European Pa:rliament. The elections governed by this 
Act shall not, however, coincide with national elections. 

Mtide 6 

The representatives elected shall consist in equal numbers of members of the Senate ·and mem
bers of the Chamber of Deputies. 

Article 7 

Each of the two Chambers shall declare to be elected those candida;,tes who have secured on 
their list the number of votes required under the electoral system adopted. 

Article 8 

Expenditure ansmg from the application of this Aot shall be met by opening a special head 
in the provisional estimates of the Ministry of the Interior. 

B-EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 

Twelve years si.nce the signing of the Rome Treaty and more than twenty years since the 
launching of the process of European integration, the basic limitation of the common institutions 
set up within the European Communities has still to be overcome. This limitation is the lack of 
a real Parliament elected by the people and wielding real powers which alone can ensure effective 
democratic participation by the people in .the life of the institutions. The fact thrut the members 
of the European Padiament are not directly elected by the people, and the primarily consulta;tive 
role the Treaty assigned to the Parliament, have undoubtedly added weight to criticisms to the 
effect that the system of common institutions rests on a technocratic structure. Within that system 
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legislairive power is in the hands of the Council of Ministers which is not collectively answerable 
to the European Parliament. This state of affairs has in recent years helped the Government of 
one member State in its a~ttempts to reduce the Community insti•tutions to conventional instruments 
of intergovernmental co-opera:tion between Governments on the pretext that this wouLd ensure 
more effective democratic control. 

The scope offered by Article 138,3 of the EEC T·reaty to get round these difficuLties, ev·en 
if only partially, through the direct election of European representatives, has so far been bloak:ed by 
the absence of the unanimity required for a decision of this kind. Under these circumstances this 
Bill, which draws on similar moves by parliamentarians of other member States, confines itself to 
providing for the direCt election only of Italian representatives to the European Parliament. It is 
fully compatible with Article 138, for it lays down that only members of the Italian Parliament who 
are in office at the time of the elections are eligible ; it is not therefore contrary to that Article, 
which states : 'The Assembly shall consist of delegates who shall he nominated by the respective 
Parliaments from among their members in accordance with the procedure laid down by each 
member Sta:te.' It may be supposed, in the light of that provision, that the Italian delegation might 
not differ very much, after such eLections, from the present one. Nevertheless the fact that future 
Italian representatives in Strasbourg will receive their mandate direct from the people would meet a 
real requirement in that it could set off a chain reaction in other member States, bringing to the 
fore in a practical way the problem of democratizing the common inS'titutions, an essential prelude 
to a relaunching of the integration process. 

Support for this Bill has come from the political, economic, social and cultural movements 
brought together by the Italian Council of the European Movement, and notably the Europea~n 
Federalist Movement, the Council of European Local Authorities, the Association europeenne des 
enseignants and the Comites provinciaux pour !'Europe. These bodies, which are all highly re
presentative of all regions and social classes of the country, support the Bill with a view to making 
the European problem .a mat:ter of everyday concern to the dtizen---khis, of necessity, through the 
national political parties which, on the occasion ·of the elections proposed, will for the first time 
be called upon to take up a;n open critical stand on the various aspects of European integration. 
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CHAPTER VI 

TEXTS BY THE LUXEMBOURG CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES 

!-Motion tabled by Messrs. Urbany, Grandgenet, Hoffmann, Meis and Flammang 
(Communist Party) on the direct election of Luxembourg representatives 

in supranational bodies by universal suffrage, and speech by Mr. Urbany 

(Official report, 24 April1969) 

A-MOTION 

'The Chamber calls upon the Government to table a Bill on 'the election by the people of our 
country's representa:tiv;es in supmnational bodies in accovdance with the provisions of our law on 
padiamentary elections.' 

B-SPEECH BY MR. URBANY 

The purpose of the motion we are going to disouS's is to fulfil an idea and promises recently 
made by represenl:altives of different parties ; that is, to choose the most democratic way of electing 
our representatives in European bodies so as faithfully to reflect the will of the people. At present, 
these representatives are not directly elected but merely nominated, an undemocratic procedure 
that gives rise to a number of anomalies. For example, Luxembourg is still represented in Stras
bourg by persons who were not re-elected by the people a:t the last parliamentary elections. This 
state of affairs is utterly undemocratic. We therefore propose that the next representatives of our 
country, whatever the European body concerned, should be chosen by the people in accordance 
with the provisions of our electoral law tin the same way as members of the Chamber, that is, in 
general elections under proportional representation. Then we can be certain that at least the 
Luxembourg members of ·these parliaments and bodies are democratically elected. 

It may be argued that such measures must be taken on a wider scale and cannot be applied 
to Luxembourg alone. My reply is that the statutes of the international institutions do not specify 
how these representatives shall be elected or designated, so that we are free to choose our own 
representatives at least in a democratic way. We therefore feel that this motion is one that can 
win the support of all democratically-minded members. We ask that the motion shouLd be voted 
on by roll-call. 
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II-Motion tabled by Mr. Fohrmann (Socialist Workers' Party) on the election 
of Luxembourg representatives to the European Parliament, 

and speeches by Messrs. Margue (Christian Social Party) Fohrmann (Socialist 
Workers' Party), Cravatte (Socialist Workers' Party) and Thorn, Foreign Minister 

(Official report, 24 Apri/1969) 

A-MOTION 

'The Chamber, 

with a view to helping to make the institutions of the European Communiti,es more demootatic, 

calls upon the Government to ~table a Bill as soon as possible laying down arrangements for 
the direct election by universal suffrage of Luxembourg representatives in the European Parlia
ment.' 

B-SPEECHES 

Mr. Fohrmann.-Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, rthe motion of the Communist party, 
on which Mir. Urbany has again spoken, calls for a Bill 'on the election by the people of our 
country's representatives in supranational bodies, in accordance with the provisions of our law on 
parliamentary elections.' I do not know if Mr. Urbany is badly informed, but in speaking of supra
national bodies one thinks not only of the European Parliament hut also, for example, of the 
EEC Commission and NATO, and of certain consultative councils and other commissions. The 
election of members of these bodies :is governed by explicit provisions in the appropriate treaties. 
Only in rthe case of the European Parliament does the Tr~eaty provide that representatives may be 
elected by the various countries themselves. This ·is not the case with the EEC Commission, the 
Economic and Social Committee and other consultative councils. The provisions that concern them 
are laid down in 'the treaties and we cannot change them. 

Up till now, when we have raised this matter in the Chamber, we have always had the 
European Parliament in mind. It is not only the Socialist party of Luxembourg but also the 
Socialist parties of the Six that demand that the European Parliament, which meets in Strasbourg, 
should be elected by universal suffrage. Obviously we cannot demand that others should comply 
with the laws of our country, for we, for example, have one member per 5000 inhabita;nts and 
four wnstituencies. We must conform to a specific law and to a specific procedure. But leaving 
aside those cases whid1 are governed by treaties, we agree, as Socialists, that a move should be made 
as far as the European Parliament is concerned. 

I agree on one point wirth Mr. Urbany : we too have openly expressed disapproval of the 
fact that, at this moment, we have representatives in Strasbourg who are no longer members 
of this Chamber. It is rtrue that it has been said that they will only remain in office until October but 
I nonetheless deeply deplore this state of affairs. We have already made this point but I am doing 
so again because this circumstance is not calculated to enhance the prestige of the European Par
liament or the value of the wo11k done by our representatives. If the Communist party feels really 
strongly about this, perhaps it could approve the following text : 

'The Chamber, 

with a view to helping to make the institutions of the European Communities more democratic, 
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calls upon the Government rto table a Bill as soon as possible laying down arrangements for 
the direct election by universal suffrage of Luxembourg representatives in 'the European Parliament.' 

I think this text remains wi,thin the framework of our earlier discussions and that its adop
tion would be a step forward appreciated by the European Parliament, for I can tell you-----and 
the Foreign Minister can confirm this-that the various groups are 1n fact agreed that representa
tives should be elected in their respective countries. Hence we shall not be the last to champion 
democratization. If ·the Communists are ready to take a step forward, the Chamber couLd adopt 
this motion unanimously. I thank you. 

Mr. Margue.-Mr. Fohrmann spoke solely of the European Parliament. I do not lmow if 
Mr. Urbany was only thinking of the European Pa!rliament or if, when he speaks of supranational 
bodies, he also has :in mind such parliamentary assemblies as those of WED, the Council of Europe 
or NATO. My impression was that he was also referring to these. 

As regards the European Parliament, we cannot agree with Mr. Fohrmann's proposal ; not 
bec·ause we disapprove of direct elections but because it is legally impossible to proceed in that 
way. Mr. Fohrmann is familiar with the Treaties setting up the European Communities which 
provide for the introduction of universal suffrage. The procedure envisaged calls on the one 
hand for a move by the European Parliament, and for the consent of the Council of Ministers 
on the other. The European Parliament has already made the necessary move. The Council's consent 
cannot be obtained at the moment. Thi-s was indeed one of the causes of the Common Ma1'ket 
crisis : the Commission had of its own accord submitted the fo1'egoing proposal to the Council of 
Ministers. 

A Bill presented in Luxembourg would not change the situation in any way. We therefore 
regret that we cannot vote for Mr. Fohrmann' s motion. 

The other international assemblies have statutes which were in each case laid down by treaty. 
As regards the Consultative Assembly of rthe Council of Europe, for example, it is laid down that 
its members shall he elected by the national Parliaments. The WEU treaty strutes that the mem
bers of that ass·embly shall be those who represent the seven countries on the Consultative Assem
bly of the Council of Europe. This state of affairs could only be changed by amending the treaty ; 
this being the case, motions such as those put forward by Mr. Urbany serve no useful purpose. 
This is why we oppose the motions of Mr. Urbany and Mr. Fohrmann. 

Mr. Fohrmann.-Just one word. I am indeed familiar with these 'treaties, and I agree with 
what Mr. Margue says. In fact I said the same. But ·it is constantly being asserted that one of the 
Six is against universal suffrage and, as I have said on a previous occasion, that it is always the same 
one. This is not true. It is always said that the French are the only ones to disagree, but the 
others are really glad of this because it enables them also to disagree. This is why we are proposing 
this procedure, which other countries are proposing too. We shall then be able to see which 
Governments are for and which against. It is only too easy today to hide behind someone else. 

Mr. Urbany.-We think that our representatives in all these institutions should be elected 
democratically and this is why we tabled this motion. You retort rthat we are bound by treaties and 
that we have no right to organize elections by universal suffrage in our country on behalf of the 
Luxembourg Parliament. If the treaties are so worded, we can obviously only ask that they be 
changed. As rega1'ds the European Parliament, the most important of these assemblies and one 
that plays a majort :role, the statements made by Mr. Margue and Mr. Fohrmann are contra
dictory. 

As far as I know, the various national Parliaments are free to nominate their representatives. 
No one seems to care how the others act, for the Italian Government has alrerudy nominated other 
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representatives, although it has taken relative strengths in the Italian Chamber into account, which 
is not the case with us. Mr. Fohrmann states that the treaties concerning the other international 
institutions lay dorwn how representatives shall be nominated. Well, we agree to refer only rto the 
European Parliament in our motion. This will at least enable us to take a first step in a,n important 
field. There is a detail missing from Mr. Fohrmann's mortion. What we are asking for is nor!: only 
elections by universal suffr·age. These elections must comply with our legal provisions, that is, be 
based on proportional representation. That has nothing to do with universal suffrage. 

Mr. Fohrmann.-It comes rt:o the same thing. 

Mr. Urbany.-Elections by universal suffrage mean that everyone mn vote. Now, the simple 
majority system can be combined with universal suHrage, but it is proportional representation 
that we want. 

Mr. Fohrmann.-There is no difficulty here as far as we are concerned but we cannot say, 
according to our law, that there shall also be one member in the European Parliament for every 
5,000 inhabitants. 

Mr. Urbany.-If we can send only seven members to this P·rurliament, rt:his number cannot be 
based on the figure of 5,000 inhabitants. If Mr. Fohrmann will add the words 'by propol'tional 
representation' to his motion, we could support it. We propose, however, that voting should be by 
roll-call ; I am ready to withdraw my motion and to vote for Mr. Fohrmann's. 

Mr. Margue.-I should simply like to say this : if Mr. Fohrmann considers that the parlia
mentarians of the various countries should press their Governments to take <the ini,tiative to obtain 
at European level what we are asking for here, I shall not stand in the way ; but we cannot ask 
our Government to table a Bill for the election of representatives of the European Parliament by 
the people. Nothing will mme of it. 

Mr. Elvinger.-I can only endorse what Mr. Margue has said. We cannot change interna
tional treaties by means of a domestic law. Mr. Urbany's motion is badly worded even though the 
idea behind it is attractive. We also appreciate Mr. Fohrmann's motion but an international conven
tion cannot be altered in rt:his fashion. 

Mr. Cravatte.-Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I should like to add a word to this 
discussion .. The requirement that members of the European Parliament should be elected by uni
versal suffrage goes back many years, and the European Parliament has been occupied with the 
question for a number of years. It made proposals to the nrutional Governments on the basis of 
a plan drawn up by Mr. Dehousse, the Belgian senator. The plan was all ready but got no 
further because of the opposition it encountered. Quite recently, only a few months ago, the 
European Parlirumenrt returned to the question and approved a recommendation to the national 
Governments that they should accept the 'Dehousse Plan' for the direct election of members 
of the European Parliament by universal suffrage. The national Governments ought now to be 
consulted on this matter, and I understand that the Council of Ministers has been asked rt:o make 
its views on the subject known promptly. Indeed, according to the Rome Treaty, once the 
Parliament has accepted a resolution of this kind the Council of Ministers has to ·take the matter 
up within two months. The two months are nearly up and if the Council does not ·reply within 
the specified time-limit the Parliament even has the right to refer the matter to the Court of 
Justice. You can see, therefore, ·that something has been done but this only concerns the interna
tional sphere. I am obliged here to contradict our worthy colleague, Mr. Margue, on his lega1 inter-
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pretation of the relevant provisions of the Treaty. He said that there can be no direct election of 
members of the European Prurliament unless the Treaty is changed ; but there is nothing ·to stop each 
country, ·acting in pursuance of the Rome Treaty, from electing its own representatives under rules 
to be determined in line with national provisions. Thus, each is free to choose. It may either 
proceed indirectly, leaving it to the Government to nominate members, or organize elections in 
accordance with its own national laws. I should like to point out thaJt the Italian Parliament 
now has before tit a Bill for the direct election of Italian representatives in the European Parlia
ment by universal suffrage. There is thus no legal reason why we should not do the same in the 
Grand Duchy. .And I think we are acting in accordance with the Treaty of Rome in calling upon 
the Government to draw up a Bill organizing direct elections in the Grand Duchy for the election 
by propoJJtional representation of Luxembourg representatives in the European P·arliament. This is 
perfectly feasible and in line with recommendations which have been ma.de for years. We should 
thus be backing the efforts of the European Parliament. I ask you therefore to support Mr. Fohr
mann's motion which i:s certainly acceptable from the legal sta.ndpoint. 

Mr. Thorn, Foreign Minister.-Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, may I fi:rst of all say 
where we stand regarding the motion tabled by Mr. Urbany and others on 11 Mrurch 1969, because 
this is the only text on which the Government has been called upon to make known its views. 
As nearly all the speakers other than Mr. Urbany reminded us, the motion as it stands is inad
missible, not to say unacceptable, to the Government, because of the way it is worded and bemuse 
of its legal implications. 

1) I think i:t is questionable whether we can speak of the election of representallives of countries 
to the supranational bodies ; this lends itself to misunderstandings. We could speak of inter
national pa:rliaments but this might also imply the election of members of the Commission of 
the European Community, to take but one example, and there are others. All this is too vague. 
We do not know if this motion refers to parliamentary institutions, the executives or only supra
nattonal 'bodies. Now, as you know, there is a great deal of a:rgument as to which are supra
national and which :international bodies. From this point of view, therefore, the motion is 
unacceptable. 

2) As a matter of interest I would remind you, as Mr, Margue has akeady pointed out, tha:t the legal 
bases of the various treaties differ. What may be possible for one institution-as Mr. Cravatte 
sa:id-may not be possible for another. Thus, as it stands, the motion is inlildmissible and 
unacceptable to the Government for the reasons I have briefly outJ.lined. 

In practice, Mr. Fohrmann put forward an amended motion which only concerns the Europea;n 
Parliament. I should like, Ladies and Gentlemen, to say how pleased I was to herur Mr. Urbany 
say that the Communist party too appreciates the value of the Europea;n Pa:rJi.ament :J:Jnd the need 
to be represented in it ; he actually said, for ~Jhe first time in twelve years, tha:t it is an assembly 
not only of great importance but one that ha:s a major wle to play. I thank him sincerely for rally
ing to a cause we have long championed without . his support. 

As regards elections by universal suffrage under our national laws, there is, as Mr. Margue 
pointed out, a legal wrangle going on in which it is heLd by some that 'these elections could 
only be held by agreement between all concerned. The election by universal suffrage of the 
whole European Parliament can only take place on a proposal by the European Parliament-already 
ma;de--and with the approval of the Council of Ministers, which has not yet been secured and is 
not likely to be in the nea:r future. To avoid any misunderstanding, I must stress tha;t Mr. Cra
vatte was quite right when he said that 'the European Parliament had addressed ·a resolution to 
the Coundl of Ministers. I w:as apprised of this because Luxembourg is currently presiding over 
the Council. The ,two months are nea;rly up. This will certainly be of interest to our Cha:mber of 
Deputies. I shall see to it l'hat this resolution is put on our agenda, and you may ·rest assured thaJt 
the Luxembourg Government will adopt a positive attitude. This does not make me feel ooy 
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more hopeful about the Council as a whole but I think it worth reoalJ.i.ng that the Luxembourg 
Government approved the motion as tabled by the European Parliament. 

You ask what is the Government's attitude to the resolution tabled by the European Parliament 
in Strasbourg. 

This, Mr. Fohrmann, concerns general elections embracing the entire European Parliament, 
with the assent of all the Governments. We do not wish to hide behind anyone's back, however 
broad or :tall it may be. This is why we declare publicly ·that we are for the direct election of the 
entire European Parli'<l:ment in all six countries. 

We come now to this interim solution or affirmation of wilLingness to go ahead unilaterally in 
each country with electing national delegations. Because you have only just tabled this motion this 
afternoon, the Government meeting in council has not been able to give its assent. 

As to the argument between Mr. Margue and Mr. Gravatte, I wouLd say ~hat I, personally, 
~ncline towards Mr. Cravatte's view and think that .the Chamber, which appoints its delegates on 
a vote, is free to appoint them in a different way ; for example, by making a law on direct 
elections. I believe that that is possible. 

It remains to be seen whether that is desirable aJnd whether, weighing up the pros and cons, 
including the expenditure entaHed, this should be done faidy shortly or, if coupled with general 
elections, a:t a later date. These are points to consider and I do not think that we can work out 
all the details and the provisions of such a law within the contex<t of the debate on this motion. 
Personally, I should have preferred-the Government not having yet made its views known-this 
House to have followed the example of other Parliaments, notably ·the French National Assembly, 
tabling a Bill, in the light of the opinion of the committee concerned, dearly bringing out its 
views. This would reflect a parliamentary initiative and the desi,re to represent the people. Here 
you are going a step further and asking the Government to take the initiative. I should like to 
ask Mr. Fohrrnann ... 

Mr. Fohrmann.-This is a first-class funeral. A Bill tabled by the Chamber would put the 
idea deep underground. 

Mr. Thorn, Foreign Minister.-The Chamber should have more faith in !'he power of parlia
mentary representation, Mr. Fohrmann. 

If you intend to ask the Government to table this Bill, I cl!Jn tell you thlllt this will certainly 
not be a matter of a week or so because we have many problems to solve. Mr. Gravatte referred 
to the Dehousse proposal which has encountered many difficulties and rai-ses ID'<l:ny problems, 
particularly for a small country whose delegation cannot in any ev·ent be enlarged. We have a 
delegation of only six members to send to Sbrasbourg. This raises a number of problems, and 
I hope that you will bear these in mind now and not only when the Bill is tabled and debated. 

That said, I may say that I personaHy will accept the motion. 

Mr. Fohrmann.-That's fine. 

Mr. Cravatte.-To make matters quite clear I would add that the relevant provision of the 
Rome Treaty (Article 138), which has just been handed to me, reads as follows : "J1he Assembly 
shall consist of delegates who shall be nominated by the respective Parliaments from among their 
members in accordance with the procedure laid down by each member State.' 

Itt is, on the other hand, also possible to draft a Bill, as Italy has done, and •to have repre
sentatives elected by universal suffrage from among members of ~he national Parliament. 
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Of course only members of a national Parliament can be considered. 

I was glad to hear from Mr. Thorn that our Government is go~ng to support the European 
Parliament's resolution now with the Council of Ministers. 

I thank the Foreign Minister and all members of the Government for taking up this s·tand. 
The Foreign Minister, however, rthinks that a BiH for direct elections would serve little purpose at 
the moment because the legislative procedure would be drawn-out and laborious. The fact remains 
that passing a motion such as Mr. Fohrmann's would be a gesture not without effect in Europe. 
Moreover, we wou1d be able to say that our Parliament was the first to express ·the determination 
shared by all the o~her countries that the election of the European Parliament by universal suffrage 
should become a ·reality. I't would be a smaH step but a highly important one and could not fail 
to have considerable effect. This is why we ask for support for Mr. Fohrmann's motion. 

Mr. Margue.-Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, now that Mr. Cravatte has read out the 
text, I agree that, strictly speaking, it would be possible to call on rhe people to seleot our repre
sentatives from among the elected deputies. Indeed, the decisive phrase is 'from among their 
members'. As <the Government does not think this the right moment to draft such a Bill, we can
not accept Mr. Fohrmann's motion. Mr. Urbany's text is in any event unacceptable. 

President.-If I rightly understand the attitude of the Communist party, which presented the 
first motion, it is ready to accept Mr. Fohrmann's motion if ·the words 'by proportional representa
tion' are added to ·it. In that event it would withdraw its motion. 

Mr. Urbany.-Agreed. 

Mr. Fohrmann.-Perhaps we need not a:mend the wording of the motion; we can merely 
explain that it also implies proportional voting. On this basis we are agreed. 

President.-We shall now vote on Mr. Fohrmann's motion. 

T1he motion is adopted by 3 5 votes to 16. 

For: Messrs. Cravatte, Flammang, Fohrmann, Grandgenet, Hamilius, Hansen, Ha:rtmann, 
Hengel, Hoffmann, Hurt, Kollwelter, Kons, Krieps, ~rier Antoine, Krier Roger, Ma:rt, Meis, Schlei
mer, Urbany, Useldinger, Vouel, Wagner Charles, Wehenkel, Wolter, Abens, Berchem, Berg (proxy: 
Hengel), Van den Bulcke (proxy: Abens), Diederich (proxy : Berchem), Fa:ndel (proxy: Krier 
Antoine), Miss Lulling (proxy : Hansen), Messrs. N ey (proxy : Wolter), Wantz (proxy : Krieps), 
Wilwettz (proxy: Wehenkel) and Wohlfart (proxy: Schleimer). 

Against : Messrs. BoJlendorff, Burggraf£, Colling, Duhr, Elvinger, Gerson, Glesener, Gregoire, 
Ma:rgue, Mosar, Spautz, Wagner Georges, Winkin, Biever (proxy: Mosar), Hellinckx (proxy: 
Elvinger) and Lucius (proxy : Winkin). 
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CHAPTER VII 

TEXTS OF THE SECOND CHAMBER 
OF THE STATES-GENERAL OF THE NETHERLANDS 

Motion on the financing of the common agricultural policy, increasing the powers of the Euro
pean Parliament and its election by universal suffrage, tabled on 8 June 1965 in the Second 
Chamber of the States-General by Messrs. Blaisse (Catholic People's Party), Vredeling (So
cialist Party), Miss Rutgers (Anti-Revolutionary Party),· Messrs. Berkhouwer (People's Party for 
Freedom and Democracy) and Bos (Christian Historical Union). The motion was adopted by 
the Foreign Affairs Committee on 9 June 1965 and by the Second Chamber, without debate, 

at the plenary sitting of 16 June 1965 
(1964-65 session, Motion No. 8040-5) 

'The Chamber, 

having regard to 1!he proposals of the European Commission concerning : 

1-f:ina,ncing the common agricultural policy ; 

II-independent revenue for the European Economic Community ; 

III-increasing the powers of the European Parliament ; 
referring to its statement of 2 February 1965 ; 

having regard to the resolution concerning these proposals adopted by the European Parliament 
on 12 May 1965 ; 

approves, on political, institutional and economic grounds, 'the principles enounced in the Euro
pean Commission's proposal'S, as adopted by a large majority by the European Parliament ; 

emphasizes : 

(a) that the proposals as a whole are poHtically indivisible ; 

(b) that the common agricultural and industrial markets must be brought into being simultaneously ; 

(c) that for the purpose of endowing the EBC with its own source of ,revenue, it will be essential 
to dhange the Community's budget procedure in such a way as to establish effective participa
tion and parliamentary control at European level, identical to those so far enjoyed by the 
national Parliaments ; 

(d) that it :is essential in this connexion to make a start in endowing the European Parliament 
with legislative powers by introducing a right of veto ; 

remaim of the opinion that direct elections to the European Pa-rliament rure essential for 
strengthening democracy in the EEC, particularly once this Parliament has received real powers ; 
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considers that the Community tax on fa:ts can only be determined through the procedure adopt
ed by the European Parliament for the adoption of the Community's budget; 

supports the European Parliament's decision, backed by its three main political groups, to the 
effeot that the EBC Council of Ministers may only depa:r·t from the draft budget wi~h the co-opera
tion of the European Parliament ; 

calls upon the Government vigorously to uphold this standpoint at the forthcoming negotia
tions ; 

invites its President to bring this motion to the attention of the European Commission, the EEC 
Council of Ministers, the European Parliament and the PaJf!iaments of the five other member 
States of the EEC. 
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·PART TWO 

Policy statements 



CHAPTER I 

GOVERNMENTS 

No attempt has been made to bring together all statements and speeches of members of the 
Governments of the six countries in which allusion is made to the election of the European 
Parliament by universal suffrage. Only ~he most important or the most original of these are 
included lin the following pages. 

I-Belgium 

A-Statement made by Mr. Wigny, Foreign Minister, in the Chamber of Representatives 
during a debate on Community and Foreign Affairs held in January 1960 

(Chamber of Representatives, debates of 20, 26, 27 and 28 January 1960) 

Mr. Wigny felt that tlhe ·direct election of members of the European Parliament would be 
desirable provided it did not break the link that had to be maintained between rthe European 
and the national Parliaments, and provided tha:t it was coupled Wlith an increase in the Parliament's 
powers of controL Europe was not in:tended to swaLlow up individual nations, and if parliament
arians did not meet ministers in tthe national Parliaments ·their work would be ineffective. Direct 
elections would serve no purpose unless control over the exemtives was tightened up. 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, March 1960) 

B-Statement made by Mr. Spaak, Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister, 
during the debate on the budget of the Foreign Ministry held on 13 and 14 June 1961 

(Extract) 

'A<s regards plans for the institutions, it would be wrong to believe that Europe would be 
in danger if the Heads of Governments, accompanied by their Foreign Ministers, were to meet 
three or four times a year to discuss the main problems of building Europe. One could therefore 
accept the setting up of a small administrative secretariat if political unification went hand in hand 
with progress towards a Community Europe. 

Wirthout encroaching on the competence of the executives, who must retain all their powers, 
the new organization could deal with other important matters lying outside the Community's sphere 
of economic activity. 

Pmgress towards a Community Europe included merging the executives, speeding up the deve
lopment of the Common Market and direct elections to the European Parliament. 

There would be no point in merging the executives if ·~he division of effort continued as 
befor·e; what was needed, therefore, was not only to ·effect an administrative merger but also, a;nd 
above all, to reduce the various Treaties to a single Treaty.' 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, July 1961) 
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C-Speech in the Senate by Mr. Dehousse (Socialist) in connexion with a question addressed by Mr. Ballet to 
the Foreign Minister on 'NATO's role after twenty years of existence as assessed at the end of the NATO 
Council meeting held in Washington on 11 and 12 April, and the part Belgium ought to play .in it; the 
changes in the Soviet Union's military and political situation; the need for Europe to emerge without 
delay from its state of lethargy in order to arrive as rapidly as possible at a European Political Community; 

the need to impart fresh impetus to flagging co-operation between the Benelux countries' 

a) Mr. Dehousse's speech (extract) 

' ... When General de Gaulle goes, a number of masks will fall. For quite a few people, and by 
no meaJrrs unimpo11tant ones, have used him as a cloak to hide their true intentions. Many who have 
professed attachment to European union will now have to show theti•r hands. 

They will have to play the European game. This will be neither easy nor immediately prac
ticable. Yet we must admit that the problem of European unity now appears in a more favourable 
light. I should like to tell my friend the Foreign Minister how much I hope that Belgium will 
emba11k on moves in favour of the political un1fication of Europe. Anyone who attends assemblies 
knows how difficult :it is to f·rame a common European policy. What is lacking most of all, how
ever, lis a common political will. 

This political Europe must be cast in a democratic mould. We should take another look at 
some of the old plans, particularly that of the Political Community, which could serve as a basis for 
discussion, and the scheme for the election of the European Parliament by universal suffrage wh:ich 
was blocked by the veto of Gau!Hst governments. We must get to grips with ·it once more because 
it is .the best means of giving Europe the impetus :it needs to move towa:rds unity without any 
loss of sovereignty.' 

b) Mr. Harmel's reply (extract) 

' ... Lastly, I think that elections to the European Parliament by universal suffrage would serve 
as a powerful stimulus to the younger generation. Moreover, even if it is >not at present possible to 
reach agreement on this matter among the six member States, there is nothing to stop any State 
from deciding to hold such elections on 1!he basis of its domestic laws.' 

(Senate, summary report, session of Tuesday, 20 May 1969) 

H-Germany (Federal Republic) 

Report on the press conference of Federal Chancellor Adenauer held in Bonn on 23 January 1963, following 
the signing of the Franco-German Treaty in Paris on 21 January 

(Extract) 

'Quite unexpectedly the Federal Ghancellor proposed that there should be general elec
tions to the European Parliament. Apart from the contemplated entry of the United King
dom to the EEC, the Chancellor's main worry was that the efficiency of the Council of 
Ministers in Brussels, •responsible for supervising the economy of six countries, was already 
suffering owing to a surfeit of work. There. existed in Brussels a smoothly-mn a.nd fairly 
1ndependent bureaucracy burt no parliamentary democracy. It was therefore essential to set 
up a directly elected European Parliament. In Germany it would be possible from 1965 to 
elect representatives simultaneously for the Bundestag and the European Padiament. This 
proposal ought not yet to be ·submitted to Brussels, however, as this might aggravate ·the already 
difficult situation.' 

(Stuttgarter Zeitung, 24 January 1963) 
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III-France 

A-Extracts from the press conference of General de Gaulle concerning Europe, 15 May 1962 

'I should li:ke to speak plLrticularly a:bout the objection to integra:tion. People coun~er this by 
saying : "Why not merge the six States together into a single supranational entity ? That would 
be very simple and practical." But such an entity is impossible to achieve in the absence in 
Europe today of a federator who has the necessary power, reputation and ability. Thus one has 
to fall back on a sovt of hybrid avrangement under which the •six States agree to submit to the 
decisions of a qualified major:ity. At the same time, although there are al·ready six national Parliaments 
as well as the European Parliament and, in addition, the Consultative Assembly of the Council of 
Europe--the last, it is true, pr·eceded the Six but, so they say, is on .the shore on which it was 
abandoned-it would be necessary to elect, over and above this, yet a further parliament, described 
as European, which would lay down the law to the six States. 

These are ideas tthat may appeal to certain minds but I entirely fail to see how they could be 
put into practice, even with Six signatures at the foot of a document. Can we imagine France, Ger
many, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg being prepared, on a matter of importance 
to them in the national or international sphere, to do something that appeared wrong to them, 
merely because others had ordered them to do so ? Would the peoples of P.mnce, of Germany, of 
Italy, of the Netherlands, of Belgium or of Luxembourg ever dream of submitting to laws passed 
by foreign parliamentarians if such laws ran counter to their deepest convictions ? Clearly not. It is 
impossible nowadays for a fol'eign majority to impose their will on reluctant ·nations. It is true, 
perhaps, that in this "integrated" Europe as it is called, there might be no policy at all. This 
would simplify a great many things. Indeed, once there wrus no France, no Europe, once there was 
no policy, since one could not be imposed on each of the six States, attempts to formulate a policy 
would cease. But then, perhaps, these peoples would follow in the wake of some outsider who had 
a policy. Trhere would perhaps be a federator but he would not be European. And Europe would 
not be an integrated Europe but something vaster by far and, I ·repeat, with a federator. Perhaps 
to some •exJtent it is this that at times inspires the utterances of certain advocates of European inte
gration. If so, then it would be better to say so.' 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, June 1962) 

B--Speech made by Mr. Edgar Faure, Minister for Agriculture, in Besan!;on on 14 May 1966 

'I am all for electing a President of the United States of Europe by universal suffrage, and 
even the representatives, but in . such elections France would find itself Jn the minority because too 
many of itbs interests still dash with those of its partners. Moreover, this would not solve the 
problem of fruit and vegetables ; a parliament could not solve practical probl~s before which 
even the experts tum pale. We must above all inake it our business ·to combat two attitudes of 
mind ; systematic contradictoriness and 'Systematic pessimism.' 

(A Survey of European Documentation, July 1966) 

IV-Italy 

A-Statement made by Mr. Nenni, Vice-President of the Council, in Rome on 3 January 1964 

'The major task of our country's foreign policy is the building of a democratic Europe. This 
accounts for the interest shown by our foreign policy in the development of the European Com-
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munities and, more particularly, of the Common Market which must be shielded from trends to
wards self-sufficiency. The Common Market's structure must be recast in a democratic mould and 
be established on a broader popular basis so as to permit of the European Parliament's election by 
universal suffrage, thus providing our peoples with a forum in which to voice thek determination 
to achieve unity and peace. This is why one of orur main concerns is to heal the breach in the unifica
tion process opened up by General de Gaulle one year agp. Although at the close of 1963 there 
were many signs that this breach would become even wider, the Brussels conference ended more 
sati'Sfactorily than expected, with a net gain in the technical, though not ·in rhe poli·tical sphere.' 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, February 1964) 

B-'Policy statement made by Mr. Fanfani, Foreign Minister, in the Chamber of Deputies on 31 March 1965 

He laid emphasis on the decision taken the previous week by the EEC to the effecit that the 
Governments should allocate to the Community aJ.l available funds levied by it and make their 
utilization subject to the control of rhe European Parliament. The latter's powers would thus be 
increased, underlining the need to substitute the direct election of its members by the citizens of the 
Community count11ies for their nomination by the national Parliamenbs. According to some Italian 
and foreign political observers, this Community decisir~ had led to a change in the French Govern
ment's attitude to rhe scheduled meeting of the six Fo~- ign Ministers as it had emerged during their 
Foreign Minister's visit to Rome. 

C-Speech by Mr. Fanfani on the occasion of the signing of the Treaty 
on the merger of the Executives (8 April 1965) 

'The merger of the Executives of the three Communities (ECSC, EEC and EuraA:om) on which 
we have today decided is a further major step in the continuous process of European unification. 
We are for the f.i1:st time adjusting the Community institutions to the progress made by our customs 
and economic union as well as to its growing requirements. Our action today also paves the way 
For a merger of the three Treaties, with which the ultimate objective of the economic and poli1!ical 
integration of Europe must be resolutely pursued. 

This new and constantly progressing situation poses an even more urgent problem : that of 
reforming the European Parliament which, under the Treaties, must share in the Community's 
legislative powers and ensure its democratic development. Once the economic integration of the 
Six ·is complete, and with the end of the EEC's transitional period in sight, the Italian Government 
feels that it is no longer enough for the European Parliament simply to exercise the comultative and 
supervisory powers assigned to it by the Treaties. The improvements in relations between the 
Councils and the European Parliament are also inadequate. 

On the contrary, it is essential progressively to strengthen and widen the Parliament's powers 
by transferring to :it the powers of political control surrendered by the national Parliaments as the 
integration of the Community progresses in the economic sphere and in the executive bodies res
ponsible for it. In order, moreover, that the European Padiament can exercise its functions with 
the utmost authority and in a fully representative way, the provisions of Articles 21 of the ECSC 
Treaty, 138 of the EEC Treaty and 108 of the Euratom Treaty on the direct election of members of 
the European Parliament by universal suffrage should be promptly applied. 

The European Parliament has alre~dy complied with the Treaty requirements in submitting to 
the Councils of the European Communities, as far back as 20 June 1960, a draft Gonvention on its 
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own direct election. Moreover, on 24 February 1964 Mr. Giuseppe Saragat, then Foreign Minister 
and now l~resident of t:he Republic, submitted to the Councils a practical proposal on the same 
subject. As ·regards the powers and prerogatives of the European Parliament, Mr. Gaetano Mar
tino, then President, addressed to the Councils on 18 October 1963 specific requests on the basis 
of a resolution adopted by the Parliament itself on 27 June 1963. On the same subject the Dutch 
Government, on 1 December 1964, as well as other Governments, put forward requests and propo
sals. Finally the EEC Commiss•ion ·submitted to the Councils a proposal-within the context of the 
new financial arrangements for the common agricultural policy-for strengthening the European 
Parliament's budgetary powers. 

The Italian Government's observations and proposals thus fit into the broa,d context of those 
submitted by other Governments, the EEC Commission and the Parliament itself. Such fair-reach
ing agreement in arguments and aims underlines the urgent need for a searching study of this 
problem leading to practical and constructive decisions. The Halian Government intends to act with 
this end in Vliew whenever the opportunity presents itself, because it is quite·sure that in this way 
it will be interpreting the wishes of the people and contributing to the balanced and democratic 
development of our Community and its institutions. H trusts that the Governments of t:he 
other member States also intend to make determined efforts in this direction.' 

(Relazioni internazionali, 17 April 1965) 

D-Government statement by President Moro (3 March 1966) 
(Extract) 

'The Government intends to continue its efforts to ensure full ·resumption of Community activi
ties in line with the Treaties, with an eye to economic integration as a prerequisite for the political 
unification of Europe. These efforts will be deployed in all Community insTitutions-both eco
nomic and political-lllnd the attention of the Parliament and of the country :i~tself will continue to 
be drawn to them. In addition, the project for .the election of the European Parliament by 
universal suffrage will be pushed ahead with.' 

(A Survey of European Documentation, April 1966) 

E-Statement made in the Senate by President Leone on 13 August 1968 
on the election of the European Parliament by universal suffrage 

'As President of the Chamber, I have repeatedly had occasion to deal with this question. Each 
time, on the basis of the Rules of Procedure, I have--'rightly I think-ensured that voting should 
be according to the majority system. Yet I have always wanted this principle changed so that all 
poEtical trends represented in the Parliament could belong to such a delegation. I would remind 
you thrut during a debate on television in 1962 I expressed my conviction that proportional representa
tion of the parties or, more precisely, of the parliamentary groups, in the European Parliament would 
help to speed up European unif,ication. · 

The ·position we are now in can no longer be tolerated. Our delegation has not rbeen renewed 
for years. I therefore feel it is my duty to tell you that the Government intends to resubmit the 
Bill on the direct election of member's of the Italian delegation to the European Parliament by 
proportional representation. As to how the present problem is to be solved-in the absence of 
the Bill to which I have referred--'this is for the two Chambers and their Presidents to decide, 
and out of respect for the Parliament I shall not say anything more about it.' 

( Atti Parlamentari, 13 August 1968) 
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F-Extract from the Anglo-Italian statement on Europe published at the end of the official visit of 
the President of the Italian Republic to the United Kingdom on· 28 April 1969 

'Europe's political development requires all the member States of an enlarged Community to 
play rheir full part. Europe must be firmly based on democratic institutions and the European 
Communities must have the support of an elected Parliament, as provided for ·in the Treaty of 
Rome. The present Europea;n Assemblies must play a more important role.' 

V-Luxembourg 

A-Statement by Mr. Schaus, Foreign Minister, in the debate on foreign policy held in the Chamber of 
Deputies (March 1961) 

(Extract) 

'The Government has no objection to the merger of the executives if it strengthens the existing 
institutions. Irt fea;rs, however, that this will affect the question of the seat of the institutions. It 
also supports the principle of di•r·ect European elections and trusts that these may be carefully 
organized. The Luxembourg Government renews the application of the Grand Duchy to be the seat 
of all the European institutions.' 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, March 1961) 

B-Government statement made in the Chamber of Deputies by Mr. Werner, Prime Minister, on 22 July 1964 
(Extract) 

'The Government refuses to question the basic principles of integra:tion. It is in favour of a 
merger of the Treaties. However, it will only accept a reorganization of the European institutions, 
and in particular the menger of the executives, on the condition that this will assist the process of 
integration and that definite prospects exist for the organization and future aims of the Communities 
as a whole. In this connexion the Government considers that an institutional reorganization of the 
European executives mn only be carried out in the light of the particular conditions prevailing in 
the various fields covered by the Paris and Rome Treaties, and of the specific rudministrative 
needs flowing from these Treaties. It also feels thrut an institutional reorgandzation of the Commu
nities must be accompa~nied by •a strengthening of the powers of the European Parlia;ment.' 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, August 1964) 

VI-Netherlands 

A-Speeches made by Mr. van Dijk (Liberal) and Mr. Luns, Foreign Minister, 
in the Second Chamber during the Foreign Ministry budget debate held on 8-9 January 1963 

(Extract) 

Speaking on the Communtity'•s insti•tutional structure, Mr. van Dijk stated that parliamentary 
democracy and supranationality could not win through unless the Council of Ministers pursued a 
truly European policy instead of seeking compromises between the various national attitudes. 
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Pending possible changes in the Treaty aimed at increasing parliamentary control, he said that 
the most should be made of existing possibilities. He also felt that it should be possible to 
modify European ,regulations in a democratic way. 

As regards consolidating democracy within the Community, the Government considered that 
although direct elections were desirable in themselves, it would only be by widening the powers 
of the European Parliament that this problem could be solved. 

Mr. Luns was also for strengthening the internal structure of the Communities, both f,rom the 
supranational and from the democratic point of view, so that their position, tasks and powers ·would 
be preserved once political co-operation begl!Jn. 

The speaker recognized that the parliamentary institutions ought to be centralized and that 
geographic dispersion hampered the work of the European Parliament. The Government was 
ready. to support any initiative by the Parliament designed to bdng the parliamentary institutions to
gether in one place. He still thought, however, that all Community institutions should be based on 
one location. 

At ,the close of the debate Mr. Blaisse tabled a motion on behalf of the Chdstian Democrat, 
Liberal and Socialist groups, deploring the slow pace of negotiations between the EEC and the 
United Kingdom. In this rthe Chamber urged the Government to spare no effort to facilitate 
British entry. It asked that an effort should be made (i) to change the negotiating procedure to 
enable the EEC Commission to propose solutions to some of the difficult issues still outstanding ; 
(ii) to give priority to these negotiations and urge member States to do the same ; and (iii) to 
show a. wore active interest in consolidating ·the Communities, prurticularly through greater parlia
mentrury control. 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, February 1963) 

B-Motion tabled by Mr. Vredeling and others (12 December 1963) 

A motion had been trubled by Mr. Vredeling (Socialist) and others to the effect that the 
Chrumber considered it essential that the Government should only assist in framing the implement
ing provisions for the European Agl'icultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund if ·there was a definite 
assurance that the European Parliament would be given the budgetary powers lost by the national 
Parliaments i,n this sphere. 

During the debate on this motion Mr. van der Goes van Naters, Mr. Berkhouwer (Liberal) 
and Mr. Westerterp (Christian Democrat) advocated strenf!il:hening the powers of the European 
Parliament a:nd the direct election of its members. Mr. De Block, Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs, stated that the Permanent Representatives were looking into these matters at the request 
of the Dutch Government. Although the climate in Brussels was not at the moment favourable, 
the Netherbnds would continue to strive for improvements on the basis of the existing Treaties 
and, inter alia, of the proposals put forward in the Furler report. Mr. Luns endorsed the reques,t 
for direct elections maJde by several members, and added that if the ministers agreed, there would 
be no difficulties ; otherwise the EEC 'freaty would perhaps have to be amended. 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, January 1964) 
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CHAPTER II 

PARTIES AND LEADING POliTICAL FIGURES 

In V'iew of the wealth of statements made on the subject of direct elections to the European 
Parliament since 1960, only a few of the policy statements made by parties a:nd political figures 
have been reproduced here. 

J..:_Belgium 

A-Extract from the resolution on European integration adopted at the end of the party 
conference of the Social Christian Party on 18 June 1960 

ImproV'ing the way the European institutions work, getting the European Parliament directly 
elected, setting up a single executive for the three Communities without curtailing their supra
national power, and deciding once and for all where the seat of the institutions is to be. 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documeniation, July 1960) 

B-Resolution of the Belgian Socialist Party Congress held in Brussels 
on 16-18 December 1960 

(Extract) 

Lastly the Socialist Party hopes that the executives of Little Europe will be controlled by a 
democratically constituted Parliament. 

It supports the European Parliament's plan for direct elections but lays down two conditions : 

(i) its present powers should be increased. It should exercise control over budgets and over the 
activities of the executive. It should have legislative as well as consultative powers ; 

(ii) the rules governing the elections should be identical in the Six countries .so as not to distort the 
pattern of political representation of El.li!ope. . · 

~ (Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, January 1961) 

C-Motion adopted by the Belgian Christian .Workers' Movement (MOC) at ,its ·Congress 
in Brus~els (22-24 May 1964) 

(Extract) 

The MOC wants to see in the near future :. 

(i) the merger of the three executives into a single Commission endowed with broader and clearly-
defined powers ; · · . · . · 
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(·ii) ~he election of the Europeaon Parliament by dkect universal •suffrage and its compulsory consul
tation by the Council of Ministers on any important matters ; 

(Iii) the merger of the Councils of Ministers and ilie adjustment of the majority rule ; 

(iv) regular meetings of Heads of Government. 
(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, June 1964) 

II-Federal Republic of Germany 

A-Point E of the Social Democrat party programme for the 
general elections of 1965 

European· elections 

Article 138 of the Treaty stipulates that : 

'The Assembly ( = European P~rliament) shall draw up proposals for elections by direct universal 
suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all member States. 

The Council sP.all unanimously decide on theprovisions it shall recommend to member States 
for adoption in accordance w.iili their respective constitutional requirements.' 

Pursuaont to these provisions, ~!he European Parliament drew up detailed proposals for the direct 
election of its members. As a result of the French veto, however, . these proposals have since beoo 
left in abeyance at the Council of Ministers. Fraonce will not allow the European Pa:rliament either 
wider powers or the direct election of its members. To get round French opposition to direct 
elections, the Social Democrat group in the Bundestag tabled a Bill 1n June 1964 for ·the direct 
election of the 36 members of the European Parliament on 19 September, that is, on the same 
day as elections to the Bundestag. A first proposal to this effect was made by Mr. Karl Mommer 
(SPD) and this was later supported by Messrs. Adenauer and Dufhues. But for formaListic reasons 
and probaobly also fmm fear of the eleetions, the coalition p~rties rejected the SPD's plan, although 
this was perfectly fe~sible from the legal point of. view. Italy, the Netherlands, Luxembourg and 
Belgium . could then also have followed the German example rund in this way French opposition 
would have been thwa:rted. The Europeaon organizations also supported the SPD proposal. The 
situation is therefore as follows : · 

(i) direct European elections are not for the moment in sight : the present German Federal Go
vernment .too has made no abtempt to win o¥er all member States to this principle on the Council 
of Ministers ; 

(ii) the lack of any will to set a European exemple on the part of the present Government parties 
and of the Federal Government Itself is quite obvious . 

. (Tatsachen und Arg11mente, Stic.hwortertJ~rzeichnis zum Bundestagswahlkampf von A bis Z, p. 62) 

B-Extract from the action progrit~me adopted by the Christian Democrat . party 
at its Berlin Congress of ·4 to 6 November 1968 

This is why we insist that Europe should be united politically. We demand the completion 
of the European Economic Community, the abolition of all frontiers, common policies on economic 
and indnetary affairs, e:x~ternal trade, development aid, · science and research, and progressive 
approximation of social policies. 
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The European Parliament must be directly elected and exercise sovereign powers as regards 
legislation, budgets and democratic control. In addition, it must have a say in the appointment of 
the European executive. 

(Handelsblatt, 6 November 1968) 

HI-France 

A-Motion on Europe adopted by the Na~ional Congress of Independents and Farmers 
in Paris on 2 December 1960 

(Extract) 

'It is essential that public opinion shouLd be better informed on the reality that is Eucope. The 
Independents are ready to accept in an undoctrinaire spirit any genuine proposal. Without a,ny 
great confidence in the eHectiveness of a new political secretariat, they would not be opposed to 
this provided such a new institution did n()t · hamper the development of the existing ones. 
Similarly they wou1d accept a referendum provided it ·neither ruled out nor delayed direct elec-
tions to the European Parliament.' · 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, January 1961) 

B-Motion on the unification of Europe adopted at the close of the Second National Congress 
of the 'Union pour Ia nouvelle Republique' (U.N.R.) inStrasbourg, 

31 Mar91.to 14 April 1961 
(Extract) 

Convinced that the stability of western civilization necessitates consolidating the European 
Community, and welcoming the impetus akeady given to the process of European unification by 
General de Ga,ulle and his GoV'emment, the U.N.R. considers the following should be the key 
objectives for uniting Europe : 

(i) continued development of the Community of the Six through respeot for mutual commitments 
not only Jn the letter, v.rith which some of France's partners rest content, but also in the 
spirit ; · 

(ii) the need to make the Fifth Republic's decisive achievements in this field better known, and 
to answer criticism about its alleged intentions, both in France and elsewhere ; · 

(iii) efforts to secure political solidarity between the Governments on the basis of which, through 
a referendum, to set up a political confederation capable of endowing the purely economic 
work undertaken so far with an ever-present unity of purpose in every field. This should not 
exdude either a strengthening of links within the Community ·or enlarging the Community 
to embrace all countries of good will. 

C-Speech made by Mr. Alain Peyrefitte in the National Assembly's debate on fo1=eign affairs, 
20 July1961 

(Extract) 

Mt. Peyrefitte considered that neither the merger of the executives nor the direct. election of 
the European Parliament wouLd solve today's serious problems suoh as those of Berlin and Algeria. 
It was true that direct election of the European Parliament could one day mark a decisive step for
ward in the construction of .a politkal. Europe ; but this could not be taken yet. The main thing 
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was to give substa111ce to political Europe and at the same time increase the powers of the European 
Parliament. Until these powers were given, it would be fooli\Sh to suppose the Parliament's direct 
election wouLd of itself solve the problem of political Europe. 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, August 1961) 

D-Declaration made before the National Assembly by Mr. Simonnet (M.R.P.) 
on behalf of 280 of his colleagues (13 june 1962) 

(Extract) 

'Having been unable to express our opinion through a vote, we, the undersigned members 
of 1the National Assembly, wish to draw attention to our ,desire that France should join the 
movement for. European unity which we conceive in terms of a democratic community of peoples 
rather than of a series of intergovernmental conferences on the lines of old"style diplomacy. 

We should·. like to see the methods lllnd principles 1that have proved successful in the Common 
Market further developed and extended to general policy, particularly in the fieLd of foreign 
affairs ll!nd defence. 

We propose that the consolidation and merger of the Community executives, the direct elec
tion of the European Parliament, and the inrbroduction of majority decisions on the Council of 
Ministers, should be carried out in several stages. 

We reaffirm our conviction that only a united Europe that is an equal partner of the United 
States within the Atlantic Alliance can in the future Sllifeguard our liberties and peace.' 

The signatories of this declaration then left the Assembly, refusing to take part in any debate 
that did not culminate in a vote. 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, july 1962) 

E-Motion on Europe adopted by the People's Republican Movement (M.R.P.) 
at the close of its congress ifl La Baule, 24 to 26 May 1963 

(Extract) 

The M.R.P. 

propos·es the following meas.ures as a first stage on the road to the. United States of Europe: 

(i) .. election of the Europellin Parliament by universal suffrage ; 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(y) 

(vi) 
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regular meetings of. Heads of State or Government for the purpose of harmonizing those 
policies of the Six that are not governed by the Treaties, and to pave the way for a Community 
political body ; 

scope for the European Parliament to exercise real powers of decision in budgetary matters ; 

llihnual discussion by the EU:ropean' Parliament of a report to be submitted by Heads of State 
or Government on the state of the Community in a debate which would provide the basis 
for progressive integration ; · 

a. widening of the powers of the European Parliament through revision of the Community 
Treaties; 

the creation of a single executive for the three Communities. 
(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, July 1963) 



F-Statement made by Mr. Jean Lecanuet, presidential candidate, 
in Strasbourg on 26 November 1965 

'France mov1ng towa:r:ds the United States of Europe : that is what we wish to bring about. If 
I were elected the first thing I should do would be to meet the Head of State of the Community 
to relaunch the Common MM'ket and have France re5ume her seat in Brussels. Talks ought to be 
begun at once to relaunch Europe politically and to create a commission, on rthe model of the 
Hallstein Commission, to draw up a treaty on the political union of Europe. I am in favour of 
the election of a European Parliament by universal suffrage, of the election of a federal president 
ood, if the need arises, of a referendum on Europe.' 

(A Survey of European Documentation, March 1966) 

G--Interview given to the 'XXe siecle federaliste' by Mr. Giscard d'Estaing 
(November 1966) 

(Extract) 

Mr. Gisca:rd d'Estaing thought uhart the progress of .political Europe depended on the develop
mezyt of the msrtitutions. 'To se.t political Europe going involves injecting into the existing 
institutiooo some feature which will ensure their convergence 'Wihile at the same .time respecting 
their prerogatives.' He considered that 'in the vision of an existential Europe' an assembly elected 
by universal suHrage 'is not a solution because it would immediately throw up rtwo conflicts. 
Firstly, a conflict of law.:. who makes the law ? The national Parliament elected by universal 
suffrage ? The European Parliament elected by universal suffrage ? Secondly a. conflict between 
persons : · who is representative ? The French, the Germans, the Italians, elected. within the frame
work of a national Parliament, or those elected to a European Parliament ? In short, a Padiament 
elected by UJ1liversal suffrage is the expression of a notion, that of a majority decision. .Who can 
say, however, whether at Europe's present stage of development decisions can be taken and put 
into effect purely on the basis of a majority ? What sort of European majori:ty could there be ? 
Who could induce the minority to speak a language other than their own ? Wtb:wt Elitopean 
majority could alter the status or right to exist of political parties or ·trade unions ? In reality, 
at .the stage existential Europe has at present reached, we are none of us ready, when we are in 
the minority, to bow to the decisions of the majority. 

We must therefore move forwavd along another path ; this is why I think rthat . rthe first 
institution to establish is a European Senate. European senators should be elected indirectly, that 
is, by the locally elected, jusrt as our French senators are, but on ·the basis of regional lists, so that 
this type of constituency could for the first time be used. This would be existential Europe, but 
also organic Europe, because the region would become a key component of European society. The 
composition of this senate would moreover have to reflect the shite of balance a1ready existing in 
th~ EEC. We know 'that under the Treaty of Rome each country has a certain number of votes on 
the Council of Ministers in Brussels : France and Germany ·have the same number of votes and 
for the other countries a weighting is applied. The number of senators for each country would be 
fixed accordingly. 

The European Senate would be required to examine in seco!lJd reading all national legislative 
provisions whose harmonization-as between the various States-was thought desirable : taxation, 
social security. charges, commercial law, labour law. Debates could be held on defence, foreign 
policy and economic policy. The Senate would exiunine texts falling within its province after a firsrt 
reading by the national Parliaments, and would have the 'right to make amendments. The Senate 
could, by a. qualified majority, call for a s~cogd consultation at European level. The national Parlia-
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ments would have rthe power of decision in the last instance. Such a Senate wouLd be the first stage 
in the development of a united Europe.' 

(A Survey of European Documentation, January 1967) 

H-Joint declaration by the F.G.D.S. (Federation of the Democratic and Socialist Left) 
and the P.C.F. (French Communist Party) of 26 February 1968 

(Extract) 

The Federation proposes practical measures to speed up the process of European integration. 
It favours enlarging Europe territorially (particularly throug)J. the admission of the United King
dom), increasing the number of common sectors (to include planning, currency, technology and 
public health) and setting up a common political authority embracing a Parliament eleoted by 
universal suffrage. In this way Europe should be able to acquire the means to become politically 
and economically independent. Economic planning should ensure its smooth expansion as well as 
a fair distribution of wealth which cannot be left to the play of capitalist competition. If allowed 
to develop in this way, the European Community will satisfy the needs of consumers 1n a large 
market at the lowest cost. It already appears possible to delegate limited burt real powers-subject 
to democratic conrtrol-to the existing and future Rome Treaty institutions. 

The P.C.F. is in favour of a democratic and peaceful Europe. It considers that France should 
not confine irtself within the narrow compass of a little capitalist Europe-whether with six or, at 
most, seven members-but should bui1d up its economic and technical relations with all European 
countries to thei:r mutual benefit. In a democratic France the nationalization of the key sectors 
would make it possible to co-operate on major projects on a European scale and under conditions 
that would permirt them to become :an integral part of the balanced development of the national 
economy. The P.C.F. :r·eaffirms its hostility l:o the setting up of a supranational authority created 
and dominated by capital, as it would accentuate the division of Europe, aggravate the baneful 
consequences for the workers of the present policy of the Common Market, and leave the demo
cratic policy the F·rench people want to the mercy of reactionary foreign governments. 

Far fmm being independent, a little supranational Europe would be left dangerously under 
the sway of an expansionist aJnd revanohist Germany and delivered to American tutelage within the 
f·ramework of the Atlantic Pact. 

Despite these differences, the F.G.D.S. and the P.C.F. agree cllart the Common Market-now 
a reality-is a:t present dominated by cartels, trusts and ·international pressure groups. 

They consider it necessary : 

(i) to give it an entirely different economic and social content consistent with the workers' inte
rests. 

The P.C.F. proposes to get rid of the technocraMc character of the institutions that run the 
Common Market, and to democratize them. 

The F.G.D.S. intends to get rid of the technocratic character which the institutions running 
the Common Market are gradually assuming, as a result of the absence of a polirtical authority, 
by democratizing them ; 

(ii) to ensure that real rights are given to representatives of industrial and agricultural unions in 
the institutions of the Common Market ; 

(iii) to ensure representation, without distinction, to all political parties in the national Parliaments. 

The F.G.D.S. and the P.C.F. consider that, in t!he fight against the monopolistic and techno
cra:tic aspeots of the Common Market, the claims of workers in the countries concerned will 
be more effective if they close ranks in the common struggle. 

(A Survey of European Documentation, January-March 1968) 
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!-Statement by Mr. Alain Poher (interim President of the Republic and candidate at 
the June 1969 presidential elections) to the newspaper 'L'Aurore' 

(27 May 1969) 

To the question: 'As President of the European Parliament since 1966, what do you think 
of its work ood its future ?', Mr. Alain Poher replied : 'The European Parliament :is an assembly 
whose main function i<s to exercise conbrol over the executive Commission of the European Economic 
Community in Brussels. But it can also censure its activities-something it has never done ! 

At each session :it is presented with a special report, wnd oncea year a.general report is made 
the subject of a debate during which amendmenbs may be inserted. These debates have so far 
been of great importance because they have served to bring into relief the main preoccupations of 
the six countries. 

But the European Parliament remains a hybrid affair with all the shortcomings that flow 
from its being primarily a consultative body. 

Only when it is elected by universal suffrage will it ll!cquire the status of a legislative assembly 
and play the role of a real PMliainent. ~ 

Asked whether he might make the first. move in proposing the direct election of the European 
Parliament, Mr. Poher replied : 'I ll!m all for this method of nomination but I do not want to 
embavrass our partners a:nd believe that such a reform wouLd have to be preceded by negotiations.' 

' (L!Aurore, 27 May 1969-Le Monde, 28 May 1969) 

A-Extract from the electoral programme of the Italian Socialist Party(l) 

One of the prerequisites for a democratic altemative is the direct election of the Euro
pean Parliament and the democratization of. .all the European institutions, so that the forces 
of the workers' movement can also be fully represented in them. 

( Avanti, Apri/1963) 

B-Statement by Mr. Rumor (Secretary-General of the Christian Democrat Party) 
to the weekly review 'Europa', 10 November 1967 

(Extract) 

It goes without saying that the Christiain Democrat Parties are jointly and severally con
cerned wid:h all aspects of the Community, particularly those relating to the institutions. 

In this respect it is the Christian Democrat group of the European Parliament that :is the 
most heavily comm.iJtted. . · · 

This is not only because of the function and competence of th:is group, but also because 
of the importance we attach to the direct election of the European P,arJiament. 

This goal will not be an easy one to achieve but it must be pursued tenaciously ,if we really 
want Europe to become united and not only a political reality but also a reality deeply rooted 
in the minds of the European people. 

(A Survey of European Documentation, October-December 1967) 

(
1

) The direct .e!ectio'! o.f the Europea~ Parliament is also called for in the final motion adopted at the end of the 35th Congress 
of the Itaha.n Soe~ahst Party held Ifi Rome from 25 to 29 October 1963. · 
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C-Motion adopted at the end of the 11th Congress of the Italian Liberal Party 
held in Rome from 7 to 12 January 1969 

(Extract) 

The Liberals are fighting for a united Europe, enlarged to include the ·United Kingdom 
and other sovereign 'cl>nd democratic Stad:es of our continent, .run by the federal instituttions 
and allied in a more balanced relationship with the United States. Given the Gaullist atti
tude, .this may mean initiatives excluding but tin no way di,rected against France. For the 
immedia.te future this struggle implies the wish, which the Italian Liberal Party reaffirms, thaJt 
t]J.e Italian representad:ives in the European Parliament should be elected by direct universal 
suffrage. 

(A Survey of European Documentation, January-March 1969) 

V -Netherlands 

A-Resolution of the COngress of the Catholic People's Party 
(22-23 October 1960) 

(Extract) 

The means to this end include merging the executives of the European Communities and 
strengthening the democratic character of the European Parliament through direct elections and 
widening its powers, particularly in budgeta:ry matters. 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, November 1960) 

B-Professions of faith in Europe in the official election programmes of the major political 
parties of the Netherlands (1967 elections) 

(Extract) 

The Catholic People's Party (KVP) states in its election progr·amme that it is 'determinedly 
pursuing its efforts to ensure the advent of a united, democratic, supranational and outward-look
ing Europe.' 

'the Labour Party (P¥dA) wishes to facilitate the entry to the EEC of Great Britain and 
other democratic countries, to strengthen the position of the European Commission and to endow 
the European Pa:rliament with real padiamentary powers so as to ensure that integration is carried 
out on democrad:ic lines. 

One of the aims pursued by the People's Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD), under 
Article 13 of its programme, is 'European integration on democratic lines and without setting up 
a continental bloc. The goal is a united Europe in which the executive authority woUld be answer
able for its policy to a European Parliament elected by direct universal suff-rage and with which it 
would jointly form the legislature. A Court of Justice will have to ensure respect of Community 
law. The pa:rty favours collaboralti:on between all European liberal movements with a view to 
building the new Europe as f.ar as possible on a liberal basis.' 

According to the VVD's election programme, in order to achieve European unity within 
the Atlantic Community the EEC will soon have to be enlarged by admitting other European 
countries. As so little advantage is being taken of the scope offered by the Rome Treaty for setting 
up a supranational structure, a waltch should be kept on vital naJtional interests. The vyn favours 
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the transfer of powers to supranational institutions where the interests at stake can be more 
effectively defended at European level. Every effort •should therefore be made to rturn the European 
Parliament into a dynamic directly-elected·. institution. 

According to rthe Anti~Revohttionary Party (ARP), the political unif<ication of Europe oo a 
supranational basis-Sif:ill in its initial stage in the present Communities-must be carried out on a 
democratic, outwar.d-looking and. supranational basis, the distinctive character of each country being, 
however, respected. The ARP insists that pa:diamentary supervision •should be made '):eally effective. 
Integration must be rounded off by. the merger of the Communities and the direct election of 
members of the European Parliament. ·· · · · · · · ·. · · 

Finally, the Christian Historical Union (CHU) 'will continue to strive without flagging for 
political and economic unity in a Europe no longer confined to the Six aJnd whose democraJt:ic 
basis will be a European Parliament elected by direct suffrage and wielding real lJ9Wers.' 

(A Survey of E11ropean Documentation, February 1967) 

VI-In~ernational Organizati()ns of political parties 

Since 1960 the international organizations of the political parties-the Socirtlist 
International, the European Union of Christian Democrats and the Liberal International 
-have demanded the direct election of the European Parliament in the closing resolutions 
passed at their congresses. · 
The resolutions reproduced below are those. that devoted' the most space. to this issue. 
The years in which the question of the European Parliament was raised in the final 
resolutions is given in each case. 

A-Extract from a resolutiQn .on. the Community's political objectives 
adopted by the 7th Congtess of tl?..~ Social Democrat Parties of. the European Community 

held in Berlin on 17 and 18 November . .l966 · 

'The Congress calls for : 

(c) the sbrengthening of Community institutions, and particular! y of the European Parliament ; 
the organization of direct general elections to the European Parliament ; 

(Sozialdemokratische Europakorrespondenz, No. 1, 1967) 

Direct European elections are also mentioned in the final resolutions adopted at the 
5th Congress (Paris, 5-6 November 1962) and the 6th Congress (Rome, 17-iB Sep
tember 1964) of the Socialist Parties of the Community. 

B-Extract from the final resolution adopted by the 17th Congress of the European Union 
of Christian Democrats held in Taormina from 9 to 12 December 1965 

'The EUCD i!s convinced .that pMliamentary democracy offers the surest gua:rantee for practis
ing the fundamental Christ·ian principles on which a free and j'l!St society, in which human dignity 
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has full scope for development,. must be based. As the EUCD believes that this goal can only be 
attained if the process of Community integration is accompanied by stricter democratic control, 
it calls for a strengthening of the European Parliament's role ,and for irs direct election by universal 
suffrage.' 

(A Survey of European Documentation, No. 23, March 1966) 

The demand for the direct election of the European Parliament figures in the final 
resolution passed at the 18th Congress (Venice, 12-15 September 1968) and in the 
resolutions passed by the International Union of Christian Democrats at its 4th World 
Congress (Strasbourg, 26-29 September 1963). 

C~Extract from the final resolution passed . at the Congress of the Liberal International Union 
held ill St ... G~ll on 3-5 September 1963 

'The Interna;tional Liberal Union considers that it is more than ever necessary rto forge ahead 
with the economic and political integration of Europe. This is a prerequisite for prosperity and 
progress among the European Pe<?ples, serves. to strengthen. the . eastern pillar of Atlantic co
operation, and is thus a 'force foi: peace in Europe and throughout the world. It also serves as an 
excellent means of improving and Slt~pping up aid to the developing countries. 

The . (J.Oion ther~fore . feels tha,t ;i~ is. the . du~y of all EEC member States to complete the 
Commupjty structure fl.S rapidly as possible, to fmalize the customs u!]ion and to lay trhe founda
tion for economic union. The member States should merge the existing Communities and strengthen 
their democratic basis by hoJd:i:ng .direct elections to the . European Parliament and heightening its 
prestig~, · so as ·to endow the integraJted · Community with enhanced autrhority and greater means 
of action.' ' · · 

34.0. 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation; October 1963) 

The same demand for direct European elections appears in the resolution adopted at the 
end of the Congress held by the World Federation of Young Liberals and Radicals 
(Luxembourg, 8-13 September 1963). It is also made in the resolution on the inter
national situation adopted at the end of the Congress of the International Liberal 
Union held at The Hague from 20 to 24 September 1968. 



CHAPTER III 

THE EUROPEAN MOVEMENTS 

As in the previous chapters, it is not the intention to reproduce here all the staJtemenlf:s made 
by European movements since 1960 ih which the direct election ,of, the European Parliament has 
been touched upon. ·Only the most characteristic statements are quoted, the others .being mentioned 
only for the record. 

!-Policy statements by the Action Committee for the United States of Europe 

A-Extract from joint statement on elections by universal suffrage to the European Parliament 
issued at. the 8th session of the Action. Committee, (or. the United. States of. Europe 

in Pari~ o~ H]uly 19.60 

The Committee also endorses the aims set out in the resolutions adopted by the European 
Parliament on 17 M;~.y 1960 and calling on the Governments to adopt a draft Convention on 
i:ts election by universal suffrage. Such· elections would directly 1nvolve every citizen in Olir six 
countries. 

The in1portanc~ of such el~ctions.mak:es it imp~rative to endow the Parliament wit~ powers 
~hat would enable it to play a wider role in .the creation of .the Common Market. The Com
mittee considers that work on the Convention should go ha:nd in hand with an analysis of these 
additional powers. 

Equipped with tihese wider powers, the Parliament should become the means of achieving 
economic unity in Europe. ' 

The direct election of the European Parliament is again 'mentioned in the joini decld!Ya
tion of 10-11 July 1961 under the heading 'Broadening the democratic basis of the 
European Communities' {9th setsion, Paris, 10-11 July 1961}. · · . 

(Statements and communiques of the Action Committee for the United States of Europe, Lausanne, 1965) 

B-Joint statement adopted at the 11th session. of the Action Committee for ,the United States of Europe 
(Bonn; 1 June 1964) 

(Extract) 

The Committe.e pledges . its support for : 

the Italian Government's proposal, broadly on the lines of that of the European ·Parliament, 
that half the members ofthe European Parliament should be directly elected and the. ·remainder 
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nominated, as heretofore, by the nart:ional Parliaments, the total number of members being doubled. 
This would establish a direct li:nk between the peoples of Europe and the European institutions, 
while preserving that already exi'sting between the European Parliament and the national Parlia
ments. 

(Statements and communiques of the Action Committee for the United States of Europe, Lausanne, 1965) 

C-Extract from the joint declaration issued at the 12th session of the Action Committee for the 
United States of Europe (Brussels 8-9 May 1965) 

The matters dealt with within the Common Market are becoming more and more important. 
Because of their Community character they escape the control of rthe national Parliaments. Until 
the European Parliament is directly elected and its legal powers are enlarged, it must be enabled 
to play a more· effective part in the 1Jfe of the Community. 

(Statements and communiques of the· Action Co~mittee for the United States of Europe, Lausanne, 1965) 

II-Resolutions of the European Movement 

A-Extract f~om memor~nd~m adopted(1 ) at the Munich Congress o£ the E~ro~ean Movement 
Munich (6-7 june 1962) 

The institutions are in urgent need of strengthening through : 

(a) The merger of the High ,Authority and the Commissions. These should, however, retain 
their present area.s of competence, have broad powers delegated to them by . the Cou!l1cil, and 
be given a wider measure of independence of the Governments ; . 

(b) The election of a substantial number of members of the European ·Parliament by direct universal 
suffrage (EBC, Atrticle 138; Euratom, Article 108 ; ECSC, revised Article 21) which would 
thus exercise irts powers with greater authority. Many more Opinions will be asked of rhe 
Parliament ; decisions rtaken in the light of these Opinions will have to be substantiated ; 
the Commission will keep the Parliament informed of the proposals it is ·requ.ired.,to :ma:ke to 
rthe ·Council and of the action it takes on·· the · amendme111ts .·proposed by the Parliament ' (EEC, 
Article 149). The Council ·of Ministers must accept the dialogu!e with the Parliament which 

, is the very essence of democratic· control. In. the event of a long,standing difference. between 
the institutions rthe Parliament should be called upon to decide thereon. 

The International Executive Bureau of the European Movement has regularly drawn 
aitentil/n- to· the .. need for direct ·European ·eleciions :·'in _..PariS on· 23 Match· 1963, in 
Berlin on 6 November 1964, and agdin in ParlJ on 16 January 1965, under the 
chairmanship of Mr. Maurice Faure. It 'also prompted, and then supported, moves in 
the national Parliaments for the tabling of Bills fixing a date for direct elections to the 
European Parliament on the basis of the draft Convention of 1960, emphasizing that the 

. same Bills should. be introduced simultaneously in the six national Parliaments. 

(i) The memorandum was adopted by an overwheJmi~g majoritY (only 6 votes against, with 2i abstentions). 
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B-Extract from the Brussels declaration of 19 July 1965 

'The European Movement : 

appeals to all Governments that have come out in favour of increasing the powers of the 
European Parliament, electing it by direct universal suffrage a111:d creating a source of !l"evenue 
available to the Community irtself, firmly to maintain these demands for the establishment of a 
really democratic European Community.' 

On 26 April 1967, during the celebration of the tenth anniversary of the Treaties of Rome, 
and at the Bad Godesberg confel'ence of 21 and 22 April 1967, the European Movement con
tinued to include the direct election of the European Padiament in its ·declarations and resolutions~ 

At its meeting ·in Bonn of 3 May 1968 the Executive Committee of the Movement rook the 
initiative of organizing a European parliamentary conference at The Hague on 8 and 9 November 
of that yeM. 

C-Extract from the resolution unanimously adopted by the European Parliamentary Congress 
held at The Hague on 8 and 9 November 1968 

The peoples of Europe cannot afford to mark time very much longer. If disagreement con
tinues to block progress, then we appeal to all Governments that recognize the pressing need for 
European unity to find other ways and means of integrating their policies in those spheres out
side the scope of .the European Community, and of setting up the necessa:ry institutions endowed 
with supranational powers and a democratic structure firmly ba~sed on direct universal suffrage. 
The spheres in which joint studies and decisions are needed include international affairs, defence, 
and armaments. We demand that a conference of Heads of Government be called fO!t this pur
pose. Any agreement concluded should remain open to the subsequent accession of other countries. 

This congress was attended by 525 parliamentarians from sixteen European countries, 
including 100 from Great Britain, and 8 Foreign Ministers(l ). The demand for 
'institutions endowed with supranational powers and a democratic structure firmly based 
on direct universal suffrage' was induded in the resolution-as a result of an amendment 
moved by Mr. Sicco Mansholt and adopted at the congress by a show of hands. 

III-European Federalist Action 

J;>eclaration issued by the Federal Committee of European Federalist Action at its meeting 
in Paris on 14-15 March 1964 

(Extract) 

The ultimate objective is still to create the. United States of Europe. These will· have to 
take over the common tasks not only in the economic sphere but also, and above all, in the 
political sphere, with special emphasis on defence and diplomatic affairs. Their permrunent insti-
tutions will have to include at least : · 

( 1 ) Neither the French Government nor the Democratic Union for the Fifth Republic sent a delegation; 
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(i) a Federal Government responsible for common affairs.; 

(ii) a bicameral Parliament, comprising a ·Chamber of Representatives and a Senate; 

(iii) a Court of Justice, as guardian of a European Charter of Human Rights and of -the Com
munities. 

The immediate effect of merging the existing Communities will be to broruden the scope 
of action of 4Jhe single ex;ecutive. Accordingly, the need to widen the powel."s of the European 
Parliament-even Jn spheres other than the economic, such as defence, diploma:tk affairs etc.
is becoming -more aJnd more urgent. The European Parliament must be given wider powers in 
respect of budgetary matters, the democratic control of the Commission and_ Council of Ministers, 
and in the sphere of European legislation. To this end, it is essential as soon as possible to apply 
A•rticle 138 of the EEC TreaJty which provides for the direct election of members of the European 
Parliament. Such elections will have a very favourable political and psychological influence on the 
construction of Europe. Moreover, this would not prevent individual member States, should they 
so desi·re, from paying even closer attention to the recommendations of the European Parliament 
and proceeding at once with the direct election of their representatives. 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, April 1964) 

At its Congress in Brussels on 18-19 November 1967, European Federalist Action 
recalled the need for direct elections to the European Parliament. 

tV-European Federalist Movement 

Extract from the resolution on general policy adopted by the 12th Congress 
of the European Federalist Movement (11, 12 and 13 April 1969) 

' ... According to this ·analysis, the main guidelines for the European Federalist Movement's 
action ·in rt:he years ahead may be defined as follows :_ 

(i) ·tomike amor~sea:rchingstudy of the problems underlying the unification of Emope and the 
creation of a federal society, i'n dose collahoration with all who challenge today's social order ; 

(ii) vigorously to pursue the campaign already launohed in Italy for the direct election of members 
of the European Parliament by universal suffrage. The recognition for the first time in one 
country of the European electoral rights of its citizens would place the other Governments in 
an untenable position and op,en the door to general elections for the European ·Parliament and 
to the constitutive phase of the nucleus of a federal Europe. 

What ma:kes these- elections all the more important is -t)le fact that the European Parliament 
has a key role to play ·in prepa11ing the merger of the Communities, something which cannot 
be left to the f,ree play of diplomacy. · ·· 
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We are not reproducing here the motionr adopted by 'the national sections of the 
European Federalist Movement. It should be noted, however, that the campaign for 
signatures conducted in Italy at the beginning of 1969 in support of a 'People's Bill' 
for the direct election of Italian representatives of the European Parliament was due 
to the initiative of the Italian section of the European Federalist Movement (see Part 
One, chapter V, end). 



V--:-Resolution of the 'Europa-Union~ of Germany· .. 

A-Statement issued on 19 September i9t?O by the B~reau of 'Europa-Union' 
on General de Gaulle's press conference of !; September 1960 

The Europa-Union feels that regular meetings between statesmen responsible for foreign 
policy in the vaxious member States, institutionalized by setting up. a joint secretariat, could be a 
real step forward in poUtical co-operail:ion between the Six. Tf):e Europa-Union stresses that such 
a body must be developed to the poi1111: where it becomes a stepping-stoqe to l:he European Poli
tical Community. 

The Europa-Union points out that orice stich a body is set up and operates under the condi
tions envisaged, the nad:ional Parliaments will no longer be able to exercise normal democratic 
control over foreign policy. To ensure this essential control at European level, it will be necessary 
to widen the powers of ~he European Parliament and to increase its effectiveness by electing its 
members by direcd: universal suffrage. Only if the Parliament :is ~ruly democratic will it be possible 
to take foreign poHcy and defence policy measures in a Community spirit and to rule oud: the 
technocratic ~rends that can always develop in the .economic sphere. 

The Europa-Union readily acknowledges that-in some counttries at least-a referendum could 
be of use, although it could not take the place of direot elections to the European Parliament. 
The essential condition for holding a ref·erendum is if!hat questions should be phrased in such 
a way as to enable the peoples of Europe explicitly ~o affirm their determination to progress by 
stages towards the establishment of a real European federation. 

(Monthly Bulletin of European Documentation, October 1960) 

At the 12th Congress of the 'Europa-Union' of Germany, held in Kiel (26-30 May 
1961} Mr. Mommer (SPD) stressed the need for early direct elections to the European 
Parliament. At the 13th ConKress held in Bad. Bodesberg on 22 and 23 October 1962, 
the closing resolution described European elections as the first aim in its action 
programme. · 

B-The 14th Congress of the 'Europa-Union' of Germany (Frankfurt, 13-14 April 1964) also called for 
European elections, and on 1 June 1965 its Bureau adopted a memorandum of which the following are 

the opening passages : 

As required by the Basic Law, the Bundestag has again and again pressed for a supranational 
and democratic united Europe and decisively contributed towat<ds its achievement, particularly by 
ratifying the Treaties setting up the three European Communities. A great deal, however, remains 
to be done. 

In the weeks and months ahead the Bundestag will have repeated opportunities to press for 
further progress in the integration and democratization of the European Communities and to 
demonstrate the seviousness and consistency of its unificad:ion policy. 

At its 16th Congress held in Baden-Baden from 20 to 22 November 1966 the 'Europa
Union' again called for direct European elections in Europe, as it did in the motion 
adopted at the close of its 17th Congress (Cologne, 4-5 May 1968). 
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VI-Resolutions of the Council of European Local Authorities 

A-Resolution adopted at the end of the 5th Congre~s of Officials of European Local Authorities 
(Cannes, 10-13 March 19.60) . 

The setting up of a European executive endowed with wider and real powers, of a Parliament 
representative of the peoples and invested witl:h political powers, and of a Court of Justice, as 
guardian of a charter of human •rights and of the Communities, is described, in a· resolution passed 
by the PoHtical Committee, as an urgent necessity for the progress of European inlt:egra:tion in the 
economic and political sectors. 

The involvement of the people in a 'really united Europe would be inconceivable without their 
active· participation through regional and local authodties, the very basis of a·· really democratic 
society. ·· · · · 

The resoLution . demands that local authorities. be systematically represented in the Europe of 
the Fifteen and in the Europe. of the Six. 

·· It caUs further for the application of the Articles of the 11reaties of Rome providing for the 
election of the European ParHamenJt: by direct universal suffrage. Finally, ·it asks that the future 
federal constitUttion of Europe should provide for a bicameral Pa:rliament to the election of whose 
upper chamber wouLd contr·ibute not only vhe federated States . but also the local· and regional 
communi•ties. · 

(Communes d'Europe, Bulletin. No. 6, May 1960) 

B-Item 3 of the political resolution adopted at the end of the 7th Congress of Officials of European Local 
Authorities (Rome, 15~18 October 1964) 

European economic integration, which got off to a hopeful start under· the existing Commun
ities, can make no real progress ·unless a decisive. Sll:ep is taken towands a federal organization : 
gradual extension of the Community's competence to foreign policy, defence and cultullal affairs, 
and the early establishment of a European Federal Government. Genuine democmtic control must 
be exercised by a Parliament one of whose chambers should be di:l)ectly elected by all Europeans. 

(Communes d'Europe, Bulletin No 44, November-December 1964) 

' .. \ '. t.: 
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